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AUT. I. Mimttes of the Evidence tahen before the Committee
appointed by the Hmise if Commons, to inquire into tliv State

of Mendiciii/ and Vagrancij in the Mttropclis and its Seigh-
bourliood. Ordered to be printed July lith 1815. To 'j:fiich

is added the General Report^ ordered to be pintcd May ^l^tk

1816.

A N advocate for charity, in any of its forms, has always, at
-^-*- first sight, much to recommend him to the partiality of
Ills auditors. He is doing something for the interest of huma-
nity, in the shape of a positive service. He is making a move-
ment, to which he is prompted, in all appearance, by an im-
pulse of kindliness. He is exercising his thoughts, and lifting

his voice in behalf of distress ; and there is something in the

mere aspect of such an exhibition, that is calculated to prepos-

sess his observers, and to hold him out in a liyht of very advan-

tageous contrasi, either with the selfishly indiflerent, who care

not about his projects, or with ihe actively hostile, who oppose
them.

On the other hand, an opponent, not of charity, but of

some of its particular forms, has often much in the shn{)e of
initiatory dislike and prejudice to struggle with. However
much he may prevail in the argument, and, at the conclusion

of it, may vindicate his character as an enlightened friend of

the species ; he has not unfrcquently to b-sve the hazard and
the resistance of a most unpopular outset. The public arc apt

to be revolted by that array of hardihood which a mere rea-

soning philanthropist is so likely to throw around his specula-

tions ; and, should he at length succeed in carrying their ac-

quiescence along with him, this is an object for which he must
VOL, XXVIII. NO. 55. A
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fight his way at one time throujrh the gentler remonstrances of
an alarmed delicacy; and, at another, through the clamours of
a boisterous and reproachful indignation.

This, in no one instance, has been so strikingly exemplified,

.as in those specr.laiions about the nature of charity, which were
in a gieat measure originated by Mr Makhus ; and from which
many have been led to infer, that every public and proclaimed
provision, for the relief of general indigence, is not only utter-

ly incompetent to the attainment of its object, but has the ef-

fect of perpetuating and extending the very distress which it

proposes to alleviate j and that, therefore, it had been better,

could the sufferings of poverty have been left to the hands of
private charity altogether. In opposition to this, the actual

cases of want are brought out in full enumeration ; and all the

circumstances of pathos, by which they are accompanied, are

impressively dwelt upon ; and the direct and visible relief they

obtain from our existing institutions, is too apparent to escape

the commonest observation ; and the fact, the unquestionable

fact, is at all times appealed to, and set up m resistance to the

fearful uncertainty of committing such cases to such accidental

impulses of compassion as they may awaken in the neighbour-
hood where they occur: And thus it is, that the antagonists of
this new doctrine are, in the estimation of a very large part of

the community, placed on the vantage ground, both of feeling

and of historical example ; while its friends are looked upon
as having nothing else to urge in their behalf, than the plausi-

bilities of a barbarous and imtried theory.

To temper the force of these execrations, it is alleged by the

followers of Makhus, that many of the eases in question are

the product of the charity itself; that, after a public institu-

tion has done its uttermost, it leaves a surplus of unreached
and unrelieved wretchedness greater in amount than it met with

at the outset of its operations ; that it never rescues the ixholc

field of human suffering from the hand of private charity, and
then brings it und^r a better and more effective management
than before ; that at each step of its progress, it only works on
a part of the actual field, and meanwhile sends forth a pestilen-

tial influence on every side of it among the sound part of the

population ; that on theoatside as it were of all the space which
it occupies, there ever hes an unreclaimed waste of poverty,

which recedes and broadens, and that, too, in proportion as

public charity proclaims and multiplies- her doings: And, there-

fore, so far from acting the part of a more efficient substitiite

for private charity, she has, in truth, left, benevolent individuals-

more to do than ever, and aggravated all the duties and all ths-

difficulties which originally lay upon them.
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Now, without offerinfir to decide this controversy at present,

we are led, by the pubhcation before u>, to att:ich ourselves to

an object, on the practical importance of which, ail the parties

in it are mo>t cordially agreed. The object is, to reduce the

heavy expenses of pauperism ; and, at the same time, to re-

lieve the miseries of the poor. We observe in the present,

and in many of the other English publications upon this sub-

ject, fref]uent appeals to the case of Scotland, and a kind of

mysterious charm ascribed to that peculiar mode of treatment,

which still obtains in the greater number of our parishes, ^^'c

hold ourselves to be discharging one of the most appropriate of

our functions, when we are attempting to furnish our S lulhern

neighbours with such information as our opportunities can sup-

ply ; and we do think, that much important principle may be

educed from the present aspect of Scotland, in so far as it

respects the question of Poor's-Rates.

Whatever differences may obtain on the philosophy of the

subject, we believe that there are two points on which there is

now a very wide and general agreement. The first is, that the ill*

of Poverty will never be banished from the world bj' the merr^

positive administrations of Beneficence. The days have gone

by, when the relief of Poverty could be looked upon as iiothinf^

inore than the simple process of filling up a vacancy, or of direct-

ing towards that quarter of society where there was want, a strear;!

of supply from that other quarter where there was fulness. This

indeed was the first and most obvious expedient ; and it was

natural to think, that in this way a suflliciency could be ob-

tained for all the needs and sufferings of our species—and a

more equal rate of enjoyment be difl'Lu:ed over the neighbour-

hood ; while the rich by the act of giving, and the poor by the

act of receiving, would come nearer to each other in the de-

gree at which they participated of the bounties and tire provi-

sions of nature. This experiment, however, has been repeated

in a thousand forms ; and even when conducted on the largest

and most conspicuous scale, the result has been a glaring mock-
cry of these anticipations. Liberality has put forth her abun-

dant stores in many a town, and in many a neighbourhood

;

and no such scene of fine or delightful promise has ever been

realized. And even when, with the feeling that her present sa-

crifices were not yet enough, she has put forth a greater stretch

of exertion tlian before—she has always found that her power-

less aim fell short of that accomplishment to which she direct-

ed all the earnestness of her wishes, and the strenuousness of

her most honest and diligent endeavours—and has at length

arrived at the sure mortificatiwi of knowing, that the object ot
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her pursuit is ever receding from her advances— and that, let

her multiply her offerings as she may, there will still lie before
her the urquelled aspect of a clamorous, dissatisfied, and actual-

ly suffering population.

This is a point, then, upon which we are not called to pro-
voke the antipathies of any set of men, by linking it with the

doctrines of Malthus, or any other system of economical specu-
lation. People have found their way to it with nothing else to

guide them than a kind of gross and general experience. Put the

case of a wealthy citizen, leaving the fortune he has amassed in

some second-rate town of the empire, to the object of alleviat-

ing the general indigence of iis people, and let its interest form
a clear addition to all the anterior charities of the place. There
are many who, wiih no system and no generalisation in their

heads about it, could, on the strength of something like an in-

stinctive sagacity, pronounce on the utter futility of such a des-

tination. They could tell us, that this additional sum, if it a-

mounted to ten thousand a year, would just go to augment the

numbers of the poor, without reducing the miseries of poverty ;

and that if, by way of making a still more decisive stroke at the

mischief, the ten thousand were made twenty, the mischief would
still rise upon us, and hold out as obstinate and inextirpable a
character as ever. In short, there are hundreds of practical men,
who, though totally unfurnished with science or any thing like

it, have got a thorough hold of the truth of the matter; who
sec, and see with a most discerning justness, that the right ma-
nagement of poverty is truly the darkest and most unresolvable

of all problems ; and that, in the face of all which the combin-

ed charity and wisdom of man can devise to banish them from

the world, there appears to exist some mysterious necessity for

the accomplishment of the saying, ' that we shall have the poor

with us always.

'

And indeed, without entering into the theory of population

at all, it seems pretty evident, that should I retrench my own
enjoyments, and give the produce of all this economy to the poor,

I should only give to one set of human beings what I am with-

holding from another. The sum now expended in the relief

of poverty, was formerly expended in payments for the arti-

cles of my own accommodation,— in the shape of support to

those who supplied these articles—or of remuneration to those

who had vested their capital, or bestowed their industry upon
the preparation of them. And thus it appears, that wherever

a great mass of wealth is directed to the maintenance of the

poor, this is done by a great withdrawment of wealth from its

former channels of distribution ; by a great impoverishment of
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those who were former!} upheld by this wealth in the exercise

of their callings; and, in fact, by the creation of poor in one
quarter, just as you divert money av\ny from thot^e who were
industriously carninfr the price of ynur nrtidcs of consumption,

to tiie rclitf of poverty already exisiin<; in s(^me other quarter.

And hence it may be seen, how, if all ihe men of wealth in the

country were to reduce themselves to the mere necessaries of

life, they would just dismiss from their service a mighty fain of

dependent artificers and workmen ; they would ju-^t, without
forwardintT by a single inch the cause of human enjoyment, ex-

change an industriou- for a beggarly population.

Without making any funhi;r attempts at present to unravel

the intricacy of this ipechani«;m, we now hasten to another posi-

tion, in the truth of which, also, there is a pretty gener d agree-

ment between the disciples of philnsophy and practice. It is, that

no power of inqui-iti'ii can protect a public charity from un-

fair demands upon it, and demands, too, of such weight and
plausibility, as must, in fact, be receded to, and have the ef-

fect of wasting a large and ever incre-is'ng proportion of the

fund, on those who are not ihe rightful or the legitimate ob-

jects of it. We speak not m< rely of the arts bv which tvery

claimant can disguise his actual rircumstances. We A\?.\\ sup-

pose that this point can be most rigidly ascertamcd—that a
precise inventory can be taken of all his means and posses-

sions—that every latent source of maintenance can be fully

detected, and brought bt^ore the view of the (r<Jnrdians and
distributers of charity—and that a correct judgment c?n at aR
times be formed on the question, whether the preseii situation

of the applicant be such as might entitle the piiolic to leave

him to himself. This is the only question which the dis-

pensers of a legal charity ever do takr ui>, and, what is more,

it is the only question which they aie able to rtsolve. The
question of the previous habits of ihe applicant for relief, they

do not entertain ; and, if thry did entertain it, ihey would
find that its satisfnctory solution was far beyond the reach of

all their expedients of vigilance and inquiry. The most gall-

ing police that ever was devised, or put into acrion, by the

fiercest despc-tism on earth, could not accompli, h this oljvct.

There is not a labourer ii\ the country, however well f>aid lie

may be, who might not Ijecome a paujxr at the first moment of

his decaying strength nr of his dc( lmir;g wages; and that just by
such a rtlaxation <'f his pre vior.s cconorr.y us could not be detect-

ed by the most watchful guardianship of men appointed to pre-

side over this departr. ent of (he public interest. They could

not go over the whole prevn/us expenditure of his family.

They could not limit or modify the multifarious details of his
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personal and domestic economy. They could not enter his

li0U?e, and prune away all the superfluities of indulgence that

go on in it. They might as well think of employing agents to

sweeten the tea of every breakfast table throughout all the

lanes and intricacies of a great city, as think of keeping up
the tone of the people's economy, and that, too, in the face of
open and widely known provisions for the relief of indigence.

The truth is, that it is this provision which has relaxed their e-

conomy ; and we may now see how speedily, and, at the same
time, how imperceptibly, a double provision would be followed

up by a double relaxation. The dispensers of charity are

in a state of utter powerlessness over that very element which
it is of most essential importance to control. And let them be
as multitudinous as they may, and completely provided with all

the forms of strict inquiry and prying inspection, and skiifully

constructed schedules, and bodies of men arranged into a curi-

ous assortment of committees and subcommittees; in short, let

them get up an apparatus of defence and of distribution, as in-

genious as they may, they will, in every one of their objects, be
counterwrought and prevailed over, by a still more ingenious

population.

There can be no difficulty now in perceiving, how every ex-

tension of the poor's fund is in general sure to be followed up
by a more than proportional increase of actual poverty. We
greatly underrate the alertness and the sharpsightedness of the

lower orders of society, if we think that their attention is not all

awake on the proclaimed existence of a revenue for their even-

tual wants, or that they do not admit this fact as an element

of computation that tells, and with great practical certainty,

upon ail their habits of indulgence and expense. It were well,

i;ideed, if they kept within the bounds of accuracy in these com-
putations. But the truth is, that they greatly overrate the power

of every public charity ; or, in other words, the relaxation of

the providential and economical habits is always sure to go much
beyond the capability of every instituted fund to meet the effects

jof this relaxation. And hence it is, that a public charity neces-

sarily creates more poverty than it provides for ; that a feeling

cf pressure or of deficiency haunts every footstep of its opera-

tions ; and that the evil which it tries to overtake, swells and

magnifies, and retires upon all its advances : And surely, when

the good to be done, thus mocks our utmost efforts at approxi-

mation, and we see the vis on of distress we want to scare away

rising into more tremendous dimensions, and, in the language

of the devouring grave, telling us, on every addition to her

spoils, that it is not yet enough,—surely there is something in

all this that may well perplex and alarm us. Nor is it to be won-
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dered at, that it should have done so much to check the stream
of sympathy, or to shut its hand, or to stint the offering which
flows from it.

If actual want he the only qualification rcr]iiired, this can be
easily conic at, without any painful accompaniment on the part of

the np]ilicant, or even without any such jrlarintT improvidency
as shall decisivcly fasten upon him a criminni or a disjrraceful

imputation. To relax the industry by a very little, or to let

down to a small and imperceptible extent, the economical ha-

bits, or to resale the appetite with a fow secret and scarcely un^
allowable delicacies,—these are the simple expedients by which,

when onct the mightyhold of self-dependence is loosened and done
tiway, the daily increasing thousands of a city population nray,

in the shape ot" famished wives, or rajx.cjed children, or destit\ite

old men, inundate the amplest charity that ever was reared, to the

full extent of its capabilities and its funds. The recipients will

-ever multiply, without any other limitation than the revenue of

the in=;titution ; and the dispensers be mortified to find, thf.t all

the vigilance they can employ, and all the inquisitorial jealousy

they can exercise on the cases and applications which come be-

fore them, will be a frail defence against the invasion of such

numbers as shall devour the whole produce of the charity, and
leave a mortifying surplus of broilinji discontent and unappeas-

€d clamour, and actual unrelieved poverty behind it.

And here it may l>e proper to mention, as one of the -worst ef-

fects of such a system, that mutual acerbity of feeling, which is

thereby engendered between the higher and the 'lower orders of

society. On the one hand, there is the harassing siispicion,

that with every surrender they make they are doing no good

;

that they are feeding a mischief they can never quell j that they

are throwing oil upon aflame, which no art, and no manage-
ment, can extinguish ; and that at every new coiKcssion of liber-

ality, they xre to be mortified by some new exhibition of insati-

ableness or of ingratitude on the part oi its olijects. On the o-

ther hand, there i^ the obstinate and deterriiined sentiment, that

no gratitude is due ;—there is a feeling of right to buoy up the

nurselings of Pauperism, under all the degradations it is con-

ceived to bring along with it ;— there is the provocation of scan-

ty allowance, to feed their discontents, and to sooth, or evea

to elevate their minds, by something like the movements of a

generous indignancy; and in all these ways is there established

a strong feeling of repulsion between the rich and the poor,

—

most injurious, we are sure, to the individual character of botlj,

—and most menacing to the peace and good order of the com-
monwealth.

Tills view of the matter should help, we think, to redeem the
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speculations of Mr Malthus from a certain species of sentimen-

tal abhorrence that is often expressed towards it. There are

many who think that his doctrine has an air of irrefragable de-

monstration, but that it also has to the full as great an air of

barbarity. While they admit his conclusions to be those of an
argument, on which reason and truth have stamped their irre-

sistible authority, they feel them to be painful and revoking, and
melancholy. They conceive, that upon this subject they can-

not lollow the dictates of their judgment, without inflicting a

wound upon their sensibilities ; nor act their parts as men of

linderstanding, unless they stifle every delicacy of their nature,

and be prepared to weep the departure of every softer charity

from the world.

This is a gross misconception. A disciple of Mr Malthus

need not be the enemy of Beneficence. All he proposes, is to

change the direction of it. He looks on the constitution of

our nature, as affording, in the pain it annexes to the sensations

of hunger and cold, an immutable guarantee against the star-

vation of those who can earn a subsistence ; and as to those

who cannot, he leaves them to the kindness and the watchful-

ness of private charity ; believing, that evtry legalized provision

musters up a competition against the claims of real and unques-

tionable distress, in the unjustifiable demands of those, whom
the very existence of such a provision has tempted to resign

their industrious habits, and voluntarily to crowd that avenue

which leads to a degrading and wide- wasting Pauperism.

If this belief be well founded, then does every disciple of

Maiihus stand upon lofty vantage ground, for retorting back

on sentimcntalism ail her own execrations. He has nothing to

do, but to proclaim, that his partialities are on the side of in-

dividual and unknown Benevolence ; that it is there only that

he meets with this virtue in all its tenderness on the one side,

and in nil its gratitude on the other ; and that, in the n)inistration

of a public and proclaimed charity, there is not one feature of

kinolinesb which can draw his regards to it. And when he looks

at the scowlir.g jealousy and di^content which ever accompany
itsojerations; at the manifest hostility of leeling which rankles

in the bosoms, both of the receivers and di^pensers ; at the

sums extorted by clamour, and given widi reproach; at the scene

of angry confenii.n, on which suspicion and resentment, and
selfishness, and ali the v.orst passions of our nature, make up one

most odious and revolting exhibition :—When he cnuiiles this

with the fact, that there are countries in Europe, where there

is no legahzed charity at all, and where want and wretched-

ness are yet as little known as in ours,—how can he feel that he

incurs the guilt of barbarity, in befriending a system, which
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offers to restore to Benevolence all its lovely and cndcnrinfr at-

tributvs, without robbinc it of one particle of its cflicacy: wljich

is for jjuidin^ the footsteps of the wealthy to those haunts wiirre

poverty is to be found in meek and modest retirement ; which

is for di'pensin^ the treasures of ch:iri;y, through the secrecies

of personal and confidential intercourse ; and would have her

to expatiate on that unseen theatre, where there is no eyp, but

the e\e of Omniscience to witness her doings, and no book but

the book of Heaven to record them.

But we have already dwelt too lon.<r on ojeneral and iniro-

ducti>ry matters, and must proceed, witlioiit further delay, to our
statement of the causes to which the comparative exemption
of Scotland from the burdens and the miseries of I'auperism, is

mainly to be attributed. The fa(;t is, that in most of our large

towns, and in pretty large districts, too, of some country pa-

rishes, our peculiar system has been broken in upon. However
much this is to be lamented on its "wn account, it serves to throw-

additional light upon our sui)ject, by supplying us with a richer

variety of cases and of illustrations. Like the act of subjecting an
experiment to repeated variations, it may teach us how to dis-

tinL'uish what is efficient in the business, from what is only cir-

cumstantial, and thus guide us the more surely to ihe detection

of those principles which are of essential operation. At the

same time, the consideration of those pecidiarities which be-

long to the crowded population of cities, will not be altogether

inapplicable to that case of our overgrown metropolis, which

forms the subject of the Report that is now before us ; while

the suggestions we propose to throw out on the practicability

of restoring to Scotland all the beneTits of her original parochial

system, and of repelling within its ancient limits that mischief

which threatens to bring a most corrupting assimilation upon
our people, may serve to furnish some hints ft r the treatment

of this great mornl disease thr: ughout the bulk of that country,

wliere it ha* obtained s<) deep and violent an inveteracy.

In those Scottish parishes, then, which are still untarnish-

ed by the habit of compulsory assessments for the annual main-

tenance of the poor, the whcle public relief whicli they obtain,

passes to them through the organ of the Kirk-?ession, an ec-

clesiastical court, composed of Elders, who, in general, are men
of respectable character, though not always taken from the

higher, or even from the middling classes of society. The mi-

nister presides over the meetings of this body, witli the title «>f

Modtratcr ; and he, and all suih members of his court as have

a practical share in the management and distribution of the cha-

ritable fund, do almost universally r^^^ide within the parish, and

have at least such an acquaintance with the objects of t.icir care,
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as secures all those civilities and customary recognitions which

take place amono; men who live in the same neighbourhood,

and are frequently, if not daily, in the personal view and ob-

servation of each other.

The fund itself is mainly derived from weekly collections,

made every Sunday, of the voluntary offerings of those who at-

tend divine service. In addition to this source of revenue, ma-
ny of the Kirk-sessions have a small capital, either in money or

in land, bequeathed to them by charitable individuals, or gra-

dually formed out of the accumulated savings of past years. But

we are safe in saying, generally, that the chief part of a Ses-

sion's income, arises from the free- will contribution at church of

the inhabitants themselves, aided by certain fees which are ex-

acted at burials and proclamations for marriages, and sometimes

by fines for such irregularities of conduct as subject to ecclesias-

tical censure and discipline. From the amount of all these items

there must be deducted the eypense of certain salaries to clerks

and other oflice- bearers, in order to obtain the free income of

each session for charitable purposes. And the writer of this ar-

ticle can assert, on a pretty general induction of cases in the

county of Fife, that the whole annual sum which goes to the

support of tbe poor in its country parishes, fails considerably

short of forty pounds sterling, and, in some case?, is as low as

twenty, pounds for each thousand of its population.

But there do occur cases of emergency which require to be

met by a larger measure of relief than can be awarded to the poor,

at the ordinary rate of parochial administration ;— such as a

year of scarcity, or some uncommon depression of manufactur-

ing wages, which, even in our most rem.ote and agricultural dis-

tricts, has a sensible influence on the price of country labour,

and more particularly on the means and the comforts of female

householders. To provide for such case?, there is sometimes an

encroachment made by the Kirk-session on its capital, if it has

any ; or a special collection is held at the church door; or an ex-

traordinary subscription set on foot throughout the parish ; or,

lastly, a parish meeting of heritors, or landed proprietors, who,

in general, agree to raise a specified sum, and retire in the un-

derstanding, that each of them will contribute lo it proportion-

ally to his interest in the parish. Even in this last form, however,

the sum raised sustains the character of a free-will offering in the

eve of the population. The law may make the maintenance of

the poor compulsory on the owners of land ; but the experimen-

tal state of every parish in this respect, is decided by such ha-

bits and opinions as are found to prevail among its inhabitants.

And, in point of fact, though, by the injudicious measures of

jiiany of our landholders, there is, upon the whole, a gradual ob-
i
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literationof the wholesome sentiment poinc on, it may be assert-

ed i)f almost every parish, where a habitual assessment for the
poor is not yet established, that when an extraordinary mcisure
of relief is resorted to, beyond the regular and ascertained me-
ihod of supply by the Kirk-session, the money so raised, goes in

the shape of a gratuitous offering from the dispensers, and is

taken by the receivers as a present.

But it is not enough to expose to view the mere material me-
chanism of our parishes, to bid our Southern neighbours look

at liie pieces which compose it, or barely to wonder at the re-

sult of its operation. This mechanism must have its springs ;

nor do they lie so undiscoverably deep in the constitution of our
nature, that they cannot be brought out to the inspection of the

curious, so as to dii^close to them the mystery of its movements.
Some of them, indeed, are so obvious that they will not require

to be laboriously insisted on. And, among the foremost of

these, -who docs not fail to recognize the almost total withdraw-

ment of that prospective security as to a maintenance from ex-

ternal sources, which must have the effect of tempting many an
English labourer to such thriftlessness and improvidence, as are

sure to hasten him on to the condition of pauperism ? in ma-
ny a Scottish parish, the whole sum expended on the poor would
not suffice for the complete subsistence of one family. In such

a case, every family rmst look to itself: and if they who are at

the head of it do not always amass a competency to meet the

wants of old age, they do, in face, look to their children.

And if it be true that interest and necessity are the pow-
erful agents for giving a practical establishment to many of

the virtues ; if this be the charm, which, in the commercial
world, upholds the members of it in the exercise of faith and
honour and punctuality— then, in this more unobserved world of h

country parish, we may rest assured that the very same charm will

bind the great bulk of its inhabitants to such practices and habits

as are most obviou>iy imiispensable for the safety or the mainte-

nance of its members. If it hold true of human nature, that

every quality is valued and held in reverence in proportion to

the neeil for it; how powerfully, in such a state of things, will

this principle invest the iupport and the slielier of parents with all

the claims of an indispeIl^able obligation ! Wiiat a monstrous de-

formity vvill it impart to the act of abundoiiing them!—And hence

it is, that we are so often cailed upon to observe, under an econo-

my like this, the honourable workings of what may l)e tern-ed

the epidemic virtue of every ntigiibourhood where such an eco-

nomy is instituted—the aged reposing with comfort and respect

in the houses of their children—sitting at their allotted place of

^tlislinction by the evening fire—returning this filial piety by such
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little acts of helpfulness as their feebleness can still administer;

— in a word, instead of beirg surrounded by the dreariness and
the coldness and the alienations of a Poor's- house, spending the

winter of their days amongst homebred feelings and homebred
enjoyments—and at length carried to their graves by the arms
of descendants who, out (f their own hard and honest earnings

shielded the parents who gave them birth from a degradation

they would have blushed to endure; and, keeping them off from

the parish to the very list, so bore up the termination «jf their

career, as to sustain the dignity of its character throucrhout, and
nobly to close its description, as a career of unbroken and un-
sullied independence.

These are the errand moral struggles which resolve this my-
stery—and by which, while the temptation to give them up is

only kept at a distance from us, there weuld be a secure and e-

veriasting barrier against the progress of pauperism in our Scot-

tish parishes. But in many of these parishes, particularly to

the south of the Forth and Clyde, this temptation has been ob-

truded upon the people ; and the result of it is pregnant with

instruction. It appears, ijom written documents before us, that

there are parishes in Roxhurghsliire, where, within less tht.'ii {)alf

a century, and since the principle of legal assessments has come
to be habitually acted upon, the expense of the poor has increas-

ed ten fold ;—and we have one particularly in our eye, where the

whole money expended comes considerably above the rate of

two hundred pounds a year for each thousand of its population.

There is another parish in the neighbourhood of Edinburgh,

where, upon tiie recollection of a verbal statement made some
time ago to the writer of this article, there hcS been an increase

of the annual charge from fifty to four hundred pounds in the

space of twenty years,—and that too, contemporaneous with the

introduction of the method of assessments.

We now proceed to other principles more latent perhaps, but

certainlv not less powerful in their operation. When once this

regular system of levying the supplies of pauperism, is introduced,

it robs the whole sum which is given, of the expression that it

once had of a t'ree-wil! ofierinp. A littie nfltction will serve to

convince the reader how muih this one circumstance tends to

undern.ine that delicate reluctance on the part of the receiver,

which, in truh, forms one great moral barrier against the ex-

tension of pauperism. A man may feel ashamed to accept as a

favour that whith he has no objection whatever to pocket as his

clue; and he may even feel elevated on obtaining, as the fruit of

a hgal victory, what would have hurt and degraded him in the

shape of a donatif)n. Under the new system of things, there is

something like the buoyancy of a generous sentiment, to displace
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that conscious humiliation, which, under the old system, Is

strongly associated with the act of becoming .i depend:int on
the charity of the public. That salutary recoil, which, j i (he

unadulterated parishes of the N;>rth, is i>ptTatiiig wiih so iiuich

vigour at this very hour, is completely overborne by that other

set of inward movetnents which swell our, and which even ele-

vate the heart, when the possessor of it is employed in v;hat he
thinks the work of a spirited and a rightful vindication. This
was strikingly exemplified a few months ago in GlasL'ow and its

neighbourhood, where the contest for a legal maintenance was
maintained with all the zeal and dignity of th.it more generous

contest which has for its object, the establishment of the political

rights and liberties of the commonwealth, and where one of the

most munificent subscriptions in the empire \ur the relief of the

industrious operatives, was eyed by the principal champions in

this controversy, with evident feelings of dissatisfaction and dis-

dain. This may serve to prove how surely and how tremen-

dously this m.ischief carries in it the principles of its own acce-

leration—how those very feelings of self-respect, which, under

the system of voluntary relief, act as such powerful guardians to

defend the access of pauperism, this system of leg^l and compulso-

ry relief enlists to a certain degree upon its own side, and turns

them into harbingers for speeding and preparing the way to

its own practical extension—how it inverts before the eyes of

the people all the images of glory—and leads them to vaunt in a

condition of society, irom which every man, who has the true

soul and sense cf dignity within him, will do his uttermost to

rescue himself, and all who belong to him.

And here we should not be afx'aid to make our appeal to the best

sensibilities of the people themselves, and are confident of an

echoing testimony from many a bosom. Which, we could safe-

ly ask, at least in our own country, which is nobler—to struggle

unseen with thediflicuhies of your situation, or to lay open your

house and your circumstances to the scowl of an ollicial inquisi-

tor? Or if these difficulties are like to overmatch you—whether it

would not come home to your feelings in the form of a kindlier ap-

plication, that the helping hand of a secret and invisible friend was

stretched forth to relieve you, than that your degradation should

be obtruded upon the face of day, or be indelibly engraven in the

registers of a public institution? Which ot tlie two would be more
cheering to your family—the visit ot an aflt.ctionate neighbour,

who knows your misfortunes and your worth, and is ready to

shower upon you the tenderness of his silent miiii>-trations—or

that you should swell the number of applicants who troop around

Public Benevolence as she sit^ on her elevated chair, and deals out

her weekly allowances with all the point and rigour of an alior-
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ney ? These, however, nre the mortifications which every institut-

ed provision for the poor is sure to bring along with it—and that

too \»ithout any abatement of the ills of poverty, but with a sore

and increasin<T atjgravation of them. How infinitely desirable

would it then be, if these safe and simple practices could be re-

stored to their full operation, by the universal adoption of which,

all subscriptions would henceforward be uncalled for, and all the

hateful degradation of legalized charily be excluoively and for e^

ver done away I

But we must go back again to the case of a country parish,

and see in what possible way its wholesome economy can b&
transferred to the crowded population of a grent city.

We will venture to say, that one of the most powerful checks

to pauperism, in a small parish, is the personal acquaintance

which the members of every distinct vicinity in that parish have

with each other. This circumstance operates in a variety of

ways, and all of them on the side of augmentiog and fortifying

the repugnancy of our peasantry against the condition of pau-

perism. The exposure of one's degradation in the eyes of his

fellow-men, is at all times painful ; but the pain is inconceivably

heightened, wh^n this takes place in the sight of those with

whom for years we have been in terms of familiar converse,

among whom we have maintained, down to the present period

of our history, the standing of an equal estimation, with whom
we are every day in the habit of exchanging the notices and the

civilities of good neighbourhood, and before whom, therefore,

it may be quite insufferable to make a visible descent amongst

the wretched dependants upon the charity of the parish. We
know not a single antipathy of more powerful and practical ope-

ration than this; and to prove how much it is sustained by a long

established acquaintance with the surrounding observers, it is only

necessary to mention, that nothing is more common amongst the

families of our poor than the utter extinction of this delicacy, so

soon as they are removed from those external circumstances by
which it is excited. When a family moves from one parish to an-

other, they get beyond the sphere of that moral control which we
have now been insisting on. A degrading exhibition in the eye

of those new neighbours among whom they have come, is far

less insupportable than the same exhibition in the eye of those

old neighbours vihom they have left, and with whom they have
]eft all those restraints and delicacies, which grew stronger every

year, by all the habits and all the recollections of a prolonged

association. Theiuj is not a more frequent complaint among the

administrators of parochial charity, than the trouble and the

encroachments to which they are exposed from the rapacity of

A.ew- comers. There is not a n:ore frequent topic of exultation^
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than the superior delicacy and tone of character which obtain
omonfj the oriqinfil inhahitants. Tliere is not a more frequent
reflcciion, than that if they had only these to ileal with, they
could, even after the mischievous principle of assessment has
been introduced, and against the force of this opposing element,

prevail, in their honourable combat for the independency of
their native population.

There is one other delicacy, to the operation of which the
constituiion of a small parish is peculiarly favourable— that de-
hcacy which is set agoing by the acquaintance that obtains be-

tween the labouring clashes and the administrators of the paro-
chial charity. There is nothing that serves more to dignify the

character of any person, than the daily and habitual notice

that is taken of him by his superiors. Tiie simple exchange
of those salutations which are given and received on the way-
side, has a more substantial effect on the general tone of a
neighbourhood, than a gro^s or superficial observer of human
nature is able to conceive. And the effect comes to be far more
conspicuous, when these slighter expressions of acknowledgement
are heightened into closer and kindlier applications ; when, by
a series of descending interchanges, the golden line of life is

kept continuous and unbroken, from the owner of the lordliest

ilomain, down to the humblest of the cottagers ; when in the

operations of agricultural service, a small and unshifting popu-
lation are ever presenting the same set of faces, and bringing

the men of influence and property into frequent contact with

the same individuals ; when out of his mansion-house, there is

always emanating towards the contiguous hamlet, a stream of

obliging and beneficent attention upon its families.-r-Why, un-
der such a system of things, there is already established in the

minds of the people a very strong principle of recoil from such

an exhibition as will degrade them in the sight of those supe-

riors, with whom they have so often reciprocated on the hon-

ourable footing of independence and mutual respect: And this

principle is ftit with ten- fold intensity, should ihese superiors be

both the administrators and the supporters of the charity that

is offered.

There is still another circujnstance, which well deserves to be
adverted to. Under the peculiarly Scottish system, the great

mass of the people are contributers to the parish charity. It is

felt and acted upon as a creditable thing on the part of men iu

the labouring classes, to give their nnitc to the weekly collection.

It is needless to expatiate on the effect of this, in widenini; the

distance of all their habits, and ol ail their inclinations from a
state of pauperism. A man who has been, throui^hout the great

tuilk of bis life„ a giver, ttonds separated,, iu virtue of ihiii.
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very practice, by a nivore impassable interval, from the humble
condition of a receiver. The hifrher the station is which he
row occupies, the greater will be his reluctance to descend
from it. And when, in addition to this, we consider that these

humble contribnters are scattered throu<rh>)ut the great mass of

the population ; that, removed by a narrow space from pauperism,

they are in daily and familiar contact with those who are stand-

ing upon the verge of it, and struggling against the necessity of

an entrance; when the fear and the disgrace of being burden-
some, are aggravated by the consideration, that the burden,
instead of being confined to the great and the lofty, is extend-

ed, through the medium of pulpit-addresses and announce-
ments of special collection, to the very men who live beside them,
and with whom they have associated for years on lerms of per-

fect equality ; we may, without any great reach of penetration,

compreheiid how, unfler such a constitution of matters, there

will, among a tolerably enlightened people, be an effectual bar-

rier in the working of their own hearts, and in the spontaneous
movement of their own native and untaught delicacies, against

the extension of a degrading pauperism.

The introduction of legal assessments, however, has paralyzed

the whole of this machinery. There has been a very natural de-

cline in the amount of the weekly collections, in all those parishes

"where this method has been instituted. The money given to the

poor has lost its original character of a free-will oflfering, and is

now given and received in the shape of an extorted right from the

"wealthier to the humbler classes of the community. It is true,

that, in country parishes, some of the circumstances now speci-

fied do still continue to operate in a certain degree, and to re-

strain the celerity of those advances, by which the border coun-
ties of Scotland are fast hastening to a state of assimilation with
the sister kingdom. But, with the exception of a few cases,

which may be afterwards adverted to, there has in truth been
a very rapid acceleration of a mischief which is entailing a
heavy buiden upon the country, and deteriorating the charac-

ter of its people, without adding one particle to their enjoy-

ments.

Now we cannot fail to perceive how, in cities, wliere all the

restraints that have now been enumerated are of so much feebler

operation, this acceleration must be still more alarming. The
control of the immediate neighbourhood over a man's sense of
dignity is scarcely felt at ail in those places whei'e families may
live together for years in a state of juxtaposition, and never ex-

change one note of acquaintanceship with each other. In the
dcnsjity of such a compact and crowded mass, individuals and
lumilies are scarcely within sight of each other ; and the power
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which lies in that nearer and more intimate observation which
is exercised by those few who are famiUar with him who is just

standing on the brink of pauperism, is in a jrreat measure dilut-

td by the generaHtics of that more distant intercourse which every

inhabitant of a city may carry on with people who lake no con-

cern in his aflairs, and exercise no inspection over them.

And a^ain, as to the personal knowlcd«ie that subsists between

the recipients and the admiiiistrators of charity—as to that tie of

acquaintanceship which carries so manyhidden, but elll-ctive com-
forts along with it—as to those frequent recognitions of civility

which <io in a manner to equalize the two partic?, and of course

to stir up in one of them a sense of shame that will both restrain

the approaches of those who have not yet entered into pauper-

ism, and temper the anplicalioos of those who Iiavc already

got within its Hmits—as to all this, we say, there is one import-

ant peculiarity of manaij^emcnt in most of our large towns in

Scotland, which has nearly the effect of annihilating this salu-

tary counteraction altogether. The management we allude to,

is that in virtue of which all the distinct parochial supplies are

combined into one fund, and the whole business of the city

poor brought under one ultimate sujierintendence. This widens

ktill more the distance between the receivers and the dispens-

ers ; and we know of nothing which tends more effectually to

extinguish all the powerful, tliough latent delicacies to which we
liavejus»t been adverting—nothing that serves so surely to exclude

the operation of honest and ingenuous feelings from this admi-
nistration—nothing that so substitutes the hardness and repul-

siveness of mere ofliciality in this administration, and turns

the whole business of it into a warfare of opposing interests

between men who knoA^ as little, and care as little, for each

other, as if they had met upon an arena of comhat from dif-

iierent quarters of the globe—nothing, in short, that so sweeps

away every moral barrier against the extension of this sore

and hitherto unmanageable evil; that so engenders hostili-

ty and prejudice between tiie givers and the receivers; that

so fortifies the one in the determination to give as iitrle, and

the other to obtain as much as they possibly can ; that so trans-

forms the whole interchange into one of the most unkindly, li-

tigious and disdainful character. And, after it has come to this,

after such an attitude has been once taken, after the gauntlet of

dt'fiance has thus been thrown down, and the fiekl of public cha-

rity has been turned into a scene of angry contention between

the givers and the receivers, let the former be as linn and as vigi-

lant, and as sagacious as they may, tbev will nevei be able to stem
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the torrent of mischief that has set in upon their city. Under
alt its fluctuations of prosperity and adversity, they will be a-

stonished at the steady progress of a disease which gathers and
makes head against them with every new grant that is awarded
to the poor, and every new contribution that is laid upon the

wealthy: And, so long as this unwieldy system of a general and
extended management is persevered in, a system which encum-
bers its agents with a list of distant and unknown cases, it wiJ!

be the infallible experience of each successive year, that the pau-

perism of a city population is of all concerns the most helpless

and the most inextricable.

If these premises be admitted, the obvious conclusion is, thsit

this general management should resolve itself into a number of

independent and elementary portions. The mass of every city

population should be broken up into sections. There should be

an instantaneous recurrence to the system of separate parochial

managements ; and it would go in part to restore the operation

of the extinguished delrcacies, were the agents of each separate

management residents in the respectire parishes, and did each

parish defray the whclie expense of its own poor.

There is one obvious benefit that would result from this ar-

rangement. It would take off from that seducing air of mag-
Tiificence which marks the charitable operations of a city, when
the distress or difficulty of the times calls it out to some great

undertaking. The separate and independent movements of each

small parish in behalf of its own poor, would be altogether free

from this treacherous ostentation ; or, in other words, there

would neither be so general an importation of poor adventurers

from the country, nor would there be such a ruinous confidence

in the power of our public and overgrown charities on the part

of our misled and miscalculating population.

We are well aware, that it must occur as a difficulty in the

way of this arrangement—that the distribution of wealth is

very unequal over the face of every city ; that it is greatly ac-

cumulated beyond the average in some districts, and that it ife

as greatly below it in others ; and that, if such a resolution of

the management were to take place, as that which is now re-

commended, the support of the opulent citizens, who cluster

together in genteel and fashionable streets, would be utterly

withdrawn from those portions of the town which are occupied

by its artisans and its labourers.

But, were we to give place to this objection, we should be

surrendering the very principle on which we have hinged the

whole of our argument. We assert, that the positive adm>
5
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nistrations of relief, which are now discharged from the richer

to the more destitute portions of a populous city, do nothing
but afjirravate and ii flame the misdiief it is their direct ol>iect

to do away ; that, it an expedient could be devised for inter-

cepting this stream of communication from the upper to the

lower ranks of societ)', it would contribute, not merely to the

dignity of the latter, but to the abundance of their physical

enjoyments ; that it is quite in vain to talk to us, in the way ei-

ther of ariTument or objection, of a more equal apportionment of
the burden of charity over a town, when it is our firm opinioa

that the Imrden might be lifted ofTaltoirether, and that every such
apportionment, as the one which is contended for, is only thick-

ening and augmenting tliis sore evil : And it may be conceived,

how lightly we stand affected by any such consideration, wliea

we state it as our most firm and intimate belief, that there is

not a single section of any city in Scotland of suitable dimen-
sions for a distinct pajish, which contains not within itself all

the capabilities of conifort and of maintenance for all its fami-

lies ; that, were this section, and let it be the very poorest and
most degraded, both in condition and in character, which can
be fixed upon, morally cultivated as it might be, and that, even

in the present state of our people, without any great difficul-

ty, it would be found, though not a single farthing of cha-

tity ever crossed its limit from the exterior opulence that

was around it, that there did exist in its own bosom all

the elements of independence ; and that, by a process which is

quite accessible, and which depends, for its operation, upon di-

rect and simple, and easily understood principles, the whole sys-

tem of a country parish, in its originally Scottish form, might

still be e?tabiishcd amongst our city population, and be made to

send a healthful circulation through the interior of its most
crowded and depraved assemblages.

We must again, for this purpose, resort to the case of a

country pari-h, and have to observe, that the mere want of le*

gal assessment is not enough to explain the comparative state of

comfort in which we behold the great mass of t)ur Scottish pea-

santry. W'e understand that, ni Ireland, there is no general

legal provision for the poor : But, how affecting are the many
descriptions that are given to us of the tnendicity and wretch-

edness of its people ! There must therefore be the operation of

some other latent element in the case of Scotland : And, feeling

now that we must get rapidly forward, wc once for all assert,

that this striking difference between the two countries is al-

logether due to thai superior tone of character which Hever

B2
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fails to accompany a system of diffused education, and to the

influence of relijjious principle, kept constantly alive by a set

of men, the style and the habit of whose ministrations bring

them into close and frequent contact with all rank^ of the people.

It would be a curious, and certainly a most important in-

quiry, thouoh we have not leisure to prosecute it at length, to

ascertain the precise influence of Christianity upon a people, in

as far as it affects their disi^osition to pauperism. It is clear,

that the direct, or what may be callrd the preceptive influence

of this religion, is all on the side of a most strenuous habit and
principle of independence—that the man who has submitted his

whole heart to its lessons, will recoil from the act of receiving,

because he knows that ' it is more blessed to give than to re-

• ceive'—that he will catch the spirit of the Apostle, who ' la-

• bnured with his own hands, rather than be burdensome'

—

that he will proceed upon the dictate of the Apostle, who de-

clared, that, ' if a man would not work, neither should he
• eat:'—And that thus, even a litpral adherence to the formal

and direct prescriptions of the Bible, will, with every genuine

disciple of that book, ensure a habit of most determined resist-

ance, not merely to the degradation, but to what he must

account the positive criminality of this condition, if he can at

all save himself from it, by the exertions of his own industry,

and the frugality of his own managc-ient. It is obvious, how-

ever, that such a close and unexcepted application of Scripture

to all the points and varieties of human conduct, is but rarely

exemplified. There do occur most affecting and honourable

examples of it, even among the very humblest parishioners

whom a clergyman has to do with. 13ut we will not say, that

the effect of Christianity in restraining pauperism, will, upon this

principle alone, extend itself beyond a small proportion of the

individuals in a country.

But a vast deal more in the way of influence is to be attribut-

ed to the indirect operation of Cliristianity on the irenerai tone

of feeling and of character. A man in cultivated life would re-

coil from an act of falsehood ; not because be has been re-

buked out of this vice by the lessons of an authoritative code,

but because his whole habit, formed as it insensibly is by the

circumstances which surrcund him, carries along with it an

utter contempt and disinclination for so odious a transgres-

sion upon all right and honourable principle. And thus it

is with Christianity in reference to pauperism. Out of its

code there may be gathered materials for rearing a direct

barrier against the progress of this malady among the people.

But the main agency cf this system of in.'truction lies in the g*-
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neral refinement and elevation which it imparts to the character
of those who are the subjects of it. An- educated peasant, hnn-
liarized to his Bible, and observing a close and interested at-

tendance on the weekly instruclionb of his minister, and sooth-

ed by the tenderness of his counsel and ministrations, and rais-

ed to self esteem by the civility of his occasional visits, and the
object of courteous attentions from the person he loves and
holds in revtience—why there is positively upon such a man an
exaltation of soul and of sentiment whicli has jiathcred itself in-

sensibly out of those daily and ever-recurring influences by which
Jie is surrounded ; and there is formed upon him a fineness of
moral complexion which would be revolted by the humiliationg

of pauperism; and lie would shrink from this condition of life,

not because he has been directly and categorically so taught,

but because the whole of his moral education has furnished him
with a set of delicate and dignified antipathies, which lead him
to nauseate the descent, and feel it to be ignoble. And when
we think how widely and how generally this charm may spread
itself, even where there is not that universality given to the pre-

xjeptive influence of Scrijiture which leads to a close and a scru-

pulous application of all its lessons, we mny see how, by the in-

stitution of an acceptable and an efficient Christian ministry

in the land, there is rai!;ed a powerful safeguard against that

degradation of character among the people which sustains the

whole fabric of pauperism, and forms the real secret on which
we can explain the might and the mystery of all its accelera-

tion?.

This second cause will, in our apprehension, tell on a great-

er number of people than the former. But what perhaps is of
more consequence than both of these put together, is the reflec-

tive power of dignified and honourable example emanating from
the tiew who receive an impreijoion from Christianity, on the

many who do not, and who, we fear, constitute the great mass
of our population. It is a fine remark of a living writer, that

Christianity may elevate the {general standard of morals among
a pcopJe, even thouo;h a very small proportion of them shall, in

the whole sense and Jiignificancy of the term, become Christians.

The secondary influence of that admiration which is sure to be
excited by the display of Christian accompliehments, will lead to

the imitation of them under tlie influence of other and subordinate

principles than those which are suggested by Christianity itself.

And this holds most conspicuously true in the present cjuestion.

L.et but one-tenth of the labouring population be distinguished,

through the operation of the two former causes, by their ho-

^^lourable exemption from the degradation of pauperism—'and
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let them, only, come into daily exhibition and comparison with

the people of the neighbourhood around them,—and their ex-

ample will spread : An homa sje will be paid to this supe-

riority of condition and of character, even by those who have
not been at all touched, either by the direct or the indi-

rect influence of Christianity: The standard of feeling and of
conception will be elevated throughout the great mass of the

population : And while this third cause operates, we believe,

more extensively than the two former in conjunction ; yet, as it

is subordinate to them, we cannot but essenually attach it to

the exertions of a Christian clergy and a pure system of Chris-

tian instruction.

This supplies us with another important contrast between a
city and a country population. The latter, as we have attempt-

ed to explain, are surrounded by a set of circumstances more
favourable for calling forth all those wholesome and opposing

delicacies which go to counteract the progress of pauperism.

But circumstances will not of themselves produce this effect.

They mu«t have a character on which to operate ; and this

most important element is far more readily supplied in the

country, inasmuch as the peonle there are greatly more under
the irfluence of moral and religious tuition. The truth is, that

in cities, furnished as they are at present with an apparatus of

Christian instruction so scanty, that the minister and his people

stand at a most impracticable distance from each other, it is

positively not in his power to expatiate amongst them, with any
degree of effect, in the way of family ministrations. That church

in which he holds forth his weekly exhibition, will not accommo-
date beyond a very small proportion of his parishioners ; and,

as if to dilute the beneficial influence still more, and to scat-

ter it away into imperceptible fragments, it is the practice of our

largest towns to open up a competition for seats to the whole

population, without any preference given whatever to the parish

over which the minister has the chiirge. This not only over-

burdens him with a distinct and additional concern, but it loos-

ens the connexion between his personal influence, and that geo-

graphical district over which he has the nominal superintend-

ence. And thus it is, that the great mass of our city families

are as effectually separated from all intercourse with their cler-

gyman, as if they lived in a state of heathenism. That inter-

course, which carries so much of the soothing of tenderness a-

long with it—upon which the minister of a country parish may
go forth with all his affections flying before him—where, at every

step of this interesting progress, he is accompanied by a gladden-

ing and refreshing influence with whieh he enters into eve.-y
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cottapc, and cheers and elevates t]\e very liumblest of its in-

habitants—an influence which may be so oft repeated as to make
the clergyman the personal acquaintance of each of his pa-
rishioners—an influence which every sickness, and every death,

brings home with a new accession <»f principle and of power to

each groupe and cnch vicinity in his district— an influence, un-
der the fostering ellicacy of which the character of a neighbour-
hood i« sustained, and the whole virulence of that disease v.hich

ive are now combating, is far more surely counterwrought than
by all that human skilfulness can devise, apart from the great
moral element we want to put into operation:—Why, this in-

fluence is as good as banished from the city multitude altoge-

ther ; and kt him who wields it, ply his unwearied task, and walk
his daily rounds, to the uttermost limit of his capabilities, he will

iiot be able to establish either an affection or a confidence, or any
one of the elements of moral ascendancy, over the mighty host
that has been committed to him.

The following seems to us the most practicable pjan for

setting up a complete moral apparatus in the larger towns of
iScotland. The heavy exnent^e of such a measure is &t all times

alleged as the great objection against it. Had this expense been
gradually incurred with the progress of the population, so as to

jceep towns under as powerful a control of parochial influence

and jurisdiction, as still exists in country districts, then nothing
jnore would have been necessary to ward oif the mischief that

Jhas nnw accumulated upon them, than a simple rejection of c-

very method of relieving the poor which pointed at legal assess-

joients. But the poor have been suffered to increase, so as to

.outstrip the ecclesiastical provision that had been made for

them ; and the injury that they have thus sustained has been
repaid by them with an ample measure of vengeance. For the

expense that has been saved upon them in one way, they have
wrung from their superiors in another way ; and we now be-

hold, as the suitable result of all this wretched economy, that

the sum which might have supported a system that would have
alimented the virtues of the poor, and established in their own
hearts an invincible barrier against the evil which now threatens

to overwhelm us, is in fact all drawn out to the support of an-

other system, which aliments the vices of the poor—which has

thrown down the barrier of every moral restraint against the

inroads of pauperism—which contains wiihin itself the princi-

ples of its own sure and interminable progress, and bids defiance

to all that human sagacity can devise, and human jealousy mus-
ter up, in resistance to its baleful encroachments.

Now, we conceive., that such is the remainder of feeling and cf
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character even amongst the population of our Scottish towns, as

to render the following substitution in the expenditure of this

money as practicable a measure as we are sure it would be most
wholesome and efficacious.

Let the sum raised by legal assessments be separated from

that which is raised by voluntary collections at the church

door. Let the former go exclusively to the support of all the

already existing cases of pauperism, and let the latter be em-
ployed to meet the new cases. The instantaneous effect of this

measure, when explained to an enlightened public, and met by
their cordial approbation, would be to give an impulse to the

weekly collections, and to do away the ruinous maxim, that it is

quite in vain to come forward with any such voluntary contribu-

tion, when, in fact, the poor are otherwise provided for. We
have no dovibt that, under such an impulse, the produce of our

collections would abundantly provide for the new cases of se-

veral years. And, in the mean time, old cases would die out,

and leave a surplus of unexpended revenue, should the sum now
raised by legal assessments be kept up to its present amount.

But how then shall this unexpended revenue be disposed of.?

Let it not revert to the citizens who have contributed it. Let it

not lead, in the mean time, to any reduction of rates. But let

the destination now be impressed upon it which it ought to have

gotten from the first. Withdrawn as it has been from a perni-

cicus channel, let it now be made to flow into the wholesome

channel of maintaining an extended system of moral and reli-

gious instructii-n. Li other words, with the revenue which has

been left free, let parishes be multiplied j let provision be made
tor the cultivation of them by sclioois and churches ; let efS-

cient men be gotten to fill them, and we have not the least

d( ubt of such a system being met by the willing attendance of

a now wandering and fast deteriorating population ; let more
elderships be formed, and give them the advantage of narrow-

er fields of superintendence ; let a preference be given for seats

in each church to the inhabitants of the parish to which it be-

longs, and in this way a closer acquaiirianceship be established

between the contiguous members of our population ; let the lay

office-bearers, be also resident within the bounds of each pa-

rish, and in this way a closer acquaintanceship be formed be-

twctn the administrators and the recipients of charity;—above
all, let the clergyman, with his manageable extent cf field, be
felt in the full weight of his personal and professional influence

throughout the families which are assigned to him ; and out of

the ruins. of the present system, we should see another system

Emerge, under which pauperism vvould be stifled in the infancy
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of it> elements; antl a reachintr application be broii^lit into c/Tec-

lual contact with the very root and principle ot the disease ; anil

another generation should not elapse, ere, by the vigorous tircct

of Christian education on the younj;, \vc should have to do with

a race of men, who would spurn all its worthlessncss and all its

degradation away ironi iheni.

There is nothing violent or desultory, it will be observed, in the

process that is now recommended. Noihinf; that would create an
unprovided p^ap, or alarm practical mm with the feeliof^ of some
romantic and inapplicable pre jcct. The collections at the pre-

sent churches would meet the new cases for several years. Ne«r
churches would gradually be formed out of the legal revenue that

is left unappropriated, liefore the new cases n)ulti|)lieil to sucli

nn extent as to absorb the whole of our present collection, addi-

tional collections would beheld; and, with these, more new cases

would be met, and that too by money which retained the pecu-

liarly Scottish character of a Irec-wili olitring. But it is not sa

much on account of these positive supplies, that we (eel a confix

dence in the eiliciency of our {)rojecr. The money raised by
these additional collections would, it is true, not replace the mo-
ney withdrawn from the poor by this change of destination in

the produce of the legal assessmerit. But, to balance this, and
to do it in a way which every lover of humanity must rejoice in,

there would be fcvv<t'r poor; the applicants would dinnnish e-

very year ; the seductive imagination of a legal right to a
maintenance would be graduvlly obliterated from the hearts of
the people ; and the multiplication of parishes would brinj;

the rich and the poor of each into kindlier intercourse witS

each other ; and the interchange of private benevolence woulil

go on more frequently, in proportion as contiguous families tejt

tiiemselves more nearly connected by the tie of a congregational

relationship ; atid there would be a sure resurrection of nil those

tielicacies which arc now well nigh extinguished ; and last, but

greatest, the chaiactcr of the people would be raised by the di-

rect and indirect operation of Christianity amongst them ; and,

with the abolition of the mischief that we are no>v combating,

there would be made to circulate throughout these recesses of
human depravity, at which the heart sickens almost to despair,

the goodly elements of peace and righteousness and loyalty.

Let Parliament legalize such an applicatfon of the money that is

novv raised for the maintenance of the poor; and it will do with

this veiy destructive element what 8ir llumphry Davy has done
with the inflammable air of coal mines. Me has turned this e-

neniy into a frienil, and made that which bef<;re scattered de-

etruction among the workmen, minister to ibeir accomnwjdation.
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That mcftiey which now ministers to the worst passions of our
mature, might be thus turned to the object of disseminating its

best principles amongst our population ; and, with this change
in its direction, instead of viewing in a mass of human beings,

a brooding mass of mischievous fermentation, we should look
upon each distinct section of our people as a distinct addition to

the amount of our national worth, and our national security.

Such a plan as this would fasten the eyes of the country upon
a great moral experiment ; and sure we are, that agents miy be
found in abundance for conducting it in triumph to its wished-
for termination. We have not before us the actual expenditure

of all our larger towns, or of the legal revenue that is raised for

the maintenance of their poor. But we know that, in some of

them, the mischief has attained such a magnitude, as, if convert-

ed in the way we propose, would rear an apparatus of instruc-

tion, large enough, and ramified enough to reach to every street

and every family of a crowded population. In Glasgow, for ex-
ample, not less than thirty parishes might be formed out of the
overthrow of its present system. And though it may be thought,

on the first blush of such a proposal, that no pecimiary benefit is

gained by the exchange, should the new parochial arrangement
be so extended as to absorb all the expenses of the now existing

pauperism ;—let it never be forgotten, that under the one ar-

rangement, we have all the fostering elements of discontent and
jealousy and corruption, with the certainty of ind^nite addi-

tions to the burden of maintaining it—while, under the latter,

we shall enjoy an everlasting security against any such addition,

and purchase a cheap exemption from the turbulence of human
depravity, and animate the body politic with sudi a new and a
living pulse as shall sustain the vigour and the prosperity of all its

movements, and be refreshed by the symptoms of moral health-

fulness, gathering every year upon the aspea of a regenerated

people.

We would say more, and are sensible that more is necessary

to be said, in order to complete the development of this specula-

don, and to quell the wrong objections that may be raised against

it. But we have already so trespassed on our limits, that we
must now hurry on to a conclusion, else we should have advert-

ed to other subordinary topics, which are connected with our
present argument. In particular, we should have attempted to

expose the mischief that lurks in that very prevailing system of ad-
ministration, whereby the clergy in some of our Scottish towns
«re officially linked with the operations of pauperism,—whereby
the moral influence of those men is completely neutralized a-

mongst the lower orders, by the vitiating effects of such an asso
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elation,—whereby, in virtue of a conjunction so unnatural, they
are, in fnct, hclpin<i; on the progress of the evil at a rate that i«

incalculable,—whereby, with ev( ry movement that a minister

makes amonn;st the necessitous ofliis proplf, he spreads this cor-

ruption amonost them, and, by each disiiiict act of approxima-
tion, leaves a deb.isiiig taint upon th' ir character and habits, and
thus so ch;)ncres the character of his whole intercourse, that, in-

stead of carrying nothing but a pure and exalting influence along
with him, he scatters on every side the clement-, of moral deterio-

ration. We should also have advened to the important fact, a
fact only to be gathered from frecjuent association with the lower
orders, that the people in that condition of lifp give a irrcat deal

more to each other than they receive from all the puljlic charities

put together ; or, in other vvords, that a system which would a-

bolish these charities, and substitute in their place an improved
character amongst the people, and a closer feeling of mutual
dependence, would, in fact, make the poor much richer in re-

sources, and surer of relief, than they are at this moment. Last-

ly, we might have adverted to the disliiiction between an act of
private and one of public benevolence to the needy—how the for-

mer often stirs up a delicate recoil in their bosoms, and leaves

their wishes, and their endeavours after independence unimpair-
ed, while the latter stirs up, in general, nn insatiable cupidity ;

—

and that the one, therefore, is not only more productive in its

amount than the other, but would reach its termination more
readily in the barrier of a moral resistance to its operations on
the part of recipients. We might then have proposed certain

details, by which the transition from the present to the proposed
system might be greatly facilitated. Bivt all this, if not taken

up in future numbers of this work, we leave to the judgment
and the reflection of our readers.

The only extracts which we shall present from ll)e work be-

fore us, are those that relate to a point on which the whole of
our argument hinges, we mean the sure infliancc of moral tui-

tion upon the lower orders, in the way of begetting a repug-

nance to charity.

Our first extract shall be from the testimony of Joseph But-
terworth Esq., a mombor of the Committee.

' I would beg to state to the Committee, that from much abscr-

vation, I am satisfied that Sunday schools, if properly conducted,

are of essential importance to the lower classes of sccitty. I hive
had occasion to inspect several Sunday schools for some years past

;

and I Wave particularly observed tlie cliildrcii, who at first came to

the schools dirty and ragged, in the course of a few months have

become clean and neat in their persons ; and their beliaviour, from
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my own observation, and the report of a great number of teachers,

has rapidly improved : I allude to those schools where the teachers
are gratuitous, as I find that no persons who are paid, do the work
half so well, as those who do it from motives of real benevolence.
A large school which I frequently visit in Drury-Iane, which has
upwards of 600 children, has produced many instances of great
mental and moral improvement amongst the lower classes of society.

At this time, there are no less than twenty diimney-jweej) bo3's in that

school, who, in consequence of coming there, have thtir ptrsons well

cleaned every week, and their apparel kept in decent order; I have
the names of their masters. Son^e f f the employers of those chim.ney-

swcep boys are so v/ell satisfied vi-ith the school, that they will take
no child but v'hat shall regularly attend it, as they find it greatly
improves their morals and behaviour. In another school, in Hinde-
Street, Mary-le bone, there are eleven chimney-sweep boys. Some-
time ago, when I happened to be the visiter for the day, a woman
attended, to return thanks for the education her daughter had re-

ceived in Drury-lane school. I inquired, whether her child had
received any particular benefit by the instruction in the £chool ; she

said, she had indeed received much good. And I believe the wo-
man's words were, she shc.uld ever have reason to bless God, that

htT child had come to that school ; that before her girl attended

there, her husband was a profligate, disorderly man ; spent most
of his time and money at the public-house ; ar.d she and her daugh-
ter were reduced to the most abject poverty, and almost starved.

That one Sunday afternoon, the father had been swearing very

much, and was somewhat in liquor. The girl reproved tlie lather;

and told him, from what she had heard at school, she was sure it

'was very wicked to say such words. The father made no particu-

lar reply ; but, on the Monday morning, his wife was surprised to

see him go out, and procure food for breakfast; and from that time

he became a sober, industrirus man. Some weeks afterwards, she

ventured to ask him the cause of the change of his character. His
reply was, that the y/ords of Mary made a strong impression upon
his mind ; and he was determined to lead a new course cf life.

This was twelve jTK.nths prior to the child being taken out of tlie

school, and his character 'had become thoroughly cor.firmed and
established. He is now a virtuous man, and an excellent husband.

She added, that they now had their lodgings well furnished, and
that they lived very comfortably; and her dress and appearance

fully confirmed her testimony. I have made particular inquiry of

a great number of teachers, who act gratuitously in Sunday schools ;

and they are uniformly of opinion, that Sunday-school instruction

has a great tendency to prevent mendicity in the lower classes of

society. One fact I beg to mention, of Henry Haidy, who, when
admitted a scholar at Drury-lane school, was a common street beg-

gar. He continued to attend very regularly for about eight years i

dming which tirre, he discontinued his former degrading habits.—
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On leaving the school, he was rewarded, accordintj to ihe custom,

•with a Bible, and obtained a rituHtion at a tobacconist's, to serve be-

hind the coimter. His brother was also a scholar ; afterwards be-

came gratuitous teacher in the same school ; obtained a situation ;

and, up to the period of his quitting London, bore an excellent cha-

racter.
'

The following is p.irt of the examination of Mr John
Cooper—

* Do the children of the poor in Spitalfields attend Sunday schools,

or any other places of instruction ? A considerable number of thcni

do.
* Have you observed any benefit from the instruction given at

those schools ? I and my colleague, who generally accompanies me,

spend about two evenings in a week in Spitalfields on visiting cases.

We have a district assigned to u>, which is Under our caro, as con-

nected with the Spitalfields Benevolent Society ; and we have been

very much struck indeed with the benefits, in a variet}' of senses,

which those families have derived, wliere the children attend Sunday
schools: indeed, so much !)ave wo been struck with this, that in aU
most every case, we could tell,' by the appearance of the cliiUircn,

and their behaviour, and the appearance of the habitations frequent-

ly, whether the children were in the habit of receiving any instruc-

tion or not. I have been connected with Sunday schools for the ten

years past, and have been a visiter to a large Sunday school for these

last eight years and a half, in which there are between six and seven

hundred children instructed ; and the beneficial effects, in so many
respects, have appeared to me so obvious, that I have for sorrre years

considered, that Sunday schools, above all other institutions with

which I am acquainted, are most calculated to better ^he condition

of the poor.

* Many children, on that day, can be spared, who cannot receive

any other instruction ? Yes.
* Are the schools to which you allude, managed by gratuitous or

paid teachers ? Altogether by gratuitous teachers.
* Is there any particular moral instruction given in those schools,

which is not given in day schools I I believe, in every Sunday
school with which I have any thing to do, it is one essential part of

the plan, to give them moral and religious instruction; to impress

their minds generally with a sense of their duties to God and man.
* Have you ever met with any striking cases of good, which you

can recollect ? I hnve met with a great number of cases ; 1 cannot

call, perhaps, many to mind at present. 1 would just state in what
respects I conceive Sunday schools to be attended with benefici.al

consequences in general, not only to the chiKlren themselves, but to

their families. It is one indispensable condition of every Sunday
school, that the children who attend s!inll be kept clean and decent,

or as much so as the pnrents can make thenn. The conscq-Jcnce of

Shis rule being enforced, is, that th^^ oarcnts see, after a tew Sun-
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days, that their children look sq much better than they did before^
that they begin to pay more attention to the rest of their children,

vho are pel•hapi^ too young to go to the school, and then to them-
selves and to their habitations. I attribute to this, very much of the
difference I have observed, in visiting poor farriiies, between those
families where the children are not receiving instruction, and those
where they are thus instructed.

' Do you think it tends to make the parents more industrious and
frugal, in ordtr to get decent clothing for their children? I think
it has that t-ffect very much. 1 would beg leave to relate one in-

stance of a very striking benefit, which came under my observation

a twelvemonth ago, at iiie i-chool of which I am a visiter. A poor
woman applied on a Sunday morning for a Bible for her girl, wh©
had left the school on the preceding Sunday. It is customary in

that school, when children have attended some time and behaved
well, on leaving the school to go to service, or to be employed at

home, to give them a Bible, as the highest reward for their good be-
haviour. In consequence of several having been distributed the pre-

ceding Sunday, this girl, whose mother applied, did not get one,

there not being a sufficient numb«r for those that were entitled to

them ; and, as the giil had gone to service, her mother applied on
the following Sunday for this Bible. I made some inquiries of her
respecting her daughter, and learnt, that she had five girls succes-

sively in the same school.
* I asked her, whether she thought her children were any the bet-

ter for the instruction they had received there ? she replied, with
great earnestness, *' The better, Sir !— I can never be thankful enough
to God, and to the gentlemen of this school, that my children were
brought here, and for the instruction they have received. " I in-

quired in what respect ; and she told me, that before the eldest girls

were admitted into the school, neither she nor her husband attended

a place of worship, and they lived by no means comfortably toge-

ther ; but after the two eldest girls had been some time in the Sun-
day school, they said to her one Sunday, " Mother, you never go
to church or chapel, why do you not go?" She was very much
struck with this, and began to think of the circumstance of her be-

ing taught in this manner by her child, and began herself to attend

a place of worship, and, some time after, her husband also. She
added, that they considered their children their greatest blessings ;

that all the girls had gone to service, and had behaved well, and
obtained a good character. And, as she moreover added, as one
motive of her thankfulness, that when she locked into other poor fa-

milies, and observed what trouble many of them had with their

children, and when she heard them cursing and swearing in the

streets, never hearing a bad word from any of her's, she thought

she could not say enough as to the benefits her children and her fa-

mily had derived from the school. *

Should there be any who look upon this speculation as vi*
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sionary and impracticable, let them remember, that in giving

up as hopeless the abolition of Pauperism, by some such pro-

cess as we have now stated, they at the same time give up as

hopeless, the character and the best expectations of our species.

Let them attempt any other way of abolishing Pauperism—let

them try to attain this object, without reforming the principles

and dispositions of the poor themselves, a<nd they will soon find

that they have been puzzling themselves with a problem, without

taking along with them th€ most essential of all the data which
must enter into the solution of it. But, at all events, should any
such experiment as the one now proposed, which has for its ob-

ject the moral amelioruion ofmankind, fail, then must we prepare

our minds for a conclusion fur nwre tremendous than the con-
tinuance of Pauperism, with all its corruptions and miseries.

This evil, deplorable as it is, will hardly deserve any sensible

regret, when put by the side of the great radical disease frora

which it has emanated ;—and when we look at it in this light of
comparative insignificance, we confess that we are scarcely in

possession of any spare feelings that can lead us to dwell on the

mischiefs of Pauperism with sorrowful contemplation,—should

it be found that it owes all its inveteracy to a great moral im-
potency on the part of mankind, from which no expedient,

within the whole compass of natural or revealed knowledge,
is able to deliver them.

Art. II. Lettres ecrites d^Italic en 18\2 et ISlSy a Mr Charles

Pictety I'tm des Redacteurs de la Bibliutheque Britannique.

Par Frederic Sl'llin he Chateauvieux. En 2 tomes.

8vo. A Paris, chez J. Paschoud, Libraire, 22. Rue Ma-
zarine. 1816.

HHwo volumes of letters on Italy, which say nothing of paint-
-- ing, sculpture or architecture, the three arts for which
that country is so highly celebrated, may be supposed of little

interest—the work of a man of no taste, and incapable of ap-

preciating the objects by which he has been surrounded. We
believe, however, that this will soon appear to the intelligent

reader, to be a hasty and ill founded conclusion, abundantly
refuted by the perusal of the work itself. The object of the

book is to explain the rural economy of Italy ; to give an ac-

count of the art which is the foundation of all other arts—one
which, in that country has many peculiarities, and which is

everywhere essentially connected with the physical, the moral.
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find the political constitution of the region to which it belongs.
A work on this subject, becomes naturally the vehicle of much
useful information, and of much of that knowledge which it is

most desirable and most difficult for a traveller to acquire.
From those books which are in every body's hands, or from the
conversation in which he must frequently engage, he will hard-
ly fail to be irjformed of the antiquities, the pictures, and the
palaces of the cities through which he is to pas*^. But neither

from t!)e books or the conversation which commonly occur,

will he be able to learn how the ground is cultivated, how the
inhabitants subsis-t, and what improvements have been made in

the arts of the first necessity. A work capable of resolving the

questions on these subjects, which every intelligent traveller so

often proposes, both to himself and others—and to which even,

from the best informed, he so rarely receives a satistactory an-

swer, cannot: fail, if well executed, to prove of the highest in-

terest, and will, better than the history of any other art, enable

a man to form an estimate of the civilization and improvement
of the country through which he is passing. The author of
these letters, appears to be well qualified for the work which lie

)ias undertaken ; he is a scholar, writes with perspicuity and
elegance, and is acquainted with the principles -and the practice

of rural economy. Afraid however, it should seem, that, from
the nature of the subject, his book was in danger of being rec-

koned dry and uninteresting, he has sometimes attempted to

adorn it by the introduction of sentimental and picturesque

descriptions, such (especially the former) as do not altogether

suit the general strain of the composition, and form, in our opi-

nion, neither the most useful, nor the most interesting part of it.

—We shall confine our analysis to the professed object of the

work.

Our author divides Italy, in as much as respects its agricul-

ture, into three regions. The first is the great plain traversed

by the Po, bounded by the Alps on the west and north, by the

Apennines on the south, and Ijy the Adriaiic on the east. The
fruitfulness of this great plain, allows the crops to succeed one
another in a certain order, which reniains always the same.

Our author, thei-efore, calls this the Region of Culture by Assole-

mens, or as we must translate it by Rotation ; observing, at the

same time, that this is not peculiar to the district just mention-

ed, but applies, though not peihaps with equal precision, to

the other parts of Italy. The second region, is that which ex-

tends on the south declivity of the Apennines from the fron-

tiers of France, to the borders' of Calabria. This is the (Mive

country, and our author distinguishes its culture by the name of
4'
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Canaaih'cnnctOr Canaanitish, an adcctcd term, s(igf»tstc(l by a very
fttlse aiialoi_ry, as if the use oi" niou ids ot" stone, or of cartii for

supporting the soil, where the declivity vvas too great, must have
been borrowed from the Holy Land, and were not an expedient,

to which all nations, in similar circumstances, must naiurally

have recourse. The third region comprehends those pastoral

countries, where animals and vegetables thrive, but, from which
man has been almost totally expelled, by an invisible and un-
known enemy. This is the eouniry iniestecl by the Malaria,

and which being on the sea coast, has the name of Maremma.
The cultivation in it, by an affectation, similar to that which we
have just rer.jarked, our author \\o.'ic<x\V3(\l\\e puiriarchal culture

^

though it has no title to that name, raore than to that of Scy-
thian, or of any other pastoral nation. The truth is, that

it is not similar to any of these ; and is characterized by this

singularity, that the country is cultivated, in a certain degree^

but is har(My inhabited.

Tomhardv, by which name we mean to express the whole of

the first of these divisions, is, without doubt, one of the richest

plains on the face of the earth. I'he soil is entirely alluvial,

composed of materials which have been carried and deposited

by water, and reaching to an unknown depth. In the tract

nearest to the mountains, much gravel, and of CDn«^iderabls

size, is mixed with the earth; but it becomes smaller in size, ^nd
less in quantity, as you retire further olT; so that the whole seems

nearly composed of a black and very fertile mould. The high

mountains surrounding Lomhardy, afford an immense f-npply of

water, which the great lakes at the foot of the Alps serve to eco-

nomize, and to discharge, with a regularity and steadiness, high-

ly favourable to the pr;iciicc of irrigation ; and to this, no Irss

than to the natural richness of its soil, Lombardy is indebted for

its fTpcat fertility. In order to distribute the waters over the sur-

face' of the ground, a very regular system is pur>ucd, which it

has required coi.siderable skill, as well as capital, to carry into

effect. Where the fields are of considerable extent, two prin-

cipal canals must be opened, on different levels, and communi-

cating by an infinity of smaller ramificilii)iis. The first of

these, the Gora, or cannl of irrigation, receive> the water of the

river at a point sufl^iciently elevated to roach the highest of the

fields to be watered; and, being conducted with the least possible

loss of level, distributes its contents cm all sides through a multi-

tude of inferior branches. The second great canal, the Sculo^

or the canal of discharge, begins from the level of the lowest

grounds, and carries off" the water alter it has made its progress

through the fields, delivering it into the river at a lower patt of

VOL. XaVIIi. no. 55. Vo
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the course. In order to obtain the necessary difference of level

between these canals, the Gora is sometimes opened so high up
the river, as to be carried five or six miles before it reach the

fields, over which the water is to be spread ; a circumstance
which must chiefly depend on the less or greater declivity on
which the river runs.

From the irrigation thus practised, arises an inconceivable

fertility, and an immense population. Lombardy abounds in

villages and large towns, and possesses all the beauty which
richness and cultivation can give to a level country, that con-
tains in itself nothing that is naturally picturesque. The fields

into which it is subdivided, are small, and separated by rows of

poplars, which give the appearance of a wooded country.

In the plains nearer to the Alps, the country assumes a beau-
ty of a higher order. Our author describes this region, in very
glowing, but we believe very true colours.

' Cette vallce situee aux pieds des plus grandes montagnes de
rEurope, etale aupres de leurs abimes, tous les dons de la Provi-

dence et les richesses de la Creation. Le voyageur regarde avec re-

f^pect ces Alpes Tiroliennes, depouillees par le temps, qui perdues

dans les nuages et voisines des cieux, n'offreiu plus d'alimens qu'a

la vie contemplative : tandis qu'il parcourt mollernent une plaine ou
I'art et la nature ont rasserable les plus deuces de toutes les sensa-

tions terrestres. Le soleil s'y montre pur et ardent, mais de grands

arbres, en couvrant la campagne, la preservent de ses rayons. La
serenite du ciel desseclierait le sol ; mais d'innombfables canaux y
conservent, en I'arrosant, une verdure qui ne se Hetrit jamais. Sous

ces heureux auspices, on voit croitre les moissons et fleurir les prai-

ries. Ici chaque ferme est un palais rustique, ou se deploie tout le

luxe des champs. Et pour prevenir jusqu'aux dangers que pourroit

avoir la chute des eaux dans les vallees, la mtme main qui a donne

I'etre a I'univers, a prepare, aux pieds des montagnes, des bassins na-

turels pour recevoir les torrens qui tombent des Alpes. lis viennent

prendre dans ces lacs un niveau constant ; avant de s'ecouler en on-

des paisibles, dans les lits, dont on leur a mesure I'espace, et trace

le cours. '

The country between Lodi and Cremona is the richest part

of the Milanese. The soil is extremely fertile, and the irriga-

tion the most perfect that can be conceived ; but the culture of

corn gives place in a very great degree to that of pasture. The
grass is chiefly clover, which is cut four times a year, and serves

lor the food of the cows, from which is produced the cheese

so well known over all Europe by the name of Parmesan. The
cows are kept in the hou:e, and are fed during the summer on
two of the crops of clover which are cut green, and in winter

on the other tsvo> which are niade into hay. It is oidy for a fevy
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weeks in the autumn that they are' turned out to pasture, and
allowed to eat up the last shoots of the season.

The milk of at least fifty cows is necessary for makin^r Par-
mesan cheese; and as the same farm does not ahvays aflbnl such

a number, it is usual for the farmers or metayers of a district

to form themselves into societies, for the purpose oi makinnr

cheese. The milk of fifty or sixty, or sometimes of a hundred
cows,. is brought twice a-day to the farm, where tiie dairy is

fixed : the maker of the cheese keeps an account of the milk

received, and the value of the cheese is divided propurtionally.

In a country so fertile as the Milanese, the land admits of be-

in^ greatly subdivitled ; and accordinrrly, the extent of fifty ar-

})tMUs, * or little more than sixty Enjrljsh acres, is there consi-

dered as a larn;e farm. These farms are divided into fields of

two or three acres, accordinf; as the convenience of irrij^ation^

may require. The irri<^ations would, however, in a few years

impair the good cjualiiy of the grass, if the soil were not re-

freshed by a top-dressing of dung every three years. In spite

even of this amelioration, the grass of the meadows is at last

worn out; and the umbelliferous plants, the angelicas and ra-

nunculuses, take the place of the clover and the more useful

grasses. A stop is then put to the irrig;ition; the sluices of the

Gora are shut ; the ground is ploughed in the autumn, and
sown with hemp in the following spring, which grows to a |)ro-

digious height; and when it is pulled, the ground is sown with

leguminous plants. In the next spring, it is sown with oats,

the straw of which rises to the heigiit of six or seven feet ; and
the ground having its fertility now sufficiently subdued, is next

sown with wheat. After this crop, maize is sown in the follow-

ing spring; a second crop of wlieat succeeds, and finishes the

course of cropping.

The ground is then left to itself, and is immedratcly covered

with herbage ; in the winter, dung is spread over it, and the

new meadow is again subjected to the process o\ irnuation,

vvhich is usually continued for 15 years.. 'Fhus, the rotation ad-

opted ia the Milanese ^ejxtends to '2.0 ycsLVs^ in the tbJIowing

order.

1st year—Hemp, followed by legumes.

2d — Oats.

Sd — Wheat, followed by legumes,
(

4th — Maize.

5lh — Wheat.

The arpent is 18,000 bcjuare feet French mc;isure, rind is tlicre-

fore to the liagliih acre very nearly as 5 to +•

C'2
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6th year—and 14 years following—f^rass, dunged every three

years, and the grass cut four times a year.

In these twenty years, the number of crops is 67, of which

sixty iare for the use of animals, six for the food of man, and

one for his clothing. This is a very singular distribution of

the produce ; and it is here also remarkable, that all the manure

is applied to the grass, and none to the corn, contrary to what

is usual in all other places. According to this system of hus-

bandry, the land under grass at any time is 4I^> oi' 7 of the

whole.

In a farm which Mr Chateauvieux visited, the extent was

about 100 arpents ; 30 of which were ploughed, and 70 were in

grass. On these last, the farmer maintained 100 cows, besides

a few cattle for draught, and he valued the mean annual pro-

duce of every cow at 200 francs ; so that from the whole herd,

the gross revenue was about 20,000 francs. He did not reckon

the lands under corn at more than half the value of an equal

portion under grass, and therefore did not value his 30 arpents

of ploughed land at more than 6000 francs. The gross reve-

nue of the farm was therefore 26,000, or 260 francs the arpent.

When we reduce this to English money, it makes ten pounds

eight shiUings, and this again diminished in the proportion of 4-

to 5, gives seven pounds sixteen shillings for the gross produce

of an English acre of ground in Lombardy. If we suppose the

rent which land can afford when let as in Britain, to be one-

third of the gross produce, we have 2/. 12s. for the rent of the

acre—less, certainly, than might be expected in a country of

which the fertility is so highly extolled. The rent of land in

England, and in many parts of Scotland, is much greater than

this. But it must, no doubt, be considered, that the value of

money in Lombardy is greater than in England, perhaps near-

ly in the proportion of 3 to 2 ; and again making an allowance

for this, the rent will come out about 3/. 18s., which is not great-

er than may be found in many parts of Scotland, where there

is no particular advantage of situation.

Considering the fine climate of Italy, the undoubted richness

of the soil in Lombardy, and the advantages of irrigation, we
should have expected a result far more favourable, and incom-
parably greater than any of the countries in the north. That
it should not rise to this amount, argues, in our opinion, an im-

perfection in the agricultural system, very little corresponding

to what the high praises of our author would lead us to expect.

The cultivation of the land in Lombardy, and indeed through-

out all Italy, is performed solely by means of oxen. The ox of

Lombardy is of a grey colour, of a moderate size, well formed,.
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gentle, and of p:reat strenjrth. The breed, Mr Chateau vieux
considers as of Hungarian orijrin; but we do not know on what
foundation liis opinion rests. We think it more likely that the
breed is indif^enous; and it is accordingly said that cattle of any
country, when brouj^ht into Italy, assiuiilate themselves to the

native race. The breed of Lomhardy is kept up by a great im-
portation from Switzerland, as 'JOOO cows arc reckoned to pass

every year over St Gothard, in order to be dispersed over Loni-
bardy, and perhaps to prevent the degeneracy which would
otherwise take place. Over all the country, the plough is drawn
by two oxen without a driver; the waggons also, or carts, are

drawn by oxen, and the horse is hardly used for the purposes

of husbandry.

The economy of using oxen in husbandry, in preference to

horses, cannot be questioned. Our author computes that the

saving amounts to 120 francs per annum, or to 51. S'.crling on
every pair of oxen.

• The economy,' he adds, * of employing oxen in preference to

horses, fcr the purposes of husbandry, is now very generally admit-

ted ; but few of those who have treated this subjecr, have attempted

to assign the cause why the farmer continues to employ oxen in the

South of Europe, while in the North he has recourse almost exclu-

sively to the horse. This choice must not be supposed the effect of

mere habit ; nature herself has pointed it out, by placing in the Soutli

a race of oxen, active, gentle and vigorous, while she has given to

the North one that is heavy, indolent, and phlegmatic. On the

other hand, the horses of the South are light and blender, and by
no means so well fitted for labour as the larger and stronger horses

of the Norlh.

'

Though we will not dispute the reality of the difierencc here

remarked, yet we cannf>t admit that it is the sole, or even the

principal reason for preferring the horse to the ox in the north-

ern part of Europe. It is certain, that in Great Britain, and
probably in many other northern countries, the ox was, at no
distant period, much more employed for the plough than the

horse; probably from the same motives of economy which our

author here recommends. Just in proportion, however, as the

art of agriculture has improved, and as the variety and nicety

of its operations have increased, the value of tbnc has become
more sensible; the use of the ox has been discontinuL-d, and
that of the horse has been introduced. The inconstancy of

the climate, the necessity of seizing the opportunities which

that inconstancy renders of such infmite importance, has in-

duced the husbandman to take for the associate of his labour,

the most active o!" all domestic animals, and that whose mo-

tions can be accelerated most easily beyond their ordinary rate.
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without any prejudice to the animal himself; in short, one
possessing the spirit, activity, and vigour which distinguish the
horse from all other animals. Thus, the farmers of the north
have been led to despise a saving, trifling compared with the
advantages which it would compel them to sacrifice, and have
adopted a method of cultivation less economical in appearance
than that which they formerly pursued. We believe that these

circumstances, more than any others, have influenced the prac-
tice of husbandry in the north. The ox of Italy is perhaps
a gentler animal than that of northern countries} but he is

equally slow in his motions, and nearly equally incapable of
being made to hasten beyond his natural pace. 1 hus, where
the ground is stiff and heavy, the ox seems to come to rest after

every step, and the plough cannot be said to have a continued
motion. These circumstances, however, do not perhaps suit

ill with the habits of the ploughman himself.

The culture just now described, is thai of Lnmbardy in ge-
neral. There are, however, considerable trficts of that plain

^o nearly level, that the declivity is not sufficient to carry off

the water, and to admit of the ordinary process of irrigation.

Some years ago, an ingenious man proposed to employ the
stagnation of the water in thcie flat grounds for the growing
of rice. The experiment succeeded ; and the culture of that

grain in Lombardy is at present considerable. The ground
destined for this purpose is subdivided by a multitude of small

canals into rectangular spaces of two or three arpents. The
"water admitted by these canals does not circulate, and the rice

grows at the bottom ; the water covering the surface to the
tlepth of several inches. The ground is dry when the rice is

&own in it, and has received no preparation but a single furrow^.

When the rice is a few inches above ground, the sluices are

opened, and the fields are laid entirely under water. The rice

grows in tliis situation like an aquatic plant; and the water is

never let elf till the crop is nearly ripe, when the sluices of the
Scolo are opened, that the ground may become hard enough
to admit the foot of the reaper. The rice is thus cultivated for

three years in succession ; and during all that time no dung is

applied. By these three crops, however, the ground becomes
exhausted, "and requires to be laid open to the sun and air.

Accordingly, it is now left without any culture; while the hu-
midity forces up a crop of such plants as are natural to the
soil. On the surface, in this state, they spread dung; and tor

two successive years cut the grass, which is very abuntlant, but
of a very middling quality. Alter this the ground is ploughed^
and the lice croDs succeed as before.

' '
'
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A crop of rice is reckoned three times as valuable as an equal-

ly jrood crop of corn ; and the profit from the culture of it,

sailers hardly any deduction on account of the labour, which

is of small expense. The profit, accordingly, has appeared

so considerable to the proprietors, that they do not divide it

•with the farmers. The rice j^rounds are let at fixed rents, of

about 160 francs the arpent, or about 51. Gs. an acre; and after

paying this great rent, the farmers have often ac(|uircd large

tbrtuncs. An evil, however, of the most serious kind, accom-
panies these extraordinary gains. It will readily be believed,

that the stagnation of a large body of water in a hot climate,

and over an extensive surface, cannot but prove m.ost injurious

to the health of the inhabitants. As you pass along the dykes

of the rice fields, says Mr Chate^vieux, you see tlie unhappy
labourers wandering like so many ghosts through the reeds, and
stopping at the sluices, which they liave hardly strength sufli-

cient to open and shut. They are not the only victims. The
reapers eeldom finish the harvest without being seized with

shiverings, and carrying with them an ague, from which their

return to the dry grounds does not always enable them to re-

cover. The countries, therefore, under the culture of rice, are

thinly inhabited ; and the few inhabitants are in a very sickly

and diseased state. The Milanese government has, for this rea-

•son, prohibited the extension of the rice grounds, be}ond the

limits to which they had advanced before the evil resulting from
them had attracted attention.

M. CiiATEAUviF.ux has hardly said anything of the imple-
ments of husbandry in Italy ; a point, how^ever, very necessary to

be considered, if one would form a precise notion of the state of
the art, or the degree of skill and capital employed in it. These
implements, if we are not greatly misinformed, are almost every
where of a very rude and unimproved construction. Kvan in

Lombardy, the manner of harnessing the (^xen to the waggon,
the structure of the waggon itself, raised like a kind of scafibld

above the four very small wheels which support it, and drawn by
a sort of elevated pole, to which the patient and gentle oxen
seem most uneasily attached; all seem to indicate a very low
state of skill or of capital, or of both. Throughout Italy \hc
plough is generally drawn by no more than two oxen, a prac-
tice that is no doubt commendable; but the plough it«.cif is

awkwardly constructed, in opposition to the most ()l>vicus prin-

ciples of mechanics. The handles are of iniccjuni length, and
both of tlieni very short ; so that the p!.)ti::l)nian is forced to

bend down in a very incommodious posture, and to l)ear on the

bandies with almost his whole weight, in order to prevent th^
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ploughshare from entering too deep into the ground. Tiiough

be plough the soil of that country in which the principles of me-
chanics were first discovered, he has not been tauijfht, that by
lengthening the handles, or the levers by which he acts, he
might have sufficient power to regulate the motion of the plough,

though he stood upright, in a posture less painful to himself,

and more favourable for the continuance of his exertions. Such
obvious errors in the first rudiments of an art, argue a low state

of intellectual acquirement in those who exercise the art ; and
the absolute dominion of those prejudices which make ignorance

and'error descend as 3^ sacred inheritance from one generation

to another.

The agriculture of Tuscany belongs partly to a system of ir-

rigation similar to that in Lombard}', and partly to that which our

author calls the Canaanitish husbandry, where the olive and the

vine are cultivated on the steep sides of hills. Here, as it is more
our object to give an idea of the real state of Italian agriculture,

than of any one book which treats of it, we shall avail ourselves

of the accurate and valuable view of the rural economy of Tus-

cany, which has been given by Sismondi. * It is not perhaps

known to all our readers, that the author who has distinguished

himself so much by those critical and historical compositions,

which have made an important addition to the literature of the

19th Century, began his literary career with a treatise, on the

Imsbandry of the Valk-y of the Arno. For this he was well qua-

lified, by having himself cultivated a farm in the most fertile

province of that country, as well as by a spirit of accurate and
philosophical observation.

In Tuscany, property is extremely subdvivided ; and the

farms, which are very small, are in general cultivated by Me-
tayers, who divide the produce with the landlord. These farms

are disposed in a rectangular shape, and are of such a size, that

a pair of oxen is sufficient for ten or twelve Metayers, who em-

ploy them in succession fcr ploughing the ground. The farmer

has generally, besides, a small horse, which he employs for the

businej-s of his farm, or more frequently for carrying his wife

and family in a little carriage, to the mass or to the market.

These farms have seldom forage sufficient for feeding cows; the

farmers make use of heifers, which they buy in at the age of

three months, keep them till that of eighteen, and dicn sell them

to the butcher. The cattle of every kind come originally from the

Maremma. The reason of this is, that, unlike the Metayers of

* Tableau dc r.\grica!lure Toscane, par J. C. L. Sismondi. Ge-

neve, IsOl.
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LoiTibarcly, they have little or no meadow, or land under jrrass

;

so that the leaves of trees, the refuse of the vej^ctablts wliicli thoy
cuitivat'S and a little wild clover, are the only food of fhe caitlc.

In this country, there is no rotation of crops positively fixed,

but the rpost common is that which follows.

1st year— Maize, haricots, peas or other legumes, with dunrr.

2d — Wheat.
3d — Winter Beans.

4th — Wheat.
5th — Clover sown aftrr the Wheat, and cut in the spring,

and followed by ISonc.iio. *

Such is the richness and depth of the alluvial soil, that though
dung is applied to it only once in five years, the crops are very
abundant. The culture, also, which is very fine and careful,

the judicious succession of crops, have their share in the produc-
tion ol this (.fleet. An in)mcnse population, accordingly, lives

on the produce of these farms ; but lives with a severe econo-
my, and never acquires enough to make any provision against

years of less abundance. Accordingly, as our author remarks,

although the fields are beautiful, well watered, covered by u per-

petual vegetation, and dividvd into a thousand small enclosures,

all cultivated like gardens, while the olive and the vine form as

it were a canopy over the crops below ; yet, on entering the

habitations of the Mrtaijna^ you observe an entire absence of

all the conveniences of life,—a table of the most extreme fruga-

lity, and an appearance of the greatest penury, in the midst of

a country producing every thing which the wants of the mo^t
luxurious can require. Here, therefore, we may safely infer

the existence of some radical error in the rural or political eco-

nomy of the country. The population may be too great, and the

farms too small ; and an evil that is obvious arises from the sys-

tem of Metayers, calculated to depress the farmer, and keep

him in a state of everlasting poverty. The conse(|uences of this

system have been extremely well dcvelai)ed by iSisMON'ni, in the

work before referred to. According to the bargain between the

Metayer viud his landlord, the farmer engages to perform, at his

owii expense, all tlie labour of the fieki, and to furnish all the

wood necessary to support the vines. He bears half the ex-

pense of the seed and the dung. He is bound to return to the

proprietor the half of all the produce, and to sell it for liim if

required.' Lastly, to divide equally with him all the profit of

the stock on the iiirm. The money required to be laid out,

* Sorgho is a sort of great parsnip, that affords a coarse flcur,

used for a bid soup, and a coarse sort of pol?nta.
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and ihirs:? not provided for in the preceding articles, fall upon
llie landlord.

The consequence of all this is, that though the peasants be-

come exceedingly attached to their farms, and are seldom ever

removed from them, they remain in a state of great poverty,

consuming every year the whole that they have earned in that

year. An abundatit crop of wine or of oil is for them a season

to live a little better,—to be better clothed perhaps, or to be a
little more idle;— but they never think of making any provision

for a bad year, or of laying nut any part of their gains in the

improvement of the farm. They will not auyment the stock on
the farm,—for that is the duty of the landlord ; they will not

take in more ground,— for this ought to be done at the expense
of the landlord ; and, for the same reason, they will not repair

their houses. Thus, they are almost unavoidably cut off from
anv means of ap})lying their savings for such purposes as could

really better their condition. They must either hoard the fruits

of those savings, or they nmst employ them for objects of im-
mediate gratification ; and, when this alternative is the only

one, it is pretty evident on which side the choice will general-

]y tall.

The poverty of the 'Mctayas being thus rendered almost ne-

cessary, acts with a force equally irresistible towards its own in-

crease. For as riches beget riches, nothing is more true than

that poverty produces poverty. The Metayers being too poor
to hire labourers, endeavour to perform with their own hands
all the work of their farms ; the consequence of which is, that

nothing is ever done in its proper season, and that every opera-

tion is extended to an unreasonable length. The seed-time, the

harvest, the pruning of the vines, the culture of the olives, are

all prolonged vastly beyond their natural duration,—because, as

the same man must do every thing, he always begins his task

too late. This is not all. The necessity thus imposed on the

Ivletayer, oi doing every thing out of season—of undertaking two
or three things at once, because they are all equally urgent, and
of passing from one object to another, without finishing any
thing—naturally give birth to a habit of indifference, carelessness

ViudfuineantiiC which is quite ruinous. Though the peasant rises

early, never goes to sleep in the middle of the day, and never

quits his work before it is dark, he does every thing with such

indifference, he loses so much time in irresolution, in changing

irom one work to another, and in talking with those about him,

that a labourer, hired by the day, though an Italian, dees three

times as much work as the peasant who labours for himself.

In another place, Sis.mondi, after entering into a very accu*
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rate calculation of the produce of a farm in the Val di Nievole,

one of the most fertile spots in Tuscany, estimates the rent of an
Knglish acre at 3/. ISs. sterling; much abovo, he adds, the

rent of any land in Franci- or P^iirland, where tluTc was not

some very particular advantage of situation. In this last con-

chision, however, there is certainly a mistake; for wc know with

certainty, that many larj^e firms in (rreut Britain havincj no par-

ticular advantage, trom their vicinity to great towns, sca-piiris,

&c., were, long before the year iSO'J, when JSismondi wrote, let

for a considerable term of years at more than 4/. an acre. This

was in a country where the most valuable produce was wheat,

and wheat much inferior in quality to tliat of luscany. When
equally well cultivated, the land which produces corn, wine

and oil, should have afforded a rent far superior.

Chatcauvieux concludes his account of Tuscany, or rather

of the Val d'Arno, with the following eulogy.
* I have now finislied my journey through the charming Valley

of the Arno, the most delicious, perhaps, which exists on the face

of the earth. In no country is property more divided, and in none

has man added more to nature ; he has not left a single rivulet, but

he has constructed a thousand canals. Tl)ere is not a single spot re-

maining of natural turf, nor a meadow where the husbandman, in

collecting the produce, receives only the spontaneous gifts of nature.

We do not find a single thicket of natural wood, nor a tree planted

by the hand of Nature. All is planted out and dressed by the hand
of Man ; his presence and his works are seen everywhere ; and it is

only in the hills which bound the horizon, that you discover a por-

tion of those great domains over which Nature still preserves her

empire. This artificial culture, by covering the surface with regular

plantations, and shading it with the leaves of the vine, has pro-

scribed all that native vegetation, all those picturesque forms and

those graduated tints, whtch give so much harmony and variety to

Nature. Here the tints, though lively, are all uniform, and the

outlines similar to one another ; the landscape appears as if it were

seen in the camera o/i'^cnra, and Poussin never would have taken trom

it the subject of any of his pictures. It is the spot most improved

by civilization, and that where man has best turned to his own use

tlie native powers of creation.
'

With some part of this character of the Val d'.Vrno, we are

disposed entirely to agree ; but, from some parts of it, we are

inclined no less positively to dissent. The observations on the

uniformity and artificial character of the Tuscan land>cape, we
believe to be perfectly correct ; and ceriaiidy neuiic-r I'oi s-

MN nor CLAi;i)r,, nor a painter who is perhaps superior to

them both, Mii/ros, ever drew from the \';d d'Arno, either

ihe colours or the forni-s which have given ^uch lorce to their
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representations. But that which we find it difficult to admit in

Chateauvieux's eulogy, is, that the Vale of Tuscany is the

place where the art of man has made the most valuable addi-

tions to the works of nature. Let us see how the account stands.

Man received from nature a magnificent valley, or rather a sys-

tem of vallies, traversed by fine rivers, and enriched by the

spoils of a vast body of calcareous mountains, which those ri-

vers had for ages carried down, to form into the soil of those

fertile plains. Now, from these precious gifts, what is it that

man has extracted, or what addition has he made to them ?

He has, indeed, by a system of irrigation, most skilfully con-

structed, and most laboriously carried into effect, transported

the fertility of the valley to the heights and declivities to which

it had not been imparted by nature. This is certainly a great

improvement ; but is not to be compared to those instances in

v.-hich man has delivered whole countries from the dominion of

the sea, and rendered them the abodes of culture and civiliza-

tion. The Val d'Arno, to the advantages of a rich soil, added
these of a climate placed almost in the centre of the temperate

iione ; and yet, with all these advantages, with a soil and cli-

mate adapted to the vine and the olive, the earth does not here

produce more for the food and sustenance of man, than it does

in countries under the parallel of 56°
; countries labouring un-

der all the disadvantages of a long and severe winter, a spring

which hardly deserves the name, and a summer and autumn,
where the inconstancy of a northern climate still cause them-
selves to be severely felt. The country which deserves the

praise of being the theatre on which art has most triumphed
over nature, must either be placed in circumstances originally

far less favourable than the Val d'Arno, or must be raised by
art to a height far exceeding what cultivation reaches in any
part of Italy.

We must not take leave of Tuscany without mentioning the

great agricultural improvement of the Colmata^ which are men-
tioned by Chateauvieux, and more particularly treated of by
iSis.MONDi. The advantages which Italy derives from the mag-
nitude of its rivers, and from the facility with which water is

distributed over its surface, is counterbalanced in some places

by the great depredations which are owing to the same cause.

I'he violent rains, acting on the soft calcareous or marly schis-

tus of the Apennines, carry down a vast quantity of mud or

sand into the plain, by which the courses of the rivers are fre-

quently obstructed. The earth brought down in floods is so im-

mense in quantit}', that the discharge of the rivers into the sea

is iiTipeded j and great marshes are formed not only at the
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mouths of these rivers, but in their courses, when they arc
passing from one level to another. It was a happy idea that the
river itself mif^ht be employed to correct this evil, and that a
remedy might be derived from the same cause which produced
the disorder. ToiinicEi,f,i, we believe, to whose inventive ge-
nius tlie mathematical and physical sciences are under so great

obligations, was the person to whom this idea fust occurred,

and who taught his countrymen to enclose the marsh with a dvke
or embankment,—to admit into this enclosure the water of the

river,— to force this water, by means of sluices, to remain stag-

nant as in a lake, so as to deposit its mud, and, by the sediment
so produced, to raise the level of the bottom. In this way have
been often deposited at one time 3 or 4- inches of earth : This
operation is repeated several times in the year; and, after 3 or
4 years, the level is so much raised, that the ground is no longer
hable to be overflowed by the river. I'he soil thus acquired is

also of the richest kind, and of the highest fertility. iSismondi

mentions an instance where a piece of ground which had been
treated in this manner, yielded, in the first crop, twenty-five mea-
sures of wheat from one. It is to this operation that the name
of Colmata is given : and it is evident that a great deal of skill,

and also considerable capital, are necessary to the accomplish-
ment of the work, when undertaken on a large scale. Tuscany
affords several very remarkable examples of it. One of the

greatest is in the Val di Chmna, performed by the Knights of
the order of St Stephen ; another is in the plain of Pisa, the

work of a monastery of Carthusians; and the third bvthe Mar-
quis Feuroni, in the Vul di Xicvole.

The Colmata have also begun to be employed in several part^

of Italy, for a purpose more important, if possible, than the

preceding. From the tendency of the rivers which descend
irom the Apennines to swell suddenly, to overflow the adjacent

country, and to spread over it a bed of sand and gravel, the

embankment of those rivers by strong dykes or mounds, was
necessarily resorted to. But the same dykes that retained the

water within bounds, retained also the stones and gravel which
the rivers brought down in such abundance. Hence the bed of

the river itself was raised somewhat by every flooil ; and in a,

short time became so much elevated, that, to keep in the water,

it became necessary to raise the embankment still higher. Thus
the level of the river was continually raised; and the end of this

process seemed to be at a liistance to which it was iinpo>!sib!c to

look forward. The Po itself is of all others the most remark-
able, and the most formidable example of this artificial eleva-

tion. That river, as is well known, is subject to the most sud-

den and excessive floods j insomuch that, ia many parts, every
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family living on its banks is provided with a boat, in which they

embark with their most valuable effects at the time of an inun-

dation, and continue to float in the dead water till the deluge

lias subsided. The means employed to restrain these inunda-

tions, have raised the bed of the river to the frightful height of

no less than 30 feet above the plain, as is exemplified in the vi-

cinity of Ferrara; and the danger to which the whole country

is thus subjected may be easily conceived. It is not only the

main river itself that is thus carried along upon the ridge of a

high terrace, but all the smaller rivers that run into it must
necessarily be brought into the same condition; and thus the

whole country is intersected by a multitude of lofty aqueducts,

each of which is ready to break out, when the falling of the

rain, or the melting of the snow, shall enable it to overcome all

lestraint, and to force its way into the plains. It has, there-

fore, been proposed to lay the country, at least partially, under

water, and thus to heighten the surface by the mud deposited,

lor an evil, however, which has already reached to so great a

height, it is not certain that the Cohnutay or any expedient

<within the power of man, is able to provide a remedy. The
contrary indeed seems probable; and there is reason to fear, that

the whole country known by the name of the Polesinoy or the

Delia of the Po, is destined to become a marsh at no distant

period.

From the valley of the Arno, our author proceeds to give an

account of Maremma, which forms the third division of the

Italian territory. This singular tract extends along the shore

of the Mediterranean from Leghorn to Terracina, and reaches

inland as far as the first chain of the Apennines. Its length is

therefore 19^ geographical miles; its breadth is various ; and
in tlie Agra Runiana, where it is greatest, is between 30 and 49'

of thobe miles. The term Maremrna signifies, literally, as wa&

already remarked, nothing more than the land on the sea-coast

;

but is now exclusively applied to the tract just mentioned, un-

fortunately dibtinguished by the characteristic of MaV Aria, an
unhealthy constitution of the atmosphere, or of the soil, during the

summer season. In that season, but more especially in the au-

tumn, the few inhabitants that remain in this desolate country

are seized with levers, for which there appears to be no reme-

dy but a timely escape from the parts where the infection pre-

vails. The general opinion is, that the more these countries

are depopulatedj the greater is the power of the malaria, and

the more mortal the diseai;e which it communicates. That dis-

ease, however, is no other, we believe, than an intermittent, or

an ague, of the worst kind ; such as will be long remembered 'm
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Enf^land by the name of the JVulcluren fever. It must not,

however, be supposed, that, like thi.s last, the fever of the Ma-
remma is produced by the miasmata of marshes, or tlje other
known causes of a siniihir disorder. In some instances, sucU
causes do indeed appear to exist ; but, in the <rre:iter number,
the places wiierc this evil prevails are dry, niry, and elevated.

Thus \'()i.ti;kua, which is involved in the contusion of the

Maremnia, near to its western extremity, is situated on a high
ground, and is open to every blast.

'i'hc Italian writers fix the depopulation of their country,

and the introductionof the malaria, al)()Ut the time of the }*la«;ue

in the IGth century ; and, since that period, the population has

revcr been strong enou^^h, they alle^t*, to resi.st the iiiHuence of
the bad air which increases every year in proportion as popu-
lation and ajiriculture diminish. ^Several attempts have l>eeri

made to establish colonies in the Tuscan Maremoia; which
have all failed, by the colonists bein^r cut olf before the establish-

ment «j;ained any strcufriW. The soil in that tract, Chaieau-

vieux mforms us, has become sterile, and seem.s to convict of

nothing; but pure argil ; the whiteness of which is only altered

by a mixture of the sulphur abounding in that region. The
existence oi sulphur, ho^vever, in the soil of the Maremma, is

peculiar to the western part of it, and caxi only belong to the

accidental causes which exasperate, but do not produce lite evil

complained of.

The country thus depopulated having fallen into the hands
of a lew great proprietors, there reniau)ed nothing to be done,

but to take advantage of the spontaneous production of the soil,

to let the land run to grass, and to introiluce a sort 0"^ wander-

ing tribes, who should dwell here only in the winter. During
that season, the Maremma is not unhealthy; and men, at> w^ll

as cattle, may roam through the wiKlernebs wiih impuniiy. it

did not, however, suit the metayer of the inferior couniry, tc»

leave his home, and take upliis abode in the Maremma. There
came, therefore, necessarily to be interposed between the pro-

prietors of the lands in the interior, and those of the sea-coas>l,

a race of wandernig sheplierds, porsessing nothing but then*

cattle, and emigrating wiih them, according to the seasons, from

the liilly to the level country. Under the conduct of these men,
400,(H)() sheep, ;U),l)00 horses, with a vast number oi cdvvs and
goals, are annually reared, for the ^uppiy of the I'uhluruuy and
the other vales of Tuscany, where nu coti.le are bred.

The cause of the insalubrity of the Muninma i^ a mvstery

into which science has not yet been able to penetrate. It ha«

«i"ien been su;)poscd, thai ihe j)cstilcntial air which has depopu-
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lated the shoves of the Mediterranean over so great an extent,

arises from marshy ground and stagnant water. In such places

as the Pontine Marshes, which are at the eastern extremity of
the Maremma, this supposition may be well founded ; but in

the greater part of the IMaremma, in the Tuscan and in the

Roman territory, it is certain, as already observed, that the soil

is dry, and the ground in many places elevated high above the
plain. ' No visible sign,' says Chateauvieux, 'marks the exist-

ence or the approach of this pestiferous air. The sky is as pure,

the verdure as fresh, the air as tranquil, as in the most healthy re-

gion. The aspect of all the elements is such as should inspire the

most perfect confidence ; and it is impossible to express the horror

which one experiences on discovering that this is all deception ; that

he is in the midst of dangers of which no indication exists ; and that,

v.'ith the soft air that he is breathing, he may be inhaling a poison

destructive of life.

'

The only inhabitants of these wretched countries, are those

who occupy them during the seasons when the labours of cul-

tivation require their immediate presence. Even during their

short stay, they never fail to suffer severely. Their complexions

become sallov/ and livid ; their strength diminishes daily ; ma-
ny perish before the end of the season ; and those whom Pro-
vidence reserves for another trial, have hardly the courage to

wish for a prolongation of their existence.

The vegetable productions of this wilderness are luxuriant

and rich. In that which surrounds Rome, and extends almost

from the walls of that celebrated metropolis to the sea, on the

one hand, or the foot of the Apennines on the other, the lands

are allowed to rest in pasturage for six successive years ; on the

seventh they are ploughed, and the crop produced is usually

fine. The land is afterwards left to itself, and is immediately

covered with verdure, which continues for five or six years—be-

ing pastured all that time by herds of cattle, horses and sheep.

It is at the foot of the mountains of ViTERno that the Marem-
ma of Rome begins—forming what is called the Agro liommio,

or the Ca.mpagna di Roma. The surface of the Campagna is

not altogether level, but full of small undulations, or low ridges,

which do not follow any constant direction, but give a very

pleasing variety to the surface. According to Mr Chateau-

vieux, the mere aspect of these undulations refers their origin

more to the operation of fire than of water ; hut we confess

that, if the Agro Romano afforded no other evidence but this,

of the action of fire, we should remain very sceptical about the

truth of the conclusion. The fact is, that the general basis of

the soil is a calcareous sandstone, more or less consolidated, and
abounding in sea shells: over 'vhich is superinduced, in many
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places, a covering of volcanic origin, con.sistin;]r of tliick bcila

of Tu/uy and sometimes with Lava undcrnoalli. In oihcr places,

the soil of the Ciimpan:na has for its base t!i3 Truvcitinc, pro-

duced from the stalic'ij'crum waters of the Tcverone, and other

streams. In this greut plain there are hut few trees, except in

some spots distin<.fuished by liie growth of the Ilex and the
variety of evergreens which arc so beautiful and luxuriatu in

this climate. A few pines, by their spreading tops, here and
there afTord a shnde to the cattle. It is divided, by dead liedges,

into enclosures of 30 or iO acres each, iL'pending on a Casali:,

or farm-house, which appears at a distance; and these, by the
thinness with which ihc-y are scattered over the country, serve to

add to the melancholy, rather than to the gaiety of the prospect.

During the summer season, this tract is so unhealthy, that

the slicphcrds and their flocks come every night to take shelter

within the walls of Rome, in order to avoid the disease or death
which they know to be waiting them in the country. Home itself,

however, is not safe from the attacks of the same invisible enemy,
who has lodged himself within the walls of the eternal eiiij, and
in the places seemingly best foriified against his approaches.
The sanctity of the Papal residence has not exempted the Qui-
rinal from this pestilence, any more than the departed majoslv

of the Ciusars has protected the Palatine from its influoncL'.

Yet the Quirinal is 207 feet above the level of the Tiber, and
the Palatine 181.

Our author made a visit to a farm which is within the circle

of the Malaria, the sole patrimony of St Peter's church, and
known by the ill-omened name of Ca)nj)o Murto. It is an ex-

tensive farm, devoted almost entirely to pasturage: The details

of it are interesting ; and we should be glad to follow our au-

thor through the whole. We mu>.t, however, confine ourselves

to a few particulars.

The FATToiti: or manager received him and his friend with

great civility, and, both by his language and manners, appear-

ed a man of education. He was indeed an inhabitant of Rome,
where Ids family resided, as is the case with all the stewards or

factors who manage the farms of the Marennna. In the whole

of the Agro Romano, there is indeed no indigenous population;

except a lew families domiciliated among the ruins of the small

towns, once so numerous in this territory. At prcsL'nt, the

shepherds and workmen are almost all from the mountains of

Salerno and Abruzzo. The house of the fat tore was large but

comfortless j the lower story consisted of a great kitchen, with

three or four great halls, all without furniture or windows. la
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the second story was the same number of rooms, all used for

maorazines of corn, except one which was reserved for lodging-".

There was nothing that looked like care or cleanliness, either

without or within.

They got on horseback, however, and set out to inspect the

farm. They first stopped at a small thicket of oaks in the middle

of one of the fields. It was now harvest; the people were cut-

ting down the corn ; and, on a signal given, they all quitted their

work, and defiled in order before the fattore and his guests.

Tliere were about as many men as women, mostly from Abruz-
zo. They were all bathed in sweat; for the heat of the sun was

dreadful. The men were good figures ; but the women were

frightful. They had already been some days at work in the

Maremma ; and the fatal breath of the Malaria had blown on
them. Two were already ill of the fever ; and from that mo-
ment it was expected that a number would be attacked every

day ; so th^it, at the end of the harvest, they would be reduced

to one half. What becomes of these unhappy people, said Mr
Chateau vieux, who are obligad to leave off working ? Thef
receive a piece of bread, and ai^e sent away. But where do they

go } They take the road to the mountains. Many die by the?

way ; and those who reach home, if they recover from their

sufferings, generally fall a sacrifice to them in another year.

These reapers, it is added, have three meals a day, and are

permitted to .'lecp two hours about noon. They do this at that

time without danger ; but when the dews of the evening have

fallen down upon the earth, which then serves them for their

bed, it is then that the fever makes its most successful attacks.

One is mortified to find men everywhere estimating the lives of

their fellows by the money which may be lost or gained by their

continuance. The reapers would probably be saved from the

fever if they were to sleep under cover during the night; but

their master's interest would suffer by the time lest in coming

and going across his extensive domains. To this consideration

the mien's lives are sacrificed.

From the reapers they went to look at the cattle. Here they

saw several hundred wild cows, who, on first discovering them,

collected together, as if doubtful whether to attack the travel-

lers, or make their escape into the woods. They at last decid-

ed upon this last ; and the whole herd galloped off with the

swiftness of so many deer. These cows are never milked, but

suckle their calves ; and are usually valued about forty francs a

a head. On many farms there are more than a thousand.

On proceeding farther, they came to a vast herd of swine, of

which there were about 2000 belonging to the farm. They
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wander about the whole year in the part of the Campo Morto
which is nearest to the sea ; and mi;t!;lit very well pass fur wild

boars, though they are only domestic swine of the black breed,

of which, as they are fattened on the nuts of the forest, the

flesh is greatly valued.

A country which 'm annually desolated by a mortal disorder,

cannot be cultivated in the manner that is elsewhere practised.

It becomes naturally a pasture country, and is here divided in-

to properties of great extent ; insomuch, that the whole Ma-
remma of Rome, about thirty leai.nies in length by ten or twelve

in breadth, is in the hands of nut more than twenty-four farm-

ers. These arc called Meucanti ui Tenuti, traders in land;

and, in efftct, they are rather merchants than farmers. Tiiey

all live in Rome, take their measures in concert, and manage
the land by FATroui who live on the spot. They do not seek

to improve tiieir farms by introducing better modes of cul-

ture; but think it suiTicieut to secure their present gains: and
the gradual ruin of most of tlie great aud hereditary pro-

prietors, has singularly favoured their views. Their trade haa

become a sort of monopoly, so advantageous, that the Mercanti
flatter themselves with the hopes of getting the whole of the Ro-
man territory into their hands. Chateauvieux has, with consi-

derable ingenuity, traced the origin of this extraordinary condi-

tion of things, to the destruction of the Roman empirt, and the

abolition of slavery by the introduction of Christianity. Dur-
ing the prosperity of the Roman empire, the estates nnmd the

metropolis belonged to rich proprietors, who no doubt laid out

a great part of them in villas, parks, and pleasure-grounds. At
this time, none of the land was cultivated by its own proprie-

tors ; slaves were the only husbandmen, and had the whole
charge of the agriculture. But the slave having no root in the

land, is overthrown by the least disturbance ; so that the ruin

of the empire, by the translation of the seat of government to

Constantinople, and the invasions of the Barbarians, destroy-

ed in a short time the proprietors, their capital and their slaves.

There was no peasantry bred to labour who <vjuld replace the

slaves J and the new proprietors had therefore no means but by
throwing it into pasture, and dividing it into large portions.

In a country with few inhabitants, the effects of the malaria be-

gan to be severely felt ; and the part of Europe formerly the

most flourishing and most populous, was reduced almost to the

Condition of a desert.

The revenue actually obtained from these lands is thus esti-

mated. The farm above described contained about GOOO ar-«

Ipents of arable land, or land that was occasionally in tillage^

JD ii
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The uncultivated was nparly of the sa'^e extent ; and was stock-
ed, as ha< bf-tn said, wiih cows and swine. The 6000 arpents"
which are arable, are div'ded into nine portions nearly equal,
one of which i* always in fallow, another in wheat, and the re-

maininij seven in pasture. On these seven were maintained
4000 sheep, 4-00 horses, 200 oxen; and a part was, besides, cut
for ha)' In the remaining part were 700 cows, and sometimes
£000 swine ; and the jjercral rent, yielded by the whole, might
be estiuiated at 18 fr:incs the arpent, or about 15s. an acre.

The whole rent of the firm is accordiuffiv calculated at 5000
piastres, besides an interest of 5 per cent, on the whole capital

employed in the farm.

This is a profit altogether inconsiderable to arise from so larg&
an extent of ground, in its own nature fertile, and cipable of
high cultivation. We shall hare occasion to consider after-

wards, how far the malaria can be considered as an insuperable
objection to such cultivation.

Our author dedicates an entire letter to p.n account of the
Pontine Mar!^hes, which he had a good opportunity of examin-
ing, as he accompanied the Inspector-general of the French en-
gineers in a visit which he made to them. This opportunity
was t)f great value, not only by the means it afibrded of seeing
the works, but t)ecause of the protection which was given by the
escort which accompanied the officer; for the banditti who in-

iested the road through the marshes, were still more dangerous
than the bad air.

This race of banditti has exi-ted from time immemorial in

the mountains of iSat)ino and Abruzzo; and being rooted in

the population of the country, is almost impossible to be extir-

pated. We have not here to do with associations of robbers,
without bouse or property ; wandering under a thousand dis-

guises; always flying, even at the moment when they are pre-

paring for new attacks. The hordes of banditti w4iich infe«t

these frontiers, are no other than the inhabitants of the vilh-

ges in the neighbouring mountains. They have their proper-
ties and tlieir families, and are employed in the h/bour of the
field for a p.'.rt cf the year; but as that labour is not sufficient

for their sustenance, they are instigated, by want, to pillage and
K'Urder. The men thus enlisted under the banners of a few
chiefs, are quickly united, and quickly dispersed. After mak-
ing an attack, they instantly return home, and resume their

usual dress pnd occupations ; they are then peaceable peisants,

united under the protection of their Curate and their Mayor,
whose indulgence is without bounds, and tiiat for orood reasons,

as is generally asserted. A few of the chiefs, however, are ge-
nerally known, and are exposed to the continual search of the
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fjens-d'armes. Durinpf tlic last five years (from 1808) ttiouirh

several have been seized and executed, the Zf*al of the surv Vi.;rs

has never been cjiielled tor a uionient ; and tlie trial and ox cu-

tion of those who have been taken, have only tiiven a htde more
prudence to those wlio remained. We may add, llial, to the

present time, the same atrocious insubordination continu<s un-

repressed ; and it may be easily supposed, tiiat crimes which
the vigour of the French G<»vernment was noi able to exter-

minate, have acquired new force under the feeble admini*ii ra-

tion of the Papal ;iuih(»riiy. Within the Neapolitan territory,

these evils are only repressed by the presence of an Au^triau

army.
Velletri, situated on the south side of Monte Albano, is

the last town which you pass before entering the Mar^ht-s. As
far as Cistkuna, the road traverses a rou^h and uneven coun-
try, foriiicd by currents ol" lava, but coniainin<r some farms in

which corn is cultivated. A great property here belongs to the

Prince of Cujetanu, and extends to Ton Tnii Ponti, distant

irom Cisterna more than three posts. This space, however,

does not belong to the aciual Marsh : it is picturesque, and
wooded ; and in the glades of the forest, you alternately sje

luxuriant pa>tures, and rich crops of corn. The Marsh be-

gins a little before you come to Ton The Ponti ; and the road,

rejoining the Appian Way, which it had left near Albano. g )es

in a straight line to Ti.rkacina. On the right hand, begiiis a

canal, the Nasi^hi Grande^ the same on which Horace sailed

in going to Bruudu ium, and which Pius VI. repaired at the

bame time with the road. It was proposed to take advautige

of an inclination of 7 feet, by vvhich the Marsh falls toward
the sea, in order to open parallels from distance to distance,

for carrying off the water. These parallels were to be inter-

sected by s>econdary canals, cutting them at an angle of 4-5*'

;

iiud by this construction, it was suppo«jd that the beneht of

the declivity w(<uld be communicatcil to the whole surtace of

the Marsh. (Jniy two of the great parallels have been li;iish-

fd with the stcoi^dary canals belonging t.i ihein ; and the com-
plete success of the work has convinced the i'rench engineers,

tuat it was only necessary lo finish the whole on the sa.;ie plan,

in oriler to bruig all the surface of the Marsh to be capable of

cultivation.
' Where the j^rounds have been drained, are die finest crops of

maize, hemp, and legumes. One sees everywhere a vegetable life,

the energy of which appears to increase in pioporlion to the de-

struclion of human life ; though it seems, to oflcr to man every thing

th<it he could wish lor. The surface is extended before him iu 4
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perfect level : in the heavens, the sun shines with the purest splen-

dour, while the leaves afford a shelter fronn his rays. But all this

luxury of Nature serves only to adorn a wilderness ; and here the

wild animals alone have the power of appropriating to themselves

the riches of Creation. Herds of wild boars turn up the earth for

the roots of vegetables; and buffaloes wander through the meadows,

or lie under the shadow of the trees. In the midst of these, a man
appears here and there at a distance ; but in this situation of danger,

only shows himself under a hostile aspect. Sometimes he is a shep-

herd, pursuing an angry buffaloe with his lance ; sometimes he is

a robber from the mountain, hiding himself behind the leaves of a
fig-tree, to take his aim at the traveller as he passes. If the unhap-

py stranger escape tliis danger, who knows but this air, so soft and
so mortal, is to carry its secret poison into his veins ? I cannot,

says our author, express the singular impression which the perpetual

contrast between vegetable and animal nature produced on me, while

I was traversing this extraordinary plain.
*

He goes on to observe, that the report of the engineers

whom he had accompanied, was highly favourable ; and that

the success of the part of the plan, then executed, left no doubt

about the result of the whole. He says, that he could not but

reflect with admiration on the skill of the enpneer (M. Prony)^

who, from the distance of Paris, could plan and direct so great

and so delicate an undertaking. This was in the year 1813.

We have to add, that the unforeseen events which have since a-

risen, put an entire stop to the work, and that the complete

drainage of the Pontine Marshes is one of the advantages which

Italy has lost by the downfal of Napoleon. It is, indeed, but

one cut of many; and though some countries have profited by

that event, it is certain that the country just named is not of the

number.
We are sorrj' that we cannot accompany our author in his visit

to the Neapolitan territory ; but, before we take leave of him en-

tirely, we must return for a moujent to the subject of the Mala-

ria, which presents one of the most curious problems to be found

in the natural history of any country. What is the cause of this

great calamity "i Was it known in ancient times .'' Is the evil

on the increase .'' Is there any p.trticular constitution of the soil

with which it appears connected .'' Has experience ascertained

any of the circumstances which tend to mitigate or to exasperate

its fatal effects ?^—Answers to these questions would not merely

serve to gratify curiosity, but might turn cut of the greatest

practical utility.

• To the fir.n question concerning the cause, we certainly are

not prepared to attempt an answer : To a few of the subordinate

questions, something more Eatisfactory may be oflercd. It ap-
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pears ccrta'n, that this evil was felt in ancient times thou;2;h the
slijjrht manner in which the facts of natural history are treated

by the writers ofaniicjaity has not allowed u-^ to receive any very

precise information. One of the oldest remarks relative to it i»

to be found in tiie 7th Book of Livy, where mention is made of

the unhealthy constitution of the country round II me. In a
sedition of the Roman troops stationed near Ca/tua^ they con-

trast the country where they were ercamped with that round
Rome ; and are made to say, Se militando f'essos in pcstilenti at-

que arido circa urbcm (Romnm) solo luctati..,cdpixt b8. This
answers to the year of Rome 4-1'i.

Strabo, in his description of Italy, observes, that the plains

between Aibanum and the sea were somewhat unhealthy. ..//^cr

V. caput 1'2. Of Latium, he says, that it was a fine country

and fertile, except in a few places near the sea, which were
marshy, as about Ardca, and in the territory between Antium
and Larinium J as also near Terracina...f6iV. caj>ut 5. He
makes mention also of PiEstum as an unhealthy country, whick
it continues to be at the present time.

If, from these passages, we may venture to draw any general

conclusion, it is, that the unhealthiiiess of the Ca/npagna was
felt in the time of the Roman republic, but that its effects were
inconsiderable and partial, compared wiiii what is now expe-
rienced.

Concerning the question, whether there be any constitution of

the soil with which the Malaria is connected, we have heard it

observed, that it appeared to be confined to the volcanic coun-
tries, that is, to those portions of ground which have been co-

vered by tn'a and other volcanic productions. We are not sure,

however, that this can be considered as a general fict, though it

is certainly true, that many of the countries subject to this cala-

mity are covered, to a considerable depth, by a thick coat of those

substances which are thrown out from volcanoes in a detached

state, but are afterwards consolidated into stone. Beds of this

kind, often of an indefinite thickness, seem to cover the greater

part of the Canipagna o\ Rome. It must further be observed,

that, even supposing this connexion to exist in its full extent, it

must not be supposed that the same line will bound the Malaria

that bounds the volcanic nature of tlse soil, 'i'he pestilential ema-
nation from the s^oil, whatever it may be, must have the air for

its vehicle ; and therefore, before its force is exhausted, it may be

carried to a great distance from the source where it originated.

That there are circumstances which tend to increase or to dr-

minifcli the effects of the Malaria, is ijuite certain ; and they ar*

such as it ii of great importance to remark. The fgUowing pa*»
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sarje fi-om Boxstelli:n'5 Voyage dans le Latium, tfCrrds a valu-

able ixstance, in which a proper regimen had entirely counter-

acted the pestilential effects of one of the worst situations of the

whole Cainpagna of Rome. Ardea was already mentioned as

unhealthy; and the same is stated by other writers of antiquity.
' Seneca, ' says Bonstellen, declaiming against the vices of his

countrymen, says, ' that one might as well preach virtue to the Ro-
mans, as health to the inhabitants of Ardea. I was curious to see

a place where the effects of the bad air were known, with certainty,

;to be of high antiquity ; and I determined to visit it. When I ap-

proached Ardea, the country appeared charming, and the meadows
were everywhere cf the greatest beauty. The nearer I approached
ihe town, the meadows were still richer, intersected by fine streams,

but without any stagnant water. I saw before me a castle placed

on the edge of a rock, and close to it the gate of a town, to which
I ascended by a steep pnth. This was Ardea, where, instead of

streets, I found only about a dozen houses, placed without order in

a sort of circular meadow, surrounded by precipices, and ancient

walls built in the intervals between the rocks. The appearance all

round was rich and beautiful. How deceitful, said I, are these ap-

pearances !—Is it possible that pestilence dwells in so charming an
abode ? Next day I met with a man 30 or 40 years old, with a

fresh and ruddy complexion, and every appearance of health. You,
said I, accosting him, are surely not rf Ardea, a town so unhealthy

that hardly any body can live in it? He fell a- laughing ;—for sixteen

years I have never been out of it. And have you never been ill i—
Never. Tell me, I entreat you, what is your secret ?—If every

body did as I do, they would all be perfectly well. In summer
there prevails in these vallies a suffocating heat during the day,

which is suddenly succeeded by a sharp and intolerable cold when
the sun goes down. The poor labourers, ill clothed, ill fed, and
still worse advised, lie down on the grass to refresh themselves, where
they catch their death. For me, I go into my house, wrap myself
up in my cloak, or warm myself at the fire. He told me also, that

in Aucust and September, the deadly months, the course of the

winds was quite regular ;—that in the niorning the wind was east ; at

mid-day west ; in the evening north, and very cold. It is no wonder
that in a desert, without any shelter, but that which a few caverns

or miserable ruins afford, a labourer, covered all over with sweat,

without a mantle to throw over him, without warm food to continue

the perspiration, should catch a deadly disorder.
'

From this fact it would appear, that by avoiding the quick

transition which is made in this country from heat to cold, tlie

effects of the Malaria may be in a great measure prevented.

This agrees well with another tact, already mentioned, in the

^account given of the reapers in the farms of the Campo Morto.
In the day, they were accustomed to lie down on the ground.
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and sleep for two hours, without fecliuf; any inconvenience ; hut,

by sleeping on the around in the ni^ht, when the dews were tall-

inj;, and the cold wiiid blowinjr from the uKuntains, they cau'^ht

a lever whicli was often mortal. One would be almost tempted tj

think, from th.e!>-e facts, that what iscaikd Malaria, is nootiier tiian

the quick transition from heat to cold, which accom; anies the j^o-

ing down of the sun, and the blowing of tiie winds from the

mountains which surround the Campagna. It would seem to

add something to the probability of ttiis account, that the dis-

order caught HI such situations, is always ;in intermittent or aa
ague, a disorder which a sudden check to perspiration is well

known to produce. If the ground were cultivated in the ordi-

nary way, by men who lived on the spot—the labourers, bcinjj

better sheltered, and pr«'bably better fed, woidd be better pre-

pared to resist the insalubrity of the Maremma, from whatever

cause it may proceed. If it proceed from the mere change of

temperature fron) the day to the night, the evil might be en-

tirely removed.

Another fact seems imdeniable, that whatever be the cause of
this evil, its elfects have increased, and arc increasing at this

moment. In the times of the Roman power, the insalubrity

was contined to a few spots; and the country round Rome wis
extremely populous, though it be now a wiitierness almost with-

out inhabitants. During the summer, it is so unhealthy, that

the shepherds viwd their (locks come every night to take shelter

within the walls of Rome, as the only means of avoiding the
danger to which they would be exposed by passing the night ia

the country. The population of Rome itself appears to be di-

minishing. In 1791, the iidiabitants were estimateil at 16fi,000;

in 1H13, when our author visited Rorneagaifi, the number did not

exceed 100,000, of whom 10,000 might be counted a<>v/:;>u'ru)is,

gardeners and shepherds. This extraordinary diminution in

twenty-one years, is no doubt to be in part attributed to the

political revolutions which Rome had experienced durmg lii:it

period ; but the greater part, in the opinion of Ciiateauvicux,

IS lo be ascribed to the increased action of the Malaria, which ap-

pears to be investing the city on every side. The hiiis and iic-

vated grounds within the walls of the city, where this insalubrity

in former times was ncrer felt, nor even suspected, are now at-

f«cted by it in the summer. The Qiiirinai, the Perician, the

Palatine, are all visited by a calannty which was formerly un-
known to them. If you look at the environs of the city, the

beautiful Borghe&e villa, the summit of Monte Mario, the \\\l.x

Pamfili, though the two latter are in Such ilry and elevated si-

tuations, have begun to sulFcr from the same cause. W'iien
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the desolation kept at a certain distance from the walls,

the indifierence with which men view the cahraities of their

nei<Thbours, might prevent the citizens of Rome from sympa-
thizing deep!}' with the inhabit'ints of the country; and the or-

thodoxy, or the weakness of Eustace, might see, in the deso-

lation of the CampajTna, an accompaniment which the wisdom
of Providence had ordained to harmonize with the City of fal-

len greuness, a power that is only spiritual, and a kingdom
which is not of this world. Had the writer just named seen

the matter in its true light, and considered that it was advanc-
ing so as now to involve St Peter's and the Vatican itself, we be-

lieve that he would hardly have been satisfied with the final cause

that has just been mentioned. That tlie inhabitants of Rome
should be under no alarm—that the government should be tak-

ing no steps to discover the cause or the remedy for this great

calamity—is not easily explained. Is it, that an enemy, who ap-
proaches slowiy and invisibly, does not affect the imagination,

even when the reason is convinced of the greatness and the reality

of the danger ? Or is it, that men feel themselves overwhelmed
by the magnitude of the evil, and think no more of providing a
lemedy against it, than they would against any thing that was to

change or abolish the present laws of Nature, and involve the

workl itself in ruins ? For this last view of the subject, there

is certainly no t^ood reason that can be assigned. To restore

inhabitants to the Maremma^ is undoubtedly difficult ; but,

could the property of that great plain be sufficiently subdivided,

and were Liberty to restore to Italy that activity and exertion

which once prevailed in it, there is reason to think, that the

same effects would result from it which took place in former

oges ; and that the insalubrity of the Campagna would either be
exterminated, or reduced within very narrow bounds. If mea-
sures of this ^ind are not pursued, the consequences must be

fatal : The great City, which has arrogated to itself the name of

Kternal—which has already experienced the extremes of good
and bad fortune—which, after being reared by Heroes, has

sulFered itself to be ravaged by Barbarians, and finally to be go-

verned by Priests—which, in the days of its prosperity, con-

quered the world by its arms, and, in the days of its weakness,

enslaved mankind by its opinions ;—that City is about to fall a

prey to an invisible enemy, which a vigilant and wise adminis-

tration Vf-cuid have enabled it to resist.
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Art. hi. Speech of the BigJU ILmnnrahIc Genrr;e Canning in

the Hoime of Commons, on IVcilnesdaii, Juttnury 2i)/h, is 17,

on the Motionfor an Address to Uis Itot/al Hii^t/ncss the Prince
Urgent^ on his most graciom Speech from the Throne. Accu-
rately taken in Shori-liund, and containinj? all the Pds-ajres

which were omitted in the Daily Papers. London, Hatch-
ard. 1817.

"IXTe do not purpose to call the attention of our readers to thig

^ ^ Speech, upon the score of its literary merits : nothini^ be-

ing, in our opinion, more unfair than to jud^e of any oration by
the reports of it jriven in the d.iiiy papers, or even by those more
ample, but ccjually incorrect representations, which frequently

jippear under the name of short-hand accounts separately pub-
lished. Unless, therefore, we have some reasonable assurance

that the orator himself corrected the report, we do not feel our-

selves at liberty, by commenting upon it, to make him answer-

able for words, or even for arguments, thus put into his mouth.
The publication before us, we should have considered, from in-

ternal evidence, as proceeding from Mr Canning himself, had
we not been informed, by the title-page, that it is given frcm a

short-hand writer's notes, and still more by the motto, which
can only be meant to negative the speaker's having published it,—

' Sit mihifas audita Icqui. ' The truth may possibly be, that

he did correct some passages, and that the rest were reported

in the usual way. In this state of uncertainty, we shall abstain

from viewing the work critically, any further than to say, that

the body of the speech, relating to the question itself, is by no
means successful ; and that the concluding part, in which the

subject-matter of debate is kept out of view, and an elaborate

attack upon Reform is introduced for the purpose of creating

alarm, possesses very great merit as a piece of declamation. It

is quite clear, from this specimen, and from what is known of

Mr Canning's former speeches of a more argumentative nature,

particularly his admirable ones upon the Bullion question, that

were his taste a little more chastened ; were he less solicitous a-

bout turning sentences, and doing siKvays, what he certainly does

well, indulging in rich and even gaudy diction ; were he to ap-

ply his mind more to the business parts of speech^ if we may so

.•ipeak, and not hurry through those as well as he can, in order

to reach the passages of effect, that is, of cRert with the vulgar,

he would become a much better speaker than he has yet shown

himself. We are very far indeed from underrating his present

importance and merits j they are very great in the liac of rhe-
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toric he lias chosen ; but we mean, that he mi-^'ht, if he pleased,

•be a speaker of a higher order—perhaps we should say of the

highest—for we know not that there is any iulernietliate class

between that to which he belongs and the highest of all. It

should seem, however, as if he were afraid of incurring the

censures bef-towed by the illustrious Roman upon ihe Attic

style, or rather the excess and caricature of the Attic ; as

if he dreaded a dry, jfjuTie manner of speech—a ' tmne genus

dicendi. ' But he ought to reflect, that Cicero himself has ex-

liibited the purest models of abstinence and simplicity, if he

has not attained the mingled plainness, elegance and strength

of the P'atht'r of eloquence ; and* that the extreme of the

Attic is far bttier adapted to modern times, than even a slight

degree of die Asiatic, towards which (as far as we can judge of

it) the ornate and self indulgent style we are speaking of nui ^.

be allowed to approach—a style which, if it does not wholly

consist in the imagery and dction, consists much more in these

than in argumentation. * We throw out this single remark

with no unfriendly meaning; and shall only add, that we should

be glad of a better opportunity («f rccurrmg lo the subject, aiid

Irandling it more at large, and that we should at prtst^nt have

said nothing critically, for the reason already assigned, had we
not been i.pp\ehensive, that passing over the moils of the com-

position before u<=, might have been construed into a want of

the respect which we very unfeignedly entertain for the talents

and accomplishments of Mr Canning,—however widely we may

* We shall be glad of an oppormnity to discuss a sul-iject which

has never been exananed with attention by any writer at all qua-

lified to undertake the task—we mean the qualities of modern elo-

quence, more especially that of the Senate. The oratory of the

ancieats has been studied and explained by their own ci>itics, and,

after them, by those of modern times : But when cur writers upon
lihetoric come to descant upon modern eloquence, they lire singu-

lirly deficient. The rules laid down, are chiefly drawn from the

ancient critics, who were of necessity entirely ignorant of what is

mearit by * debuting; ; ' and when they speak of the modern eloquence

of the Senate, they plainly show that they never hciird, probably

never read, a single Parliamentary speech. Tliey think, it is true,

that they have read speeches ; and they suppose tliat Lord Chatham
spoke what every one knows v/as written almost from fancy by .John-

son, in his own very peculiar style. But even if tli&y had read an

accurate account of Parliamentary debates, the probability is, that

men writing in their closcfs upon such a subject, would fall into

constant blunders. The extreme confidence of the^e authors forms

an amazing contrast with their entire ignorance.
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clifll'r with liim in principles, nnd how deeply soever we mny
Innirnt the political life by which, more especially in the later

periods of it, he has ciioscn to throw so many en(lowm<^nts and
sdvuntniics almost entirely away, with a view to the first ob-
jects ot" every considerable man's ambition.

It is not then ;^s a niatter of critical di,s(jiii.sition, nor with any
reference to the individual, that we arc now i-uhiced to notice

the Speech before us. But we observe by the price, the time of
publication, the careful advertising, and many otlier .symptoms
pretty well known in these times, that this tract is intended to

aid the Ministers in soundinc; an alarcn over the country; and
Jor this reason we deem it peculiarly worthy of attention. Thev
seem to be circulating it as they used to do very superior pro-
ductions in other times; and, ri^rrrctting at once the difference

in the circumstances, and in the instruments they have to work
with, they appear to expect, that by such means they can re-

vive the golden days when all jobs were sheltered, and all op]X)-

sition disarmed, if not silenced, by the cry of danger to the

Chuirh and the State from Jacobin principles and French phi-

losophy. The Reports of the Secret Committees liave been am-
ply discussed in Parliiment ; and we hardly foci at liberty to

inquire formally into the merits of performances sanctioned by
such high authority, further than to express our belief that theV'

have iailed very signally in producing the effects which were
expected. But the tract now under consideration is to be
viewed ns a common pamphlet, publi^^hed and circulated, if not

originally spoken, for effect out of doors; and it must be tak-

en as the address of the Ministers to the community in behalf

of their plot ; and the arg'.iment, by which they would identily

their own safety with that of the Consfitulion, after the example
of a former period. Regarded in this point of view, it obvious-

ly merits very particular attention.

If the j\Iinisters had been satisfied with alleging, that an un-
paralleled pressure of distress had prepared the minds of the

lower orders for pur'-uing seditious courses ; that, in this state

of things, extraoniinary vigilince of police was rendered ne-

re-!«ary; and that even some slight changes in the law might be

required, in order to counteract the eti'jrts likely to be made by

restless and designing men, who always exi--t in every free coun-

try, and whom periods of publick calamity raise to more than their

natural influence—there would have been nothing unfair in the

proposition, and rational men woidd probably have entertained it

invourably. But every part of the conduct of the Ministers, and
their supporters, has been marked by an unprincipled disregird

of their duty to the Constitution, and an extreme anxiety to

i
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turn the general distress to their own advantage, by exciting

an alarm,—confounding all opposition to their measures with
disaffection to the cause of good order,—and creating such a
diversion in the public mind as might prevent their own failures

and malversations from being severely scrutinized, and stifle the

voice of the community', raised generally for reform, universal-

ly for retrenchment. It is of the utmost importance, both with

a view to the measures already adopted under the influence of this

alarm, and with respect to the probable attempts at further en-

croachments upon the Constitution, that we should stop to ex-

amine how tar the conduct of the Government disproves the

good faith and sincerity of its professions,—how far it stands

convicted of having acted treacherously towards the country,

and towards those whom it has deluded, without themselves

really believing ihe existence of the danger in any thing of a
formidable extent. This inquiry is of the highest importance,

both with a view to the present state of the country, and the

Constitutional questions lately discussed.

We can only judge of men's motives by their conduct: But
if we find them acting in a way in which no one could possibly

act under the influence of certain opinions or feelings, we may
fairly conclude, that their pretensions are false, when they affect

to entertain those sentiments. There is no other rule, by which
we can safely form a judgment upon such matters ; and we pro-

ceed to its application.

The Government have taken great pains to state, that the

alarm which they professed to iee\, was quite independent of

any occurrences at the commencement of the Session of Par-
liament. They have uniformly alleged that a system, of long

standing and great extent, had been discovered by them months
before the meeting; and that these measures were directed

to counteract its effects—if possible to put it down. According
to their story, the indecent and most reprehensible outrage which
took place the first day of the Session, had no share in deter-

mining their councils; they were resolved, long before, to pro-

pose the same measures to Parliament. Let us see how far the

facts tally with this statemcai.

In the^r^^ place, it is certs.!n that Parliament was not assem-

bled one day earher on account of the pretended alarm into*

which the Government had thus been thrown. It met only four

days earlier than the year before ; and that was the latest meet-

ing ever known. Nay, the last prorogation took place after the

meeting at Spafields, when those acts of violence were commit-

ted, which gave the only colour that has as yet been given to

the statement of seditious designs. If the Ministers really knew
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of plots, cnmbinafions secret societies, and nil tlie rest of the

appnratus since described so fully, vvliy did they not call toge-

ther the Great Council of the nation ? They do not pretend,

that any one tittle of evidence, upon these subjects, has come
to their knowledge since the'Spafield* meeting ; and yet, at the

period when that assembly was most in their minds, they pro-

long the vacation by six weeks.

But, sccondh/. The Speech at the opening of the Session says

not one word of new laws, or the nccessitycf any deviation from the

old usages and constitution of the realm. On the contrary, theSo-

vereign merely slates his regret at the disposition manifested hj

a few turbulent persons ; expresses his satisfacaon at the general

good order that prevailed, and the great patience of the people

under their misfortunes ; and professes his intention to main-

tain the publick tranquillity, by the means with which theConstita-

tion armed his hands. Can any man read these things and sup-

pose it possible, thut the Minir^ters who put them togetlier had
resolved to call upon Parliament for a suspension of the Consti-

tution, and a creation of an almost dictatorial power ? Is it

to be btlieved that those strong measures had ever entered into

their minds, or, if they had, that they were for a moment
seriously entertained ? As the Regent returned from delivering

that speech, a stone was thrown at his carriage; and the alarni

naturally excited bv so indecent an act, seems to have given a
new light to his Ministers. Tliey then, for the first time, bo-

thought them of secret committees, and violent measures ; or

they began to conceive ho}>es that such engines of alarm might

be played off upon the publick, having previously wished to try

them, and dreaded their failure.

Thirdly, This is still further proved by their attempts to mag-
nify the accident just now alluded to. At first it was confident-

ly alleged, that a bullet had been fired. No smoke, it is true,

had been seen, nor any report heard, by the thousands standing

close round the spot :— but then an air gun had been used. The
•ize of this implement of treason was objected to, and there-

fore it dwindled into an air pistol—a weapon invented, we suppose,

for the occasion, by some ingenious traitor. The laws of pro-

jectiles, however, presented several difficulties, not so easily got
over. The glass was broken in two places, the holes being

small and definite. This was explained by the instantaneous

discovery of a new law of motion ; the bullet, it seems, struck

in a slanting direction, made a hole, ai;d rebounded— then

struck again, and made another hole—just, we were glibly told,

as a stone docs when thrown upon a surface of water to make
what is called ducks and drakes ; as if this could possibly take

3
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place on a vertical plane, and did not entirely depend on the

graviuiiiu7i which brings the stone back to the liorizontal surface

from which it had rebounded. Besides, the ballet was not
found to have entered the carrisge at all ; so that the laws

of motion must have been a second time suspended ; and the

public were actually desired to believe (as they valued their

character for loyalty), that a bullet had been fired by an air

pistol, from a tree, in open day, among thousands of people,

so as to hit the pane of jjlass, make a clean hole, then re-

bound and hit the glass again, make a second hole, and then

fly off, without penetrating the glass either time, though both
times it made a hole clean through. The impossibility of mak-
ing the public believe this extravagant nonsense, speedily put an

end to the story of the bullet :—But it was not a little disgusting

to see the children of corruption ready to persecute every one
who refused his assent to such absurdities, and roaring out the

hackneyed chirges of disaffection against all who retained the

posse>-sion of their reason when the interests of peculation re-

quired them for the season to surrender it.

As soon as the Ministers found that they could not maintain

the high ground which they had at first assumed, when they ex-

pected to, persuade the country that a direct treason had been

attempted, they also perceived that the incident was too flimsy to

bear the weight of the measures they intended to ground upon
it. They therefore discovered tliat there was a wide-spread and
decprooted system of conspiracy in the country,—and that they

had known it long before. They now tried to disconnect it with

the outrage against the R,egent's carriage—and they induced

Committees of both Houses to concur in vague and indefinite

reports of a danger, not very easily understood, threatening the

Constitution and the property of the country. We have already

paid, that we cnnnot enter upon the discussion of these reports,

for reasons which must immediately present themselves to the

mind of the reader. But we must state with the distinctness

vhich the importance of the subject demands, and the notoriety of

the fact warrants, that these reports omit one most essential con-

sideration, and that they are liable to suspicions of inaccuracy,

when we con.^pare them wi'di the report of IcSl2.

They omit the essential consideration of the Distress universal-

ly prevailing, in a degree wholly unprecedented in the former

history of tl^e country. It has been clearly proved, that at no

former period were so many hands wholly out of employment,

—or so much misery among th.ose having work from wages

extremeiy reduced. All panics have concurred in admitting

this ; and in also allowing that the people have generally behav-

ed ill a peaceful manner under their sufi'erings. Now, it is ver^
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much to be lamented, that the Committees shoultl not have re-

flected how natiiriilly all tlic symptoms detailed to ilu'in ini^ht

be accounted for by the existence oi' this distress. Tiie outranreg

afifainst machinery have been carried on for some years. Tlicy

beo;an in 1811; and, in lyi'i, the distresses bcin^^ iiy^^*^ though
nothing in conijjarison with the present calamity, these disor-

ders increased considerably, so as to require lefjislative interpo-

sition. Since that period they have varied in their extent and
violence, according as the cause varied in which thcv originat-

ed—the want ofemployment in the manufacturing districts wlierc

machinery comes most in competition with human labour. That
the present state of things should have somewhat increased them,

is nothing wonderful ; yet it really does not appear that there is

much more of this mischief than in 1812.—A number of dis-

banded sailors are also to be found everywhere, but chiefly in

the great towns, wholly destitute of the means of subsistence.

—

A vigilant police is, no doubt, requisite for repressing the dis-

orders likely to arise from hence; but no extraordinary appear-

ance of riot has hitherto been observed,—nothing beyond what

the universal misery, the number of idle and starving people

everywhere abounding must of necessity occasion.

We cannot, indeed, doubt that a few mischievous persons will

always be ready to avail themselves of such a state of things, in

order to excite disturbance. But what symptoms are there of

their succeeding ? What proofs of their even havinjj formed

any regular system for promoting any such schemes of revolu-

tion as are imputed to them ? As often as they have attempted

to excite riot, the good sense, or the indifference of the multi-

tude has preserved the public peace. At tlie iirst meeting in

Spafields, the metropolis was entirely at their mercy ; there

were no precautions taken to defend it, and no force was in

its neighbourhood ; yet nothing was even attempted beyond
breaking a few bakers' windows. At the second meeting, an at-

tempt indeed was made, but it failed entirely :—It was nothing

more than the ordinary police of the city could cope with; and
it was in fact put down ty two aldermen and a few constables.

The Lord Mayor is admitted to have furnished much of the evi-

dence—wc may say the chief evidence, to the Committees
; yet

he has openly avowed his opinion, that there exists no danger of

an extraordinary nature. Tlie Mini>^tcrs, to be sure, say he is

prejudiced, because he is a friend of the liberty of the subject, and
satisfied with the existing securities which the laws afford to the

public peace. They, therefore, deny bis competency to judge

of a danger which he describes from his personal knov,led-;e— as
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he repelled it by his courage, and by his constitutional exertions.

But the other Alderman, S r J. Shaw, has no such party bias

as they complain of in the Chief Magistrate: Hrj has been the
steady supporter of all administrations; and is the man personally

opposed to the Loi d Miyor in the politics of the city j but he
has behaved like an honest man, and declared openly, in Parlia-

ment, his disbelief of any such dangers as to req-iire new laws.

The transactions in ^ 1812 throw great suspicions upon the
grounds of the alarm thus anxiously sought to be spread. The
Ministers at that period were sorely pressed by their opponents ;

the publick distress was great ; the discontent at their measures
had risen high 5 thtv h.;d sustained a signal defeat in the over-

throw ol their commercial systim of war ; they were as weak, and
almost as much divided as they now are among themselvss ; a ge-
neral (lection approached ; and it was highly expedient to raise

a clamour b>' all means—becau-^e their adversaries are rendered
unpopular by every successful alarm, and the fainthearted na-
turnlly rclly round whatever Government is actually in office,

as often as they are stricken with fear of some danger, they
know not of what nature, and are not interested to know.—
In thfse circumstances, nearly the same course was pursued,

in working up this alarm, that the Ministers have recently fol-

lowed Ail that had happened for six months, was carefully col-

lected, and the prominent parts culled out for the Committees.
The worst of the outrages had taken place two or three months
before any Secret Committees were ever thought of; and un-
doubtcdiy, if Mr Percival's murder had happened in the coun-
try, as INIr Horsefall's did, it would have been used to swell

the account. We must now beg leave to lay before the

reader some particulars of the Reports which the Committee
then made, and some facts afterwards brought to light con-
nected with the subject. We deem the importance of the

inquiry an ample j.istification of these details. It is no light

matter to have the Constitution suspended during a season of
per.ce, bccnuse a nun.ber of silly people chuse to take fright,

and a few ciH)re designing ones would turn their fears to

their o vn pn fie. The present alarm, we are aware, will pass

away like its predecessors ; but probably not before it has an-
swcret' some of the purposes for which it has been raised. Yet
•when we see how repeatedly the same expedients can be re-

sorted to by designing men with success, it becomes necessary

that endeavours should be made to open the eyes of the coun-
try, in order to prevent the imposture from being once more
attempted ; and the most effectual way of doing this, seems to

be the demonstration, that the last time the thing was tried.
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hot only was the same kind of plot cle<ciihfc], wliich u? now
so muclj talked of, but that in a few nioiths it had not only

ceased to bf- credited, but had entirely vanished Irnrn our re-

collection. We should think, too, that there is no such posi-

tive enjoyment in a state of pani'^, as to make men desirous (jf

its continu'nce, and averse to all tt>pic'= o\ encourairtnient and
comfort. Now, we do think that it must be dfTicult for the

most alarmed of man or woman kind, to lonk back at the pro-

ceedings in lH'2, wiih their ultimate results, and not feel in

better heart aid si-irits at the present hour.

The Report of the Lords is the fullest in the former, as it

is in the prcbcnt period. * In 1812, then, their Lordships bejriu

bydoscribin;,' tlie prevailincr dii^position to be one of ' combined.
* and disciplined riot and disturbance. ' They then traced id

through Nottinghamshire, Derbyshire, and Leicestershire, in-

to Cheshire. As a specimen of the animated picture, drawn
by those Noble historians, of t!ic state of their country, we
shall give the following masterly 'ketch of part of Cheshire.

—

* The spirit of disorder then rapidlij spread thrt^ugh the ne'gh-
* bourhood ; infianimatory placards, inviting the people to a
* general rising, were dispersed ; illegal oaths were administer-
* ed ; riots were produced in various places ; houses were plun-
* dered by persons in disguise; and a rejjt.rt was ijidustricujly

* circulated, that a general rising would take place on the firsc

* of May, or early in that month. This spirit of riot and
* disturbance was extended to many oth:r places, ' &c. It is

to be remarked, that all this preparation, or rather actual com-
mencement, of rebellion, had taken place four or five months
before the date of the Report :—however, let us proceed. In
the middle of April (three months before the Report), in the

night, a meeting was held ' for the purpose, as supposed, of
* being trained for military exercise '—

' contributions were le-

* vied in the neighbourhood at the houses of get^tlemen and.

* farmers. ' A singulir arrival also happened at Manchester.
* On the 2Gth and 27(h April, the peo|tle were alarmed by the
* appearance of some th nisunds of itra/ii^trs in their town—tha
* greater part of them, however, disappeared on the '28th.

—

* Part of the Local Militia had been then called out, and a
* large military force had arrived, which it was supposed had
* overawed those who were disposed to disturbance. An ap-
* prehension, however, prevailed of a more general rising iix

* The Commons have not stated, as a ground of alarm, ' the sys-

tematic attempts to untlermine the chastity of young females, ' Uica-

tioned ia the Lords' Report.

E2
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* May ; and in the neighbourhood of the town many houses
* were pkindered. Nocturnal meetings, for the purpose of mi-
* litary exercise, were frequent ; arms were seized in various

* places by the disaffected ; the house of a farmer, near Man-
* Chester, was plundered ; and a labourer, coming to his

* assistance was shot. The manner in which the disaffected

* have carried on their proceedings, is represented as demon-
* strating an extraordinary degree (ifconcert, sea-ecy and organic

* zation. Their signals "were 'well contrived and xvell established j

* and any attempt to detect and lay hold of the oifenders was
* generally defeated. ' After detailing, in the same warm and
impressive style, the attacks upon many manufactories, the Re-
port states the murder of Mr Horsefall • in broad daylight;'

and aiids a part'cular, well calculated to increase the alarm,

though happily proved a short time afterwards to be a mere
fiction of the imagination. * When he fell, the populace suT"

* rounded and reviled him, instead of offering him assistance;

* and no attempt was made to secure the assassins, who were
* seen to retire to an adjoining wood. ' It is likewise said, that

* a reward of 2000/. was offered for the discovery of the mur-
« derers ; but no discovery has yet been made, though it appears
* that he was shot by four persons, each of whom lodged a ball in

« his body.

'

Let us pause over this frightful story for a moment. Some
time after the report, and without any means of discovery

but the vigilance of the Magistrates acting under the old law,

and the temptation of the reward, the murderers "were discovered.

They were tried by a special commission at York ; the Solicitor

for the Treasury, who conducted the proceedings, pubhshed of-

ficially a report of the trials ; and from this it appears, that

there were no populace near at the time ; that Mr Horsefall was
not insulted or reviled j but that the only persons who saw or

knew any thing of his misfortune, were two who passed after it

happened, and who carried him to a neighbouring inn for me-
dical aid 1 That these two should not have been able to secure

the four murderers, is not surprising; but is it possible that the

Committee could have made any inquiries of persons in the

neighbourhood of those who helped Mr Horsefall? Indeed, it

is a rule in such seci'et investigations, only to receive such evi-

dence, almost always written, as the Ministers chuse to produce.

They consist almost entirely of reports from active Magistrates,

a class of the community highly meritorious, but peculiarly liable

to the influence of alarm, and not uufrequently desirous of dis-

playing their zeal and activity to the Government.
The next statement shows such a disposition to magnify
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the grounds of alarm, as speaks volumcR. * Some time af-
* ter, a young woman was attacked in the streets of Leeds,
* and nearly murdered, her skull being fractured ; and the
* supposed reason for this violence was an apprcheiiston that
* she had been near the spot when Mr Horsetail was mur-
* dered, and might thcrcfoi-e be able to give evidence which
* mi';.ht lead to the detection of the murderers. * It is not
pretended that she was near the spot; then how could any one
guess that the murderers had such an apprehension ? Here is

a mere vague fancy of some gossip or busy person wishing to

connect together two events which had no relation to one ano-
ther

; yet their Lordships record this solemnly in their alarming
Report. The same clegn e of courtesy is not indeed shown to-

wards suppositions of another nature. The riois at Manchci-ter

having been in fact meal mobs, their Lordships allude to this

circumstance in a tone of authoritative disbeliel— * the general
* pretence was (he high price of provisions. ' Now, at least,

there was a jjround for this pretence; provisions were high, and
the lower people were starving. Hut supposing, what has never

appeared in any thing like evidence, that a young woman at

Leeds really was seriously hurt, what <2 round is that lor pretend-

ing that it was because the murderers surposeri that she might;

have been near the ipot, and tl'.erefore apprehended that she

might have given some evidence which might have led to their

detection ?

After describing, in the same glowing and energetic style of
reporting, that all the inhabitants near Hiidder>lield and Bristol

had * their arms s'j:cpt wxaij hi/ bands of'armed robOers, ' anu that
* in one hundred depositions there was only one as to the pcrpe-
* trator of the crime,' their Lordships proceed as follows— ' It

* is represented, that nightly robberies of arms, lead, and am-
* munition, were prevalent in the districts bounded by the rivers

* Air and Calder, and that the patroles which went alonu both
* banks of the Calder, found the people in the ill-dfjeclcd viUugcs
* up at midnight ; and heard the firing of small arms at short
* dist.'^nces from them, through the whole night, to a veiy ^reat
* extent^ which ihcy imagined proceeded U'om parties at drill.'

They then deliver an opinion as to the real object ar.d nature

of the conspiracy which they assume to have been funned 5

after negativing the opinion, that want of employment could

have any connexion with the outrages — ' the views, their

* Lordships state, of some of the persons engaged, have ex-
* tended to revolutionary measures of the most danger* us de-
* scription. Tlieir proceedings manifest a degree of caution

f C7id organizationt which appears to flow from the direction of

V
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* some persons under wlvse influence they act; but it is the.

* opinion of a person, whuse situation gives him ;ireat oppor-
* tunities of inf rmation, that their leaders, although they may
* pobsess considerable influence, are still of the lowest ordei's ;

* men of despera'e fortunes, who have taken advantage of the
* pre-sure of the moment, to work upon the inferior class,

< throu^jh the medium of the associat'ons in the manufacturing
* parts of the country. The general persuasitm of the persons en-
< gaged in these fransactifms appears however to be, that all the

* societies in the country are directed in their motions by a secret

* committee, and that this secret committee is, therefore, the
* great mover of the iSihole machitiey and it is esiabli«;hed, by
* the vari >us information to which the committee has before

* alluded, that societies are formed in difl^erent parts of the
* country ; that these societies are governed by their respective

* secret Cf)mmittees ; that delegates are continually despatched
f from one place to another, for the purpose of concerting
* their plans; and that secret signs are arranged, by which the
* pers >ns engaged in these conspiracies are known to each o-

^ thcr. ' Their Lordships proceed to show, that the members
of this universal association (as it seems to be) are buiuid to-

gether by oaths ; that these are the same, or nearly so, in all

parts of the crnintry ; and that, from this similarity, ' the sys-

* tematic nature of the concert ' is proved. They give a copy
of this oath, and it is to the full as solemn and formidable as

any that has recently been disclosed. It binds him who takes

it, * never to reveal to any person or persons, under the canopy
* of Heaven, ' any thing relating to the association, ' under
* the penalty of being sent out of the world by the first brother
* who shall meet him, and his name and character blotted out
* of exi-tence, and never to be remembered, but with contempt
* and abhorrence. ' It also binds him ' to use his best endea-
* V'Ur to puni-!i, by death, any traitor or traitors, wherever
< they may be found, and to pursue them, with increasing ven-
* geance, ihough they should fly to the verge of nature. ' Their
Lorciships next state the sort of discipline subsisting among
the persons thus bound togerher. ' Their militanj orgaiiiza-

* tioHi'' they say, ' has proceeded to an alarming length ; they
* assemble in large numbers, in general by night, upon heaths
* or commons, which are numerous and extensive in some of
* the districts where the disturbances have been most serious.
* ISo a.'-sembied, ihey take the usiud niilit(i7y precautions of pa-
* roles and countersigns:; their muster-rolls are called over by

num.btrs, not by names; they are directed by leaders, some-

% times in disguise ; they place sentries, to give alarn; at tjjei.
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* approach of any persons whom they may suspect, and they
* disperse instantly at the firing (*t'a ^un, or other signal a|>rctd

* uojn, and so disperse as to avoid detection. They have, in

* some instances, used signals bif rockets or blue lights, by which
* they communicate inti^lii^cnce to their parties. ' Their Lord-

ships proceed to show how they collect lead for balls, and
* make seizures of gunpowder ;

' and how they levy contribu-

tions of money, both to form a treasure, and to induce persons

to join them ; and conclude, as usual, with assertinjr the insuf-

ficiency of the existing laws, and the necessity of stronger mea-
sures to destroy such a system !—Yet upon this report, so a-

bounding in facts of a serious complexion, be it observed, the Go-
vernment of 1S12 only proposed the triOing measure of police

known by the name of the Arms bill, which was never once acted

upon, and the bill making certain unlawful oaths a capital felony,

—A general suspension of the Constiiution, or even the Gag-
ging bills, never was thought of.

AVe have already stated a very remarkable instance, in which

their Lordships were as completely deceived by their inform-

ants, as it was possible for men to be. They had believed and
reported a very striking circumstance, the most striking indeed

of any in their Report ; and it afterwards turned out, that this

was a mere invention from beginning to end, without even the

shadow of a foundation. But we must go a step further, and
ask, whether the whole of the organized system now dcscrib'.d

from the Report, has not been proved to be an invention .' The
lapse of five years, without more coming of it, is quite decisive

of this pijint. A country cannot possibly rem lin as many
months in the dreadful state painted by the Report, and be

quiet. No such instance can be given in the history of man.
The country is represented as organized tor immediate revolt,

and there comes an open trade and a good harvest, and we
hear no more of the organization—the system—the ' usiial mi-

litary precautions '—the parole and countersigns—the niuster-

rolU, in which men are called over by nuinl)ers, not by names
—the leaders in disguise. There are no more guns fired as

signals; even the rotkets no longer rise, and the blue lights all

go out. To suppose that such a system existed, and that the re-

storation of prv)sperity suddenly put it down, is ridiculous.

When men have gone so fur as the Report describes, they do
not return to their peacchjl avocations because the qu\rtern

loaf lias fallen a filth in price. In truth, no such system ever

did exist : But busy men, and timid nicin, deceived the Com-
fnittees ; for we have no right to sus})ect those distinguished

bodies of making the rao^t of the facts sent to ihem, in order to
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suit a party purpose. In less than two months after the Re-
ports were presented, the conspiracy was wholly forgotten ; and
scarcely any one recollected that there had ever been a Secret

Committee, or a Report in 1812, until it was deemed expe-

dient once more to pursue the same course, to assemble new
Committees, and obtain new Reports. Can any reasonable

man look back upon the proceedings which we have been re-

lating, without some feeling of shame for those distinguished

persons who were so misled ? Can any one avoid suspecting,

that we are running over again the same course of delusion ?

The alarmists of the present day have by no means the same
materials to work with, that enabled their prodecessors, in 1812,

to compile the Reports now alluded to. Instead of outrages in

variou:^ parts of the country, one only breach of the peace has

been committed. The cruel murders, the systematic attacks

upon manufactories, the attempts to preventjustice from tak-

ing its course, are now wholly wanting. Tne training, the

organization, the connected system moved by central commit-
tees, could not easily be revived, because it would recall the

failure upon those points of learning in 1812; and, therefore,

a more vague and general account is given, of designs to over-

throw the government and spread revolution through the coun-

try. As no specific acts of violence ha\»e been observed, with

the single exception of Spafields, the exaggerated story of the

outrage in the Park has been reinforced with allegations of de-

signs to attack the Tower, burn the metropolis, and destroy

the bridges. Much has been made of a seditious handbill, and
of some most indecent parodies upon the Liturgy, which,

though more offensive to the ears of our brethren in the South
than to those which have heard the language of the Solenm

League and Covenant, must nevertheless be reprobated by men
of all persuasions, as highly indecorous and criminal. Those
papers, however, were confined to the metropolis, and were lia-

ble to severe punishment by the existing laws. Something
more, therefore, was wanting, to make the alarm-cauldroa
* boil and bubble.' Accordingly, the Ministers appear to have

agreed, that the gentleman, whose speech is now before us,

should fling into it a forgotten pamphlet, whose audior has been

many years dead, and who was only known in his life as a harm-
less and ignorant enthusiast. The following passage will show
the manner in which this piece of conjuration was performed.

' But these men, it seems, are *' visionary and fanciful theorists!'*

Why, Sir, let us hope that they are no more : let us hope that their

whole object is to mould and square the Constitution to some ideal

jnodel of perfectibility ; and diat, though (as is the nature of theo>
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lists) they would not, perhaps, suffer any consideration for establish-

ed institutions, for property, or foi- life, to stand in the way cf their

experiments,—such hazards are merely incidental to their plan,

—

that their only aim is theoretical perfection. But I confess I have
my apprehensions that there is something much more suhsLnnfial in

these theories ; that not only this House and the Govmnment fur-

nish matter for their fanciful speculation, but that, in some of their

•waking visions, even the solid Land presents itself as an object of
desire.

* I know how easy it is to despise, or to affect to despise, daring

and extravagant projects, announced and supported by comparative

inopotence and imbecility; but I know also, how dangerous r. is to

do so. France is the standing example of perils too lightly estimat-

ed in their beginning, and not resisted until they had grown to a
strength which at once alarmed and overpowered resistance. The
projects of innovation do not stop with Parliaments and Govern-
ments ; the projectors would, in the end, shear property to the quick.

This is no conjecture of mine ; nor is it merely the day-dream of

ignorant and illiterate men. The purpose is avowed : it is detailed

and reasoned upon, in a pamphlet which I hold in my hand, with

no contemptible degree of intelligence and dexterity. There is no-
thing in the style which betrays an absence of literary acquirements.

This pamphlet, as I have been informed, has been circulated with

astonishing industry through the country. It contains the dogmas
of a considerable Sect ; considerable, I mean, from those circum-

stances which make sects formidable,—its numbers and its enthu-

siasm. Hear, then, the ingenious Creed of these Patrons of the

Soil ! The great and crying evil of the time is, the ' usurpation of
the Land, the gijt of God, from the people.

'

—
' Laudlord,<, ' it is

stated, ' are the only oppressors of the people.
'—

• Alt the land, the

rvaters, the houses, the mines, 8fc. c^c. viust return to the people, the

'whole people :—ivithout the restoration of this properti/, R(forins and
Revolutions are unavailing. '—Such is the substance : the matter is

treated much at large, and, as I have said, with no inconsiderable

ability ; and the doctrine is disseminated with proselytizing zeal.

Let then the Property of the Country be aware of the danger of
countenancing the first breach in our Civil Institutions. It is not

only against us, the corrupt House of Commons ; it is not only a-

gainst us, corrupter Ministers, that the wrath of Heaven is kindled,

and the vengeance of the people denounced. The corruption of

Parliaments and Ministers may be cured. Reform will dispose of

the one, and Revolution of the other : but all in vain,—all to no
beneficial purpose,—while the Land criu •. u ^ in ' usurpation,' and

the ^properti/ of the people' is undivided and unrestored.

'

Mr Canning does not here give much of the tract which he
cites ; he mentions as its substance, and as the leading doctrine

(Oifth.e sect, an hostility to all property.—That was suthcient, h^
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conceived, to alarm all proprietors; and he judiciously ennush
omits the rest, su|/pre-sing even the title of the boik, beciuse

k would have shown that the author was a poordeiuHe-l fanatic.

It is given, indeed, in a note to the publication before us, but

was, of c. ur^e, not spoken.

Thus far Mr Canning; but the reader may be desirous of

seeing a little of Mr Spence, the founder of the sect—who
kept a bookseller's stall during his life ; and of his commentator

and expositor Mr Evans, a reputable brace and breeches- maker,

in New Castlb Street, Strand. We have a copy b«^^t(^re us of

this d'lectable performance, from which the following passages

are taken al most at random.
* Fellow Countrymen,

* These nations are arrived at a crisis the most tremendously awful

to contemplate ; brought upon u« by the mistaken policy of our

rulers, the avarice of our landholders and merchants, the influence

ef a corrupted press, hired, terrified, and induced, by all manner of

means, to deceive the great body of the people ; while they have

been drained, by taxation, of their riyiitl'ul share of national pro-

perty, the only source of power. By v\ant of foresight in our rul-

ers, they have allowed themselves to be flattered by needy courts to

aquandcr among them unsparingly our wealth, not perceiving that

wcakh is power, in a nation as well as in an individual ; and that

when they were transferring our wealth to for-igners, thf y were ac-

tually transierring our power to them aho. It was thus that Napo-
leon, by gathering our iMcalth, raised himself to power ; and now, by
the same means, we have raised Alexander in his place, fearfully gi-

gantic !

' Such has been the effect of the impolicy of putting down Napo-
leon, to elevate 'Mexander. What have we gained? Napoleon v:as

a rnerc pig>'»i/ to Alexander ; his boasting served to t&W about, but

he could have been managed and guarded against. Alexander is a

still, steady man of business, laying firm hold of all he can get, and

relinquishing nothing; nor is there any power now that cap compel
him.

' What has Russia gained by the war ? The whole of the Cas-

pian Sea and ten provinces of Persia ; the best half of Sweden, viz.

Finland, nearly the whole of Poland. Yes, Poland is conceded !

Poland,— that country from "whence u:e have these twenty years djann
such a mine of iceallh, ' «Src.

The mysteries of the sect then are unfolded, as it were, histo-

rically.

' There have already been three great eras from which to date the

liberty of the world, that of Moses, that of the Christian, and that

of Alfred,—and a new one has arrived,

* From the date of the first, when Moses established his agra-

Kan republic, to this hour, the struggle of despotism has never ceas*
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ed in endeavouring to reduce mankind ag.iin to univGr?al slavery ;

but now it cannot succeed : it is >o well understood, universally, [jub-

lic opinion rejects it ; and that is the lever with which the world is

moved. Tiie divine laws promulgated through the ir.terpoviiion of

^lo.-e-, command the establishment of an agrarian commonwealth, a

yepnlilic. The Israelites were every one of them to have a posses-

sion ill land f'T ever— not to have kings like the peo;)le they dis-

pjaccd. a- tliey were the cause of all manner of wickedness—nor

lords hke the Philistines, fur, if not quite so bad, they were much
too l»;id, G' d iv .aid to have declared. But tliey were to live on a

footing of t(ji<fiii(i/, every one under his own vine, and under his own
figtree, brothers and equal ,, pledged to each other for the t'ulfilment

of this law, which if it be the revealed will of God, why is it not

done ?—And the Christian epoch was ushered into the world on the

broadest republican principles;—the church has all along, and every-

where 1)een administered on the j)rincipal of a republic. The Roman-
cathojie church, the Greek church, the Reformed church, and all o-

thers emaniting from them, more or less retain the principles and po-

licy of the first Christians, (iod, in all his commands, lia^ been most
explicit in declaring, whoever shall oppose this ! is just system of po-

licy, are his enemies ; frrm whence it fdlov^s, that all the land and
all the buildings in a Christian community, should be the declared

property of all the people (who are equ -lly members of the Church,

brothers and equai.s in the sight of G' li), and should be let on tlieir

account, ani' the rents equally divid'-^d among them, to every man,
woman and child. I ask the present pretended proprietors of the

world, how came it their's ? Did they mike it, and the people

they call their subjects ? If net, did the Maker of it give it to

them, with the people it contains? Judaism and Christianity as-

sure us to the contrary. Courts and kings, and lords and land-

lords, and slaves and oppre?sion. and war and priests, and igno-

rance, are the prociuce of paganism—they were pag;in in their ori-

gin, and tliey remain pagan still. Idolatry was their pareiiv, and
it is observeable wiih what per;in.icity they adhere to it, even now.
In which of their dwellings will not be found the pictures, the sta-

tues, the bu5^s, of their J.ipiters, Junes, A polios, Dianas, Venuses,

&c. &c. ? Tyrants and pomp, and monopoly aiid cruelty, and all

and every proceeding, for ages, and at the present day, are the di-

rect reverse of Christianity. There is but one sect of Christiar.s ex-

tant, viz. the '^loravians, who make common :itock of wh.-.t they

possess. And what is the cause we find things so uifF.-rent co wi;ac

they were ordained to be ? The question is easily solvtd,—cnrup-
tion and paganism.

' Turn, O turn, to the page of history, and judge from thence

if that good and virtuous man, Jesus Christ, did any ;hi ig n.ore

than endeavour to enforce an observance of the laws f>{ Mcos ?.i

a divine system of policy, to reproduce that harm., r / ini brot'ier-

tcod so necessary for the wcUbeing of society. Was it not the
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pagan Greeks that made this man a divinity, and not his first follow.
ers, the Jews ? ' p. 8— 10.

That reason merely is the weapon which these enthusiasts in-

tend to use— that they are a well-meaning, a deluded, and,
whether we rtj+ard the weakness of their weapon or the strength
ofthe interests opposed to them, a very innocent people, needs no
proof.

* Such national partnership, ' they proceed, ' is the natural, the in-

defeasible, the inah'enable rights of all mavkind, and is what makes
Christianity so much superior to Judaism, viz. the more just and equi-

table mode of dividing the rent or produce of lafid, than that of divid-

ing land itself. fhe great philosopher and lawgiver, Moses, as the
projector of a system to put mankind in possession of the land Nature
intended for their use, is venerated as the servant of God ; but
Joshua, the son of Joseph and Mary, wiio is said to have establish-

ed this division of the rtnts of the land (which the Church prac-
tise) as an improvement in the world more equitable, and easy of
practice, as well as more natural, is esteemed a Divinity, as the
Son of God himself, sent down fiom heaven for tliat purpose. And
my intent in writing this book, is to inspire my countrymen, and
all mankind if possible, with the consideration rif this system of po-
licy; which, viewed in whatever light it may, is strictly just, ig

justice itself; would render the world a paradise, a heaven upon
earth; would destro}' war, oppression, and misery. For how many a-

ges, from the elpvated temple of Justice, have we viewed with delight,

on shining pedestals of immortality, the images of Moses, Lycur-
gus, the founders of the Christian Church, and the greatest of mo-
narchs, Alfred! If, then, these characters in the practice of jus-

tice, under all manner of disadvantages, have gained such immor-
tality, how happy, great, and glorious, must be the nation, that

shall adopt and establish this plan of pure and unallayed justice,

on a permanent basis of practice—how immortal will be that king,

or legislature, under whose auspices it shall be established J
*

The work concludes with a hymn against exclusive property,

appointed, we suppose, to be sung in all the churches of this

communion ; and we shall not trouble our readers with any spe-

cimens of a piece, which is as distant from rhyme as the prose
which precedes it is from reason.

Absurd and contemptible as all this may even already appear
to every sober-min(*cd man, its effects were complete for the mo-
ment.—Parliament was induced to adopt the measures recom-
mended by the authors of the alarm ; the writ of Habeas Corpus
for England, and the benefits of the Wrongous Imprisonment Act
for Scotland, were taken away from the subject during a limited

period, and severe restrictions imposed upon publick meetings.

Such a suspension of the Constitution had never taken place at

any former period of peace, iinless when a pretender to the
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Crown was threatening the realm witli invasion, was supported by
a party of the principal nobility, and numbered among his ad-

herents the majority of the proprietors in the country. !•>

ven in time of war, it had only been attempted under circum-

stances of peculiar danger ; and it had never been tried in so

complete a manner. This matter deserves a little further atten-

tion, as indicative of the extraordinary circumstances which have
characterized the present alarm, and the thoughtless zeal with

which it has made men act.

The Reports of the Committees in 1794-, detail, at much
length, and with a great deal of documentary evidence, the pro-

ceedings of the disafTccted. Their clubs, and other afhliated

societies, were openly holdcn, in defiance of the civil power.

No difiiculty of tracing their numbers seems to have existed;

and instead of describing, in general, ill-defined terms, certain

combinations, schemes, systems, machines, organizations, and the

rest of the imagery of the present Reports, those documents fur--

nished ample and precise accounts of the associations formed for

changing the frame of the Government. They dwelt principally

upon the correspondence of the disaffected with the Jacobins of

Paris, and the mis.-ions of their delegates to the Convention ; the

encouragement held out by the French Revolutionary Government
to all who in other countries should embark in rebellious designs ;

the tiireatencd invasion of this realm to be attempted in concert

with the seditious at home j and, above all, upon the marked dis-

inclination of the latter to look for redress to Parliament, and
their steady and avoived determination to seek it from other

quarters. In the present d.iy, every one of these perils is want-

ing :—there are neither Jacobins, foreign correspondence, nor
threats of invasion ; and, instead of a disinclination to petition

Parliament, the multitude of petitions impedes the progress of

business in a degree wholly unprecedented.

But, even in this time of serious apprehension, when, from the

circumstances just now stated, it might seem more reasonable to

take alarm, Parliament did not proceed so far as it has recently

done. In 1794-, upon the reports being presented, the Habeas
Corpus act was suspended ;

* but no bills were l)rought in to

prevent arid restrain public meetings. In the sunnner of the

folkiwing year, the Suspension act was suffered to expire ; and,

during its expiration, in consequence of some violent procced-

* The vulgar and inaccurate phrase is here employed for the sake

of brevity. Yh act known by the name of tlie Habeas Corpus Sus-

pension Act, i& i . u nil an act to enable the Crown to detain SU5'

pected persons without trial.

k
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incTs which took place, whnt are coirmonly cabled the Gngnintr
Bills were passed. It was not for ab 'Ut two years aflerw.ivds,

and under circunistarices of an aogr.ivated j'atuie, thai ine Sus-
pension act was once more passed. The present alinn aiwut
the Spencean sect (which, though not at a'l a secret s< ciefy, hut
openly avowing its delusions, is found sd tr.flit^g in numbers that

hardly any members can be discovered) ha^ so far swavcd the
Parliament, th;ir, without any one of the dauijers existin>r i.» 1 794
and 1795, they have at one and the same moment passed alt the

bills, then pas-ed separately, and the one set after the other had
ceased to exist; and they have, moreover, enforctd h\ new en-
actments, the act passed in 1799, beside utterly puitinir down
the Spenceans by name, and all such sects, by a sweeping de-

scription.

The great difference in the mode of proceeding now and in for-

mer periods, when men of real talents had sway in the publick

councils, and when extraordinary dangers did in truth pross upon
the government, may be still further illustrated, by referring to the

preambles of the statutes then made to meet the cmerg-nt} of the

times. The Suspension act of 1791 (34-. Gcu. III. c. 54-.), states

ihe existence of ' a traitorous and c'etcstal)le conspiracy for sub-
* verting the laws and constitution, and for introducing the sys-

* tem of anarchy and confusion so fatally prevp.lent in Fn^nce. *

This act was continued to 1st July i795; ar.d then ii expired.

It was renewed in 179.*^, by an act, which stated, ' Tbit his

* Majesty's enemies were makiig preparations for invasion with
* contiderahle and increasing activity, ai)d that their dosiffns

* were encouraged by the traitorous practices of wicked and dis-

* afffcted persons within the realm.
*

But if we go a iiitle fnither back, to times more nearly re-

sembling the present, or rail if r exceeding them in the amount
of danger, but before the habits of alarm, engciidered i>y die

French Revolution, h?.d spread so \\idely amoig the people, we
shall find more constitutional methods practised of warding off

the artem.pts of di?-affection. Not to meuLit)n the disturbed state

of the country in 1767 and 1768, when the speeches from the

throne lament the apparent ' tenciency to tlisaffecnion loosing the
* bonds of constitutional subordination;' in 1780 the excesses

of sedition were heightened by fanaticism; a war, generally un-
aucces.^fui, raged, and invasion was aporehended from more
quarters than one. His Majest}', in his Speech from chc Tiirone,

describes the prevailing outrages as ' overbearing all civil autho-
* rity, and threatening the immediate subversion of all legal

* power, the destruction of property, and confusion of every
* order in the State. ' He adds, thai he has therefore * provid-
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* ed for the public safpty, by the most efffctual and immediate
* application oi' theforce entriiitcd to him by Parliimcnt ;

' and

that he has givrn direciions ' for bringing the guilty to speedy

* trial, th.it they niiy receive such condign punishment as the

* laws of the country prescribe.' Thus, resting satisfied with

the existing laws, and the powers already given to the execu-

tive Mugistrate, the King adds these memorable expressions

—

* Though I trust it is not necessary, yet I think it right, at this

* lime, to renew to you my solemn assurances, that I have no
« other object, but to make the laws of the realm, and the prin-

* ciples of our excellent con>tiiution, the rule and measure of my
* conduct; and I shall ever consider it as the first duty of my
* station, and the chief glory of my reign, to maintain and pre-

* serve the established religion of my kingdoms, and, as far as

* in me lies, to secure and to perpetuate the rights and liberties

* of my people.

'

During the earlier periods of the French Revolution, these

promises, so truly worthy of an English Pi ince, were not for-

gotten. In Mijy 1'92, when the country was inundated with

seditious publications, and practices of a d.ingerous nature to

the peace (>f the rc:dm began to prcv.-.il, a Proclamation was is-

sued, warning ihe people against such a contagion, and especi-

ally against ' correspondence with persons abroad tor wicked
* purposes. ' Ii; December, when the danger had increased,

the militia was called out ; and the ground of this measure was

stated to be, the ' correspondence with foreigners, for the pur-
* pove of subverting the Constitution. ' When in January 1793,

Chauvelin had been dismissed, and hostilities impended, the

King's message states the connexion between the etibrts of the

disaffected, and the ' subversion of social order. ' Yet no in-

novations wore attempted on the Constitution. On the contra-

ry, the King's speech at the close of the Session commends the

* firmness ot Parliament in supporting the Constitution; ' and as-

serts that this ' had checked every attempt to disturb the public

repose. ' Alarm then had not become so easily catching. At
present it is epidemic ; and we seek to allay it instantly by per-

forming the most violent operations as mere matters of course.

We give the Constitution no kind o'i credit for its power of re-

sistance; we listen to wordy, mouthing, ranting declaimers, wha
prate about its containing within itself the means of extenamg
and adapting itself to emergencies ; and those means turn ouc

to be (that the metaphor may suddenly vanish) the suspension

of the Constitution while the panic lasts,—or until the turn is

served for which it was raised !

J\'othing, in our aj^preheiision, cm be more evident than the
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OBJECT of all these proceedings. The prevalence of distrust in
their measures almost universally ; the loud and unanimous cries

of the people for retrenchment; the extraordinary accession of po-
pularity recently acquired by the cause of Parliamentary Reform;
the great and increasinar strength of the Opposition in Parliament,
a party wholly unparalleled in nuniericDl force at any former pe-
riod of our history—all these unquestionable facts rendered the
situation of the Ministers nearly desperate at the beginning of the
Session. It became absolutely necessary, therefore, to divide the
strength of their opponents, and to raise an alarm in the country,
which should produce the same benefits to the rulers of the pre-
sent day that Mr Pitt had derived from it in 1 79a. That they
have failed signally in this plan, we believe few of their adherents
are now sanguine enough to deny: But it is equally impossible for

their adversaries to doubt, that a temporary success has attend-

ed the scheme. The Opposition was found, contrary to all the
expectations of the Ministers, resolved to hold its course steadi-

ly and constitutionally, without the smallest disposition to form
any connexion with the hairbrained zealots of universal suffrage

out of doors. It showed as great contempt for the nonsense of
these men as the ministerial leaders themselves. Moreover, it

was found incapable of any serious divisions ; * many, who
had warmly approved the measures of 1794', now, under the

total change of circumstances, with the plain evidence of the
contrivance before their eyes, refused to lend themselves to

promote its success; and a much larger number divided up-
on the Habeas Corpus question, than can usually be induced
to concur in opposing the ministerial questions of the day,

—In the meantime, the evidence of facts served to convince the

country at large, that there was in reality no danger beyond
the casual disturbances arising from disbanded troops, and frooi

the extraordinary distresses of the times, of which scarcity

formed a part. But one object was gained by the promoters of
the measures. The attention both of Parliament and the Coun-
try was drawn away from the proper business of the session.—Re-
trenchment was no longer the principal, nay, the sole object of
discussion, as it must have been but for the plot ; and a few trou-

blesome mouths, and still more galling pens, were stopt out of
doors. The breathing time thus obtained for corruption and

* Three respectable members of the Opposition, who liad been
unfortunately prevailed upon to concur in the Report, under circum-

stances of a very peculiar nature, opposed the principal measures
founded upon it ; and they did not find any support in the party ge-
nerally, when the merits of the Keport were considered.

2

i
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extravagance, is, however, only a respite: The sentence has
gone fortii against them ; it may in part be executed during the
remaining portion even of this session ; and the axo, now up-
lifted, must fall with its full force, at all everts, in the in-xt. The
present Administration is, ijideod, one of shilts and exoedients

;

it tries to live over the passing hour ; it trusts to the chapter of
accidents; and having now hardly a possiliilify of relief from
any chance, may perchance bo consoled with the refl^'xion, that

at least it has prolonged for one season its puny and pernicious
existence.

But attempts will, in all likelihood, be made during the ap-
proaciiing recess, and at the probable dissolution of Parliament,
to lay the foundation of measures which may, contrary to all

considerations of ri^ht as well as exiu'dience, prolong still fur-

ther the mischievous system which bus well nigh <ie>tr -yed this

once rich and happy country. If the alarm can be made sub-
servient to the election of a Parliament more submissive to (he

Court, and so regardless of the publick interest, and the declar-

ed sense of the community, as to adopt, under whatever modi-
fications or disguise, the abominable inijjost upon Iiicume^ and
to sanction its continuance as a permanent branch of revenue

—

there is little doubt that all retrenchment is at an end, and the

perpetuity of abuse is secured. Should the country either be
frightened into tlie choice of a Parliament capable of this enor-
mity, or lulled into security by the vain notion that no such at-

tempt will be made, afcer the signal defeat sustained by the go-
vernment last year ;—nay, if men»bers ai-e returned to the new-

Parliament, without express and distinct pledges given to oppose
every thing like an Income tax—the measure will be carried.

—

The design has never for a moment been dropt. All tlie pro-
ceedings of the Ministers demonstrate this. They never come
near the subject without lamenting the loss of that favourite tax

—th'.'y never propose any new and odious duty—any duty press-

ing upon the lower orders, and repugnant to eveiy sound prin-

ciple of taxation—as, for instance, the Soap tax—wiihout ostenta-

tiously stating it to be rendered necessary by the unfortunate de-

cision of Parliament against the Income-tax. This tax, they in-

sidiously and most falsely represent as pressing only upon the rich;

and its repeal is described as a selfish triumph of" the wealthy o-

\cr the poor. Their other schemes of finance are evidently all

temporary. A deficit of many millions is already avowed. By
tha: amount they declare it to be impossible they should make the

two ends meet. Ytt they adopt no measures for reducing the

expenditure; and ihey supply thedtf ct, in the mean time, by
aids from the Bank, which must be confined to a single year, and

VOL. XXVIII. NO. 55. F
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by increasing the unfunded debt, which could not be even at-

tempted beyond the present amount, but for the stagnation of all

trade, and the consequent superabundance of unemployed capital;

All their speeches, all their proceedings, manifestly prove that

they are waiting for better times; that they still cling to their fa-

vourite resource; and that they expect, at the commencement of

a new Parliament, to obtain that unlimited control over the pro-

perty and industry of the country, with which the present Par-
liament peremptorily refused to entrust them.

Against this design, the country cannot be too Watchfully

upon its guard. Tney must not be lulled by any audacious

falsehoods which the minions of the Treasury may put about,

respecting the intentions of their masters. Those stories are

easily told j they do not commit the principals ; and the agents

have no character to lose. Neither must the people be deceiv-

ed by the plausible shape in which the measure will certainly be
proposed. It will probably be only partial at first

; perhaps it

will be more strictly a Property than an Income tax ; perhaps

the more odious parts of the former impost will be left out ; so

that the professional, and even the mercantile classes, may be
conciliated, that is, bribed to neutrality by exemptions. It is

not improbable, that other taxes may be repealed at the same
time, and that those others may be of an unpopular nature^

The Ministers will give up any thing for the Income-tax ; they

will take it back on any terms ; they will be satisfied with the

lowest scale—with the most partial renewal of it. All they de-

sire, is to have the machinery ; and when they have once got-

ten that, they will screw it to the pitch they please. Give them
but one per cent, upon land; and, by units and by fractions, they

will speedily get the same control over the whole revenue of land,

trade and labour, which they formerly had ; nay, they will pos-

sess themselves of the whole disposable means of each individu-

al, as well as of his entire secrets, and run anew the career of

profligate expense, in peace and in war, which has left us in

the state of exhaustion we all now feel and deplore.

Nor is it impossible, that the distresses of the times should

themselves assist a little in the accomplishment of this scheme;

and followed, as they probably will be, by a considerable im-

provement in our circumstances, from a good harvest and a
large American-fall shipment, the people will be animated

with new hope, after the sort of despair they have been sunk

in ; a partial relief will be overrated ; and far more trade will

be expected to follow, than there is any chance of in the pre-

sent state of the world. That will be the moment for the Mi-
nisters to make their attempt j—first, at obtaining a favourable
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Parliament ; next, at passing the Tax Bill. And, af^ainst the

exhilarating effects of such a gleam of prosperity, as much as

against the influence of the alarm which it seems to relieve, we
earnestly and solemnly warn all our countrymen t-) be upon their

guard, if they have any regard left, either lor the Lihcrty or for

the Properly which they have received frf)m their ancestors, and
which their children have a right to expect at their hands.

Art. IV. Aus Meinem Lehen. Von Goethe. Zwelter Ab^
thcrlung, Erster Theil, Stuttgarde & Tubingen. 1816.

"XTThen we last parted with our friend, he appeared to be
' ' making all the regular preparations for becomiqg the

father of a family. His mother had brought down the old sub-
stantial family cradle of * walnut-tree wood, inlaid with ivory,

* and ebony, ' in which all the Von Goethcs had been rocked
from generation to generation, time out of mind ; and the

prospect of his union with the object of his affections, * shed a
* joy over our house and its inhabitants, which had long bcea
* a stranger there. ' At this critical juncture, the third volume
of his Memoirs was brought to a close. We are now presented

with the * Second Division ' (so says the title-page) of these Me-
moirs; but we are a little disappointed to find, that the learned

author has taken a flying leap over some fifteen years of his event-

ful life ; and in this, the first volume of the Second Division,

be introduces himself again to our notice, on the 3d S.ptetTiber

1786 ; on which day he * stole out of Carlsbad, ' in order ta

escape the loving imprisonment which his friends were inclined

to inflict upon him, * packed up his travelling bag and port-
* manteau, * and threw himself into the postchaise which was
lo carry him to Munich, on his way to Italy.

Goethe's i-ecoliections of Italy—of the journey which fills the

present volume, are so frequently interspersed in his produc-

tions, that we opened the book with a certain degree of curio-

sity. We were anxious to accompany him in i)is pilorrimage

throu^rh the country which he has painted with such luxuriant

enthusiasm, in those ' charming lines' which, as we learn from
Madame de Stael, ' every body in Germany knows by heart ;

*

and it is but fair to say, that these pleasing anticipations have

not been wholly disappointed. We have found many pages

exceedingly pleasing. The dramatist, we think, has taught

some good lessons to the traveller. The stage has instructed

him m the method of producing clear and distinct ideas of vi-

F2
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sible objects in the mind of the reader : he is graphical in his

descriptions. The receding perspective of a portico, the sha-

dow and depth of a vaulted interior, the wide view gained from
the summit of a lofty tower, are often touched by him with ma-
gical truth. It seems as if he had considered the effect to be
produced in the spectator at the rising of the curtain ; and the

skill which has enabled him to delineate the scene with liveliness

and fidelity, has also assisted him in peopling it to advantage. We
"believe that he endeavoured to be a diligent observer of men and
manners ; and his characters are often well selected, and grouped
with judgment. He was by no means deficient, indeed, in the

qualifications which are supposed to be requisite in an Italian tour-

ist. The fine arts had long engaged his attention, not only in

theory but even in practice; and, generally speaking, his opinions

on subjects connected with the arts, are ingenious. It is true,

that our northern intellects are too dull to allow us to enter,

so thoroughly as we could wish, into the poetico-metapbysical

speculations, which are now and then elicited at the sight of a
Madonna or a capital ; yet he has none of the cant of the mere
picture- dealing connoisseur, and seems really to speak from his

own impressions. He was well prepared for the enjoyment of his

journey, by reading and study ; and, above all, he possessed the

great requisite of cheerfulness ; he seems to have always been
on perfect good terms with himself, and consequently with all

about him.

We are compelled, however, to say, that, in our apprehension,

this volume of the Memoirs will be judged, by most readers, to be
almost as doting as the preceding ones, without being equally en-

tertaining. It abounds with characteristics which, we fear, will be
considered as detracting from the respectability of the work, and
of the author. Goethe invariably composes, in a peculiar taste^

which vs^e will not presume to arraign, but which ciifFers most
essentially from the taste which is displayed by the authors whom
we have been taught to consider as most worthy of iaiitation. It

may be perfectly decorous in jM. Goethe to be perpetually sound-
ing his own praises, although an absurd prejudice has led others

to allege that ' seli-praise is no commendaiion. ' It may be
thoroughly conformable to the dictates of good taste and good
sense, to repeat a ' remarkable dream' of a boat-load of phea-
sants w'th peacocks' tails, or a story of a Tom-cat licking the

beard of a plaster Jupiter ; only we cannot, at present, recol-

lect an instance of similar embellishments, and thmk we can-

not fully appreciate their beauty, until we have divested our-
selves of the influence which precedent exercises over our minds.
Neither will we assert that Goethe is deficient in refinement,

although we meet with many tilings which * go against us^ ' if
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we may use this colloquial phras" :—But, with every respect for

his talents, wo must he ailowod to say, that lie frequently seems
to us like a "sculptor who carves in bad marhle. He tries to po-
lish his work; but the grain is coarse, and that coarseness can-

not be concealed by the labours of the artist.

We are unwilling to speak in harsii terms of the vanity of au-

thors ; indeed we hardly like to touch on such a delicate subject

at all ; for we are not quite certain vvhether the grey goose- quill

which we now hold, does not force us to consider ourselves as

attached at least to the guild : And perhaps we must allow eve-

ry writer to consider himself, in his own breast, as the ornament
of the age. But in the present stage of civilization, no one who
eits above the salt at the great literary banquet, or indeed who
expects to rank higher than a kitchen guest, should ever allow

himself to appear very sensible of his own celebrity, or to annex
much consequence to his pursuits, however important or success-

ful. It is not altogether consistent with good sense, either to un-
dervalue literature in general, or to refuse to bestow upon the

literature of the imagination all the honours which, in truth, it

can rightly challenge: But still there are distinctions which it is

not vrry con>istent with good sense to overlook. When the

boundaries of the empire of science are enlarged, we can till

the territory as it is gained, step by step, and the harvest heaps

itself on the floor of the granary. But the conquests of fancy

are made in regions which cannot be rendered immediately pro-

ductive ; and hence their utiliiy is not recognised by every one.

Silly peopl? natunilly rush into the contrary extreme, and ex-

aggprate the importance of polite literature. They have no test

by which they can try its wrnth. They do not know that it is

only one of the infinite modes in which superior intellect as-

serts its superiority ; still less can they estimate the actual va-

lue of the scraps and morsels which have fallen to their share.

The judicious antiquary can tell the real price of his Otho

;

whiist tlip old woman believes that her pocket-piece, her Queen
Elizabeth's shilling, or her Queen Anne's farthing, will ietch

a hundred pounds. The gruundlings who imagine that they

belong to the commonwealth of letters, incessantly employ them-
selves in making good their pretensi(ins, and in crying up the

consequence ot the cast in which thi.*j' think they arc included.

With them, a book is the sweetest, dearest thing The
blue-stocking lady canvasses the merit of the last new poem with

the tea-table bard; and both are wrapt in mawkish enthusiasm.

The puny author is always redolent of authorship. He is a

journeyman, who always smells of the sl^op, and who is always

filievying oft" his wares, and advertising his trash. These poor
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creatures can live only in authorship : lift them out of the me-
dium in which they dabble, and they shrink up to nothing, like

sea-blubbers taken out of the water.

This portentous concentration of iovc of scribbling and of scrib-

bling vanity, distinguishes little minds,—and little minds too

who move only in little circles ; and it is therefore with surprise

that we find that such a man as M. Goethe, should so often be-

tray an approximation to the weaknesses which ought to be con-

lined wholly to the roturiers of literature, and that he seems to

retain so many of the recollections of a. parvetm. He appears to

us to be always deficient in literary good- breeding—in Hterary

decorum—in short, he does not display a real aristocratic feel-

ing in his mind and habits. He enjoys, indeed, a high degree

of honour and celebrity ; and we dare say his fame is justly due
to him. But if we were to form an opinion of him from his

works,—and we disclaim all other knowledge of his character,

Tve could not help concluding, that he was so thoroughly impress-

ed with his own consequence, that he never could forget—no,

riot for a moment, the means by which he acquired his dignity.

He keeps his patent of nobihty, broad seal, parchment and all,

constantly hanging at his buttonhole :—Wrapt up in his authorial

feelings, he is nothing but an author j nay, nothing but M. von
Goethe the author.

"We continue our analysis of these Memoirs because they are

an important accession to our stock of knowledge respecting the

literary character, a subject which affords much melancholy and
humiliating instruction. M. D'Israeli, in opening a new species

of Hterary inquiry, has long taught the utility of * deducing the

individual character and feelings of authors from their own con-

fessions ; ' and in this work striking instances may be found, of

the facility with which genius may become the dupe of egotism,

and of the egregious absurdities into which an author may be
led, as soon as he is once well convinced that everything which
he utters will be sure to command the approbation of his read-

ers.—In this point of view, even the follies of the work, which
we trust our readers Avill tolerate—may be perused with ad-

vantage, and we hope with profit, by them. Considered sim-

ply as a Tour, it has its merits, of which we have already spoken.

And we are exceedingly happy to be able to add, in the words of

the old book-licensers, ' that it contains nothing contrary to good
morals. ' When M. Goethe's works deserve this commendation,
it is too creditable to be passed over in silence.

At Trent—for we shal! omit our author's progress through Ba-
varia and theTyrol—he began his philosophical researches, by in-

quiring after the principal curiosities of the town. His cicerone
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showed him what he esteemed as such. It was a house built by
the Devil in the course of a night ; and is, moreover, the only
dwelling in the town built in a correct taste. He then has n ro-

mantic encounter in the Church of the Jesuits. Tiiis edifice, it

seems, is ornamented on the exterior with pilasters of red mar-
ble, and exhibits a sumptuous fagaJc. Goethe lifted up the

thick heavy curtain which huuf^ within the door, and entered

into the antecliapel, from which the Church is separated by a

gate of iron, through which the interior of the building could

be seen. All was silent and solitary, for since the expulsion of

the fathers, divine service had never been celebrated there.

—

While he was thus peeping through the grate, and considering

the architecture of the church, an old man came in : his thread-

bare black coat and general appearance, bespoke his condition ;

he was evidently a poor ecclesiastic. He took off his hat and
kneeled down before the gate. After he had finished his prayer,

he stood up, and then began to talk to Inmself in a low tone of

voice. * They have driven the Jesuits out of their church

—

* They ought first to have repaid them what the church cost

* them ; I know how much it cost—and the college too ; I know
* how many thousands. * He went out of the church, and sat

down on the topmost of the steps. Goethe remained behind the

curtain and listened—he continued his soliloquy. * The Em-
* peror did not do it—The pope did it—First the Spaniards,
* then we, then the French—The blood of Abel cries out
* against his brother Cain. '—And thus murmuring, he walked

away, leaving our author to conjecture that he was a Jesuit

whose brain had been deranged by grief on the suppression of

the order.

Goethe next attempted to sail across the Lago di Garda from
Torbole ; but the wind changed, and the boat was forced to

enter the harbour of Malsesine. He was not much mortified

xvith the delay. * When we are on the water, no one can say
* with certainty, to-day I shall be here or there. I shall make
* the best use of my time, and, first of all, I will make a draw-
* ing of that castle which stands by the water side, and forms a
* picturesque object.

'

Next morning, accordingly, he proceeded to the old castle.

Though fated to work much woe to our knight-errant, be enter-

ed it without opposition j for the gates were destroyed, and it

was ungarrisoned and unsentinelled. Accordingly, he placed

himself on a stone seat opposite to the keep, and began his

operations. At first a few persons only passed to and fro, but a

crowd soon collected round him ; and, after a short dialogue,

* one of them, with true Italian coohiess, ' took up the di awing
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and tore it in tu'o. The stranger found partisans in the crowd.
* I lieard them express their dissatipfact»on ; and, in particular,

* an elderly woman said, that was not right, it would be better

* to f^end for the Podesta. I stood on the stone seat with my
* back against the door, and contemplated the crowd which ga-
* thered faster and faster ; ' some stored—in others there was an
* expression of bcntvolence

;
' and the whole scene produced

such an amusing impression, that it put him in the ' best pos-
* ble humour. ' When the magistrate arrived, Goethe * saluted

* him boldly. ' The Podesta accused him of taking a draw-
ing of the fortress. Gf-ethe answered, that the fortress was a
ruin ; and, as his auditors could not understand that a ruin

should be worthy of being drawn, he made a speech, of which
be favours us with the chief heads, to convince them that it was
mainly for the sake of ruins that travellers visited Italy. He
was, he assures us, exceedingly eloquent. * They appeared
* to hear me willingly ; and when I turned towards some be-
* nev'ient fenifde countenances, I thought they denoted con-
* viction and applause.' Ihe Magistrate's clerk, however, was

not to be convinced so easily.— * As to the amphitheatre of
* Verona, ' answered this patriotic functionary, ' that is a
* well known Roman monument; but this fortress is only re-

* markable, by being situated on the frtrntieis, between the

* states of the Republic of Venice, and those of the Empe-
* ror. ' Our artist began another speech, to explain the pic-

turesque beauties of the ruin ;
* and luckily the morning sun il-

* luminated the rocks, and the wails and the towers, in the hap-
< piest manner, as I began to describe the picture to them with
* enthusiasm. '—The Secretary, however, remained unmoved.

—

* All that may be very true ; but the Emperor Joseph is a restless

* gentleman, who certainly bears no good-will towards the Re-
* public. '—And he maintained his opinion, that Goethe was

an Austrian spy. Our author repelled this accusation, by stat-

ing, that he was not an Austrian subject, but the citizen of a

free state—of Frankfort on the Maine. It happened, luckily

for Goethe, who might otherwise have been condemned to

* three plucks of the cord, ' that one of his auditors had lived

at Frankfort ;—he was immediately summoned, in order to ex-

amine the stranger's pretensions. Goethe satisfied Gregorio of

the truth of his assertions, by giving him a particular account

of the Italian families who were settled at Frankfort,—some of

which particulars are again ' repeated and set forth, ' for the

reader's better satisfaction j and no doubt it is a pleasure to be

told, that the maiden name of Signor Alisissno's wife was Bren-

tano, 6vC. 8;c.—Gregorio having certified, that he was convinced
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tiiat Goethe was a * worthy, honest man, who travelled for his im-
* provement, ' the Podesla at)cl his Secretary dismissed the pri-

soner. Our author passed the rest of the d;iy in comfort, with

Grej^orio; and, * at nii(hiight, quitted the s-hores which had
* threatened to give him a Le^trygonian reception.

'

His account of the Amphitheatre of Verona offers nothing
peculiarly interesting. In the galiory of Antiquities, he saw
the tombs and inscriptions described by Maflei in his Verona II-

lustraia^ and meditated among them in a very edifying manner.
* I found the immediate presence of these stones excessively

* moving. Here is no kneeling warrior in armour, awaiting a
* joyful resurrection. The artist has represented the simple pre-
* sence of human beings. They do not cla?p their hands; they
' do not look towards heaven, but they are what they were, and
* what they are. They stand by each other, ' &c. &c. The
lower classes of people at Verona, we are then told, swing both

their arras in walking; the higher orders * swing one aiin only,*

and that for the most satisfactory reason imaginable, * because
' they are accu.-tomed to keep the left arm quiet I

'

The Veronerc are very observant of every thing strange, * al-

* thuugli they are negligent of their own concerns.'— ' When I

* first arrived—every body looketl at my boots
;

' and, strange

to say, * nobddy takes any notice of me, now I wear shoes and
* stockings, ' The uncouth manners of the Veronese excit-

ed some surprise in our author. It appeared very remark-
* able to me, that, early this morning, whilst they were all run-
* ning up and down, loaded with flowers, greens, garlick and
* other articles from the market, they took notice of the cy-
* press branch which I bore in my hand, besides which 1 held
• some caper twigs in flower. Great and small, they all looked
* at me, and seemed to have strange ideas. ' The other extra-

ordinary appearance.^ at Verona are thus summed up.— ' On mar-
* ket days, the sijuares are very full of people'— ' there is an a-

* mazing quantity of greens and fruit'—and * plenty of onions
* and garlicL ' At Vicenza, our author had an opportunity cf

studying the works of Palladio. The Olympic Theatre, he con-

siders as * inexpressibly beautiful ; but, compared with one of
* our modern theatres, it appeared to me like a rich, noble, weli-

* educated child, compared to an acute man of the world, who is

* neither so rich nor so noble, nor so well educated, but who
* knows better what he can produce witii his means. ' The
Vicentine women pleased him greatly. ' He will not find fault'

with the Veronese ladies; but at Vicenzj he found * uncommon-
* ly pretty creatures '—

* There is a blick haired kind^ which
* inspires me with peculiar interest. There are also blondes;
* but they do not please me nearly as well,

'
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Our author sailed down the Brcnta in the great passage-boat;

and had a very pleasant voyage. * The Italians, ' it seems,
* are on their guard in mixed companies ; ' so that he found
his companions * well beljaveil and agreeable. * The banks of
the river are covered with villas, and casinos, and gardens.

Sometimes it passes by little hamlets which reach to the water's

edge. At others the high road runs along the banks. Every
now and then the boat stops, and then the passengers land * and
look about thenj, ' and • eat fruit; ' and then they get on board
again ; and then th<? bc>at moves through scenes of rich variety.

By great good luck, there were two pilgrims on board, in full

costume. Goethe had nt\er seen a pilgrim before, * except at

a masquerade. * Here, every part of their picturesque dress,

—the slouched hat, the staff, and even the cockle shell, was seen

to have its use, and consequently its beauty. Besides the usual

insignia, each had a * little box of tin-plate ' which contained

his passport, and also a pouch of red tammy, filled with all sorts

of useful articles. Those jx>uches of red tammy, which were
* very remarkable, * were now, together with their contents, ex-

posed to puWic view, the pilgrims being • occupied in paiching

their clothes. ' In spite of their pictures^jae appearance and
laudable industry, thtsc venerable persons were not treateil with

much respect : Piety was on the decline in Italy. The rest of

the con^pany kept carefully aloof from them ; and as they had
a right to demand a gratuitous passage, they received little civi-

lity from the crew. Goethe soon discovei-ed that they were
Germans, who were wayfaring with all the simplicity and ear-

nestness of the early ai^es. The good men had come from Pa-
derborn. Fii-st they had visited the giaves of the three Kings
of Cologne j then they trudged on all through Germany, and so

on unto Kerne ; and from thence they had travelleii to most of

the holy places in Italy. One of them was now contented with

the sanctity which he had acquired, and intended to return to

"Westphalia ; but the other tliought it would be as well to pay
his devotions at the tomb of St Jago at Compostella, before he
revisited hb home. There is a great deal of prosing between

them and their learned countryman.
* It was written, ' says Goethe, * in my page of the bock of

* fate, that at 5 o'clock of the afternoon, on the twenty-eighth
* day of September, in the year one thousand seven hundred
* and eighty-six, I was to see Venice for the firs^ time, on en-
* tcringthc" Lagunes from the Brenta. '—On the following day

he explorevl every part of the city. The general appearance

of Venice is well known, from the numerous prints and paiut-

iBgs cf its principal buildings ; but an eyewitness only can

6
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form an ixlea of the narrowness of the streets. * to most of the
* streets you may touch the wall on both sidts wiili eacli hand ; ia
* the smaller ones, you cannot go through them with y«)ur arms
* akimbo, as your elbows then meet the houses. * He came to

the llialto just as mass was about to bt^gin in the churches.

There were numerous gondolas in the great canal, fi!lt<J with

little parties of women in their holiday cloihes, who landed at

the different stairs. They were all on their way to St Michael's

church. Our author wished to have a nearer view of the.-e fair

devotees. ' 1 quitted the bridge, and placed myself at one of these
* landing places, in order to get a nearer sight of them, and I

* found that many of them had very handsome countenances,
* and fine shapes'—much the same as in less remote parts of

the world.

Amongst the other curiosities which old Goethe brought from
Italy, there was a model of a Venetian gondola, which was
highly prized by him. And when our Goethe was little, it was
a great treat to him to be allowed to have that model n\ his own
hands. The first real gondola, therefore, which he saw, * ap-
* peared like an old acquaintance. The carved roatrum, and
* the black cabin, were quite fan'.iliar to him.

'

After he was tired witn walking, he got on board a gondo-
la, and took a row up the canal, and then to the island of St

Clara, out into the Lagunes, and then back again througt) the

canal of the Gindecca, as far as the place ol St Mark. And
* now, ' says he, in his own inimitable style, * I became at once
* one of the sovereigns of the Adriatic sea '

—

because * every
* Venetian has this feeling when lie sits in his gondola. ' * And
* I thought on my father with respect, who had no greater en-
* joyraent than in describing these things to me.— Will not the
* same happen to me also ?

Goethe continued his perambulation on the day after Michael-

mas day. A^enice is a labyrinthical city; but at leng'h he was able

to find his way through every part of it. He noted ' the man-
* ners, customs, pursuits, and way ot living of the itdiabitants,'

as he traversed the different quarters of the city, ' and in every
* quarter 1 found them diffisrent

;
' to which observation he sub-

joins this profound and pathetic ejaculation— ' JJu Liebvr Gutt !
*

* What a poor good animal man is ! !

'

The view of Venice from the Campanile of St Mark, is sin-

gular in its kind. Goethe's panoramic descriptions are always

pleasing and intelligible. He first enjoyed the prospect in the

splendid sunshine of noon. In this clear light the distances were
as distinct as the fore-grounds. The tide was up, the Lagunes
vrerc under water—and bevond the * Lido, ' the narrow bank of
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beach which bounds the Lagunes, he saw the sea dotted with

sails. In the Laounes themselves there were -^alieys and frigates

lying-to. The&e vessels were to join the expedition against Al-

giers, under the command of the Cavaliere Erao. On the west

and north were distant ranges of hills and mouniains, which
formed an admirable boundary to the picture. Another time he
saw the same scene under difierent circumstances. It was even-

ing, and the tide had ebbed. The watery mirrors of the La-
gune« had disappeared. Venice, and its adjoining islands seem-

ed like rising grounds situated in the midst of immense marshes,

which were covered with greyish vegetation, and intersected by
numerous canals.

At the theatre of St Moses, Goethe saw a comic opera—the

composition was indifferent, and so was the performance ; but

on the next day, he says, ' I was present at a comedy which
pleased me better. ' This comedy was the hearing of an im-

portant trial in the Ducal palace, ' I call it a comedy, because
* the greater part of what passes is probably premeditated.
* When this public spectacle takes place, the judges know what
* they have to say, and the parties what they shall hear. One
* of the advocates, who was very fat, and very short, and full of
* gesture and fury, would have made an excellent primo buffo.

'

The trial was one of considerable importance ; the defend-

ant being no less a person than the Dutchess of Venice herself,

who was sued for the restitution of some property possessed by
her, and which had been alienated contrary to a trust under
which it had been held. At this hearing they v/ere principally

occupied in reading the documents relating to the title. Tliese

were read to the court by the clerk, a haggard creature in a

thread-bare coat, upon whom the advocates are accustomed to

exercise their wit.

The wise regulations of the Venetian bar, equally tender of
the ears of the judge, and the lungs of the advocate, only allow

the expenditure of a given quantity of oratory, which is mea-
sured out by an hour glass. When the glass has run out, the

advocr.te must hold his tongue. But the timeoccuoied in read-

ing tlse pleadings and the evidence, not being counted, the glass,

duriijg this operation, is laid on its side ; but the instant the

advocate opens his mouth, the time teller raises it, and begins

tp count, and '"own the hour glass goes as soon as the advocate

ceases. A Venetian advocate i^ therefore put to great shifts to

make the nmst of bis allovsince; his skill is principally shown
by interrupting the clerk when a passage is read, to which he
wishes that the Court should attend ; and then, introducing some
^pppsite remark, so as to rouse the judges from the catna into
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which Venetian judjrcs sometimes fall during i protracted trial.

And, besides, he is by no means irrnorant of the good effects

produced by makinj^ < my Lords the judges laugh, ' when they

are more disposed to yawn.

There is much ingenuity in Goethe's remarks on the causes

of the transparent colouring of the Venetian paintT-rs. Tlie eye,

he says with truth, is formed by the ohjtcts tn which it is ac-

custom'^d ; attd here everything is brilliant. When he saw the

Gond«)liers dressed in g.iy cihuirH, set off by the vivid green

surface of the water, and by the clear sky, he perceived in these

objects the character of the pictures of the Venetian school.

The sunshine brought out the colouring with dazzling brilliancy,

and the shadows were illuminated by the light reflected from the

water; all was liyhi in light.

The sixth of October is the anniversary of a victory gain-

ed over the Turks. On this day the Duke and the Senate

hear hiffh mass at (he church of St Justina. The procession

to the church is well described by Goethe. The banners tak-

en from t^ie Ir.fidels were hung out in the portal. The bridge

wa": decked wi;h arris. At the edge of the water, the Duke
arid the Senators, who landed from their gilded barges, were

met by the 01 rgy, bearing lighted tapers in massy sdver can-

dlesticks. The Savi and the Senators walked first, their long

robes touching the pavement ; they were followed by the old

Duke in full array. The train of his robe, of cloth of gold,

was borne by three attendants; under the ducal cap he wore

another of thin lawn, beneath which his grey hair started forth.

The whole appeared ' like a piece of antient tapestry put in

• motion.

'

The song, or rather the recitation of the poetry of Ariosto

and Tasso by the Gondoliers, is going fast out of use. Goethe

was forced to bespeak this entertainment. It is best heard at a

distance; therefore he placed himself midway between the sing-

ers. * The melody is exceedingly affecting. ' Goethe was ready

to cry ; ' whi- h he attributed to his peculiar temperament. ' The
old Gondoiitr was not surprised at his sensibility: it is wonder-

ful, he said, how affecting these songs are, and still more so

when they are better sung— ' e singolare come quel canto inte-

• nerisce, e molto piu quando e piu ben cantato. ' He wished

that Goethe could have heard the women at Malamorio and

Paleslrina, who sing on the shore whilst their husbands and re-

lations are out at sea, and who are answered by the fishermen ;

thus conversing, as it were, across the waves. We must add,

that the cust-ni of singing portions of Tasso prevails in many
other places m Italy. Tlie peasants in Tuscany prefer the be-

ginning of the seventh Canto.
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la tanto Erminia infra I'ombrose plante,

D' antica selva dal cavallo e sccrta.

They find grenieT charms in the sorrows of Erminia, and the

beautiful picture of the cottas:e of the compassionate shep-

herd, where she takes refuge, than in the warlike fictions of the

Epic.

Enslish heretics are buried on the ' Lido, ' or beach—there

Goethe saw the ^ave of Mr Smith the Consul and of his first

wife. * I owe him my copy of Palladio, and therefore I thank-
• ed him in his unconsecrated grave. ' By this fine turn, he
means merely to say, that Mr Smith published the edition of

Palladio, in which he, Goethe, studied.

Our author was, of course, a diligent visitor of the theatres.

One night, he says, I came home laughing, after seeing a tra-

gedy. It is by no means inconceivable, that one may come
home laughing after seeing a tragedy ; but in this instance

it was not the tragedy, but the spectators, that excited his

laughter. The tragedy was quite deep enough. There were
two fathers, who hated each other mortally,—and of course

had each a son and a daughter who were passionately in

Jove with their hereditary enemy. The lovers were natural-

ly involved in all kinds of miseries, from which they were
extricated in the luckiest manner. The two fathers are kind
enough to kill each other, and the curtain drops amidst

a tumult of applause. The clapping became louder, and
the audience called out * Juora, fuora^ ' till the lovers appear-

ed, and made their bows. This, however, would not satisfy a
Venetian public ; and they continued to clap and stamp, and
cry out, * / morti^ i ruoii, ' until the dead men also appeared !

and some time elapsed before the tumult of applause subsided,

when they were at last allowed to go to their suppers. In ano-
ther piece, a tyrant was introduced, who presented his sword
to his son, commanding him to kill his consort. At this, the

people became indignant, and insisted aloud that the king
should take his sword back again, and that the young prince

should not kill his wife. The young prince stepped forward to

the Orchestra to pacify them ; and he assured them with great

humility, that if they would only have patience during a few-

minutes, every thing would turn out happily, and his wife

would be saved.

Goethe was greatly pleased with Goldoni's comedy * le ba-

ruffa Chiozotte, ' which he ' could make out very well on the

whole, though the meaning of particular passafres escaped him,

'

it being written in the Venetian dialect. He says the play

ought to be translated. This, we think, is rather a hasty re-

mark. If he had considered the matter, he wculd have found
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that the play, ahhough it has great merit, would become utter-

ly vapid if translated;— it is a most faitliful delineation of the

manners of the Venetians in the smaller towns. But its nation-

al humour would instantly evaporate, if transfused even into

the common dialect of Italy. The features of the original por-

trait would be lost in the copy. The Venetian comedies of

Goldoni should be more read than they generally are. Sur

Toclen Brinto/oti, for instance, is an exquisite family piece, a

comedie bowgeoise of the happiest description. The peculiari-

ties of the Venetian dialect, its elisions, and apocopes, the re-

currence of the letter Xj a stranger in the modern Tuscan al-

phabet, and the seeming novelty of the vocabulary, £,ive it a

most formidable appearance; but a few hours study will make
it perfectly intelligible.

Goethe proceeded to Ferrara by the passage-boat. ' The
* rest of the passengers went to sleep in the cabin, but I

* I remained on deck, wrapt up in my mantle, during the whole
* night. ' The mildness of the temperature enchanted him

—

» Now, ' he exclaims, * I have entered the 45th degree of lati-

* tude, and I repeat the old burthen of my song, that I should

* not envy the people of this country, if, like Didi), I could on-
* ly surround as much of the climate within thongs of leather,

* as would be sufficient to surround our dwellings, ' &c. Sec.

Ferrara is soon despatched. The town is thinly peopled and

melancholy. Our author visited the tomb of Ariosto, which is

composed, he says, of * much marble badly employed. ' The
place which is shown as the dungeon of Tasso, is ' a coal cel-

lar, ' in which he certainly was never confined. The impos-

ture, indeed, put him quite out of humour, ' so that I took little

* pleasure in viewing the noble academical institution founded
* by a Ferrarese Cardinal. Yet he was * refreshed ' by the

sight of some ancient paintings at the palace ; and especially by
* a clever idea in one of these paintings. ' In this piece, King

Herod himself looks calmly and coolly at • the enthusiast, '—

a

decent appellation, by the way, for St John the Baptist. But

a white dog, of a middling size, is standing before the King,^

and a little ISolognese lap-dog is seen under the petticoats of

Hercdias ; and the white dog and the little dog are both repre-

sented as barking at the • prophet. '— < I think this, ' says our

author, a very happy thought.

'

Goethe travelled with great rapidity ; as soon as he arrived

at Bologna, he placed himself under the guidance of an active

* conducteur, ' who drove him * through so many streets, pa-
* laces and churches, * that he feared he should not be able to

retain very distinct recollections of the dlU'crent objects. His

observations on the celebrated St Cecilia of Raphael are good ;
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but we must omit them to make room for his description of the
prospect from the top of the principal steeple. This, again, is

a specimen of his panoramic ability. On the North are seen
the ranges of the Pac'uan Hills—tlien the Swiss and Tyrolese
Alps, enveloped in mist. Ot the West, the evenness of the
horizon was only interrupted by the towers of Modena. On
the East were also discovered immeasurable plains ; they were
terminated by the Adriatic Sea, which can be discerned at sun-
rise. On the South are the hills which advance in front of the
Apennines, covered to their summits with groves, and churches,
and vilia'i, and palaces. The sky was perfectly clear, and with-
out a stain, except the mists on the verge of the horizon. The
Warden assured him, that, during the last six years, the mists

bad remained fixed in the horizon : With the help of his tele-

scope, he used formerly to be able to distinguish the mountains
of Vicenza, with the churches and buildings upon them, thougfi

he could then scarcely discen^. them in the clearest days. * These
* rcii,ts, hanging on the Northern chains of the mountains, gave
* my dear native land a complete Cimmerian aspect.* The
Warden praised the salubrity of the c'ty ; and told Goethe to

look down upon the roots of the houses, which would give a vi-

sible proof of the dryness of the air. They all appeared as if

they had been newly covered, the tiles being perfectly clear of
moss and mouldiness.

Under date of October 19th, we have a number of remarks
on painting and painters. Goethe is dissatisfied with the sub-
jects on which the pencils of the great masters have been usualijr

employed. The saints of the popish myti'ology are often insi-

pid, ar.d the circumstances under which they are represented

revolting to taste and feeling. ' If religion gave a new exist-

* ence to art, it is no less true that superstition, by gaining the
* mastery, has degraded it in its turn. ' * The art claims all

* our admiration ; the objects which it represents are often in-
* supportable. ' This is sensible enough ; but then he must
exclaim, in his usual tasty way, * And so I am like Balaam, the
* blundering prophet, who blessed, when he ought to have pro-
* ncMinced a malediction. ' He discovered a St Agatha by-

Raphael, which exhibited all the beauties of virginity,—timid

and reserved, yet not repulsive. This picture he intended to

treat with ' a mental reading of his Iphigenia in Tauris.—My
* heroine shall say nothing which would misbecome St Agatha.
* But now I think,' proceeds he, ' on this delicious burthen,*

i. e. the Iphigenia, ' which I bear with me in all my wander-
* ings, I cannot conceal the extraordinary series of poetical

* images which overwhelm me. ' And then he gives us the air-
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gument of * IpViiacnia in Delphi, as shortly as possible* Hav-
ing finished this, he again resumes his complaints of the excess

sive vivacity of his poetical imagination, and proceeds as fol-

lows— • And so I must remind my friends of a dream which I
* dreamt about a year ago, and which then seemed venj remark-
* able. '—

* I dreamt I landed in a tolerably large boat on the
* shore of a rich and fruitful island, where I knew that I could
* procure the finest pheasants in the world. I therefore imme-
* diately began to bargain with the inhabitants for the purchase
* of this kind of game, which they brought to me in great quan-
* titles. '—The vision becomes more glorious as it proceeds.—
* The game so presented was ready killed. The birds were
* pheasants ; but, as all things are altered in dreams, these
* pheasants had long tails, of all sorts of colours,—like peacocks
* or birds of paradise. Thty brought these pheasants and laid

* them in my boat in heaps ; and they piled them neatly, so that
* the licads of the pheasants were insiilc, and the long coloured
* tails hung over the edge of the boat, forming the most bril-

* liant sheaves of feathers which it is possible to conceive! So
* we cut through the calm river ; and I named to myself the
* friends amongst whom I intended to distribute my gay trea-

* sures. At last we arrived in a great harbour, when I lost

* myself amongst immense masted vessels !
' &c. &:c.—As we do

not happen to have the learned treatises of Mother Bunch, or Ar-
temidorua at hand, we must leave the exposition of this remark-
able vision to better Oneiro-critics than we arc, and content

ourselves with admiring it as a golden dream, and one which
finely elucidates the structure of our author's brain. W'hat
passed in Homer's mind when he nodded, we know not,—
the ravages of time having deprived us of his noctuary ; but, as

to Goethe, this * remarkable ' dream shows most incontestably^

that he is no ordinary being when he snores.

On his way to Rome, we next learn that he fell in with an
ofiicer belonging to the Papal army, at a village in the Apen-
nines. The oilicer was returning to his native town, Perugia.

It does not appear whether the officer was invited to take a seat

in the * calasse ' by Goethe, or by the vetturino. However,
there we find them comfortably seated. * In order to have
* something to say, I began by complimenting him< I told,

* him, that as I, a German, was accustomed to nniilary men, I
* was very happy in finding myself in company with an officer ia
* the service of his Holiness. ' This conipliment, it seems, was
lost on the worthy and pacific person to whom it was address-

ed, who had no taste for military glory. * You, ' answered he,
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* may possibly lite the profession of a soldier ; for, as I hear^
* every thin;[T is d la militaitr in Germany; but my wayof think-
* ing is different. Our duty is by no means fatiguing; and I

* live very peaceably at Bologna, to the garrison of which I
* belong ; yet I heartily wish I could get rid of this uniform,
* and empli)y myself on my father's farm ; but unluckily I am a
* cadet, and therefore I must submit to my lot.' This officer

was a most entertaining specimen of Italian character. Goethe
was often silent and thoughtful. The Captain, who had con-

tracted a great cffection for him, could not abide to see him in

this melancholy mood. * Che peina^^ said he, * Che pensa non
* deve mai 'peui^ar

;

—V 72omo, ^;^«.>;fl;w^o s' invecchiaz ' And after o-

ther pertinent coirversation, he added, ' non deve mai fermar&i
* /' nomu in una sola cosa, perche alLura divien matto^—bisogna

* aver mille cose, una cunfusione 7iella tehta. ' Goethe observes

that the worthy captain could not perceive that it was precisely

on account of the confusion of old and new objects which were

working in his head, that he was so thoughtful and silent. Af-

ter several apologies, he next asked permission to put a few

questions to Goethe relative to the Protestant religion, because,

as he said, ' I have heard such strange accounts ofyou Protest-

* ants, that I should like much to know the truth. For exam-
' pie, I understand that your priests give you permission to live

* with a favourite lass, without being married to her. ^ Goethe
answered— ' Our priests are prudent people, who do not often in-

* quire into these trifles, although I believe they would not grant
* us an express permission to amuse ourselves in that way. '—
* Then, with respect to confession, ' said he, ' how do you ma-
* nage ? We are told that all men feel the necessity of this sa-

* crament, even tliough they are not Catholics ; but, as their

* infatuation does not allow them to take the right way, they
* confess their sins to an old hollow tree. This practice is cer-

' tainly wicked and fooHsh ; yet it shows that they recognise the
* utility of confession. ' Goethe explained the mode of confes-

sion amongst the Lutherans. Our Captain allowed that it

was very convenient ; but that it had about as much sacra-

mental virtue in it as if it were made in fact to an hollow-

tree. The Captain now put on a very serious look. There
was one point more upon which he hoped that Goethe would

satisfy him. * One of our priests, who is a man of great ve-

* racity, assures me that you are allowed to marry your owa
* sisters. * After receiving such answers from Goeihe as gave

him a rational idea of Protestantism, he ventured on another

interrogation. * We are told, ' he said, * that your Frederick
* the Great, whom every body in your part of the world coi>
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* sidcrs as a heretic, is in fact a real Cnf/tol/'cy and lliat he lins a
* dispcnsalian from the .Pupc to keep his religion a secret. He
* never enters any one of your heretical churches; but has a
* chapel under jTiound, where he hears mass every day with
* a broken heart, because he must not venture to profess our
* holy religion in pul)lic ; for, if he did, the Prussians are sucli

' a savage race, and such furious heretics, that they would kill

* him on the spot. For this reason, his Holiness has given him
* leave to keep his faith in secret, but upon condition, that he
* shall do his utmost to protect and extend the only true religi-

* on. ' Goethe did not cootrailict this circumstantial account
of Frederick's piety ; but he answered, that as it was a great se-

cret, no one could say much about it. The Ciptaiu and Goethe
parted at Perugia;—and then our author * again felt the bliss of
* being alone.

'

He next made a pedestrian excursion to Assissi, 'whilst his

Vetturino proceeded to Foligno. He * would not even enter
' the immense Cathedral ' in which the seraphic father is en-
tombed, but * turned'uway from it with aversion. ' The object;

of his pilgrimage was an ancient temple of Minerva, now con-
verted into a church, and of which he had seen the design ia

his Palladio. Goethe was rapt in ecstacy at the sight of thi*

monument, and discovered innumerable mysterious merits and
beauties in the architecture of the temple, which the architect

certainly never dreamt of; but his musings received a most un-
seasonable interruption from four or five sturdy fellows who sur-

rounded him, and began to make him give an account of him-
self. They suspected, or pretended to suspect, that he wag
a smuggler. Goethe assured them that he was an architect,

—

and with some diiliculty contrived to get out of their clutches.

One of these ruffians, however, followed him, and succeedcil

in extorting some money, for which he testified his gratitiuie,

by promising to pray for Goethe's welfare at the tomb of iSt

Francis.— ' tSo we parted, and I felt happy to be left alone to

myself and nature.

'

Goethe remarks, like every other traveller in Italy, the un-
common ignorance ot all the arts of social life which prevails

there. The ' carriage oT the vetturino is nothing more thai\

* the ancient lectica ; a pair of wheels has been substituted for

* the hindmost mule,—and so they jog on from century to cen-
* tury. ' At Folignac, the poetical idea, ' that men originally

* lived in the open air, and occasionally retired to caverns tor

* shelter, seemed to he realized. With incredible negligence,

* they neglect to prepare themselves for the winter season, aud
G2
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* thus they live like dogs during great part of the year. ' At
this period of his journey, Goethe was discomposed by cold and
starvation, and the impositions of the innkeepers and the veltu-

rini— ' yet I shall not complain, if they do but roll me on ta
* Rome, even though it be on Ixion's wheel.

'

We shall allow him to pursue his way through Terni,
Citta Cpstiliana, and rejoin him at the goal which he v/as so

anxious to reach. Goethe says, that his desire to visit I-

taly, had ' increased to a kind of sickness. ' It was a new
kind of maladie du pays. He * could not bear to open a
* Latin boc k, ' or to ' look at an Italian drawing. ' But all

his wishes were now satisfied, when he arrived at the an-
cient capital of the world.—He expected, indeed, that Allhallows

would be celebrated with peculiar solemnity ; and in this he was
disappointed. All- Souls day, however, was kept with greater

ceremony. The Pope c fficiated in the chapel of the Quirinal

palace ; and our author attended the service in company with

Tischbien, a celebrated German painter. * The festival of All-

* Souls is also a festival for all the artists of Rome, '—at least

for those who abound more in talent than in money ; for on
that day the palace and the chapel are open to all comers, and
* they may view every room, and the contents of every room,'
without paying the usual tribute to the attendants.

In the chapel, Goethe met with what he calls an * amusing
* adventure. ' Eveiy body is acquainted with the custom on the

Continent, which enables kings and princes to rid themselves

of the troubles of greatness, by travelling * incognito, ' as it

is ingeniously termed. At the same time, it would be a sad

mortification to the complacent masquer, if he were to be effec-

tually encumbered by his disguise, and if he was not assured

that every body is well aware that Cojuit FiAkcnstein is a much
greater gentleman than he seems to be. The travelling cloak is

always carefully put on in such a way as to allow the stars and
decorations to be seen beneath it. The Coiwi amuses liimself

with the hustle of the innkeeper, and the suppressed curiosity

of the chambermaids and scullions, who strive to gain a glance

at the guest v/hen the door of his room is opened : And now
and then he will come to the window by chance, wholly un-
conscious of the crowd that is gathering before it. Such are

the pastimes of those who lead the subject world : And for

the same reasons, our author, who was fearful lest his cele-

brity should awe the beholders, and deprive him of the plea-

sures of free and equal intercourse, appeared in what he calls

* a half incognito, ' v.'hich certainly answered the purposes

he had in view, and disguised lam full as much as he
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vished. We must return to the * adventure* which Goethe
considers as so * aniusing. '—

' I remarked, that several Ger-
* man artists came up to Tisclibien, and spoke to him with an
* air of ac<]uaintance, while they kept looking at me. ' Ti-ich-

bien left them to rejoin Goethe; and from him he learnt * the
* excellent joke' that was going forward.— * The report of
* your arrival has already spread itself; ' and the artists there-

fore rationally concluded, that the * unknown stranger ' was
Goethe //; p'opnd persona. Now, one of these artists—a vain

empty fellow, had assured his companions, * that he was in-

* timately acquainted with you;' and 'he maintains,* Ti^^h-
bien proceeded, * that it is not yon who are here present,

* and that the stranger does not hear the slightest re«em-
* blance to you. So far your incognito is preserv d, and we
* shall aftcrvvards l)ave something to tun<^h at.'—Happy Tiscli-

bien, who could be thus amused j and happier Goethe, who,
thirty years afterwards, hath thus furnished his admirers with
* something to laui;h at !

'

* My unusual, and perhaps fanciful, half incognito, ' he pro-

ceeds, produced • advantages which I did not expect. ' * E-
* very one is bound to apjjcar ignorant of my real name, and
* therefore no one dares to talk to me about myself. ' This
fertile theme of me and myself being excluded, ' the people have
* no alternative except to sf)eak about themselves, or about such
* subjects as are interesting to them ; and therefore I learn cir-

* cumstantially what it is the world is busied about; 1 hear
* what is going forward, and whatever is worthy of notice.

*

There is a simple honesty in this f^ssage, which is worthy of
attention, as it gives an accurate idea of the nature of Goethe's

conversation, when he is not * half incognito, ' and when those

who are around him are not ' bound ' to appear in ignorance of
him, and when they dare to talk to ' him about himself. ' For his

own sake, as well as that of his friends, we have to regret that

be did not enjoy the * aiivantages ' arising from his half incognito

when he returned to Frankfort on the Maine. In Iialy, how-
ever, he maintained his * half incognito ' strictly. * I have my
* way, and I escape the insufferable inconvenience of giving aa
* account o( myself and my works. ' He was sometimes, how-
ever, compelled to put off his disguise, and tp allow himseli to

be treated with the honours which were due to the author of
Werthcr. He paid his respects to Prince Lichten^ftcin, and
dined with him once or twice— ' I soon found that my com-
* pliance would lead me further.' His forebodings were ve-

rified—his compliance * had important consequences. At the
* Prince's house they had often talked to me about the Abbate

J
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* Monti, and his tragedy, which was shortly to be brought on
* the stage. ' They gave our author to understand also, that the

Abbate wished greatly to read ' Aristodenio ' to him, in order

to obtain his opinion on the piece. Goethe was willing to be
excused; but ' he did not absolutely decline ' the treat. So one
day he met the Abbate, and several of his friends at the Prince's

house, and the piece was read. * The hero is, as is well

* known, a King of Sparta, who is urged to self-destruction by
* his conscientious scruples. ' Our readers will already begin to

anticipate, that the Abbate, a man of extensive reading, might
po oibly have gained a sight of ' gli afFani del Giovane Verter,

*

translated from the French translation ; or, mayhap, of the

French translation itself. This was actually the case. * They
* gave me to understand, in the handsomest manner, that it was
* hoped that the author of Werther would not be offended on
* finding that several passages of his excellent •work had been
* imitated in this tragedy. ' And so, ' exclaims the excellent

author, ' I could not escape the offended manes of the un-
* fortunate youth (young Jerusalem), even within the walls of
* Sparta.'

The tragedy * displayed much talent ;
* but Goethe appeare

to have been rather sparing of his applause. The Abbate and
his friends were tolerably contented ; but, with Southron im-
petuosity, they wished for something more ; in particular, they

wished him ' to prognosticate the effect which the tragedy
* would have on the audience.' Goethe declined giving a de-

finite answer to this difiicult question ; but hinted, that he
Jeared ' that suicide was quite out of the circle of Italian Ideas.'

* On the whole, ' he concludes, * I had every reason to be sa-

* tisfied with my compliance on this occasion. ' Such accom-
modating * compliance,' however, was only to be reserved for

Prince Lichtenstein and his circle.— ' For, on the other hand,
* ''^y ^'<^^^^ temper complttehjforsook ne^ when the daughter of the
* Pretender also expressed a wish to see the strange marmot—
* (das fremde Marmelthier). ' * This I absolutely rejused,' says

our modest author j
* and I resolutely dived again beneath the

* swface. ' Goethe, ever dignified and consistent, knew when
to renew his * incognito ; '— it was not to be expected, that the
* strange viarmot' would come out of his box, and dance to

please the ladies. It is really difficult sufficiently to admire the

philobcphical resolution which enabled Goethe to leave the young
princetJS in all the tortures, of unsatis^fied curiosity, whilst he

sternly eluded her embraces, by ' diving beneath the surface^

of the transparent waves wiiicli dis^:lu}ed his graceful form ta

such unspeakable advantage.
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* iric cavis velox applauso corpore palmis,

Desilit in latices : Alteriiaque brachia diiccns

In liquidis translucet aquis : ut eburnea si quis

Signa tegat claro, vel Candida lilia vitro.

'

The happy siicccas of the Abbate Monti encouragrc] others.
* Many attempts were made to draw me out of my obscurity,
* by poets who wished to read their works to me ;

' but C»oeilie

was resolved * not to belong to any party ; ' the endeavours did

rot ' seduce liini ; ' and he remained '•tcady to his purpo.-e.

He had no objection, however, to read to ethers, thoujjh he
would not hear readings: and accordingly we find, that ei-

ther as M, Goethe, or as the mysterious unknown, for it docs

not appear in which character he then fiiiured, he occTsionnlly

gratified the young German artists with a reading of his Iphi-

genia. These ' yoimg men ' expected a ' BerlichingiHU trage-
* dy;' and were rather disappointed by the c;ihn elegance of

Iphigenia. * But, f(jr all that, ' as Goethe records, ' ih^ puie
* and nohlc passages of the play did not fail to produce a pro-
* per effect !

'

Iphigenia was finished durmg this journey— * Herewith yoa
* will receive my child of pani—for Iphigenia de-^erv^s this

* name in more than one sense of the word. ' It is thus he ex-

presses himself, when he sends a * fair transcript' of the drama
to the friend to whom his letters are addressed. The throes

which he experienced when his brain was delivered of the
* child of pain, ' were of less importance than the inconve-

riences which he naturally experienced whilst he was in a fami-

ly way—he had * mal au c{eur ;'' he could not enjoy himself
j

he could not travel comfortably ; it appears, also, that he was a

great deal too modest to reveal the cause of his qualmishness

—

* You often complain, ' he says, * of obscure passages in my
* letters, which allude to an oppression of spirits nnder which
* I labour:' And this oppression was * occasioned by Iphi-

* genia.

'

Our author favours his readers with a detail of the progress

of this drama, v-hich, as usual, when his compositions are on the

carpet, leaves nothing to be wished for. This detail is amusing-

ly enriched with similes and parables, and comparisons, m the

true Goethian style ; such, for instance, as the following. ' I

* recollected that excellent friend of ours, who had long been
* putting himself in readiness for such a distant journey, that it

* might have been termed a voyage of discovery. After lie had
* studied and economized during several years, he at last also

* managed to carry off a young lady belonging to a distingui^h-

4 fid faiuily, because he thought that one trouble miglit as well
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* serve for all. * The adaptation of this story to his own situation

is peculiarly happy. Though he did not ' carry off a young
* lady, ' yet he thinks he was full as adventurous as his * valiant

* friend ; ' for ' with eqiial audacity I determined to take Iphi-
* genia with me to Carlsbad !

'

Goethe then shortly notices the places where he occupied

himself * with his Grecian companion. ' The towns and terri-

tories enumerated in this poetical itinerary, will thus be enabled,

in all future ages, to assert their rights to a proportional part of

the glory resulting from the composition of Iphigenia, in the

most satisfactory manner.— ' The Brenner, * * where I took Iphi-
* genia out of the great bundle

^
' and, viirabilc dictn, ^ poked her

' in my pocket '—the banks of the Lake of Garda, * where I
* was as solitary as my heroine on the shores of Tauris, * and
where * I penned the first lines of the drama in its improved
* shape '—Verona—Vicenza—Padua—Venice—Rome;—there

is not one which will be defrauded of its dividend, however
small—happier than die seven cities of Greece, both in the cer-

tainty and worth of their claims !—for what is the credit of hav*

ing given birth to a poet, compared to that of inspiring his iin-

mortal verse

!

The accounts which he gives of the antiquities and buildings,

and works of art of ancient and modern Rome, are accompanied
with ooservations vvhich are sometimes distinguished by good
taste—and sometimes in his usual style.

* On the second of February, we heard high mass in the
* Sistine chapel. ' I found myself much out of humour, and
soon quitted it; he was urged to do so by the following melan-

choly reflections. * These are the tapers which, during three
* hundred years, have tarnished these admirable paintings.

* And this is the incense whose hohj impudence not only clouds
* the unique sun of art, but even obscures it from year to year,
* and will at last cause it to set in darkness. '—This, it must be

admitted, is sufficiently melancholy ; but we can fortunately re-

lieve (airselves by the merriest little slory^ * das lustigete ges-
* chichtchen, ' which immediately follows. Our author purchas-

ed a colossal head of Jupiter; ' it stands opposite mj bed, so
* that I pay my devotions to it every morning ;

' but, notwith-

standing its dignity, it has occasioned the merry little story which
•we are about to repeat after Goethe, who is amazingly merry
•when he tells it ; and, we must confess, with some reason. His
landlady went into his room one morning to make his bed ;

* but all at once the door opened, and called out to him to

* come and see the miracle. ' It seems that the old woman ima-

gined that the bust represented a real holy being; and when
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Goctlic inquired into the cause of her astonishment, she answer-

ed, that * her cat was worshippini; it ! She knew that her puss
« had as much sense as a Christian ;

'—
' hiit this was rtally a mi-

* racle. I hurried in, and thesic;ht was vtaiiy Liranf^eeiiouj^h

—

* The cat had jumped on the table, and rested her paws «!ii the
* breast of the god ; she was just able, by stretching hcrsoitout,
« to reach his holy beard, which she kept licking with the
* greatest nicety, without allowing herself to be disturbed either

* by the exclamations of my landlady, or by my approach. '

—

Goethe left the good woman in her astonishment, though he
conjectured, with considerable sagacity, that this singular piece

of feline devotion had as little real devotion as his own morning
devotion ; and that * some of the grease of the mould had at-

* tached itself to the beard of the bust, which puss (by the a-
* cuteness of her sense of smelling) had discovered, and was
* hcking off. ' Thus ends the merriest little story imaginable.

A statue of Minerva, in the Gustiniani palace, had ' his en-
* tire veneration. ' Winkelman scarcely notices it. * I scarce
* think myself worthy of describing it. ' The wife of the Cus-

tode of the palace told Goethe, that ' this statue was formerly
* a saint, and that the Inglesi, who are of that religion, pay
' their worship to it, by kissing its hand, which is, in fact, quite
* white ' from English kisses. The wife of the Custocie told

him further, how an English lady had been there lately, who
had fallen on her knees before the statue, and said her prayers

to it ; and Goethe is good enough to believe, that the Custode's

wife believed the stories which she told hiui.

Goethe's residence at Rome, received a lasting memorial

from his friend Tischbien, by whom his picture was painted ;

he describes the portrait con amove. ' The sketch is finish-

* ed ; the canvas is already prepared. I am to be repre^cnt-

* ed as large as life, dressed like a traveller, wrapped up in

* a white travelling cloak, sitting in the open air, on a pro-
* strated obelisk, and contemplating the ruins of the Campag-
* na di Roma. It will make a fine picture, ' Sec. Of this

there can be no doubt. Yet, although the pencil of Tisch-

bien might strive with nature, he could not represent the au-

thor's Mind: Could he have done so, the picture
' would then surpass

All that was ever writ in brass ;

But, since he cannot— Reader, look

Not on his picture, but his book '

—

—in which book, we can answer for it, that the reader will al-

ways see him as large as life, and as natural a^j life, and with-

out a bit of incognito about hmi.
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Art. V. Interesting Facts relating to the Fall and Death of
Joachim Muraf, King of Naples—the Capitulation ofParis in

1815—and the second Restoration (if the Bourbons—Original
Lettersfrom King Joachim to the Author^ and of his Persecu-

tion hij the French Government. Second Edition. By Fran-
cis Macirone, late Aide-de-Camp to King Joachim, Knight
of the Order of the Two Sicilies, &c. pp. 136. London.
Itidgway, 1817.

"Oefore proceeding to give an account of this very interest-
-^-^ ing tract, we wish to call to the reader's recollection the

kind of policy which the Government of Great Britain has,

since the overthrow of Buonaparte, been pursuing in every
corner of Europe, to which its influence extends. Upon a for-

mer occasion, we entered largely into the question of Norway j

but in truth there is no one part of the changes effected by the

Congress of Vienna, in which the same principles have not
been openly acted upon. To consider the Courts, and their

interests and caprices only; to sacrifice the People, and disre-

gard their rights and their wishes—these are the cardinal points

upon which the conduct of the Government seems to have
hinged ; and it becomes every one who desires that the cha-

racter of the nation should be maintained, to express, in the

face of the world, how little the people of England participate

in the feelings of their rulers. Let the universal odium ex-

cited by their measures be confined to themselves ; and kt the

Continent be assured, that if any portion of our countrymen

feel indifferent to the stains which the character of the na-

tion has received, it is only because the facts are not sufficient-

ly known amongst a people naturally averse from discussions of

foreign policy.

As striking specimens of the want of principle which was

evinced by our representatives at Vienna, we might dwell up-

on the arrangements in Germany, especially those which re-

garded Saxony. But we deem it better to confine our atten-

tion to the affairs of Italy, because the English Government

was there more directly engaged, having borne an active part

in the operations that led to the final settlement of the terri-

torial division. We shall begin with Genoa; and shall state

nothing that the official documents do not prove.

In the year 1813, w hen the prodigious reverses which the French

armies experienced in the north of Europe had shaken the power

of Buonaparte through every part of Italy, the well-grounded ex-

pectation was formed by our Government, that the cooperatioa
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of the people might succeed, if aided by our forces, in fiually

throwinjT oil" his yoke. Itifcirmation to this effect had b.eu receiv-

ed more particularly respectinfi^ the Genoese. Lord Wiiliaui lien-

tinck was our Commander in Chief in the Mediterranean, and to

him instructions were despatched, bearinj^ date December 28ih,

that * if any circumstances should occur to enctmrage tije in-

* habitants of Genoa to rise against the Government of France,
* he should lose no time in giving every possible assibtance. '

—

lie landed, accordingly, at Leghorn, and issued a proclama-

tion on the l^th March JSli, addressed to al! the Iiaiinnv., and
inviting them to rise against their French masters. The prin-

ciples upon which he made this appeal, were di.^-tinclly stated

by a reference to the conduct of England towards Portugal,

Spain, and Sicily, where she had restored, or aided the people

in restoring the ancient government. Liberty is inserted in

every paragraph j not merely freedom from foreign yoke,

but * civil lihcrtij. ' Nay, it is promised to Italy. After stat-

ing, that Spain, by the assistance of England, had ' secured
* her independence, and reestablished her civil liberty ; that Si-

* cily, safe under our protection, was passing, through the be-
* neficencc of our Sovereign, from slavery to freedom ; ' and
that Holland would speedily attain the same object; his Lord-
ship adds— ' Warriors of Italy I you are not invited to join us,
* but you are fnvited to vindicate your own rights, and to be
* free. Only call, and we will hasten to your relief; and then
* Italy, by our united efforts, shall become what she was in her
* most prosperous periods, and what Spain now is.

'

There was at this time a French garrison of 6000 men in Ge-
noa; and the works of that place are known to be of a strength

that defied the combined attacks of the British fleets and the

Austrian army, after the discomfeiture of the French in 1799.

The English General marched towards it with 3000 English

trooJDS ; and about 5000 more assembled from all parts of Italy,

most of whom had never heard a shot fired. It may safdy be
asserted, that the place might have mocked an attack frojn an
army ten times as strong; and that, even without assistance trora

the inhabitants, the garrison it sell could have lrium}ihantly defied

a far greater force, if it could only have reckoned upon the neu-

trality of the citizens. But the Genoese did not remam neutral
;

they answered the call which Eogland had made upon them

;

and the garrison was obliged to surrender. With the tril-

ling force which we have just mentioned, Lord William Ben-
tinck entered the city upon the 26th of April, and issued an-

other proclamation as remarkable as tiie iornicr. * Considcr-
* ing, said his Lordship, that the general desire of the Genoese
* nation seems to be, to return to that aiicicut form of goverii-

%
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• went nnder which it enjoyed liberty, prosperity and independ-
• ence J and con^idcrinor likewise, that this desire seems to be con-

.

• formable to the principles recognised by the hit/h Allied Powers,
• of restoring them to all their ancient rights and privileges, I de-
• clare, that v;hen the Genoese State, such as it existed in 1797,
• with such modifications as the general wish, the public good,
• and the spirit of the original constitution of i576 seem to re-
• quire, is reestablished, that a provisional government, consist-

• ing of thirteen individuals, and formed into two colleges, as
• heretofore, shall immediately be appointed, and shall continue
• in office until the 1st of January 1815, when the two colleges
• shall be filled up in the manner required by the Constitution

;

• that the two colleges shall propose to the lesser and greater
• councils all the measures which they shall judge necessary for
• the entire reestablishment of the ancient form of Government.*
l^rd W. Bentinck, with a copy of this proclamation, transmit-

ted to Lord Castiereagh two addresses from the inhabitants, re-

presenting what he calls their ^jmtly stated' unanimous desire to

lie a return to their ancient state, and their prayer for the sup-

port of the Britibh Government. His Lordship, in the same
•kspatch, states ' the necessity, that the provisional Government
• should be entirely Genoese—that it should be conformable to
• the wishes of the people, so as to receive their support, and
• thus tc render unnecessary the interference of a British autho-
• rity, or the presence of a British force. ' He adds, * The
• Genoese universally desire the restoration of their ancient re-

• publick— they dread, above all other arrangements, their an-
• nexation to Piedmont, to the inhabitants of which there has
• always existed a particular aversion. ' The reason for stating

this to his Gv'vernment may be found in a previous despatch,

irhich only in!?tructed him to take possession of Genoa on behalf

©f the King of Sardinia, < provided it were clearly with the en-
• tire concurrence of the Genoese.' From what followed, we
liave a right to infer, that the British Ministers wished Lord
W. Bentinck to seize Genoa for Sardinia at all events,—not to

trouble himself with any nice inquiries as to the * concurrence
• of the Genoese; '—and that they intended to avail themselves

rf th's proviso, in their despatch for their own justification, at

J)is expense, either if he should fail in his attempt against the

•wishes of the people, or if blame should be thrown upon them
in consequence of its succeeding. The honest and truly English

spirit of Lord W. Bentinck appears to have defeated this mi-

serable contrivance ; and the IJlame now rests where it is due.

In the course of the ensuing summer, the Genoese made va-

rioiis most urgent applications to our Government, and to the

iliiiisters assembled at Vieima in a council general of partition
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and spoliation. The Minister plenipotentiary of the Genoese
Government at Paris stated, in a fornial memorial, their earnest

desire to return to independence, and ' their invincible repug-
* nance to a foreiiin domination ;

' their reliance on the as-

surances of the British commander, and their expectations of
support from our Government. The Genoese Envoy to the

Congress made the most solemn and formal protest apjainst any
resolution inimical to their independence. In the mean whil^
our Ministers neither notified to Lord W. Bentinck any opi-

nion that he had, in his proclamations and subsequent proceed-

ings, gone beyond his instructions, nor disavowed those tran.s-

?ictions by any declaration, or any kind of notice whatever to the

Genoese. They seem, indeed, not to have made up their minds
one way or another ; but to have intended, that should they have
no occasion to use Genoa in the course of the truck and barter

they were carrying on in popular rights and national independ-

ence, then they might avail themselves of what had been done
by their agent ; but in case they wanted Genoa to fling into the

scales, then they could tacitly disavow their agent, and disre-

gard or annul all his proceedings. It was not till December, that

the final resolution of the Congress was taken, and annoujiced to

the Genoese by the proper officer, the Lord Vi«;count Castle-

reagh, who directed the British commander, Sir John Dalrym-
pie, (not Lord W. Bentinck, as may well be supposed), * to deliver
* over Genoa to the King of isardinia, or to such persons as his
* Sardinian Majesty should appoint to take charge thereof,
' continuing himself to act with the troops under his command,
* as an auxiliary corps, at the disposal of his Sardinian Majesty,
* until further orders.' We know not precisely how long the

English army was employed on this truly humiliating service;

but they continued there during six months at the least.

That the reader may be enabled to figure the sensations ex-
cited by this ab(;minable transaction, in the breasts of tlje Ge-
noese, we pray him to make their case his own, by reflecting

what would be the feelings of the natives of an English county,
if, after exerting itself to shake off a foreign yoke, compara-
tively light, at least in their estimation, they were suddenly
transferred to the dominiciU of France at the time when na-
tional hatred rose the highest between the two countries, and
when the system and the persons of the French rulers were the
most odious. Between Piedmont and Genoa there has always
existed this feeling of natural antipathy; and it never was strong-

er than at the moment of the surrender. But what have been
the fruits of this crime } The commerce of Genoa is cramped,
to favour Piedmont ; and it is more interrupted wit!i England
than with any other state. The English in Piedmout enjoy no

k.
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commercial advantages ; nay, they can neither write nor receive

letters in safety from their own country ; because tyrants know^
by a kind of instinct, that such transactions as we have been
contem^ilating, are the works of the Court, and are abhorred
by the people of this free country. All the restrictions laid up-
on the Genoese trade, are as contrary to the plain interest as to

the feelings of the Genoese ; and they are compelled by their

new masters to submit, for the supposed benefit of their old ri-

,vals and enemies the Piedmontese. All over the Sardinian do-

minions priestcraft and monkery are revived ; convents, recent-

ly filled with industrious manufacturers, are restored to the te-

nancy of their ancient drones ; torture is everywhere reesta-

blished ; and only so much of the great improvements introdu-

ced by the French are retained, as relates to the levying of con-

tributions and of troops. Of this system England is held up as

the patron ; and she suffers at least in her trade, if she does

not in her character, by the crimes of her rulers. Upon this

subject, however, it is impossible to resist the temptation of bor-

rowing the words of Mr Brougham, who, in his late eloquent

Speech, has so powerfully exposed the consequences of this po-

licy, both as it regards Genoa and Ragusa, where it was pur-

sued to an equal extent.

* I would now call the attention of the noble Lord in the blue

ribbon (Lord Castlereagh) to some things which, though within his

department, it is very possible he may not be aware of; because it

is quite possible, that those military gentlemen whom he has planted

as ministers and consuls in different places, how skilled soever in their

own profession, may have failed to make any reports upon commer-
cial arrangements, as things very much out of their line, if not below

their notice. Does the noble Lord now hear, for the first time, and,

if he does, I am sure it should make a deep impression on his mind,

that punishment has so swiftly followed guilt ? Does he for the first

time hear, that the fruits have already been gathered of the two

worst acts in that system of wicked policy, of which the noble Lord
is the advocate in this House, as he was the adviser elsewhere—that

'the very persons, in whose behalf those deeds were done, have even

now set themselves in direct hostility to the interests of this country?

If he has not before heard this, it may prove a useful lesson to him,

and, I trust, it will not be thrown away upon pubhc men generally,

if I make known how those very individuals, for whose sake the no-

ble Lord sacrificed the honour of his country, and abandoned its

soundest policy towards foreign states ; those with whom, after pull-

ing down the usurper, he plunged into the deepest of all the public

crimes that stained his course, and gave the ground for resisting

him—that they now execrate or contemn the man who made him-

self the accomplice of their inGxmous projects ? I suspect the noble

Lord's conscience already whispers to what I allude. I guess he is
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aware that I am going to name Ragusa and Genoa—Ragusa and
Genoa ! where the name of England received a stain, that all the

victories of Lord Wellington cannot wipe away, nor the services of

the longest life of the greatest minister that ever lived could atone

for. I will speak of Ragusa first; it is the smaller state, and, for

that reason, I dwell upon it the most ; because, if there be such a

thing as political morality and political justice—if those words have
any sense—they can only mean, that the rights and the liberties of

the weaker states are to be protected by the more powerful ; because,

in the nature of things, public crime, the offence of one nation a-

gainst another, must always consist of the strong trampling down the

feeble. Therefore, if tlie spot in question were San Marino instead

of Ragusa, I should the rather cite the example, and deem the op-

pression of that smaller community a still more flagrant outrage up-

on justice—a baser dereliction of public principle. Ragusa had
flourished for centuries under the protection of the Ottoman Porte,

and nominally, at least, under its dominion. The Porte was the

ally of England. Often had we blazoned Buonaparte's attack uporj

Egypt as among the worst of his atrocities, because France was in

amity with the Turk, and there could be no motive for the enter-

prise but the love of gain, or the lust of power. Nay, his sending

Sebastiani to Egypt after the peace of Amiens, was one of the

principal grounds alleged by us for so suddenly renewing the war.

Then I demand, were ive at war with the Ottoman Porte during the

black transactions of Vienna ? Were we not in friendship and alli-

ance with it ? Did we once consult it about the cession of Ra»
gusa to Austria I What is more important, did wo ever consult the

Ragusans upon that cession ? Have we not, without the least re-

gard to the rights of a U-i:ie peoj)le, parcelled out their country at

our own discretion; and, from the liberty they were enjoying, and the

independence they were proud of, delivered them over to what they

deemed subjugation and tyranny ? Had they, the Ragusans, the

people of Ragusa, the smallest share in the deliberations of the fa-

mous congress ?
' They had no minister there—they had made no

communication to the assembled negotiators—they had received

none from thence. Their existence was hardly known, except b7
the gallant example they had set of shaking off, without any aid,

the hated empire cf France. And how did we requite them for

this noble effort—nay, this brilliant service in what we cantingly

termed " the common cause of nations ? " We, who had sounded

to the uttermost corners of the earth the alarum of Buonaparte's

ambition—we, who could never be satiated with invective against

his despotism and injustice—we, who, in the name of Freedom and
Independence, had called on the people of the whole globe, and on
the Ragusans aaiong the re t, and they at least had answered the

summons, to rise up against him and overtiirow his usurped domi-
nion—we requited them by handing them over, in tlie way f^f bar-

ter, as slaves to a power of which they detested the yoke !—But let

the Doble lord, and let Uiis Houie, and let the world mark the !©•
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tribution which has followed this flagitious act. Austria, extending

her commercial regulations to all her new acquisitions, has abso-

lutely shut our trade out of that very Ragusa, which we had be-

trayed into her hands ; and thus has the noble lord received his pu-

nishment upon the spot on which he had so shamefully sacrificed

the honour of his country !

* Sir, if any page in the history of the late congress be blacker

than another, it is that which records the deeds of the noble lord a-

gainst Genoa. When I approach this subject, and reflect on the

powerful oratory, the force of argument as well as of language^

backed by the high authority of virtue, a sanction ever deeply felt

in this House, once displayed in the cause of that ill-fated republic,

by tongues now silent, but which used to be ever eloquent where
public justice was to be asserted, or useful truth fearlessly inculcat-

ed, I feel hardly capable of going on. My lasting sorrow for the

loss we have sustained is made deeper by the regret, that those la-

mented friends * live not to witness the punishment of that foul

conduct which they solemnly denounced. The petty tyrant, to

whom the noble lord delivered over that ancient and gallant peo-

ple, almost as soon as they had at his call joined the standard of

national independence, has since subjected them to the most rigor-

ous provisions of his absurd code ; a code directed especially against

the commerce of this country, and actually less unfavourable to

France.
* Thus, then, it appears, that, after all, in public as well as in

private, in state affairs as in the concerns of the most humble indi-

viduals, the old maxim cannot safely be forgotten, that " honesty
*' is the best pollcv. " In vain did the noble lord flatter himself^

that his subserviency to the unrighteous system of the Congress

would secure him the adherence of the Courts whom he made his

idols. If he had abandoned that false, foreign system—if he had
acted upon the principles of the nation whom he represented, and
stood forward as the advocate of the rights of the people—the peo-

ple would have been grateful. He preferred the interests and the

wishes of the Courts ; and by the Courts he is treated with their

wonted neglect. To his crimes againsr the people all over Europe
—to his invariable surrender of their ca^ e—to his steady refusal of

the protection which they had a right to expect, and which they

did expect from the manly and generous character of England—it

is owing, that if, at this moment, you traverse the Continent in any
direction whatever, you may trace the noble lord's career in the

curses of the nations whom he has betrayed, and the mockery of

the Courts who have inveigled him to be their dupe. It is in vain

we attempt to deceive ourselves. No truth can be more evident

than this, that if, instead of patronizing abuse, tyranny, and plun-

der, we had exhibited a noble, gallant, English spirit in behalf of

* Messrs Whitbread and Horner, in the debate upon Mr Lamb*
ton's motion.
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popular rl;^hts and national independence—if, instead of cMming
in with and aping their narrow, wretched principles, we hnd done
our utmost to enlighten the policy of foreign Courts—we hould.

have had to treat with a number of constitutional governments,

directed by sound views of policy, and disposed to adopt arrange-

ments generally beneficial, instead of the capricious and r.piteful re-

gulations, which now annoy us in every quarter. ' p. 6^—70.

We now Ci)me to the immediate subject of Mr Macirone'a

pamphlet, which we cannot too much recommend to the read-

er's attention, whether he look for entertainment, or for in-

formation with respect to the views and conduct of the Legi«
TrMATF.S.

Mr Macirone prefaces his work by a short account of him-
self,—very naturally drawn from him by (he circnm^tance of his

having, in consequence of his name, been imprisoned, and most
harshly treated, by the restored Bourbons, ,(whom adversity

seems not to have taught benevolence) ; although, in f^ct, he is

an English subject, having been born and educated in London^
and the son of an English lady, by a respectable Italian gentle-

man long since settled in this country. The history of the

injustice and fraud by which his family were ruined, is truly-

edifying, as a specimen of those governments which the policy

of the English ministers is restoring and protecting in every

corner of the world. His grandfather, the head of a noble

and wealthy house, had expended large sums, with very lit-

tle return, in a mining concern, of which he held a govern-
ment lease from the Papal Chamber. He had also, at a vast

expense, constructed a magnificent road, which still bears hia

name, for which he was to be reimbursed by his contract. The;

profits of the mine beatan to be great the last years of the term ;

and he made a sealed offer of renewal, upon a considerable ad-
vance of rent. The minister, Bauchieri, had a favourite, toi

whom he wished to give this lucrative lease ; he fabricated a
seal from the impression of that on Macirone's tender ; he
opened it, saw his offer, and made his minion outbid him by a
small sum, which gave the grant in his favoirr. Suspicions

were, however, excited, and the whole affair came before the

>Supreme Tribunal. Bauchieri's secretary came forward and
disclosed the fraud ; the artist .who made the seal was produced,

to confirm this testimony ; and a decree was pronounced in Ma-
cirone's favour, both restoring him to the lease, and awarding his

costs, which were enormous. The Papal government, howeverg

interposed, to prevent the execution of the sentence ; and a re-

newal of the litigation was the consequence. A second decree

was given in his favour, and a second time the influence of t^
toL. xxvin. NO. 5.5, H.
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government rendered it unavailing ; new proceedings took

pl^ce, and, after fifteen years of delay and expense, a third was"

obtained, which the mild and paternal government of Pius VI.

disregarded as completely as the former. Macirone was compel-

led to sell his large estates to pay his expenses; and he soon after

died of a broken heart. His unfortunate family were scatter-

ed abroad ; the daughters retired to a convent ; and of the

sons, one perished in the American war, an officer in the

French service j and the other settled in England as a mer-

chant, the father of the author. Let Englishmen be thankful

that they live undrr a government which dares not act thus to

its subjects ; but kt them, on this account, abstain from sup-

porting such vicious systems abroad, and, above all, let them
feel how inevitably the some evils will grow up in their own
country, if ihey listen to the Court parasites who are perpetually

attempting, by little and little, to deprive them of their rights.

If the pernicious and degrading maxims which have of late been

circulated amongst us gain ground ; if we go on from one en-

croachment upon liberty to another, flattering ourselves that

each step is but a trifle, and that enough remains safe ; if we
permit the miserable apostates from the cause of the Constitu-

tion to cant us out of a regard for it, by attempting to confound

all its friends with the party of revolution and of Napoleon ; or

allow ourselves to be sneered and laughed out of our old Eng-
lish attachment to freedom, by artists of a higher order, who
treat such topics as childish and sentimental j—then we may be

well assured, that such cases as that of Macirone will become
better known here than they now are abroad, where certain

checks to violent outrages upon individual rights are to be found,

which the destruction of our safeguards would not leave behind.

We must add our conviction, that the author is well grounded

in his expectations of a more favourable result to his applications

for redress under the present Roman administration. We have

heard from authentic sources of intelligence, such an account

of the Cardinal Gonsalvi's just and enlightened policy, as leaves

us no doubt what would be the issue of a renewed application

to him upon the part of Mr Macirone's family. But the con-

tinuance of his power depends upon the life of the present pon-

tiff; and with his successor will, in all likelihood, return the

timf s of Pius VI.

Our author having repaired to the country of his ancestors,

to visit his relations, was, by various accidents, detained there

for several years ; and happening to be at Naples when Lord

William Bentinck concluded the arrangement with Murat, bind-

kig the latter to cooperate with the Allies for the liberation of
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Italy, he accepted his offer of a place in his staff, and was en-
gaged near his person during the transactions that followed.

On the 11th of January 1814-, a treaty was concluded, offensive

and defensive, between Austria and Murat, with the sanction

of the Allies. The English minister did not give a written con-
currence to this arrangement ; but it was formally acceded to

by Lord William Bentinck, who gave in a note, stating, that

in case the Neapolitan government should be satisfied with ver-

bal assurances, relying on the word of a British minister, he
was authorized officially to accede to the treaty on the part of
his Government, and to approve of the addition of territory

which it secured to Murat, both in the March of Ancona and
in Romagna. Delicacy towards our ancient ally in Sicily alone

prevented a written stipulation ; and this was distinctly avowed
by the ministers in Parliament, when the subject was afterwards

mentioned.. .5Cf Debates^ November 22dy 1814'. So, in the con-
ferences at Chatillon, the French plenipotentiaries having pro-

posed certain arrangements with respect to Italy, received for

answer, from all the four ministers of the Allies, • that Italy
* then formed no part of the question ; the Coalition having al-

* ready resolved to reestablish the ancient governments of that
* country, except at Naples, where the title of King Joachim
* had been recognised, by virtue of a treaty which Austria had
* concluded, and to "jDliich EyigLnid had acceded. ' Joachim too,

had expressly told the Austrian negotiator, that • he never
* would march beyond his frontier, or engage actively against
* France, until he had made a previous treaty of peace and al-

* liance with England. ' Add to all this, that Lord William
Bentinck concluded a convention with him at the same time,

by which free commercial intercourse was stipulated ; and it was
declared, that the ports of both nations should be open recipro-

cally to each other's flag.

Murat immediately began to fulfil his part of the treaty,- by
advancing with his army to Bologna. He there learnt that

the ratification was impeded by some proposed modifications

;

these, however, being quite unobjectionable, and being accom-
panied with a suggestion that England had proposed them, he in-

stantly agreed to them ; and Lord William Bentinck having soon
after arrived at his head-quarters, declared anew the entire ad*

herence of his Government to the treaty wiih Austria, upon the

condition of immediate and active cooperation upon Murat'a

part ; and communicated to him a despatch from Lord Castle-

reagh, stating distinctly, * that it was only from motives of de-
* licacy towards the King of Sicily that the En^jlish Govern-

J
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« ment was induced to delay for a moment the conclusion of a

* special and particular treaty of alliance with the King of Na-
"

* pies ; the British e^overnment being desirous that a treaty of

« indemnity to the King of Sicily, which could not yet be fram-

« ed, should go hand in hand with the treaty of alliance with

* King Joachim.

'

The cooperation of Murat, by the movement towards the

North, is universally admitted to have rendered the most essen-

tial service to the Allies. Without it, the Austrian command-

ers allowed that the invasion of France could not have been at-

tempted ; and Marshal Bellegarde, in particular, stated, in a

letter to Murat, that it had caused the Viceroy to quit the line

of the Adige^ fall back on the Mincio, surrender Verona, leave

Venice uncovered, and abandon the other strong places in ad-

vance of the Milanese. Had the Neapolitan forces joined those

of the Viceroy, there is no doubt entertained, in any quarter,

that tho Allies must have been arrested in their progress, and

compelled to fall back from the Rhine. Vienna was only co-

vered by a force of 36,000 men, very badly composed ; and the

Viceroy and Murat had nearly 100,000 between them.

The operations of Murat were interrupted for a moment by

some suspicious appearances on the part of the Allies, particu-

larly the orders issued by the King of Sicily, denying that he

had cededj or ever would cede his continental territories—and

the landing of I,ord W. Bentinck between the Neapolitan army

and Naples. All doubts were, however, speedily removed by a

frank declaration on their part, which Sir Robert Wilson made

in his capacity of British Commissioner to the Austrian Italian

army, and specially authorized by Lord W. Bentinck and Mar-

shal Bellegarde to negotiate with Murat. Confidence was thus

restored ; and he cooperated with the utmost zeal as before. His-

quarrel with Buonaparte had arisen from the resolution to de-

throne him, taken by the latter j and his avowed object in joining

the Allies was, to confine that ambitious chief within the bound-

aries of his own proper dominions, not to aid in the further

plans formed by the Allies in the moment of unexpected suc-

cess for the invasion of France, and the dethronement of his

relations. This is the statement given by M. Macirone ; and

we see no ground for doubting it, or for blaming the conduct

which it describes, considering the situation of Murat.

The events which followed in France, and the subsequent

peace, are well known. The attempts afterwards made by the

French minister at the Congress of Vienna, to engage Austria

in designs hostile to Murat, ^whose dominions she had gaaraa-

teed, are stated vaguely in this work. Nor is there any evi-
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dcnce adduced that Austria had been prevailed upon to concur

in such an act of perfidy. Enjfland, however, it is well known,

had, diirinir the peac»', subsidized the Court (»f Sicily while it

was occupied ic measures for expelling the family of Murat

from Naples^ and the excuse offlrcd for a conduct Sf) repugnant

to fjood faith, is sufficiently remarkable. It will b? recollected,

that we had fully acceded to the Austrian guarantee; that our

accession was not reduced to writing from motives of delicacy

merely ; and every one must readily admit, to use the language of

Sir R. Wilson in his declaration already noticed, that the cir-

cumstance of the accession being verbal, made it the more bind-

ing, * because it connected an appeal to honour, with an obli-

* gation on good faith ' We have seen what important services

Murat actually rendered in fulfilment of his part of the treaty

Now, the British Ministers did not attempt to deny, that in

return for those services, and in peiformance of the guarantee

of his States to which they had acceded, they aided witli money
the King of Sicily, who was engaged in recovering from him the

whole kingdom of Naples. But they maintained, that when a
power is at peace with two others who are at war with each o-

ther, it may assist one up to a certain point, without giving the

other cau^e of offence... 5tr DchalcSy Nov. 25, 18 i*. We shall

not stop to settle this point of casuistry : but the conclusive an-
swer, in the present case, is, that we were not merely at peace
with Murat ; we had become parties to a guarantee of the in-

tegrity of his doniinions ; and therefore, to assist with subsidy

an open enemy, who sought to take from him his whole domi-
nions, was a plain breach of that guarantee.

Into the merits of the question which subsequently arose be-

tween him and Austria, we shall not enter. Mr Macirone treatt

our conduct in joining the Austrians, without giving him tlie three

months notice stipulated in Lord W. Bentinck's convention, as

another violation of treaty. The terms of that convention were^
* that in case it were not ratified, this notice should be reciprocal-
* ly given previous to the commission of any act of hostility. '—
Possibly, however, there may be some ground for defending the

cooperation now questioned, in as if*uch as it took place in a state

of things not coniemplated in the stipulation referred to. The
stipulation provided merely for a non-ratification of the conven-
tion ; but the cooperation arose out of Murat's attack upon Aus-
tria; and, ii should turslier be remembered, that the convention
was negociated about the same time with the Austrian guarantee,^

and may fairly be reckoned a part of the arrangement. It de-
serves, however, to be added, that at the same moment at

which Murat attacked Austria, the English Government had
come to a dcterniiaatiou to conclude an alliance with him, Bx>»

1
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naparte having then placed himself at the head of the French
Government, and renewed the alarms so long prevalent all over,,

Europe.
The most interesting part of the tract before us consists of

the adventures of Murat, after his ill-advised operations in the

north of Italy had failed, and he had been obliged to save him-
self by a precipitate retreat upon Naples with the scanty remains
of his army. There is nothing in ancient war, or the romance
of dark ages, more entertaining than the story of his escape to

France—his concealment at Marseilles—his subsequent flight

to Corsica—and the wild attempt in which he lost his life. We
confess that we feel much less interest in the fortunes of this

man than M. Macirone, who openly and honestly avows both

his esteem for one with whom he had served, and his grati-

tude to him as a benefactor. Regarding him as a mere soldier

of the French school—a man brought up in the contempt alike

of death and of civil duties—whose only merit was great courage,

accompanied with the virtues of frankness and generosity, which
a thoughtless spirit stamps upon characters otherwise sufficient-

ly dark—one in short of that class of military adventurers, who
have retarded the improvement of mankind, and inflicted upon
their own generation incalculable evils,— it is impossible for us to

feel any portion of the warmth towards his person, or the re-

gret for his fate, which in M. Macirone may be both natural

and becoming. But every one must be interested with the story

of his adventures ; which are here related with a great air of

truth and authority. The following extract will convey to the

reader part of the entertainment we have derived from the per-

usal of this narrative. Murat, by accident, lost the opportunity

of escape from Marseilles in a vessel which he had freighted,

and in which he had embarked his suite and his property, all of

which, in this way, went out to sea without him.
* Fortunately for King Joachim, it occurred to him that it might

be imprudent to return to tlie place of refuge which he had just

quitted : had it been otherwise he would inevitably have perished ;

for at that moment the bloodhounds who pursued him were in the

act of visiting the very spot.

* He bent his steps whither chance directed him ; carefully avoid-

ing the vicinity of the forts, or of any large dwelling, lest the first

house he approached might prove to be the habitation of an ene-

my.—He wandered about the woods and vineyards for several days

and nights, with scarcely any sustenance, and without shelter.—At
length, compelled by weariness and hunger, he determined to en-

ter a farm-house, where he flattered himself he might not be

known.
' He found only an old woman in the house, and informed her

that he was an officer belonging to the garrison of Toulon ; that
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he had been taking a long walk across the country; that he had
iost his way, and Iiad no dinner:—he, tlierefore, begged her to pre-

pare him something to eat. The good fid woman, in the most
courteous manner, and with the greatest cheerfulness, assured him,

that he was a welcome guest, and that he might depend upon be-

ing instantly provided with the best fare her dear master's house

cculd furnish—This mention of her " dear master," not a litde

alarmed the king, who immediately itvquired his name, and if she

expected him soon home ? She sati fied his cuiiosity, adding, that

he was only gone cut for a walk. The good woman, during this

conversation, employed hei self in preparing an omelet ;—but before

she had finished either her cooking or her story, her master re-

turned.
* The king disguised the uneasiness he felt in this gentleman's

company, who, however, very civilly bade him welcome, and seat-

ed himself at the table prepared for the king,— at the same time de-

iiring the old woman to make ready another omelet for himself.

The king, who, as may well be supposed, was extremely hungry,
had begun his meal previous to the declaiation of his host, that he
would join hirru

* No one who had ever beheld the stately figure and affable coun-
tenance of King Joachim, cculd forget him ; and our host, who,
though he had never seen him, had yet seen his portrait in the Mar-
shals' Saloon at the Tlaiillfries, as well as on his own coins of the

grand dutchy of Berg, and the kingdom of Naples—and had also

heard of his being then in the vicinity, as well as of the persecution

to which he had been subjected, soon recognised in his guest the

person of the king ;—when, starting from his seat with every mark
of the most profound respect, with tears in his eyes, he begged the

Icing to pardon the familiarity into which he had been betrayed ;

assuring him, that he would readily risk his life to preserve him, and
that his house, his fortune, and his person, were all at the king's

disposal. At this moment, the old nurse, who was assiduously en-

gaged at the fire, hearing her master's respectful and passionate

address, from which she learnt the rank of the personage for whom
she had been exercising her culinary skill, was seized witli an uni-

versal tremor ; and in throwing herself at the king's feet, overturn-

ed the frying pan and its contents into the fire.

* The king remained concealed in the house of this worthy gen-
tleman for several days, when some circumstance made it necessary

that he should be removed. Another country house was provided,

which was then unoccupied; and a naval ofGcer, whose name I sliall

not mention, was entrusted with the secret. An old woman, whose
fidelity could be depended upon, was left in the house to wait upon
tlie king, while the naval officer, and an associate named ,

were employed in occasionally attending upon his person, in bring-

ing him necessaries and refreshments from the neighbouring town,
and in guarding against any circun^stance which might menace the

liing's safety.
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* In the mean time, King Joachim's enemies by no means relax-
ed in their exertions to take him. The report of his having gold
and jewels to an immense amount about his person, not a little

contributed to increase their activity. The good old woman, who
was employed to wait on the king, was indefatigable in her atten-
tion. She constantly kept watch during the night, while the king
reposed, and would never retire to rest but in the middle of the day,
%vhen there was no danger of surprise ;—his faithful companions ge-
nerally slept in the town to avoid observation.

It would appear, however, that something had led to a suspi-
cion of the king's retreat ; for, at midnight, on the 13th of August,
a party of sixty men, headed by one Mocau, son of the general of
that name, repaired to the villa in which the king was concealed.
The house being placed upon an eminence, it would have been
difficult to approach it in the day without discovery ; but, aided as
this party was, by the darkness of the night, they made quite sure
of taking their victim by surprise, which must inevitably have hap-
pened, if these imprudent assassins had not provided themselves
with a lantern. The old dame, who was most fortunately watch-
ing at a window that looked towards the path which the ruffians

were ascending, was alarmed at the appearance of the light ; and,
immediately awaking the king, who was sleeping in his clothes with
his arms beside him, apprised him of his danger. He instantly co-
%-ered himself with his great coat, seized his poniard and two pair

Oi holster pistols, slipped out at a back-door, and concealed him-
self under the thick foliage of the vines, at about thirty yards dis-

tance from the house. The old woman fastened the door after him,
whilst the gang snrrounded the house. She had the presence of
mind to make some delay in opening the door, under the pretence
of requiring time to dress herself. In a few moments she disposed
of the king's mattress, and set all to rights. This privileged ban-
ditti examined every corner of the house, and a party extended their

search to the garden and vineyards ; in doing which, the king heard
several of them pass vjithin a few paces of him, expressing their wish
that they miglu find him, to enjoy the pleasure of cutting him to

pieces, and dividing his spoils ; but after an unsuccessful search they
left the hoase. The king afterwards informed me that it was his in-

tention, in case he had been discovered, to kill as many of his as-

sassins as he could ; and then, rather than suffer himself to be taken
alive, to discharge his last pistol at his own head. ' p. 71—75.

It is necessary to add, that M. Macirone charges the Mar-
quis de Riviere v.-ith instigating the search for Murat, and set-

ting a price upon his head, during his concealment in or near
iMarseiiles. Murat, in his letter from Ajaccio, asserts, that

this man owed his life tQ him j and the following are the parti-

culars, fts given in a note.

,
' It will be remembered, that the trials of the parlies concerned
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in the plot to nsxasinate the First Consul, took place at Paris, in the

month ot" July lb04. General Moreau was sentenced to two years

imprisonrr-ent ; Gi'orges Cadoudal, M. de Rivitre, and sixteen o-

thers, were condemned to suffer death, with confiscation ot pro-

pert?.
' It is a well-knrwn fact, that M. de Riviere orved the pardon

ivhich was extended to him bif Snpoleon, entirely to the intercession of
King Joachim and his consort. Tlie kin^ himself informed me, that

on a particular occasion, the queen, who had been much attecied at

an interview which s)ie had granted to de Rivirre's wife, passionate-

ly declared to her brother Napoleon, *' that she iwuUl not leave his

" presence until he had granted her supplications in dc Riviere's bc^

" half.
"

* On the 25th of July, Georges and his accomplices were guillo-

tined at the Phice de Grfve ; and the Marquis de Riviere is at this

moment His Most Christian Majesty's ambassador at Constantino-

ple ! !—owing his life to the intercession ot this murdered king and his

tuidow, and the mercj/ o/" Napoleon !
'

Now, the Marcjuis, in order to clear himself from one of the

blackest charges ever brought against a luiinan being, muat ci-

ther show, that he did not cooperate agair.st Murat duriiig his

concealn)ent, or that he did not owe Ins life to him ; for we
cannot allow, tiiat any orders of his government could justify

such a conduct, if the facts stated be true;— he might have re-

signed his functions at jMar&eilles, That he had any duty to

perform, of the nature here set forth, independent of express

commands from 'his court, cannot for a moment be alleged; for

Murat was actually under the protection of the Allies, by an a-

greement which I\I. Mucirone concluded with Prince Metter-

nich } and, in virtue of which, that mmitter gave him full

powers (to which the English ambassador acceded) to offer Mu-
rat an asylum in the Austrian states. Indeed, we cannot con-

ceive it possible, that, under sufh circumstances, any order

could have been sent to M- dc llivicre for the destruction of
Murat.

Another part of Mr Macirone's work, unconnected with Mu-
rat, is of great importance, as throwing much light upo»i the

proceedings of the Allies with regard to France. Tiie author
being in Paris upon the approach of the armies after the battle

of Waterloo, was sent by Fouche tu the Fngliab head-quarters

with propositions; and he has given a very lively account of his

reception, both there and on his passage liirough General Biu-

cher's army.
' I soon arrived at the spot where Prince William and his staff

were tleeping, in a field before a large fire, under some trees. I in-

quired for my friend Baron llochovv. His name was called, and I

immediately had the pleasure of scciag him, Afiey a few urgent

i
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questions, he proposed to introduce me to Prince William, who by
this time had raised himself upon his mattress. The Prince received

me with the j^reatest politeness, and directed that I should be pre-

sented with refreshments. On mv taking leave, he ordered me to be
furnished with an escort to General Baron Bulow. I arrived at this

generaPs quarters at break of day, and was soon after introduced to

him. While I was at breakfast with him, he told me that he wished
me to see Prince Blucher on my way to the Duke of Wellington

;

and added, that he would send his aide-de-camp with me. He then

ordered a servant to call his aide-de-camp, Baron Echardstein, to

whom I was also particularly known.
* On our ariival at Prince Blucher's head-quarters, my compa-

nion, Baron Echardstein, informed him that I was going on a mis-

sion from the French government to the Duke of Wellington : this

did not seem to please the Prince, who immediately retired to rest,

and left me to converse with his chef-cTetat -major. This gentleman,
whose name I believe was Gneisenau, was very indignant on being

informed of the desire of the French to treat with the Duke of Wel-
lington; and he completely lost his temper, on observing the coolness

with which I listened to his indiscreet and authoritative language.

He desired to know the nature of my mission to the Duke. I re-

mained silent. He then exclaimed with the greatest violence and
agitation—' What, nobody but the Duke of Wellington? always
* the Duke of Wellington ? Have they fori^ot that there is a Prince
* Blucher ?—that there is a Prussian army ? They shall feel that
* there is a Prussian army ! They have felt it ! They shall again
* smart under it, ' &c. ' But how comes it, ' added he with the

greatest violence, ' how comes it, that you, who say ycu are an
* Englishman, should dare to remain in Paris, after the return of
* Buonaparte ? * I told him, ' that, like numbers of my country-
* men, I had to consult only my own pleasure in that particular. *

On this he exclaimed, * I am very much surprised, Sir, at what you
* say: were I the Duke of Wellington, I would make an example
« of you all ! ' p. 4-0—42.

To the Duke of Welhngton he delivered Fouche's proposals,

and was present at a loner conference between his Grace and the

Deputies from Paris. The object of all the proposals made by
the French was, to obtain a fulfilment of the solemn decJarar

tion of the Allies, that * they had no intention of forcing the
* Bourbons, or any other Government, upon the French peo-
* pie, having made war on Buonaparte only, and not on the
* nation. ' The Duke's answer to the Deputies was, that * the
* only thing left for the Chambers to do, was to proclaim Louis
* XVni. ' Mr Macirone afterwards urged to the Duke the

justice of at least awaiting the result of the mission to the al-

Jied Sovereigns, before he undertook, by force, to place Louis

^VHL upon the throne. His answer, given in the presence
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of several English oflRccrs of rank, four of whom onr author
names, was as follows— * [ can give no other answer than that
* which you know I have just given to the Deputies. T -il tiie

* Commission of Government, that they hnd better iinmci!iat«;ly

* proclaim the King. I cannot treat till then, nor upon any o-
* ther condition. Tlie King is here at hand ; let them send
* their submission to him. ' M. Macirone returned to Puis,
and found both Davoust and the troops in the utmost ferment,

and threatening to defend the capital to the last extremity ;

—

their force was 100,000 men, 500 pieces of cannon, and '2o,000

cavalry. He represents Carrot, Quinctte and Grcmicr, as re-

solved upon resisting, but at first unable to believe that the Al-
lies could so far depart from their decimations. Fouche and
Caulincourt are described as playing into the hands of the Bour-
bons, Talleyrand, and the Allies. M. Macirone was despatched
again with confidential propositions from Fouche to Lord Wel-
lington ; and received from the latter the following note, in his

own hand, signed also by Sir C. Stuart and Pozzo di Boraro.
' Je pense, que les allies ayant declare le gouvernement do Napo-

* lecn une usurpation et non legitime, toute autorite qui emane de
* lui, doit etre regarde comme nul et d'aucun pouvoir. Ainsi ce
* qui reste a faire aux Chambres et a. la Commission, est, de doimer
* de suite leur demission, et de declarer, qu'ils n'ont pris sur eut
* les responeabilites du gorvernement que pour assurer la tranquil-

* lite publique, et I'integtiie du royaume de S. M. Louis XVIIL

'

p. 50.

To this Talleyrand added the following memorandum.
* Le Roi accordera toute I'ancienne charte, y compris Taboli-

* tion de la confiscation ; de plus, le 7ion rcnonvcllemcnt de la loi

* de Vannce dernitre sur la liberie de la presse—I'appelle immediate
* des colleges electeraux pour la formation dune nouvelle cham-
* bre—I'unite du ministere—I'initiatif reciproque des loix, par mes-
* sage du cote du roi, et par proposition de la part des chambres

—

* I'hetedite de la Chambre des Pairs. ' Talleyrand added, ' rovs

* pouvrz DE NOTKE PART letcr reconnnander la bonne Joi, et la coN-
* flANCE LA PLL'S ILLIMITEE. ' p. 51-

And Lord W^ellington desired him to write all their names
under it; as also to add what follows.

• That I might be sent back to him immediately, with further

» instructions and information. I was to desire Fouche to be very

* explicit and sincere, particularly with him, the Duke of Welling-
* ton ; who, on his part, put the most implicit confidence in him
* (Fouche). The Duke wished to know whether Fouche desired

* support or assistance of any kind, or in any manner ; if he did, he
» should immediately have it. ' p. 52.

We conceive that these documents remove all doubt as to tho

feal history of this celebrated transaction ; and prove beyoud

i
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question, that Fouche and Caulincourt being in league with

Talleyrand and Lord Wellington, the latter were, by their

means, enabled to prevent the capital from defending itself, and

to Jmjiose, by force of arms, a dynasty upon FraiK:e, before

time had been allowed for appealing to the other Allies.

The -Kst of M. Macirone's work contains an account of

what Intoi him-;'If noon his return from Corsica, whither he

bad bt^-^n sent b} Prince Meiternit-h and Sir C. Stuart, with

the ofiVr of an asylum to Miira' Oa his arrival at Marseilles,

he was arrested by M. de Riviere, and grossly revikd by him,

for having been an adherent of Murat, and having obtained

for him the protecti'-n of Austria. He was then, though acting

under the autiiority of passports and credentials exhibited to

the Mar<^uis, a; d admitted by him to be perfectly regular,

thrown into a dungeon, and treated with the greatest harshness.

in this ^tate he was kept for about three weeks, and then sent a

prisoner to Paris, where, after strict examinations, according

to the truiy in<jui!-itorial forms of the French proceedings, he
was fii'a;ly set at liberty.

During those exananations, he was interrogated as to the

circumstances of Berthier's decease ; and having mentioned,

that he had heard of his having been put to death by orders,

be was told, that there was a connexion supposed to have been

ti'aced between that event and the mysterious death of a great

personage at Paris, in October or November 18H. M. Me-
nars, secretary of M. de Gazes, the Minister of Police, in or-

der to obtain from him what he knew, said, that ' a great per-
* sonage had died at Paris., under circumstances ff the greatest

* mystoy^ privacy and suspicion. That his deaths Sfc. had hetn

* ix.itnessed^ and^ at that ti?iie, h-ad been kmmn only to fa^o indi-

* viduals. He added, that the death of this personage,
* AND THE MURDER OF BERTHIER, WERE 3IOST PARTICULARLY
* COXyLCTED, AXD THAT ONE WAS THE CONSEQUENCE OF THE
' OTHER. ' M. Macirone answered, that all he knew of Ber-

thier's death was, the fact of its not having been accidental

;

but he adds, in a note, the following very extraordinary parti-

culars, respecting the other death mentioned by M. Menars,

having learnt them since his examination. We do not pretend

to be in possession of the key of the mystery—and must add,

that the story does not strike us as being over and above credible.

* Ab'HU the month of October or November ISH, a reputable mid-

wife was accosted in the streets of Paris, near the church of St Sulpice,

by two strangers, who, it would seem, were acquainted with her pro-

fession, as they invited her to accompany them to the house of a per-

son who was in need of her assistance. As the present case frequently

occurs at Paris, aad was by uo means new to the midwife, she coa-
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sented, ^ithont oppo^tion, to be blinlfnlded, and in that state to be
conveyed in ;i coach with the two strangeis. They C'l versed with
her as the coach drove on, she knew not whither ; but the motion
and the sound enabled her to perceive that it made freqnent turn-

ings, and that at length it rolled tfuoiitr?' a gateway, and into a spa-

cious court, where it stopped at die foot of a staircase, under a ves-

tibule. She was now led out of the coach, and after having unco-

vered her eyes, the two strangers conducted her into a low roont

{cntresnl) where shf beheld extended npon a bed, snd apparently at

ihe point cf dissolution, a man who gave no other signs of life than
those of a short and difficult respiration, mterrupted by faint, but
frequent hiccups. His face was pnle and bl 'ated— his lips swolri

and black—on a chair near the bed was thrown an embroidered coat

or uniform, decorated with a star and with several rubans of differ-

ent orders of knighthood.
* The two- strangers who had introduced the midwife to this scene,

now proceeded to desire that she would bleed the unhappy man wha
lay before her. She excused herself on the plea of being unskilful

in the operation, and unprovided with a lancet. The men per-isteci

in their injunctions, and produced a lancet. She was thus forced to

comply ;—on which the dying man 05:ened his eyes. At this mo-
ment one of the assistants left the room for >ome necessary applica-

tion, and, before he returned, the other was led to do the like, to

learn the cause of some noise which it appears alarmed hira. It w.19

then that the wretched victim, with difficulty, and in a feeble tone,

pronounced the name of Bertuier. He looked as though he wouhl
proceed :—Vain effort :—His black and tumid lips in silence quiver-

ed—his inflamed and glaring eyes rolled in horrid anguish—ihea
closed for ever.

* The poisoned man had no sooner expired, than the midwife, ir»

compliance with the orders of the strangers, sewed up the body \n a
sheet ; which, after having accomplished, and being again blind-

folded, she was conveyed from this mysterious and horrid scene, ir\

the same manner as she had been brought thither.

* These particulars of this mysterious death, whif-h is undoubteJ-
ly the same to which M. Menars alludes, formed the subject of a
solemn deposition upon oath, made before the ministei of police, by
the midwife who had been so strangely employed. I must add, tht-t

this account of hers is implicitly believed by those who are the most
competent judges of her character and credibility ; and who, besides,

being acquainted with much more of the m.ttter than I have related,

see the connexion which this'dismal paragraph holds with the rest of
the story. For my part, I do not think myself warranted, at the

present moment, in saying any thing furtln r. My readers must b«
aware, that to dwdl on a subject from which such serious allegation

might be deduced, would be highly inconsistent botli with prudence
and with justice, ' p. H6-HS-
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Art. VI. Common Consent, the Basis of the Constitution of
England ; or. Parliamentary Reform considered and tried hy
the Tests of La'w and Reason. 8vo. London. 1817.

The Englishman's Manual ; or, a Dialogue het'ween a Tory'and
a Reformer, By Walter Fawkes, Esq. 8vo. London.
1817.

A Letter on the Expediency of a Reform in Parliajnent, By
Robert Harding Evans. Bvo. London. 1817.

"Decause we are friends of Reform, we lament the course late-
-*-'

]y pursued by Reformers. We can neither agree with

them in their plans of Reform, nor applaud the measures they

have taken for the attainment of their fibject. They have held

up the defective state of our representation as the origin of e-

very calamity under which we suffer, and recommended Par-
liamentary Reform as a certain and infallible cure for every

grievance that can affect us. They have stated, that Annual
Parliaments and Universal Suffrage are the antient and un-
doubted rights of the people, and have urged their countrymen
to demand the restitution of these rights, as their just and law-

ful inheritance. While they have estranged public men from their

cause, by unmerited contumely and abuse, they have procured,

with indefatigable industry, innumerable petitions for Reform,
from the poorest and most distressed portions of the community

;

and have vainly imagined, that these petitions, when laid before

Parhament, would induce the Legislature to comply with their

demands. The effect has been such, as one of the wisest and
most temperate of their friends foretold them at the commence-
ment of these proceedings, * I do not doubt, ' said Mr Wyvill,

to Major Cartwright, in 1812, ' the success ofyour endeavours to

• obtain signatures to the new petition for reform. But when
< you shall have added to your London democracy, a majority
• of the peasantry, especially in the disturbed counties, my ap-
• prehensions of mischief, calamity and ruin, will only be in-

• creased by your success ; because I apprehend the upper classes

' of the community will be more than ever intimidated and unit-

• ed with the Crown. ' Never was warning more thorougldy ne-

glected. Never was prophecy more exactly fulfilled. The re-

formers proceeded in their career; and, till the moment of failure,

seemed confident of success. But the meetings they called;

the speeches they made ; the publications they put forth ; the

petitions they collected
;
produced in their opponents, not a dis-

position to yield, but a determination to resist ; excited in the
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country* not a conviction of the necessity of reform, but a dis-

trust of the designs of reformers ; and procured for the people,

not an extension of their rights, but a suspension and abridg-

ment of their hberties.

It is not, however, our intention, in the present article,

to animadvert on the proceedings of the Reformers, or to

point out the errors of conduct into which they have fal-

len, but to detect and expose mistakes of a different kind,

by which they appear to us to have made a deep and dan-

gerous impression on their countrymen. We allude to the

assertions so frequently repeate<l in their writings, that Annual
Parliaments and Universal Suffrage arc undoubted rights of the

people of England, of which they have been unlawfully de-

prived by their Government. Respect for right is a principle

so deeply rooted in the minds of Englishmen, that many, we
are persuaded, have become partisans of annual Parliaments

and universal suffrage, for no other reason, than a conscientious

and disinterested belief, that these are the constitutional rights

of their countrjmen ; and, as such, that they are entitled to

claim and to demand them. We are of a different opinion ;

and considering the question to be one of some interest as well

as curiosity at the present moment, we mean to discuss it with

the Reformers, at some length perhaps, but without asperity.

We shall begin with annual Parliaments.

There are laws for holding Parliaments every year, as early as

the reign of Edward II. That unhappy Prince, having lost the

confidence of his subjects by his levity and infatuated attach-

ment toGaveston, was compelled, in the third year of his reign,

to empower certain Lords and Prelates to make ordinances for

the regulation of his household and kingdom, which were after-

wards approved of and confirmed in Parliament. Among these

ordinances is the following— ' Forasmuch as many persons are
* delayed in the King's court of their demands, because that the
* party alledgeth, that the demandants ought not to be answer-
* ed without the King, and also many people be aggrieved by
* the King's ministers against right, in respect of which griev*

* ances no one can recover without a common Parliament: We
* do ordain, that the King shall hold a Parliament once in the
* year, or twice, if need be, and that in a convenient place:

* And that in the same Parliament, the pleas, which are in the
* aforesaid form delayed, and the pleas whereon the Justices

* are of divers opinions, shall be recorded and determined ;

* And, in like manner, the bills shall be finished which are de-

* livered in Parliament, in such sort as law and reason de-
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* mantl. '
* The ordinances made on this occasion continu-

ed in force for near ten years, when Edward, having got the
better of his opponents, had them repealed in Parliament^ as

derof^atory Irotn his royal dignity and prf^rogative. Five years

afterwards, he was deposed ; his son Edward raised to the

throne ; and the administration of aftairs vested in Mortimer
and his adherents. On the fall of Mortimer, Edward III,

desirous to conciliate the affection of his subjects, gave his con-
sent to the revival of the law for annual Pariiaraents^ which
Was enacted in the following words j * Item, it is accorded,
* that a Parliament shall be holden every year once, and
* more often if need be. ' §

From this time Parliaments or councils v?ere held once
or twice a year, or oftener, till the *23d of the same reign,

when, in consequence of the great plague, which laid waste
all the known parts of the globe about the middle of that

century, there was an intermission of these assemblies for

two years. This irregularity, followed by others, led to the

statute of 36 Edward III, which enacts, that ' for mainte-
* nance of the >-aid articles and statutes, and redress of diver*
* mischiefs and grievances that daily happen, a Parliament shall

* be holden every year, as another time v/as ordained by sta-

* tute. *f From the passing of this act, to the end of the reign

of Edward III, Parliaments continued to be held, in gene-
ral, once, and sometimes twice, in every year. But so an-

xious were the Commons to prevent this salutary law from fall-

ing into neglect, that, in their general reform of the common-
wealth, in the 50ih of Edward III, they petitioned, * that the
* King would be pleased to establish, by statute in this pre-
* sent Parhament, that every year a Parliament should be held,

* to make corrections in the kingdom, of errors and frauds,
* if such should there be found :

' To which the King replied,

* that with respect to Parliament every year, there were sta-

* tutes and ordinances made, which should be duly kept and
* observed. '

:J:

Oa the accession of Richard II, the Commons renewed
their periiion for Parliaments every year, alleging the same
grievances, and praying for the same enactments that are con-
tained in the ordinance of Edward II ; to which the King re-

phed, * that as to holding a Parliament every year, the statutes

* made on that pomt should be kept and observed. ' || And in,

* Statutes of the Reahn, 5 Edw. II. Ordinances, ch. 29.

§ Statutes, i Edw. Ill, ch. 14. f Statutes, 36 Edw. 11. ch. 10.

% Rolls of Pari. 50 Edw. III. ^186. ^ Rolls, 1 Ric. 2. § 95,
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llic followlni; year, the Ciiancellor stated, in his opcnincr speech

to the Piuliament, ' that a law having been made to hold a Par-
* liamcnt everv vcar, the Kinp, who was desirous to execute all

* the ordinances made in liis Parliament, had caused this Par-
* liamcnt to be summoned. ' *

During the reigns of Ptichard II, and of the two first prin-

ces of the house o\' Lancaster, and for the first half of the reign

of Henry VI, Parliaments were, in general, held once a year,

or oftener. There wore sometimes, though rarely, intermis-

fcions of these assemblies f(.)r a whole year: but, in no instance,

was there an interruption of Parliament for two years complete.

The latter part of the reign of Henry VI. was as injurious

to the liberties, as it was fatal to the repose of his subjects. In

the confusion of that unhappy period, amidst the strufjgles of
favourite?, and the contentions of rival f-imilies for the throne,

the meetings of Parliament, for the first time, were interrupt-

ed for a course of years ; and when the legitimate race pre-

vailed, this abuse and disregard of the antient laws and con-
.stitution of the kingdom, as was natural, increased. In the

short rc'jrn of Edward IV, there was one interval of four years,

one of three years, and one of two years; durir.jr which, no
Parliaments were held. The Tudors and Stuarts, who next
succeeded, were neither of them friendly to parliamentary go-
vernment. Stimulated by the example of the sovereigns on the

continent, whose successful usurpations of popular rights ex-

cited their emulation, and seemed to reproach their tanJiness,

these princes were desirous to emancipate themselves from the

control of their subjects, and to convert the mixed and limited

government of England into an absolute and arbitrary monar-
chy. The vigour of character that di.itingu:^hcd the Tudors,
r.nd tlio peculiar circumstances of the times ir) which they liv-

ed, raised the princes of that family to a pitch of authority which
no kings of England, before or since, have ever attained. The
ynincniy of Edward VI, the sanguinary reign of Mary, and tiie

disputed title of Elizabeth, saved us from despotism. The in-

fatuated race that followed, were inflated with higher notions

of prerogative, and inspired with greater aversion to Parlia-

mentary govcrnmcMt, than even the Tudors. In the reiwn of
Charles I, there was a settled design to lay aside Parliaments

for ever, and an actual interruption of these assemblies for twelve

years,—a longer course of arbitrary government than had been

:^cen in England tiince the passing of the Great Charier. If wef

VOL. xxvrit. NO. 5,3. 1

* Kolls, 2 Ric. 11. § 4.
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rescued our Constitution from this perilous state, we owe our
success entirely to tbe spirit of reli^^on. The Reformation had •

deluged us with false notions of prerogative; but it gave birth

to the Puritnns. whose zeal and constancy saved us from destruc-

tion. The fanaticism of half a century was the price we paid

for the recovery of cur liberties. But the fate of Charles was
triable to correct the errors, or amend the character of his fa-

mily. Their vain pretensions to arbitrary authority, their in-

cessant struggles against the civil and reli^dous rights of their

subjects, ended only with their expulsion from the throne. To
get rid of our legitimate race of kings, was found the only re-

medy to preserve our Laws and Constitution. Since that me-
morable event, which placed our government on its present

footing, no year h-^s passed without a session of Parliament j-

and, from the dependence of the Crown for supplies on the

annunl votes of the Commons, it seems impossible that the laws

for Annual Parliaments should in future ever be evaded.

But our parliamentary reformers are not content with this?

interpretation of the laws for Annual Parliaments. They main-
tain, that when their forefathers provided there should be Par-

liaments licld every year, they meant to say there should be a
new Parliament e/wsen every year. Our ancestors * would no
* more have dreamed of a stale or old Parliament than of an
* old moon cut into stars. '— * Parliaments were fresh and fresh
* in those times j and antiquity knew no other. '— * So many
* Piirliaments, so many elections. '

*—
' Prorogations, or long

' adjournments, were then unknown. ' 1— ' When the business
* of each Session was finished, the Parliament was at an end.*
* —By what authority could a representative in one Parliament
* takt his seat in the next Annual Parliament, without reelec-

* tion .'' '
—

' If it could be shown that there ever was a Parlia-

* ment in those times that tc«5 not a ncsso Pui liavieiit^' the op-

posite opinion * might be justified;' but records show, * thai;

* in the reigns of Edward III, and Richard II, writs were is-

* sued to the Sherilis for new elections almost every year; and
* sometimes two, three, or four times in the same year. '^
* When in those days ' {i. e. time of Edward IIL) * Parlia-
* ments were convened twice or thrice, or even four times,

* within the year, it was invariablij by a 7ie'Jo Krit

;

—a wets

* Parliaments at a Certainty. By Samuel Johnson, 1694.

% Parliamentary History, iv. Appendix, No. 7. 1675.

§ Declaration of the People's Natural Rights, &c. By Granville

Sharp, 1774.
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* speaker was invariably chosen. '
I|

—*The two Houses knew,
* and tlie Kinej (llicliard II.) also knew, that everj/ Parliament
' that was called was fiev.lt/ c/ioscn : their only business; was, to

* insist on fin Annual Parliament, as the 7/fti; election followed

* of course. ' ^ Such are the statements we are called upon

to dispute; such the assertions we must controvert as false;

or^ admitting them to be partly true, show them to be incon-

clusive.

This view of the laws concernino; Annual Parliaments, ap-

pears to have orijjinated witli the celebrated Lord Sliaftsbnry,

leader of the Cabal, and chief promoter of the Exclusion Bill.

That versatile politician having formed a temporary coalition

with the Duke of York and tiie Popish fiction, attempted, in

167.5, to carry a motion in the House of L'nds, for an address

to the King to dissolve his Parliament. The motion was lost

by a majority of two ; and, against this decision, Lord Shafts-

bury and other Peers entered their protest, in which, among
other reasons, they state, ' that according to the antient laws

* and statutes of this realm, there should be frequent and veia

* Parliaments ; and that the practice of several hundred years

* hath been accordingly.' In an account of the debate on this

motion, written by Lord Shaftsbury himself, after reciting the

law of Edward HI, ' that Parliaments should be held once e-

* very year, or more often, ' it is said, ' How this law is to bo
* understood, whether of a new Parliament every year, or call-

* ing the old, is most manifest by the practice, not only of all

* the ages before, but of some hundreds of years since than

« law; prorogations and long adjournments being a thing un-
* heard of until late years. '— ' Parliaments began, in the time

* of Henry VIII, to be longer than they ought, that Prince
* knowing' that long Parliaments were fitted to make great

* changes. By tlw? old law, the representatives of counties,

* cities and boroughs, were to be new chosen once a year, if

* not oftener. '
* It is singular, that, after mair.laining this

argument in 1675, there should be no trace of it in the debate

raised two years afterwards by the same Lords, on the ques-

tion, whether a prorogation of Parliament for fifteen months

was not, in construction of law, a dissolution. The speech of

Lord Shaftsbury on that occasion, is not preserved; but the

Duke of Buckingham, who concurred wi'h him \\\ all thrso

jneasurcs, expressly admits, that the law of E Iward III. docs

II
The Englishman's Manual. By Walter Fawkcs, 1817.

^ Letter to Lord Erskine. By R. H. Evans, 1817.

* Pailianieiitarv History, iv. 802—and Appendix, No. 7.
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not take away the King's power of proroguing Parliaments

;

and only contends, that it limits a prorogation to be within a

year. X
This opinion thrown out by Lord Shaftsbur^-, was taken up

by various writers after the Revolution. In a pamphlet ascrib-

ed to Lord Warrington, * annually chosen Parliaments are
* said to be the antient and legal course, ' which the author ex-

pected to have seen restored by King William
; § and Mr Sa-

muel Johnson, who had been chaplain to Lord Russell, wrote

a pamphlet on the same side of the question, called, ' Parlia-

* ment at a certainty,' which some one has thought it worth

his while lately to reprint. Mr Johnson is said to have been a

learned man ; but he appears, from his pamphlet, to have been

moderately skilled in the history of our laws and constitution.

From a careless perusal of one of the spurious laws of Edward
the Confessor, he contends, that, in the Saxon times, there

was a Folhnote^ or asseviblfj of the "jjlwle nation, convened once

a year, to deliberate on the general concerns of the kingdom

;

and, from a casual expression in a letter of Edward L to the

Pope, he hastily infers, that a Parliament de more was held at

Easter, in the reign of that monarch ; though it is certain, that

the Parliament of which he speaks, was held, not dc more^ but

after prorogation.
[|

The authority of Mr Johnson is, therefore, of small weiglrt

in a question of this nature ; but the opinion which he espous-

ed, appears to have made an impression on the public. In the

protest of Lord Nottingham and other Lords, anaini^t the Sep-

tennial act, it is alleged, ' that frequent and ntxv Parliaments
* are required by the fundamental constitution of the king-
' dom ; ' and, in the debate on that bill, the speakers in oppo-

sition appear to have taken the same view of the law? for An-
nual Par:iaments, that had been suggested by Lord Shaftsbury,

The same topics were empkjed in the debate ibr the repeal of

the Septennial act in 173 4-, and on the motion for annual Par-

liaments in 174:5. The law? of Edward III, it was arjjfued,

were intended to secure annual elections of the House of Com-
mons ; and the method of prorogation, they ^aid, was an in-

vention of lawyers, in the time of Richard II, to defeat the

operation of these laws* In 177i, Mr Alderman Sawbridge

commenced his course of annual motions for shortening the du-

ration of Parliaments, in which he maintained the same doc-

4: Parliamentary History, iv* 820.

§ State Tracts, published in the reign of King William, ii-

jj
Brady's Continuation, p. 4.
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Irine, now become the universal creed of Parliamentary refor-

mers; and Blackstone having expressed his dissent from it, Mr
Granville Sharp, in reply to him, published a laboured ar<ni-

inent to prove, that the laws of Kdward 111. obliged the King
to call a new Parliament every year. Baron Maseres has lately

declared himself a convert to Mr Sharp's opinion ; and the

authors of the pamphlets before us, in favour of Reform, have
adopted the same conclusion.

But, with all deference to these later authorities, we are of
opinion, with those who preceded Lord Shaftsbury, that the
antient laws for annual Parliaments were intended, not to limit

the continuance or duration of Parliament, nor to provide for

a new election of the Commons whenever Parliament was as-

sembled, but to obtain and secure annual sessions of Parlia-

ment, for the de><patch of business and redress of grievances.

This we think evident from the words of these acts, which are
quite clear and explicit. They enact, not that a Parliament
should be elected every year, but that a Parliament should bo
held every year, that is, that a Parliament should micty sit and
do bminesSi or, in other words, have a session. In the second

place, the preambles of these acts state, that the purposes for

which Parliaments are to be held once a year, are to prevent
delays in the administration of justice, to watch over the due
observance of statutes, and to redress grievances for which no
remedy can be obtained except in Parliament. To accomplish

these purposes, it was necessary that Parliament should meet
annually and hold a session ; but it was not necessary that for

every session a new House of Commons should be elected. In
the third place, it is not true that prorogations were unknown
in the time of Edward III. They were known before his reign,

are to be found during his reign, and have existed in every

reign since his time. For near 400 years they were endured
without observation or complaint. No House of Commons,
however jealous of the Crown, ever represented the continuance

of Parliament by prorogation as a grievance, or remonstrated

against it as a violation of law: When a prorogation took place,

it passed without comment, as a niatter of course, arising from
the known and acknowledged prerogative of the Crown ; and
even the Parliament, that passed the first ordinance for annual

Parliaments, suffered itself to be continued to another session,

not considering this prorogation at all inconsistent with the law

it had enacted. That it was most proper and necessary to limit

this prerogative of the Crown, we are most ready to admit.

AVhat we contend for is, that this dangerous prerogative was

not limited by the statutes of Edward III. j thai after tlies&

5
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statutes were passed, the Crown might still, at its discretion,

lawfully continue the same Parliament by prorogation, as long
as so advised by its responsible ministers ; that a demLe of the
Crown was in those times the only necessary term to the dura-

tion of Parliament; that the first statute, which limited in any
way the duration of Parliament, was the triennial act, as it is

called, of the long Parliament; and that the fijst statute which
limited the duration of Parliament to a fixed term of years, was

the triennial act of King William. This v/e believe to be the

true history of cur Constitution, as far as relates to the duration

of Parliament ; and yet, such is the inconsistency of modern re-

formers, that, in all their comments on our past history, King
William and the Long Parliament are the main objects of their

censure and malediction.—But to return to the history of pro-

rogations.

Prorogations before the meeting of Parliament, are coeval

with the most ancient memorials of that assembly; and proroga-

tions from one session to another, occur as early as the reign of

Edward I, who may, perhaps, be justly considered as the found-

er of Parliament in its present form. The mode of prorogation,

and the teVms used to express it, have varied at different times ;

but the substantial fact to be considered, is, whether the same
House of Commons was continued from one session to another

without reelection. In the 28th of Edward I, a Parliament met
at London on the second Sunday of Lent, and sat to the 20th

of March, when the Commons had license to depart, and receiv-

ed the usual writs for their wages. On the 26th of the follow-

ing September, writs were issued to the Sheriffs, directing them
to send the knights, citizens and burgesses of the Lubt Parlia-

ment, to a Parliament to be held at Lincoln on the 21si of Ja-

nuary ; and, in case any of the said knights, citizens or burgesses

were dead or infirm, to cause others to be elected in their place.

The Parliament, thus constituted, met at Lincoln on the 21st,

and sat to the 30th of January, when it was dissolved. Li this

instance the same House of Commons sat for two sessions of

Pai-liament without reelection, and continued in existence for

near a year. *

In the 3:}d of Edward I, a Parliament met at Westmin-
ster on the 24'th of February. The session ended on the 2 1st

of March, when the knights, citizens and burgesses had li-

cense to go home, issiiU qinl reveignent prcstement et sanz deiu:

quelc Iwure quit soieJit autre Juiz reynandez. It does not appear

Irom any evidence we have seen, that this Parliament was again

* Prynne, Parliamentary Writs, Part iv. 8. 12.
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assembled ; but it is clear from tlie words of the license, that it

was not dissolved at the end of the session ; and tint liie mem-
bers, if summoned again, were bound to attend without a new
election. *

The Parliament of the .'th of Edward 11, which confirmed

the ordinance for annual Pc^.rliaments, n>et at L-^ndoii on the

Sunday afier tiie festival of St Laurence, and sat sixty diiys,

after which the members had leave to depart, and obfiined the

usual writs for levying iheir wapjosc But on the same day writs

were issued to the Sheriffs, directing them to send i\\v same
knights, citizens and burgesses, who have served in l/iis ire-
sent Parliament^ or other fit persons, in case they cann'>t at-

tend, to be at Westminster on the 2d of Noven)ber, ad IDEb^
parliamcnium quod ibidem diixinws CONTJNUANDUM. f The
Parliament thus c.'ntinued or prorogued, {tor the words po-
rogundum and continuamlum were at that time used synonym-
ously :):), met on the 2d of November, and sat to the -iSth of

Decen)ber, when it was dissolved. § It apj'hears, therefore, tliat

the same Parliament, which passed tlie first law for annual Par-

liaments, was itself continued by prorogation, and had two ses-

sions.—This fact alone appears to us decisive of the question.

The framers of the ordinance for annual Parliaments must
have understood the meaning and purport of their oun act.

If it had been their intention to prevent a Hcu<-e of Com-
mons, which had once sat and been dismissed, from assem-

bling again and doing business, without a fresh election, is it

conceivable, that, in defiance of their own lau', wi:hin a few

weeks after its promulgation, they would have consented to meet
again, and hold a second session ? But if it was not their in-

tention to prevent the same House of Commons from being

reassembled without a fresh election, after it had sat for one
session and been dismissed, then it is clear, that the ordinance

for holding a Parliament once every year, or olicner if need

be, did not necessarily imply that there should be annual eleC'

tions of the Commons.
In the 2d of Edward IH, a Parliament met at Salisbury on

the 1.3ih, and sat to the 3 1st of October, when it was adjourn-

ed or continued by the King and Council to Westminster,

where it met on the 10th of February following; sat to the

22d, and was then dissolved. || It is unnecessjry to retniud

* Prynne, Pari. Writs, iv. 8. 19. Roils of Parliament, i. 159.

\ Prynne, Pari. Wr. ii. 7:3. % Dugdalc's Summonses, 174^

§ Prynne, P.iil. Wr. iv. %\:.

il Prycae, Pari. Wr. iv. 87- 101.
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our readers, conversant in the Innfruajye and forms of Parlia-

ment, that an adjournment bij the King is a prorogation.

In the 6th of Edward III, within two years after the revival

of the law for annual Parliaments, a Parliament met at York
on the Gth, and sat to the 1 ith of December. It was then

prorogued or continued by the King to the 2 1st of January,

when it met a second timej sat to the 26th, and was then dis-

solved.
II

In the 45th of Edward III, a Parliament met at Westmin-
ster on the 22d of February, and sat to the 29th of March,
and was then dismissed. On the 27th of April following, writs

were issued to the JSheriffs, directing them to send to the King
and Council at Winchester, on the utas of Trinity, from eve-

ry county, city and borough, one only of the knights, citi-

zens and burgesses, who had served in the last Parliament,

tit lahuribus yarcatiir et expensis^ in order to correct a mistake

which they had made in their grant of a supply. This a'?sem-

bly met on the 18ih, and sat to the 27th of June; and, be-

sides rectifying their former mistake, they despatched a variety

of other business, f
In the 5th of Richard II, a Pailiament met at Westmin-

ster on the 4th of November, and sat to the 13th of Decem-
ber, when it was adjonrtied to the 24th of January bij the King,

with consent of the Prelates, Lords and Commons ; the King
willing and commanding, that all pleas, causes, and other mat-

ters before Parliament at the time of its adjournment, and not

yet brought to a conclusion, should remain as they were, in

the same condition, till the day of meeting. On the 24th of

January, this Parliament met again, and sat to the 23d of

February, when it was dissolved. Though this is termed an
adjournment in the Rolls of Parliament, it was clearly a proro-

gat i071 ; because it was done by the King, and because a spe-

cial order was necessary to prevent the matters before Parh'a-

ment from being terminated by its rising. %
The Parliament that met m the Uth of Richard II. was, in

like manner, continued by the King, with consent of the States,

from the 20th of March to the 1 Ith of April, when it again ^-
sembled, and sat to the 4th of June. *

The last Parliament in which Richard II. presided, met at

^Westminster on the 17th of September, and sat to the 27th. It

11
Prynne, Pari. VVr. iv. 122.

t lb. ii. 107.—iv. 283. 2S9.—Rolls of Parliament, ii. 304.

X Rolls of Parliament, iii. 98-114.
? P.oUs of ParliaiEent, iii. 245.
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ivas then continiioc] and prorotruod hy the Kin<r^ of liis snle au-
thority, to the 'JTth of J;inuary f.)ilowin<r; and the place of
mcetini^ fiMnsfcrrcd to IShrewsbtirv, where it aisemblecl on the
day appointed, and had a second ses.^ion. *

^

In one of the debates for shorttninj^ the duration of ParHa-
ment, it is asserted, that the method of continuing Parhanicnts

by prorogation was invented by llichard II, in ortfer to eluile

the laws for annual Parh'amcnts. That this assertion is utterly

unfounded, appears from the examples we have iriveu of the con-
tinuance of Parliaments by proroi^ation under I'ue three first VA-
•wards : anil, that the method of prorocjation was not considered

at that time as a violation or evasion <jf these laws, may be in-

ferred iron) the silence obseived on that head, in the articles of
charge exhibited against Richard at the time of his deposition.

In these articles, he is accused of subverting the constitution of
Parliament, of falsifying its records, of overawing lis delibera-

tions, and of interfering in its elections ; but not a word is said

of his continuing his last Parliament by prorogation, which was
done entirely by his own authority ; nor is he even censured for

transferring the place of its meeting from Westminster to Shrews-
bury. From the silence of his enemies on this topick, v/e may
safely conclude, that the continuance -of Parliament by proroga-
tion was not considered at that time as contrary to law, or in-

consistent with wi'.at were then understood to be the principles

of the Constitution.

Under the House of Lancaster, the method of continuing

Parliaments by prorogation became gradually more frequent,

and approached nearer to the practice of modern times. In the

7th of Henry IV, the same Parliament was continued for three

sessions. In the "id of Henry V, the same Parliaiuent sat for

two session?. In the reign of Henry VI, Parliuments, con-
tinued by prorogation for two sessions, occur very often ; and
in the 2jd and !Ust years of his reign, the same Parliaments sat

for three sessions, and continued m existence for more than a
year. In the ad of Edward 1\', a Parliament was convoked,
wliich had throe sessions, and sat for near two years; and in

the 12th of the same Prince, a Parliament was summoned,
which sat for seven sessions, and was continued by various pro-

rogations tor near three years. In the 4th of Henry \'II, a

Parhament met, which continued in existence for near fourteen

months, and had three distinct sessions; in every one ol" which,
acts were passed, that are entered in the statute book. It is

ivorth remarking, that though the dates of these statutes are

** Rolls of Parliament, iii. 335. Du^dale's Suipmonses, :3JJ,

J
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carefully noted in the Rolls of Parliament, * there is no distinc-

tion made in the statute roll between the different sessions, all

the acts of this Parliament being there dated on the l^th of

January, 4th Henry VII, the day when the Parliament first

assembled. We mention this circumstance, to show what little

weight is due to an argument, used by the author of the pamph-
let called ' Common Consent, ' f founded on the general title or

preamble of the statutes of Henry VIII, compared with those

of Edward III. It would be strange indeed, if the carelessness

of the compilers of the statute roll, was to be admitted as a rea-

son for doubting the existence of prorogations, which are attest-

ed by writs, and commemorated in the Rolls of Parliament, The
same author mentions with scorn the position, * that every seve-

' ral session of Parliament is in law a several Parliament ;
' and

is only induced to answer it from respect and deference to the

authority of Whitlocke. And yet, this is a doctrine laid down
by Lord Coke, X and justified by some of the most antieni R ills

of Parliament extant. When the Parliament held in the Gth of

Edward III. was prorogued from the 11th of December to the

21st of January, the R»lls remark, I^i issint sejinist le Parleynent}

and then go on to mention, that the petitions which had not

been answered, were ordered to be received au 'prechein Par-
lement, that is, by the same Parliament, when it met after pro-

rogation.
II

It is true, that, in the early periods of our history, Parlia-

ments were usually of short duration, and were, in general, dis-

solved at the end of their first session. But this arose from re-

gard to the wishes and convenience of members, and noi from

the obligations or injunctions of law. The occasional exercise

of the right of prorogation, without challenge or complaint, is

proof of its existence and legality ; and the absence of any

words to limit or restrict it, in the statutes for annual Parlia-

ments, shows it was the intention of the Legislature, in these

acts, not to interfere with this prerogative, but to leave it, as

ibrmerly, to be used and exerted at the discretion of the Crown.

We must therefore look, not to the operation of laws which did

not exist, but to the situation of the country and to the circum-

stances of the times, for an explanation, both of the short Par-

liaments of Edward III, and of the long Parliaments that came
afterwards. But it is well known that, in early times, the House
of Commons had little power or consideration, when compared

with the Lords. A seat in the House of Commons was consi-

* Rolls, vi. 418, 426, 437. + p. 39. % 4th Institute, 2?.

11 Rolls, ii. 67.
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dcrcd ns a burthen which no man was wil]in;T to undertake,

and every one was desirous as tjuickly as possible to shilt from
himscir, and transfer to his noiirhhour. When a n)c::il>or was
elected, he was bound to find manucaptors or sureties, to an-

i,uer for his rcpairinor to Parliament, and aitendin^ there punc-

tually durinjT the continuance of its jiuinjrs. There is one in-

stance related by Prynne, * of a kiii<iht of ilio shire v/ho did tiot

find sureties ; en which the sheriff distrained his cattle (cij^ht

oxen and four farm horses), to compel him to ttie c!isc!)::rgo of

his duty. There is an account also of a burgess of Lincoln, e-

lecicd by the Mnyor and Commonalty to rejircsent. them in

Parliament, wlio could not by any means be persuaded to at-

tend, or, as thoy express it, lie se deggne veiiir pur ricn (ji/e jicms

satoms Jaire, in consequence of which they were compelled to

chuse another person in his place. § Men, who were tiius nn-

willin<r to perform their Parliamentary service, claimed and re-

ceived from their constituents a compensation for th^ir trouble

and expense. Wages were not only due to the menibers, i>ut

were strict})' levied for their use. In the reij^ns of IvUvard III,

llichard II, and many subsequent princes, frequent dispines a-

rose about the payment of wages ; and laws were made to re-

gulate the collection of them, and to coirect the oppression •; and
extortions to which they g^ve rise. Boroughs were di'^c'.iarged

from sending members to Parliament, on account of thtir in-

ability to pay the wattes of their members ; and estates were se-

cured in perpetuity for the benefit of communities, in order to

relieve them m future from this burthen, f As the country iii-

creascd i.i wealth, and the House of Commons rose in credit

and importance, the custom of receivijig wages fell into disuse,

though the riglit to demand them siili continued. It seems to

have been a practice with men of rank and fortune de^iraus to

have a seat in Parliament, to make a bargain witii the bui;;cis-

cs of some small borough, not to exact wages from them, if

returned to represent them in the House of Commons. In a

debate on releasing wages due to members in the long Parlia-

ment of Cliarles 11, Mr Boscawen remarked, that * it was ge-
* nerally promised, at elections in borouglis, to serve freely;

* and wiiy an act should not ba made Lo conlirm tho^c promi-
* ses, he did not sec. He thought it worth the considerHiion

* of the HouJ,e to put the boroughs out of fear. For hereafter

^ they would chusc tlicir own burgesses, blue aprons,—and gen-

• Parliamentary Briefs, Part 'J. 51.

§ Brady on Boroughs. 8v.>. p, laL

f titatiite 34 5c 35 Ilcmy Vlil, ch. 2i.
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' tiemen no more. ' On the same occasion, another member
observed, that for ' 80 or 100 years wages had been scarce re-

ceived. X
When a seat in the House of Commons became an object of

ambition, dissolutions were less frequent i because, on the one
hand, members were not unwilling to prolong their service,

and, on the other hand, it was often inconvenient for the
Crown to incur the hazud of a general election. When the

country was divided into parties nearly equal in strength, the
result of a general election was always uncertain; and therefore,

when the Crown had obtained a Parliament favourable to its

views, a dissolution was carefully avoided or postponed, till

some favourable conjuncture arrived, or till some change of
system in the government rendered it necessary. It was for

this reason that the duration of Parliaments was gradually pro-

longed during the contests between the rival fiimilies of York
and Lancaster; and, for the same reason, long Parliaments

became still more common during the struggles for the Reform-
ation. The House of Commons that abolished the Papal pow-
er under Henry VHI, was continued for near six years ; and
the Parliament of Edward VI, that established the Reforma-
tion, lasted near five }ears. Queen Mary, on the contrary,

had five Parliaments during her short reign ; one proof among
many, that the prevailing interests were at that time on the side

of Popery. The fourth Parliament of Elizabeth, and the first

of James, were of longer duration than any Parhaments that had
been then known in England.

The prerogative of continuing Parliament from one session to

another had now been carried to an extent, which might justly

be deemed an abuse that required correction. The only step

that remained was to continue the same Parliament, as in Ire-

land, till a demise; and this measure Charles I. would proba-

bly have adopted, if he had ever obtained a Parliament to his

mind. But, liable as this practice was to objection, no com-
plaint was made of it as illegal, in any of the Parliaments call-

ed by James, in the latter part of his reign, or in the Parlia-

ments called by his son, though composed of men profoundly

versed in the laws and constitution of their country, and ani-

mated with the deepest indignation against the Court. In the

Parliament called in the 1 7th of James, alter an intermission of

these assemblies for six years, when a long adjournment was
proposed by the King, so far from considering this to be illegal,

3ir Edward Coke was himself emplo}'ed in drawing up a reso-

% Parliamentary History, iv. 84-3.
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lution respcctlnnj the privilcfrcp of the members dnrinpr the ad-
journment ; nnd when the iwvnc parliament wns Jiffaiii to be ad-
journed, the House of Commons addressed the Kini; * not to
* prorogue them, but to consider what time would be fit-test for

* their departure and reaecess. to perfect those bc£;innin,j:s which
* were ti)en in preparation. '

* When the short Parlinmcnt met
in 16K), one oF ilie fi^rievances of which they complained, was
* the not holdinjT of Parliaments every year; ' but not a word
was said of the continuance of the same Parliament b}^ proroga-

tion, f One of the first acts of the lontr Pariiaaient, that met
towards the close of the same year, was to enact, that the laws

and statutes for annual Parliaments, should ' fioni hencefurth
* be duly kept and observed ; ' but, so far from supposing that

these statutes limited the duration of Parlian)enr, or took from
the Crown its power of continuin*^ Parliament by prorogation,

they acknowl'.'df:;ed and reco^rnised the exiMtence of that prero-

i^ative, by enacting, that in case a Parli>iment should be * pro-
* rogued or adjourned, or continuet' by prorogation or adjourn-
* ment, unlii the 10th of September, which shall be in tlie

* third year next after the last day of the la^t meeting and sit-

* ting in i^ariiament, every such Parliament so proroguc?d or
* adjourned, or so continued by prorogation or adjounmient,
* shall, from the said lOih day of Sentember, ' (and not before)

* be thenceforth clearly and absolutely (lissolved. ' %
The author of the pamphlet called ' Common Consent, ' ob-

serves, that * this was the first legislative countenance given to

* the abuse of prorogation ; ' by wliich he probably means, tiiat

this is the first statute, which alludes, in its enactments, to pro-

rogations from one session to another. But he cannot be igno-

rant, that prorogations are recorded in the Rolls of Parliament

from the earliest /wfOTwrzwr/a of its proceedings: i.^ Ami, after

the argument he had attempted to found on the general titles of

statutes, before the 22d of Henry VIII., he ought not to have
forgotten, that Parliaments, held a/'/er pruroj^atii^n, arc mention-

ed in the statute book, as early at least as the reign of tliat mo-
narch, lie ndght have found them, indeed, at a much earlier

period; in the times of Richard II, Henry VI, and Edward
IV.

II
It would have been moie ciu<]id, if he had remarked

on the present occasion, that this is the fir.>t statute vvhich ap-

points any termination by law to the duration of Parliarucnt.—

>

* Hatsell's Precedents, ii. 276. f lb.

% Scobeil's Acts, p. 2.

§ Rolls, i 159.— ii. 67.

il
Statutes of the Realm, ii. i, 3G3, iO", •l-24f.
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Till then, there was no limit to the continuance of a Parliament,

except a dipsolution or a demise of the Crown. Parliaments

were called into existence by the Kinij's writ, and continued in

existence til! dissolved by Ins authority, or till the operation of

the writ had expired by his death. The long Parliament of

KHO, so siranfTcly abused by men professing an attachment to

liberty, ir?tend of enlarging or adding to the power of proro-

gation, secured the subject from one abuse of that prerogative,

by enacting, that in case a Parliament was kept in existence by
prorogation, but net suffered to meet and sit, that Parliament

should le held, after a certain time, to be dissolved, and ano-

ther Parliament convened, without the King's writ, over which
the Crown should have no power of prorogation or dissolution,

for the first fifty days after it was assembled.

The same author makes another observation on this celebrat-

ed statute. It establishes, he tells us, * a distinction between
* Parliaments held by writ, and by prorogation, as he con-
* ceives the old laws would have done, if different Sessions of
* the same Parliament had then been in use. ' He mistakes

the matter. There is no such distinction in the act. Its pro-

visions apply to every Parliament that by law could exist
j JSjW,

to the Parliament then assembled ; secondly to Parliaments

summoned afterwards, in the usual manner, by writ ; and, in

the thnd place, to Parliaments that might be convened by the
operation of this act; and, in case any of these Parliaments

should be prorogued or adjourned to the lOth of Septem.ber,

in the third year next after the last day of the last sitting and
meeting in Parliament, such Parliament is declared to be 'clear-

* ly and absolutely di-solved.

'

The authority of Piynne has been adduced, in support of

the modern doctrine, that anciently there were none but Ses-

sional Parliaments. The following is the passage in Prynne^, *

v^hich has been mutilated and perverted for this purpose. The
* elections and returns of knights, cii:zcns, burgesses, and ba-
* rons cA' ports, and their sitting and voting in the Commons*
* Hou>c, do neither create them knights, citizens, burgesses,
* barons of ports, nor members of the Commons' House, dur-
* ing their own lives, much less their issue male, in succession
' after them, but only during the session and co?ifi?ma?ice of
* those particular Parliaments and councils, for which they arc
* elected and returned j tc/;/tZ', bcifig once determined, they pre-
* sentiy ceased to be knights, citizens, burgesses and barons,
* in any succeeding Parliaments or councils, unless newly elect-

ParliamentaTY Writs, i.
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• ed, and returned to serve in them, by the King's new writ?,

• as our law-books and experience resolve.' The doctrine thus

laid down is perfectly correct, but quite inapplicable to the point

in dispute. To convert the passage into an argument for Ses-

sional Parliaments, it was necessary to omit the word Continue

ance after the word Sessio7i ; and, by this small and almost im-
perceptible mutilation, has Prynne been converted into an ad-

vocate for annual Parliaments, newly chosen every year. This
fraud, for it deserves no better name, was first practised by Mr
Granville Sharp, and has been faithfully copied by the author

of * Common Consent, ' and by Mr Evans.

To many of our readers, we fear, this disquisition will have
appeared unnecessarily tedious and minute ; but we were an-

xious to leave no shadow of arjTument unanswered, which had
been urged in support of what appears to us a false and erro-

neous construction of our antient statutes for annual Parlia-

ments. We trust we have now proved, to the satisfaction of
our readers, that,

1. The method of continuing Parliaments by prorogation was
known from the earliest period of our Parliam.entary history.

2. That the laws of Edward III, and other Princes, for an-

nual Parliaments, did not affect, and were not intended to af-

fect, this prerogative.

3. That the statute of 16 Charles T. chap. 1., was the first act

that touched or limited this prerogative of the Crown. And,
4. That the triennial act of King William was the first sta-

tute which limited the duration of Parliament to a fixed and
certain term of years.

There are some who admit, that the laws for annual Parlia-

ments prevent not prorogations from one session to another, and
who of course abandon the ground taken by Mr Granville

Sharp, and the authors of the several pamphlets before us. But,

while they admit that, notwithstanding those laws, the Crown
still retained its power of prorogation, and occasionally exer-

cised that prerogative, ihey contend, that ii was made illegal, by
these statutes, to continue the same Parliament above a year.

This proposition appears to us utterly untenable. By what
words of these laws is the duration of Parliament limited to a
single year? If a Parliament may be continued once by proro-
gation, why may not the same Parliament be continued a second
time ^ There is no provision whatever in these statutes for the

dissolution of Parliament; and it must therefore either be held,

that a Parliament, when it had once sat, could not be continued

by prorogation ; or be admitted, that it might have been con-

tinued for as many sessions as the Crown chose to appoint.
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We next proceed to Universal SufFrasfe.

* The Constitution requires, ' says one Reformer, * the cotnmoni

consent of all the people: and, according to law and reason, the

words, all the people, in the consideration of this subject, mean all

adult males, excej)t men of unsound mind, or convicted of some cri-

minal offence; or who are paupers, habitually receiving parish relief.

In strictness, therefore, all adult males, with these exceptions only,

are, by the constitution of England, entitled to be electors ; and

whilst the old laws remain, their right cannot be denied. ' * * Sure-

ly, ' savs another Reformer, ' it is burning day-light, to prove, that

iif the old law keeps not the word of promise to the ear only, it did

intend to entail upon the whole body of the realm, and every parliai-

iar member thereof, flie right, either in person, or by represenlntion,

(and that upon their own free election), to be present in the high

Court of Parliament, in which their consent was to be given. '

J
Our readers will observe, that the question we are about to

tliscuss, is, not the expediency of Universal Suffrage, nor its

foundation in natural right, but whether it was ever enjoyed by
the people of England, or pertained to thcin of right by the

laws and constitution of their country.

For Annual Parliaments, newly chosen every year, ihere was

some appearance of argument. To have Sessional Parliaments,

though never enjoyetl by law, wss, for several reigns, the most
common and usual practice: And there were statutes for An-
nual Parliaments, wliich, to a careless reader, might seem to

intend, that Parliaments should be annually chosen. But, with

respect to Universal SutR-age, we have not a shadow of law, or

vestige of practice, in its favour.

It is not contended, nor will any man who lias the slightest

regard to his reputation venture to assert, that any thing like

Universal Suflrage ever obtained in England. If we look to

our county representation, we find, that from the first origin of

the House of Commons, it was in the hands of freeholders, and
cf freeholders only. Copyholders, leaseholders, tradesmen, and
others whose estates are entirely in money and goods, have ne-

ver, at any time, bad a voice in these eleciions. It has been

even maintained by many lawyers and antiquaries of emi-

nence, that Ibr several ages after the beginning of the House
of Commons, none but tenants in chief of the Crown had votes

in the election of Knights of the shire. On a former occci-

sion we endeavoured to combat this opinion, and to show, that

from the commencement of county elections, the right of suf-

frage was vested in all the freeholders, being suitors of the

Common Consent, p. 57. % E.nglishman's 3Iani:al, p. IP.
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County Courf, whether holilin<T of the Kinc; in chiff, or the
tenants of a mesne lord. In the further prosecution of this in-

<]uiry we have found, in the earliest records of the Hotisc of
Commons, many instances of suhvassals who represented their

counties in Parliament ; but we have not yet had the means of

ascertainin<r exactly, whether there were any of these persons

who had no holding at all i)i capite. ; for nothing was Jiiore com-
mon, in former ajres, than for the same person to hoJd some of

his estates in chief, and others of a subject superior. It can-

not be denied, that the privileges of freeholders were abrld{;ed

by the statutes of Henry VI, which restrict the right of vot-

ing in counties to forty-shillinir freeholders. But contending, as

we do, that the supreme legislative power in Enghiid is vested

in Parliament, we cannot admit that tliese acts, however (jues-

lionable in their motives and policy, were illegal or unconstitu-

tional. We know of no fundamental principL- in our constitu-

tion, except the legislative supremacy of Parliament, The use

to be made of that supre>n,e authority, is matter of discretion ;

but we are aware of no limitation to it by law. In the words
of Sir Thomas Smith, * all that ever the people of Home might
* do, either in rcnfuriatis cnnii!ii>'; or trihuiis, the same may be
* done by the Parliament of England ; wliich representelh, and
• hath the power of the whole realme, both the bead and the
• bodie.

*

The history of our borough representation is mors obscure

;

the origin of it is uncertain ; and the places that returned

members to Parliament have varied much at different times.

But there is reason to believe, that originally the right of e-

lection in boroughs was vested in the governing part of these

communities, or in a select portion of the burgesses; and that

in the progress of the House of Commons to power and im-

portance, the tendency has been, in general, to render the e-

iections more popular. It is certain, that for many years bur-

gesses were elected in the county courts, and apparently by de-

legates from the boroughs, who were authorizsd by their fel-

low burgesses to elect representative^ for them in Parliament. *

In the reigns of James I. and Charles I, when popular princi-

ples were in thi-ir greatest vigour, there was a strong disposi-

tion in the House of Commons to extend the right of suf-

frage in boroughs; and in many instances these efforts were'

crowned with success. To the Puritans, who seem fated, iri

the present day, to be equally abused by Tories and Picform-

VOL. XXVJII. NO. 5.5. K
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ers, we owe a resolution of the House of Commons, which is

the nearest approach we have ever met with to the principle

of universal suffrage. On a petition of an undue election from
Cirencester, Serjeant Glanville reported from the Committee
of Privileges— ' That, where no custom, or charter, to the con-
* trary, the election to be made by all the householders ;

' after

which, the House resolved on a question, ' In a borough, not
* being a corporation, there being here no free burgesses, nor
* charter, nor custom, for election, the election is to be made
* by the householders, and not only by freeholders. ' f It ap-

pears, from this resolution, to have been the opinion of the

House of Commons, that where there was no charter or cus-

tom to the contrary in a borr UQ;h, there existed a common-law
right of election in the householders. A subsequent Commit-
tee, in that reforming age, appears, on one point, to have gone
a step further. In the 4th of Charles I, Mr Hackwill report-

ed from the Committee of Privileges, on a petition from Bos-
ton, as ' agreed by the Committee, that the election of bur-
* gesses, in all bonmghs^ did, of common ri»ht, belong to the
* Commoners; and that nothing could take it from them, but
* a prescription and a constant usage, beyond all memory.^ *

But, extensive as is the principle here laid down, our readers

cannot fail to perceive how much it falls short of the doctrine of

universal suffrage. It is, in the /tst place, confined to bo-
roughs, where there is no prescription to the contrary; and, in

the second place, it is limited to commoners of the borough, and
does not extend to the other inhabitants.

On what pretence, then, it may be said, has universal suf-

frage been claimed as an * undoubted right ' of the people of
England, ' of which they have been unlawfully deprived ?

' It

may be answered—From scraps and shreds of learning—from
rash and erroneous expoi^itions of antient statutes—from texts

cf law, misunderstood and misapplied—from the fictions and
exaggerations of lawyers—and from the warm and hyperbolical

language of Parliamentary orators and politicians,

* Magna Charta, ' says one of our reformers, * enacts, that
* no scutage or aid shall be imposed in our realm, unless by the
* Cuvnnon CLmncil of our realm. ' But, of what persons was
this Common Council composed, which could alone impose aids

and scutages on the kingdom ? Of the archbishops, bishops,

abbots, earls and greater barons, sunmioned by special writ;

and of the other tenants in chief, called by a general writ, ad-

t Journals, 21st May, 162i. * Journals, 8th May, 1628.
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dressed to the Kind's sheriflfa and bailifF;. f What appearance

is there here of universal suirrap;e ? What trace of any assem-

bly of delegates, chosen and nominated by the people ?

In the Ma£»na Charta of Henry III, that monarch declares,

* that for this our gift and grant of these libertie', the archbi-
* shops, bishops, abbots, priors, earls, barons, knights, free-

* holders et omncs dc regno 7tostro, have given unto us the fif-

* teenth part of their moveables. ' ^ Who were meant by ornnes

de regno P A writ of the I9th of Henry III.§ explains to us,

that they vvere all persons who held in chief of the Crown, ex-

cluding of course subvassals, villeins and serfs. By rcgvwn was

understood, in that age, not the land^ but the bodij politicky of

England ; as in the passage of Bracton, quoted by Hume,
where he says, regnum ex comitatibus et baroniis dicitur esse con-'

stitutum.

In the Conjirmatio charfarum of Edward I. it is said, that the

charters were * made by the common consent of all the realm,
* in the time of King Henry his father. ' But who constituted^

at the accession of Henry III, the realm or body politick of Eng-
land I This is the very point in dispute; and, till it is settled

by other authorities, such passages as this prove absolutely no-

thing in the present question. We are unwilling to give any

positive opinion on a point that has been the subject of so much
controversy. But, as far as we have inquired into the matter,

we must confess it has appeared to us, that the supreme autho-

rity in England was at that time vested in the King and his

great Council, composed of all his tenants in chief Knigliti of

the shire were only beginning at that time to be introduced into

the great Council ; and, with respect to our borough representa-

tion, there is no unequivocal proof of its existence till a later

period.

In the preamble to a parliamentary summons of Edward I.

it is said, ' that what concerns all, shall be approved by all.

'

But to whom was this language addressed ?—Not to the earls

and barons;—not to the knights, citizt-ns and burgesses;—but to

the clergy, from whom the King was desirous to extract money
for the prosecution of his war in France, and whom he so suc-

cessfully alarmed with the horrible projects of his enemies, that

he obtained from them a tenth part of their moveables,
I|

The

other inhabiia7its of the realm, with whom and the Lords, the

f Magna Charta Joannis, $ 12, 14.

X Magna Charta Hen. III. § 37.

§ Brady's Introduction, Appenc4ix, p. 43.

\ Dugdale's Summonses, p. 10.— Drat!^ 's Contlnua'ion.

,
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clergy are required on this occasion to consult, were tjie knights,

citizens and burgesses, who began about that time to be regu-'

larly summoned to Parliament.

In a Parliament of Edward II, it is declared, that laws to re-

gulate the state of the King and kingdom, shall be m.ude by the

King, * by the assent of the Prelates, Earls and Barons, and
* by the commonaltij of the kingdom, according as it hath been
* heretofore accustomed. ' * What is this, but a recognition of

our present Constitution, that the Supreme authority is vest-*

ed in King, Lords, and Commons ^

A law of Edsvard III. declares, that none shall be * charged
* nor grieved to make any aid, or to sustain any charge, if it

' be not by the common assent of the Prelates, Earls, Barons
' and other jrreat men and Commons of our said realm of Eng-
* land, and that in Parliament. '

f What connexion, it may he
asked, has this declaration with the question of universal suf-

frage ? Will it be pretended that the Commons' House of Par-

liament, in the reign of Edward III, was elected by the uni-

versal suffrage of the people of England ?

But we are told, that in the first statute of King James, it is

declared, that in the * Fligh Court of Parliament, all the whole
* body of the realm, and evenj particular member thereof^ either
* in person or by representation (upon their own free elections),

* are, by the laws of this realm, deemed to he personallij present,
*

So every man in England is presumed^ in law, to know everyone
©f the thousand statutes in the statute-book ; and so the law a-

»cribes to the King perfection, perpetuity, and ubiquity. But
these are legal fictions—not realities ; and we might as well ar-

jjue lliat James was an ail-perfect Monarch (which the same Par-

liament, by tiw way, was ready * to agnize upon tiie knees of

tlieir hearts '), as infer from this language of the statute, that

every man in England has a right to sit in person, or to appoint

of his own free election a representative to serve in Parliament.

The Flouse of Commons, says Lord Coke, * represent the
* whole Commons of the realm, and are trusted for them : By
* reason of this representation, every man is said to be party to,

* and the consent of every subject is included in, an act of Par-
* liament :

' that is, the consent of every man is said to be in-

cluded in an act of Parliament, because the House of Commons
are held in law to represent the whole Commons of the king-

dom. The real consent required for laws and taxes by the Con-
stitution of England, is common consent in Parliament ; and

* 15 Edward II, Revocation of the New Ordinances,

t li Edward III, statut. ii. ch. 1.
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f]iat being obtained, it is held in law to be the common consent
of the subject. But this fictitious consent of the subject, nei-

ther adds to the obh'fration of the law, nor abridrrps the power
of Pu liament, nor confers any additional rights or privileges on
the people.

If it should be asked, why is the consent of every subject

supposed to be inchided in an act of Parliament, unless the

Constitution required, for the enactment of laws and imposition

of taxes, the common consent of the people, which, being want-
ing in fact, must be supplied by a fiction? We reply, that the

consent required by the Constitution for laws and taxes, is the

consent of the Body Politick, or political authorities of the State ;

and that language, applicable in strictness to the body politick

only, has been extended to the whole people, partly for the

purpose of giving weight and importance to the House of Com-
mons, as the organ and representative of the whole body of tht

Commons, and partly to excite and foster, in the minds of the

people, high and elevated notions of their rights and liberties.

A King of England, says Fortescue, * cannot, by himself or
* by his servants and officers, levie upon his subjects tallages,

* subsidies, or any other burdens, or alter their laws, or make
' new lawes, without the expresse consent and agreement of hii

* whole realme in his Parliament

;

' that is, without the consent

of his Parliament, which is held in law to be the common con-
sent of his realm.

* The consent of Parliament, * says Sir Thomas Smith, * ig

* taken to be every man's consent ; for every Englishman k en-
* tended to be there piTsent, either in person or by procura-
' tion. ' But, notwithstanding this intendment of the law, he
had told us in the preceding chapter, * that day-labourers, poore
* husbandmen, yea, marchantes or retailers which have no free

* lande, copiholders and all artificers, as taylers, shoemakers,
* carpenters, brickemakers, bricklayers, masons, 8cc. have no
* voice nor authoritie in our commonwealth ; and no account
* is made of them, but onelie to be ruled, not to rule others.

'

It appears, therefore, that though every Englishman was held,

in law, to be present in Parliament, personally or by procuration,

not a few were in fact excluded; and, without voice or authority

jn the State, considered fit only to be governed.

When Fortescue says, that statutes in England * cannot bo
* reformed without the assent of the Commonalty and Lords of
* the realm, ' he adds, ' by whose authority they were first de-
* vised. ' We ask, by whose authority were statutes made in

the time of Fortescue ? Was it not by authority of Parliament;

^nd, if 30, does it not follow, that the Cummonaltu, of which irs
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speaks in the preceding part of the sentence, is the House of

Ci>mmons ?

The petition of grievances presented by the House of Com-
mons to James I, states it to be the fundamental right of the

subject, declared and established by act of Parliament, that no
charges or impositions shall be laid on the people, "dnt/iuuf their

common conseiit. * But what is the prayer of the petition ? Is

it not, that all impositions, set wtkout the assent of Parliamenty

may be quite abolished and taken away ; and that a law be made,
to declare, that all impositions set on the people, save only by

coiinnnn assejit in Parliament^ are and shall be void ? And is it

not clear from this prayer, that the common consent of the

people, said to be necessary by the fundamental laws of the

kingdom for laying taxes and impositions on the subject, was
common consent in Parliament, and nothing else ?

To pursue this subject further, would be to trifle with the

patience of our readers. The consent of the people, distinct

from the consent of the House of Commons, is a principle un-
known to our law. The common consent required by the Con-
stitution, for laws and taxes, is common consent in Parliament^

that is, the consent of the King and of the two Houses of Par-

liament; and no other consent has been ever asked or obtained,

since the first origin of our present political Constitution, in the

reign of Edward I. There have been times, indeed, when a
House of Commons was unwilling to grant, and afraid to refuse,

supplies ; and when a delay was craved by its members, on the

pretence of consulting with their constituents. But this was a
matter of choice and discretion, not of law or obligation. For the

Members of the House of Commons, when elected, receive full

powers from their constituents to act for them in Parliament

;

and, when assembled in Parliament, they are held in law to

represent, and have authority to act for, the whole Commons of

the kingdom. If the mode of their election renders them unfit

persons to be trusted for the whole Commons of the realm, this

may be a reason why that mode should be altered j but it is a

reason founded on principles of utility and expediency, and noi

arising out of the common or statute law of England.

Petyt's Jus Parliamentarium, p. 323.
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Art. VII. JVal Tj/lcr, a Dramatic Poem. 12mo. pp. 70.

London, 18 17.

A Letter to JVillinm Smith, Esq. M P., from Robert Southej/,

Esq. bvo. pp. 45. London, 1817.

"ITThen we first saw this extraordinary Drama, with its signi-
^ ' ficant mottoes and advertisements, we set it down, in our

provincial innocence, as a wicked and extravaannt parody of
the worthy Laureate's earlier manner—maliciously contrasted,

as to the subject, with the loyal sublimity of his I tO official Ly-
rics :—For tliough we knew well enough tha. the said worthy
and consistent person had been a bit of a Jacobin in his youth
—had coquetted in verse with Mary Woolstoncrolt and the

ghost of Madam Roland,—and extolled our Regicides at home,
and deplored the execution of Brissot as the damning sin of
the French Revolution ;—nay, though we knew that the first of
his six Epics had been written for the purpose of reviling the

war we were then carrying on against the holy Republic, and
the detestable policy of ' the Dark Vizier, ' as he nigeniously

tern:ed Mr Pitt,—we really ntver imagined that he could, at

any lime of hi> i'fe, have been capable of producing anythmg at

onie so insane and so siJl\ as the piece now before us.

Even when we learned, from the perusal of certain judicial pro-
ceedings, that the work had been actually acki;owleiiged by the

excellent Luurtate, we hesitated aoout naking it the subject of a
review. Il was not clear to us that the manuscript hac! btvu very

handsomely come by ;—and the poor man, wt fancied—poor pro-
vincial innocents again ! -must be so conf'uutled and ashamed of
himself, that we had not the heart to aggravate his awkward pain

by any public notice of the transaction. The perusal of some
late numbers of the Quarterly Review, however, somewhat shook
this resolution of forbearance ; -and that of the second publica-

tion, of which w'v have prefixed the title, served altogether to

change it. In that exquisite performance we find, not only that

Mr 8outhey is not at all ashamed of having written Wat Tyler,

—but that he is exceedingly proud of it,—and that he actually

regards it as one of his most generous and mgenious produc-

tions. If there be any defect, indeed, in his moral constitution

—which to be sure it is very presumptuous to suppose—we
imagine it consists in something quue opposite to an excessive

tendency to be ashamed of anything which he does, or which
befali niiu ;—and accordingly, we nmst take the liberty to say, at

cace, that a more bloated mass of selt-conceit, absurdity and
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insolence, never feil under our view, than the Letter which he has

Ijere gjiven to the pi^blic ; and that there is something so irre-

sistibly ludicrous in the magnificent tone which he assume?,

when contrasted with the occasion of his present appearance,

that, compnssionabie as the case otherwise is, it is not easy to

conceive anylhinfj much more diverting than the two pieces

which we now venture to recommend to the attention of our

readers. The Dramatic Poem is the text— and must have the

precedence; but the author's commentary is, in our poor judg-

ment, the most poetical and dramatic of the two, and will re-

quire rather more notice.

Of the history of the poem, we do not know that vye can speak

with perfect ticcuracy. It was written, it seems, in the year 1794,

when Mr Southey was about twenty-one years of age; and was,

at the time, intended by him for publication. But the person into

whose hands it was put, did not then chuse to venture on that

measure; and it seems to havel>een thrown aside and neglected,

till it came, we really do not at all know by what means, into the

possession of some one who seems to have admired Mr youthey'ti

generous opinions rnthcr more than his prudent ones,—and who,

accordingly, lately gave it to the world, principally, as we ima-

gine, with the view of making idle people merry by the strange,

contrast which they exhibited,—and parti}, periiaps, with the

l)ope of ditniniiihing the authority of the Laureate's loyal ar-

gumentations, by tliis exhibition of his former extravagance on
the other side. On its first appearance, its authenticity was a

good deal suspected, and stoutly denied by the author's political

employers; and at this period, we understand, the great object was

to get it suppressed, without the necessity of any acknowledgment,
t)Ut, upon reference to counsel learned in the law, it was unfor-

tunately discovered, that no injunction against the sale could be

applied for, unless by a person distinctly stating himself as the

author or proprietor. This, it must be confessed, was rather

a distressing dilemma; and accordingly produced a pause of

some weeks, if we are not misinformed, in the author's opera-

tions. During all this time, however, the belief in its au-

thenticity became niore prevalent ; and at last the Laureate, see-

ing he could net longer maintain his incognilo^ and being, no
doubt, excessively scandalized at the great mischief which was
thus wrought in his name, came boldly forward, acknowledged
the work, and craved an injunction against its further publica-

tion. Here, however, he was met by another very provoking

obstacle. The work, it was impudently contended by the pub-
jisher?, was manifestly of a seditious and wicked tendency ; and
as no author could have any legal or beneficial interest in such
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n pcrformnnce, bo the T>nnrpatc had no virrht to iiilcrmofldlr with

the sale of it. Upon this ground, accordingly, tii(» Lord Chan-
cellor rcfu'^od the injunction ;—and as the Attorncy-Cicnerai has

not yet been prevailed upon to pr;;srcute it ns a seditions lihel,

thesslchas rrowti on ever since without ohstruetion ; and the on-

ly result of Mr Southey's interference has been, to place it be-

yond all dispute amoncj his acknowlcdrred works.

The work itscll' may be very soon despatched. It is a rude and
feeble attempt to dramatize the story of the well-known popular
insiirrecfi'ui under Wat Tyler, in the reiqu of Richard it. The
writing thvoL]'>hout is inconceivably poor and childish ; and tho

whole scenes and diameters represented without tlie lea'^t force,

spirit, or in<ienuity. A more pitiful piece of puling indeed wai
never indited by a young girl at a boarding-school;—nor is there

anythinrj whatever to entitle it to a moment's attention, but the \

incredible extravagance of the doctrines, which it inculcates

with all the tranquillity of the roo-^t consummate arrogance and
delightful self-complacency. The object of the author is to show^
not only that kings and courts are oppressive and domineering,

—but that all distinctions of rank are ridiculous,—and all exclu-

sive use of property a mere robbery and aboniination. Kings,
nobles, and landlords, tliereforc, ought instantly to be put downj
and all the men, women and children in the country, put forth-

with in possession of their share of property and sovereignty.

The lamentable weakness of the reasonings by which these

considerable innovations are recommended, and the miserable

tameness and baldness of the composition, struck U3, at first, as

being in singular contrast with the boldness of the concep-
tion ;—but, upon reOoction, we believe that the combination is

quite natural,—l)oth having their root in that utter debility of
the" understanding, of which habitual lovvncss and occasional

extravagance arc c(jual!y symptomatic. A very ^e\\ specimens,

taken at random, as the book opens, will abundantly justify

our opinion. Hob Carter and Wflt are discoursing on politics

in the first act, when Wat pathetically observes

—

' Hob—I have only six groats in tlio world,

And they must soon by law be takou from inc !
' p. 5»

Hob manfully rejoins

—

' Curse on these taxes—ouc succeeds another

—

Our miiiisters—panders of a king's will

—

Drain all our wealth away— waste it in revels,* &c. p. 5,G.
Wat then ekgantly proceeds in the sauie weighty and orifri-

nal style

—

' IVhal matters me who wears tlie crown of France l

Whether a Richard or a ChHiIe-i possess it
•"

They reap the glory—they enjoy the spoil—
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We pay—we bleed !—The sun would shine as eheerly,

The rains of heaven as seasonably fall,

Though neither of these royal pests existed.

Hoh. Nay—as for that, we poor men should fare better j

No legal robbers then should furce away
The hard-earn'd wages of our honest toil.

The ParliaiTienr for ever cries, More moneys
The service oflh^ state demands more vioney.

Just heaven ! of what service is the state ?
' p. 6, 7«

Afterwards, Wat thtis powerfully exhorts his neighbours to

join 'ii';) <n the insurrection.

Think of the insults, wrongs, and contumelies.

Ye boar from your proud lords—that your hard toil

INIanures their fertile fields— you plough the earth.

You sow the corn, you reap the ripen'd harvest,

—

They riot on the produce I—that, like beasts.

They sell you with their land—claina all the fruits

Which the kindly earth produces as their own.

The privilege forsooth, of noble birth !
' p. 21,22.

Then llie miseries of low birth are commemorated in the fol-

lowing beautiful verses

—

Long, long labour, little rest,

Still to toil to be oppress'd ;

Drain'd by taxes of his store,

Punish'd next for being poor :

This is the poor wretch's lot,

Born within the straw- roof 'd cot.
*

* When Adam delv'd and Eve span,

Who was then the gentleman ? ' p. 23, 24'.

But the lofty vein of the piece is reserved lor John B^ll the

priest, who, when complimented by the carter and the rest

of them, replies with a noble modesty

—

* My brethren, I am plain John Ball,—your friend,

Your equal
—

'

and then delivers an harangue, the burden of which is still,

that it is qu'te monstrous and intolerable th.it the poor la-

bourers should plcuoh the fields, and the landlord take the

sheaves to himself. The conclusion is much in the peculiar

eniphatic vein which distinguishes the Laureate odes of the

same eminent, author.
' There is enough for all ; but your proud baron

Stands up, and, arrogant of strength, exclaims,

*' I am a lord—by nature I am noble:

These fields are mine, for I «as born to them,

I wa? bnrn in the castle—you, poor wretches,

Whelp'd in the cottage, are by biith my slaves."

Almignty God! such blasphemies are uttev'd !

Almighty God ! such blasphemies believ'd !
* p. 29» 30.
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By and by the Kin<r, and an Archbishop, and a Chief-Jus-

tice, are brought in, to display a scene of tiie most naked, sil-

ly, and incredible cowardice, perjury and falsehood ;—and they

and their ofiices are held up to ridicule and hatred, with all

the effect that the exceeding feebleness of the author's genius

can produce. In order to bring the royal style and dignity into

contempt, this learned antiquary and powerlul satirist thus re-

peats it

—

* Richard the Second, by the grace of God,
Of England, Ireland, France, and Scotland, King,

And of' the tnxvn of Bcru:ick-upaii- Tiveed !
'

^which excellent joke is again repeated in the recitation of the

royal charter. At the parley, this perjured Monarch is made
to say

—

' You should have tried

By milder means—petition'd at the throne

—

The throne will always listen to petitions. ' p. 42.

To which the \aliant insurgent thus nobly answers

—

* Petitioning for pity is most weak,

The Sovereign People ought to demand justice ! '

—

Afterwards, John Ball tells the wicked courtiers, that it is

they, and not he, that are guilty of treason—because that they
* Rebel against the People's Sovereignty. * And one of his pu-
pils very emphatically exclaims

—

* Why are not all these empty ranks abolish'd

—

King, Slave, and Lord, •' ennobled into Man ?
'*

Are we not all equal ?

'

By and by the Archbishop is made to urge the King to per-

jure himself—and the Chief-Justice makes jokes on the prostitu-

tion of the law. John Ball is finally brought to trial, where,

with heroic constancy, he maintains
* That all mankind as brethren must be equal

;

That privileg'd orders of -society

Are evil and oppressive ; that the right

Of property is a juggle to deceive

The poor whom you oppress. ' p. 61.

and, upon this confes^sion, he is forthwith sentenced by Sir John
Tresilian, in the following words—which, we liave no doubt,

Mr Southey thought admirably calcidatcd to expose the mock-
majesty of courts of justice, and to inflame the popular indig-

nation against the cruel punishments which they sometimes a-

ward

—

* John Ball, whereas you are accused before us

Of stirring up the people to rebellion,

And preaching to them strange and dangerous doctrines

;

And whereas your behaviour to the court

Has been most insolent and contumacious

;
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Insultinfj iVrajest)' :—And since you have pleaded

Guilty to all these charges; I condemn you

To death : You shall be hanged by the neck.

But not till you are dead—your bowels open'd

—

Your heart torn out and burnt before your face

—

Y'our traitorous head be sever'd from your body—
Your bftdy quarter'd, and expos'd upon

The city gates—a terrible example

—

And the Lord God have mercy on your soul !' p. 6S.

Such is the work, of which, and of the doctrines it contains^,

!Mr Soulhey now assures us, that he sees no reason whatever fop

"being ashamed, hefore God or before man—that it is written

as a youth of twenty might be expected to write on such a sub-

ject—that if he were now to dramatize that subject anew, he
should have little to alter, although there might be much to add;
•—ftnd, finally, that his censors would not be the worse, * were

they to catch from it a little of the youthful generosity which ifc

Ijrcathes. '— It is a fine thing to be thus in love with oneself

—

end fairly indemnifies a man, we take it, for all the ridicule

i^hich it provokes. We have but one or two very plain re-

marks to offer.

In the first place, we think it pretty natural to conclude, that

'a m.an who thought and wrote in this way at 21, was not likely

lo think or write very rationally on political subjects at any age;

—

and when we consider, further, that this v/orthy author has new
proclaimed to all the world, that he carried his affection for those

principles so far, as actually to have formed a plan for retiring

onto the wilds of America with a few chosen friends, and there

realizing their blessed visions of equality and common property

—having been decently educated, and exposed to no persecu-

tion at home—we really must say that the fair conclusion is,

that his brain is not very sufficiently timbered, and that no
length of time will ever make him a sound or a safe reasoner on

matters politicah Such a man may come, in time, to make
good ditbyrambics ; and, by long and industrious practice, may
turn out a very pretty poet. That we do not dispute : But, for

a practical statesman, we suspect there are not many people

who would chuse to trust him, after this specimen, or who would

not be shv of following his leading, either as a reformer or a de-

fender of the Constitution.

This is our first remark. Our second is, that if such a per-

son should ever happen to take up an opposite humour in poli-

tics, it is reasonably to be expected that he should extol Lords

and Princes Vvith the same extravagance with which he once at-

tacked them ; and manifest the same infirmity ofjudgment, and

impatience of temper, in justifying the abuses of governmentj
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as he had originally shown in oxncT'jeratinpj thenfi ;—^licinpr in both
equally the object of scorn and compasKJon to all men 'of &oi)er

jndn;nient and practical knowledira. Finally, we would observe,

that if such an one, not contented with vehemently condemning
all that he had formerlv extolled, shonid proceed to abuse tho.s»

who leaned rather to his old than his new creed, aud call upon
the law to avonfre those errors of opinion throufjh whicli he
himself thouj^ht he had been conducted to truth, he would fully

deserve to be reproached with the intolerance of a proscivte,

and the malignity of a renegado ;—that is to say, if anyb<jdy

should think it worth while to deal so seriously with a matter so

ridiculous.

This is all vvc have to sav upon the Dramatic Pjem. Th«
Letter, in laud and exposition of it, may require a little more
notice. The Member for Norwich, it seems, in commenting
in his place on the Lite groundless alarms that had been cxcifc-

ed in the country, and the needless severity with which Govern-
ment had been called upon to act, took occasion to observe,

tliat some of the most violent philippics against reform, and some
of the loudest exhortations to take vindictive measures to repress

it, were understood to originate from quarters to which no great

authority could attach, and from persons in whom such scnti-

naents were peculiarly unbecoming. In particular, he said that

certain intemperate passages, which he read from a late Num-
J>er of the Quarterly Review, were understood to be written by
the author of Wat Tyler ; with the doctrines of which exqui-

site piece he proceeded very briefly to contrast them,—and is

said to have added, that one who could proceed to such ex-

tremities against opinions he had himself formerly professed,

must be considered as acting with the maligniry of a renegado.

An account of these observations appeared, in the ordinary way,
in the newspapers; and this is the occasion of the Epistle, vitu-

[:)erative and self-extoliing, in which the Poet-Laureat has no^
entered his appeal to his countr)-.

His first complaint is, that the attack was made in an impro-
per place ; the author not being there to defend himself. No\t,

whether Mr Smith's proceeding was perfectly in good taste or
not—or whether he duly consulted the dignity of ParliamenS
in thus occupying ils attention with matters so insignirtcant—

may no doubt be made a question : But, that he had a right to

make what remarks he thought fit, on any printed books that

were then actually in circulation,—and that without calling their

authors to tlie bir, wc apprehend to be beyond all doubt.

If any injury was done to the ;uith«)r-;, it plainly was not so mu di

by the speech in Parliament, as by its publication in the new*-
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papers ; and tbe?e papers were equally open to them as to the
reporters of the debate.

But, says Mr Sonthey, you could not ^v/otu, except by re^*

port, that I wrote the passaj^es quoted from the Quarterly Re-
view ; and / imli not tell you whether I wrote fhem or not.

This, we think, is not very manful ; but it is sufficiently intel-

ligible. If Mr Sonthey had 7iot written these passages, he
would have told us plainly enough. We are a little chary, it

may be supposed, of this privilege of incogmfo in reviewers ;

and readily admit, that no one is obliged to answer impertinent

questions on such a subject. Yet it is impossible to deny, that

there are instances in which, we suppose with the author's con-

sent, the fact is just as notorious as if his name had been sub-

scribed to his article. What would Mr South ey say, for exam-
ple, if Mr Canning or Mr Frere were to tell him, that he had
no business to know or to suspect that they had written the ce-

lebrated parodies of his republican poems in the Antijacobin.^

The truth is, that the writers of one half of the articles in a
review are impatient to be known, and take effectual measures

to be so. This we take to be the case of Mr Southey. We
have understood, that he makes no secret of his having written

the papers in question,—or indeed of anything else with which he
illuminates the public :—and, to be sure, though a dilettanti con-

tributor may be a little shy of acknowledging his pieces, and de-

sirous of the protection of his mask, it is hardly to be imagined

that a professional bookmaker, when he publishes anonymously,

has any desire to be really concealed ; and accordingly, he and his

publishers commonly tnke good care that the fame of his name
shall suffer no long obscuration. The belief, that the Reviewer's

invective against seditious writings, and the call on Government
to prosecute them with extraordinary rigour, were written by
Mr Southey, was universal in London, and the assertion we be-

lieve had been made, without contradiction, in various news-

papers, before Mr Smith alluded to it on the occasion we have

mentioned. The report itself was ground enough for a state-

ment that was necessarily hypothetical, and which now appears

to have proceeded on a correct supposition : For there is no
contradiction of the assertion yet—by Mr Southey, or by any

one for him. On the contrary, there is, in this Letter, an af-

fectionate defence of the Reviewer, who, he says, may defy Mr
Smith to disprove any part of his statements ; and, what is of

more importance as to the present point, there is a distinct re-

petition of the Reviewer's most absurd and offensive assertions

in the epistle now before us. If it were necessary to produce any

(uriher proofs of their identity, we might refer to the Reviewer's

4-
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singular encomium on the itigenuiry and plausibility of the pro-

ject for abolishing all private property—a bdisc into which no-

thing could possibly have seduced him but the pmtiality of his

paternal regard for everyihinij that had once touiid favour in

his own eyes. Nothing that Mr Southey ever did or saiil, we
are perfectly persuaded, will ever appear an object of just ridi-

cule to Mr S:)nthey. Though people who go but a little way
in his original career of rcfiublicanism and revolution, are treat-

ed without ceremony as scoundrels, wretches, and poisoners

—

against whom it is disgracolul to the character of the nation, and
most • dangerous to the main, ' thit the law should not have

let loose all its terrors— still /lis hallucinations are to be spoken

of, not only with indul j;ence, but re^pect. His feelings are all

to be supposed right—and his errors ascril>ed to an excess of

youthful generosity,—while his silly scheme lor the destruction of

all property is discovered to he a grand but delus^ive idea, that

has in some degree enieied into all great schemes for a perfect

society. Mr SvUithey's papers may also be known, we think,

by another notable characteristic. We allude not merely to the

extraordmary dogmatism and asperity by which they are mark-
ed, but to his eii}:aging habit of callinw his opponents by the

polite and dignified apf)eilation of liars, scoundrels, and fellows

—which we take to be peculiar to him among writers who pro-

fess to belong to the cla.>s of gentlemen. Was it in his attend-

ance at court that he leirncd this choice phraseology ?—Finally,

it is not a little amusmg to see this dignirt'. d and consistent per-

son protesting with gre. t solemnity, in one page, that it is im-
possible to kr.ow whether he wrote those papers in the Quarter-

ly Review or not, because they are anonymous, and he will not

tell; and, in the very n(Xt, openly accusing Mr Brougham as

a writer in the Eduiburgh. Has that gentleman told him whe-
ther, or what, he has ever written in this Journal ? Or is it

lawful to Mr Southcy alone to know, by intuition, what it is

forbidden to Mr Smith, and all the rest of the world, to infer

from the most prtgnafit and infallible presumptions ?

But we come at last to the n>erits of Wat Tyler ;—and the

scope of the worthy author's first observations seems to be, that

nobody has a right to laugh at it, becau-e * it had been ut•^d^i

• public, ' as he eltgnntly expresses hnnstif, * by some skulkmg
* sc(>un<Jrel, who h:^d fouid books -Hers not more honourable
« than hunself to undtriake th- publication. '—Now, ihi~e are

rather biiter worcs, we think, consul 'ring that the work was
prepared and i: t^tide : for publication by the author hmiself—
and actu.illy failc! of publication, only by th.c tainthearietluess

of the person to whom it was confided. We know nolhiig cf
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the manner in T^lilch the manuscript was obtained ; but with re-

gard to the maiicccr moral friiilt of the mere act of publication,

it is plainly just the same as if the work had been actually pub-
lished and forgotten in 1794» and republished and industriously

circulated in 1816, on purpose to make the author ridiculous.

In this respect, it would just be on a footinfr with the Dutchess
cf Marlhoroufrh's republication of Lord Grimstone's * Love in

a hollow tree, ' and a number of other such waggeries habitual-

ly practised on occasion of elections and other popular con-
tests, at which gentlemen of ordinary temper conient themselves

with Jaughinff, or affecting to laufrh—and ior which, we believe,

it would not be thought quite consistent with decorum for any
body but a Pcet-Lanrcate to come out with such epithets as we
have now reluctantly quoted. But, let the publisher and his

bookseller be as riish^'Oourable as the poet pleases to call them—

•

what is that to Mr Smith, or to us, or to the thousands who
cannot help tittering at the absurd figure he makes by their as-

sistance ? If a gei'llem.an's pocket is picked* and the contents

afterwards left lo be owned at the police office, is nobody to

laugh at his ill spelt billds-dmLY, or his notes for extempore
pleasautry, without being ?upp<»sed to take part in the guilt of

the pickpocket ^—Now, here is Wat Tyler in the hands of the

public— fairly ow ned and acknowledged by the Poet- Laureate;

—

and if this appear irresistibly ridiculous to all who know the

professions cf these two great personages, why, we thiuk, that

people have a right to laugh, or to reason on the fact, without

concerning themselves in any degree with the causes which have
made it notorious.

The next passage, however, goes deeper into the m.atfer—and
IS mighty acute and critical.— * For the book itself, ' says the

worthy auilior, * I deny that it is a scditiozis performance.—That
* it is a vuschievons publication I knew—the errors which it

* contains being especially dangerous at this time; '—and, therc'

fore^ he says, he came forward to claim and to suppress it

—

which he would not have done had it appeared in a quiet state

of the public mind. Now, nothing, we admit, can be more
amiable than this solicitude for the public safety-^-and not many
things more heroic than the self-sacrifice that is here made for

its sake. Yet we cannot help expressing our conviction, that

the sacrifice was not at all necessar}-—and our doubts as to the

absolute sincerity of these lofty professions. With all due re-

spect to the learned author, v. e beg leave to offer it as our opi-

nion, that his bock iz seditious—and that it is not at all mis-

chievous. The criterion of sedition, is the itUcntion to excite di.-~

conient and disaffection;—and it is impossible to read a page of it,

3
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without bein^ satisfied that this was the sole aim and object of its

inirenioiis author. But it is not in the least mischievous—for
it is by far to^ silly to produce the sliirhtest effect on any human
beinpr. Indeed, the more we look at it, the more we are asto-

nished at its extreme innocence in this way. Candidly spcnk-
in^, we really think it is considerably more tame and stupid
than any thino; we ever read ; and, so far from beinc; what waa
to be expected from a well educated young man of twenty-one,
we are quite sure, that there are many patriotic misses of four-
teen, who could produce somethin<T much more spirited and
Bensible as a holiday exercise. However, to set the worthy
author's heart at ease, about the mischief it may be doin^r in
the country, and to console him under the unlucky miscarriage
of his praiseworthy endeavours to suppress so seducing and
dangerous a publication, we think it right to assure him, that

we never hapjiened to hear it mentioned, except as a matter of
jileasantry ; and that we rather think it never was surmised be-
ibrc, that it had been published with any hope of promoting the

interests of rebellion by its tenets or its eloquence. On the con-
trary, we honestly believe, that the publishers had nothing
more in view than to make the author ridiculous, by its ex-
treme silliness, and by the curious contrast between its extra-

vagant republicanism and the other more profitable extravagant

ces in which he has lately indulged. The state of the public mind
may thus have been rendered something gayer by its appear-

ance; but we think we can answer for it, that it has not become
a bit more disloyal. Mr Southcy, we are afraid, will not take

our word for these consolatory truths ; but, if he will ask any
intrepid friend he has, we are persuaded he will find that our
statement may be perfectly relied on.

The next proposition in the Letter, we confess, startled us not

a little. To extenuate the guilt of having written, and wished

to publish such a performance as Wat Tyler in 1791-, the learn-

ed author assures us, that, * at that time, republicanism was
* confined to a very small number of the educated classes.

*

This, we suppose, is meant for poetry—for, as sober prose, it

is altogether incomprehensible. What !—republicanism confin-

ed to a very few, and of the educated classes, in ITfil-,—when
the land was full of the di-:ciples ot" Payne and Godwir)— when
the societies of Friends of the People, and the Corresponding

Societies, and the British Convention, and the United Irish-

men, had extended their lights into evei-y corner oi the land,

and when scarcely a village was to be found, that did not send

delegates to these Associations, and receive from thcni the rcfreah-
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ment of some apostolic mission or itinerant lecture !—If ever

there was a time when republican and revolutionary doctrines

were extensively diffused in this country, and had reached at least

as low as the whole reading classes it contains, it was in the

year 1794', when the French Republic was in the meridian

of its most insane and triumphant exaltation, and the signal

successes of its votaries had given an air of fascination even

to their greatest enormities. We really believe there is not an
alarmist now in the kingdom, except the Poet-Laureate him-
self, who would have the courage to insinuate, that there is

more republicanism in England at this moment than there was
in 1794. The cause was then new, and triumphant, and terri-

ble—now it is stale, disgraced, and contemptible ;—all the rea-

sonings by which it was then so plausibly supported, have since

been refuted, not only by better reasonings, but by large, long,

and most mortifying experience ; and, unless it be the extra-

ordinary fascination of Wat Tyler, and the lucubrations of

Messrs Spence and Evans, we are really at a loss to conjecture,

by what circumstances it should be supposed to have been again

restored to favour and credit.

After this, we have about twenty pages all in a foam with self-

praise and impotent anger—presenting a lamentable struggle be-

tween extreme soreness and incurable conceit—and exhibiting the

humiliating picture of self-adulation, licking with fruitless affection

the festering sores of wounded vanity. There we are told, over

-and over again, that this pitiful stuff of Wat Tyler ' bears no
indications of an ungenerous spirit, or a malevolent heart, ' but of
* feelings right iti themselves, but wrong only in their direction;'

—that it \% false that the author has ever imputed evil motives

to men for holding the doctrines he himself formerly professed j

—and that it is also false that he has ever written anything jea-

lous or vindictive. That he has been abused and insulted more
than any man ever was, both in prose and rhyme, by Jacobins

and Antijacobins, ever since 1796 j and never condescended to

answer till now, though ' it will not be supposed that the abilitj

*• for satire was wanting '—but because the enmity of such people

really did him honour;—and that ' he accepted the hatred of
* sciolists, coxcombs and profligates, as a sure proof that he was
* deserving well of the wise and the good. ' We are moreover

assured, that if he could only have ceased to detest tyranny,

and abhor wicked ambition, he ' might have been sure of the
* approbation of Mr Smith, and the whole crew of ultra Whigs
* and anarchists, from Messrs Brougham and Clodius, to Cob-
* bet, Cethegus, & Co. ;

'—and by and by he turns round and

abks, wiih the most interesting simplicity, * Whom have I i-i»
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* belled ? vvliom have I traduced ? whom have I slandered ?

—

But
* these miscreants (the n:odern advocates of revolution) live by
* calumny, and are libellers and liars by trade. ' Moreover,
we are told, that the worst that can be said of him is, ' that
* while events have been moving on upon the (jreat theatre
* of human affairs, his intellect has not been stationary; ' that

other people miijht keep their faces to the east all day, and
look for the sun there in the evening; ; but that, for his part,
* he has altered his position as the world went round ; ' that

there can be no sympathy between him and Mr Smith, even
vhen they think alike; and that, though Mr Smith may judge
of him by himself, and think that a pretty fair criterion, he,

Mr Soutiiey, ' must protest against being measured by any
* such standard. ' That if Mr Smith did really call him k
renegade^ he brands him for it on the forehead with the

name of slnvdirer, and thai the mark will outlast his epitaph.

Finally, we are told that the learned author's whole history will

be read hereafter ;—not only at the beginning of various edi-

tions of his works, but in numerous Biographical publications,

both foreign and domestic;—and that, in that history, among a
number of other complimentary and curious things, it will be
carefully recorded, that, though much abused, he never an-
swered any body but Mr Smith ; and that * on that occasion he
* vindicated himself as it became him to do—and treated his ca-
* lumniator with just and memorable severity.'

This, we think, is a pretty fair ace* unt of the Letter, in so

far as it is personal and appropriate.—Of some of the general

political dogmas that are her«^ repeated, we may say a few words
afterwards ;—at present we have a little remark or two to make
on the matters we have now abstracted.

Mr Southey complains of having been more attacked and in-

sulted than any man. Did it never occur to him, that there must
have been something about him peculiarly calculated to provoke

these attacks ? and il he had only pondered a little upon their pe-

cuhar nature, we think he might have discovered what this was-

All riiese attacks, we rather think, were in the way of ridicule

and derision;— at least, we do not recollect any body who has

thought it worth while to abuse him in good earnest. Tlie Anii-

Jacobins parodied his Jacobin lyrics and Regicide inscriptions

—

and the Edinbui gli Reviewers made sport with his Laureate odes

and his habitual aflectations. This, we think, is the worst that

Las befallen him. Now, if a man has been laughed at for twenty

years together, we suspect it will be pretty clear to every body
but himself, that there must be sometlnng ralher laughable about

bim, and that> in all probabilitv> he would onlv have made himself

'L 2
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more ridiculous by retortinf^. However, as Mr Soutbey says

nobocly can doubt that be has a talent for satire, we wish hearti-
.

]y that he would produce it. We are quite sure that he will

succeed perfectly in making at least one person ridiculous—and
that is something. But we are afraid he has not temper enough
for a satirist—nor a sufficient familiarity with the language of

polite life.— Raillery, we would beg leave to hint to him, is some-
thing essentially different from railing ; and if he were to content

himself, as he now does, with calling bis opponents scoundrels,

liars, profligates and atheists, we are afraid that nobody would
laugh—and nobody smart but his bookseller.—But to return to

his persecutions.

They began, he says, in 1796, and have had no remission

ever since. Jacobins and Antijacobins have treated him with

equal injustice ; and both sides have united to abuse him. This

is particularly hard no doubt ; but, when the thing comes to be
explained, it really is not quite so unaccountable. These two
parties did not attack him at the same time, nor exactly for the

same things;—both laughed indeed at the puling affectation of

his style, and the feeble and tragical emphasis of his execrations.

But, in other respects, their conduct was natural and fair enough.

The Antijacobins attacked him in 1796, when he was a Jacobin
— and the Jacobins, or those he is pleased to call Jacobins, in

1816, when he had become an Antijacobin, or something still

more outrageous. We do not think Mr Southey has much right

to complain of this. The parties acted after their kind—and he
seems to glory in the fact, that he was successively the natural

prey of both. But the parties, we think, have some little reason

to complain of him ;—and of th€ way in which they are both

spoken of by this oracular weathercock, who is not contented with

abusing them alternately, but, in order to make out that he is ex-

clusively and eternally in the right, thinks fit, at the present day^

to abuse them both together. Both persecutions, he says, were

unjust and intolerant and calumnious—and both sets of his ene-

mies, as fjir as we understand, are sciolists and eoxcombs and
profligates, by whose hostility he is honoured. Now, when a Ja-

cobin is converted to an Antijacobin, and along with his pen-

sion takes up his pen, in common course, to abuse his old asso-

ciates, with the zeal of a proselyte, and the rancour of a rene-

gade, it is usual, we believe, for him to acknowledge, that the

Antijacobin abuse, of which he was formerly the victim, was all

richly deserved ; and even to extol the mildness and forbearance

of those old tormentors of his, whom he has now joined, and
proposes to outgo. Mr Southey, however, insists for a dispen-

sation from this law in his own behalf He is ready enough to

iJenounce and invoke vengeance upon evi^ry other man's Jaco-
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binism, anticnt or modern—and to practise all Antijacobin iin-

charity with regard to it. But, tor hi* own former ofiences

in this way,—these must be treated with reverence; and \\v must
still be allowed, though in full pay and emj)Ioynicat on the

other side, to maintain, that it was cruel and unjust to attcick.

him on account of them, and that he was wronged more ihaa
man was ever wronged by his loyal opponents,—and deserves

infinite credit for his forbearance in not having put forth his

satirical vein, and demolished them on the spot. It is impossi-

ble, we think, to put any other n^eaning on his expressions. He
says, in distinct terms, that when he wrote Wat Tyler and his

other republican pieces, ' a spirit of Antijacobinisni was prc-
* dominant, as unjust and intolerant as the Jacotiinism of the
* present day.' (p. 7.) And afterwards, he speaks with the

same indiscriminating resentment and contempt of * the abuse
* and calumny with which he ha^ been assailed, from one party
* or the other, Antijacobins or Jacobins, in daily, v/eekly, montli-
* ly, and quarterly publications since the year 1796.' (p. 4-;5.)

And the reference is equally general and comprehensive, when he
says, that * none of the innumerable attacks that have been
* made upon his works, has ever called forth a wmd of reply,

* though he could (of course) have triumphantly exposed his

* assailants, * &c.— * The unprovoked insults, ' he proceeds,
* which have been levelled at me, both in prose and in rhyme,
' never induced me to retaliate. I knew that mea might be
* appretiated from the character of their enemies us well as of
* their friends ; and I accepted the hatred of sciolists, cox-
* combs, and profligates as one sure proof that I was deserving
* well of the wise and of the good. ' (p. 1 1.) Now this, as well

as the other passages, is directly applicable to all his works, and
the whole of his illustrious career. Indeed, we know of no in-

sults in verse, that have been ieVelletl at him, except the noted

parodies of Messrs Canning and Frere ; so that it is impos-

sible to doubt that those learned person?, together with all

the Ministers for 1796, and * the dark Vizier' at their head,

are here classed under the apt denomination of sciolists, cox-

combs, and profligates—as well as iNIessrs Smith and Brougham,
with Lord Grey, Sir Samuel llomilly, and the other ultra \Vhigs,

as he is pleased to term them, to whom it ii more directly ap-

plied.

In all the varieties of human littleness and folly, which the

nature of our vocation daily unmasks to us, we confess that

we have seldom met with any trait of character more amus-

ing than this long-cherished grudge against Antijacobin perse-

cution, in a person who has been for some years the most inio-r
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lerant Antijacobin in existence. But Mr Soutliey, we fear, is

not of a forgivinor nature;—and the crime of having parodied

his republican effusions, will be for ever inexpiable in his eyes.

Any thing else might have been pardoned to Mr Canning ;

—

his coquetting with the Whigs—his defence of the Catholics

—

his rebellion against the majesty of Lord Castlereagh—and all

the other acts of occasional liberality by which his life has been

distinguished:—But the crime of lese-majeste against the genius

of Mr Southey could admit of no atonement : And accordingly,

the witty ridicule of his sentimental slang, which enlivened the

earlier numbers of the Antijacobin, is still fiercely resented as

an unprovoked insult—a persecution as unjust and intolerant

as that which he now undergoes from the ferocious Jacobins

of the present day.—Now, it really is not very easy to recon-

cile all this. What would the worthy Laureate be at ? He
admits that Wat Tyler, and his other writings of that day were

mischievous—and nobody can doubt that they were intended to

produce discontent and disaffection to our Monarchical constitu-

tion, and our system of opposition to the republican principles

of France ; yet, at the distance of twenty years, and after he

has utterly renounced all these opiiiions, he complains of the se-

verity with which the Antijacobins pursued them—though all the

severity consisted in a little innocent derision. Would he have

been better pleased to have been clapped up in prison for two

years, or transported to Botany Bay for fourteen ? These, or

something more severe than these, are the punishments which

he now calls on the Government to inflict on all seditious publi-

cations ; and yet, though he substantially confesses that his own
were in the foremost rank of sedition, he still mutters about the

insult and oppression he suffered on account of them, although

he was let off with merely being laughed at. This, we confess,

seems to us not merely self-love, but self- idolatry.

The same amiable weakness, indeed, is visible in some of the

other remarks we have cited from this famous epistle. Mr Sou-

they's intellect has kept pace with the great movements of human
affairs. The events of the last twenty-five years have been lost

on Mr Smith ; but Mr Southey has made the right use of them.

Other men continue to look for the sun in the East, after even-

ing has come ; but Mr Southey alters his position, as the world

goes round. This is all admirable: But does it not prove a lit-

tle too much ?—Does it not prove, that Mr Southey, and Mr
Southey alone, was right both morning, noon and night ; and
consequently, that, to be perfect as he is perfect, we ought not

only to be all Antijacobins now, but to have been Jacobins in

1796 ? If he has always turned with the sun, and moved witU

the great train of affairs, then he must just have been as mira°
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culously rijrht in his opinions, when he was a Jacobin as he is

Kow ; and the only men, whose principles are to be reprobated,

are those who, like Mr Smith, have had the obstinacy not to

change them—and upon whom, therefore, the experience of

the last twenty-five years has been utterly thrown away. But it

is time to come to more weighty matters.

After thus indignantly repelling Mr Smith's attack on his con-

sistency and moderation, the learned author prefaces, what may
be termed the didactic part of his work, with the following lofty

sentence.
* And now, Sir, learn what are the opinions of the man to whom

you have offered this public and notorious wrong ;...opinions not de-

rived from any contagion of the times, nor entertained with the un-

reflecting eagerness of youth, nor adopted in connexion with any
party in the state ; but gathered patiently, during many years of

leisure and retirement, from books, observation, meditation, and in-

tercourse with living minds who will be the light of other ages.*

—

p. 28, 29.

This is a magnificent introduction, no doubt; but the matter

that fallows is worthy of it. He has always btcn a hater of

slavery, he assures us, though he has ceased to wish for revo-

lutions, even in countries where great changes are to be desir-

ed. This is a very pretty profession, we admit; but when we
compare it with the practical strain of the worthy author's poli-

tical lucubrations, we can scarcely regard it as anything else

than one of those formal tributes to the name of liberty which
it is not yet thought safe for its enemies, in this country, to

withhold. The common course with all our abettors of arbitra-

ry power, is to profess the greatest inward veneration for liber-

ty, and to give it a little mouth-honour, now and then, in the

abstract—but to discourage all that might tend to promote it,

and eagerly and angrily to defend all those institutions by which
it is repressed. We have almost as little love for revolutions as

the Laureate has j but our dislike to them, and our system of

prevention, look, we imagine, rather another way. There is but

one radical cause, we take it, for these disastrous movements,

—

and that is, gross misgovernment on the part of the rulers—ei-

ther new and direct oppression, or a tenacity of obsolete ab-

uses, that cannot be otherwise overcome. There never was
any national revolution accomplished, scarcely any attempted,

that may not be referred to this cause, and that might not have

been prevented, by timely concessions and reasonable reforma-

tionsj on the part of the Government. The cabals of discontent-

ed individuals, the intrigues of mischief-loving men, may no doubt

accelerate such an event, or even excite local and temporary dis-

orders, where there is no real cause of dissatisfaction : But re-
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volutions have always deeper causes; and, originating in the
faults of the Government, can only be effectually prevented by the
correction of these faults. If history have taught any certain les-

soi;s, this is among them. Now, what are the preventives recom-
mended by thi.- Laurelled hater of revolutions—and ^vhat is the
course of doctrine and of policy vv-hich this hatred has prompted
him to disclose ^ In the present crisis of affairs, at home and
abroad, he can see nothing of the faults of governments. The
people alone are to blame. Bonaparte, indeed, he abuses with
as much rancour as if he had once been his Laureate; but not a
word is breathed of the enormities of Ferdinand, who has been
guilty ot more acts of oppression and ingratitude during his short
reign, than stained the ermine of the Emperor during all his re-
morseless career ! The Liberates are habitually sneered at, and
Comtitutio7ialists made a name of mockery. He can declaim on
the foul abominations of the Romish harlot, with reference to
the question of Catholic Emancipation in Ireland—but has not
a word to say against the Inquisition in Spain, or the persecution
of the Protestants in France; and is quite patriotic and edifying
on the lawless invasion of weak states by Bonaparte—though
he has not a rebuke in store for the pa'rtition of Poland, or
the perfidious destruction of Genoa or Rngusa by the act of
legitimate sovereigns. While we laud his dread of revolutions,
therefore, which is sufficiently manifested in all his late lucubra-
tions, we must confess we should have been belter pleased to
have seen som.e other proofs of his love of liberty than his si-

lence upon ajl t!ie abuses of existing governments, and his infi-

liile horror at all manifestations of popular discontent or impa-
tience.

But though he has left us rather awkwardly in the dark as to
the nature of his care for foreign liberty, the worthy Laureate
has been duly communicative on the more important point of
our domestic freedom. Here, indeed, the warmth of his zeal
has broken out into oracle and inspiration ; and, oracular as
he is, it cannot be pretended that there is any difficulty in un-
derstanding his meaning. This is the sum of his doctrine—* It
* is THE People at this time who stand in need of Reformation
* —not the Government. ' And, a little after^— ' Government
* must retona the populnce—the people must reform themselves.
* This is the true reform; and, compared with this, all else is

'Jlocci, iiaiici, itihili, pili !
'

'ihis, it must be admitted, is equally pithy and elegant.
But he condescends to enter farther ' into detaik~and favours
Mr Smith, undeserving as he seems to be of such honour, with
his own ideas, ' patiently gathered, ' as we have seen, * from
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many years meditation and study, ' as to the true practical re-

medies for the suilerin<fs and discontent under which we now
labour. These are four in number— Fii*st, to put down sedi-

tious writings, by the enactment and unsparinjf execution ol' new
and more severe laws.—Second, to buy land estates for the poor.

—

Third, to educate all the poor in the Established Rcli/^ion, and
by means of the Established Church.—Fourth, and ihinliy, to

inacase the expenditure of Government as much and as fast as

possible. These are the recipes for promoting the happmcs.^,

and securing the liberty of our people, which are now seriously

proposed by Mr Southey, with such an air of undoubting confi-

dence in their elHcacy, as to leave no doubt that they are, as

he tells us, the precious result of many years hard study and
diligent observation in th.e bosom of hi& own family. They
really deserve to be a little more nearly considered.

The first response of the oracle is as follows

—

* The CJovernment must better the condition of the populace ; and
the first tiling necessary is to prevent it from being u-orsenvd (what

a nice pretty word I) It must no longer suH'er itself to be menaced,
its chief mag'istrate insulted, and its most sacred institutions vilified

with impunity. It must curb the seditious prcs-!, and keep it curbed.

For this purpose, if the laws are not at present effectual, thty should

be made so ; nor will they then avail, unless they are vigiluntly exe-

cuted. ' p. 31, 32.

Now, nobody, of conrse, can patronize sedition,—or object

to its being repressed. But, considering the extreme difficjlty

of ascertaining what sedition is, and the great hi;znrd of having

free and salutary discussion repressed along with it, we confers

that we think it better, in general, to leave it to the castigation

of the anti- editions press—and let it be laughed or reasoned

down by the ordinary operation of sound reason, and animated
debate. To be sure, when a piece so extremely seductive and
difficult to be answered as Wat Tyler comes in the way, there-

may be a strong temptation to call in the terrors of the lav/ to

the help of our overmastered reason ;—and perhaiys it was with a

view to such extreme cases, that the worthy Laureate made this

patriotic suggestion. At the same time, we cannot help conjec-

turing, from the strain of some of those v^unrtcrly cflbsions which
he refuses to disavow, and even from the icnor of the profound

speculations with which we are now cng:'gcd, that t!ic\Laurcnte*s

practical notions of curbing might go a good ded further. \Ve
there find, tlial he is of opinion that infinite mischief has been
done, and is doing, by all those writings which rccommerid

retrenchment, or advocate reform—which lead the people to

beUeve that their sufllsrings are in any degree to be imputed to

(he faults of the Governajcnt, past or prcicut, or that ihire is
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reason for any amendment whatever in the great institutions of
our country.—All these writings, therefore, we imagine, he would .

think it necessary to suppress—and would probably consider it

as a duty to transport, or imprison for life, all authors and pub-
lishers who presumed to circulate such pestilent discourses ! We
believe no practical statesman is of opinion with Mr Southey,
either that it is necessary to enact new laws for the repression
of sedition—or that it would be expedient, or even tolerable, to
put the present laws in force, in every case in which there might
be room for their operation. But, that a suggestion of this

kind should proceed from a man, who has in his time offended
so signally against those laws, and has been indebted for his
safety to that lenity in their administration, which he alone lifts

up his voice to reprove, might excite our wonder and disgust,

if extremes did not tend to expose extremes, and absurdity
make all errors innoxious. The absurdity, indeed, sets all grfv-

vity at defiance, when it is considered that this same person,
who thinks the present laws against sedition not half severe e-

nough, continues, up to the present hour, to complain of the
slight moral discipline by which his own sedition was chastized,

in far more dangerous times—and cries out with one and the
same breath, against the persecution he then suffered for his le-

velling principles, and against the lenity with which those are
treated who now approach to the same doctrines.

The scheme of abolishing the poor-rates, by settling all the
poor as farmers on certain national domains to be purchased out
of our surplus revenue, is professedly borrowed from Mr Owen,
of whose project we may hereafter find a fitter opportunity of
speaking. It certainly appears to the greatest possible disad-

vantage in the hands of the Laureate; and is itself, we are afraid,

just as visionary and fantastic as was necessary to secure his pa-
tronage and approbation. The real evil is the excess of our po-
pulation, which this scheme would obviously tend to aggravate;

and the result would be, that besides a horde of discontented and
unproductive agriculturists, we should have just as many ordi-

nary paupers as before. Suppose the enormous expense of the
first establishment got over, and all the present race of pau-
pers settled comfortably on the national lands—our manufac-
tures, we suppose, are not to be deserted, and all our other un-
dertakings are still to be supplied with hands as formerly: But it

is the fluctuating demand for labour, which is produced by the

fluctuating profit of those undertakings, which every now and
then throws such shoals of unemployed artisans on the parish ;

and this cause must continue to operate after the national farms

^re ail occupied, just as before. In short, we should just have %
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now race of compulsory afrriculturists, toiling for a bare subsist-

ence, without proHt, superadded to the rest of our redumlant po-
pulation ; and we should merely pension nff" the present race of

paupers on a permanent and perpetual provision, to make ropiii

for another race, for whom no such resource could he provided.

This, however, we suspect, is rather beyond the depth of our
Laureate—who talks very ekqnently of CDJonizinj/ at home with

disbanded soldiers and sailors—and thus li<;hienin<; the poor-

rates, encoura<;ing manufactures, and even * providing a perma-
nent source of revenue. '— Very pleasant cert.iinly, and feasible!

The Laurtate's third panacea is the education of the poor;
and, with his constitutional horror at half learnin<r, which he
repeatedly says is far worse than ignorance, we conliess we were

rather surprised at his having the courage to recommend it at

alL Most certainly, half learning is all that the bulk of the poor

can ever expect to obtain ; and if we thought, as he does, that

it was worse than none, we siiould be compelled to decide a-

gainst giving them any education. But then, the worthy poet

is not for trusting them with the dangerous arts of reiuiing and
writing alone:—By no means ;

—
' ihey must also be instructed

* according to the Established Riii^wn ;
' and the scheme of

their education is to be ' so connected with the Church, as to
* form part of the Establishment ; and thus we shall find it a
* bulwark to the State, as well as to the Church. ' Now, there

really seems to us to be someihing portentous in this,—coming
from the pen of a layman who holds as yet but a small ornament-

al sinecure, not depending on ecclesiastical patronage, and wlio

prolesses great philanthropy and liberality. The question is,

how best to counteract the grievous ignot tmce, improvidence laid

prcfligacy, of the lower orders; and when the an-,\ver is— By
education;—up starts the Poet-Laureate, and puts in tliis qua-

lification, that they shall get no eoucaiion unless they conform

to ihe Church of England, and con.e ibr it to a school that is

part of the Church Establishment ! This, we suppose, would,

in point of fact, exclude about two thirds of the subjects of this

realm—and those who are most in need of it ; and all this in or-

der that a bulwark may be reare 1 up for the Church, and the peo-

ple attached to their national institutions. Erom this intoleiant

and flaming zeal for the Church of England, one would lutural-

ly suppose that Mr Si/Uthey had been a Dissenter in hia youth ;

and though we know nothing whatever of the mjitier, he has

dropped some hints in the course of this epi-tle that seem
(o countenance that supposition :—where he snys, for exam-
ple, that his ' Joan of Arc ' received the ap|)robation of alf

f the dissenting journals' of the day; and that his line schema
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of emigration to America was much talked of among certain sects

of Christians. But whether this desire to exclude all sectaries

from the benefits of a national education proceeds from mere
hostility to all the objects of his early attachment, or from princi-

ples ofmore com) reLensive patriotism and prudence, it is impossi-

ble not to be stru( k with the sinjj;ular figure it makes among the

ways and means by which discontent and vice, as well as poverty

and disaifection, are to be eradicated from society. Does the

worthy Laureate now hold, that all Dissenters are so profligate

and seditious by nature, that reading and writing would only

make them moi e dangerous ?—or does he hope, by this exclu-

sion, to force them gently back within the pale of the Church, by
refusing them all instruction elsewhere? Whatever his views

may be, there is certainly great originality in proposing such a
restriction, as a m^ans of attaching the Dissenting population to

the Government of the country.

But the grand secret and glorious discovery of the excellent

Laureate remains still to be mentioned. It is, that the present

distress of the country proceeds entirely from the extreme par-

simony of the Government—and that the only catholic remedy
is, for it to increase its levies and its expenditure without sparing.

We are afraid that this would not be believed upon our re-

port—and therefore we must quote the words of this learned

Theban himself, whose opinions have been maturing among the

mountains of Cumberland, during, we know not how many
years of intense study and deep m.editatioip. * Never, indeed,

*

says he, * was there a more senseless cry than that which is at

* this time raised for retrenchment in the public expenditure, as

* a means of alleviating the present distress. Men are out of em-
* ploy. The evil is, that too little is spent ; and, as a remedy, we
* are exhortetl to spend less !

' This is dwelt upon with the same

complacency for some time ;—and so perfectly assured and satisfi-

ed is he with this brilUant position, that he proceeds to taunt, some-

what severely, the unfortunate speculators who have recommend-

ed a reduction of our establishments. There are many mouths,

he says, without food, because the hands want work;— ' and for

* this reason, the State Quack requires further reduction. O
* lepidiim caput ! and it is by sucii heads as this that we are to

* be retbrmed ! '—Nay, there is yet more of the same pattern.

* Instead, therefore, of this senseless cry for retrenchment,
* which is hke prescribing depletion for a patient, whose com-
* plaints proceed from inanition, a liberal expenditure shovld be

' advised in works of public utility and magnificence. Build,

' therefore, our monuments, ' &c. &c.

Now, we must say, that the utter absurdity of those passa=.
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pes, combined with the nntloubting confiilenco with whicli they

are broun;ht forward, have pjiren us a higher idea than we ever

entertained before of Mr Southey's poetical gcniiic.— Nothing,

we conceive, but tlic true poetic temperament could have given

birth to such conceptions—or blinded the author's eyes to tlie

glaring fallacy of his assumptions : For the whole of this most
comfortable doctrine rests upon the ingenious supposition, that

Government has the jnenns of spending without measure or li-

mit—and that its present moderation in that particular arises

merely from a sort of stinginess, which will probably be over-

come by the warmth and eloquence of his exhortations.—Now,
we are very much afraid that this is not exactly the case; and,

at all events, it is to be regretted, that the worthy Laureate

did not think of inquiring a little into the cause of this ef-

fect ;
— or rather, ' as the sage Polonius expresses it, * of this

* defect—for this effect defective comes by cause, '—as he
might then perhaps have discovered, that the insufficiency of
our expenditure was occasioned entirely by the difficulty of rais-

ing funds to supply it—and that the remedy which he prescribes,

however pleasant and dcsireable in itself, really could not be
conveniently applied in the present posture of our affiiirs.

If things, indeed, w^re otherwise,—if Government could

raise money to any given amount, by its own creative Jiat^

and withrut at all burdening or distressing the people, no-

thing, to be sure, could be easier, or more laudable, than to

employ all the idle people in the land at double wages, on
works of utility and magnificence,—or of no utility or mag-
nificence at all. On that delectable supposition, there could

be no possible objection to giving all the paupers in the coun-

try handsome allowances, and employing them in parading up
and down the streets with standards and bands of music. Nay»
nobody would grudge that the salary even of the Poet-Lau-

reate should be multiplied tenfold, and an additional butt of

Sherry rolled into his cellar for every ode he indited. But,

alas, when things are but too notoriously in the very opposite

situation—when the pressure of taxation has not only swallowed

up the income^ but actually annihilated the capital of many of

the most industrious individuals in ihe country— when the hou-c-^

hold furniture of hundreds of decent families is sold every day
in the street for arrears of taxes—and the expenditure of every

householder is necessarily restncted by absolute inability, with-

in the most penurious limits, it does sound something wild and
extravagant, and poetical, and lyrical, to talk of relieving the

distresses of the country by a liberal expenditure by the Govern-
ment in works of public magnificence. The money which the

2
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Government is thus exhorted to spendj it must first squeeze

from the pockets of its subjects—and to that extent, at least, their

expenditure must be diminished. If they had been allowed to

keep it—and could with prudence afford to lay it out for their

own ends, it would equally be spent as if it was handed over

to Government for that purpose ;—and the only difference

-would be, that the owners would, in all likelihood, spend it

profitably and productively, while the Government would throw

it away ;—that the one would use it to maintain productive

labour, and make it act as the spring of a long series of pro-

sperous industry—while the other would consume it in the

payment of soldiers, taxgatherers and sinecurists, in whose

hands it would be productive of nothing. But, if the original

owner could Jiot afford to spend it in his own business, or for

liis own enjoyments, still less can he afford to pay it in taxes

:

And this hopeful project for charming away the poverty of the

country, by a liberal expenditure on the part of Government,

turns out to be nothing else than a device for completing the

impoverishment of the industrious part of the community, and
cutting off the sources of future wealth and prosperity, in order

to enable Government to maintain, a little longer, its hosts of sti-

pendiary servants :—And the worthy Laureate, who comes down
from the mountains with this precious scheme of finance on hig

shoulders, cackles, with vast seU-complacency, at the state quacks

who recommend economy,—and imagines himself the most pro-

iound genius in the world, because he can talk, with physiolo-

gical solemnity, of depletion and inanition,—and compare, in

bucolic strain?, ' the wealth which is taken from the people,

* to vapours which are drawn imperceptibly from the earth,

* but distributed to it in refreshing dews and fertilizing shovv-

* ers. '—How amazingly pretty !

Of a truth, the Laureate shines in Political Economy—but

he had better keep to his Spanish Romances.

Art. VIIL T/ansactiojis of the Geological Sociefi/. Vol. IT.

4to. pp. 558. London. Printed and Sold by Wiiliaai

Phillips. 1814.

SOMF. years have now elapsed, since we reviewed, in our S7th

Number, the first volume of the TraUbactions of the Geo-

loo'ical Society. The comments we then made on the utility of

fcuch divisions of scientific labour, and on the probable advanta-

ges of this particular Institution, have, we apprehend, been jus-
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tified by the result. The Society appears to have l>cen prosper-

ously advancin<r, since thiit time, in the number of its members,

the respectability of its papers, and, as we undtrsiand, in the

value of the Museum annexed to the Establi>.hment. Two quar-

to volumes of Transactions have succeeded lu ihat which we for-

merly had before us ; and wn lind proois oi" {^reat care and

assiduity in the collection and publication of these Memoirs.

Considering, therefore, that the Institution has already prov-

ed itself ujeful to science, and creditable lo the country, and

desirous to maintain ihe office of our Journal, as a recorder

of the progress of physical knowledge, we do not hesitate in

laying before our readers this second volume of Transactions,

with such comments as it has suggested to us.

In looking generally over the papers containea in the volume,

we are struck by the collateral evidence they afford to one inte-

resting fact in the present state of science:—we mean, the ten-

dency, in all its branches, to assume a character of strict expe-

riment or observation, at the expense of all hypothesis, and e-

ven of moderate theoretical speculation. We think this circum-

stance worthy of notice, inasmuch as it is of value to the phi-

losopher, not merely to note the progress of actual knowledge,

but also to observe the machinery which the mind eniploys to

this end ; and the changes of method which are derived from

the casual efforts of genius or labour, or from the more tardy

effect of political and social institutions. The influence of Lord

Bacon, and of his illustrious contemporaries in Europe, was

not immediate or complete, in reforming the methods of phy-

sical inquiry. Time was necessary to change a system, sanc-

tioned alike by habit, antiquity, and the authority of eminent

names. Accordingly it will be found, that during the last two

centuries, there has been a progressive tendency to render sci-

ence more severe in its experimental part, and more entirely se-

parate from all hypothesis ; and that the reform with which this

period began, has continued to extend itself even to the time

before us. Within the last forty years, a period more remark-

able in the history of science, than any other of c(|ual duration,

this tendency has been strengthened, by the very circumstance

of the splendour and variety of the discoveries which we owe
to these strict experimental methods of research. \\'e have

found the iiisirunicn:s c;f inquiry multiply in our hands ; and

experiments have been fruitlul, not only in their direct results,

but, still further, in disclosing new objects of pursuit, and in

providing new agents, wherewithal to reduce these intc) our

power. Habit ami success are both, therefore, at present con-

cerned in maintaining this mode of invesiigatiun, and in bring-

ing it to its most simple and perfect stale.
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The science of Geolof^y has hitherto manifested this change
loss than most other branches of physics ; the 2;eneral causes of
which difference it is not difficult to explain. The comparative'
rovelty of the subject is one circumstance which has contributed

to this ciTcct. Every science has an infancy of speculation and
conjecture, when there are few analogies to ^uide, and no pre-

vious fncts to determine the course of research. The nature of
the objects and accents in Gs^olofry, was likely still further to give

an hj^pothetic^i] turn to the first inquiries on this subject. There
is a sort of overbearing magnitude in these, which seems to

scorn all common and minute processes of observation ; and the

early ffoologists, who in fact had close kindred with the cosmo-
jTonists, might be thought to hold the authority of Quintilian

for the style of their speculations. * Turn est hyperbole virtus^

cum res ipsa de qua loquendum est, nnturalem viodum excessit. ' In
the outset it could liardly be deemed possible that the examina-
tion of a water-worn channel, of a fragment, or of a simple

line of junction between two rocks, should furnish knowledge of
the great changes which have taken place on the surface of the

globe ; should tell us of the comparative age of rocks ; of the

causes of their internal structure; and of the manner of their

elevation into those vast mountain summits and chains, which
the eye reaches, but which the feet of man have never trodden.

Another cause which has retarded the progress of Geology as a
science of strict observation, has been the comparative facility of

the theoretical part of the subject. In all science it is much easier

vaguely to speculate, than patiently to observe ; and this is espe-

cially true with respect to Geology—including, as it now pro-

fesses to do, all the details of systematic mineralogy. The great

multiphcation of the varieties of simple minerals as well as of
rocks;—the deficiency in any good arrangement of these, found-

ed either on chemical or external characters;—the want of a
well-defined nomenclature,—and the positive evil of a number
of barbarous nanies, with which local usage, or the German
oryctognosij have burdened us ;—all these circumstances concur

to render this part of the science tediously instructive, and very

difficult of aitaiiiment. Something has recently been done to

clear away these obstacles ; but they have hitherto had an ob-

vious influence in directing the course of geological pursuit.

Speculations on the agency of heat, water, gases, earthquakes

and volcanoes, are much more seducing than the dry determi-

nations of specific gravity, and crystalline forms of fracture and
frangibility ;—and the student is giad to shelter himself in gene-

ralities from the revolting details of acicular farallel or diverg-

ing co7icniions

;

—the scopiform- divergijig Jibrous aggregatio?i—
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spongiform circii/arli/ cri/ular subsfancrs, and the raji'titudc of like

phrases, with which descriptive niineralo<jry ahound^.
No' withstanding' all this, the matter-of-lhct methods have hfe-

ly hoen <:ainin£T jriound in Geolofry, as in other ?clence\ : h\po-
theses are now scarcely hstened to; and even the well- organized
theories which, a short time since, created so much contn.v-rsy,
receive in this day little attention or comment. Such, at least,

seems to be the case with the sober-minded mincralofjist'? of
the South ; who, in truth, have never shown that ardent zeal

for their theories, which almost threw our northern capital into

a flame. Fire and water are still indeed opposed to each other,

as in days of yore ; but it is now a modest and well-orchred

struggle; more frequently resolving itself into a question about
particular pocks, than embracing, as formerly, the whole scries

of mineral formations. The German school, th 'Ujrh incumbered
with the disputes of its own Geoirnosy, yet has certainly contri-

buted not a little to this altered character of the science. It is

an interesting question, not only to Geol )gy, but to general

knowledge, how tar such changes may advantageously proceed.

—

But, upon this subject, we have not leisure at present further to

enter.

The papers in the volume before us, are almost all formed
upon the model just described ; being chiefly descriptive of mi-
neralogical observations, or of physical facts closely connected
with the subject. They are 24' in number ; of which sixteen

relate to different localities in the British islands, and three only

to foreign geology. It is further worthy of notice, that nine of

the twenty-four communications are b}' the same gentleman,

Dr Macculloch ; a proportion, of which, after reading them,
we are in nowise disposed to complain. They are ttirough-

out ably and judiciously written ; and show Dr Macculloch to

be a Zealous and excellent observer, who brings to his subject

much acute discrimination, and a large stock of general science.

The outline we shall have occasion to give of some of his pa-

pers, will show that this commendation is not hastily or unrea-

sonably bestowed.

On ctrtajn products obtained in the Distillation of IVoody xiith

Remarks on Bituminuus Substances and Coal. By Dr Mac-
culloch.

This paper is valuable to the chemist, as well as to the mi-

neralogist, in aflTording some new views as to the nature and
relations of resinous and bituminous substances ; and in ap-

plying these nsults niore particuUrly to the quostic»n as to the

origin of coal. Dr Macculluch was le<l to this investigation by

VOL. xxviii. 2io. 5.". M
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Certain experiments on the tar-like substance produced in the de-

struciive distillation of wood. It would be difficult to give a con-
cise statement of the facts detailed in the first part of the paper ;

one general inference drawn from which is, that the varieties of ve-

getable resins, thotijyh resembling much the mineral bitumens in

appearance, yet differ from them essentially in other points ; as

in the comparative solubility in alcohol and naphtha, and in

yielding a larger proportion of acetic acid and carbonic oxide

by heat. We may remark here, that this distinction does not

seem sufficient to authorize their entire separation; since the re-

lative proportions of the ingredients of the mineral bitumens,

(petroleum, naphtha, asphaltum, &a.) vary similarly in each of

their species ; and in naphtha, so far, as to contain no oxygen at

all. "\A"e doubt whether it is enoiTgh to say in reply to this, that

the changes in the mineral bitumens consist in the alteration of

the relative proportions of the hydrogen and carbon. The prin-

ciple of chemical distinction is still the same ; applying equally

to the differences between the vegetable and mineral bitumens,

and to those of the latter class among themselves.

In introducing the subject of coal, Dr Macculloch objects tO'

considering pit- coal as a combination of bitumen with charcoal,

as is usually done ; and thinks it more consonant to analogy, to

regard it as a bitumen itself,—the varieties, from the Newcastle

to the Kilkenny, depending on the greater or less proportion

of carbon in the bituminous compound. Considering it in this

h'ght, it falls into tlie series after asphaltum ; and a regular gra-

dation may be followed in the bitumens, from naphtha at one
extreme, to anthracite (the last link in the chain of coal) at the

other. There is another class of inflammable substances, how-
ever, connected with these, but of more doubtful character.

These are the Lignites / forming a series from peat and submerg-

ed wood, to the varieties of Bovey coal, to surturbrand and jet.

It was Dr Macculloch's object, in the progress of his researches,

to detect the advance of bituminization from simple peat to jet

;

and to ascertain the relation between the latter substance and
coal. Examination by alcohol and naphtha did not give any

Very decided results ; but that by distillation, indicated the pro-

gress of the bituminous quality in the order of substances men-
tioned above ; the oil distilled from jet being of greatest speci-

fic gravity—smelling strongly of petroleum, and being almost as

polable in naphtha as the latter bitumen. These observations

are cited as warranting the opinion, that the continued action

of water is capable of converting simple vegetable into bitumi-

juous substances j the degree of bituminization depending chief-

ly on the time during which this action has been maintained j
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though other circumstances of locality and original variety in the
vegetable material, may influence the chemical changes which
determine the result. These processes, in which imie is so im-
portant on agent, can seldom be imitated in the laboratory ; but
Dr Macculloch, to ascertain how far mere heat is capable of ac-
complishing the change which still remains to be m^de from the
most perfect Lignite to coal, employed Sir J, Hall's method of
experiment with close gun-barrels ; repeating, in the first in-

stance, the experin^ent in which Sir James considered thcit a
species of coal was produced from fir saw-du^t and wood, thus
exposed to heat. The result was unsuccessful ; and Dr Mac-
culloch states his conviction, that the substance produced
by Sir J. Hall, was not really bitumen, but a porous charcoal

mixed with vegetable tar. It remained, however, to subject to

this trial, substances already in part bitumini/xid ; {o accomplish
which, powdered jet was exposed to red heat in close gun-barrels,

with certain precautions suggested by the nature of the experi-

ment. The results here were very satisfactory ; the produce of

the fusod jet, exhibiting the true characters of coal—its colour,

fracture, inflammabiliiy, and odour on burning. One or two
other interesting facts arose out of these experiments ; such as

the conversion of a portion of clay, enclosed in the gun-barrelj

into a substance resenibling bituminous shale, in its smell, con-
sistence and other characters.

, The importance of this investigation to our views regarding

the origin of coal, will readily be understood. It appears cer-

tain, that the bituminization of vegetable matter may be cfi'tct-

ed in various degrees by the action of water alone ; but there

is still a strongly marked distinction, mechanical perhaps more
than chemical, between the most perfect of these lignite bitu-

mens and true cnal. As far as the evidence at present goes, it

is decidedly in favour of heat, as the agent by which, under
certain modifications, the conversion of the former into the lai-.

ter, has taken place in nature. It is much, to have ascertained

that the change warj be so effected : the stages of probability

which rise upon this fact are surmounted with comparative ease.

Dr Macculloch, indeed, somewhat suddenly checks himself ont

approaching this more speculative part of the subj'ect ; but al-

lows us, nevertheless, to infer his opinion in favcmr of the igne-

ous conversion of bituminized wood into coal,—a conclusion to

which his own experiments so obviously tend.

Mineralogical Account of the Isle of Man. By Dr Berger.

Our information respecting the natural history of the Isle of

Man has hitherto been scanty,—derived principally from Bi,?1*0jf>''

M2
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Wilson's book, and from Wood's account of the Isle, publish-

ed some years ago. Dr Berber's paper is not very valuablef

from any minute mineralogical information it contains ; but it

furnishes an outline of the physical structure of the country?

and, together with the map and table of heights barometrically

ascertained, which accompany it, is likely to be useful as a guide

to further research. The mountain chain of the Isle of Man
stretches from N. E. to S. W., with a length of 25, and an a-

verage breadth of 4 or 5 miles. The highest points in this chain

are, Sneifeldt, Barroole and Gob-y-Scioot; the first of which

has an elevation of 2000 feet, the latter respectively of 1850

and 1820 feet above the level of the sea. An estimate of the

proportion of uncultivated mountain land, makes this amount
to one third of the whole extent of the island. Of the primi-

tive rocks in the Isle of Man, granite and clay slate are those

alone which appear in situs but mica slate, sienite, porphyry,

quartz and garnet rock occur in the form of fragments. The gra-

nite is in very small quantity, and under circumstances which make
it doubtful whether its occurrence is not rather in beds than

as a basis to the island. The clay slate, too, is confined chiefly

to the higher mountain tracts already noticed. Of the transi-

tion rocks we only find grauwacke slate ; but this coming down
to almost every part of the coast, and occupying a very consider-

able proportion of the Isle. This grauwacke, in many places,

is scarcely distinguishable from the clay slate in position or cha-

racter ; and forms one of those cases in which a system of nomen-
clature so frequently leads us to attend to secondary distinctions,

neglecting the great relations of rocks, and those insensible gra-

dations of structure which are so important to a rational theory

of t^heir origin. The grauwacke formation contains veins of ga-

lena i and, though no workings are now carried on, yet the

lead-mines of Foxdale and Brada-Head, appear to have been

known some centuries ago, in the good days of the Stanleys,

Kings of Man ; and have since been worked at intervals, with

some speculation and little profit. It may further be noticed,

that all the Runic and Danish monuments in the island are con-

structed of this grauwacke slate.

Limestone is the principal floetz rock of the Isle of Man,
containing the same organic remains as that of Cumberland,

and accompanied by partial formations of magnesian lime-

stone, not regularly stratified like the others, and affording

scarcely finy of these remains. In one situation, the latter rock

is remarkable from containing small distinct nodules of a glassy

quartz. Dr Bergcr professes himself unable to speak distinctly

lA the relative position of these two limestones, but believes
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them to occur in separate beds, one within the other: sandstone,

and an amyfrdaloid with a basis of wacke, are noticed as over-

lying the limestone in particular localities of the island. Some
slight attempts have been made to sink for coal ; but these turn-

ed out fruitlessly : And Dr Berger gives a reasonable caution a-

gainst the resumption of any such schemes, on the very slight

chances which research has hitherto disclosed.

On the Granite Tors of CornvimU. Bij Du Maccullocii.

This paper contains some remarks on the celebrated Logging
Rock of the Land's End, and on others of the granite furs or

cairns of the same district. The weight of the vibrating stone

is estimated at 66 tons. By different trials it was found, that

the greatest force of three persons applied to it, sufficed to make
its outer edge describe an arc, the chord of which was -^ths o£

an inch at tJ feet distance from the centre of motion. When
suffered to return, it vibrates for a few seconds before falling a-

gain to rest ; which vibration in a sensible degree is produced
even by the wind blowing against its western exposed surface.

A valuable part of this paper relates to the form of those vast in-

sulated masses of granite in Cornwall and elsewhere ; the cause

of their division into cuboidal and prismatic figures ; and the

general tendency of the same rock to take ultimately the sphe-

roidal form ; while in sandstone, and other rocks of prismatic

fracture, no such tendency exists, though the external causes

acting upon them are the same. This question we consider as

interesting to geology ; since the phenomena can only be plaus-

ibly resolved, by referring to some differences in the internal

structure and original Ibrmaiion of the rocks themselves,

—

w^."-ij differences are the main objects of geological inquiry.

These inilirect and accidental modes of questioning Xaiure, of-

ten disclose more of her secret processes, than the most labori-

ous and well-adjusted schemes ot researdi. It being now gene-

rally conceded, tliat the granite of Cornwall is not a stratified

rock, we must finil oth.er means of expliining its frecjueni cu-

boidal figure, which, at the same time, will not preclude the

explanation of its general tendency to decompose into the sphe-

roidal form. Dr MacciiUoch's solution is pcrhnps as satisfacto-

ry as our knowledge at present renders possible. Assuming,

what we are not disposed to deny, that granite may be of igne-

ous origin, he adds

—

• Here we must conceive, that in a homogeneous mass of fluid

matter, crystallization had commenced tVoui numerous centres at th^

ssmt; time. While there was yet vpaco for tlie forniaiion of sugce&r
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sive solid dcposites round any set of these imaginary centres, a sphe-

rical or spheroidal figure would be the result. As the surfaces of.

these spheroids approached each other, the successive cru-~ts would
interfere ; and the intervals would be filled by portions of spheroidal

crusts, until tlie cuboidal figures of all the contiguous masses are

completed ; thus forming that aggregated mass of cuboids which we
witness in the granites of this aspect which remain unaltered in their

places. We need not be surprised that this regularity is not more
constant, nor the forms more perfect, as we are unacquainted with

the numerous circumstances which may determine the several cen-

tres of crystallization, or which may interfere with the ultimate re-

gularity of the resulting masses. '

This view of the subject (which perhaps contains more of spe-

culation than any other passage in the volume), derives support

from various analogies, such as the columns and balls of basaltic

rocks ; the tendency to the spheroidal form in the rock salt of

Chtshire, &c. The objection, that in a uniform fluid there

would be nothing to determine these centres of spherical crystal-

lization, we should meet by saying that the dirficulty is the same

in numerous cases of acknowledged crystallization ; and by ex-

pressing our opinion, that mineralogists have hitherto attend-

ed too exclusively to the affinities of contiguous particles in form-

ing crystals, without sufficient regard to those more extensive,

though less distinct affinities, which may haye place in great

masses, brought into such a state as to admit of changes of ar-

rangement in their composing parts. Without adopting the

speculations of La Metherie, we may still reasonably entertain

the belief, confirmed as it is by numerous facts, that upon the

principle of crystallization, much larger and more diffused de-

terminations of form may take place than those which consti-

tute single crystals, or the assemblage of those in the structure

of any single specimen. The elucidation of this subject will

form an important step in the further progress of Geology.

An Account of the Brine Springs at Droitxvich. By Leonard
' Horner, Eso.

In this Memoir, we have a sketch of the natural history of

the Salt-sprinss of Droitwich, together with a chemical exa-

mination of the brines of this district. The mineralogical fea-

tures of the surrounding country appear to resemble, in ge-

neral, those of the district in Cheshii'e, and the northern part

of Shropshire, where brine springs occur. The prevailing

rock is a calcareo-argillaceous sandstone, which Mr Horner

thinks it probable, may be the old red sandstone of Werner:

—

pf this, however, from his description, we do not feel perfectly
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nssured. As no new brine pit has been sunk at Drnitwich dur-
ing ihe last thirty years; and as the rock salt itself is not
worked in this district, it was found very difficult to obtain in-

formation as to the strita passed through to obtain the brine;
but that procured suffices !> show, that they are chitfly the

same marls, and blue and white cluys, [venetratcd by veiji« of
gypsum, which are met with in the Ciicshire siiit-inines. The
evidence as to a subjacent body of rock salt, lb )U<^h not per-
fectly distinct, yet is enough to be admitted in proof of its ex-
istence. This admission, indeed, would seem necessary to ac-

count for the permanence of very strong brine-springs, which
are known to have been worked during tne period of the Saxon
Heptarchy, and probably at a date far anterior to this.

The analysis of the brines of Droitwich, seems to have been
conducted by Mr Horner vvith great exactness, and according
to the most approved methtKls. Their specific gravity, as ta-

ken from different pits, varies from 1174.71 to I'^.Oh.W. A
pint measure of the strongest of the brines, contains 2290 griiiia

of salt, or about 26.. 3 per cent. ; a proportion very nearly c-

qual to that of the strongest Cheshire brines, as they are stated

by Dr Holland, in his account of the Cheshire salt district. *

The analysis gives, in 100 parts of tl»e saline contents of the

brine—of muriate of soda 96.4-8 ; sulphate of lime 1.63 ; sul-

phate of soda 1.82 ; muriate of magnesia 0.07. Tliis differs

from that of the Cheshire brines, in afli)rding sulphate of soda,

and in not giving traces of the carbonate of lin}( , or oxide of
iron, which occur in suiail quantity in the latter. The mode
of manufacture of the salt is stated to be tlie same. Of late, a-

bout 16,000 tons have annually been made at Droitwich, chiefly

for home consumption, and paying to Goveiniiicnt a duly of

220,000^.

On the Veins of Cornv:alL By Mr \V. Phillips.

This paper, which is of considerable length, contains some
valuable details regarding the direction, and other chiiracters of

the veins in Cornwall; as also, in relation to the practical mint

ins of this district ; and forms a satisfactory acfdition to Dr
Berger's paper in the first volanie of these Transactions. The
copper and tin of Cornwall never occur in layers or beds, but

always, with the exce,.tion of the stream tin, in veins, or Indcs,

as they are provincially termed. The nutalliferous veius have

generally a direction nearly east and west ; and those in differ

* See the First Volume of these Transactions.
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ent directions rarely produce any metallic ore. No instance

has yet occurred, of a vein being actually seen to terminate ei-

ther to the east or west, cr being worked out in depth j though
soi-ie of the mines, as those of Cook. Kitchen and Dolcoath, are
movc^ than 12.'>0 feet deep. These metalliferous veins are usual-

ly from one to three feet in vindth ; but occasionally even as

much as thirty feet. With regard to the indications of their

quality, it is always deemed that the early discovery of iron

pyrites, and portions of y^ellow copper ore, mixed with much
blende, is a favourable omen for copper still further in the vein.

It generally happens too, that tin is found at a small depth in

veins, which afterwards prove rich in copper. A friable ferru-

ginous substance, consisting of decomposed pyrites and clay,

is considered a favourable indication both for tin and copper ;

but this, like those before mentioned, affords surmises which
only now and then accord with the truth.

We scarcely venture to hint here at the mysteries of Ilabdo-
mancy, the sublime science of the Divining Rod ; which we find,

from Mr Phillips, to retain still a certain amount of credit a-

moTig the Cornish labouring miners. Though the sage profes-

sors of this art, however,, do even now at times take the rod into

their hands, and tread barefooted over the surface, to ascertain the

presence of metals beneath, yet, in their days of sober calcu-

lation, no proprietor will trust his money to the suggestions of

a twirling slick, or dig down in trace of the metallic effluvia,

•which reach the subtle senses of the Rabdomancer above. In
former times, it was otherwise ; since the learned Fulld relates,

that German divines were actually brought over to Cornwall,

to indicate, by their divining rods, the course and richness of

metallic veins. Nevertheless, we have never in England so far

snbmitted ourselves to these mysteries, as we believe to have
been the case in France, Germany and Italy. We have seen

no such people as Aimar or Royer amongst us j nor have we
published such bocks as those of Thorwenel, Ritter, Ebel and
Amoretti, which call Moses and Aaron the Rabdomancers of

early ages, and turn into divining rods the club of Hercules
and the staff" with which Romulus is said to have marked out
the districts of his infant city. *

The facts regarding the intersection of veins are among the

most interesting in mineralogy. The cross c^rarseSy or N. and S.

* We ursderstand that the doctrines of Rabdomancy still retain

their ground in various parts of the Continent ; that books are writ-

ten to attest their credit; and that /jro/e^iors still travel about to dis.

cover metals and springs by the aid of the divining rod.
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veins of Cornwall, arc very troublesome to the miners ; their

eftcct in cuttinj^ the metaiiilerous veins b.in^ generally that of
(iisturbiiit; their course, or breaking them into small branches;

the working of which is not resumed wiihout much uncertainty

as to the direction of the true vein. The slide or hcaiitig of the

latter, produced by such intersection, is (d'ten very great. Mr
Phillips mentii>ns an instance, in which a fin vein was heaved
up 22 fathoms in perpendicular height ; and another example ia

the mine of Huel-Pcever, where one of these heaves so entire-

ly baffled the skill of the miners, that nearly 40 years were spent

in fruitless research, befL)re the metalliferous lode was again dis-

covered. It often happens also, that a vein which has bica
rich in ore on one side a cross course, becomes suddenly poor on
the other. These cross veins themselves, as before stated, rare-

ly yield any thing, which may compensate for the disturbance

they give. Some indeed have afforded tin and silver, and others

contain cobalt and antimony j but these instances are not fre-

quent. An occasional value, however, belongs to them, as the

means of carrying otf water from the mines, which object is, ia

fact, one of the most laborious and expensive connected with,

the mining in Cornwall. Several of the adits, or artificial sub-*

terraneous water-courses, are y or 4 miles in length ; and thnt

of the Gwennnp mine, in its numerous branches, is stated to

have an extent of nearly 2i miles.

The latter part of tliis paner contains descriptions of parti-

cular mines, which cannot be uiidcrstocd without the plates and
sections accompanying it. A few economical details are given,

particularly as to the Hue! Alfred mine; but the want of dis-

tinctness in the dates diminishes the value of these statements.

We learn, however, that 1500 people are employed about this

mir.c, underground and on the surface ; that there are three

large steam engines for drawing cW the water, and two for bring-

ing up the ore; and that the monthly expenses for labour, coal,

ropes, timber, &c. amounted at the timo this paper was written,

to 5300/. We cannot commend to the taste of our readers,

the technical nomenclature of the Cornish miners; or seek to

initiate them into the meaning of such terms as gossan
t/^

grou-

atitj, capljjy mnndic/,i/,J/iicnm/, jiri/ntn/, and scuvati. Yet it would
be hard to quarrel on ihc <:core of language with men, who rise

in the middle of the night, walk sometimes two or three miles

to the mouth of their mines, and, lighted by small c.indles, de-

scend down ladders to the depth of 2uO fathoms, to work lor

many hours, amidst 'he noise of water, pumps and engines, oi*

HI some places v.ith the more formidable sound of the sea rolling
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on its pavement above their heads. The latter circumstance is

described hy Pryce, in his Mineralogia Cornubiensis, with a

good deal of effV-ct.

' The mine of Hncl Cock, in the parish of St Just, is wrought 80
fathoms in length under the sea, below low- water mark ; and the sea

in some places is bur three fathoms over the back of the workings ;

insomuch that the tinners underneath hear the break, flux, ebb, and
reflux of every wave, which, upon the beach overhead, may be said

to have had the run of tlie Atlantic ocean for many hundred leagues,

and consequently are amazingly powerful and b .isterous. They also

hear the rumbling noise of every nodule and fragment r f rock ; which

are continually roUinc: upon the submarine stratum, and which alto-

gether make a kind of thundering roar that would surprize and fear-

fully engage the attention of the curious stranger. Add to this,

that several parts of the lode, which were richer than others, have

been very indiscreetly hulkrd and worked within four feet of the

sea ; whereby in violent stormy weather the noise overhead has been

so tremendous, that thr workmen have many times deserted their la-

bour, under the greatest fear lest the sea might break in upon them.*

On the Ffcsh'-jcater Formations in the hie of Wight • loifh Ob-
servations on the Strata, over the Chalk in the S. E. 'part of
England. By Thomas Webster,

We regret that our limits prevent us from giving more than

ft short notice of this paper, which extends to nearly 100 pages;

and is rot only the longest, but the most important in the vo-

lume. Some of our readers may recoliect the account we for-

merly gave of the interesting researches of MM. Cuvier and
Brogniart on the strata in the great chaik basin of Paris ; de-

veloping a series of beds, in which there are two distinct ma-
rine, and two fresh-water formations, alternating with each
other. Mr Webster has great merit in having discovered, and
skilfully examined, an analogous series of formations in the Isle

of Wight ; occupying a part of the gieat basin, which is bound-
ed to the south by the almost vertical chalk hills of this island ;

to the north by the range called the South Downs, extending

from Beechy- Head to Porchester. This basin is now open at

each extreniiiy of the Channel between Hampshire and the

Isle of Wight ; but that these passages were once closed up, is

highly probable, as well from the nature of the formations with-

in, as from the correspondence between the chalk hills of this

island, particularly about the Needles, and those of the Dorset-

shire coast. It appears Juriher to be almost certain, from dif-

^•ent appearances, that the vertical strata of the Isle of Wight
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were once horizontal, or nearly so ; and that the same cause
which moved them, by elevation or purtial subsidence, into their

present position, j^ave rise to the outline and liniits of the natural

basin just described.

The observiitions on the alternating marine and fresh-water

strata lying u|)on the chalk, were made on the N. coast of the

Isle of Wight, and more particularly at Headen-hill, in the vi-

cinity of Alum Bay ; where, in one sjx)t, a complete series of

the alternations is disclosed, leaving no room for doubt as to

the order of superposition. Mr Webster arranges the series as

follows, beginning from below.

1. Chalk formation.

2. Lowest marine formation over the chalk, including the

London play.

3. Lowest fresh-water formation.

4. Upper marine formation.

5. Upper fresh-water formation.

6. Alluvium.

Each one of these formations is separately described ; and
those marine and fresh-water fossils, which respectively charac-

terize the strata in which they occur, are catalogued, by the as-

sistance of Mr Parkinson, with much apparent accuracy. The
fresh-water formations present various analogies with those of

the Paris basin ; as in the nature of the fossil shells they con-

tain, (the lymnei, planorbes, helices, &c,) and in the succession

and resemblance of the strata. The most remarkable differ-

ence is the absence, in the lower fresh-water formation of the

Isle of Wight, of those thick beds of gypsum, which occur in

the oldest formation of this kind at Paris, and which contain

the bones of unknown quadrupeds and birds. The gypsums of

England, at large, belong to strata below, and older than the

chalk ; and fossil remains of the class ju5t noticed have not been

found in the Isle of Wight. The bones of the elephant, rhino-

ceros, hippopotamus, and other animals no longer natives of
this climate, which have been discovered in Suffolk, the Isle of

fSheppey, Brentford, &c. are not petrified like those of the ex-

tinct animals, and are invariably found above the London clay,

frequently accompanied by marl and fresh-water shells.

Mr W^ebster's Memoir contains also various facts respecting

the London basin, as it has been termed ; an extensive depres-

sion in the chalk formation, which forms the basis of so large a

tract in the southern and eastern parts of England. This ba-

sin is very extensively covered with that remarkable stratum,

called the London, or Blue Clay ; a deposite of vast thickness
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in many places, and containing organic fossils of great beauty
and variety. * It appears to correspond with the lowest marine
formation of the Isle of Wight ; but does not, like the latter,

support other formations of fresh-water and marine origin.

Such alterf^afion, from some particular local cause, is wanting
in the London basin.

In the latter part of this paper, there is some speculation,

mofltst enough in its nature, as to the causes of these remark-
able fficts. The subject is, doubtless, ore of the most interest-

ing in natural hist rv ; connected as it is, not only with the

oriijin and chmges of position of our strata, but also wiih the

progress of different forms of aniuiai existence, and with those

grc-at revolutions, general or partial, which have deposited so

many of these in the fossil state, to excite the wonder and spe-

culation of later ages. The importance of ihe study o^ . rg-^nic

remains can.iot he too liighlv appreciated by the Ke^'ioei-. • It

has already laid before us tiiis cxtraordinai Miteruttiiorj ot ma-
rine and fresh-water strata, occu' ri.i^ in uilftr.r.t purta of Eu-
rope ; ± and we may coi ; fen^ly k.fk to th? same source for

the clearing up of various difficulties, which at present embarrass

the subject.

A Description nf the Oxiid of Tin, the production of Corfiwall;

of Its Primitive Crystal and Modi/ications, ^-c. By Mr. W.
Phillips.

Of this paper, which is a long one, we can say little, from
the need of reference to its accompanying plates. Mr Phillips

confirms the last opinion of Haiiy as to the primitive form of
the crystal of oxyd of tin ; viz. that it is an octahedron, com-
posed of two pyramids, joined base to base. We do not mean
to question the utility ol minute crystallography, as a part of
the science ; yet, we own that it is somewhat painful to us to

see labour and ingenuity so largely vested in this research j and
it is impossible not to view most of its results as mere cids-de-

sac, out of which we return without either profit or pleasure.

If there were a prospect of obtaining a good and correct ar-

rangement of minerals from this source, the pursuit ought to

* At Wimbledon and Harnpstead, wells have been sunk through
this stratum to a depth of more than 500 feet, without reachiBg the
chalk.

1 Professor Herman of Strasburgh has pointed out an analogous
fcfjTfiation in the Vosges mountains.
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be urtjei! with unremittinir zeal ; but this (li^7ius vimlice nodus

has proved c<iufilly inti\ stable by crystallofriaphical distinctions,

as by chemical qu liities, and by the numerous devices of exter-

nal characters with which modern systems have been loaded.

An arran«;emcnt, which may enable the Mineralogist to place

liimself on a level with the Botanist and Zoologist, is still want-

ing; and the object would not be attamed, though he were

to muliiply into a million varieties of crystalline figure, the

lew hundred species of minerals, which are the subjects of his

study.

Miscellaneous Itemarls on Specimens transmitted to the Geolo<^ical

Society. By Dr Macculloch.

This Memoir, which relates exclusively to specimens collect-

ed from different parts of Scotland, is prefaced by some good
remarks ; n the objects and difficulties of geological research ;

among which we find the following comment on the influence

of the system of Werner, as it relates to the divisions of rocks,

upon the opinions and descriptions of the observer in this

science.
* If we describe the several rocks by the terms which he has ap-

plied to them, we begin by admitting the very matter to be proved.

A worse consequence follows :—the adoption of the terminology in-

sensibly leads to a belief in the hypothesis ; and becomes inimical to

that independent and free spirit of observation, which the infancy of

any physical investigation more especially requires.

'

To this remark we fully -ubscribe ; and could adduce many
instances in confirmation of it. The succeeding part of Dr
M.'s paper furnishes several such ; particularly in what respects

the different limestones, and trap rocks, and the relations of

grautvacke and clay slate ; the Ibrce of which latter example
every practical mineralogist will feel, recollecting his own per-

plexities as to this ill-named and ill-fated rock. The classifica-

tion of rocks is certainly one of the most legitimate objects in

the science ; but that adopted by Werner is hasty and prema-
ture as to time ; and the progress of observation has so multi-

plied exceptions to it, that the original rules stand like strag-

gling columns in the desert, which no longer support any su-

perstructure, and are theuiselves crumbling to decay.

Though this paper consists wholly of detached remarks, yet

it derives value from the accuracy and critical distinctness,

which mark the whole. The isle of Ro;ia is noticed, to speak

of the discovery here of the ore of tingslon, called iscolfrau, and
to recommend a furiiur examination c\i' ll.e remarkable grahiiu
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veins in this island. The Skiant islets, between Lewis and
JSky, which have hitherto escaped the regard of mineralogists, •

are described with some little detail. A splendid fagade of co-

lumnar trap, rising from the sea to a height of nearly 200 feet,

forms the most conspicuous object here ; under which are found
in snccession a bed of siliceous schist ; another of greenstone,

which weathers into distinct concretions ; and a third of silice-

ous schist again, 20 feet i:? thickness, and singularly formed,

throughout its substance, of spherical or compressed globules,

giving it, in many places, a botruoidal aspect. This last rock

is further interesting, as it affords a new habitat to the JVavel-

lite ; the circles of vvhrch Dr M. found occupying the surface of

each segment of the several sphei'es, and varying in size accord-

ing to the dimensions of these segments. Another fine co-

lumnar precipice is described by Dr M. in the Scuir of Egg,
which is not noticed by Professor Jameson in his Mineralogy of

the ^Scottish Isles. The columns, which exceed those of Staffa

in grandeur and picturesque effect, are of black pitchstone por-

phyry, lying on a bed of compact calcareous marl, which again

reposes up<.n sandstone. The bed of marl is remarkable from
containing large masses of biluminized wood ; and also por-

tions of the trunks of trees silicified, and their rifts filled with

chalcedony.

Among the other mineralogical descriptions in this paper, is

that of the limestones of Assynt and Isla; of the magnificent

Golumnar syenite or syenitic greenstone (for here the perplexity

of system recurs) of Ailsa Craig ; of the Rutile occurring in

the Chlorite slate near Killin ; of the contorted mica slate oh
the banks of Loch-Lomond ; and of the primitive slate in ge-

neral between Loch- Lomond and Loch- Katrin. An error of

Professor Jameson's is corrected, who describes the summit of

Ben-Lomond as of gneiss instead of mica slate,' Some descrip-

tion is given of the graphic granite of Portsoy, interesting

from the curious disposition and relations of the crystals com-
posing this rock. Certain appearances are mentioned of the

schorl or tourmaline crystals entering into its texture, with the

view of showing, that both the Neptunian and Hultonian theo-

ries are incompetent to their explanation ; and that D^r Hut-
ton's illustrations of the igneous origin of this granite, are li-

able to much doubt.

Succeeding to this communication, and connected with it, we
find another long paper by Dr Macculloch on the quartz rock of

Scotland, as it occurs in Jura, at Assynt, Schehallicn, Tyji-

drum, &c. The reniaikabie part of this paper is the opinion
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brouMit forwards bv Dr Macculloch, that qurirtz rock, though
occurrinq: docitlecilv aninnfr the primitive formations, is in many
placf s a mechanir>jl depnsitp, or more i^enerally produced by che-

mical and nifch.inicnl deposition combined. ()f the cjuartz rock

of Jura he docs not hesitate to say, from observation, that it is a

rock recomposed from tl»c fragments of older ones ; and the

same opiniin i^ sinrpfi rrspecting that of Assynt and Balahulish.

This is a formidable invasion upon the Geognosy, and trenches

deeply into the very principles on which this sv'^tem of arrange-

ment is founded. Accordingly, we find ])r Macculloch, as a
corollary to his paper, stating his belief that no valid distinction,

such a? ought to constitute a class, belongs to the transition roch,
tind that it would be belter to return to the old division of pri-

mary and secondary, as far at least as relates to those rocks which
bear any marks of stratification. We leave it to our readers to

imagine the consternation which this heresy must excite among
the disciples of the orthodox Freyberg faith.

Notice relative to the Geology of the Coast of Labrador. By the.

Rev. Mr Steinhauek.

The author of this communication appears to be connected
with the missionaries of the United Brethren, whose zeal con-
ducts them to this naked and inhr^spitable coast, where the ther-

mometer frerjuently continues for two or three weeks below the

zero of Fahrenheit, and where their subsistence depends in part

upon a vessel annually arriving with provisions for their little

settlements. We learn from Mr Steinhauer, that these men
have kept meteorological journals, and have made a tolerably

complete flora of the country ; and we presume that it is to thera

we are chiefly indebted for the beautiful specimens of Labrador fel-

spar, and other minerals, which we occasionally receive from this

coast. The paper before us contains little information, and is

only valuable as pertaining to a country so little known, and
vrhere civilized life has ventured to establish itself in a few insu-

lated spots, amidst so many obstacles of soil and climate. The
highest mountains of Labrador seem to extend themselves along
the eastern coast, from latitude h'>t° to latitude 59° or 60°; but
we have not proof that tht'ir elevation any where exceeds 3000
feet. The only minerals described, and these wiih very indis-

tinct notices of situation fxr character, arc granite, L'ibrador

felspar and hornblende, limestone, iupis ollaris, and haematite.

The felspar is mentioned as occurring in the rocks in the vici-

nity of the settlement of Nain, in latitude 56° 158' ; and in-

greater quantity near a small lake, about 50 miles inland, whei**
3-
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its shifting colours, darting through the clear waters, or flashing

from the cliffs, especially when moistened by a shower of rain,,

are described as wonderfully striking and beautiful in effect.

On Vegetable Remains p^-eserved in Chalcedony. Bjj Dr Mac-
CULLOCH.

Daubenton, in the Memoires de I'Academie Royale des Sci-

ences for 1782, had given the account of some well ascertained

plants involved in the substance of chalcedony. In the paper

before us, Dr Macculloch, who at the time was unaware of this

previous research, narrates his own investigations of this re-

markable fact, and renders it certain that the arboriz.itions, fa-

miliar to mineralogists in the mochas and other varieties of chal-

cedony, and considered to depend upon metallic matter putting

on these forms, are really for the most part produced by plants

enclosed within the stone. Dr Macculloch examined numerous
specimens both of the transparent chalcedonies and agates ; and
found reason to believe that the grtater number of these includ-

ed plants were of the genus Conferva, which in this situation of-

ten retain perfectly their natural colour, though sometimes, oa
the contrary, their fiores arc closely invested with a crust of ox-

ide or carbonate of iron. The vegetable structure too, is, in

general, entirely preserved ; and the plant, however light its

texture, is disposed in as free a manner as if still floating in the

water which was its native element. These circumstances, as

well as some other facts attending the phenomenon, can only be
explained, Dr Macculloch conceives, by supposing that the plants

were suddenly involved in a solution of silex, so dense as to sup-

port the v»'eight of their substance—and further capable of be-

coming solid, or at least gelatinous, in a very short space of

time. Some chemical trials, depending on the action of carbon

upon sulphuric acid, distinctly proved, that the carbonaceous

matter of the plants was still retained within the chalcedony.

In reference to this curious subject, we should suggest a careful

examination of the specimens of silicified plants, which have

been brought from the depoaites of the great Geyser fountains of

Iceland.

Our limits do not permit us to notice the remaining papers in

the volume, some of which, however, possess considerable va-

lue. In a future Number of our Journal, it is probable we may
have occasion to take up the Third volume of the Transactions

of this Society, which has recently appeared before the public.
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Art, IX. Talcf! of Mij Landlord^ collected and arranged hxf

Jedediah Cleishbotham, Schoolmaster and Parish Cleric of the

Parish (f Gandcrclcugh. 4> vol. 12mo. Edinburgh, IS 16.

THIS, we think, is beyond all question a new coinage from
the mint which pi-oduced Waverley, Guy Mannerin<;, and

the Antiquary :— For thou(]rh it does not bciir the legend and
superscription of the Master on the face of the pieces, there is

no mistaking either the quality of the metal or the execution of

the die—and even the private mark may he seen plain enough
by those who know how to look for it. It is quite impossible

to read ten pages of this work, in short, without feeling that it

belongs to the same school with those very remarkable produc-

tions ; and no one who has any knowledge of nature or of ait,

will ever doubt that it is an original. The very identity of the

leading characters in the whole set of stories, is a stronger proof,

perhaps, that those of the last series are not copied from the

ibrmer, than even the freshness and freedom of the draperies

with which they are now invested—or the ease and spirit of

the groupes into which they are newly combined. No imitator

would have ventured so near his originals, and yet come off so

entirely clear of them ; and we are only the more assured that

the old acquaintances we continually recognise in these volume?,

are really the persons they pretend to be, and no false mimics,
that we recollect so perfectly to have seen them before, or at

least to have been familiar with some of their near relations.

We have often been astonished at the quantity of talent

—

of invention, observation, and knowledge of character, as well

as of spirited and graceful composition, that may be found in

those works of fiction in our language, which are generally re-

garded as among the lower productions of our literature,—upon
which no great pains is understood to be bestowed, and which
are seldom regarded as the titles of a permanent reputation. If

Novels, however, are not fated to last as long as E{)ic poems,
they are at least a great deal more popular in their season ;

and, slight ns their structure, and imperfect as their finishing

may oiien be thought in comparison, wo have no hesitation in

saying, that the better specimens of the art are incomparably
more entertaining, and considerably more instructive. The
great objection to them, indeed, is, that they are too entertain-

ing—and are so pleasant in the reading, as to be apt to pro-
duce a disrelish for other kinds of reading which may be more
necessary, and can in no way be n)ade so agreeable. Neither

vol.. XXVI 11. NO. 55.
'

N
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science, nor authentic history, nor poHtical nor professional

instruction, can be conveyed in a pleasant tale; and, therefore,

'

all these things are in danger of appearing dull and uninterest-

ing to the votaries of those more seductive studies. Among
the most popular of these popular productions that have ap-
peared in our times, we must rank the works to which we have
just alluded ; and we do not hesitate to say, that they are well

entitled to that distinction. They are indeed, in many re-

spects, very extraordinary performances—though in nothing

more extraordinary than in having remained so long unclaim-

ed. There is no name, we think, in our literature, to which
they would not add lustre—and lustre, too, of a very enviable

kind ; for they not only show great talent, but infinite good
sense and good nature,—a more vigorous and wide reaching

intellect than is often displayed in novels, and a more powerful

fancy, and a deeper sympathy with various passion, than is often

combined with strength of understanding.

The author, whoever he is, has a truly graphic and creative

power in the invention and delineation of characters—which he
sketches with an ease, and colours with a brilliancy, and scat-

ters about with a profusion, which reminds us of Shakespeare

himself: Yet with all this force and felicity in the representation

of living agents, he has the eye of a poet for all the striking as-

pects of nature ; and usually contrives, both in his scenery and

in the groups with which it is enlivened, to combine the pictur-

esque with the natural, with a grace that has rarely been attain-

ed by artists so copious and rapid. His narrative, in this way,

is kept constantly full of life, variety, and colour; and is so in-

terspersed with glov/ing descriptions, and lively allusions, and
flying traits of sagacity and pathos, as not only to keep our at-

tention continually awake, but to aiford a pleasing exercise to

most of our other faculties. The prevailing tone is very gay and

pleasant ; but the author's most remarkable, and, perhaps, his

most delightful talent, is that of representing kindness of heart

in union with lightness of spirits and great simplicity of charac-

ter, and of blending the expression of warm and generous and

exalted affections with scenes and persons that are in themselves

both lowly and ludicrous. This gift he shares with his illustri-

ous countryman Burns—as he does many of the other qualities

we have mentioned with another living poet,:—who is only infe-

rior perhaps in that to which we have alluded. It is very ho-

nourable indeed, we think, both to the author, and to the read-

ers among whom he is so extremely popular, that the great in-

terest of his pieces is for the most part a moral interest—that

tlie concern we take in his characters is less on account of their
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adventures than of their amiablenoss—and that the jrrcat charm
of his works is derived from the kindness of heart, the c ipacity

of generous emotions, and the lights of native taste which he
ascribes, so lavishly, and ai the same time with such an air of
truth and familiarit}', even to the humblest of his favourites.

With all his relish for the ridiculous, accordingly, there is no
tone of misanthropy, or even of sarcasm, in his representa-

tions ; but, on the contrary, a great indulgence and relenting

towards those who are to be the objects of our disapproba-

tion. There is no keen or cold-blooded satire—no bitterness of
heart, or fierceness of resentment, in any part of his writings.

His love of ridicule is little else than a love of mirth ; and sa-

vours throughout of the joyous temperament in which it ap-
pears to have its origin ; while the buoyancy of a raised and
poetical imagination lifts him continually above the region of

mere jollity and good humour, to which a taste, by no means
nice or fastidious, seems constantly in danger of sinking him.

He is evidently a person of a very sociable and liberal spirit

—

with great habits of observation—who has ranged pretty exten-

sively through the varieties of human life and character, and
mingled with them all, not only with intelligent familiarity, but
with a free and natural sympathy for all the diversity of their

tastes, pleasures, and pursuits—one who has kept his heart as well

as his eyes open to all that has offered itself to engage them ; and
learned indulgence for human faults and follies, not only from
finding kindred faults in their most intolerant censors, but also

for the sake of the virtues by which they are often redeemed,
and the sufferings by which they have still oftener been taught.

The temper of his writings, in short, is precisely the reverse of''"

those of our Laureates and Lakers, who, being themselves the

most whimsical of mortals, make it a conscience to loathe and
detest all with whom they happen to disagree, and labour to

promote mutual animosity, and all manner of uncharitableness

among mankind, by referring every supposed error of taste, or
peculiarity of opinion, to some hateful corruption of the heart

and understanding.

With all the indulgence, however, which we so justly ascribe

to him, we are far from complaining of the writer before us for

being too neutral and undecided on the great sul:»jects which are

most apt to engender excessive zeal and intolerance—and we are

almost as far from agreeing with him as to most of these sub-

iccts. In politics, it is sufficiently manifest, that he is a dec id-

ed Tory—and, we are afraid, something of a latitudinarian both
in morals and religion. He is very apt at least to make a mock
of all enthusiasm for liberty or faith—and not only gives a de^

N 2
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cided preference to the siicial over the austerer virtues—but sel-

dom exprcs'^es any warm or hearty admiration except for those'

graceful and ffentlrman-like principles which can generally be

acted upon with a cray countenance—and do not imply any prreat

effort of self-denial, or any deep sen>e of the rights of others,

or the helplessness and humility of our common nature. Unless

we misconstrue very p;rossly the indications in these volumes,

the author thinks no times so happy as those in which an indul-

gent monarch awards a reasonable portion of liberty to grateful

subjects, who do not call in (juestion his right either to give or

to withhold it—in whir-h a di'Tuified and decent hierarchy re-

ceives the homage of their submissive and uninquiring flocks

—

and a gallant nobility redeems the venial immoralities of their

gayer hours, by brave and honourable conduct towards each

other, and spontaneous kindness to vassals in whom they re-

cognise no independent rights, and not many features of a com-
mon nature. It is rather remarkable however, that, with pro-

pensities thus decidedly aristccratical, the ingenious author has

succeeded by far the best in the representation of rustic and home-
ly characters ;—and not in the ludicrous or contemptuous repre-

sentation of them—but by making them at once more natural

and more interesting than they had ever been made before in

any work of fiction ; by showing them not as clowns to be laugh-

ed at—or wretches to be pitied and despised—but as human
creatures, with as many pleasures, and fewer caiTS than their

superiors—with affections not only as strong, but often as deli-

cate as those whose language is smoother—and with a vein of

humour, a force of sagacity, and very frequently an elevation

of fancy, as high and as natural as can be met with among more
cultivated beings. The great merit of all these delineations, is

their admirable truth and fidelity—the whole manner and cast

of the characters being accurately moulded on their condition

—

and the fir-er attributes that are ascribed to them, so blended

and harmonized with the native rudeness and simplicity of their

life and occupations, that they are made interesting and even
noble beings, without the least particle of foppery or exaggera-

tion, and delight and amuse us without trespassing at all on the

province of pastoral or romance.

Next to these, we think, he has found his happiest subjects,

or at least displayed his greatest powers, in the delineation of the

grand and gloomy aspects of nature, and of the dark and fierce

passions of the heart. The natural gayety of his temper does
not indeed allow him to dwell long on such themes j—but (he

sketches he occasionally introduces, are executed with admirable
force and spirit—and give a strong impressicn bcth of the vjl-
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govir of his imairination, and tlie variety of his talent. It is

only in the third rank that we would })iace his pictures of chival-

ry and chivalrous character— his traits of gallantry, n<bloness

and honour—and that bcwitchinjr asseniblafre of aay and jrentle

manners, with generosity, candour and courage, which has long

been familiiir enough to readers and writers of novels, but has

never before been reprcsenteii with such an air of tiuth and so

much ease and happiness of execution.

Among his fanhs and failures, we must give the first place

to his descriptions of virtuous young ladies—and his represen-

tations of the ordinary business of c('iuti-hip and conversation

in polished life. We admit that those things, as they are com-
monly conducted, are apt to be a little insipid to a mere cri-

tical spectator;— and that while they consequently require

more heightening than strange adventures or gro(.e^que per-

sons, they admit less of exaggeration or ambitious ornament:

—

Yet we cannot think it necessary that they should be alto-

gether so lame and mawkish as we generally find them in the

hands of this spirited writer,—whose powers really seem to re-

<juire some stronger stimulus to bring them into action, than

can be supplied by the flat realities of a peaceful and ordinary

cxi-stenco. His love of the ludicrous, it must also be observ-

ed, often betrays him into forced and vulgar exaggerations,

and into the repetition of common and paltry stories,—though
it is but fair to add, that he does not detain us long with them,
and makes amends by the copiousness of his assortment, for

the indifferent quality of some of the specimens. It is ano-
ther consequence of this extreme abundance in which he re-

vels and riots, and of the fertility of the imagination from
which it is supplied, that he is at all times a little apt to over-

do even those things which he does best. His most striking

and highly coloured characters appear rather too often, and
go on rather too long. It is astonishing, indeed, with what
spirit they are supported, and how fresh and animated they are

lo the very last ;—but still there is something too much of
them—and they vvcmid be more waited for and welcomed, if

they were not quite so lavish of their presence.— It was reserved
for IShakespeare alone, to leave all his characters as new and
unworn as he found them,—and lo carry I'alstaff through tlie

business of three several plays, and leave us as greedy of his

.sayings as at the moment of his first introduction. It is no
Jight praise to the author before us, that he has sometimes re-

mmded us of this, as well as other inimitable excellences in

that most gifted of all inventors.

To complete this hasty and unpremeditated sketch of his go-
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reral characteristics, we must add, that he is above all things na-

tional and Scottish,—and never seems to feel the powers of a.

Giant, except when he touches his native soil. His countrymen
alone, therefore, can have a full sense of his merits, or a perfect

relish of his excellences;—and those only, indeed, of them, who
have mingled, as he has done, pretty freeJy with the lower orders,

and made themselves familiar not only with their language, but

with the habits and traits of character, of which it then only be-

comes expressive. It is one thing to understand the meaning of

words, as they are explained by other words in a glossary or dic-

tionary, and another to knov/ their value, as expressive of cer-

tain feelings and humours in the speakers to whom they are

native, and as signs both of temper and condition among those

who are familiar with their import.

We must content ourselves, we fear, with this hasty and su-

perficial sketch of the general character of this author's per-

formances, in the place of a more detailed examination of

those which he has given to the public since we first announced
him as the author of Waverley. The time for noticing his two
intermediate works, has been permitted to go by so far, that it

would probably be difficult to recal the public attention to them
with any effect; and, at all events, impossible to affect, by any
observations of ours, the judgment which has been passed upon
them, with very Httle assistance, we must say, from professed

critics, by the mass of their intelligent readers,—to whom, in-

deed, we have no doubt that they are, by this time, as well

known, and as correctly estimated, as if they had been indebt-

ed to us for their first impressions on the subject. For our own
parts we must confess, that we still look back to Waverley with

all the fascination of a first love ; and that we cannot help

thinking, that the greatness of the public transactions in which
that story was involved, as well as the wildness and picturesque

graces of its Highland scenery and characters, have invested it

with a charm, to which the more familiar attractions of the o-

ther pieces have not come up. In this, perhaps, our opinion
differs from that of better judges ;—but we cannot help suspect-

ing, that the later publications are most admired by many, at

least in the Southern part of the island, only because they are

more easily and perfectly understood, in consequence of the

training which had been gone through in the perusal of the for-

mer. But, however that be, we are far enough from denying,
that the two succeeding works are performances of extraordi-

nary merit,—and are willing even to admit, that they show quite

as much power and genius in the author—though, to our taste

at least, the subjects are less happily selected.—Dandie Din*
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inont is, beyond all question, we think, the best rustic portrait

that has ever yet been exhibited to the piibHc—the most ho-

nourable to rustics, and the most creditable to the heart, as

well as the genius of the artist—the truest to nature—the most

interesting and the most complete in all its lineaments.—Meg
Merrilees belongs more to the department of poetry. She
is most akin to the witches of Macbeth, with some traits of

the antient Sybil engrafted on the coarser stock of a Gipsy of

the last century. Though not absolutely in nature, however,

she must be allowed to be a very imposing and emphatic per-

sonage, and to be mingled, both with the business and the sce-

nery of the piece, with the greatest skill and effect.— Pleydell

is a harsh caricature^ and Dirk Hatteric a vulgar bandit of the

German school. The lovers, too, are rather more faultless

and more insipid than usual,—and all the genteel persons, in-

deed, not a little fatiguing. Yet there are many passages of

great merit, of a gentler and less obtrusive character. The
grief of old Ellengowan for the loss of his child, and the pic-

ture of his own dotage and death, are very touching and na-

tural ; while the many descriptions of the coait scenery, and of

the various localities of the story, are given with a freedom,

force and eilfect, that bring every feature before our eyes, and
impress us with an irresistible conviction of their reality.

The Antiquary is, perhaps, on the whole, less interesting,

—

though there are touches in it, equal, if not superior, to any
thing that occurs in either of the other works. The adventure

of the tide and night storm under the clifts, we do not hesitate

to pronounce the very best description we ever met with,—in

verse or in prose, in antient or in modern writing. Old Edie
is of the family of Meg Merrilees,—a younger brother, we
confess, with less terror and energy, and more taste and gay-
ety, but equally a poetical embellishment of a familiar cha-
racter J and yet resting enough on the great points of na-
ture, to be blended without extravagance in the transactions

of beLngs so perfectly natural and thoi'ouglily alive, that no
suspicion can be entertained of th^ir reality. The Antiqua-
ry himself is the great blemish of the work,—at least in so

far as he is an Antiquary ;—thmigh we must say for him,
that, unlike most oddities, he wearies us most at first ; and
is so managed, as to turn out both more interesting and
more amusir g than we had any reason to exptct. The low-

characters in this book are not always worth drawing: but
they are exquisitely finished ; and prove the extent and accu-
racy of the author's acquaintance with human life, and human
oature.—The family of the fisherman is an exquisite groupe
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throughout ; and, at the scene of the funeral, in the hjnhest

degree strikinj^ and pathetic. Dousterswivel is as wearisome as

the genuine Spurzheim himself: And the tragic story of the

Lord, is, on the whole, a miscarriage ; though interspersed

with passages of great force and energy. The denouement
which connects it with the active hero of the piece, is altoge-

ther forced and unnatural.—We come now, at once, to the

work immediately before us.

The Tales of My Landlord, though they fill four volumes,

are, as yet, but two in number ; the one being three times as

long, and ten times as interesting as the other. The introduc-

tion, from which the general title is derived, is as foolish and
clumsy as may be; and is another instance of that occasional

imbecility or self-willed caprice which every now and then leads

this author, before he gets afloat on the full stream of his nar-

ration, into absurdities which excite the astonishment of the

least gifted of his readers. This whole prologue of My Land-
lord, which is vulgar in the conception, trite and lame in the

execution, and utterly out of harmony with the stories to which

it is prefixed, should be entirely retrenched in the future edi-

tions ; and the two novels, which have as little connexion with

each other as with this ill-fancied prelude, given separately to

the world, each under its own denomination.

The fii-st, which is comprised in one volume, is called * The
Black Dwarf—and is, in every respect, the least consider-

able of the family—though very plainly of the legitimate race

—and possessing merits, which, in any other company, would
have entitled it to no slight distinction. The Dwarf himself is

a little too much like the hero of a fairy tale ; and the structure

and contrivance of the story, in general, would bear no small

affinity to that meritorious and edifying class of compositions,

was it not for the nature of the details, and the quality of the

persons to whom they lelate—who are as real, intelligible, and
tangible beings, as those with whom we are made familiar in

the course of his ether productions. Indeed they are very ap-

parently the same sort of people, and come here before us again

with all the recommendations of old acquaintance. The out-

line of the story is soon told. The scene is laid among the

Elliots and Johnstons of the Scottish border, and in the lat-

ter part of Queen Anne's reign, when the union then newly

effected between the two kingdoms had revived the old feelings

of rivalry, and held out, in the general discontent, fresh en-

couragement to the partisans of the banished family. In this

turbulent period, two brave, but very peaceful persons, are

represented as plodding their way homewards from deer^
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stalkii p:, in the ploom of an autumn cveninjr, when they arc en-

countered, on a lonclv moor, by a stran<re inishapcn Dwarl,

who rejects their profllrcd courtesy, in a tone ot insane ini-

SMnthropy, and leaves Hohbie Elliot, who is the successor of

Dandie Dinmont in this tale, perfectly persuaded that he is

not of mortal linea^re, but a ijoblin of no amiable disposi-

tions. He, and his j'riend Mr Earnsciiif, who is a gentleman

of less credulity, revisit him a;Tain, however, in daylij^ht; when
they find him hiving the foundations of a smtill cottage in that

dreary spot. VV'ith some casual assistance the fabric is com-
pleted ; and the Solitary, who still maintains the san)e repulsive

demeanour, ihirly settled in it. Thoup;h he shuns all society

and conversition, he occasionally administers to the diseases of

men and cattle ; and actjuires a certain awful reputation in the

country, half between tliat of a wizard and a heavon-taught

Cow-doctor. In the mean time, poor Mobbie's house is burned,

and his cattle and his bride carried off" by the band of one of

the last reorder forayers, instigated chiefly by Mr Vere, the pro-

fligate Laird oi Ellieslaw, who wishes to raise a party in favour

of the Jacobites ; and between whose daughter and young Earns-

cliff' there is an attachment, which her father disapproves. The
mysterious Dwarf gives Hobble an oracular hint to seek for his

lost bride in the fortress of this plunderer, which he and his

friends, under the command of young Earnscliff, speedily invest

;

and when they nre ready to smoke liim out of his inexpugnable

tower, he capitulates, and leads forth, to the astonishment of all

the besiegers, not Grace Armstrong, but Miss Vere, who, by

some unintelligible refinement of iniquity, had been sequestered

by her worthy father in that appropriate custody. The Dwarf,

who, with all his misanthropy, is the inost benevolent of human
beings, gives Hobble a fur bag full of gold, and contrives to

have his bride restored to him. He is likewise consulted in se-

cret by Miss \'ere, who is sadly distressed, like all other fictitious

damsels, by her father's threats to sokmni/e a forced marriage

between her and a detestable Baronet,—and promises to appear

and deliver her, however imminent the hazard may appear.

Accordingly, when they are all ranged for the sacrifice before the

altar in the castle chapel, his portentous figure pops out from

behind a monumei.t,—when he is instantly recognised by the

guilty Ellieslaw for a certain Sir Edward Mauley, who was the

cousin and destined husband of the lady he \v\d afterwards mar-

ried, and who had been plunged into temporary insanity by the

shock of that fair one's inconstancy, on his recovery fiom which

he had allowed Mr Vere to retain the greatest part of the pro-

perty to which he succeeded by her death j and had been sup-
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posed to be sequestered in some convent abroad, when he thus
appears to protect the dau^/hter of his early love. The despe-

rate Ellieslaw at first thiriks of having recourse to force, and
calls in an armed band which he had that day assembled, in or-

der to favour a rising of the Catholics—when he is suddenly

surrc unded by Hobbie Elliot and Earnscliff, at the head of a
more loyal party, who have just overpowered the insurgents, and
taken possession of the castle. Ellieslaw and the Baror et of
course take horse and shipping forth of the realm; while his fair

daughter is given away to EarnsciifF by the benevolent Dwarf,
who immediateiy afterwards disappears, and seeks a more pro-

found retreat, beyond the reach of their gratitude and gayety.

We have already said, that there is not much to commend in

the mere fable or contrivance of this tale, which is plamly very

deficient in probability and simplicity. It has great merit,

however, in its details:—And by far the shortest and most satis-

factory way of showing this is, to extract a few passages for the

judgment of cur readers. They may probably have some cu-

riosity to know a little more about the appearance of the unhap>-

py Dwarf The following is the scene of his first apparition in

full daylight, on the return of the valiant yeoman and his com-
panion to the moor.

'= As I shall answer, " says Hobbie, " yonder's the creature

creeping about yet!—But it's day-light, and jou have your gun,

and I brought out my bit whinger— [ think we may venture upon
him." — " By all manner of means, " said Earnscliif ;

" but, in the

name of wonder, what can he be doing there ? " — " Biggin a dry-

stane dyke, I think, wi' the grey g^Qie, as they ca' thae great loose

stanes—Odd, that passes a' thing I e'er heard tell of,
"

' As they approached nearer, Earnseliff could not help agreeing

with his companion. The figure they had seen the night before

seemed slowly and toilsomely labouring to pile the large stones one
upon another, as if to form a small enclosure. Materials lay around
him in great plenty ; but the labour of carrying on the work was im-

mense, from the size of most of the stones ; and it seemed astonish-

ing that he should have succeeded in moving several which he had
already arranged for the foundation of his edifice. He was strug-

gling to move a fragment of great size, when the two young men
came up, and was so intent upon executing his purpose, that he did

not percei^'e them till they were close upon him. In straining and
heaving at the stone, in order to place it according to his wish, he
displayed a degree of strength which seemed utterly inconsistent

with his size and apparent deformity. Indeed, to judge from the

difficulties he had already surmounted, he must have been of Her-
culean power's ; for some of the stones he had succeeded in raising

must apparendy have required two men's strength to move thenj.
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Hobble's suspicions began to revive, on seeing the preternatural

strength he exerted.
" I am amaist persuaded it's the ghaist of a stane-mason—see

siccan band-stanes as he's laid—An' it be a man, after a', I wonder
what he wad take by the rood to build a march-dyke. Tnere's ane

sair wanted between Cringlehopc and the Shavvs.—Honest man,
(raising his voice), ye make good firm wark tliere.

"

* The being whom he addressed raised his eyes with a gliastly stare,

and getting up from his stooping posture, stood beibre them in all

his native deformity. His head was of uncommon size, covered with

a fell of shaggy hair, partly grizzled with age ; his eyebrows, shaggy

and prominent, overhung a pair of small, dark, piercing eyes, set tar

back in their sockets, that rolled with a portentous wildness, indica-

tive of a partial insanity. The rest of his features were of the

coarse, rough hewn stamp with which a painter would equip a giant

in a romance, to which was added, the wild, irregular, and peculiar

expression so often seen in the countenances of those whose persons

are deformed, ilis body, thick and square, like that of a man of

middle size, was mounted upon two large feet ; but nature seemed
to have forgotten the legs and the thighs, or they were so very short

as to be hidden by the dress which he wore. His arms were long

and brawny, furnished with two muscular hands, and, where uncover-

ed in the eagerness of his labour, were shagged with coarse black

hair. It seemed as if nature had originally intended the separate

parts of his body to be the members of a giant, but had afterwards

capriciously assigned them to the person of a dwarf, so ill did the

length of his arms and the iron strength of his frame correspond

with the shortness of his stature. His clothing was a sort of coarse

brown tunic, like a monk's frock, girt round him with a belt of seal-

skin. On his head he had a cap made of badger's skin, or some o-

ther rough fur, which added considerably to the grotesque effect of

his whole appearance, and overshadowed features, whose habitual

expression seemed that of sullen malignant misanthropy. This re-

markable Dwarf gazed on the two youths in silence, with a dogged
and irritated look, until EarnsclifF, willing tto sooth him into better

temper, observed—" You are hard tasked, my friend ; allow us to

assist you. "— He pointed to another—they raised it also to a
third, to a fourth— they continued to humour him, tliough with

some trouble, for he assigned them, as if intentionally, the heaviest

fragments which lay near. " And now, friend, '' said Elliot, as the

unreasonable Dwaif indicated another stone larger than any they

had moved, " EarnsclilF may do as he likes; but be ye man, or
be ye waui, de'il be in my fingers if 1 break my back wi' heavinjj

these stanes ony ianger like a barrow-man, without getting sae

muckle as thanks for my pains.
"

" Thanks !
'' exclaimed the Dwarf, with a motion expressive of

(he utmost contempt—" Theie—take them, and fatten upon them !
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Take them, and may they thrive with you as tliey have done with

ir,e as they have done with every mortal worm that ever heard the

•word spoken by his fellow reptile !—Hence—either labour or be-

gone. '' " This is a fine reward we have, EarnsclitF, for building

a tabernacle for the devil, and prejudicing our ain souls into the

bargain, for what we ken. " — " Our presence, " answered Earns-

cliff, " seems only to irritate his frenzy ; we had better leave him,

and send some one to provide him with food and necessaries. '' They

did so.' p. 77—83.

The rext scene is more striking and masterly.

* The Solitary had consumed the remainder of that day in which

lie had the interview with the young ladies, within the precincts of

his garden. Evenin,^ again found him seated on his favourite stone.

The sun setting red, and among seas of rolHng clouds, threw a

<r!oomy lustre over the moor, and gave a deeper purple to the broad

outline of heathy mountains which surrounded this desolate spot.

The Dwarf sate watching the clouds as they lowered above each

other in masses of conglomerated vapours : and, as a strong lurid

beam of the sinking luminary darted full on his solitary and uncouth

figure, he might well have seemed the demon of the storm which

was gathering, or some gnome summoned forth from the recesses

of the earth by the subterranean signals of its approach. As he

sate thus, with his dark eye turned toward the scowling and black-

ening heaven, a horseman rode rapidly towards him, and stopping,

as if to let his horse breathe for an instant, made a sort of obeisance

to the anchoret, with an air betwixt effrontery and embarrassment.
* The figure of the rider was thin, tall, and slender, but remark-

ably athletic, bonv, and sinewy ; like one who had all his life fol-

lowed those violent exercises which prevent the human form from

increasing in bulk, while they harden and confirm by habit its mus-

cular powers. His face, thin, sunburnt, and freckled, had a sinister

expression of violence, impudence, and cunning, each of which seem-

ed alternately to predominate over the others. Sandy-coloured hair,

and reddish eyebrows, from under which looked forth his sharp grey

eves, completed the inauspicious outline of the horseman's physiog-

nomy. He had pistols in his holsters, and another pair peeped from

his belt, though he had taken some pains to conceal them by i)ut-

toning his doublet. He wore a rusted steel headpiece, a buff jacket

of rather an antique cast ;
gloves, of which that for the right hand

was covered with small scales of iron, like an ancient gauntlet, and

a long broadsword completed his equipage.
'' So, " said the Dwarf, " rapine and murder once more on

horseback.
"

" On horseback ? " said the bandit ;
*' aye, aye, Elshie, your

leech-craft has set me on the bonny bay again. "

" And all those promises of amendment which you made during

your illness, forgotten .^
" continued Elshender.
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** All clear away with the water-saps and panada, " returned

the unabashed convalescent. " Ye ken, Elshie, for they say ye are

weel acquent with the gentleman,

When tlie devil was sick, tlie ilovil a monk wotiM be.

When the clovil was well, the devil a monk was he.
'

" Thou say'st true, " said the Solitary ;
" as well divide a wolf

from his appetite for carnafie, or a raven from her scent of slaughter,

as thee from thy accursed propensifies.

" Why, what would you have me to do ?—It's born with me

—

lies in my very blude and bane. Why, man, the lads of Westburn-
flat, for ten lang descents, have been reivers and lifters. They have

all drunk hard, lived hi^h, takc^n deep revenge for light offence, and
never wanted gear for the winning.

"

" Right ; and thou art as thorough bred a wolf, " said the Dwarf,
** as ever leaped a lamb fold at night. On what hell's errand art

thou bound now ?
"

" Cao yonv skill not guess ?
"

" Not young Eamsclilf ? '' said the Solitary, with some emotion.
*' No ; not young Earn.^cliff—not young Earnscliff ijet ; but hia

time may come, if he will not take warning, and get him back to the

burrow-town that he's fit for, and no keep skelping about here, de-

stroying the ^evf deer that are left in the country, and pretending to

act as a magistrate, and writing letters to the great folks at Auld
Reekie about the disturbed state of the land. Let him take care o'

himsel !

"'

" Then it must be Hobbie of the Heughfoot. What harm has

the lad done you ?
"

" Harm! nae great harm; but I hear he ^ays I staid away from
the Ba'-spiel on Fastern's E'en, for fear of him j and it was only for

fear of the Country Keeper, for there was a warrant against me.

—

I'll stand Hobbie's feud, and a' his clan's. But it's no so much for

that, as to gi'e him a lesson no to let his tongue gallop ower freely

about his betters. I trow he will hae lost the best pen-feather o' his

wing before to-morrow morning.—Farewell, Elshie ; there's some
canny boys waiting for me down amang the shaws, owerbye ; I will

see you as I come back, and bring ye a blythe tale in return for your
leech-craft.

"

• Ere the Dwarf could collect himself to reply, the Reiver of

Westburnflat set spurs to his horse. The animal, starting at one of

the stones which lay scattered about, flew from the path. The rider

exercised his spurs without moderation or mercy. The liorse became
furious, reared, kicked, plunged and bolted like a deer, with ail his

four feet off the ground at once. It was in vain ; the unrelenting

rider sate as if he had been a part of the horse which he bestrode ;

and, after a short but furious contest, compelled the subdued animal

to proceed upon the path at a rate which soon cariied hira out of
sight of the Solitary.
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" That villain, " exclaimed the Dwarf,—" that cool-blooded,

hardened, unrelenting ruffian,—that wretch, whose every thought

is infected with crimes,—has thewes and sinews, limbs, strength, and
activity enough to compel a nobler animal than himself to carry him
to the place where he is to perpetrate his wickedness ; while I, had
I the weakness to wish to put his wretched victim on his guard, and
to save the helpless family, would see my good intentions frustrated

by the decrepitude which chains me to the spot. And yet this El-

liot—this Hobbie, so young and gallant, so frank, so—I will think

of it no longer. I cannot aid him if I would, and I am resolved

—

firmly resolved, that I would not aid him, if a wish were the pledge
of his safety !

"

* Having thus ended his soliloquy, he retreated into his hut for

f-helter from the storm which was fast approaching, and now began
to burst in large and heavy drops of rain. The last rays of the sun

now disappeared entirely, and two or three claps of distant thunder
followed each other at brief intervals, echoing and reechoing among
the range of heathy fells like the sound of a distant engagement.

'

119—127.

The catastrophe is also given with singular spirit and feeling.

The worthy Hobbie was riding home cheerily next morning
to the embraces of his betrothed bride, when he is met near his

home by his old nurse, who with a face of agony addresses him

—

*' O my bairn !
" she cried, " gang na forward—gang na for-

ward—it's a sight to kill ony body, let alane thee. "

*' In God's name, what's the matter ? " said the astonished

horseman, endeavouring to extricate his bridle from the grasp of the

old woman ;
' for Heaven's sake, let me go and see what's the

matter.

"

" Ohon! that I should have lived to see the day !—The stead-

ing's a' yi a low, and the bonny stack-yard lying in the red ashes,

and the ^ear a' driven away. But gang na forward ; it wad break
your young heart, hinnj, to see vvhat my auld e'en has seen this

morning. "

" And who has dared to do this ?—Let go my bridle, Annaple

—

where is my grandmother—my sisters ?—Where is Grace Arm-
itrong ?—God !— the words of the warlock are knelling in my ears !

"

* He sprung from his horse to rid himself of Annaple's interrup-

tion, and, ascending the hill with great speed, soon came in view of
the spectacle with which she had threatened him. It was indeed a
heart-breaking sight. The habitation which he had left in its seclu-

sion, beside the mountain stream, surrounded with every evidence

of rustic plenty, was now a wasted and blackened ruin. From
amongst the shattered and sable walls rhe smoke continued to rise.

The turf-stack—the barn-yard—the offices stocked with cattle—^all

the wealth of an upland cultivator of the period, of which poor

3
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Elliot possessed no common share, had been laid waste or carried off

in a sinajle nitrht. He stood a moment motionli'ss, and then exclaim-

ed, " I am ruined—ruined ta the jrroun.l !—But curse on the wrirld's

jrear—Had it not been the week before my briJ,il—But I am nae

babe, to sit down and greet about it. If I can but find Grace, and
my grandmother, and my sisters weel, I can go to the wars in Flan-

ders, as my gude-sire did wi' auld Buccleuch—At ony rale, I will

keep up a heart, or they will lose theirs a'thegether. "

* Minfuily strode Hobbie down the hill, resolved to suppress his

own despair, and administer consolation which he did not feel.

The neighbouring inhabitants of the dell, particularly those of hi<»

own nnnie, hail already assembled. The younger part were in arms,

and clamorous for revenge, although they knew not upon whom ;

the elder were taking n>easures for the relief of the distressed fa-

mily. Annaple's cottage, which was situated down the brook, at

some di-'tance from the scene of mischief, had been hastily adapt-

ed for the temporary accommodation of the old lady and her daugh-

ters, with such articles as had been contributed by tjie neighbours ;

for very little was saved from the wreck.
" Are we to stand here a* day, sirs, " exclaimed one tall young

man, " and look at the burnt wa's of our kinsman's house ?—Every
wreath of the reck is a blast of >hame upon us ! Let us to horse,

and take the chuse.—Wha has the nearest bloodhound ? " — " Its

young EarnscIifF, " answered another ;
" and he's been on and a-

way wi' six horse lang syne, to see if he can track them. " — " Let
us follow him then, and raise the country, and make mair help as

we ride, and then have at the Cumberland reivers—Take, burn, and
slay—they that lie nearest us shall smart first. '' — " Whisht ! baud
your tongues, daft callants, " said an old man, '* ye dinna ken what
ye speak about. What ! wad ye raise war atween twa pacificated

countries ? " —•
" And what signifies deaving us wi' tales about our

fathers, " retorted the young man, " if weVe to sit and see our
friends' house? burned ower their heads, and no put out a hand to

revenge them ? Our fathers didna do that, I trow. " — "I am no'

saying ony thing against revenging Hobble's wrang, puir chield

;

but we maun take the law wi* us in thae days, Simon, " answered
the more prudent elder. — " And, besides, " said another old man,
*' I dinna believe there's ane now living that kens the lawful mode
of following a fray across the Border. Tani o' Whittram kenn'd a'

about it ; but he died in the hard winter. " — " Ay, " said a
third, '* he was at the great gathering when they chased as far

as Thirlwall—it was the year after the fight at Philiphaugh. " —
*' Hout !

" exclaimed another of these discording counsellors,
" there's nae great :-kill needed ; just put a lighted peat on the end
of a spear or hay fork, or something, and bLnv a horn, and cry thc-

gathering word, and then it's lawful to follow gear into England',

ftnd recover it by the strong hand, or to take jiear frae some other
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Englishman, providing ye lift nae mair than's been lifted frae you ;

—

that's the auld Border law, made at Drundennan, in the days of the

Black Douglas—De'il ane need doubt it.
"

' The meeting between Hobbie and his family was in the highest

degree affecting. His si>:ters threw themselves upon him, and al-

most stifled him with their caresses, as if to prevent his looking round
to distinguish the absence of one yet more beloved.

*' God help thee, my son ! He can help, when worldly trust is a
broken reed. "—Such was the welcome of the matron to her unfor-

tunate grandson. He looked eagerly round, holding two of his sis-

ters by the hand, while the third hung about his neck—" I see you
—I count you—My grandmother, Lilias, Jean, and Annot ; but
where is " he hesitated, and then continued, as if with an ef-

fort,— ' Where is Grace ? Surely this is not a time to hide hersel

frae me—there's nae time for daffing now. "

*' O brother ! '' and " Our poor Grace !

'* was the only answer
Ills questions could procure, till his grandmother rose up, and gently

disengaging him from the weeping girls, led him to a seat, and, with

the affecting serenity which sincere piety, like oil sprinkled on the

waves, can throw over the most acute feelings, she said, " My
bairn, when thy grandfather was killed in the wars, and left me with

six orphans around me, with scarce bread to eat, or a roof to cover

us, I had strength—not of mine own—but I had strength given me
to say, The Lord's will be done ! My son, our peaceful house was
last night broken into by moss-troopers, armed and masked ; they

have taken and destroyed all, and carried off our dear Grace ;—pray

for strength to say. His will be done. "

" Mother ! mother ! urge me not—I cannot—not now—I am a
sinful man, and of a hardened race.—Masked—armed—Grace car-

ried off ! Gi'e me my sword, and my father's knapsack— I will have
vengeance, if I should go to the pit of darkness to seek it !

"

" O my bairn, my bairn ! be patient under the rod. Who knows
when he may lift his hand off from us ? Young Earnscliff, Heaven
bless him, has ta'en the chase, with Davie of Stenhouse, and the first

comers. I cried to let house and plenishing burn, and follow the

reivers to recover Grace ; and Earnscliff and his men were ower the

Fell within three hours after the deed. God bless him ; he's a real

Earnscliff—he's his father's true son—a leal friend.
"

*' A true friend, indeed ; God bless him !
" exclaimed Hob-

bie ;
** let's on and away, and take the chase after him. " —

*' O, my child, before you run on danger, let me hear you but

Fay, His v.ill be done !
" — " Urge me not, mother— not

now. " He was rushing out, when, looking back, he observ.

'ed his grflr.dmnther make a mute attitude of affliction. He re
turned hastily, threw himself into her arms, and said, " Yes, mo-
ther, I can say. His will be done, since it will comfort you." —
*' May He go forth—may He go forth with vou, my dear bairn

;

1
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ii>d O, mny Tie p'vc you cause to say on your retarn, His name be

praised !
" — " Farewell, mother !—Farewell my dear sisters !

" ex-

claimed Elliot, and rushed out of the house, p. 143—152.

The attack on the veivei's fortress is described with infinite

tnuh and talent.

' A brook, which issued from a narrow glen among the hilla, en-

tored at Westburnflat, upon tlie open marshy level, which, expand-

ed about lult' a mile in every direction, gives name to the spot. In

this place the character of the stream becomes changed, and, from

})eing a lively brisk-running mountain-torrent, it stagnates, like a

blue swollen snake, in dull deep windings through the swampy level.

On. the side of the stream, and nearly about the centre of the plain,

arose the Tower of Westburnflat, one of the few remaining strong-

liolds formerlr so numerous upon the Borders. The ground upon
which it stood was gently elevated above the marsh for the space of

.-ibout a hundred yards, affording an esplanade of dry turf, which

rxtended itself in the immediate neighbourhood of the tower ; but,

btyond which, tlie surf.ice presented to strangers was that of an im-

passable and dangerous bog. The owner of the tower and his in-

mates alone knew the winding and intricate paths ; which, leading

over ground which was comparatively sound, admitted visitors to his

residence. Hut among the party which were assembled under Earns-
clifF's directions, there was more than one person qualified to act as

a guide ; and the whole party was soon placed on the open space
of firm ground in front of the Tower of Westburnflat.

' The tower before which the party now stood, was a small square
building of the most gloomy aspect. The walls were of great thick-

ness, and the windows, or slits which served the purpose of windows,
seemed rather calculated to afford tJie defenders the means of em-
ploying missile weapons than for admitting air or light to the apart-

ments within. A small battlement projected over the walls on every
side, and afforded further advantage of defence by its niched para-

pet, within which arose a steep r(H>f, flagged with grey stones. A
single turret at one angle, defended by a di)or studded with huge
ircn nails, rose above the battlement, and gaVe access to the roof
from within, by the spiral staircase which it enclo.->ed. It seemed to

the party that their motions were watched by some one concealed
within this turret ; and they were confirmed in their belief, when,
flirough a narrow loop-hole, a temale hand was seen to wave a hand-
kerchief, as if by way of signal to them. Hobbie wjis almost put of
l.is senses with joy and eagerness. " It was Grace's hand and arm, "

j.e Said ;
" I can swear to it amang a thousand. There is not the

like of it on this side of the Lowdens— We'll have her out, lads, if

we should carry off the Tower of Westburnflat stane by stane. "

' Earnsclitf, though he doubted tlie possibility of recognising a
fair maiden'^ hand at such a distance from the eye of the lover,

VOL. XXVJII. NO. 55, O
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would" say noililiig to damp his friend's animated hoj^es, and it was-

resolved to summon the garrison.

* The shouts of the party, and the winding of one or two horns,

at length brought to a ioop-hole, which flanked the entrance, the

haggard face of an old woman.^—" That's th» Reiver's mother, "

said one of the Elliots ;
" she's ten times waur than himsel, and is-

wyted for muckle of the ill he does about the country.
"

"• W4i3 are ye ? What d'ye want here '"' were the queries of the

reSpefctabie progenitor. — " We are seeking William Grieme of
Vfestburnflat, " said EarnsclifF. — " He is no at hame, " returned

the old dame. — " When did he leave home ?"^ pursued Earnscliff.

— "I canna tell, " said the portress. — " When will he return ?
'*^

said Hobble Elliot. — "I dinna ken naething about it," replied the

inexorable guardian of the Keep. — " Is there any body within the

tower with you?" again demanded Earnscliff, — " Naebody but

mysel and baudrons, " said the old woman. — " Then open the gate

and admit us," said EarnsclifP; •' I am a- justice of peace, and in

search of the evidence of a felony. " — " De'il be in their fingers

that draws a bolt for ye, " retorted the portress; " for mine shall

never do it. Think na ye shame o' yoursels, to come here siccan a.-

band o' ye, wi' your swords and spears, and steel-caps, to frighten a

lone widow woman?" — ' Our information," said EarnsclifF, " is

positive ; we are seeking goods which have been forcibly carried off,

to a great aitiount.*''— " Aiid a- young womanthat's been cruelly

made prisoner, that's worth mair than a' the gear, t^vice told, " said

Hobbie. — *' And I warn you, " continued Earnscliff, " that your

only way to prove your son's innocence is to give us qiiiet admittance

to search the house. " — *' And what will ye do, if I carena to thraw

the keys, or draw the bolts, or open the grate to sic a clanjamfrie ?
"

said the old dame scoffingly. — " Force our way wi' the king's keys,

and break the neck of every living soul we find in the house, if ye-

tVinna give it ower forthwith !
" menaced Hobbie. — " Threatened

folks live langj " said the hag, in the same tone of irony ;
' there's

the iron grate,—try your skill on't, lads—it has kept out as gude~

men as you or now. "

' So saying, she laughed, and withdrew from the aperture through

which she had held the parley.

' The besiegers now held a serious consultation. The immense
thickness of the walls, and the small size of the windows, might,

for a time, hava even resisted cannon-shot. The entrance was se-

cured, first, by a strong grated door, composed entirely of hammered^

iron, of such ponderous strength as seemed calculated to resist any

force that could be brought against it. *' Pinches or forehammers

will never pick upon't, " said Hugh, the blacksmith of Ringleburn ;

yt might as weel batter at it wi' pipe-stapples. " p. 167— 175.

We have already mentioned, that the fair prisoner turned out

not to be Grace Armstrong, but Miss Ycrc. Hobbie, accord-
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in<;ly, rrturnrd home very disconsolate. But Ue cannot withhold
from our readers the happy reunion of these humble iovers. The
following passage, which is the last we can atford to extract, is

full of nature— and of good nature.

* Incensed at what he deemed the coldness of his friends, in a

cause which interested him so nearly, Hobbie had shaken himself

free of their company, and was now upon his solitary road home-
ward. * The fiend founder thee !

" he said, as he spurred impa-

tiently his over-fatipfued and stumbling horse ; " thou art like a'

the rest of them. Hae I not fed thee, and bred thee, and dressed

thee wi* mine own hand, and wouldst thou snapper now and break

my neck at my utmost need ? But thou'rt e'en like the laive—the

farthest o& o' them a' is my cousin ten times removed ; and day
or night I wad hae served them wi' my best blood ; and now, I

think they show mair regard to the common thief of Westburnflat

than to their own kinsman. But I should see the hghts now in

Heughfoot—Waes me !
" he continued, recollecting himself, " there

will neither coal nor candle light shine in the Heughfoot ony mair !

An' it were na for my mother and sisters, and poor Grace, I could

find in my heart to put spurs to the beast, and loup ower the scaur

into the water to make an end o't a'. "—In this disconsolate mood,
he turned his horse's bridle toward the cottage in which his family

had found refuge.

' As he approached the door, he heard whispering and tittering

amongst his sisters. '* The devil's in the women, " said poor Hob-
ble ;

" they would nicker, and laugh, and giggle, if their best friend

was lying a corp—and yet I am glad they can keep up their hearts

sae weel, poor silly things ; but the dirdum fa's on me, to be sure,

and no on them. "

* While he thus meditated, he was engaged in fastening up his

horse in a shed. " Thou maun do without horse-sheet and surcin-

gle now, lad, " he said, addressing the animal ;
*' you and me hae

had a downcome alike—we had better hae fa'en in the deepest pool

o* Tarras.
'*

' He was interrupted by the yonngest of his sisters, who came
running out ; and speaking in a constrained voice, as if to stifie some
emotion, called out to him, •' What are ye doing there, Hobbie,

fiddling about the naig, and there's ane frae Cumberland been wait-

ing here for ye this hour and mair ? Haste ye in, man ; I'll take

off the saddle.
'*

" Ane frae Cumberland! " exclahned Elliot; and ptttting the

bridle of bis horse into the hand of his sister, he rushed into the

cottage. " Where is he ? where is he ? " he exclaimed, glancing

eagerly round, and seeing only females ;
" Did he bring news of

Grace ?
" — " He dought na bide art instant langer, " said the eld-

er sister, still with a suppressed laugh. — " Hout fie, bairns !
" said

the old lady, with something of a gocd-humoured reproof, ** ye

02
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should na vex your billy Hobbie that way. Look round, my balm,
and see if there is na ane here mair than you left this morning. " —:

Hobbie looked eagerly round. " There's you, and the three tit-

ties. " — " There's four of us now, Hobbie, lad, " said the young-
est, who at this moment entered.

' In an instant Hobbie had in his arms Grace Armstrong, who,
with one of his sister's plaids around her, had passed unnoticed ac

his first entrance. " How dared you do this ? " said Hobbie.
*' It wasna my fault, " said Grace, endeavouring to cover her face

with her hands, to hide at once her blushes and escape the storm of

hearty kisses with which her bridegroom punished her simple strata-

gem,—" It wasna my fault, Hobbie ; ye should kiss Jeanie and the
rest o' them, for they hae the wyte o't.

**

" And so I will, " said Hobbie, and embraced and kissed hi*

sisters and grandmother a hundred times, while the whole par-

ty half laughed, half-cried, in the extremity of their joy. " I

am the happiest man, " said Hobbie, throwing himself down on 2
seat, almost e.\hausted,—" I am the happiest man in the world. '*

" Then, O my dear bairn, " said the good old dame, who lost no
opportunity of teaching her lesson of religion at those moments when
the heart was best opened to receive it,

—" Then, O my son, give

praise to Him that brings smiles out o' tears and joy out o' grief, as

he brought light out o' darkness and the world out 0' naething.

—

Was it not my word, that, if ye could say His will be done, ye
might hae cause to say His name be praised ? " p. 187—191.

We must add the last appearance of the honest Yeoman, af~

ter the secret of the mysterious Dwarf had been revealed in the
Chapel at Eliieslav/.

* No one had seen the Dwarf since the eventful scene of the pre-

ceding evening.
" Odd, if ony thing has befa*en puir Elshie, " said Hobbie El-

liot, *' I wad ratlier I were harried ower again. "

' He immediately rode to his dwelling, and the remaining she-

goat came bleating to meet him, for her milking time was long past.

The Solitary was nowhere to be seen ;. his door, contrary to wont,
was open, his fire extinguished, and the whole hut was left in the

state which it exhibited on Isabella's visit to him. It was pretty

clear that the means of conveyance which had brought the Dwarf
to EUieslaw on the preceding evening, had removed him from it to

some other place of abode. Hobbie returned disconsolate to the

castle.

" I am doubting we ha'e lost canny Elshie for gude an' a'.
"

*' You have, indeed, " said Ratcliffe, producing a paper, which

he put into Hobbie's hands ;
" but read that, and you will perceive

you have been no loser by having known him. "

' It was a short deed of gift, by which " Sir Edward Mauley,
etherwise called Elshender the JR-ecluse, endowed H^ibsrt, or Hob^
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hie Elliot, and Grace Armstrong, in full property, with a consider-

able sum borrowed by Ellit)t from him. "

' Mobbie's joy was mingled with feelings which brought tears

down his rough cheeks.
'* It's a queer thing, " he said ;

" but I canna joy in the gear

unless I kenn'd the puir body was happy that gave it me. "

" Next to enjoying happiness ourselves, " said Ratcliffe, *' is the

consciousness of having bestowed it on others. Had all my mas-
ter's benefits been conferred like the present, what a different return

would they have produced ! But the indiscriminate profusion that

would glut avarice, or supply prodigality, neidier does good, nor

is rewarded by gratitude, it is sowing the wind to reap the whirl-

-viind.
"

*' And that wad be a light har'st, " said Hobbie ;
" but, wi'

my young leddy's leave, 1 wad fain take dov/n l^lshie's skeps o"

bees, and set them in Grace's bit flower-yard at the Heughfbot

—

they shall ne'er be smeekit by ony o' huz. And tlie puir goat, she

would be negleckit about a great town like this ; and she could feed

bonnily on our lily lea by the burn side, and the hounds wad ken
?>er in a day's time, and never fash her, and Grace wad milk her

ilka morning wi' her ain hand, for Elshie's sake ; for though he

was thrawn and cankered in his converse, he liket dumb creatures

weel. '»

* Robbie's requests were readily granted, not without some won-
der at the natural delicacy of feeling which pointed out to him this

mode of displaying his gratitude. He was delighted when Rat-
clifFe informed him that his benefactor should not remain ignorant of

the care which he took of his favourite.
" And mind be sure and tell him that grannie and the titties,

and, abune a', Grace and mysel, are weel and thriving, and that

it's a' his doing—That canna but please him, ane wad think.
"

354—357.

The other and more considerable story whidi fills riie three

remaining volumes of this pubhcation, is entilled, though with

no great regard even to its fictitious origin, ' Olti MoiTality ; '

—

for, at most, it should only have been called the tale or story of

Old Mortality—being supposed to be collected from the infor-

mation of a singular person who is said at one time to have been
known by that strange appellation, 'i^hcreihiclmr of liis inter-

esting trailiiions Ls here supposed to be a village schoolmaster;
and though his introduction brings us again in contact with My
Landlord and his parish clerk, we could have almost forgiven

that unlucky fiction, if it had often presented us with sketches

as graceful as we find in the following passage, of the haunts and
habits ol this singular personage. After mentioning that ther«
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was, on the steep and heathy hanks of a lonely rivulet, a de-

serted burying ground to which he used frequently to turn his

walks in the evening, the gentle pedagogue proceeds

—

* It is a spot which possesses all the solemnity of feeling attach-

ed to a burial ground, without exciting those cf a more unpleasing

description. Having been very little used for many years, the few

hillocks which ri<;e above the level plain are covered with the same
short velvet turf. The monuments, of which there are not above
seven or eight, are half sunk in the ground and overgrown with

moss. No newly-erected tomb disturbs the sober serenity of our re-

flections by reminding us of recent calamity, and no rank-springing

grass forces upon our imagination the recollection, that it owes its

dark luxuriance to the foul and festering remnants of mortality

which ferment beneath. The daisy which sprinkles the sod, and the

hare-bell which hangs over it, derive their pure nourishment from
the dew of Heaven ; and their growth impresses us with no degrad-

ing or disgusting recollections. Death has indeed been here, and
its traces are before us ; but they are softened and deprived of their

horror by our distance from the period when they have been first

impressed. Those who sleep beneath are only connected with us by
the reflection that they have once been what we now are, and that,

as their reliques are now identified with their mother earth, ours

shall, at some future period, undergo the same transformation.
' Yet, although the moss hns been collected on the most modern

of these humble tombs during four generations of mankind, the

jremory of some of those who sleep beneath them is still held in re-

verend remembrance. It is true, that, upon the largest, and, to

an antiquary, the most interesting monument of the group, which
bears the effigies of a doughty knight in his hood of mail, with his

shield hanging on his breast, the armorial bearings are defaced by
time, and a few worn-out letters may be read at the pleasure of the

-decipherer, Dns. Johan • - de Hamcl, - - - or Johan ' - - de Lamel
• • - And it is also true, that of another tomb richly sculptured with

an ornamented cross, mitre, and pastoral staff, tradition only can

aver, that a certain nameless Bishop lies interred the:e. But upon
other two stones which lie beside, may still be read in rude prose,

and ruder rhyme, the history of those who lie beneath them. They
belong, we are assured by the epitaph, to the class of persecuted

Presbyterians who afforded a melancholy subject for history in the

time of Charles II. and his successor. In returning from the battle

of Pentland Hills, a party of the insurgents had been attacked in

this glen by a small detachment of the King's troops, and three or

four either killed in the skirmish, rr shot after being made prison-

ers, as rebels taken with arms in their hands. The peasantry con-

tinue to attach to the tombs of those victims of prelacy an honour

n-hich they do not render to more splendid mausoleums ; and, when
they point them out to their sons, and narrate the fate of the su^er-
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ers, usually ccnclude, by exhorting them to be ready, should times

call for it, to resist to the death in the cause of civil and religious

liberty, like their brave forefathers.

' One suninicr (vcning as, in a stroll such as I have described,

I approached this deserted mansion of thti dead, I was somewhat
surprised to hear sounds distinct from those which usually sooth its

solitude, the gentle chilling, namely, of the brouk, and the sighing

of the wind in the boughs of .tliree gigantic ash treos, which mark
"the cemetery. The clink of a hanuner was, upon this occasien, dis-

tinctly lieard, and I entertained some alarm that a march-dike, long

meditated by the two jrroprietors wliose estates were divided by my
favourite brook, was about to be drawn up the glen, in order to sub-

stitute its rectilinear deformity for the graceful winding of the natural

boundary. As I. approached I was agreeably undeceived. An old

man was seated upon the monument of the slaughtered Presbyterians,

and busily em|Uoyed.in deepening, with his chisel, the letters uf the

inscription, whicli ..-mnouncing, in scriptural language, the promis-

ed blessings of futurity to be the lot of the slain, ^nathematizetl the

murderers with corresponding violence. A blue boimet of unusual

dimensions covered the grey hairs of the pious workman. His dress

was a large old-fashioned coat, of the coarse cloth called /iorfJ/w-ofrry,

usually worn by the eider peasants, with waistcoat and breeches of

the same ; and the w'hole suit, though still in decent repair, had ob-

viously seen a train of long service. Strong clouted shoes, studded
with hob- nails, and ^ramochta or /('g2,iiis, made of thick black cloth,

xjompleted his ecjuipment. Beside him, fed among the graves, a

ponej', the companion of his 'journey, whose extreme xvhitcncss, as

well as its projecting bones and hollow eyes, indicated its antiquity.

It was harnessed iu'the most simple manner, with a pair of branks,

and hair tether, or halter, and a sunk, or cushion of stra.v, instead

of bridle and saddle. A canvas pouch hung around the neck of the
animal, for the purpose, probably, of containing the rider's tools,

and any thing else ke might have occasion to carry with him. Al-
though I had never seen the old man before, yet, from the singula-

rity of his employment, and the style of his equipage, I had no dif-

ficulty in recognising a religious itinerant whom I had often heard
talked of, and who was known in various parts of Scotland by- the
title of Old Mortalii}'.

* Where this man was hern, or what was his real name, I have
never been able to learn, nor are the motives which made him desert

his home, and adopt the erratic mode of life which he pursued,
known to me except very generally. He is said to have held, atone
period of his lile, a small moorland farm ; but, whether from pecu-
niary losses, or domestic misl'brtune, he had long renounced that and
every other gainful calling. In the language of Scripture, he left

•his house, his home, and liis kindred, and wandered about until the

•fJay of his death—a period, it is said, of nearly thirty years.
* During this long pilgrimage, the pious enthusiast regulated his
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circuit so as annually to visit the graves of the unfortunate Cove-
nanters, who suffered by the sword, or by the executioner, during

the reigns of the two last monarch? of the Stuart I'ne. These
tombs are often apart from all human habitation, in the remote moors

and wilds to which the wanderers had fled for concealment. But
•wherever they existed, Old Mortality was sure to visit them when
his annual round brought them within his reach. In the most lonely

recesses of the mountains, the moorfowl shooter has been often sur-

prised to find him busied in cleaning the moss from the grey stones,

renewing with his chisel the half-defaced inscriptions, and repairing

the emblems of death with which these simple monuments are usual-

ly adorned.
* As the wanderer was usually to be seen bent on this pious task

within the precincts of some country churchyard, or reclined on the

solitary tombstone among the heath, disturbing the plover and the

blackcock with the clink of his chisel and mallet, with his old white po-

iiey grazing by his side, he acquired, from his converse among the

dead, the popular appellation of Old Mortality.' vol.11, p. 7— 18.

The scene of the story thus strikingly introduced is iaid—in

Scotland of course—in those disastrous times which immediate-

ly preceded the Revolution IGSS; and exhilut-i a lively picture,

both of the general state of manners at that period, and of tiie

conduct and temper and principles of the two great parties in

politics and religion that were then engaged in unequal and ran-

corous hostility. There are no times certainly, within the reach

of authentic history, on which it is more painful to look bnck

—

which show a government more base and tyrannical, or a people

more helpless and miserable : And thongh all pictures of the

greater passions are full of interest, and a lively representation of

strong and enthusiastic emotions never fails to be deeply attrac-

tive, the piece would have been too full of distress and humilia-

tion, if it had been chitfiy engaged with the course vS public e-

vents, or the record of public feelings. So sad a subject would not

have suited many readers—and the author, we suspect, less than

any of them. Accordingly, in this as in his other works, lie has

made use of the historical events which came in his way, rather

to develop the characters, and bring out the peculiarities of the

individuals whose adventures he relates, than for any purpose

of political information ; and makes us present to the times in

•which he has placed them, less by his direct notices of the great

transactions by which they were distinguished, than by his ca-

sual intimations of their effects on private persons, and by the

very contrast which their temper and occupations often appear to

furnish to the colour of the national story. Noihing, indeed, in

this respect is more delusive, or at least more woefully imper-

fect, than the suggestions of authentic history, as it is gt rjcraliy—
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or rntlier universally written—nnd nothinfj more exii'^r^rated

tli.in the impressions it conveys of tlie actual state and coiidirion

of tliose who live in its most agitntcd periods. The^reat jjublic

events of which alone it takes cognisance, have but little direct

influence upon the body of the people, and do not, m gene-

ral, form the principal l)nsincss, or happiness or misery even

<»f those who are in some measure concerned in them. Even in

the worst and most disastrous times—in periods of civil ^&r and
revolution and public discord and oppression, a grc^it part of

the time of a great part of the people i.- spent in m:ikin<; 1 )ve

and money—in social amuNement or professional inclustry— in

schemes for wordly advancement or pergonal distmction, iu^t

as in periods of general peace and prosperity. Men ourt and
marry very nearly as much in the one season as in the other j

and are as merry at weddings and christenings— as gallant at

balls and races—as busy in their studies and counting-houses

—

eat as heartily, in short, and sleep as sound—prattle with their

children as pleasant!}-—and thin their plant.itions and scold

their servants as zealously, as if their contemporaries were not

iurnishing materials thus abundantly for the tragic muse of his-

tory. The quiet under current of life, in short, keeps its Acc\)

and steady course in its eternal channels, unaflected, or but

slightly disturbed, by the storms tint agitate its surface; and
while long tracts of time, in -the history of every country, seem,

to the distant student of its annals, to be darkened over witii

one thick and oppressive cloud of unbroken mi-ery, the greater

part of those who have lived through the whole acts of the tra-

gedy, will be found to have enjoyed a fair average share ot te-

licity, and to have been much less affected by the shocking

events of their day, than those who know nothing else of it than

that such events took place in its course. Few men, in short,

are historical characters—and no man is always, or most u>utti-

]y, performing a public part. The actual happiness of every

Jife depends lar more on things that regard it exclusively, than

en tho-^e political occurrences which are the common concern
of society; and though nothing lends such an air, both of real-

ity and importance, to a fictitious narrative, as to connect its

persons with events in real history, still it is the imaginary in-

dividual himself that excites our chief interest throughout, and
we care for the national affairs only in so far as they affect him.

In one sense, indeed, this is tl:e true end and the besL u>e of
history ; for as all pul.ilic events are irr.portant only as they ulti-

mately concern individuals, if the individual selected belong to

a large and comprehensive class, and the events, and their na-

tural operation on him, be justly represented, we shall be ena-
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bled, in followin<T out his adventures, to form no bad estimate

of their true character and value.

The author before us has done all this, we think, and with

admirable talent and effect ; and if he has not been quite im-

partial in the niana<jement of his historical persons, has con-

trived, at any rate, to make them contribute largely to the in-

terest of his acknowledged in^-^entions. His view of the effects

of great political contentions on private happiness, is however,

we have no doubt, substantially true ; and that chiefiy because

it is not exaggerated—because he does not confine himself to

show how gentle natures may be roused into heroism, or rough-
er tempers exasperated into rancour, by oppression,—hut turns

still more willingly to show with what ludicrous absurdity ge-

nuine enthusiasm may be debased, how little the gayety of the

Kighlhearted and thoughtless may be impaired by the sf?eciacle

of public calamity, and how, in the midst of national distrac-

tion, selfishness will pursue its liule game of quiet and cunning
speculation—and gentler affections find time to nuikiply and
to meet. It is this, we think, tliat constitutes the great merit

of the work befor* us- It contains an admirable picture of
manners and of characters ; and e:\hibits, we think, with great

truth and discrimination, the extent and the variety of the i^haJes

which the stormy aspect of the political horizon would bo likely

10 throw on such objects.

The story opens with the scene of a 'u-appi'/i-scZ/axv^ or feudal

muster of the rustic miiitia of an upper district in Lanarkshire,

in the year 1679. A part of the exercises consisted in shooting

at the popinjay, or figure of a bird suspended from a pole; and
there is a very amusing account of the company assembled to

countenance the festivity. We can only make room for the

leading equipage on the occasion.
' Landaus, barouches, or tilburies, there were none in those simple

days. The iord-lirfatenant of the cnunty (a personage of ducal
rank) alrne pretended to the magnificence of a wheeUcarriage, a

thing covered with tarnished gilding and sculpture, in shipe like

the vulgar picture of Noah's ark, dragged by eight long-tailed

Flanders mares, bearing eight in.-.ides and six ontsidcs. The insides

were their graces in person, two maids of honour, two children, a
chaplain, stuffed into a. sort of lateral recess, formed by a prrjection

at the door of the vehicle, and called, from its appearance, the boot,

and an equerry to his Grace ensconced in the corresponding conve-

nience on the opposite side. A coachman, and three postillions,

who wore short swords, and tie-wigs with three tails, had blunder-

busses slung behind them, and pistols at their saddlebow, conducted
the equipage. On the footboard, behind this moving mansion-

Jiouse, stood, or rather hung, i^n triple fiie, six lac<]ueys in richKveries^

armed up to the teetli. p. 37, 38. *
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The pri/.r i- won In* younjT Morton of Milnwood, llie son of

-a Inmoun soldier among llie roundheads, who, since tlic death

of his ffither, hod h'vcd (juietly with an old miserly uncle in the

nei;^hboiirhood ; and bi on miicli more cnfjnfTfd with a secret

jjassion for llie tair F.ditli, the granddaiiglitcr of the I.ady Mar-
garet Bellendcn, than with tlie parties, rrlifrious or political,

into which the country was divided. Lady Marfjaret, of course,

was a Hif^h- church woman, and a Tory, and was not at all n-

ware of the partiality with which her favourite regarded this

descendant of rebellion. There are some comical adventures ia

the field ; but we proceed to more important matters. A party

of Clavcrhouse's dragoons were quartered in the village to vvhicli

the victor repaired to enlcrtuui his competitor:;, according t(J

antieni cu5toni. A serjeant and corporal of that insolent sol-

<liery were drinkiufr in one corner of the public room which
was occupied bv M'jrton and his party, towards whom they

were only restrained from showing thor contempt, by the pre-

sence of their cornet, who was endeavourina to kill the time by
playing at dice with the curate. A stern, stout looking coun-

try man, who had ju'-t arrived, was sitting alone by the fire ;

when, upon the ofliccr being called out, the soldiers immedi-
ately gave way to the turbulent and domineering spirit in which
they were trained and supported in those unhappy times.

" Is it not a strange thing, Halliday, " he said to his comrade,
*' to see a set of bumpkins sit carousing here this wh'~>le evening

without having drunk, the king's health ? ' — " They have drank
the king's health, " said Halliday. " I heard that preen kail-

worm of a lad name his majesty's health." " Did he?'' faid

Bothwell. " Then, Tom, we'll have them drink the Archbishop
of St Andrews' health, and do it on their knees too. '' — " So we
will, by G—, '' said Halliday ;

" and he that refuses it, we'll have to

the guard-house, and teach him to ride the colt foaled of an acorn,

with a brace of carabines at each foot to keen him steady.'' —
*' Right, Tom," contir.ued Bothwell; " and, to do all things in

order, I'll begin with that sulky blue-bonnet in the ingle nook."
' He rose accordingly, and taking his sheathed broad-sword under

his arm to support the insolence which he meditated, placed himself

in front of the stranger. ' p. 77.

After listening with a stern and contemptuous countenance to

their insolent proposal

—

" Is it even so ?
" said the stranger, " then give me the cup ; ''

and, taking it in his hand, said, with a peculiar expression of voice

and manner, " The Archbishop of St Andrews, and the place he
now worthily holds ;—may each prelate in Scotland soon be as the

Jlight lleverend .Tames Sharpe ! " — " He has taken the test, '' said

Halliday eiultingly. — " But with a qualification," said Both-
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means. " — ** Come, gentlemen, " said Morton, who became im-
patient of their insolence, *' we are here met as good subjects, and
on a merry occasion ; and we have a right to expect we shall not

be troubled with this sort of discussion.
'*

' Bothwell was about to make a surly answer ; but Halliday re-

minded him in a whisper, that there were strict injunctions that the

soldiers should give no offence to the men who were sent out to the

musters, agreeably to the council's orders. So, after honouring
Morton with a broad and fierce stare, he said, " Well, Mr Popin-
jay, I shall not disturb your reign ; I reckon it will be out by twelve
at night.—Is it not an odd thing, Halliday, " he continued, address-

ing his companion, " that they should make such a fuss about
cracking off their birding-pieces at a mark which any woman or
boy could hit with a day's practice ? If Captain Popinjay now, or
any of his troop, would try a bout, either with the broadsword,
backsword, single rapier, or rapier and dagger, for a gold noble, the

first drawn blood, there would be some soul in it—or, zounds, would
the bumpkins but wrestle, or pitch the bar, or putt the stone, or
throw the axle-tree, if (touching the end of Morton's sword scorn-

fully with his toe) they carry things about them that they are a-

fraid to draw. "

* Morton's patience and prudence now gave way entirely, and he
was about to make a very angry answer to Bothwell's insolent ob-
servations, when the stranger stepped forward.

" This is my quarrel, " he said, " and in the name of the good
cau?e, I will see it out myself—Hark thee, friend, '' (to Bothwell),
" wilt thou wrestle a fall with me ? '' — " With my whole spirit,

beloved, " answered Bothwell ;
" yea I will strive with thee, to the

downfall of one or both." — " Then, as my trust is in Him that

can help, " retorted his antagonist, " I will forthwith make thee

un example to ail such railing Rabshekahs. "

' VVith that he dropped his coarse grey horseman's coat from his

shoulders, and extending his strong brav/ny arms with a look of de-

termined resolution, he offered himself to the contest. The soldier

was nothing abashed by the muscular frame, broad chest, square
:^houlders, and hardy look of his antagonist, but, whistling with
great composure, unbuckled his belt, and laid aside his military

coat. TH^ company stood round them anxious for the event.
' In the first struggle the trooper seemed to have some advantage,

nnd also in the second, though neither could be considered as deci-

sive. But it was plain he had put his whole strength too suddenly
iorth, against an antagonist possessed of great endurance, skill, vi-

gour, and length of wind. In the third close, the countryman lift-

ed his opponent fairly from the floor, and liurled him to the ground
with such violence, that he lay for an instant stunned and motion-
less. His comrade, Halliday, immediately drew his sword ;

" You
have killed my Serjeant, " he exclaimed to the victorious wrestler

;

Y' and by all that is sacred you shall answer it, " — " Siand back !

'*
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cried Morton and his companions, " it was all fair play
; your com-

rade sought a fall, and he has got it. " — '* That is true enough,
'

said Bothwell as he slowly rose ;
'* put up your Bilbo, Tom. I did

not think there was a crop-ear of them all could have laid the best

caf> and feather in the King's Life-Guards on the floor of a rascally-

change house.—Harke ye, friend, give nr)e your hand. " The
stranger held out his hand. " I promise you, " said Bothwell,

squeezing his hand very hard, " that the time shall come when we
will meet again, and try this game over in a mi/ie earnest manner.

"

— '* And I'll promise you, " said the stranger, returning ti)e gras-[>

with equal firmness, " that, when we next meet, I will lay your

head as low as it lay even now, when you shall lack the power to

lift it up again. " — " Well, beloved, " answered Bodiwell, " if

thou be'st a Whig, thou art a stout and a brave one, and so good e-

ven to thee— Had'st best take thy nag before the cornet makes the

round ; for, I promibe thes, he has stayM less suspicious-looking per-

sons. " p. 79-84..

The stranger accordingly departs j and Morton, who was
going the same way, accompanies him. They are scarcely

gone, when the officer returns with an account of the rnurder

of the Archbishop of St Andrews, and such a description of

the persons of his assassins, as leaves little doubt that the per-

son who had just discomfited the Serjeant was one of the number
known by the name of Balfour of Burley ; and an immediate
pursuit is ordered. In the menn time, Morton, who is utterly

ignorant of the crime tJuit had b.en committed, discovers that

Burley had been the trend and the saver of his father's life, and
consents, on liis earnest supplication, to give him shelter for the

night in one ot the outhouses of his uncle's dwelling. The
character of this person is very strikingly developed in the course

of this conference; but we must follow the thread of the story

rather more closely. A day or two after this adventure, when
the family at Milnwood had been increased by the arrival of

Cuddie Headrigg, a stout good-natured ploughman, with a

cotifeiderabie portion of humour and sagacity, and his crazy old

fanatic mother, they were broken in upon at their homely din-

ner by a visit from the dragoons.— But the scene is too charac-

teristic, and too well painted by the author, to be given in any
other words than his own.

' The Laird of Milnwood kept up all old fashions which were
connected with economy. It was, therefore, still the custom in his

house, as it had been universal in Scotland about fifty years be-

fore, that the domestics, after having placed the dinner on the table»

sale down at the lower end of the board, and partook of the share

which was assigned to them, in company with their masters. Upon
Ihe day, iheieiore> after Cuddie's arrival, old Kobin^ who was but-
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ler, valet-de-chatr.bre, footman, (gardener, and what not, in the

hnuse of Milnwood, placed on the table an immense charger of

broth, thickened with oatmeal and colewort, in which ocean of H-

c]uid was indistinctly discovered, by close observers, two or three

short ribs of lean mutton sailing to and fro. Two huge baskets,

one of bread made of barley and peas, and one of oat-cakes, flanked

this standing dish. A large boiled salmon would now-a-days have
indicated more liberal housekeeping ; but at that period it was caught

in such plenty in the considerable rivers in Scotland, that it was ge-

nerally applied to feed the servants, who are said sometimes to have

stipulated that they should not be required to eat a food so lusci-

ous and surfeiting in its quality above five times a week. The large

black-jack, filled with very small beer of Milnwood's own brewing,

was indulged to the servants at discretion, as were the bannocks,

cakes, and broth ; but the mutton was reserved for the heads of the

family, Mrs Wilson included ; and a measure of ale, somewhat de-

serving the name, was set apart in a silver tankard for their exclu-

sive use. A huge kebbock, (a cheese that is made with ewe milk

mixed with cow's milk), and a jar of salt butter, were in common to

the company.
' To enjoy this exquisite cheer, was pla^d at the head of the ta-

ble the old laird himself, with his nephew on the one side, and the

favourite housekeeper on the other. At a long interval, and beneath

the salt of . course, sate old Robin, a meagre, half-starved serving-

man, rendered cross and cripple by the rheumatism, and a dirty

drab of a house-maid, whom use had rendered callous to the daily

exercitatlons which her temper underwent at the hands of her mas-

ter and Mrs Wilson ; a barnman, a white-headed cow-herd boy, and
Cuddie the new ploughman and his mother, completed the party.

The other labourers belonging to the property resided in their own
houses, happy at least in this, that if their cheer v/as not more deli-

cate than that which we have described, they could at least eat

their fill, unwatched by the sharp, envious, grey eyes of Milnwood*

which seemed to measure the quantity that each of his dependants

swallowed, as closely as if their glances attended each mouthful in

its progress from the lips to the stomach. This close inspection was
unfavourable to Cuddie, who was much prejudiced in his new mas-

ter's opinion, by the silent celerity with which he caused the victuals

to disappear before him. And ever and anon Milnwood turned his

eyes from the huge feeder to cast indignant glances upon his nephew,

whose repugnance to rustic labour was the principal cause of his

needing a ploughman, and who had been the direct means of his

hiring this very cormorant.
* These disagreeable ruminations were interrupted by a load

knocking at the outer gate. It was a universal custom in Scotland,

tliat, when the family was at dinner, the outer-gate of the court-

yard, if there was one, and, if not, the door of the house itself, was

always shut and locked, and only guests of importance, or persons
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upon urgent business, sought or received admittance at that time.

The family of Milnwood were therefore surprii>ed, and, in the un-

settled stiite ol' the times, something alarmed, at the earnest and re-

peated knocking with which the gate was now assailed. Mrs Wil-

son ran in person to the door, and, having reconnoitred those who
were so clamorous for admittance, through some secret aperture with

vhich most Scottish door-ways were furnished for the express pur-

pose, she returned wringing her hands in great dismay, exclaiming,
" The red-coats! the red-coats i

"

'* Robin—Ploughman—What ca' they ye—Barnsman—Nevoy
Harry—open the door, open the door, " exclaimed old Milnwood,

snatching up and slipping into his pocket the two or three silver

spoons with which the upper end of the table was garnished, those

beneath the salt being of goodly horn. *' Speak tiiem f.*ir, sirs

—

Lord love ye, speak them fair—they winna bide thrawing—we're a'

harrieii—we're a' harried !

"

' \Vhile the v<ervant3 admitted the troopers, whose oaths and
threats already indicated resentment at the delay they had been

put to, Cuddie took the opportunity to whisper to his mother, " Now,
ye daft autd carlinc, mak yoursel deaf—ye hae made us a' deaf ere

now—and let me speak for yc. I wad like ill to get my neck raxed

for an auld wife's clashes, though ye be our mother. " — '* O, hin-

ny, ay ; I'se be silent or thou sail come to ill, " was the corres{X)nd«

ing whisper of Mause : " but bethink ye, my dear, them that deny

the Word, the Word will deny. "

* Her admonition was cut short by the entrance of the Life-Guard's,

men, a party of four troopers commanded by Bothwell.
' In they tramped, making a tremendous clatter upon the stone-

floor with the iron-shod heel^of their large jack boots, and the clash-

and clang of their long, heavy, basket-hiked broadswords. Miln-

wood and his housekeeper trembled from well grounded apprehen-

sion of the system of exaction and plunder carried on during these

domiciliary visits. Henry Morton was discom[X)sed with more spe-

cial cause, for he remembered that he stood answerable to the laws'

for having harboured Hurley. The widow IVIause Headrigg, be-

tween fear I'or her son's life and an overstrained and enthusiastic

zeal, which reproached her for consenting even tacitly to belie her

religious sentiments, was in a strange quandary. The other servants

quaked for they knew not well what. Cuddie alone, with the look

of supreme indiH'erence and stupidity which a Scottish peasant can
at times assume as a masque tor considerable shrewdness and craft,

continued to swallow large spoonfuls of his broth ; to command
which, he had drawn within his sphere the large vessel that con-

tained it, and helped himself, amid the confusion, to a sevenfold por-

tion.

" What is your pleasure here, ge?itlemen ?
" said Milnwood,

humbling himself before the satellites of power. — " We come in

1
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behalf of the King, " answered Bothwell ;
«' Why the devil did you

keep us so long standing at the door ? " — *' We were at dinner, "

answered Milawood, " and the door was locked, as is usual in land-

ward towns in this country. I am sure, gentlemen, if I had kenn'd
ony servants of our gude king had stood at the door—But wad ye
please to drink some ale—cr some brandy—or a cup of canary sack,

or claret wine ? " making a pause between each offer as long as a
stingy bidder at an auction, who is loath to advance his offer for a fa-

vourite lot. " — " Claret for me, " said one fellow. — "I like ale

better, " said another, " provided it is right juice of John Barley-

forn. " — " Better never was raaited, " said Milnwood ;
" I can

hardly say sae muckle for the claret. It's thin and cauld, gentle-

men. " — Brandy will cure that, " said a third fellow ; " a glass of
brandy to three glasses of wine prevents the curmurring in the sto-

mach." — " Brandy, ale, wine, sack and claret,—we'll try them
ail, " said Bothwell, " and stick to that which is best. There's

good sense in that, if the damn'dest whig in Scotland had said

it- " — " What's this \—meat ? " (searching with a fork among the

broth, and fishing up a cutlet of mutton)—" I think I could eat a

bit—it's as tough as if the devil's dam had hatched it." — " If there

is any thing better in the house, Sir, " said Milnwood, alarmed at

these symptoms of disapprobation— " — " No, no," said Both-
well, " it's not worth while, I must proceed to business There
comes the liquor

;
put it down, my good old lady. "

* He decanted about one half of a quart bottle of claret into a
wooden (juaigh, or bicker, and took it off at a draught.

" You did your good wine injustice, my friend ;— it's better than
your brandy; though that's good too. Will you pledge me to the

King's health ? " — " With pleasure, " said Milnwood, " in ale,

—but I never drink claret, and keep only a very little for some ho-
noured friends. " — '* Like me, I suppose, *' said Bothwell ; and
tiien, pushing the bottle to Henry, he said, *' Here, young man,
pledge you the King's health.

"

' Henry filled a moderate glass in silence, regardless of the hints

and pushes of his uncle, which seemed to indicate that he ought to

have foHi^wed his example in preferring beer to wine.
" Well, " said Bothwell, " have ye all drank the toast ?—What

is that old wife about ? Give her a glass of brandy, she shall drink

the King's health, by — " — " Fill round once more— Here's to

our noble commander, Colonel Graham of Claverhouse ! What the

devil is the old woman groaning for ? She looks as very a Whig as

ever sate on a hill .«ide. " p. 169—ISO.

I.i the end, Morton is recognised as having left the viliafre

with Burley; and in spite of all int..'rcession is carried off' a pri-

soner by the party- In their way, they stop at the Tower of Til-

lietudleui, the abode of Lady Margaret Bellenden, and the fair

Euiith, who speedily discovers who the prisoner is : .Ind, alter
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satisfyino; herself in a private interview that he had done nothing

to justiiy this ri<rc)iir, sends oif a note to her u:jcle, M;iJ!;r Iic;U

lendcn, in whose family she had ol'icn met him, iniorniing hinx

of what had occurred, and inr.reatinjir him to come next morn-
inj^ to breakfast, when Colonel Grahame of Claverhouse himself

was to visit the Tower, and in all probability decide on the fate

of the prisoner. The good-naiured veteran appears accordinji;-.

\y betimes ; and joins the younfr lady, who is watching; witK

painful anxiety the approach of the ciimmandcr, in whose hands
was the fate of her lover. The following description is full of

spirit and nature.
* The Tower of Tillietudlem stood, or perhaps yet stands, upon

the angle of a very precipitous bank, formed by the junction of a
consider.ible brook with the Clyde. There was a narrow bridge of

one steep arch, across the brook near its mouth, over which, and a-

long the foot of the high and broken bank, winded the public road ;

and the fortalice, thus commanding both bridge and pass, had been,

in times of war, a post of considerable importance, the possession of

•which was necessary to secure the communication of the upper and
wilder districts of the country with those beneath, where the valley

expands, and is more capable of cultivation. The view downwards
is of a grand woodland character ; but the level ground and gentle

slopes near the river form cultivated fields of an irregular form, in-

terspersed with hedge-row trees and copses, the enclosures seeming
as it were to have been cleared out of the forest which surrounds

them, and which occupies, in unbroken masses, the steeper declivi-

ties and more distant banks. The stream, in colour a clear and
sparkling brown, like the hue of the cairngorum pebbles, rushes

through this romantic region in bold sweeps and curves, partly vi-

sible and partly concealed by the trees which clothe its banks.

With a providence unknown in other parts of Scotland, the peasants

have, in mo^.t places, planted orchards around their C'itra:,'es ; and
the general blossom of the apple-trees at this season ci the year gave
ail the lower part of the view the ippearance of a flower-garuen.

• The eyes of the spectators on the presei.t occasion were attract-

ed to this view, not alone by its superior beauty, but because the

distant sounds of military music began to be heard from the public

high road which winded up the vale, and announced the uppir ach
of the expected body of cavalry. Their glimmering ranks wera
shortly afterwards seen in the distance, appearing and disappearing^

as the trets and the windings of the road permitted tliem to be visi-

ble, and distinguished chiefly by the flashes of light which their

arms occasionally reflected agiinst tlie sun. The train was lor^;

and imposing, for there were about two hundred and fifty horse up-

on the marci., and the glancing of the swords and waving of their

banners, joined to the clang of their trumpets and kettle-drums, had
VOL. XX VI 1 1. NO. 5 J. P
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at once a lively and awful eflfect upon the imagination. As they

advanced still nearer and nearer, they could distinctly see the files of

these chosen troops following each other in long succession, com-

pletely equipped and superbly mounted.
" It's a sight that makes me thirty years younger," said the old

cavalier, " and yet I do not much like the service that these poor

fellows are to be engaged in. Although I had my share of the civil

war, I cannot say I had ever so mtich real pleasure in that sort of

service as when I was in service on the continent, and we were hack-

ing at fellows with foreign faces and outlandish language. It's a

hard thing to hear a hamely Scotch tongue cry quarter, and be

obliged to' cut him down just the same as if he called out misericordc'.

So, there they come through the Netherwood haugh ; upon my
v.'ord, fine-looking fellov/s, and capitally mounted—He that is gal-

loping from.the rear of the column must be Claver'se himself ;—ay,
he gets into the front as they cross the bridge, and now they will be

with us in less than five minutes. "

' At the bridge beneath the Tower the cavalry divided ; and the

greater part, moving up the kft bank of the brook and crossing at a

ford a little above, took the road of the Grange, as it was called, a

large set of farm ofikes belonging to the Tower, where Lady Mar-

garet had ordered preparation to be made for their reception and

suitable entertainment. The officers alone, with their colours and an

escort to guard them, were seen to take the steep road up to the gate

of the Tower, appearing by intervals as they gained the ascent, and

again hidden by projections of the bank and of the huge old trees

with which it is covered. When they emerged from this narrow

path they found themselves in front of the old Tower, the gates of

which were hospitably open for their reception.' p. 275-280.

The picture of Ciaverhouse himself, who is sufficiently high

in the author's favour, is given with equal force and talent.

' Grahame of Ciaverhouse was in the prime of life, rather low of

stature, and slightly, though elegantly, formed ; his gesture, lan-

guage, and manners, were those of one whose life had been spent

among the noble and the gay. His features exhibited even feminine

regulatity. An oval face, a straight and well-formed nose, dark

hazel eves, a complexion just sufficiently tinged with brown to save

it from the charge of effeminacy, a sliort upper lip, curved upward

like that of a Grecian statue, and slightly shaded by small musta-

chios of light brown, joined to a profusion of long curled locks of

the same colour, which fell down on each side of his face, contri-

buted to form such a countenance as limners love to paint and ladies

to look upon.
' The severity of his character, as well as the higher attributes

of undaunted and enterprising valour which even his enemies were

compelled to admit, lay c "cealed under an exterior which seemed

adapted to the court or the saloon rather tlian to the field. The

same gentleness and gaiety of expression which reigned in his fea-
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fMres seemed to inspire his actions and gestures ; and, on tlie wliole,

he was generally esteemed, at tirst sight, rather (jualihed to he the

votary of pleasure tlian of amhition. But under tiiis soft exterior

was hidden a spirit unbounded in daring and in aspiring, yet cau-

tious and prudent as that of Machiavel himself- Profound in poli-

tics, and imbued, of course, with that disregard for individual rights

which its intrigues usually generate, this leader was cool and col-

lected in danger, tierce and ardent in pursuing success, careless of
death hiuiself, arid ruthless in inflicting it upon others. Such are

the characters lormed in times of civil discord, when the highest

qualities, perverted by party spirit, and inflamed by habitual oppo-
sition, are too often combined with vices and excesses which de-

prive them at once of their merit and of their lustre. * p. 286—288.

Tlie whole hcene of the breakfast is admirably conducted j but

vre. have room only for the contluiling part of it.

' Major Bellenden, who had done the honours of the table,

laughing and chatting with the military guests who were at thac

end of the board, was now, by the conclusion of the repast, at li-

berty to leave his station, and accordingly took an opportunity to

approach Claverhnuse, requesting from his niece, at the same time,

the honour of a particular introduction. As his name and charac-

ter were well known, the two military men met with expressions of

mutual regard ; and Edith, with a beating heart, saw her aged re-

lative withdraw from the company, together with his new acquaint-

ance, into a recess formed by one of the arched windows of the

fiall. She watched their conference with eyes almost dazzled by
the eagerness of suspense ; and, with observation rendered more a-

Cute by the internal agony of her mind, could guess, from the pan-

tomimic gestures whrch accompanied the conversation, the progress

and fate of the intercession in behalf of Henry >!orton.
* The first expression of the countenance of Claverhouse betoken-

ed that open and willing courtesy, which, ere :t requires to know
the nature of the favour asked, seems to say, how happy the party-

will be to confer an obligation on the suppliant. But as the conver-

sation proceeded, the brow of that officer became darker and more
severe, and his features, though still retaining the expression of the

<nost perfect politeness, assumed, at least to Edith's terrified ima-
gina:tion, a harsh and inexorable character. I lis lip was now com-
pressed as \f with impatience, now curled slightly upward as if in

civil contempt of the arguments urged by Major Bellenden. The
language of her uncle, as far as expressed in his manner, appeared
to be that of earnest intercession, urged with all the atFectionate

simplicity of his character, as well as with the weight which his age
and reputation entided him to use. But it seemed to have little im-
pression upon Colnncl Grahame, v;ho soon changed his posture, as

ff about to cut short the Major's importunity, and to break up their

-Conference with a courtly expression of. regret, calculated to accom-
pany a positive refusal of the request solicited. This movenvent

P2
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brought them so near Edith, that she could distinctly hear Claver«

house say, " It cannot be, Major Bellenden ; lenity, in his case, is

altogether beyond the bounds of my commission, though in any-

thing else I am so heartily desirous to oblige you.—And here comes
Evandale with news, as I think. What tidings do you bring us,

Evandale ? " he continued, addressing the young lord, who now
entered in complete uniform, but with his dress disordered, and his

boots spattered as if by riding hard.
" Unpleasant news, Sir, " was his reply. " A large body of

•Wjhigs are in arms among the hills, and have broken out into actual

rebellion. " p- 297—300.
This intercession having failed, Edith next applies to Lord

Evandale, who had long been a devoted, though unprosperous

suitor for her favour, and whom she at last engages to beg the

life of his rival from his stern commander.—Morton himself,

who witnesses the eagerness of her solicitation, as he is brought

in for examination, and is ignorant of its cause, is stung into

Dew impatience by an access of jealous}', and answers with such

defying warmth the authoritative interrogatories of Claverhouse,

that it is with the utmost difficulty that he is at last prevailed on
to recall th^ order for his immediate execution—and to take hini

along with him as a prisoner in his expedition against the cove-

nanters.

There is nothing finer in the whole work, than the account

of the battle or skirmish of Loudonhill. It opens with the fol-

lowing striking description.
' They had now for more than a mile got free of the woodlands,

whose broken glades had, for some time, accompanied the^Ti after

they had left the ^^oods of Tillietudlem. A few birches and oaks

still feathered the narrow ravines, or occupied in dwarf clusters the

hollow plains of the moor. But these were gradually disappearing;

and a wide and waste country lay before them, swelling into hills

of dark heath, intersected by deep gullies ; being the passages by
which torrents forced their course In winter, and, during summer,
the disproportioned channels for diminutive rivulets that winded
their puny way among heaps of stones and gravel, the effects and
tokens cf their winter fury, like so many spend thrifrs dwindled down
by the consequences of former excesses and extravagance. This de-

solate region seemed to extend farther than the eye could reach^

without grandeur, without even the dignity of mountain wildness,

yet striking, from the huge proportion which it seemed to bear to

such more favoured spots of the country as were adapted to cultiva-

tion and fitted for the support of man j and thereby impressing ir-

resistibly tlie mind of the spectator with a sense of the omnipotence

of nature, and the comparative inefficacy of the boasted means of

amelioration which man is capable of opposing to the di-sadvantages

®f climate and soil.

'' It is a remarkable effect of such extensive wastes, that they im-
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pose an idea of solitude even upon those who travel through them
in considerable numbers; so much is the imagination affected by
the disproportion between the desert around and the party who are

traversing it. Thus the members of a caravan of a thousand souls

may feel, in the deserts of Africa or Arabia, a sense of loneliness un-

known to the individual traveller, whose solitary course is through a

thriving and cultivated country.
* It was not, therefore, without a peculiar feeling of emotion, that

Morton beheld, at the distance of about half a mile, the body of the

cavalry to which his escort belonged, creeping up a steep and wind-

ing path which ascended from the more level moor into the hills.

Their numbers, which appeared formidable when they crowded,

through narrow roads, and seemed multiplied by appearing par-

tially, and at dilTerent points, among the trees, were now apparently

diminished by being exposed at once to view, and in a landscape

whose extent bore such immense proportion to the column of horses

and men, that, showing more like a drove of black cattle than a

body of soldiers, crawled slowly along the face of the hill, their force

r.'^d their numbers seeming trifling and contemptible. ' III. 28—3L
The array of the in.sur<rents isdesfcrihed with equal spirit and

truth of colouring. We wish our regular historians would de-

scribe battles with equal clearness and vivacity.

* The brow of the hill, on which the royal Life-Guards were now
drawn up, sloped downwards (on the fide opposite to that which

they had ascended) with a gentle deciivity^ for more than a quarter

of a mile, and presented ground which, though unecjual in some
places, was not altogether unfavourable for the manoeuvres of ca-

valry, until nigh the bottom, when the slope terminated in a marshy
level, traversed through its whole length by what seemed either a
natural gulley, or a deep artificial drain, the sides of which were
broken by springs, trendies filled with water, out of which peats

and turfs had been dug, and here and there by st»me straggling

thickets of adders, whicli loved the moisture so well, that they con-

tinued to live as bushes, although too much dwarfed by the sour soil

and tlie stagnant bog-water to ascend into trees. Beyond this ditch,

or gulley, the ground arose into a second hcalhy swell, or rather

hill, near to the foot of which, and as if with the purpose of defend-

ing the broken ground and ditch which covered their front, the body
of insurgents appeared to be drawn up with tlie purpose of abiding

battle.

* Their infiintry was divided into three lines. Tiie first, tolerably

provided with fire-arms, were advanced almost close to the verge of

the bog. so that their fire must neces^arliy annoy the r( yal cavalry

as they descended the opposite hill, the whole front of which was
expoj'cd, and would probably be )ct more fatal if they attemptt.d to

cross the morass. Behind tkis first line was a body of | ikemen, de-

signed for tieir support in ca>e the dragoons' .''hould force the pas-

sage of the maisli. In llieir rear was the third line, consisting of
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country-men armed with scythes set straight on the poles, hay-forks,
spits, dubs, goads, fish-spears, and such other rustic implements
as hasty resentment had converted into instruments of war. On
each flank of the infantry, but a little backward from the bog, as if

to allow themselves dry and sound ground whereon to act, in case
their enemies should force the pass, there was drawn up a small
body of cavalry, who were, in general, but indifferently armed, and
^vorse mounted, but full of zeal for the cause, being chiefly either

landholders of small property, or farmers of the better class, whose
means enabled them to serve on horseback. A few of those who
had been engaged in driving back the advanced guard of the royal-
jsts, might now be seen returning slowly towards their own squa-
drons. These were the only individuals of the insurgent army
which seemed to be in motion. All the others stood firm and mo-
tionless, as the grey stones that lay scattered on the heath around
them.

On the side of the hill v;hich rose above the array of battl^

%vhich they had adopted, were seen the women, and even the chil-

dren, whom zeal, opposed to persecution, had driven into the wil-

derness. They seemed stationed there to be spectators of the en-
gagement by which their own fate, as well as that of their parents, hus-
bands and sons, was to be decided. Like the females of the antient
German tribes, the shrill cries which they raised, when they beheld the
glittering ranks of their enemy appear on the brow of the opposing
eminence, acted as an incentive to their relatives to fight to the last

in defence of that which was dearest to them. Such exhortations
seemed to have their full and emphatic effect ; for a wild halloo,
which went from rank to rank on the appearance of the soldiers,

intimated the resolution of the insurgents to fight to the uttermost.
* As the horsemen halted their lines on the ridge of the hill, their

trumpets and kettle-drums sounded a bold and warlike flourish of
menace^ and defiance, that rang along the waste like the shrill sum-
mons of a destroying angel. The wanderers, in answer, united their

voices, and sent forth, in solemn modulation, the two first verses of
the seventy- sixth Psalm, according to the metrical version of the
Scottish Kirk. ' p. 35—39.

Cornet Grahame, the commander's nephew, is shot by Bur-
ley, at the outset of the affair—and Bothwell is despatched with
a small party to pass the ravuie higiier up, and take the insur-

gent force in the rear. In this manoeuvre, however, he encoun-
ters an unexpected resistance.

' ^
' His detour to the right had not escaped the penetrating observa-

tion of Burley, who made a corresponding movement with the left

wing of the mounted insurgents, so that when Bothwell, after rid-

ing a considerable way up the valley, found a place at which the

bog could be passed, though with some difiiculty, he perceived he
Was still in front of a superior enemy. His daring character was in

no degree checked by this unexpected opposition.-—*' Follow me,
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„,Uds," he called ,o hU n,en ;
n-rletU'ja said .!.« we turn-

ot curley wun sutu lu ;-,
Rnrlev perceivinGr the

::trd'^r.';^rptjr^^^^^^
more usual in romance tl.an in real story. ;he'^^'^" ; ^,^^^

ho ses/det^rmined courage, dnd unrelent.ng ^-^
Jj^^^^J '^/.//.^

"p'Ln his own collar, ti.ey came headlong » -l" «";-''; J^i^Y
panionsof ISurler hastened to h,s assistance, >' «

"'''g'^'^^'hi^J
he dragoons : and the hattle became agan, general. B"'

r." ''"»;

could withdraw the attention of the combatants f/'™ 7'' "*';;;.

induce them to unch.se the deadly clasp "
»''-''J^^ '; ifthf.n.

ther on the ground, tearing, struggling, and loam.ng, wi.u

-r'^er:i^r:rXe-^v»in.heme,.v^^^
:t!ng hold of each oiher, until thesword-anu ot Y>oKh^c\\ was DroKup
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by the kick of a charger. He then relinquished his grasp with a
<ieep and suppressed groan, and both combatants started to their

feet. Bothwell's right hand dropped helpless by his side, but his

left griped to the place where his dagger hung ; it had escaped from
the sheath in the struggle,—and, with a look of mingled rage and
despair, he stood totally defenceless, as Balfour, with a laugh of

savage joy, flourished his sword aloft, and then passed it through his

adversary's body. Bothwell received the thrust without falling—it

had only grazed on his ribs. He attempted no further defence, but,

looking at Burley with a grin of deadly hatred, exclaimed,—" Base

peasant churl, thou hast spilt the blood of a line of kings !
"— ** Die,

•wretch !—die, " said Balfour, redoubling the thrust with better aim ;

and, setting his foot on Bothwell's body as he fell, he a third time

transRxed him with his sword.—" Die, blood-thirsty dog ! die, as

thou hastlived !—die, like the beasts that perish—hoping nothing-
believing nothing."—" And fearing nothing!" said Bothwell,

collecting the last effort of respiration to utter these desperate words,

and expiring as soon as they were spoken. * p. 59—Gi.

Th:- afFray ends with the total discomfiture of tlie dragoons,

and the liberation of the prisoners by the victorious party.

—

Morton saves Lord Evandaie's life, and furnishes him with the

means of escape ; and then joins the con^juerors, who are re-

galed with sermons for fo-ar or five hours after their labours.

—

There is great talent in the picture which the author has here

introduced of those enthusiastic orators—and it would not be
fair to exclude altogether from (.ur extracts any specimen of that

covenanting eloquence with which we are so abundantly treated

in the body of the work. Of the most successful preacher on
this occasion, he observes

—

* His natural eloquence was not altogether untainted with the

coarseness of his sect, and yet, by the influence of a good natural

taste, it was freed from the grosser and more ludicrous errors of his

ccntemporaries ; and the language of Scripture, which, in their

mouths, was sometimes degraded by misapplication, gave, in Mac-
briar's exhortation, a rich and solemn effect, like that which is pro-

duced by the beams of the sun streaming through the storied repre-

sentation of saints and maiuyrs on the Gothic windov^' of some an-

cient cathedral.

• He painted the desolation of the church, during the late period

of her distresses, in the most affecting colours. He described her,

like Hagar watching the waning life of her infant amid the fountain-

le?-: desert ; like Jud ih, under her palm tree, mourning for the de-

vastation of her temple; like Rachael, weeping for her children and
refusing co>.>,'fort. Bu*: he chiefly rose into rough iublimiiy when ad-
dresv^rnr the mei. et rcekiug from battle. He called on them to re-

jneTT,b r the gieat tilings which God had done for them, and to per^

severe ih tlie career which their victory had opened.
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" Ynur garments are dyed—but nnt with the juice of tTie wine-

press ; your swords are filled with blood," he exclaimed, •* but not

with the blood of goats or Umbs ; the dust of the desert on which
ye stand is made fat with gore, but not with the blood of bullocks,

for the Lord hath a sacrifice in Bozrah, and a great slaughter in the

land of Idumea. These were not the firstlings of the flock, &-c. And
those wild hills that surround you are not a sanctuary planked with

cedar and plated with silver; nor are ye ministering priests at the

altar, with censers and with torches, but ye hold in your hands the

sword, and the bow, and the weapons of death—And yet verily, I

say unto yon, that not when the ancient Temple was in its first glory

Nvas there r.fFtred sacrifice more acceptable than that which you have

this day presented, giving to the slaughter the tyrant and the op-

pressor, with the rocks for your altars, and the sky for your vaulted

sanctuary, and your own good swords for the instruments of sacri-

fice. Wherefore, set up a standard in the land ; blow a trumpet
upon the mountains ; let not the shepherd tarry by his sheepfold, or

the seedsman continue in the ploughed field, but make the watch

strong, sharpen the arrows, burnish the shields, name ye the cap-

tains of thousands, and captains of hundreds, of fifties, and of tens;

call the footmen like the rushing of winds, and cause the horsemen
to come up like the sound of many waters, for the passages < f the

destroyers are stopped, their rods are burned, and the face of their

men of battle hath b.'en turned to flight. For the banner of Refor-

mation is spread abroad on the mountains in its first loveliness, and
the gates of hell shall not prevail against it.—Up, then, and be do-

ing ; the blood of martyrs, reeking upon scaftblds, is crying for ven-

geance ; the bones of saints, which lie whitening in the high vi ays,

are pleading for retribution ; tlie grc ans of innocent captivt s from
desolate isles of the sea, and fron the dungeons cf the tyrmts' high

places, cry for deliverance; the prayers of persecuted Christians,

sheltering themselves in dens and deserts from the hW-'-'d of their

persecutors, f.'mished with hunger, starving with coM, lacking

•fire, food, shelter, and clothing, becaus-e they serve God rather than

man—all are with you, plfadmg, watching, knocking, sto ming the

gates of heaven in y«.ur behalf. Heaven itself shall figiit for you, as

the stars in theii courses fought against vSisera, " Ac. <Src. p. 101'--1I0.

The news of this disttscer speedily rfa^-h the Tower of Til-

lietudlem ; which the f^allant Maj-.r Buiend n instantly enden-

vcurs to put in a state of deleiict-. Tli». ioHowiiig picture is

very lively and natural.
' The arrangements for defence were not n adc without the de-

gree of fracas incidental to such occa-ioi.s. Women shrieked, cat-

tle bellowi'd. dog<! howled, men r.tn to ant! fro, cur.^ing and swear-

ing without interniishioii ; the lU ibirinir the old guns backwards
^nd forwards shook th*i baitit iiei^^^ ; .» court resounded with the

hasty gallop of messengers who %vcni and relumed upon errands d

•b>
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importance ; and the din of warlike preparation was mingled with

the sounds of female lamentation.
* Such a Babel of discord might have awakened the slumbers of

the very dead, and, therefore, was not long ere it dispelled the ab-

stracted reveries of Edith Bellenden. She sent out Jenny to bring

her the cause of the tumult which shook the castle to its very basis

;

but Jenny, once engaged in tlie bustling tide, found so much to ask

and to hear that she forgot the state of anxious uncertainty in which

she had left her young mistress.

" Where, then, " said Edith, much alarmed, " is Major Bel-

lenden i " — " On the battlements of the Tower, madam, point-

ing the cannon, " was the reply.

' To the battlementfi, therefore, she made her way, impeded by

a thousand obstacles, and found the old gentleman, in the midst of

his natural military element, commanding, rebuking, encouraging,

instructing, and exercising all the numerous duties of a good go-

vernor.
" In the name of God, what is the matter, uncle ? " exclaimed

Edith. — " The matter, my love ? " answered the Major coolly,

as, with spectacles on his .nose, he examined the position of a gun—" the matter?—Why—raise her breech a thought more, John

Gudyill—The matter ? Why, Claver'se is routed, my dear, and the

whigs are coming down upon us in force, that's ail the matter.
"

p. 129—132.
Morton, in the mean time, had been pressed by Burley to

take a command in their host ; and though he was far from

«oing all the lengths of his stern and sanguinary adviser, the

treatment he had already experienced, the brutal oppression to

which he saw the people generally subjected—and all that he
310W heard of his father's feats and firmness, inclined him to

yield to this soiiciting ;—and he permitted himself to be led to

the rude hut, in which a council of the leaders was at that mo-
ment assembled.

* As they approached the door, they found it open indeed, but

choked up with the bodies and heads of country-men, who, though

no members of the council, felt no scruple in intriKling themselves

upon deliberations in which they were so deeply interested.

* The precincts of the gloom}' and ruinous hut were enlightened

partly by some furze which blazed on the hearth, the sraolce where-

of, having no legal vent, eddied around, and formed over the heads

of the assembled council a cloudy canopy, as opake as their meta-

physical theology, through which, like stars through mist, were
^liinly seen to twinkle a few blinking candles, or rather rushes dip-

ped in tallow, the property of the poor owner of the cottage, which

were stuck to the walls by patches of wet clay. This broken and
dusky light showed many a countenance elated with spiritual pride,

or rendered dark by fierce enthusiasm ; and some whose anxiou**
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vandcring, and uncertain looks ."-hnwed they felt tlicmsclves rashly-

embarked in a cause which they had neither courav:;e nor conduct to

bring to a good issue, yet knew not how to abandon, for very shame.
They were, indeed, a doubtful and disunited body. The most ac-

tive of their number were those concerned with Hurley in the death
{){' the Primate, four or five of wiiom had found their way to Lou-
don-hill, together with other men of the same relentless and uncom-
promising zeal, who had, in various ways, given desperate and un-

pardonable offence to the government.
' With them were mingled their preacher?, men who had spurned

at the indulgence offered by government, and preferred a:isembling

their flocks in the wilderness, to worshipping in temples built by hu-

man hands, if their doing the latter could be construed to admit
any right on the part of their rulers to interfere with the supremacy
of the Kirk. The other class of counsellors were such gentlemen
of small fortune, and substantial farmers, as a sense of intolerable

oppression had induced to take arms and join the insurgents. These
also had their clergymen with them, who, having many of them ta-

ken advantage of the indulgence, were prepared to resist the mea-
sures of the more violent, who proposed a declaration in which they
should give testimony against the warrants and instructions for in-

dulgence as sinful and unlawful acts. ' p. 174—176.

Tlie insurgents, shortly after, appear before the castle of
Tillietudlem, to which the wounded Lord Evandale bad con-
trived to make his escape; and a furious attack was now made
upon it by a desperate band, headed by Burley himself, who
forced their way, sword in hand, to the very body of the place

in front ; while a party of skirmishers, conducted by Morton,
took its defenders in flank. The following passage is not every
where in good taste, but it affords a fair and cliaracteristic spe-

cimen of the author's manner of writing.
* The combat now assumed an air of desperation. The narrow

road was crowded with the followers of Burley, who pressed for-

ward to support their companions. The soldiers, animated by the

voice and presence of Lord Evandale, fought witli fury, their small
numbers being in some measure compensated by their greater skill,

and by their possessing the upper ground, which they defended des-

perately with pikes and halberds, as well as with the butt of the

carabines and their broadswords. Those within the Castle endea
voured to assist their companions, whenever they could so level

their guns as to fire upon the enemy, without endangering their

friends. The sharpshooters, dispersed arou;id, were tiring inces-

santly on each object that was exposed upon t)ie battlement. The
Castle was envelciped with smoke, and the rocks rang to the cries

of the combatants. In the midst of this scene of confusion, a sin-

gular accident had nearly given the besiegers possession ot the for-

tress.

' Cuddie Headrigg, who had advanced among the marksmen,
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being well acquainted with every rock and bush in the vicinity of
the Castle, where he had so often gathered nuts with Jenny Den-
nison, was enabled, by such local knowledge, to advance further,

and with less danger, than most of his companions, excepting sume
three or four v:ho had followed him close. Now Cuddie, though a
brave enough fellow upon the whole, was by no means fond of

danger, either for its own sake, or for that of the glory which at-

tends it. In his advance, therefore, he had not, as the phrase goes,

taken the bull by the horns, or advanced in front of the enemies
fire. On the contrary, he had edged gradually away from the

scene of action, and, turning his line of ascent rather to the left,

had pursued it until it bi ought him under a front of the Castle dif-

ferent from that before which the parties were engaged, and to which
the defenders had given no attention, trusting to the steepness of

the precipice. There v.as, however, on this point, a certain win-

dow belonging to a certain pantry, and communicating with a cer-

tain yew-tree, which grew rut of a steep cleft of the rock, being

the very pass through which Goose-Gibbie was smuggled out of

the Castle, in order to carry Edith' = express to Charnwood, and
which had probably, in its day, been used for other contraband
purposes. Cu^oie, resting upon the butt of his gun, and looking

up at this wind' v/, observed to one of his companions,—" There's

a place I ken weel ; mony a time I hae helped Jenny Dennison cut

o' that winnock, forby creeping in whiles mysei to get some daf-

fin, at e'en after the p'.eugh was loosed. " — " And what's to

hinder us to creep in just now ?" said the other, who was a smart,

enterprising young fellow. — " There's no rruckie to hinder us,- an'

that were a', " answered Cuddie ;
" but what v;ere we to do neist? "

— " We'll tak the Castle, " cried the other; " here are five or six

o* us, and a' the scdgers are engaged at the gate. " — " Come awa'
wi' you, then, " said Cuddie ;

" but mind, de'il a finger ye mauu
lay on Lady Margaret, or Miss Edith, or the auld Major, or ony
body but the sodgers—cut and quarter amang them, I carena. " —
*' Ay, ay, " said the other, •' let us once in, and we'll make our own
term? with them all."

' Gingerly, and as if treading upon eggs, Cuddie began to ascend

the well-known pass, not very willingly ; for, besides that he was
something apprehensive of the reception he might meet with in the

inside, his conscience insisted that he was making but a shabby
requital for Luly Margaret's former favours and protection. He
got up, however, into the yew-tree, followed by his companions,

one after another. The window was small, and had been secured

by stauncheon.^ <;f iron ; but these had been long worn away by
time, or forced out by the domestics to possess a free passage for

their own occasional convenience. Entrance was therefore easy,

providing there was no one in the pantry, a point which Cuddie en-

deavoured to discover before he made the final and perilous step.

While his companions, tiierefore, were urging and threatening hin-i

behind, aud he was. hesitating and stretching his neck to lock into
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the apartment, his head became visible to Jenny Denniion, u).o had
ensconced herself in said pantry as the safest place in which to wait

the issue of the assault. So soon as this object of terror caught her

eye, she set up a hysteric scream, flew to the adjacent kitchen, and,

in the desperate agony of fear, sel/rd on a pot of kail-brose which
she herself had hung on the fire before the combat began, having

promised to Tam Halliday to prepare his breakfast for him. Thus
burthened, she returned to the window of the pantry, and still ex-

claiming, '* Murder ! murder !—we are a' harried and ravished

—

the Casib's ta'en—tak it aroang ye !
"—«he discharged the whole

scalding contents of the pot, accompanied with a dismal yell, upoa
the person of the unfortunate Cuddle. However welcome the mess
might have been, if Cuddie and it had became acquainted in a re-

gular manner, the effects, us administered by Jenny, would probably

have cured liim of soldiering for ever, had he been looking upwards
•when it was thrown upon him. But, ll'rfunately for our man of

war, he liad taken the alarm upon Jenny'i first scream, ana was in,

the act of looking down, expostulating with his comrades, who im-
peded the retreat which he was aniious to commence : so that the

steel cap and buff coat which formetly belonged to Serjeant Both-

well, being garments of an excellent endurance, protected his person

against the greater part of the scaldi;ig br<se. Enf ugh, h; wever,

reached him to annoy him severely; so that, in the pain and surprise,

he jumped hastily out of the tree, oversetting his followers, to the

manifest danger of their limbs ; and, without listening to arguments,
entreaties, or authority, made the best of his way by the most safe

road to the main body of the army whereunto he belonged, and
could neither, by threats nor persuasion, be prevailed upon to retura

to the attack.

* As for Jenny, when she had thus conferred upon one admirer's
outward man the viands which her fair hands were preparing for

the stomach of another, she continued her song of alarm, running a
screaming division upon all those crimes which lawyers call the four
pleas of the crown, namely, murder, fire, rape, and robbery. These
hideous exclamations gave so mucli alarm, and created such confu-

sion v.'ithin the Castle, that Major Bellenden and Lord Evandnle
judged it best to draw off from the conflict without the gates, and,
abandoning to the enemy all the exterior ueftnces of the avenue, con-
fine themselves to the Castle itself, for fear of its being surprised on
some unguarded pt int. Their retreat wa, unmolested, for the panic
of Cuddie and his companions had occ isioned nearly as much con-
fusion on the side of the besiegers, as the screams of Jenny had caus-

ed to the defenders. ' p. 2.56-263.

The siei^e IkIui; tuned intj a blockade, Morion, whose af-

fection to the garrison is distrusted by Buric}', is sent for-

ward to Glasgow ; and only learns accidentally, after many
days, that Lord Evar.dale had been taken in a i.-^lly, and ibjit
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Burley had threatened to hang him upon a lofty gibbet before

the tower, if it was not surrendered by the following dawn.

—

Morton instantly repairs to head-quarters, and, with the as-

sistance of a moderate divine, compels Burley to give up to hini

the charge of his ill-fated prisoner, whom he proposes to make
the bearer of his reasonable terms of pacification to the su-

preme government. While he is pondering upon this state-

ment, a sudden knocking is heard at his chamber-door.
" Enter, " said Morton ; and the round bullet-head of Cuddle

Headrigg was thrust into the room. ' Come in, " said Morton,
•' and tell me what you want. Is there alarm ? " — " Na, sir ; but

I hae brought ane to speak wi' you. " — " Who is that, Cuddle ?
'*

inquired IVIorton " Ane o' your auld acquaintance, " said Cud-
die ; and, opening the door more fully, he half led, half dragged

in a woman, whose face was muffled in her plaid.—" Come, come,

ye need na be sae bashfu' before auld acquaintance, Jenny, " said

Cuddle, pulling down the veil, and discovering to his master the

vrell-remembered countenance of Jenny Dennison. " Tell his ho-

nour now—there's a braw lass—tell him what ye were wanting to

say to Lord Evandale, mistress. " — *' What was I wanting to say, "

answered Jenny, " to his honour himsel the other morning, when I

visited him in captivity, ye muckle hash?—D'ye think that folk

dinna want to see their friends in adversity, ye dour croudy-eater ?"
' This reply was made with Jenny's usual volubility ; but her

voice quivered, her cheek was thin and pale, the tears stood in her

eyes, her hand trembled, her manner was fluttered, and her whole

presence bore marks of recent suffering and privation, as well as of

nervous and hysterical agitation.

" What is the matter, Jenny ? " said Morton, kindly. " You
know how much I owe you in many respects, and can hardly make
a request that I will not grant, if in my power. " — " ]\Iany thanks,

Milnwood, " said the weeping damsel ;
*' but ye were aye a kind

gentleman, though folk say ye hae become sair changed nov,'. " —
*' What do they say of me I " answered Morton. — " A' body says

that you and the whigs hae made a vow to ding King Charles aff

the throne, and that neither he, nor his posteriors from generation to

generation, shall sit upon it ony mair ; and John Gudyill says ye're

lo gi'e a' the church organs to the pipers, and hum the book o' Com-
mon Prayer by the hands of the common hangman, in revenge of

the Covenant that was burnt when the king cam hame. " — ** My
friends at TiUietudlem judge too hastily and too ill of me, '* an-

swered Morton. " I wish to have free exercise of my own religion,

without insulting any other ; and, as to your family, I only desire

an opportunity to show them I have the same friendship and kind-

ness as ever. " — *' Bless your kind heart for saying sae, " said Jen-

ny, bursting into a flood of tears ;
" and they never needed kindness

or friendship mair, for they are famished for lack o' food. "— " Gootf
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God !
" replied Morton, *• I heard of scarcity, but not of famine !

Is it possible ?—Have the ladies and ihe Major— " — " They hae

suffered like the lave o* us, " replied Jenny ;
*' for they shared eve-

ry bit and sup wi' the whole folk in the Castle— I'm sure my poor

e'en see fifty colours wi' faintness, and my head's sae dizzy wi" the

mirlipoes that I canna stand my lane.
"

* The thinness of the poor girl's cheek and the sharpness of her

features bore witness to the truth of what she said. Morton was
greatly shocked.

' Sit down, " he said, '* for God's sake !
" forcing her into the

only chair the apartment aftbrded, while he himself strode up and
down the room in horror and impatience. '* I knew not of this,

"

-he exclaimed, in broken ejaculations.— '* I could not know of it.

—Cold-blooded, hard-hearted fanatic—deceitful villain !—Cuddie,

fetch refreshments—food—wine, if possible—whatever you can

find. " — " Whisky is gude eneugh for her, " muttered Cuddie ;

*' ane wadna hae thought that gude meal was sae scant amang them,

when the quean threw sae muckle gude kail-brose scalding het about

zny lugs.
"

Faint and miserable as Jenny seemed to be, she could not bear

the allusion to her exploit during the storm of the Castle, without

bursting into a laugh which weakness soon converted into a hyste-

rical giggle. Confounded at her state, and reflecting with horror

on the distress which must have been in the Castle, Morton repeat-

ed his commands to Headrigg in a peremptory manner ; and, when
he had departed, endeavoured to sooth his visitor.

' Be assured, Jenny," said Morton, observing that she hesitated,

" that you will best serve your mistress by dealing sincerely with

me. " — '* Weel, then, ye maun ken we're starving, as 1 said be-

fore, and have been mair days than ane ; and the Major has sworn

that he expects relief daily, and that he will not gi'e ower the house

to the enemy till we have eaten up his auld boots,—and they are un-

co thick in the soles, as ye may weel mind, forby being teugh in the

upper-leather. The dragoons, again, they think they will be forced

to gi'e up at last, and they canna bide hunger weel, after the life

they led at free quarters for this while bypast ; and, since Lord E-

vandale's ta'en, there's nae guiding them, and Inglis says he'll gi'e

up the garrison to the whigs, and the Major and the leddies into

the bargain, if they will but let the troopers gang free therasels,

"

&c. p. 308—314.
Under the free conduct of Morton, and a party of his sol-

diers. Lord Evandale once more reaches the Castle, and in-

stantly agrees to evacurite it, while the same escort attends

the leader and Mnjor Bellenden, till they are past their out-

posts on the road to Edinburgh. One of the in>urgent cava-

liers, closely wrapped up in his cloak, and slouched hat, rode

ior some miles m silence by the side of Edith, and at last ven*
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tured upon a gentle defence of the views and principles of his

party. The young iady, however, will listen to no apology

;

and this champion dechnes any further discussion.
*' I see, " he continued, sighing deeply, *' that it is vain to

plead before Miss Bellenden a cause which she has already pre-

judged, perhaps as much from her dislike of the persons as of the

principles of those engaged in it." — " Pardon me," answered

Edith ;
" I have stated with freedom my opinion of die principles o?

the insurgents ; of their persons I know nothing,—excepting in one

solitary instance." — " And that instance," said the horseman,
*' has influenced your opinion of the whole body ? " — *' Far from
it,

*' said Edith, " he is—at least I once thought him, one in whose
scale few were fit to be weighed—he is—or he seemed—one of ear-

ly talent, liigh faith, pure morality, a-ud warm affections. Can I

approve of a rebellion which has made such a man, formed to orna-

ment, to enlighten, and to defend his country, the companion of

gloomy and ignorant fanatics, or canting hypocrites,—the lea-:er of

brutal clowns,—the brother-in-arras to banditti and highway mur-
derers r—Should you meet such a one in your camp, tell him that

Edith Bellenden has wept more over his fallen character, blighted

prospects, and dishonoured rame, than over the distresses of her

own house,—and that she has belter endured that famine which has

wasted her cheek and dimmed her eye, than the pang of heart

vhich attended the reflection by and through whom these calamities

were inflicted.
"

* As she thus spoke, >he turne'J upon her com r anion a counte-

nance whose faded cheek attested the reality of her suffering-;, even

while it glowed with the temporary animation which accompanied

her language. Tlie horseman was not insensible to the appeal

;

he raised his hand to bis brow, with the sudden motion of one who
feels a pang shoot along his brain, pas;ed it hastily over his face,

and then pulled the shadowing hat still deeper on his forehead.

The movement and the it-eiings which it excited did not escape E-

dith ; nor did she remark them without emotion.
" And yet, " she said, " should the person of whom I speak seem

to you too deeply affected by the hard opinion of—of—an early

friend, say to him, that sihccie lepentance is next to innocence;

—

that, though fallen from a heia.ht not easily recovered, and the au-

thor of much mischief, because ^iided b) his examjiie, he may still

atone in some measure for the evil he ha- done " — " And in what

manner ? " asked the cavalirr, in the >ame suppressed, and almost

choked voice. '* By lending his efforts to restore the blessings of

peace to his distracted countiymen, and to induce the deluded re-

bels to lay d'wn their aims. B} saving th.i- blood, he may atone

for that which has been already spik ;—and iie that shall be most

active in accomplish:'- g this great end, will best reserve the thanks

of this age, aijd an Uonoured remembrance in the next. " — " And
in such a peace. ' ;aid her companion, with a firm voice, " Miss

4
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Bfellenden would not wish, I think, that the interests of the people
^Cre sacrificed unreservedly to those of the crown. " — "I am but

a girl, " was the young lady's reply, " and I scarce can speak on
the subject without presumption. But, since I have gone so far, I

will fairly add, I would wish to see a peace which should give rest tL»

all parties, and secure the subjects from military rapine, which I detest;

as much as I do the means n<iw adopted to resist it, " — " Miss

Bellenden, " answered Henry Morton, raising his face, and speak-

ing in his natural tone, " the person who has lost such a highly-

valued place in your esteem, has yet too much spirit to plead his

cause as a criminal ; and, conscious that he can no longer claim a
friend's interest in your bosom, he would be silent under your harsh

censure, were it not 'h:it he can refer to the honoured testimony ot

Lord Ev.mdale, that his earnest wishes and most arrive exertions

are, even now, directed to the accomplishment of such a peace as

the most loyal cannot censure. "

' He bowed with dignity to Miss Bellenden, who, though her lan-

guage intimated that she well knew to whom she had been speaking,

probably had not expected that he would justify himself with so

much animation. She returned his salute, confused, and in silence.

Morton then rode forward to the head of the party.

" Henry Morton !
" exclaimed Major Bellenden, surprised at the

sudden apparition. — " The same, " answered Morton ;
" who is

sorry thai he labours under the harsh construction of Major Bellen-

den and his family. He commits to my Lord Evandale, " he con-

tinued, turning towards the young nobleman, and bowing to him,
" the charge of undeceiving his friends, both regarding the particu-

lars of his conduct and the purity of his motives. Farewell, Major
Bellenden— All happiness attend you and yours—May we meet a-

galn in happier and better times. " p. 333— iJ38.

The insurgent army now took post at the bridge of Both-
well, while the royal Ibrces, commanded by the Duke of Mor-
mcuth, were encamped on the opposite heif^hts. Anxious to

prevent the impending slaughter, Morton voli'iiteers his servi-

ces to carry another pacific ploposal toi that generous Prince.

The scene of his reception is executed with great spirit.

It was impossible for any one to look upon the Duke of Mon-«

mouth without being captivated by his personal graces and accom-
plishments. Yet, to a strict observer, the manly beauty of Mon-
mouth's face was occasionally rendered less striking by an air of
Vacillation and uncertainty, \vhich seemed to imply hesitation and
doubt at moraenti when deci.>-ive resolution was most necessary.

* Beside him stood Clavei'housc, whom we have already fully de-

scribed, and another general officer, who^c appearance was singular-

ly striking. His dress was cf the antique fashion of Charles tho

First's time, and composed of shamoy leather, curiously slashed and
tovered with antique lace and garniture. His boots and st urs mijr'y!!

VOL. xxvirr. no. 55. Q
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be referred to the same distant period. He wore a breast-plate,

over which descended a grey beard of venerable length, which he

cherished as a mark of mourning for Charles the First, having never

shaved since that monarch was brought to the scaffold. His head

was uncovered, and almost perfectly bald. His high and wrinkled

forehead, piercing grey eyes, and marked features, evinced age un-

broken by infirmity, and stern resolution unsoftened by humanity.

Such is the outline, however feebly expressed, of the celebrated

General Thomas Dalzell, a man more feared and hated by the Whigs

than even Claverhouse himself, and who executed the same violen-

ces against them out of a detestation of their persons, or perhaps an

innate severity of temper, which Grahame only resorted to on poli-

tical accounts, as the best means of intimidating the followers o£

presbytery, and of destroying that sect entirely.

* The presence of these two generals, one of whom he knew by

person, and the other by description, seemed to Morton decisive of

die fate of his embassy. But, notwithstanding his youth and inex-

perience, and the unfavourable reception which his proposals seem-

ed likely to meet with, he advanced boldly towards them upon re-

ceiving" a signal to that purpose, determined that the cause of his

country, and of those with whom he had taken up arms, should suf-

fer nothing from being entrusted to him. Monmouth received him

with the graceful courtesy which attended even his slightest ac-

tions ; Dalzell regarded him with a stern, gloomy, and impatient

frown; and Claverhouse, with a sarcastic smile and inclination of

his head, seemed to claim him as an old acquaintance.

" You come, Sir, from these unfortunate people, " said the

Duke of Monmouth, " and your name, I believe, is Morton; will

you favour us with the purport of your errand ? " — " It is con-

tained, my Lord," answered Morton, " in a paper, termed, a Re-

monstrance and Supplication, which my Lord Evandale has placed,

I presume, in your Grace's bands ? " — " He has done so. Sir,
"

answered the Duke ;
*' and I understand, from Lord Evandale, that

iVIr Morton has behaved in these unhappy matters with much tem-

perance and generosity, for which I have to request his acceptance

of my thanks. " IV. 24—28.

Of course his propositions are rejected.-^and Morton is escort-

ed from his presence.
* Ashe passed the fine corps of Life Guards, be found Claver-

house was already at their head. That officer no sooner saw Mor-

ton, than he advanced and addressed him with perfect politeness of

manner. — "I think this is not the first time I have seen Mr Morton

of Milnwood ? " — " It is not Colonel Grahame's fault, " said Mor-

ton, smiling sternly, " that he or any one else should be now incom-

moded by my presence. " — ** Allow me at least to say, " replied

Claverhouse, ' that Mr Morton's present situation authorizes the

opinion I have entertained cf him, and that my proceedings at our

last meeting only squared to mj duty. "— " To reconcile ycur ac-
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tions to your duty, and your duty to your conscience, is your busi-

ness. Colonel Grahame, not mine, " said Morton, justly ofTendcd aC

being thus, in a manner, required to approve of the sentence under

which he had so nearly suffered. — " Nay, but stay an instant,

"

said Claverhouse ;
" Evandale insists that I have some wrongs to

acquit myself of in your instance. I trust I shall always make
bome difference between a high-minded gentleman, who, though,

misguided, acts upon generous principles, and the crazy fanatical

clowns yonder, with the blood-thirsty assassins who head them ;

thereff/re, if they do not disperse upon your return, let me pray yoa
instantly come over to our army and surrender yourself, for, be as-

sured, they will not stand our assault for half an hour. If you will

be ruled and do this, be sure to inquire for me. Monmouth, strange

as it may seem, cannot protect you—Dalzell will not— I both can

and will ; and I have promised to Evandale to do so if you will give

me an opportunity. "— " I should owe Lord Evandale my thanks,

"

answered Morion coldly, " did not his scheme imply an opinion that

I might be prevailed on to desert those with whom I am engaged.

For you. Colonel Grahame, if you will honour me with a different

species of satisfaction, it is probable, that, in an hour's time, you will

Hrid me at the «^est end of Bothwell Bridge with my sword in my
hand. " — "I shall be hippy to meet you there, " said Claverhouse,
" but still more so should you think better on my first proposal. "

—They then saluted and parted. — " That is a pretty lad, Lum-
ley, " said Claverhouse, addressing himself to the other officer ;

" but he is a lost man—his blood be upon his head. " p, 33—36.

The lamentable rout and massacre at Bothwell Bridge is paint-

ed, we believe, in true colours. The following is a powerful pic-

ture of the miserable catastrophe

—

In the meanwhile, the forces of the King crossed the bridge at

their leisure, and, securing the access, formed in line of battle

;

while Claverhouse, who, like a hawk perched on a rock, and eying

the time to pounce on its prey, had watched the event of the actioa

from the opposite bank, now passed the bridge at the head of his

cavalry, at full trot, and, leading them in squadrons through the in-

tervals and round the flanks of the royal infantry, formed them oa
the moor, and led them to the charge, advancing in front with one
large body, while other two divisions threatened the flanks of the

Covenanters. Their devoted army was now in that situ.ition wheni

the slightest demonstration towards an attack was certain to inspire

panic. Their broken spirits and disheartened courage were unable

to endure the charge of the cavalry, attended with all its terrible

accompaniments of sight and sound ;—the rush of the horses at full

speed, the shaking of the earth under their feet, the glancing of the

swords, the waving of the plumes, and the fierce shouts of the ca-

valiers. The front ranks hardly attempted one ill-directed and dis-

orderly fire, and their rear were broken and flying in confusion ere

the charge had been completed ; and in le^ than five niinut«9 the

Q2
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liorseraen were mixed with them, cutting and hewing without mer-
cy. The voice of Claverhouse was heard, even above the din of
conflict, exclaiming to his soldiers—" Kill, kill—no quarter—think

on Richard Grahame!"—The dragoons, many of whom had shared

the disgrace of Loudon-hill, required no exhortations to vengeance^

-as easy as it was complete. Their swords drank deep of slaughter

among the resisting fugitives. Screams for quarter were only an-

swered by the shouts with which the pursuers accompanied their

blows, and the whole field presented one general scene of confused

slaughter, flight, and pursuit. ' p. 60—62.

Morton, after performing prodigies of valour, is at last oblig-

ed to fly; and he and Cuddie gain, at night, the shelter of a
lonely farm-house, which they are surprised at finding preoccu-

pied by a pretty large party of the more wild and ferocious Co-
venanters,—who no sooner recognise in him one of the moderate
and unsuccessful leaders, than they break out into the most in-

sane threats and reproaches, and finally conchide to put him ta
death as soon as the clock struck twelve. During this miserable

respite, a ncise is heard at a distance j—and, upon opening the

window to reconnoitre

—

' A thick trampling and loud voices were heard immediately

round the house. Some rose to resist, and some to escape ; the

doors and windows were forced at once, and the red coats of the

troopers appeared in the apartment. — " Have at the bloody re-

bels !—Remember Cornet Grahame !
" was shouted on every side.

* The lights were struck down, but the dubious glare of the fire

enabled them to continue the fray. Several pistol-shots were fired ;

the whig next to Morton received a shot as he was rising, stum-

bled against the prisoner, whom he bore down with his weight, and
lay stretched above him a dying man. This accident probably saved

Morton from the damage he might othei-wise have received in so close

a struggle, where fire-arms were discharged and sword blows given

for upwards of five minutes.
" Is the prisoner safe ? " said the well-known voice of Claver-

house ;
" look about for him, and despatch the dog who is groaning^

there." — " Both orders were executed. The groans of the wounded
man were silenced by a thrust with a rapier, and Morton, disencumber-

ed of his weight, was speedily raised and in the arras of the faith-

ful Cuddie, who blubbered for joy when he found that the blood

with which his master was covered, had not flowed from his own
veins.

'

When the desperate affray had ceased, Claverhouse command-
ed his soldiers to remove the dead bodies, to refresh themselves

and their horses, and prepare for passing the night at tlie farm-

house, and for marching early in the ensuing morning. lie then

turned his attention to Morton ; and there was politeness, and even

kindness, in the manner in which he addressed him.— " You would-

have saved yourself risk from both sides, Mr Morton, if^ou Irad
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I'lOnourcd my counsel yesterday morning with some attention ; but

I re^p'^t your motives. You are a prisoner of war at the disposal

'of tlie King and Council ; but you shall be treated with no incivili-

ty ; and I will be satisfied with your parole that you will not attempt

an escape.
"

' When Morton had passed his word to that effect, Claverhousp

bowed civilly ; and, turning away from him, called for his serjeant-ma-

jor. — '' How many prisoners, llalliday, and how many killed ? " —
" Three killed in the house, Sir; two cut down in the court, and
one in the garden—six in all ; four prisoners. " — " Armed or un-

armed ? " said Clavcrhouse. — " Three of them armed to the

teeth, " answered Halliday ;
" one without arms—he seems to be a

preacher. " — '* Ay—the trumpeter to the long-ear'd rout, I sup-

pose, " replied Claverhouse, glancing slightly round upon his vic-

tims, * I will talk with him to-morrow. Take the other three down
to the yard, draw out two files, and tire upon them ; and, d'ye

hear, make a memorandum in the orderly-book of tJiree rebels taken

in arms and shot, with the date and name of the place— Drumshin-
nel, I think, they call it. —Look after the preacher till to-morrow :

as he was not armed, he must undergo a short examination. Or
better, perhaps, take him before the council; I think they should

relieve me of a share of this disgusting drudgery.— Let Mr Morton
be civilly used, and see that the men look well after their horses;

and let my groom wash Wlldblood's back with some vinegar; the sad-

dle has touched him a little.
"

* All these various orders,—for life and death, the securing of his

prisoners, and the washing his charger's shoulder,—were given in

the same unmoved and equable voice, of which no accent or tone
intimated that the speaker considered one direction as of more im-

portance than another.
* The Cameronians, so lately about to be the willing agents of a

bloody execution, were now themselves to undergo it. They seem-
ed prepared alike for either extremity, nor did any of them sho'.v

the least sign of fear, when ordered to leave the room for the pur-

pose of meeting instant death. Their severe entluisiasm sustained

them in that dreadful moment; and they departed with a firm look,

and in silence.

' They had no sooner left the room than Clavcrhouse applie<l him-
self to some food, which one or two of his party had hastily provid-

ed, and invited Morton to follow his example, observing, it had been
a busy day for them both. Morton declined eating ; for the sudden
change of circumstances—the transition from the verge of the grave
to a prospect of life, had occasioned a dizzy revulsion in his whole
system. But the sante confused sensation was accompanied by a
burning thirst, and he expressed his wish to drink. — "1 will plcdgu
you, with all my heart, " said Clavcrhouse ;

'' for here is a black
jack full of ale, and good it must be, if there be good in the country,

ibr the whigs never miss to find it out.—My service to you Mr MoV-
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ton, " he said, filling one horn of ale for himself and handing ano-

ther to his prisoner.

* Morton raised it to his head, and was just about to drink, when
the discharge of carabines beneath the window, followed by a deep
and hollow groan, repeated twice or thrice, and more faint at each
interval, announced the fate of the three men who had just left them,

Morton shuddered, and set down the untasted cup. — " You are but

young in these matters, Mr Morton, " said Claverhouse, after he
had very composedly finished his draught ; " and I do not think the

worse of you as a young soldier for appearing to feel them acutely.

But habit, duty, and necessity, reconcile men to every thing. "

—

'•

p. 86—94.
Morton is now conveyed as a captive officer to Edinburgh,

and has much lively conversation with Claverhouse on the way.

By his intercession, and that of Lord Evandale, his sentence is

commuted into banishment ;—but he is under the necessity of

appearing and producing his sureties before the Council. This
gives the author an opportunity for delineating a scene, which,

as he has managed it, is at once amusing, characteristic and
horrible.

" You must immediately attend the council, Mr Morton, " said

Claverhouse, who entered while Cuddie spoke, " and your servant

must go with you. You need be under no apprehension for the con-

sequences to yourself personally. But I warn you that you will see

fiomething that will give you much pain, and from which I would
willingly have saved you, if I had possessed the power. My car-

riage waits us—shall we go ?
"

* It will be readily supposed that Morton did not venture to dis-

pute this invitation, however unpleasant. He rose and accompanied
Claverhouse. — "I must apprise you, " said the latter, as lie led

the way down stairs, ** that you will get off cheap, and so will your
servant, providing he can keep his tongue quiet. "—Cuddie caught
these last words to his exceeding joy. — " De'il a fear o' me, " said

he, " an' my mother doesna pit her finger in the pye. "—At that

moment his shoulder was seized by old Mause, who had contrived

to thrust herself forward into the lobby of the apartment. — " O,
hinny, hinny !

" said she to Cuddle, hanging upon his jieck, *' glad

and proud, and sorry and humbled am I, a' in ane and the same
instant, to see my bairn ganging to testify for the truth glorious!}-

with his mouth in council, as he did with his weapon in the field. "—

.

*' Whisht, whi-ht, mother, " cried Cuddie impatiently. " Odd, ye
daft wife, is this a time to speak o' thae things :— I tell ye I'll te^-

tify naething either ae gate or another. I hae spoken to Mr Pound-
text, and I'll tak the declaration, or whate'cr they ca' it, and we're

a' to v^'in free off if we do that—he's gotten life for hlmsel and a'

his folk, and that's a minister for my siller ; I like nane o' your scj-

tijons that end in a psalm at the Gras.smarket.

"

^ The Privy Council of Scotland, in whom the practice since thii
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union of the crowns vested great judicial powers, as well as the ge-

neral supcrintendance of the executive department, was met in the

ancient, dark, Gothic room, adjoining to the House of Parliament

in Edinburgh, vhen General Grahame entered and took his place

amongst them at the coutvcil table.

" You have brought us a leash of game to-day. General, '* said

a nobleman of high place amongst them. ** Here is a craven to

confess—a cock of the game to stand at bay—and what shall I call

the third, General ? " — " Without further metaphor, I will entreat

your Grace to call him a person in whom I am specially interested,

"

replied Claverhouse. — " And a whig into the bargain, " said the

nobleman, lolling out a tongue which was at all times too big for

his mouth, and accommodating his coarse features to a sneer, to

which they seemed to be familiar " Yes, please your Grace, k
whig, as your Grace was in 1641," replied Claverhouse, with his

>isual appearance of imperturbable civility. — " He has you there,

I think, my Lord Duke, " said one of the Privy Councillors. —
*' Ay, ay," returned the Duke, laughing, " there's no speaking to

him since Drumclog—But come, bring in the prisoners—and do you,

Mr Clerk, read the record.
'*

' As Morton was signing his name in the record, Macbriar, who
was at the same instant brought to the foot of the council table,

bound upon a chair, for his weakness prevented him from standing,

beheld him in the act of what he accounted apostasy—" He hath
summed his defection by owning the carnal power of the tyrant !

"

he exclaimed, with a deep groan—" A fallen star !—a fallen star !

"

— " Hold your peace, sir, " said the Duke, " and keep your ain

breath to cool your ain porridge—ye'll find them scalding hot, I

promise you—Call in the other fellow, who has some common sense.

One sheep will leap the ditch when another goes Erst.
"

* Cuddie was introduced unbound, but under the guard of two
halberdiers, and placed beside Macbriar at the bottom of the table.

The poor fellow cast a piteous look around him, in which were
mingled awe for the great men in whose presence he stood, and
-compassion for his fellow-sufferers, with no small fear of the person-

al consequences which impended over him. He made his clownish

obeisances with a double portion of reverence, and then awaited the

©pening of the awful scene.

" Were you at the battle of Bothwell Brigg ? " was the first

question which was thundered in his ears. — Cuddie meditated a
denial, but had sense enough, upon reflection, to discover that the

truth would be too strong for him ; so he replied with true Cale-

donian indirectness of response, " Pll no say but it may be possible

that I might hae been there. " — " Answer directly, you knave

—

yes or no ?—You know you were there." — " It's no for me to

contradict your Lordship's Grace's honour, " said Cuddie.— *' Once
jnore, sir, were you there ?—yes or no ? " said the Duke, impatient-

Jy» — " Pear stir, " again replied Cuddie, " how can ane mind
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preceesely where they hae been a' the days o' their life ? " — « Speak
out you scoundrel, " said General Dalzell, " or I'll dash your teeth
out with my dudgeon haft—Do >ou think we can stand here all
day to be turning and dodging with you, like greyhounds after a
hare ? " — « Aweel, then, " said Cuddie, " since naething else will
please you, write down that I cannot deny but I was there." —
*' Well, sir," said the Duke, ' and do you think that the rising
upon that occasion was rebellion or not ? " — " I'm no just free to
gi'e my opinion, stir, on what might cost my neck; but I doubt it

will be very little better. " — <' Better than what? " — " Just than
rebellion, as your honour ca's it, " replied Cuddie. — " VV'ell, sir,

that's speaking to the purpose. And are you content to accept of
the King's pardon for your guilt as a rebel, and to keep the church,
and pray for the King ? " _ " Blithely, stir ; and drink his health
into the bargain, when the ale's gude. " — " Egad, " said the Duke,
** this is a hearty cock.—What brought you into such a scrape, mine
honest friend ? " — " Just ill example, stir, and a daft auld jaud of
a mother, wi' reverence to your Grace's honour. " —" Why, God-
a-mercy, my friend, I think thou art not likely to commit treason on
thine own score.—Make out his free pardon, and bring forward the
rogue in the chair. "—Macbriarwas then moved forward to the post
of examination. ' p. 120-130-

This intrepid person at once avows and glories in his share in

the rcbeliion—but declines to answer, upon beintr interrogated,
what he knows of John Balfour of Burley. He is then put to
the torture, in face of the Court—and a scene is described, with
the details of which we will not now shock the feelings of our
readers. In the close of the proceedings, Morton is hurried a-
board ship, and transported to Holland.

The story now makes a great leap over eight or nine years;—and, at the expiration of that period, when the revolution
has been quietly completed, and all Scotland pacified, except
where Dundee still maintained himself in the Highlands, we arc
thus pleasingly introduced to some of our old acquaintances.

' It was upon a delightful summer evening, that a stranger, well
mounted, and having the appearance of a military roan of rank,
rode down a windiDg descent which terminated in view of the ro-

mantic ruins of BothweJl Castle and the river Clyde, which winds
so beautifully between rocks and woods to sweep around the towers
ibrmerly huiit by Aymtr de Valence. Bothwell 15ridge was at a
little distance, and also in sight. The opposite field, once the
r:cene of slaughter and conflict, now lay as placid and quiet as the
surface of a summer lake. The trees and bushes, which grew a-

round in romantic variety of shade, Were hardly seen to stir under
the influence of the evening breeze. The very murmur of the ri-

xer seemed to soften itself into unison with the stillness of the
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scene around. The path, through whicli the traveller descended,

was occasionally t-hadcd by deiachcd trees oi' great si/c, and else-

where by the hedj^es and boughs ol' nourishing orchards, now loaden

with 8>innner fruits.

* Tlie nearest object of consequence was a farm house, or it

might be tJie abode of a small proprietor, situated on the bide «if a

sunny bank, which was covered by apple and pear trees. At the

foot of the path wiiich led up to this modest mans.ion, was a bniall

cottage, pretty much in the situation of a porter's lodge, though

cbvjously not designed for such a purpose. The hut scented com-

fortabie, and more neatly anaiiged than is usual in Scotland ; it

had its little garden, where some iiuit-trees and bu»hes were ming-

led with kitchen herbs ; a cow and six sheep fed in a paddock hard

by ; the cock strutted and crowed, and summoned his family around

him before the door ; a heap of brushwood and turf, really made
up, indicated that the winter fuel was provided ; and tlie thin blu?

8moke which ascended from tlie straw-hound chimney, and winded

slowly out from among the green trees, siiowed tliat the evening

meal waj. in the act of being made ready. To complete the little

scene of rural peace and comfort, a girl of about live years old was

fetching water in a pitcher from a beautiful fountain of the purest

water, which bubbled up at the root of a decayed, old oak-tree, a-

bout twenty yards from the end of the cottage.
' The stranger reined up his horse, and called to the little nymph,

desiring to know the way lo Fairy-knowe. The child set down its

water-pitcher, hardly understanding what was said to lier, put her

fair flaxen hair apart on her brows, and opened her romid blue

eyes with the wondering " What's ye're wull ? " which is usually a

peasant's first answer, if it can be called one, to all questions wiiat-

soever.
** I wish to know the way to Fairy-knowe. " — *= Mimmie, niam-

mie, " exclaimed the little rustic, running towards the door of the

Imt, ** come out and speak to this gentleman. "

' Her mother appeared,— a handsome young country woman, to

•whose features, originally sly and espieglc in expression, matrimony
had given that decent matronly air which peculiarly marks the pea-

sant's wife of Scotland. She had an infant in one arm, and wllh

the other she smoothed down her apron, to whicii hung a cimiihy

child of two years old. The elder girl, whom the traveller had
first seen, fell back behind her mother as soon as she aputared,

and kept that station, occasionally peeping out ty look at tiiO

stranger,
•" What was yotir pleasure. Sir?" said the woman, with an air

of respectful breeding, not quite common in her rank ol lile, but
without any thing resembling forwardness.

* The stranger looked at her with great earnestness for a mo-
ment, and then replied, " I am seeking a place called Fairy-knowe,

Vuu can probably direct n\e
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to him. ** — " It's my good-man, Sir, " said the young woman,
with a smile of welcome ;

" will you alight, Sir, and come into our

poor dwelling ?—Cuddie, Cuddie, "—(a whiteheaded rogue of four

years appeared at the door of the hut)—" Rin awa', my bonnie

man, and tell your father a gentleman wants him.—Or, stay—Jen-

ny, ye'U hae mair sense—rin ye awa' and tell him ; he's down at the

Four-acres Park.—Winna ye light down and bide a blink. Sir ?

—

Or would ye take a mouthfu' o' bread and cheese, or a drink o' ale,

till our good-man comes ?" ^-c
* As the stranger declined her courteous ofFer-s, Cuddle, the read-

er's old acquaintance, made his appearance in person. His counte-

nance still presented the same mixture of apparent dullness, with

occasional sparkles, which indicated the craft so often found in the

douted shoe. He looked on the rider as on one whom he never

bad before seen ; and, like his daughter and wife, opened the con-

versation with the regular query, " What's your wull wi* me, Sir ?
"

— "I have a curiosity to ask some questions about this country, *»

said the traveller, '* and I was directed to you as an intelligent man
-jrho can answer them. ** — •• Nae doubt, Sir, " said Cuddie, after

•» raoment's hesitation ;
" but I w^ould first like to ken what sort of

r^fTestions they are. I hae bad sae mony questions speered at me in

ii>y day, and in sic queer ways, that if ye Jiend a', ye wadna won-

der &t my jalousing a' thing about them. My mother gar'd me
learn the Single Carritch, whilk was a great vex ; .then I behoved to

learn about my godfathers and godmothers to please ,the auld leddy

;

and whiles I jumbled them thegither and pleased nane o them; and
when I cam to man's yesLate, cam anither land o' questioning in

jasluon, that I liked waur than Effectual Calling ; and the '• did

promise and vow " of the tane were yoked to the end of felie tother.

Sae ye see, Sir, I aye like to hear questions asked before I answer

hem." p. 154—160.^
By dint of patient interrogation, the unsuspected stranger at

ait extracts from the cautious rustic, that Edith Bellcnden is

betrothed, and very speedily to be married to Lord Evandale,

to v.'hoin the house to which their cottage is attached belongs,

and in wl:ich, as the family is absent, they now accommodate
bim with a bed. Readers of novels will expect what follows.—

Miss Bellenden arrives next morning before he is up—and, not-

withstanding all the efforts which Jenny makes to keep him out

t>r sight, she catches a glimpse of his despairing countenance,

as he steals & last look at her, betore he rushes for ever from her

presence. i:>ue falls ill of course—and Lord Evandale, who ar-

rives to claiRi her band, watches impatiently for her recovery.

In the mean time, Morton scarcely knowing where to go,

turns aside to the old house of Milnwood, where, without dis-

sovering fiimself, he enters into conversation with the antient

l:oUiekcercr. Tl.'ere i:^ sor.ell'.ing very affecting, as well as lu-

I
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tlicrous, in tlie following scene. After intimating that he un-

derstood young Milnwood to have been drowned on his passage

t9 Holland, the old lady rejoins

—

** That's ow<jr like to be true, and mony a tear it's cost my auld

e'en. His uncle, poor gentleman, just sough'd awa' wi' it in hi«

mouth. He had been ^i'einf^ me preceeze directions anent tl«i

bread and the wine, and the brandy, at his burial, and how often it

was to be handed round the company, (for, dead or alive, he was

a prudent, frugal, pains-taking man) ; and then he said, said he,

" Ailie,
''—(he aye ca'd me Aiiie, we were auld acquaintance)

—

*' Ailie, take ye care and haud the gear weel thegither ; for the

name of Morton of Milnwood's ga'en out like the last sough of an
auld sang. " And sae he fell out o* ae dwam into another, ami
ne'er spake a word mair, unless it were something we cou'dna mak
out, about a dipped candle being gude aneugh to see to die wi'.

—

He cou'd ne'er bide tn see a moulded ane, and there was ane, by
ill luck, on the table.

"

• While Mrs Wilson was thus detailing the last moments of the

old miser, Morton was pressingly engaged in diverting the assiduous

curiosity of the dog, which, repsvered from his first surprise, and
combining former tecollections, had, after much snuffing and exa-

mination, begun a course of capering and jumping upon the stranger

which threatened every instant to betray him. At length, in the

urgency of his impatience, Morton could not forbear exclaiming, iu

a tone of hasty impatience, *' Down, Elphin ! Down, sir ! " —
" Ye ken our dog's name, " said the old lady, struck with great and
sudden surprise—" ye ken our dog's name, and it's no a common
ane. And the creature kens you too, " she continued, in a more a-

gitated and shriller tone-—" God guide us i it's my ain bairn !

"
• So saying, the poor old woman threw herself around Morton's

neck, clung to him, kissed him as if he had been actually her child,

and wept for joy. There was no parrying the discovery, if he could
liave had the heart to attempt any further disguise. He returned

the embrace with the most grateful warmth, and answered

—

" I do indeed live, dear Ailie, to thank you for all your kind-

ness, past and present, and to rejoice that there is at least one friend

to welcome me to my native country. " — '* Friends !
" exclaimed

Ailie, ** ye*ll hae mony friends ; for ye will hae gear, hinny—ye
will hae gear. Heaven mak ye a gude guide o't!—But, eh, sirs,**

she continued, pushing him back from her with her trembling hand
and shrivelled arm, and gazing in his face as if to read, at more
convenient distance, the ravages which sorrow rather than time had
made on his face—" Eh, sirs ! ye're s:iir altered, hinny, your face
is turned pale, and your e'en are sunken, and your bonny red-and-
white cheeks is turned a' dark and sun-burned. O weary on the

wars ! mony's the comely face thoy destroy.—And when cam ye
here, hinny \—And where hae ye been r—And what hae ye beeii

Joing ?—And ^vhat for did ye na write till u> ?—And how cam ye
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to pass yoursel for dead ?—And what for did ye come creeping to

your ain house as if ye had been an unco body, to gi'e poor auld Ailie

sic a start ? " she concluded, smiling through her tears, p. 236—240.

After a little further talk, Morton informs her that he must
soon go abroad again, and that the property, in the mean time,

3s in as good hands as his.

" As good hands, hinny !
" reechoed Ailie; " I'm hopefu' ye

are no meaning mine ? The rents and the lands are but a sair fash to

me. And I'm ower failed to tak a helpmate, though Wylie Mac-
tricket the writer was very pressing and spak very civilly ; but I'm
ower auld a cat to draw that strae before me. He canna whillywha

ane as he's dune mony a ane. And then I thought aye ye wad come
back, and I v.ad get my pickle meal and my soup milk, and keep a*

ihings right about ye as I used to do in your puir uncle's time, and

it wad be just pleasure aiieugh for me to see you thrive and guide the

gear canny.— Ve'll hae learned that in Holland, I'se warrant, for

they're thrifty folk there, as I hear tell—But ye'U be for keeping ra-

ther a mair house than puir auld Milnwood that's gane ; and, in-

deed, I would approve o' your eating butcher-meat maybe as aften

as three times a-week—it keeps the wind out o' the stamack. "—
*' We will talk of all this another time, " said Morton, surprised at

the generosity upon a large scale, which mingled in Ailie's thoughts

4and actions with habitual and sordid parsimony, and at the odd con-

trast between her love of saving and indifference to self-acquisition.

*' You must know, '' he continued, " that I am in this country only

for a few days on some special business of importance to the go-

vernment, and therefore, Ailie, not a word of having seen me. At
some other time I will acquaint you fully with my motives and in-

tentions. " — " E'en be it sae, my jo, " replied Ailie, " I can keep a
secret like my neighbours ; and weel auld Milnwood kenn'd it, ho-

nest man, for he tauld me where he keepit his gear, and that's what
maist folks like to hae as private as possibly may be—But come
awa' wl' me, hinny, till I show you the oak- parlour how grandly

it's keepit, just as if ye had been expected hame every day— I loot

r.aebody sort it but my ain hands. It was a kind o' divertisement

to me, though whiles the tear wan into my e'e, and I said to mysel,

what needs I fash wi' grates, and carpets, and cushions, and the

muckle brass candlesticks ony mair \ for they'll ne'er come hame
that aught it rightfully. "

' With these words she hauled him away to this sanctum sancto'

mm, the scrubbing and cleansing whereof was her daily employ-

ment, as its high state of good order constituted the very pride of

her heart. Morton, as he followed her into the room, underwent a

rebuke for not " dighting his shoon, " which showed that Ailie had

not relinquished her habits of authority. On entering the oak-par-

lour, he could not but recollect the feelings of solemn awe witU*

•which, when a boy, he had been affected at his occasional and rare

.admission to an apartment which he then supposed had not its j&-
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rual save in the l.alk of princes. It may be readily supposed, that

r ^kVd wtted.chairl with their short ebony egs and Ion, up-

rieht back^ had lost much of their influence over his mind, that the

'"peris' an'Sbt we l«ve forRoUen to explain, about

scription appears to us e^';?^";^^^^
^^^;",^;^^^^^ narrow -dell

. Evenir.g lowered around h.m a he adv^^^^^^^^^
^^^^^^

^•hich had once been a wood, ^ut ^>^s

""J ^ , ^ ^.t" preci-

where a few, from their ^-ccessible^ tuat.o.. oo U .
^^J^ ^^^

pitous banks, or ^^1^%^^^^^^^^^ of a conquer-

invasion of men and of cattle, ""^^ inc
gtren^'th of its moun-

tin-ui^hed by its brawhng heard among the .tones.
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Xih reverie,—*' why chafe with the rocks that stop thy course for s
moment ? There is a sea to receive thee in its bosom, and an eter-

nity for man when his fretful ancl hasty course through the vale of
time shall be ceased and over. What thy petty fuming is to the

deep and vast billows of a shoreless ocean, are our cares, hopes,

fears, joys» and sorrows, to the objects which must occupy us throuigh

"(he awful and boundless succession of ages ! ''

* Thus moralizing, he passed on till the dell opened, and the

banks, receding from the brook, lefi a little green vale, exhibiting a

croft, or small field, on which some corn was growing, and a cot-

tage, whose walls were not above five feet high, and whose thatched

roof, green with moisture, age, house-leek, and grass, had in some
places suffered damage from the encroachment of two cows, whose
appetite this appearance of verdure had diverted from their more le-

gitimate pasture. An iH-spelled, and worse written inscription, in-

timated to the traveller that he might here find refreshment for man
and horse ;—no unacceptable intimation, rude as the hut appeared

to be, considering the wild path he had trode in approaching it, and
the high and waste mountains which rose in desolate dignity behind

this humble asylum. — " It must indeed have been, " thought Mor-
ton, " in some such spot as this, that Burley was likely to find a
congenial confidante.

"

* As he approached, he observed the good dame of the hoiise

herself, seated by the door ; she had hitherto been concealed from

him by a huge alder-bush.— " Good evening, mother," said the

traveller. ** Your name is Mistress Maclure ? " — *' Elizabeth

Maclure, sir, a poor widow, " was the reply. — " Can you lodge

a stranger for a night? " — " I can, sir, if he will be pleased with

the widow's cake and the widow's cruise. " — " I have been a sol-

dier, good danfie, " answered Morton, " and nothing can come amiss

to me in the way of entertainment. " — " A sodger, sir?'' said

the old woman with a sigh, " God send ye a better trade. " — " It

is believed to be an honourable profession, my good danie. I hope
you do not think the woi'se of me for having belonged to it : " — *' I

judge no one, sir, " replied the woman, * and your voice sounds like

that of a civil gentleman ; but I hae seen sae muckle ill wi' sodgering

in this poor land, that I am e'en content that I cain see nae inair o*t

wi' these sightle?s organs."

^ As she spoke thus, Morton observed that she was blind.—
** Shall I not be troublesome to you, my good dame ? " said he,

compassionately ;
** your infirmity seems ill calculated for your pro-

fession. " — *' Na, sir," answered the old woman; " I can gang
about the house readily aneugh ; and I hae a bit lassie to help me ;

and the dragoon lads will look after your horse when they come hanie

frae their patrole, for a sma' matter ; th-ey are civiller now than Jang

syne. " — Upon these assurances, Morton alighted.

" Peggy, my bonny bird, " continued the hostess, addressing a

little girl of twelve years old, who had by this time appeared, •' £ak
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the gentleman's horse to the stable, and slack his girths, and talc aff

the bridle, and shake down a lock o* hay before him, till the dra-

goons come back.—Come this way, sir, " she continued ;
" ye'll find

my house clean, though it's a puir ane. " — Morton followed her

into the cottage accordingly.

• When he entered the cottage, Mortoa perceived that the old

hostess had spoken truth. The inside of tlae hut belied its outward
appearance, and was neat, and even comfortable, especially the inner

apartment, in which the hostess informed her guest that he was to

sup and sleep. Refreshments were placed before him, such as the

little inn afforded, and, though he had small occasion for them, he

accepted the offer, as the means of maintaining some discourse with

the landlady. Notwithstanding her blindness, she was assiduous in

her attendance, and seemed, by a sort of instinct, to find her way to

what she wanted.
" Have you no one but this pretty little girl to assist you in wait-

ing on your guests ? " was the natural question. — " None, sir ; T

dwell alone, like the widow of Zarephthah. Few guests come to

this puir place ; and I haena custom aneugh to hire servants. I had
anes twa fine sons that lookit after a' thing—But God gives and
takes away—His name be praised !

" she continued, turning her

clouded eyes towards Heaven—* I was anes better off, that is,

•worldly speaking, even since I lost them ; but that was before this

last change. "— " Indeed ! But you are a presbytetian, good mo-
ther ? " — "I am, sir ; praised be the light that showed me the right

way, " replied the landlady. — " Then, I should have thought the

Revolution would have brought you nothing but good. " — '* If,
'"

said the old woman, " it has brought the land gude, and freedom of

worship to tender consciences, it's little matter what it has brought
to a puir blind worm like me. " — " Still, " replied Morton, " £

cannot see how it could possibly injure you. " — " It's a lang story,

sir. But ae night, sax weeks or thereby, afore Bothwell Brigg, a
young gentleman stopped at this puir cottage, stiff and bloody with

wounds, pale and dune out with riding, and his horse sae weary he
couldna drag ae foot after the other, and his foes were close ahinc

him, and he was ane o' our enemies—What could I do, sir ?—You
that's a soldier will tliink me but a silly auld wife—but I fed him,

and relieved him, and keepit him hidden till the pursuit was ower.

"

— *• And who," said Morton, " dares disapprove of your having
done so ? " — *' I kenna—I gat ill-will about it amang some o' our

ain folk. They said I should hae been to him what Jael was to

Sisera—But weel I wot I had nae divine command to shed blood,

and to save it was baith like a woman and a Christian.—And then

they said i wanted natural affection to relieve ane that bclanged to

the band that murdered my twa sons. " — •' That murdered your

two sons !
" — " Ay, sir ; though maybe ye'll gi'e their deaths an-

other name—The tane fell wi' sword in hand, fighting for a broken

national Coveoant ; the toihcr—0, they took him and shot him dea4
3
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on the green before his mother's face !—M7 auld e'en dazzled when
the shots were looten off, and, to my thought, they waxed .veaker and
weaker ever since that weary day—and sorrow, and heart- break, and
tears, might help on the disorder. " p. 265—274.

From this interesting matron, Morton discovers the secret of

Burley's retreat, and at la?t finds him in a strangre rocky cavern

in the precipitous rock that overhung a mountain torrent. He
was still more mad and enthusiastic than at Bothwell, and it

was not without difficulty that Morton escaped from his violence.

Having learned that the unworthy usurper of Tillietudlem had
plotted the destruction of Lord Evandale, he repairs, post-haste,

lo Glasgow, where, by means of his influence as a favourite of

King William, he gets a troop of foreign horse from the Dutch
commander, and comes galloping back to the protection of that

unhappy nobleman. He arrives, however, just in time to see

him fail by the baud of Burley and the unworthy possessor of

the Tower of Belienden. That miscreant is instantly struck

down by a shot from the faithful Cuddie. But Burley is re-

served for a more characteristic death, with the account of which
this eventful hi^-tory is concluded.

' A hasty call to surrender, in the name of God and King Wil-
liam, was obeyed by all except Buriey, who turned his horse and
attempted to escape. Several soldiers pursued him by command of

their officer ; but being well mounted, only the two headmost seem-
ed likely to gain on him. He turned deliberately twice ; and dis-

charging first one of his pistols, and then the other, rid himself of

the one pursuer by mortally wounding him, and of the other by
shooting his horse, and then continued his flight to Bothwell Bridge,

where, for his misfortune, he found the gates shut and guarded.
Turning from thence, he made for a place where the river seemed
passable, and plunged into the stream, the bullets from the pistols

and carabines of his pursuers whizzing around him. Two balls took

place when he was past the middle of the stream, and he felt him-
self dangerously wounded. He reined his horse round in the midst:

of the river, and returned towards the bank he had left, waving his

hand, as if with the purpose of intimating that he surrendered. The
troopers ceased firing at him accordingly, and awaited his return,

two of them riding a little way into the river to seize and disarm
him. But it presently appeared that his purpose was revenge, not

safety. As he approached the two soldiers, he collected his remain-

ing strength, and discharged a blow on the head of one, which tum-
bled him from his horse. The other dragoon, a strong muscular
man, had in the meanwhile laid hands on him. Burley, in requital,

grasped his throat, as a dying tiger seizes his prey, and both losing

the saddle in the struggle, came headlong into the river, and werci

swept down the stream. Their course might be traced by the blood

which hubbkd up to the surface. They were tv.ice seen tc rise, ths
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Dutchman strivinc; to swim, and IJurley clin^inc; to him in a man-
ner that showed his desire lliat botli should perish. Their corpses

were taken out about a quarter of a mile down the river. As Hal-

four's grasp could not have been unclenched without cutting off his

hands, both were thrown into a hasty grave, slUl marked by a rude

stone, and a luder epitaph. ' p. .S.Sl-!5;53.

Wc have cxlcndcil our account of this story so far, and mul-

tii)licd our extracts so much, that we have left little room for

criticisms. It is a work, undoubtedly, of jjreat talent and ori-

ginality; and yet we find the rudiments of almost all its charac-

ters in the very first of the author's publications.—Morton is

\)ut another edition of Waverley—taking a bloody part in poli-

tical contention, without caring much about the cause, and in-

terchanging high oflices of generosity with his political oppo-

nents.— Claverhouse has many of the features of the gallant

I'ergus.—Cuddie Hcadrigg, of whose merits, by the way, we
have given no lair specimen in our extracts, is a Dandle J)in-

mont of a lower species ;—and even the Covenanters and their

leaders were shadowed out, though afar off^ in the gifted Gil-

fillan, and mine host of the Candlestick. It is in the picture &f

these hapless enthusiasts, inidoubtedly, that the great merit and
the great interest of the work consi&ts. That interest, indeed,

is so great, that we perceive it has even j^iven rise to a sort of

controversy among the admirers and contemners of those an-

tient woithies. It is a singular honour, no doubt, to a work of
fiction and amusement, to be thus made the theme of serious

attack and deicnce upon points of historical and theological dis-

cussion, and to have grave dissertations written by learned con-

temporaries upon the accuracy of its representations of pul>
Jic events and characters, or the moral effects of the style of

ridicule in which it indulges. It is difficult for us, we confess,

to view the matter in so serious a light ; nor do we feel much
disposed, even if we had leisure for the task, to venture ourselves

into the array of the disputants. One word or two, however,
we shall say, before concluding, upon the two great points of
difference. First, as to the author's profanity in making scrip-

tiual exjircssions ridiculous, by the misuse of thein he has a-

scribcd to the fanatics; and, secondly, as to the fairness of his

general representation of the conduct and character of the in-

surgent party and their opponents.

As to the first, we do not know very well what to say. Un-
doubtedly, all jocular use of IScripiure phraseology is in some
measure indecent and profane: Yet we do not know in what
< thcr way those hypocritical pretences to extraordinary sanctity

which generally disguise themselves in such a garb, can be so
effectually exposed. And even where the ludicrous misapplica-

voL. xxvni. NO. 53. 11
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lion of holj writ arises from mere ignorance, or the foolish mi-
micry of more learned discourscrs, as it is impossible to avoid

smiling at the folly when it actually cccurs, it is difficult for'

wiiLy and humorous writers, in who«e way it lies, to resibt fa-

bricating it for the purpose of exciting smiles. In so far as

practice can afford any jusiification of such a proceeding, we con-

ceive that its justification would be easy. In all our jest-books

and plays anil works of humour for two centuries back, the cha-

racter of QuDkcjs and Puritans and Methodists, have been con-

.stanily introduced as fit objects of ridicule, on this very account.

Swift is full of jokes of this description ; and the pious and cor-

rect Addison himself is not a little fond of a witty application of

a text from the sacred writings. When an author, whose aim
M'as amusement, had to do with a set of people, all of whom
dealt in familiar applications of Bible phrases and Old Testa-

ment adventures, and who, undoubtedly, very often made very

absurd and ridiculous applications of them, it would be rather

l^ard, we think, to interdict him entirely from the representa-

tion of these absurdities, or to put in force, for him alone, those

statutes against profaneness which other people have been allow-

ed to transgress in their hours of gayety, without censure or

punishment.

On the other point, also, wo i-nther lean to the side of the

author. He is a Tory, we think, pretty plainly in principle,

and scarcely disg•lu^es his preference for a Cavalier over a Puri-

tan : But, with these propensitits, we think he has dealt pretty

fairly with both sides—especially when it is considered that,

though he lays his scene in a known crisis of his national histo-

ry, his work is professedly a work of fiction, and cannot well be

accused of misleading any one as to matters i>f fact. He might
jiave made Claverhouse victorious at Drumelog, if he had
thought fit—and nobody could have found fault with him. The
insurgent Presbyterians of IGGG and the subsequent years, were,

beyond all question, a piou*, brave, and Ci^nscientious race of

men—to whom, and to whose eflbrts and sulT'ering', their de-

scendants are deeply indebted for the liberty both civil ami reli-

gious which they e;)joy, as v.cll :;s for the spirit of resistance to

tyranny, which, ue trust, they have inherited along with them.

Considered generally as a party, it is iinpo5sibie that they should

ever be remembered, at least in Scotland, but with gratitude

aiid veneration—that their sufferings should ever be mentioned
but with deep resentment and horror—or their heroism, both

active and passive, but with pride and exultation. At the same
lime, it is impossible to deny, that there were among them
many absurd and ridiculous persons—and some of a savage

and ferocious characler--old womcr?, in short, hke Mause
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TTeadrifrg—preachers like Kettlcdrummlc—or desperadoes like

Balfour of 13urley. That a Tory novelhst sliould bring such

characters prominently forward, in a tale of the times, appears

to us not only to be quite natural, but really to be less blatne-

nble than almost any other way in which pariy feelings could be

shown. But, even he, lias not represented the bulk of the par-

ty as falling under this description, or as fairly represented by

such personages. He has made his hero—who of course pos-

pr-:;scs all possible virtues—of that persuasion ; and has allowed

them, in general, the courage of martyrs, the self-denial of

licrmits, and the zeal and sincerity of apostles. His represent-

ation is almost avowedly that of one who is not of their com-
munion ; and yet we think it impossible to peruse it, without

feeling the greatest respect and pity for those to whom it is ap-

plied. A zenlous Presbyterian might no doubt have said more
ill their favour, without violating, or even concealing the truth ;

—but, while zealous Presbyterians will not write entertaining no-

vels tht mselves, they cannot expect to be treated in them with

the same favour as if that had been the character of their authors.

With regard to the author's picture of their opponents, we
must say that, with the exception of Claverhouse himself, whom
he has mvestcd gratuitously with many graces and liberalities to

which we are persuaded he has no title, and for whom, indeed,

lie has a foolish fondness, with which it would be absurd to

deal seriously— he has shown no signs of a partiality that can be

blamed, nor exhibited many traits in them with which their ene-

mies have reason to quarrel. If any person can read his strong

and lively pictures of military insolence and oppre.>-sion, with-

out feeling his blood boil within him, we must conclude the

fault to be in his o*m apathy, and not in any softenings of the

partial author ;—nor do we know any Whig writer who has

exhibited the baseness and cruelly of that wretched pfovern-

ment in more naked and i-ovolting deformity, than in his

sc3ne of the torture at the Privy Council. The military exe-

cutions of Claverhou-^e himself are admitted without palliation;

and the bloodthirstiness of Dalzell, and the brutality of Lau-
derdale, are represented in their true colours. In short, if this

author has been somewhat severe upon the Covenanters; neither

has he spared their oppressors ; and the truth probably is, that,

never dreaming of being made responsible for historical accu-

racy or fairness in a compohition of this description, he has ex-

aggerated a little on both sides, for the sake of ciTect—and been
carried, by the bent of his humour, most Ircqnently to exagge-

rate on that which alibrded the greatest scope for ridicule.
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We insert the following Statement, at the request of the Re-
vereiid P'Tson who subscribes it, in reference to a passage in

our 52d Number.

* I, underwritten, Principal of the Scotch College, Paris,

* declare, That I never said, as is asserted in the Edinburgh
* Review for February 1816 ... June ISlfj, page 407, that the
' Papers would not be sent unless Lord CJower would also un-
* dertake to convey to England the plate of the College : And
* I further declare, that I never said any thing that could af-

* ford any reasonable ground for making such an assertion.

• Tiaqnair House,? * AlEX. GoRDON. *

' yOth Jau. 1817. i

The Reviewer of the Life of James the Second received the
account which Principal Gordon contradicts in the above para-

graph, from persons incapable of deceiving, and very unlikely

to be mistaken. It will be obvious to any dispassionate reader,

that he could have had no intention to reflect on Principal Gor-
don ; and he is really concerned to have given pain to the Prin-

cipal, in the statement of a fact which is not a material part of

the history of the Stuart Papers. Principal Gordon may cor-

rect all misconceptions, and contribute to illustrate a part of
English histpry, by making public his own statement of the na-
ture ana fate of these curious Papers—to which, those, who have
liithertohad no better guide than probable reasoning, will listen

with respectful attention, and with a real disposition to be satis-

fied with his testimony.

QUAR-
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QUARTERLY LIST OF NEW PUBLICATIONS,

From December 1816 fo March 1817.

AGRICULTURE.
The Farmer's Magazine, No. 69. 5s.

FINE ARTS.
Compositions in Outline from Hesiod's Theogony, Weeks and

Days, and the Days. Engraved by J. Blake, from Designs by John
riaxman, R. A. Printed to correspond with the Outlines from Ho-
mer, &c.

The Costume of the Netherlands, Part I. containing ten colour-

ed Engravings, with Letter-press Descriptions in English and French.

15s.

Day-Li^ht; a recent Discovery in the Art of Painting, with
Hints on the Philosophy of the Fine Arts. By H. Richter. 4s.

ANTIQUITIES.

The unedited Antiquities of Attica : comprising the Architectural

Remains of Eleusis, Rhamnus, Sunium, and Thoricus. Bv the
Dilettanti Society. Imperial folio, with eighty-lour Engravings.

10/. 10s.

BIOORAPHY.
Memoirs of the Life and Writings of George Buchanan. By

David Irving, LL.D. The Second Edition, corrected and enlarg-

ed ; with an Appendix, containing many original Papers, and a Re-
print of Buchanan's Admonitioun, and other Scottish Tracts. 8vo.

14s.

Narratives of the Lives of the more Eminent Fathers of the first

three Centuries : interspersed with copious Quotations from their

Writings, Familiar Observations on their Characters and Opinions,

and occasional References to the most remarkable Events and Persons

of the Times in which they lived. By the Rev. Robert Cox, A. M»
Perpetual Curate of St Leonard's, Bridgnorth. 8vo. 10s. 6d.

The Life and Studies of Benjamin West, esq. By John Gait.
8vo. 7s.

Memoirs of the Life and Writings of the late Dr Lettsom, with a
Selection from his Correspondence with the principal Literati and
Foreign Countries. By T. J. Peltigrew, F. L. S. 3 vol. 8vo. 1/. 16s,

Memoirs of the Lile jvud Doctrines of the late John Hunter esq..

Founder of the Hvmlerian Museum at the Royal College of Surgeons.

By J. Adams, M. D. 1 2s. 6d.

Lives of the British Admirals. By J. Campbell. Vol. VII. and
Tin. 8vo. 1/. 4s. ; Royal 8vo, 1/. 10s.

Historical Anecdotes of some of the Howard Family. 8vg, 7%
VOL. XXVIII. NO. .^5.=^. S
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BOTANY.
Flora Anomoia ; a General View of the Anomalies in the Veget-

able Kingdom. By Thomas Hopkirk, younger of Dalbeth, with

Engravings. 10s. 6d.

(rreen's Botanical Dictionary, or Universal Herbal. Part IV.

Pomona Britannica. By George Brookshavv. Part X. Royal 4to.

1/. Is.

drama.
Panthea, a Tragedy. By William Bennett esq., Barrister-at-

Law. 3s.

Manuel, a Tragedy. By the Author of Bertram. 4s. 6d.

Laou-Seng-Urk, or an Heir in his old Age; a Chinese Drama.

Translated from the original Chinese by J. F. Davis, esq. of Canton.

To which is prefixed, a Brief View of the Chinese Drama, and of

their Theatrical Exhibitions. 5s. 6d.

Frightened to Death : a Musical Farce, in two Acts. By W. C.

Oulton. 2s.

The Theatrical Inquisitor and Monthly Mirror. No. 55.

education.

The Book of Versions, or Guide to French Translation and Con-

struction. By J. Cherpilloud. 12mo. 3s. 6d.

The School of Improvement, two Juvenal Dramas for Youth of

both Sexes. By W. F. Sullivan, A.M. 18mo. 2s. 6d.

A Dictionary of Nouns, or Alvearium of Definitions. By the

Ilev. Ralpli Sharp, D. D. 3s. 6d.

The French Scholar's First Book ; comprising a copious Vocabu-

lary, a Collection of Familiar Phrases, Reading Lessons, and a con-

cise View of French Grammar, designed to introduce the Learner to

the Compiler's Grammar. By Ph. Le Breton, A. M. 23.

A New Grammar of the French Language. By Charles Peter

Whitaker. 6s. 6d.

Fairy Tales, or Stories of Fable and Fiction ; selected by Benj.

Tabart from the Works of Goose, Bunch, Oberon, Mab, &c. &c.

4s. 6d.

Moral Culture attempted, in a Series of Lectures to Sunday Schools

in Birmingham. By James Luckcock. 4s.

Robinson Crusoe, written by Himself; a new edition, revised and

corrected, for the advancement of Nautical Education : illustrated

by Technical and Geographical Annotations, and embellished with

Maps and Engravings. By the Hydrographer of the Naval Chroni-

cle. '21. 2s. and 1/. Is.

French and English Dialogues : written for the Use of the Coun-

tess of Sefton's children. By Miss Dickenson. 2s. 6d.

The First Step to the French Tongue, designed as an easy Intro-

duction to, and consisting entirely of, the Verbs, with practical Ex-

ercise?. Ev A. Picquot. is. 6d.

Latin Exercises. By J. Whittaker. 12rao. 3s.

Dictionary of French Homonynics. ByT. Harmand. 12mo. 3s.

4
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GEOGRAPHY.

A complete set of Maps, composing a New General Aths, ancient

and modern, of imperial folio size. By Ur Playfair. 51. 5s.

HISTORY.

Private Memoirs ; forming, w^th the works of Messrs Hue and

Clery's Journal, a complete History of the Captivity of the Koyal

Family of France in the Tower of the Temple ; translated from the

French, 1 vol. foolscap 8vo, with Frontispiece. Bs.

History of the University of Edinburgh ; chitfly compiled from

Original Papers and Records, never before published. By Alexander

Bower, author of the Life of Luther. 2 vol. 8vo. 1/. 4s.

Aspin's Universal History. Part VH.
An Historical Account of the Battle of Waterloo: written from

the first authority, by VV. Mudford, Esq., and accompanied by a

series of twenty- seven splendidly coloured Engravings, Plans, &c.

from drawings taken on the spot. By James Rouse, Esq. Third

Part. 1/. lis. 6d.

A History of the Jesuits; to which is prefixed, a Reply to Mr
Dallas's Defence of the Order. 2 vol. 1/. 43.

A History of Muhammedanism : comprising the Life of the Ara-

bian Prophet, and succinct Accounts of the Empires founded by the

Muhammedan Arms. Bv Charles Mills, Esq. 8vo. 12s.

History of Brazil, Vol. H. By Robert Southey, Esq.

The History of the Wars, from the French Revolution to the Bat-

tle of Waterloo, in 1815. Part L 2s.

Illustrations of Literary History : consisting of Authentic Memoirs

and Original Letters of eminent Persons, and intended as a Sequel

to the Literary Anecdotes of the Eighteenth Century. By John

Kichols, F.S.A. 2 vol. Svo. 2/. 14s.

LAW.
Defence of U?ury Laws, against the Arguments of Mr Bentham

and the Edinburgh Reviewers. By James Graham, Esq. Advocate.

Is. 6d.

Decisions of the First and Second Divisions of the Court of Ses-

sion, from N(>vember 1815 to November 1816; collected by J.

Campbell, J. Wilson, G. Tait, and R. Rollo, Esqrs. Advocates.

Folio. 1/. Is.

A Practical Treatise on Life Annuities, including the Annuity

Acts of the I7th and 5?>d G.?o. HI.; and a Synopsis of all the prin-

cipal adjudged Cases under the first Act ; together with select, mo-
dern, and useful precedents, &c. By Frederick Blayney. 8vo. 61.

A Report of the Proceedings upon an Information in the Nature

of a Quo Warranto, at the Suit of the King against Waller O'Grady
Esq. respecting the Right of Appointment to the Office of Clerk of

the Pleas in his Majesty's Court of Exchequer in Ireland, tried at

Bar in the Court ot King's Bench, Dublin. By R. W. Gicene, Esq.

Barrister at Law. 7s. 6d.

A Complete Collection of State Trials and Proceedings for High
S 2
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Treason, and other Crimes and Misdemeanors, from the earliest Pe-
riod to the year 1783, with Notes and other Illustrations : compiled

by T. B. Howell, Esq. F.R.S. F.S.A. and continued from 1783 to

the present Time. By Thomas Jones Howell. Vol. XXH. 1/.

lis. 6d.

A Practical Treatise on the Criminal Law : adapted to the Use of
the Profession, Magistrates, and Private Gentlemen. 4 vol. 51. 5s.

A Second Letter on the Game Laws. By a Country Gentleman,

a Proprietor of Game. 8vo. 2s.

A Treatise of the Law and Practice of Extents in Brief and in

Aid : with an Appendix of Forms of Writs, Affidavits for Extents,

Pleadings to Extents, Rules of Court, and Table of Fees. By Ed-
ward West, of the Inner Temple, Esq. Barrister at lav/. 14s.

The Magistrate's Manual ; or, a Summary of the Duties and
Powers of a Justice of Peace, &c. By William Toone, attorney at

law. 18s.

The Jurisdiction of Justices of the Peace, and Authority of Parish

Officers, in all Matters relating to a Parochial Law. 2 vol. royal

8vo. 21. 12s. 6d.

The New List. By Samuel Hill, of the Stamp Office. 6s.

Triumphs of Justice over Unjust Judges : exhibiting the Names
and Crimes of four-and-forty Judges, hanged in one year, in Eng-
land, as Murderers, for their corrupt Judgments, &c.

MEDICINE, SURGERY, AND ANATOMY.
The Edinburgh Medical and Surgical Journal. No. 50. 3s.

An experimental Inquiry into the Effects of Tonics and other Me-
dicinal Substances on the Cohesion of the Animal Fibre. By the
late Adair Crawford, M.D. F.R.S. Edited by Alexander Crawford,
M.D. 6s.

Practical Observations in Surgery and Morbid Anatomy. With
cases, dissections, and engravings. By John Howship, Member of
the Royal College of Surgeons. 8vo. 18s.

The Annals of Medicine and Surgery, or Records of occurring
Improvements and Discoveries in Medicine and Surgery ; and the

immediately connected Arts and Sciences. Part IV- 3s.

An Essay on Burns, in Two Parts
; principally on those which

happen to Workmen in Mines, from the Explosion of Carburetted
Hydrogen Gas ; including a variety of Cases conducted upon dif-

ferent principles. By Edward Kentish, M. D. Physician to the Bris-

tol Dispensary. 8vo. 9s.

An Epitome of Juridical or Forensic Medicine. By Geo. Edward
Neale, M.D. 7s.

Considerations on the Moral Management of Insane Persons. By
J. Haslam, M. D. 3s.

A Cursory Inquiry into some of the Principal Causes of Mortality

among Children. 2s. 6d.

Suggestions for the Prevention and Mitigation of Epidemic and
Pestilential Diseases. By Charles Maclean, M. D. 3^.
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An Examination of the Objections made in Britain against the Doc-
trines of Gall and Spurzheim. By J. G. Spurzheim, M. D. 8vo. 2s.

The Medical Guardian of Youth. By Robert John Thornton,

M. D. &c. 4s.

Orfihi's Toxicology, Vol.11. Part II. 8s.

Surgical Observations ; being a Quarterly Report of Cases in Sur-

gery, treated in the Middlesex Hospital, in the Cancer Ei^tablish-

ment, and in Private Practice : embracing an Account ol' the Ana-
tomical and Pathological Researches in the School of Windmill-

Street. By C. Bell, Esq. Part III. 8vo. 6s.

MATHEMATICS.
Elements of Geometry and Plain Trigonometry, with an Appen-

dix, and copious Notes and Illustrations. By John Leslie, F. R.S. E.

Professor of Mathematics in the University of Edinburgh. Third
Edition, improved and enlarged. 10s. 6d.

An Elementary Treatise on the Differential and Integral Calcu-

lus. By S. F. Lacroix. Translated from the French ; with an Ap-
pendix and Notes. 8vo. With Plates. 18s.

The Gentleman's Diary, or, Mathematical Repository; contain-

ing the Years 17.51 to 1760, inclusive; with entire New Dia-

grams. By the Proprietors. Vol. I. Part II. and Vol. II. Part I.

7s. each.

An Introduction to the Method of Increments, expressed by a

New Form of Nutation ; showing more intimately its Relation to the

Fluxional Analysis. By P. Nicholson, private Teacher of the Ma-
thematics, &c. 8vo. 8s.

Gentleman's Mathematical Companion, 1817. 2s. 6d.

MISCELLANIES.

The Round Table ; a Collection of E«says on Literature, Men,
and Manners. By William Hazlitt, Esq. 2 vol. Foolscap 8vo. l^s.

Fragments and Fictions. Translated from the French of Jean Po-
curante de Peudemots. 12mo. 3s. 6d.

Letters from Scotland, by an Engli.sh Commercial Traveller.

Written during a Journey in Scotland in the Summer of 1815. 12mo.
6s.

The Third and Last Volume of Village Conversations. By Mis$
Renou. Containing an Enquiry into the Elements of Political Sci-

ence, and the Principles of Human Action.*. 12mo. 6s. 6d.

A Memoir, descriptive and explanatory, to accompany the New
Chart of the Atlantic Ocean ; and comprising Instructions, ge-
neral and particular, for the Navigation of that Sea. By John
Purdy, Hydrographer. Third Edition. Corrected, and materially

improved.

Account of the Examination of the Elgin Box at the Foreign Of-
fice, Downing Street, in a Letter to James Losh, Esq. i3y R.
Tweddell. 2s.

Rees's New Cyclopaedia. Vol.31-. Part 2. forming Part 6S. 1/,

»—large paper, 1/. 16s. boards.
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The Dictionary of the English Language. By Samuel Johnson,

IjL. D.; with numerous Corrections, and with the addition of ma-
ny thousand Words. By the Rev. H. J. Todd, M. A. F. S. A.
Part 7. 4to. \L Is.

The Journal of Science and the Arts, edited at the Royal Insti-

tution. No. 4. 7s. Gd.

Statements respecting the East India College ; with an Ap-
peal to Facts in Refutation of the Charges lately brought against

it in the Court of Proprietors. By the Rev. T. K. Malthus. 8vo.

Ss. 6d.

The Correspondent ; consisting of Letters, Moral, Political, and

X-iterary, between eminent Writers in France and England. The
English Articles collected and arranged by Dr Stoddart. 5s.

Time's Telescope for 1817; embellished with an elegant emble-

matical frontispiece. 12mo. 9s.

Observations on Gas Lights ; being an Impartial Inquiry concern-

ing the Injurious Effects on the Health of the Community from the

Use of Coal-Gas for Lighting the Metropolis. By Candidus. 2s.

The Works of Gianutio and Gustavus Selenus. Translated by

J. H. Saratt, ProfesNor of Chess. 2 vol. 8vo. \l. Is.

The Principles of Harmon}^ ; containing a complete and compen-
dious Illustration of the Theory of Music, on a new and original

Plan. V>y J. Relfe, Musician in Ordinary to his Majesty. Folio.

1/. Is.

A Narrative of the Melancholy Accident which occurred at Ro-

chester Bridge, on the I3th September 181G, by which fifteen Per-

sons were drowned. By Wm, Stevne Palmer. 3s. Gd.

The Bristol Index, or Evans's Directory for 1817. 8vo. 2s. 6d.

The Oxford University Calendar for 1817, corrected to December
f>lst, 1816. 5^. Gd.

A New Oxford Guide, Svo. with Ten Etchings. By G. Coop-

er. 4s.

A View of the Agricultural, Commercial, and Financial Interests

of Ceylon. With an Appendix ; containing some of the principal

Laws and Usages of the Caiidians ; Port and Custom-house Regu-
lations, &c. &c By Anthony Bertolacci, esq. late Comptrnller-ge-

neral of Customs, and acting Auditor-general of Civil Accounts in

that Colony. Svo. 18s.

A Treatise on Greyhounds. 4s.

An Essay concerning Parliaaients at a certainty, or the Kalends
of May. By Samuel .lohnson : reprinted from the edition of 1694,

%vith Notes by the Editor. 2s.

Brief Remarks on Mr Warden's Letters from St Helena, respect-

ing the conduct of Bonaparte and his Suite. 2s. Gd
A Description of the Safety-lamp invented by George Stevenson,

and now in Use in Killingworth Coaiery ; to which is added, An
Account of the Lamp constructed by Sir H. Davy, with Engiavings,

Is. Gd,
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Vice Triumphant; the Remedy proposed easy and effectual: with

the Statement of a new Hypothesis to explain Accountableness.

By S. Spurroll. 2s.

Curiosities of Literature, Vol. III. By T. D'Israeli. 12s.

The Second Part of Neaie's Illustrated History of Westminster

Abbey. Imp. folio, (to correspond with the larjre paper of the

new edition of Dugdale's Monasticon,) 21. 12s. Gd.—crown folio,

1/. lis. 6d.—proofs and etchings, 21. 12s. 6d.—imp. 4to. 1/. 4s

—

royal 4to. 16s.

A Vindication of the Magistrates acting in and for the Tower
Division, from the Charges contained in a Work entitled, '* The
Report of the Committee on the State of the P(»lice of the Metro-

;

polls, togctlitT with the Minutes of Evidence taken before the Com-
mittee of the House of Commons. '* l^y Tho. Thirlwall, M. A. 4s.

A Refutation of a Vindication of the Magistrates of the Tower
Division, by the Rev. T. Thirlwall. By J. T. Barber Beaumont,
esq. F. A. S. 2s.

A Dissertation on Weights and Measures, and the best Means
of revising them ;

published originally in the British Review, No.
XVII. 2s.

Garnctt's Engraved Chart from America to the British Channel,

on an entire New Plan, showing the Direct Course. 2s. 6d.—being

the first of an intended Series to various Parts of the Globe.

An Address to the Merchants and Manufacturers of Great Bri-

tain, on the present State of the Country ; containing Remarks on-

the real Nature of the Sinking Fund. 4s.

Observations on the Nature of Civil Liberty, and the principles

of Government. By Dr Price. A New Edition ; dedicated to the

Lord Mayor ; by W. Beck.

Report relative to a Line of Canal upon one Level, between the

Cities of Edinburgh and Cilasgow ; to form a junction with the

Forth and Clyde Canal at Lock No. 20, and also with the Port of

Leith, and the Broomielaw at Glasgow; with a Map, showing the

Course not only of this Line of Canal, but of the other Lines now
before the public. By Kobert Stevenson, Engineer. 4to. 8s.

The Pic-Nic, a Collection of Songs and Recitations. 3s. 6d.

German Commercial Letters, 12mo. 6s. Gd.

Academic Errors, or Reflections of Youth. By a Member of the

University of Cambridge. .5s. 6d.

The Fall and Death of Joachim Murat. By T. Macirone, his

Aide-de-camp.
A Morning's Walk from London to Kcw. By Sir R. Phillips.

Post 8vo. 8s. 6d.

The Author of Junius ascertained, from a concatenation of Cir-

cumstances, amounting to -Moral Demonstration. By Geo. Chalmers,

Esq. F. R. S. 3s.

The Literary Gazette, and .Journal of the Belles Lettrcs.

TIee Art of Talking with the Fingers, for the Use of the Pcaf
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and Dumb ; with corrections, improvements, and additions. Very
neatly engraved on a Card. Is.

Apicius Redivivus; or the Cook's Oracle.

A Third Volume of the Curiosities of Literature. 8vo. 1 2s.

Remonstrance presented to the Government in or about 1653, on
the Inestimable Riches of the British Seas. 2s.

Illustrations (chiefly Geographical) of the History of the Expe-
dition of the Youngej Cyrus, and the retreat of the Ten Thousand
Greeks. By Major Rennell. 1 vol. 4to. With Explanatory Maps
in folio. ]/. 16s.

The Elegant Girl ; or Virtuous Principles the true source of
Elegant Manners : Illustrated by Twelve Coloured Engravings, with
Lines to each, and a Poem called The Mother. 16s.

NATURAL HISTORY.

A new Edition of Outlines of Mineralogy and Geology ; to which
is added, an Outline of the Geology of England and Wales, with a
Map and Section of the Strata. By William Phillips.

An Introduction to Entymology, or Elements of the Natural His-
tory of Insects. By the Rev. William Kirby, B. A. F. L. S. and
William Spence esq., F. L. S. Vol. II. 8vo. with coloured En-f

gravings.

KOVELS AND ROMANCES.
The White Cottage ; a Tale. 12mo. 7s.

The Cavern of Roseville, or, the Two Sisters; a Tale: being a
translation of Le Souterrain, ou les Deux Soeurs ; by Madame Herb-
ster. By Alexander Jamieson, author of a Treatise on the Con-
struction of Maps, &c. 12mo. 3s. 6d.

Stories for Children, selected from the History of England, from
the Conquest to the Revolution. 18mo. 3s.

Les Soirees De Lnndres. Par Madame Herbster. 12mo. 5s.

Les Battuecas. Par Madame De Genlis. 2 vol. 12mo. 7s.

Education, or Elizabeth, her Lnver and Husband, a Tale for

1817. By Elizabeth Taylor. 3 vol. 15s.

Goldsmith's Vicar of Wakefield, translated into French. By M.
Voltaire. Third Edition. 18mo. 3s. 6d.

Gumal and Lana, or the African Children. 2 vol. plates. 7s. 6d.
Favourite Beauties, and Amours of Henry of Windsor. 3 vol. 15s.

Self-Deception, in a Series of Letters. By Emma Parker. 2 vol.

12s.

Six Weeks at Long's, a Satirical Novel. By a late Resident.

$ vol. 12mo.
Fortitude and Frailty. By Fanny Holcroft. 4 vol.

Ponsonby. 2 vol.

The Life and Manners of the Baroness Koningsmark. 2s. 6d.
Melincourt. By the Author of Headlong Hall. 3 vol.

Placide, a Spanish Taie. Translated from Les Battuecas of Ma-
dame Genlis, by A. Jamieson. 2 vol.

The Sons of St David, a Cambro-British Historical Tale of the
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Tourteent'n Century, with explanatory Notes and References. By
Griffiths-ap-Griffirhsesq. 3 vol. 12fro. 15s.

The Absent M:in, a Narrative. Editod by Sir Peter Plastic,

Knight of the Order of the Tower and Sword. 12mo. 3s.

POKTRY.

The Paradise of Coquettes. Second Edition. Foolscap 8vo. 9-;.

The Bower of Sprinp, vith other P ems. By the author of the

Paradise of C"quettes. * Foolscap 8vo. 7s.

The Craniad ; or Sfurzheim Illustrated, a Poem in two Parts.

Foolicap 8vo. Cs.

Selections from the Tales and Idyls of Gesner. Translated into

verse. ."Ss.

The State Lottery, a Dream. By Samuel Roberts. 8vo. 6s. fid.

Poems : chiefly on the superstition of Obeak. 8vo. 5s.

Persecutor, and other Poems. 8vo. Q<. 6J.

The Shades of Waterloo, a Vision, in Wrse ; wherein many fallen

Jleroes are individually celebrated ; the Conduct of particular Re-

giments severally noticed; and praise or censure deservedly applied

to many living Actors of the memorable drama. 8vo. 6s.

Oina Morul, one of the minor Poems of Ossian; in English

Verse. 1 s.

Modern Patriots, a Poetical Letter to T. S. W. Samuell. Is. 6 J.

Wat Tyler, a Dramatic P.^em. By Robert Southey. 3s. 6d.

A Poetical Epistle to Lord Byron. Is. 6d.

Sacred Poems, selected from the best writers. By P. le Breton. 25.

Select Pieces of early Popular Poetry, reprinted in the Black Let-

ter. Edited by E. V. Utterson esq. 2 vol. crown 8vo. 1^. 15s.

House of Mourning, a Poem, with some smaller Pieces. By
John Scott. 5s. 6d.

Essays in Rhyme, on Morals and Manners. By Jane Taylor. 6s;

Edmeston's Poems. 12mo. ^s.

PHILOLOGY.

English Synonimes explained in Alphabetical Order ; with copi.

ous Illustrations and Examples. By George Crabb, of Magdalen-
Hall, Oxford. In a very large volume 8vo. 1/. Is.

rOLITICS AND POLITICAL ECONOMY.
Speech of Henry Brougham, Esq. M. P. delivered on the 13th

March in the House of Commons. 8vo. Is.

A Letter to the Earl of Liverpool, on the present State of the

Country, and the absolute necessity of Parliamentary Reform. By
T. Kirke, Esq.

On the Supply of Employment and Subsistence for the Labour-
ing Classes, in Fisheries, Manufactures, and the Cultivation of

Waste Lands ; with Remarks on the Operation of the Salt Duties, and
a proposal for their repeal. By Sir Thomas Bernard, Bart. 8vo, 3s.

The National Debt in its True Colours, with Plans for its extinc-

tion by Honest Means. By William Frend, JKsq. M. A. .\cluaryof

the Reck Life Assurance Company. Is. CJd.
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Letters on the Evils of Impressment, with the Outline of a Plan

for doing them away. By Thomas Urquhart. 8vo. 5s.

An Explanation of the Principles and Proceedings of the Provi-

dent Institution at Bath, for Savings. 8vo. ^5s.

Considerations on the Poor Laws, and the Treatment of the Poor,

with Suggestions for making the Public Annuitant contributary. By-

one of H. M. Justices of the Peace. 3s.

Common Consent, the Basis of the Constitution of England ; or

Parliamentary Fteform considered and tried by the test of Law and

Peason. 8vo. Ss.

Observations for the Use of Landed Gentlemen on the present

State and future Prospects of the British Farmer. By Rusticus. 3s.

Fifth Annual Report of the National Society for the Education of

the P.^nr in the Principles of the Established Church, throughout

England and Wales. 5s.

The Simple Equation of Tithes. By James Mills. 5s.

A Letter to Lord Sidmouth on Licensing Public-Houses. By a

Licensed Victualler. 2s.

Public Funds. Fourth Edition. 3s. 6d.

Post cript to the Letter on the Repeal of the Salt Duties, where-

in some Popular Objections on the Repeal are considered. By Sir

Thomas Barnard, Bart.

Police of the Metropolis. 8vo. ^s.

The Subtance of a Speech addressed tn the House of Commons,

on the Subject of the Sinking Fund. By Pascoe Grenfell. 2s.

A Letter to the Proprietors of East India Stock, respecting the

Comoany's College at Harley Bay, Herts. By W. H. Inglis. 6d.

A New System of Police, with Reference;^ to the Evidence given

before the House of Commons. By H. A. Merewether, Esq. B. L.

2s. 6d. ...
The Operation and Practice of the Sinking Fund briefly explain-

ed ; with some Observations on the Mode of Transacting that part

of the Public Business. 6d.

National Expenditure no Cause of National Calamity. Is. 6d.

The Englishman's Manual ; or a Dialogue between a Tory and a

Reformer.' By Walter Fawkes, Esq. 2s. 6d.

A Letter to P. Bastard, Esq. M. P. for the County of Devon, on

the Expediency and Necessity of a Parliamentary Reform. By An-

glicanus.

A Relation of the Treatment experienced by Napoleon in the

Island of St Helena ; with the Authentic Copy of an Official Me-

moir from Napoleon to Sir Hudson Lowe. By M. Santini, Huissier

du Cabinet to Napoleon. 2s. 6d.

Manuscrit venu de St Helene d'une maniere inconnue. 7s. 6d.

A Letter to William Smith, Esq. M. P., from Robert Southey,

Esq. Bvo. 2s.
. .

Comparative View of the British and American Constitutions

;

^vith Observations on the Present State of British Politics, and on
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the probable consequences of intr.>ducing into Great Britain, the

mode of Suffrage that exists in the United States. By a Gontleman
5nme time resident in the United Stales, and Author of a V^iew of

the State of Parties in America.' 8vo. 2s.

The Edinburgh Monthly Macjazine, No. I. for April. 2s. 6d.

TIIEOLOGV.

The Evidence and Authenticity of the Christian Revelation. By
Tliomas Chaluier.s D. D. Fourth Edition. 8vo. 8s.

A Series of Discourses on the Cliristian Revelation, viewed in

connexion with the Modern Astronomy. By T. Chalmers, D. D.
Eourth Edition. Svo. Ss.

Practical Reflections on the Ordination Services for Deacons and
Prie>ts, in the United Church of England and Ireland. For the

Use of Candidates for Orders. Respectfully proposed as a Manual
for Ministers of all Ages. By John Brewster, M. A. Rector of

Egglescliffe. Svo. Ss.

Sermons preached at Welbeck Chapel, St Mary-le-bone. By the

Pvev. S. White, M. A. 8vo. 10s. Gd.

Sermons on Important Subjects. By the Rev. Charles Coleman,

A. M. M. ILL. A. ; late Curate of Grange, in the Parish of Ar-
magh, Diocese of Armagh. Svo. lOs. Gd.

Scripture Essays, adapted to the Holidays of the Church of

England ; with Akditations on the prescribed Services. By Mrs
West, Author of Letters to a Young Man, &c. &c. 2 vol. I2mo.
12s.

Gethsemane ; or, Thoughts on the Sufferings of Christ. By the

Author of the Refuge. 5s.

Christian Unity, Doctrinally and Historically considered, in eight

Sermons, preached before the University of Oxford in 1816, at

the Lecture founded by the late Rev. John Bampton, M. A. 10s. Gd.

Christian Essays. By the late Rev. Samuel Charles Wilks. A. M.
Us.
A Synopsis of Signs of the Times, Past, Present and Future;

humbly attempted to be traced from the Chronological Prophecies

in the Original Scriptures. By the Riv. William Hales, D. D.

A Reply to a Letter from a Rector to his Curate, on the Subject

of the Bible Society. By a Deacon of the Church of England.

Svo. 2s. Gd.

The Doctrine of Regeneration, as identified with Baptism, and
distinct fiom Renovation, investigated. By Hector Davies Morgan,
IM. A. 8vo. 3s.

The Sources of the Evil : Addressed to the United Parliament

and the People of Great Britain, on the League formed between
the Irish Lay Separatists and the Irish Roman Catholic Bishops,

on the Measure of Emancipation. By .-Vnglo-Hibernus. 3s. Gd.

Thoughts on the Tendency of Bible Societies, as affecting the

Established Church, and Christianity itself. ^ By the Rev. A. O'Cal-
laghan, A. M. 2s.
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Scripture Genealogy from Adam to Christ, exhibited in a Series

of Thirty-six engraved Tables. Royal 4to. '2l. 12s. 6d.

Discourses on the Apostles' Creed, intended principally for the

Instruction of the Young. By the Rev. Robert Stevens. 8vo. 7s.

Hymns, adapted to the Circumstances of Public Worship and
Private Devotion. By John Fawcett, D. D.

VOYAGES ANB TRAVELS.
Tracts relative to the Island of St Helena ; written during a Re-

fldence of Five Years. By Major-General Alexander Beatson, late

Governor, &c. 1 vol. 4to. 21. 12s. 6d.

A Tour through Belgium, Holland, along the Rhine, and through
the North of France, in the Summer of 1816. By James Mitchell.

^\o. 12s.

Narrative of a Residence in Belgium, during the Campaign of

3815, and of a Visit to the Field of Waterloo. By an English-

Woman. 8vo. 10s. 6d.

An Account of the Singular Habits and Circumstances of the

People of the Tonga Islands, in the South Pacific Ocean. By Wil-
liam Mariner, of the Port-au-Prince, private Ship of war ; the great-

er part of whose Crew was masiacred by the Natives of Lefooga.
To which is added, a Grammar, and copious Vocabulary of the Lan-
guage. 2 vol. 8vo. With a Portrait. 1/. 4.S.

A Description of the People of India: W^ith particular Reference
to their Separation into Casts, the Influence of their Civil Policy

and Domestic Superintendence, their Idolatry and Religious Cere-

monies, and the various Singularities of Customs, Habits and Ob-
servances, which distinguii^h them from all other Nations. By the

Abbe J. Dubois, ^Missionary in the M^'sore. 4to. 2/. 2s.

AMERICAN BOOKS,

Lnported hy J. Souter, No. 1, Paternoster-roiv, London.

Memoirs of the Hon. Thomas Jefferson, Secretary of State. 2
vol. 8vo. 2,5s.

The Age of Revelation, or the Age of Reason, shown to be an
Age of Infidelity. By Elias Boudinot, LL.D. 8vo. 10s. 6d.

Medical Sketches. By James Mann, M.D.A.A.S. 8vo. 12s. 6d.

Memoirs of Stephen Burroughs. 12mo. 7s.

A Sermon preached at Haverhill (Mass), in remembrance of Mrs
Harriet Newell, wife of the Rev. Samuel Newell : To which are

added, Memoirs of her Life. By Leonora Woods, D.D. 18mo.
4s. 6d.

The Geographical, Natural.- and Civil History of Chili. By
Abbe Don 3. Ignatius Molina : Illustrated by a half sheet Map of
the Country, with Notes from the Spanish and French Versions j
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and an Appendix, containing copious extracts from the Araucana

of Don Alonzo de Ercilla ; translated from the original Italian.

By an American Gentleman. 2 vol. 8vo. \l. 5s.

Elementos de la Lengua Inglesa Para uso de los Espanoles. Por

don Mariano Velazques de la Cordena. 8vo. 15s.

Regulations for the Field Exercise, Manoeuvres, and conduct of

the Infantry of the United States. By Colonel Alexander Smyth.

8vo. 18s.

The American Orator, comprising a Collection, principally from

American authors, of the most admired specimens of Congres-

sional, Forensic, Pulpit, and Popular Eloquence. By Joshua P.

Slack. 5s.

NEW FRENCH BOOKS,

Lately/ Imported hy T. Keys, Coleman-streei.

Bernard!, de TOriglne et le Progres de la Legislation Fran^alse.

8vo. 1816. 10s. 6d.

Theremin, de I'Etat present de I'Europe. 8vo. 1816. 6s.

Histoire de la Reine des deux Siciles. 8vo. 1816. 6s.

Paris pendant la cours de la Revolution, &c. 2 torn. 12mo.
1816. 10s.

Prudhomme, Miroir de Paris, &c. 6 torn. 116gravures. 2/. 2s.
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son William Temple Franklin. 8vo. 2 Vol. pp.970.
London, Colburn. J 817.

Tn one point of view, the name of Franklin must be consider-
-*- ed as standing higher than any of the others which illustrat-

ed the eighteenth century. Distinguished as a Statesman, he
was equally great as a Philosopher; thus uniting, in himself, a
rare degree of excellence in both those pursuits, to excel in ei-

ther of which is deemed the highest praise. Nor was his pre-

eminence, in the one pursuit, of that doubtful kind which derives

its value from such an uncommon conjunction. His efforts ia

each were sufficient to have made him greatly famous, had he
done nothing in the other. We regard De Witt's mathema-
tical tracts as a curiosity, and even admire them, when we
reflect that their author was a distinguished patriot, and a
sufferer in the cause of his country. But Franklin would
have been entitled to the glory of a first-rate discoverer ia

science—one who had largely extended the bounds of human
knowledge—although he had not stood second to Washington
alone in gaining for human liberty the most splendid and guilt-

less of its triumphs. It is hardly a less rare, certarnly not a lc<s

glorious felicity, that, much as has been given to the world of
this great man's works, each successive publication increases

VOL. XXVIII. i;o. 56, T
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our esteem for his virtues, and our admiration of his under-
standing.

The volumes now before us contain a large body of his private

correspondence ; which consists of three portions—his Letters

apon miscellaneous subjects from the year 1753 to the end of his

life—his Letters upon general American politics, written chiefly

during his residence in England and France, from 1767 to 1787
—and his Letters relating to the negotiation for peace, and the

independence of the United States. The first part is by far the

most valuable—the last is the least so ; but, in all the parts, we
meet with many interesting facts, and with perpetual evidences of
those great talents which the writer possessed ahke for speculation

and for business. An account of such a collection as this, must
necessarily consist rather ofspecimens than ofgeneral description;

but we wish to premise a few remarks, principally suggested by'

a perusal of these productions, respecting the peculiar genius of
the author.

The distinguishing feature of his understanding was great'

soundness and sagacity; combined with extraordinary quickness

of penetration. He possessed also a strong and lively imagina-

tion, which gave his speculations, as well as his conduct, a sin-

gularly original turn. The pecuHar charm of his writings, and
his great merit also in action, consisted in the clearness with
which he saw his object,—and the bold and steady pursuit of it,

by the surest and the shortest road. He never suffered him-
self, in conduct, to be turned aside by the seductions of interest

or vanity, or to be scared by hesitation and fear, or to be mis-.

led by the arts of his adversaries. Neither did he, in discussion,

ever go out of his way in search of ornament, or stop short from
dread of the consequences. He never could be caught, in short,

acting absurdly, or writing nonsensically :—at all times, and in

every thing he undertook, the vigour of an understanding, at

once original and practical, was distinctly perceivable.

But it must not be supposed that his writings are devoid of

ornament or amusement. The latter especially abounds in al-

most all he ever composed ; only nothing is sacrificed to them.

On the contrary, they come most naturally into their places

;

and they uniformly help on the purpose in hand, of which nei-

ther writer nor reader ever loses sight for an instant. Thus, his

style has all the vigour and even conciseness of Swift, without

any of his harshness. It is in no degree more flowery, yet both

elegant and lively. The wit, or rather bua:iour, which prevails

in his works, varies with the subject. Sometimes he is bitter

and sarcastic ; oftener gay, and even droll; reminding us, in

tins respect, fir more frequently of Addison than of Swift, as

might be naturally expected from his admirable temper,i,or the
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happy turn of liis imagination. When he rises into v. Iirmcncc

or severity, it is only when his country, or the rights of men,

arc attacked—or when the sacred ties of humanity are violated

by iinfcclinf* or insane rulers. There is nothing more dehghiful

than the constancy with which those amiable feelings, those

sound principles, those truly profound views of human affairs,

make their appearance at every opportunity, whether the im-

mediate subject be speculative or practical—of a political, or

of a more general, description. It is refreshing to find such
a mind as Franklin's—worthy of a place near lo Newton and
to Washington—filled with those pure and exalted sentiments

of concern for the happiness of mankind, which the petty wit:?

of our times amuse themselves with laughing at, and their more
cunning and calculating employers seek by every means to dis-

courage, sometimes by ridicule, sometimes by invective, as truly

incompatible with all plans of misgovernment.

The benevolent cast of his disposition was far from confining

itself to those sublimer views. From earnest wishes, and active,

victorious exertions for the prosperity of the species, he de-
scended perpetually to acts of particular kindness. He seems to

have felt an unwearied satisfaction in affording assistance, in-

struction, or amusement to all who stood in need of it. His
Letters are full of passages which bear testimony to this amiable
solicitude for the happiness of his fellow- creatures individually;

it seems the chief cause of his writing, in most cases ; and, if he
ever deviates from his habit of keeping out all superfluous mat-
ter, whatever be the subject, it is when he seems tempted to give

some extra piece of knowledge or entertainment. So, if ever

the serene and well-natured cast of his temper appears ruflled by
anger, or even soured for the moment, it is when some enormi-
ties have been committed which offend against the highest prin-

ciples which he professes.

We have said little respecting his language, which is pure,

and English. A {ew, and but a few, foreign expressions mav
be traced, and these French, rather than American; as, for in-

stance, itifucrttial. Indeed, we cannot reckon him more as an
American than an European. He lived o much among us, fre-

quenting the best society, cultivating the habits, and convei-sant

with the authors of the Old World, that the peculiarities of the

New-, neither as to language nor character, seem to have retain-

ed any impression upon him. Those peculiarities, moreover,
have been exceedingly increased since the separation. We can
cller the Americans no better advice, than to recommend to them
a constant study of FrankJin ; of his principles and his politi-

cal feelings, as well as his compositions : They will gain as much
» T2
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of what is sound and amiable from the one, as they will of whatT

is correct in taste from the other; and, as we shall not be sus-

pected of sharina; in the odious, miserable, vulgar spirit of ab-

use which a small parly among us is fond of displaying against

our Kinsmen of the West, we do hope that the recommendation
which we now tender to them will be taken as coming from a
friendly quarter. If they refuse, from national prrjudices, tf>

imitate European models, let them study Franklin ; and we shall

cheerfully forget that he lived among us, when we see them
make him really their own.

If the example of this eminent person may v/ell teach respect

for philanthropic sentiments to one set of scoffers, it may equal-

ly impress upon the minds of another class the important lesson,.

that veneration for religion is quite compatible with a sounds

practical understanding. Franklin was a man of a truly pious

turn of mind. The great truths of natural theology wf^-e nor.

only deeply engraven on his mind, but constantly present to his

thoughts. As far as can be collected from his writings, he ap-

pears to have been a Christian of the Unitarian school ; but, if

his own faith had not gone so far, he at least woukl greatly have
respected the rehgion of his country and its professors, and
done every thing to encourage its propagation, as infinitely be-

ueficial to mankind, even if doubts had existed in his own mind
as to some of its fundamental doctrines. To this, as well as

other matters now generally mentioned, we shall, in the course

of this article, recur more particularly. At present we hasten

to examine the volume before us a little more closely.

The letters upon miscellaneous subjects, which occupy three-

fourths of the first volume, contain, in almost every page, some-
thing interesting or pleasing. All of them bear the clearest

marks of having been written on the spur of the occasion, with-

out any more premeditation than ordinary conversation re-

quires, or admits of. Yet, such was the ef!ect of busine.^slike,

careful habits, that the composition is as correct as the most
finished discourse, while it has all the ease of extemporary ef-

fusions. As to the value of the matter contained in these letters,

we confess ourselves to be under some diiliculty in exactly esti-

mating it ; because we cannot easily forget whose correspond-

ence we are reading, and are very apt to confound what is mere-
ly curious as coming from such a quarter, v/ith what is intrin-

sically important ; to think we are prizing remarks for their

own sake, when we are rather enjoying them as the observa-

tions, on some familiar topic, of a very great man in other

more serious points of view. Hovt'cver, we feel pretty well

assured, that there is much interesting discussion—many saga-

cious and useful remarks—many plain, but original and stiik-
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in<T cunrjTcstions, or familiar thoujrhts expressed in a novel and

forcible manner, with no little portion of agreeable and happy

pleasantry, which would have instructed and amused us had

thev come without any recommendation from the author's name.

In the specimens, however, which we are about to give, we
have no thought of separating those passages that interest from

their intrinsic merits, from such as derive a great part, or, it may
be, the whole of their value, from being Franklin's.

The cordial detestation of war which breathes through these

letters, is extremely satisfactory, when we consider that it could

only have arisen from an enlarged patriotism, not incompatible

with love of mankind. For as America was successful gene-

rally in the contest, atid as, at some moments, her arms gained

the' most extram-dinary advantages, considering the compara-

tive resources of the two parties, a person of ordinary ambi-

tion, or feelings of vulgar national animosity, would frequent-

ly have shown exultation ; rejoiced at periods of prosperity,

without reckoning the cost ; and indulged in those expres-

sions of triumph, which a person, largely contributing to the

result, might naturally enough use, li' he looked no further

than to the goodness and succ^iss of the cause. At no pe-

riod, however, do we perceive Franklin so far thrown off his

guard as to forget the unspeakable miseries which the most
glorious war unavoidably occasions. He may be glad that

his country prevails— he may exult, when he reflects that it is

for her liberty she is conquering^—but the evils of the conflict

arc i^till uppermost in his mind. It is plain, that he never for

an instant, not even upon the memorable events of New York
and Saratoga, is reconciled to the war by the happy result

;

and that * pcacey blessed paicCy' is the thought ever uppermost

in his mind.
' We have had a hard struggle, ' (says he, writing to a friend in

Kent, in May 1779) ;
' but the Almighty has favoured the just cause,

and I join most heartily with you in your prayers, that he may pcr-

r'ect his work, and establish freedom in the new world, as an asylum

lor those of the old, \\lio deserve it. I fiiui that many worthy and

wealtliy families of this continent are dcterniiued to remove tliither

:md partake of it, as soon as peace shall make the passage safer ;

lor which peace I also join your prayers most cordially, as I tliink

the war a detestable one, and grieve much at the mischief and misery

it occasions to nrany ; my only consolation being, that I did all in

my power to prevent it.

' WHien all the bustle is over, if my short remainder of life will

permit my return thither, what a pleasure will it bo to me to see my
old friend and liis children settled there ! I hope he will find vines

and figtreL'.s there for all of them, under which we may sit and con-

verse, enjoying peace and plenty, a good government, good lawss and
.Uhortv, without which men lose half their value. ' I. 'i'J.
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To Dr Price he writes in February 1780.
' Your writings, after all the abuse you and they have met with,

begin to make serious impressions on those who at first rejected the

counsels you gave ; and they will acquire new weight every day, and
be in high esteem when the cavils against them are dead and forgot-

ten. Please to present my affectionate respects to that honest, sen-

sible, and intelligent society, * who did me so long the honour of ad-

mitting me to share in their instructive conversations. I never think

of the hours I so happily spent in that company, without regretting

that they are never to be repeated ; for I see no prospect of an end
to this unhappy war in my time. Dr Priestley, you tell me, conti-

nues his experiments with success. We make daily great improve-

ments in natural—there is one I wish to see in moral philosophy ;

—

the discovery of a plan that would induce and oblige nations to settle

their disputes without first cutting one another's throats. When will

human reason be sufficiently improved to see tlie advantage of this ?

When will men be convinced that even successful wars at length be-

come misfortunes to those who unjustly conmienced them, and who
triumphed blindly in their success, not seeing all its consequences ?

Your great comfort and min6 in this war is, that we honestly and
faithfully did every thing in our power to prevent it. Adieu, and
believe me ever, ray dear friend, ' &c. I. 51, 52.

The following ia 17»2 is to the venerable Bishop Shipley, a man
whom to name is to praise; and if there be any of our readers

who have forgotten his truly Christian devotion to the sacred

cause of freedom and peace, let us only add, for to say more
would be impossible, that he was, in those days of trial to that

cause and its followers, what Bishop Bathurst is amongst our-

selves.

' I received and read the letter from my dear and much respected

friend, with infinite pleasure. After so long a silence, and the long

continuance of its unfortunate causes, a fine from you was a prog-

nostic of happier times approaching, when we may converse and

communicate freely, without danger from the malevolence of men
enraged by the ill success of their distracted projects.

' I long with you for the return of peace, on the general princi-

ples of humanity. The hope of being able to pass a few more of my
last days happily in the sweet conversations and company I once en-

joyed at Twyford, is a particular motive that adds strength to the

general wish, and quickens my industry to procure the best of bless-

ings. After much occasion to consider the folly and mischiefs of a

state of warfare, and the little or no advantage obtained even by those

nations who have conducted it with the most success ; I have been

apt to think that there has never been, nor ever will be, any such

thing as a ^ood war or a bad peace.
' You ask if I still relish my old studies? I rehsh them, but I

cannot pursue them. My time is engrossed unhappily with other

* Supposed to allude to a club at the London Co!T!?e-h ouse.
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concerns. I requested of the Congress, last year, my discharge from

this public station, that I might enjoy a little leisure in the evening

of a long life of business ; but it was refused nio, and I have been

obliged to drudge on a little longer.

* You are happy, as your years come on, in having that dear and

most amiable family about you—Four daughters ! how rich ! I havf

but one, and she necessarily detained from me at a thousand leagues

distance. I feel the want of that tender care of me which might be

expected from a daughter, and would give the world for one. Your

shades are all placed in a row over my fire-place, so that I not only

have you always in my mind, but constantly before my eyes.

* The cause of liberty and America has been greatly obliged to

you. I hope you will live long to see that country flourish imdei-

its new constitution, which I am sure will give you great pleasure.

Will you permit me to express another hope, that, now your friends

are in power, they will take the first opportunity of showing the sense

they ought to have of your virtues and your merit ? ' I. 110, 111.

To Sir Joseph Banks he thus writes, on the return of peace

in 1783.
' I hope soon to have more leisure, and to spend a part of it in

those studies that are much more agreeable to me than political ope-

rations.

' I join with you most cordially in rejoicing at the return of peace.

I hope it will be lasting, and that mankind will at length, as they

call themselves reasonable creatures, have reason and sense enough

to settle their differences without cutting throat.s ; for in my opinion,

there never ivas a good rear or a bad pence. What vast additions to

the conveniences and comforts of living might mankind have acquir-

ed, if the money spent in wars had been employed in works of pub-

lic utility ! What an extension of agriculture, even to the tops of

our mountains ; what rivers rendered navigable, or joined by canals ;

what bridges, aqueducts, new roads, and other public works, edifices

and improvements, rendering England a complete paradise, might

not have been obtained by spending those millions in doing good,

which in the last war have been spent in doing mischief; in bringing

misery into thousands of families, and destroying the lives of so many
thousands of working people, who might have performed the useful

labour!' I. 129.

Sometimes he rises into a higher tone of indignation at the

atrocities of war. The following passage is written evidently

under the impression of strong feelings, upon learning the hor-

rors committed by our Indian allies ; the subject of a celebrated

speech by Mr Burke, and of one still more memorable by Lord
Chatham—and which we may therefore be permitted to blame
without incurring the charge of disallbction ; though we are
certainly as far as possible from suppt)-;ing that the idea of this

degrading alliance originated in the quarter to which he seems
djiiposed to refer it. The passage occurs in a letter to Mr Hut-
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ton, a man of the greatest worth and rsspectability, for many
years secretary to the Society of Moravians in England.

' My old and dear Friend, Passy, July 7, 1782.
' A letter written by you to M. Bertin, Ministre d'Etat, contain-

ing an account of the abominable murders committed by some of the

frontier people on the poor Moravian Indians, has given me infinite

pain and vexation. The dispensations of Providence in this world

puzzle my weak reason ; I cannot comprehend why cruel men should

have been permitted thus to destroy their fellow creatures. Some of

the Indians may be supposed to have conmiitted sins, but one cannot

think the little children had committed any worthy of death. Why
has a single man in England, who happens to love blood, and to hate

Americans, been permitted to gratify that bad temper by hiring Ger-

man murderers, and joining them with his own, to destroy, in a con-

tinued course of bloody years, near 100,000 human creatures, many
of them possessed of useful talents, virtues, and abilities, to which

he has no pretension ! It is lie who has furnished the savages with

hatchets and scalping knives, and engages them to fall upon our de-

fenceless farmers, and murder them with their wives and children,

paying for their scalps, of which the account kept in Amei-ica, al-

ready amounts, as I have heard, to near tvoo thousand! Perhaps the

people of the frontiers, exasperated by the cruelties of the Indians,

have been induced to kill all Indians that fall into their hands without

distinction ; so that even these horrid murders of our poor Moravians

may be laid to his charge. And yet this man lives, enjoys all the

good things this world can afford, and is surrounded by flatterers who
keep even his conscience quiet by telhng him he is the best of .

I wonder at this, but I cannot therefore part with the comfortable be-

lief of a Divine Providence ; and the more I see the impossibility,

from the number and extent of his crimes, of giving equivalent pu-

nishment to a wicked man in this life, the more I am convinced of a

future state, in which all that hei-e appears to be v/rong shall be set

right, all that is crooked rriade straight. In this faith let you and I,

my dear friend, comfort ourselves ; it is the only comfort in the pre-

sent dark scene of things that is allowed us.

' I shall not fail to write to the Government of America, urging

that eifectual care may be taken to protect and save the remainder of

those unhappy people.
' Since writing the above, I have received a Philadelphia paper,

containing some account of the same horrid transaction, a little difter-

fent, and some circumstances alleged as excuses or palliations, but

extremely weak and insufficient. I send it to you enclosed. With
great and sincere esteem, I am ever, m.y dear friend, yours most af-

fectionately. ' I. 115—117.

In the followinrj passage we recognise a good deal of Swift's

manner ; though, it must be observed, that the bitterness of

the sarcasm is rr.uch beyond any thing usually to be found iii
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Franklin ; and that no approach to it, or to feelinf^s of a mi-
santhropic cast, is ever to be perceived in his writinpis, except

where iiis indijrnation is roused by the crimes of tyrants, and the

cruelty and folly of war-makers.
' I iiave always great pleasure in hearing from you (Dr Priestley)

in learnins; that you are well, and that you continue your experi-

ments. 1 should rejoice nuicli if I could once more recover the lei-

sure to search with you into the works of nature ; I mean the inani-

mate, not the animate or moral part of them : The more I discovered

of the former, the more I admired them ; the more I know of the lat-

ter, the more I am disgusted with them. INIen I Hud to be a sort of
beings very badly constructed, as they are generally more easily pro-

voked than reconciled, more disposed to do mischief to each other

than to make reparation, much more easily deceived than undeceived,

and having more pride and even pleasure in killing than in begetting

one another; for witliout a blush they assemble in great armies at

noon-day to destroy, and when they have killed as many as they can,

they exaggerate the number to augment the fancied glory ; but thev

creep into corners, or cover themselves with the dirkuess of night

when they mean to beget, as being ashamed of a virtuous action. A
virtuous action it would be, and a vicious one the killing o4' them,, if

the species were really worth producing or preserving ; but of this I

begin to doubt. J know you have no such doubts, because in your
zeal for their welfare, you are taking a great deal of pains to save

their souls. Perhaps as you grow older, you may look upon this as

a hopeless project, or an idle amusement, repent of having murdered
in mephitic air so many honest, harmless mice, and M-ish that to pre-

vent mischief you had used boys and girls instead of them. In Avhat

light we are viewed by superior beings, may be gathered from a piece

of late West India news, which possibly has not yet reached you. A
young angel of distinction being sent down to this world on some
business, for the first time, had an old courier-spirit assigned him as

a guide ; they arrived over the seas of Martinico, in the middle of the

long day of obstinate tight between the fleets of Rodney and De
Grasse. When through the clouds oi smoke, he saw the tire of the

guns, the decks covered with mangled limbs, and bodies dead or dy-
ing ; the ships sinking, burning, or blown into the air ; and the quan-
tity of pain, misery, and destruction, the crews yet alive were tluw

with so much eagerness dealing round to one another; he turned an-

grily to his guide, and said, You blundering blockhead, you are igno-

rant of your business ; you undertook to conduct me to the earth,

and you have l)rought me into hell ! No, Sir, says the guide, I have
made no mistake ; this is really the earth, and these are men. Devils

never treat one another in this cruel manner ; they have more sense,

iind more of what men (vainly) call humanity.
* But to be serious, my dear old friend, I love you as much as ever,

and I love all the honest souls that meet at the London Coffee-

house. I only wonder how it happened that they and my other

friends in England came to be such good creatures in the midst of su
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perverse a generation. I long to see them and you once more ; and
i labour for peace with more earnestness, that I may again be happy
in your s^veet society. ' I. 107—109.

The reaiaik in the foliowing passage, from a letter to the

French minister in America, Chevalier de la Luzerne, is ob-

vious j and yet we do not remember ever to have met with it

before.
' One of the adrantages of great states, is, that the calamity oc-

casioned, by a foreign Mar falls only on a very small part of the com-
muiiity, who happen, from their situation and particular circiuiistan-

ces, to be exposed to it. Thus as it is always fair weather in our

pariouis, it is at Paris always peace. Tlie people pursue their re-

spective occupations : the playhouses, the o^5eia, and other pubhc
diversions, are as regularly and fully attended, as in times of pro-

fjundest tranquillity, and the same small concenis divide us into parties.

VVithin these fe^v v/eeks we are for or against Jeannot, a new actor.

TIhi^ man's perfonnance, and the marriage of the Duke de Richeheu,

fills up much more of our present conversation, than any thing that

relates to the war, A demonstration this of the public feUcity.

'

3- 57.

We shall close our extracts on the head of war with an in-

teresting letter addressed in 1780 to the other great founder of
the American repubiick, Washington.

' I have received but lately tlte letter your Excellency did me the

IroMOur of writing to me in recommendation of the ^Ia^quis de la

Fayette. His modesty detaii-u^d it long in his own hands. We be-

came acquainted; however, from the time of his arrival at Parrs ; and
Ms zeal for the honour oi' our country, his activity in our affairs here,

and his finn attachment to our cause, and to yoa, impreesed me with

the saane regard and esteem for him that your Excellency's letter

would have done, had it been immediately delivered to me.
'^ Should peace arrive after another campaign or two, and afford us

a little leisure, I should be happy to see your Excellency in Exirope,

£Bad to accompany you, if my age and strength would permit, in visit-

ing some of its ancient and most famous kingdoms. You would, on
tins- side the sea, enjoy the great reputation you have acquired, pure

and free from those little shades that the jealousy and envy of a man's

caxurtrymen and coteinporaries are ever endeavouring to cast over

living merit. Here you would know, and enjoy, what posterity will

say of Washington. For a thousand leagues have nearly the same
eftect with a thousand ^^ears. The feeble voice of those grovelling

passions cannot extend so far either in time or distance. At present

I enjo}' that pleasme for you: as I frequently hear the old Generals

t>f this martial country (who study the maps of America, and mark
upon them all your operations) speak with sincere approbation and
great applause of your conduct ; and join in giving you the cliaracter

c£ one of the greatest captains of the age.
' I must soon quit the scene, but you may live to see our country

Sourith : as it will, aninzingly and rapidly, after the Avar is over ; like
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a field of young Indian com, which lonj; Jliir weather and sunshine

had enfeebled and discoloured, and which, in tliat weak atntc, by a

thunder gust of violent wind, hail, and rain, seemed to be threatened

with absolute destruction ; yet the storm being past, it recovers fresh

verdure, shoots up with double vigour, and deliglits the eye, not of its

owner only, but of every observing traveller.

' The best wishes that can be formed for your health, honour, and
happiness, ever attend you. ' I. 55, 50.

In various passa^^es ol this correspoMflence, we can trace the

alteration in Franklin's sentiments with respect to England and
her rulers ; nor is tiiere anything more instructive than to view

the protjress of this chanjie ; for there is no doubt that he felt

like all the rest of the well-informed colonists, and consefjuently

his sentiments were either an exponent of the pofmlar opinion,

or must liave influenced it sooner or later. By attending, then,

to the measures which produced the alienation of this distin-

guished patriot, we may trace the steps by which England
lost her colonial dominions ; an empire of incalculable value,

and which, as Franklin in another place observed, she mi^bt
Iiave continued to govern at the expense of a little pen, ink

and paper, for ages. Now, it is plain from the letters before

us, that the original bent of Franklin's mind, was a strong,

aftecticnate attachment to the Mother Country. We see this

in every point of view in which such a feeling can be ex-
pected to show itself. It appears in his distru-jt, and even
personal di<-like of the French, afterwards the objects of his con-
stant love and gratitude, when they had rendered America the

highest services ; in the general goodwill expressed towards Eng-
land and her constitution, and m his anxiety to perpetuate the
connexion, and avoid a war; and, perhaps, still more striking-

ly, in warm expressions of what is commonly caiicd loyalty, that

is, attachment to the Kir-g, as distinct from the other branches
of the State ; and a disposition to excuse him at the expense of
his ministers, his parliament and hi> people ;—the same King, l)e

it remarked, of whom he latterly spoke on all occasions with ex-
treme personal dislike and resentment.

A few specimens of these early prepossessions, so findly che-
rished by Franklin and his countrymen, may prove serviceable

as hints to those who inherit the very prejudices which, in a few
years, violently rooted them out all over America, and are still

acting as if it were a benefit to perpetuate the hatred of the co-
lonists, after losing their affections. Speaking of De Guerchv,
the French Ambassador in lT6'7, he says, ' Fie is extreaie'ly

* curious to inform himself in the affairs of America ; pretends
* to have a great esteem for mc, on account of the abilitic?

' shown in my examination ; has desired to have all my political

* writings ^ invited nic to dine with him -, was very inquisitive ;
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* treated me with great civility ; makes me visits, &c. I fancy
* that intrifjuing nation would like very well to meddle on occa-
* sion, nnd blow up the coals between Britain and her colonies;
* but I hope weshailirivethem no opportunity.' (I. 293-4-.) After

a spiriied and very inaignant account of Wilkes's mobs in 1768,

he concludes with this remark. * What the event will be, God
* only knows. But some punishmcat seems preparing for a peo-
* pie wlio are ungrat-efu'ly abusing the best constitution and the
* best King any nation was ever blessed with ; intent on nothing
* but luxury, licentiousness, power, places, pensions and plun-
* der ; while the Ministry, divided in their councils, with little

* regard for each other, worried by perpetual oppositions, in
* continual apprehension of changes, intent on securing popu-
•* larity in case they should lose favour, have for some years past
* had little time or inclination to attend to our small affairs,

* whose remoteness makes them appear still smaller. ' (I. 325.)

There was at this time, evidently, no great contentment with

the conduct of colonial affairs. Indeed, we know that the dis-

putes had begun ; but the attachment to the Mother Coun-
try, and to the King individually, was as strong as ever. Even
in 1773, when the acts of the Legislature had passed, which
were the proximate cause of the rupture, we find an attempt
still made to separate the King from the Parliament and
the counti7 ; and excuses oifered for his conduct. * When
* one considers the King's situation, surrounded by Minis-
* ters. Counsellors^ and Judges learned in the law, who are
* all of this opinion, and reflect how necessary it is for him
* to be well with his Parliament, from whose yearly grants his

* fieets and armies are to be supported, and the deficiencies of
* his civil list supplied, it is not to be wondered at that he should
* be firm in an opinion, cstablibhed as far as an act of Parlia-
* ment could establish it, by even the friends of America at the
* time (hey repealed the Stamp act ; and which is so generally
* thought right by his Lords and Commons, that any act of his,

* countenancing the contrary, would haz.ird his embroiling him-
* self with those powerful bodies. And hence it seems hardly to

* be expected from him that he should take any step of that
* kind. The grievous instructions, indeed, might be withdrawn
* without their observing it, if his Majesty thought fit so to do

;

* but, under the presen.t prejudices of all about him, it seems
* that this is not yet likely to be advised. ' L 368.

Up to this period, as he afterwards thought, he had been
deceived in the King; but this was the last moment of his de-
lusion. In a few days after the date of the last cited letter, we
iind him informing his son, who was a staunch royalist and go-
vernor oi a colony, that he had got a nev/ light. ' Between
you and me, ' he says, * the late measures have been, I suspect.
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* very much the Kind's own ; and he has, in some cace«, a great.

* shaVe ot what his friends c-aW Jirmnc^s.' He still, however,

speaks charitably of the Royal prejudices, and even su^<;csls

that they micjht possibly be removcf4 by a little pains
;
—he terms

them ' wrong impressions which he has received, * 8o<^n after,

it would appear, tlic^e loud hopes, these flnouraWe oj.inions,

<rave way to the evidence which each socccedin*;^ day seemed to

produce; and Franklin could no loufrer doubt, ih it the hatred t.f

colonial independence, the personal love of dominion, and tlse

dislike of the people who thwarted these inclinations, liad their

seat in a tjuarter where far other feelinnrs oufi^ht alone to have

reigned. Hence, on the part of our author, too, a vehement
dislike of the Royal personajre in question ;

—
* a love to hatred

turned; '—which bursts forth repeatedly in these letters. W'e
do not chuse to repeat the most indignant passajje in which he
has recorded those teelinus, because it mif^ht be objected to by
some persons under exi^tinf* circumstances, althonfrh in re-

ality the whole subject has become a matter of history. But
the sentiment seems to have taken firm liold of his mind ; he
regards the King as the origin of the war, and ascribes to

his deep-rooted prtjudices the pertinacity with which it was
pursued after all prospect of success was gone for ever. He
saw too clearly, no doubt, to disguise from himself the great

popularity of that ruinous and iniquitous contest in the coun-

try ; but lie appears to have deduced its popularity from the

influence of the court, or to have supposed, (in which we must
agree), that it would very soon have ceased to l^e a favourite

with the people, had it not found patrons in iiiglicr (juarters,

who supported it through all reverses of fortune, and were at

length only forced, by aUolute compulsion, to give it up. We
shall here only notice a few characteristic traits of the feelings,

with respect to the exalted person in question, whicli appear

as often as he is named or alluded to. ISpeaking of a projected

change of ministry in 17»2, he says, * if the king w/7/ liave a
* war with us, his old servants are as well for us, as any he i^

* likely to put in their places. The ministry you will see de-
* clare, that their war in America is for the future to be only
* drjhisivc. I hope we shall be too prudent to have the least

* dependence on this declaration ; it is only thrown out to lull

* us. For, depend upoii if, the king hates as cordiuUi/, and iviU

* be content -jiit/t nothiun s/iort of our extirpation. ' (II. 87.) In
another letter, alluding to an expected improvement of measures,

from a change of ministers forced on the king, he says, ' Tlie
' unclean spirits he was possessed with, are now cast out of him;
* but it is imagined that as soon as he has obtained a peace, they
* will return with others worse than themselves ; and the lust
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* sfafe of that man (as the Scripture says) !:JiaU be '•joorse than
* thefrst.' (I. 106-7.) And, upon the occasion of recommend-
ing, in i779, a new device for the American coin, he flino;s

out a blunt and seemingly a very hearty sarcasm against the
Monarch.

' Instead of repeating continually upon every halfpenny the dull
story that everybody knows, (and what it would have been 'no loss to
mankind if nobody had ever known), that George III, is King of Great
Britain, France and Ireland, &-c. kc. to put on one side, some im-
portant proverb of Solomon, some pious moral, prudential or econo-
mical precept, the frequent inculcation of v/hich, bv seeing it every
time one receives a piece of money, nu'ght make an impression upon
the mind, especially of young persons, and tend to regulate the con-
duct ; such as on some, Thefear of the Lord is the be^iyining qfwis-
tlom ; on others, Honesty is the best policy; on others, 7/e that by the
plough ivould thrive, himselfmust either hold or drive; on others, Keen
thy shop, and thy shop u-ill keep thee ; on others, A penny saved is a
penny got ; on others, He that h-iys ichat he has no need cf, ivill soon
be forced to sell his necessaries ; on others, Early to bed, and early to
rise, will make a man healthy, wealthy and wise ; and so on to a great
variety. The other side it was proposed to fill with good designs,
drawn and engraved by the best artists in France, of all the different
species of barbarity with which the English have carried on the war
in America, expressing every abominable circumstance of their cruel-
ty aad inhumanity, that figures can express, to make an impression
on tlic minds of posterity, as strong and durable as that on the cop-
per. This resolution has been a long time forborne ,- but the late
burning of defenceless towns in Connecticut, on the flimsy pretence
that the people fired from behind their houses, when it is knov/n to
have been premeditated and ordered from England, will probably give
the finishing provocation, and may occasion a vast demand for your
metal. ' I. 40, 47.

It is due to Franklin to add, that no sooner was peace re-
stored between the two countries, than he resumed his Jibera)
and enlightened views of the attachment due to the parent state.

The advice which he mingles with those sentiments, in the fol-

lowing passage, is as uncjut'sti(mably sound as it is likely to be
at all times thrown away, both upon the people and tlie rulers
of this empire.

' I read widi pleasure,' says he to an English gentleman in 1787,
' the account you give of die flourishing state ofyour commerce and
manufactures, and of tlie plenty you have of resources to carry the
nation through all its difficukies. You have one of the finest coun-
tries in the world ; and if you can be cured of the folly of making
war for trade, (in which wars more has been always expended than-
the profits of any trade can corapenGate) you may make it one of
the happiest. JIal<e the be?t of your own natural advantages, instead
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of endeavouring to diminLsh those of other nations ; and there is no
doubt but you may yet prosper and flourish. Your beginning to con-

sider France no longer as a natiu-al enemy, is a mark of progress in

the good sense of the nation, of which posterity will tind the bene-

fit ; in th£ rarity of wars, the diminution of taxe-s, and increase of

riches- • I. 219, 220-

Anionp the many incidental discussions to which the cour&e

of hostilities pave rise, one related to the well known capture

and detention of President Laurens. After he had been for

some time kept a close prisoner in the Tower, Franklin, then

minister at Paris, being informed that his health was suffering

through the rigour of his confinement, wrote to Sir Grey Cooper,

Secretary of the Treasury, to beg that the harsh treatnient

might be mitigated. The result %vas, a letter from Sir Grey, stat-

ing, that he liad lost no time in making inquiries, and that ' the
* enclosed letter from the Lieutenant-Governor of the Tower,
* will prove, that the intelligence received abroad of what passes
* in England, is not always what is to be depended on for its

' accuracy and correctness. ' This is exactly in the manner,
and indeed much in the language of such letters at the present

day. The enclosure from the Tower equally reminds us of our
own times. Mr Laurens himself is there made to refute the

charges of rigorous treatment. The Lieutenant-Governor says,

he went immediately to know from him ' if he had any cause
* of corp.plaint. * His answer (says the Lieutenant) * was full

* and frank to the questions ; that he had received every rea-
* sonable indulgence since his confinement ; and that, by the \\~

* berty allowed him of walking, he found his health much
* mended, ' So that, not only he had not suffered ; liis health

had positively been the better for his confinement. Moreover,
he had been pleased and flattered, as well as cured by his resi-

dence. * He said at the same time, he had always thought
* himself highly honoured by the distinguished place of his con-
' finement. ' In short, he has but one rogret—one wish on
earth ungratificd, to supply which, too, the kindest of theLieute-

• We have seen Franklin's opinion of the King, and the changes
which it miderwent. These volumes give us incidentally another emi-

nent politician's sentiments upon the same subject. Lord Shelburne,

in a letter to Mr Oswald, the gentleman employed by him in the nego-

tiations at Versailles, after expressing his own great contempt of po-

litical intrigues, and his determination rather to resign than share ia

any, adds, that ' it is only doing the King justice, to say he abhors

them.' This was written in 17H2. Whether Lord Shelburne, like

Franklin, lived to change his opinion, we have no means of know-
ing ; but he saw both 1 780 and 1 7?'4.
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nant-Governof^ contributes all in his power. * He regretted
* much it was not in his power to make known to ail the world
* the acknowledgements he had more than once made to me
* upon this subject. ' So far all went very well ; and had a

question been put to the ministers in parliament, (accordintr to

the invaluable practice of our times), there would have arisen

a mifrhty cheerino: in the official parts of the House, upon some
pubiick officer readir.s" the Lieutenant-Governor's letter. But,

unfortunately for i^Ir Laurens, he found it necessary to tell his

own story about a year afterwards, by presenting a petition, in

which he stated, ' that he was captured on the American coast,

* and committed to the Tower on the 6th of October, l7i>0,

* being then dangerously il! : that in the mean time he has in

' many respects, particularly by being deprived (with very little

' excc-ption) of the visits and con<?oIations of his children and
* other relations and friends, suffered under a degree of rigour,
* almost, if not altogether, unexampltd in modem British his-

* tory : that from long confinement and the want of proper
* exercise, and other obvious causes, his bodily health is great-
* ly impaired, and that he is now in a languishing state. ' (L 72.)

Nay, so rigorous was his confinement, for the benefit of his health,

in that honourable and highly distinguished fortress, the Tower,
that he couid not scud his petition to Mr Burke, who presented

it, any otherwise than by writing it with a blackiead pencil, on
a blank leaf torn out of an octavo book, and having it private-

ly conveyed out of the place. Perhaps when a person of such
high rank as the Lieutenant-Governor of the Tower could be
so widely misled, in his report of Mr Laurens's situation and
contentment, we may be still more suspicious of inferior super-
intendants of jails, when they describe the comforts of their pri-

soners, and attempt to refute, by their own testimony, com-
plaints of which they are themselves the objects.

Before quitting what we have to say upon the political parts

of these letters, we must remark the singular justness of the
author's views on almost all the various topics which he has oc-
casion to handle. Indeed, if we except some very loose and
inaccurate strictures upon the constitution and conduct of Par-
Kament, and especially an observation, perhaps the effusion of
a splenetic moment,—that as this body always follows the mi-
nister of the day, the country would be as well and much
cheaper governed without it;—making allowance for one or two
such hasty remarks, there is nothing in the political reflexions,
every where scattered through these pages, which the most ac-
curate thinker could object to, and scarcely any thing in the
predictions which experience has net sanctioned. There aje

1
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some passages, indeed, so strongly marked with Franklin's sa«

gacity, that we must advert particularly to them. When dis-

coursinfT, in 1778, of the terms on which England should make
peace with the Colonies, he recommends at once giving up Ca-
nada, not merely as a measure of conciliation, but as the best

means of removing a bone of contention, and a fertile cause of

future wars. Unpopular as the suggestion may now appear,

we suspect many years will not elapse before we see reason

to wish that this course had been pursued. Already we have
sacrificed largely to Canadian interests, by commercial losses

in other quarters ; we shall, in all likelihood, sustain a long

contest for that unprofitable colony, and end by losing it, af-

ter adding many a million to our debt in attempting to keep
it. The experience of the American war will prove to have
been thrown away upon us ; and we shall lose the opportunity

of honourably terminating the political connexion between the

colony and the mother country, and substituting for it one of

matual commercial advantage, until our pride gets up j andj

being attacked, we feel it impossible, with honour, to yield

before we are beaten. That Franklin foresaw accurately the

course which the American affairs would take, at a very early

period of the resistance, or rather preparations to resist, ap-

pears from a remarkable passage in a letter written at the be-

ginning of 1773. After mentioning different circumstances to

which the Americans might look for security, he adds

—

* But our great security lies, I think, in our growing strength botli

in numbers and wealth, that creates an increasing abihty of assisting

this nation in its wars, which will make us more respectable, our
friendship more valued, and our enmity feared : Thence it will soon
be thought proper to treat us, not with justice only, but with kind-

ness ; and thence we may expect in a tew years a total change of

measures with regard to us ; unless by a neglect of military discipline

we should lose all martial spirit, and our western people become as

tame as those in the eastern dominions of Britain, when we may ex-

pect the some oppressions, for there is much truth in the Italian say-

ing, Make yonrselves sheep, and the xvolves uvV/ eat i/cu. In confidence

of this coming change in our favour, I think our prudence is mean-
while to be quiet, only holding up our rights and claims, on all occa-

sions, in resolutions, memorials, and remonstrances ; but hearing pa-

tiently the httle present notice that is taken of them. They will all

have their weight in time, and tliat time is at no great distance. ' I.

851.

We have already observed, that the characteristic of Frank-
Jin's understanding, was his always choosing the shortest and
easiest way to his object. A remarkable simplicity, a strict e«
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conomy of the means employed, was always to be seen in hisr

operations. The parsimony with which he was, from his narrow
circumstances in early life, obliged habitually to conduct himself,

seems to have sharpened his ingenuity in all respects, and taught

him how far industry and contrivance could go in sparing the

use of adventitious helps. In him, more than in any other

philosopher, we observe all the web of speculation to be wrought
out of himself. He conducts his inquiries with fewer appeals to'

detailed experiments, and more constant reliance upon known"

observable facts. When he has recourse to any experimentat

process, he contents himself with the smallest quantity of appa-

ratus, and of the simplest kind. He often stops to simplify

and to reduce it; stepping aside from the course of the investi-

gation, to show how the experiment may be made with the

most ordinary implements—a very important advantage gained

to the evidence on which the inferences rest. His moral and
political speculations are carried on with a similar frugality ; he
delights in homely illustrations j he chooses the plainest and
most obvious topics ; and he throws away neither ideas nor
words—employing only the reasons or remarks requisite to ex-

plain and to prove his positions—and the language necessary

to carry these distinctly home. His benevolence was exerted

with a similar regard to the economizing of his powers,— with-

out the least parsimony, but so judicioush as to make his limited

means produce the greatest possible effect. And, in the ma-
nagement of publick concerns, whether connected with the af-

fairs of the political or literary world, the same rigid economy
of resources was to be observed, and the same happy facility of

converting trifles into engines of great power.

In illustration of these remarks, we might state his pl^n of

giving charity, or rather assisting meritorious persons' who ap-

plied to him for relief in seasons of difficulty, and the kind of

benevolence which he chiefly practised. He lent them the funds

required, upon condition that they should repay them to some
other persons similarly circumstanced, who might happen to

want assistance afterwards. This is a plan on which he seems

to have greatly valued himself; he often describes it, and nearly

in the same words— * Some time or other you may have an op-
' portunity of assisting, with an equal sum, a stranger who has
* equal need of it. Do so. By that means you will discharge
* any obligation you may suppose yourself under to me. En-
* join him to do the same on occasion. By pursuing such a
* practice, much good may be done with little money. Let kind
* cflices go round. Mankind are all of a family. ' (I. 92.) In

another place he says, he believes none of the sums he had ever
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sent round the world in this way had been stopt. As a further

illustration of the same peculiarities, we shall extract a letter

respecting Mr P. Collinson the botanist, of whom he writes

the eulogium, plainly because of his havinir contributed greatly

to promote science in America by the judicious use of verv
limited nieans ; and the letter happens to contain a most signal

proof to what important ends such means may conduct us ;

for we here have, from Franklin himself, the statement, that

nothing less than his grand discoveries upon the Electric fluid

were owing to the trifling circumstance of Mr Collinson send-
ing over a letter with a glass tube to Philadelphia.

' Understanding that an account of our dear departed friend Mr
Peter Collinson is intended to be given to the public, i cannot omit
expressing my ajiprobatioii of the design, 'llie characters of good
men are exemplary, and often stinmlate the well-disposed to an imi-

tation, beneficial to mankind, and honourable to themselves. And
as you may be unacquainted with the following instances of his zeal
and usefulness in promoting knowledge, which fell within my obser-
vation, I take the liberty of informing you, that in 1730, a sub-
ikcription library being set on foot at Philadelphia, he encouraged
the design, by making several vci-y valuable presents to it, and pro-^

curing others from his friends : and as the library company had a
considerable sum arising annually, to be laid out in books, and need-
ed a judicious friend in London to transact the business for them,
lie voluntarily and cheerfully undertook that service, and executed
it for more than thirty years successively, assisting in the choice of
books, and taking the whole care of collecting and shipping them,
witJiout ever charging or accepting any consideration for his trouble.

The success of this library (greatly owing to his kind countenance
and good advice), encouraged the erecting others in different places

on the same plan ; and it is supposed there are now upwards of thirty

subsisting in the several colonies, which have contributed greatly to
the spreading of useful knowledge in that part of the world ; the
books he reconunended being all of that kind, and the catalogue of
this first library being much respected and followed by th^se librariei

that succeeded.
' During the same time, he transmitted to the directors of the

library, the earliest accounts of every new European improvement
in agriculture and the arts, and every philosophical discovery ; amonj^
which, in 171.5, he sent over an account of the new German expe-
riments in electricity, together with a glass tube, and some directions

for using it, so as to repeat thos-j experiments. This was the first

notice 1 had of that curious subject, which I afterwards prosecuted
with some diligence, being encouraged by the friendly reception

he gave to the letters I wrote to him upon it. Please to accept thw
i<mall testimony of mine to his memory, for which I aliall ever have
the utmost respect. ' I. 10. 11.

IT 2
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The peculiar sagacity of perception, and force of plain ex-

pression, which distinguished every effort of Franklin's mind,
gave an especial value to his practical philosophy ; and it de»

rived an additional charm, from the lively fancy with which he
was also largely gifted. His fondness for matter of fact, and
his constant habit of attentive observation, directed to every

thing that passed around him, great and little, threw many of his

remarks or argaments into the form of stories, in so much that

a cursory observer would think he was only amusing himself with

these little narratives, while he was, in reality, proving or illustrat-

iflg some important principle. The love of conciseness gave hira

a tendency to deliver apophthegms of a proverbial cast, in which
he could at once condense his meaning, and make it easily remem-
bered, by the sport and epigrammatic turn of the proposition.^

His predilection for whatever was the result of actual experiment,

inclined him to adopt, and, as it werey rely upon those receiv-

ed adages, in which mankind have embodied the lessons of
practical wisdom taught them by experience and observation.

When we recollect, also, the constant play of a good-humour-
ed imagination, which, through all his moral writings, enli-

vens without fatiguing, and enlightens without ever giving pain,

we cannot wonder at the extraordinary merit universally allow-

ed to these productions. In truth, they are superior to almost

any others, in any language; whether we regard the sound,
and striking, and useful truths in which they abound, or the

graceful and entertaining shape in which they are conveyed.

The Letters before us come clearly from the same master hand,
and are a truly valuable accession to what we before owed
to it.

We giv€ the following remarks on Marriage, not for their

originality—for what new thing remained to be said on so trite

a subject ^—but for the characteristic style in which they are

delivered. They are taken from a letter written, in 1768, to a
friend who had asked his impartial thoughts on his own match.

' Particular circumstances of particular persons-, may possibly

sometimes make it prudent to delay entering into that state ; but, in

general, when nature has rendered our bodies fit for it, the presump-
tion is in nature's favour, that she has not judged amiss in making
us desire it. Late marriages are often attended, too, with this fur-

ther inconvenience, that there is not the same chance that the pa-

rents shall live to see their offspring educated. " Late children,
'"

says the Spanish proverb, '•' are early orphans ;
" a melancholy re-

flection to those whose case it may be ! With us in America, mar-
riages are generally in the morning of life ; our childi'en are there-

fore educated and settled in the world by noon ; and thus, our busi-

ness being done, we have an afternoon and evening of cheerful Iti -
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sure to ourselves, such as our friend at present enjoys. By these

€arly marriages we are blessed with more children ; and from the

mode among us, founded by nature, of every mother suckling and
nursing her own child, more of them are raised. Thence the swiiJt

progress of population among us, unparalleled in Europe. In fine,

I am glad you are married, and congratulate you most cordially up-

on it. You are now in the way of becoming a useful citizen ; and
3'ou have escaped the unnatural state of celibacy for life—the fate of

many here who never intended it, but who, having too long post-

poned the change of their condition, find, at length, that it is too

late to think of it, and so live ail their lives in a situation tliat great-

ly lessens a man's value. An odd volume of a set of books bears not

the value of its proportion to the set. What think you of the odd
half of a pair of scissars ? It can't well cut any thing. It may pos-
sibly serve to scrape a trencher.

< Pray make my compliments and bert wishes acceptable to your
bride. I am old and heavy, or I should, ere this, have presented

them in person. I shall make but small use of the old man's privi-

lege, that of giving advice to younger friends- Treat your wife al-

ways with respect ; it will procure respect to you, net only from her,

but from all that observe it. Never use a slighting expression to hei^,

•even in jest ; for slights in jest, after frequent bandyings, are apt to

end in angry earnest. Be studious in your profession, and you will

be learned- Be industrious and frugal, and you will be rich. Be
sober and temperate, and you will be healthy. Be in general virtu-

ous, and you will be happy ; at least you will, by such conduct,

stand the best chance for such consequences. I pray God to bless

you both ; being ever your affectionate friend. ' I. 8, 9-

The followinc; passage from a letter to his daughter, Mrs
Bache, in 1779, shows how highly he valued economy, deem-
ing it, as unquestionably it is, a virtue of no little rank in it-

self, the parent of many others, and the preventive of number-
less vices.

' I was charmed with the account you give me of your industry,

the table-cloths of your own spinning, &c. : But the latter part of the
paragraph, that you had sent for linen from France, because weaving
and flax were grown dear ; alas, that dissolved the charm ; And your
sendii^ for long black pins, and lace, and feathers .' disgusted me as
much as if you had put salt into my strawberries. The spinning, I

fiee, is laid aside, and you are to be drcKscd for the ball ! You seem
not to know, my dear daughter, that of all the dear things in this

world, idleness is the dearest, exceipt mischief.
* When I began to read your accoimt of the high prices of goods,

a pair of gloves seven dollars, a yard of common gause txventi/four

dollars, and thai it noiv required a fortune to maintain a family in a
very plain xmy, ' 1 expected you would conclude with telling me,
(hat every body as well as yourself was grown frugal and illustrious

;
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and I could scarce believe my eyes in reatling forward, that " there

never tvas so much dressing and pleasure going on ;
" and that you

wanted black phis and feathers from France, to appear, I suppose,

in the mode ! This leads me to imagine, that perhaps it is not so

nmch that tlie goods are groAvn dear, as that the money is grown
cheap, as every thing else will do when excessively plenty ; and that

people are still as easy nearly in their circumstances as M-hen a pair of

gloves might be had for half a erown. The war indeed may in some
degree raise the prices of goods, and the high taxes which are ne-

cessary to support the war, may make our frugality necessary ; and
as I am always preaching that doctrine, I cannot in conscience or in

decency encourage the contrary, by my example, in furnishing my
children with foolish modes and luxuries, I therefore send all the

articles you desire that are useful and necessary, and omit the rest

;

for as you say you should " liave great pride in tvearinfi any thing T
send, and showing it as your father s taste, " I must avoid giving you
an opportunity of doing that with either lace or feathers. If you
wear your cambric ruffles as I do, and take care not to mend the

• holes, they will come in time to be lace ; and feathers, my dear giri^,

may be had in America from every cock's tail. ' I. 43-45.

In a letter to Dr Priestley, he gives this striking illustration

cf the trite arfjument for contentment.
' All human situations have their inconveniences. We feel those

that we find in the present ; and we neither feel nor sec those that

exist in another. Hence we make frequent and troublesome changes

Avithout amendment, and often for the worse. In my youth I was
passenger in a little sloop descending the River Delaware. There
being no wind, mc were obliged, when the ebb Avas spent, to cast

anchor, and wait for the next. The heat of the sun on the vessel

was excessive, the company strangers to me, and not very agreeable.

Near the riA^er side I saw Avhat I took to be a pleasant green mea-

dow, iu the middle of Avhich was a large shady tree, Avhere it struck

my fancy I could sit and read (having a book in my pocket), and

pass the time agreeably till the tide turned. I therefore prevailed

with the captain to put me ashore. Being landed, I found the great-

est part of my meadow Avas really a marsh, in crossing Avhich, to

come at my tree, I was up to my knees in mire ; and I had not plac-

ed myself under its shade five minutes before the muskitoes in swarms
found me out, attacked my legs, hands and face, and made my read-

ing and my rest impossible ; so that I returned to the beach, anjl

called for the boat to come and take me on board again, Avhere I

•was obliged to bear the heat I had strove to quit, and also the laugji

of the company. Similar cases in the affairs of life have since fre-

quently fallen under my obserA^ation. ' 1. 53, 54.

A\'e have already remarked, and in some of these passa-

ges exemplified iilso, the pleasing vein of humour Avhich fre-

quently appears in his familiar writings. It is at oace stroi»g
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and cha«:te ; it has nothintr coarse or inclejjant ; above all, no-

thinf^ provincial, or confininti: its (fleets to the circle in which

it was used. How few private leiters, or private conversations,

will stand the test of publication, however succcssfid their hu-

mcnr mav have been, with the correspondents or the company

to whom they were addressed? FranWin's jokes are such as

all the world, old and new, may be entertained with. * You
Sire too earlv, Hussij (says he, in a rQllyin;^ letter to a fair

Royalist), as well as too saucy, in calling me rebel; you shoukl

wait far the event, which will determine whether it is a robel-

Jion or only a revolution. ' After mentioning how happy be is

to hear of some one's good fortune, he adds— ' Pray learp, if

* you have not already learnt, like me, to b/c pleased with o-

* ther peo{)le's pleasures, artd happy with their happiness when
* none occur of your own ; then, perhaps, you will not so sooQ
* be weary of the place you chance to be in, and so fond of
* rambling to get rid of your ennui. I fancy you have hit iip-

* on the right reason of your being weary of St Omers, viz.

* that you are out of temper, which is the effect of full living

^
* and idleness. A month in Bridewell, beating hemp upon
* bread and wat^r, would give you health and spirits, and sub-
* sequent cheerfulness and contentment- with every other situ*-

* tion. 1 prescribe that regimen for you, my dear, in pure
* g(*od will, without a fee. And let me tell you, if you do net
* get into temper, neither Brussels nor Lisle will suit you.

'

I. .28.

There are several letters, in this book, to Mr Strahan, the

King's printer, with whom Franklin appears to have lived upon
a footing of most intimate friendship. The style of these let-

ters is quite jocose and playful ; and the humour is frequently

borrowed from the circumstance which begun their acquaint-

ance, their common profession. Take the following specimen,
which wc give only for the curiosity of the thing j and as an
instance of this great man in his old age, (for he was eighty),

delighting to unbend in a strain of prolessional drollery witli

hi? ancient brother in trade. He is speaking of the evils which
he is fond of deducing in our constitution, from the number of
profitable places under Government.

' Those places, to speak in our old style (brother type) may be
good for t}»e cmapel, but they are bad for the master, as they cre-

ate constant quarrels that hinder the business. For example, here
are two months that your government has been employetl in gettinrr

its farm to press ; which is not yet fit to work on, every page of it

beini: sqna/jllcd, and the whole ready to fall into p^e. The founts,

too, must be very scanty, or strangely out of sorts, since your co7):-

jjosilors cannot find either upper or hrver-case leiters sufficient to set
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tli8 word Administration, but are forced to be continually turn-

ing for them. However, to return to common (though perhaps too
saucy) language, don't despair ; you have still one resource left, and
that not a bad one, since it may reunite the empire. We have some
remains of affection for you, and shall always be ready to receive and
take care of you in case of distress. So if you have not sense and
virtue enough to govern yourselves, e'en dissolve your present old

crazy constitution, and send members to Congress.
* You will say my advice " smells of Madeira. " You are right.

This foolish letter is mere chit-chat betiveen ourselves, over the second

bottle. If, therefore, you show it to any body (except our indulgent

friends Dagge and Lady Strachan) I wi]l positively solleis you.

Yours ever most affectionately. ' I. 144.

It is a memorable proof of the force which his patriotism ac-

quired during the American war, and of the strength of feel-

ing excited in him by the sufferings of his country, that a letter

is to be found, in which he thus addresses this same dear and
familiar friend, then a steady supporter in Parliament of Lord
North's measures.

' Mr Strahan, Philadelphia, Jtdy 5, 1775.

You are a Member of Parliament, and one of that Majority which
iias doomed my country to destruction. You have begun to burn
our towns, and murder our people. Look upon your hands ! They
are stained with the blood of your relations ! You and I were long

friends :—You are now my enemy,—and I am yours,

B. Franklin.'

We have reserved for the last place among these extracts, a

few passages which contain Franklin's thoughts upon religious

subjects. It is not, indeed, in set dissertations alone that we are

to look for the evidence of his sincere and habitual piety. Feel-

ings of a devotional cast everywhere break forth. The ideas con-

nected with this lofty matter, seem always to have occupied his

mind. He is to the full as habitually a warm advocate of religion,

as he is a friend of liberty. The power, the wisdom, and the be-

neficence of the Deity arc as much in his thoughts, as the hap-
piness and rights of mankind. We consider him as affording

a complete answer to the position of Voltaire, still more dogma-
tically asserted by his biographer (Condorcet), that there is no
such tiding as natural religion. They imagine, that reason can-
not warm the heart into any feelings of contemplative devotion ;

that the light of nature gives no evidence, teaches absolutely no
lesson of a future state; and that all the progress man can
make, unaided by revelation, is to infer the being of a God,
immensely powerful, but with no other definable attributes j and
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that towards this being no homage is due. Now, the following

passages seem to show, that Franklin, though he n)i;Tht be a

Christian, rested his belief in things unseen, ahnost entirely upon
the evidences of natural religion ; and he certainly is the l)ci<;t

who approaches, by the help of natural light, nearer than any
other of whom much is known, to the habits of thought and
feeling common among the disciples of revelation.

You desire to know something of my religion. It is the first

time I have been questioned upon it. But I cannot take your curio-

sity amiss, and sliall endeavour, in a few words, to gratify it. Here
is my creed : I believe in one God, the creator of the universe.

That he governs it by his Providence. That he ought to be wor-

shipped. That the most acceptable service we render to him, is do-

ing good to his other children. That the soul of man is immortal,

and will be treated with justice in another life, respecting its conduct
in this. These I take to be the fundamental points in all sound re-

hgion ; and I regard them as you do, in whatever sect I meet with

them. As to Jesus of Nazareth, my opinion of whom you particu-

larly desire, I think the system of morals and hir, religion as he left

them to us, the best the world ever saw, or is like to see ; but I ap-

prehend it has received various corrupting changes, and I have, with

most of the present dissenters in England, some doubts as to his di-

vinity ; though it is a question I do not dogmatize upon, having ne-

ver studied it, and think it needless to busy myself with it now, when
I expect soon * an opportunity of knowing the truth with less trou-

ble. I see no harm, however, in its being believed, if that belief

has the good consequence, as probably it has, of making his doc-

trines more respected and more observed ; especially as 1 do not

perceive that the Supreme takes it amiss by distinguishing the unbe-
lievers in his government of the world with any peculiar marks of hii

displeasure. I shall ordy add, respecting myself, that having expe-
rienced the goodness of that Being in conducting me prosperously

through a long life, I have no doubt of its continuance in the next,

though without the smallest conceit of meriting such goodness. My
sentiments on this head you will see in the copy of an old letter en-

closed, vv^hich I wrote in answer to one from an old religionist whom
I liad reheved in a paralytic case by electricity, and who being afraid

I should grow proud upon it, sent me his serious though rather im-

pertinent caution. I send you also the copy of anotluir letter,

which will show something of my disposition relating to religion.

'

J. 277—279.
The two letters supposed to be alluded to in the conclusion of

this passage, are so admirable, and contain such sound advice

;

the one against religious dogmatism and intolerance ; the other

against disseminating infidel doctrines, that we cannot refrain

-t
• lip was then 85.
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from extracting them. The first is to the well-known Mr Whit-
field.

< For my own part, when I am employed in ser\'ing others, I do

not look upon myself as conferring favours, but as paying debts. In

my travels, and since my settlement, I have received much kindness

from men, to whom I shall never have any opportunity of making

the least direct return ; and numberless mercies from God, who is ii>-

liniteiy above being benefited by our services. Those kindnesses

from men, I can therefore only return on their fellow men, and I

can only shov,- my gratitude for these mercies from God, by a readi-

ness to help his other children, and my brethren. For I do not think

that thanks and compliments, though repeated v/eekly, can discharge

our real obligations to eacli other, and much less those to our Crea-

tor. You will see in this my notion of good works, that I am fai'

from expecting to merit heaven by them. By heaven we undei'stand

a state of happiness, infinite in degree, and eternal in duration : I

•can do nothing to deserve such rewards. He that for giving a draught

of water to a thirsty person, should expect to be paid with a good
plantation, would be modest in his demands, compared with those

who think they deserve heaven for the little good tlxey do on eartlj.

Even the mixed imperfect pleasures we enjoy in this world, are rather

from God's goodness than our merit: hov/ much more such happiness

of heaven ! For my part, I have not the vanity to think I deserve it,

the foliy to expect it, nor the ambition to desire it; but content

jnyself in submitting to the will and disposal of that God who made
me, who has hitherto preserved and blessed me, and in whose fa-

therly goodness I may Vv-ell confide, that he will never make me mi-

serable ; and that even the afflictions I may at any time suffer shaH
tend to my benefit.

' The fiiith you mention has certainly its use in the world : I do
not desire tjo see it diminished, nor would I endeavour to lessen it in

any man. But I wisli it w^-cyq more productive of good works, than
I have generally seen it : I mean real good works ; works of kindness,

charity, mercy, and public spirit; not holiday-keeping, sermon-reading,
or hearing

; performing church ceremonies, or making long prayers,

filled with flatteries and compliments, despised even by wise men,
and much less capable of pieajsing tlie Peity. The worship of God
is a duty ; the hearing and reading of sermons may be useful ; but if

men re^t in hearing and praying, as too rai:ny do, it is as if a tree

should value itself on being watered and putting forth leaves, though
it never produced any fruit.

* Your great Master thought much less of these outward appear-
ances and professions^ than nraay of his modern disciples. He pre-
ferred the doers ai the word to the mere hearers; the son that seenv
ingly refused to obey his father, and yet performed his commands,
to him that professed his readiness but neglected the work ; the here-
tical but charitable Samaritan, to the unchari^ble though orthodox
priest, and sanctified Le-vite ; and those who gave food to the hungrv^
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<lrink to the thiihty, raiment to tlie naked, entortaiinn< nt to the

stranger, anil reliel' to tlie sick, tlioujjch tlu-y never heard of his name,
he declares shall in the last day be acteiued : w hen thn^' who cry

Lord ! Lord ! who value themselves upon their faith, though pri-at

enough to pertonn miracles, but have neglected good MorkK, shall Ik;

rejected. He professed that he came nut to call the righteous, but,

sinners to repentance ; which iiujilied liis modest opinion that tlieix:

were some in his time who thouuht tlicmselves so good that Huy need

not hear even him for improvi'inent ; but now-a-days ^ve have scarce

a little parson that does not tJiink it the duty of every man within his

reach to sit under his petty ministrations ; and that whoever omit;i

them, offends God. I wish to such more humility, and to you health

and happiness ; being your friend and servant. ' L '2—4.

The other letter is to one who liad asked his opinion of an
irreligious work which he proposed to publish, and sent t(»

Frarklin in MS. Wc reconmicnd tlie great philosopher's an-

swer to all thr.se who, hoidiiifr certain sceptical or infidel opi-

nions with jTiv-at sincerity, believe it to be n duty which ihcy

owe to ti nth, that they should ndvnnce them into public no-

tice, and endcavcuir to unsettle the faith of the people. The
authority of so honest a man as Franklin, a man too of such

undoubted boldness in maiiiiaininj; the truth, may weigh wiiU

persons labouring under such unhappy mistakes, more perhaps

than any argument.
* I have read your manuscript with some attention. 13y the ar-

gument it contains against a particular Providence, thougli you allow

a general Providence, you strike at the foundations of all religion.

For without the belief of a Providence that takes cognisance of,

guards and guides, and may favour particular persons, there is no

motive to worship a Deity, to fear its displeasure, or to pray for it*

protection. I will not enter into any discussion of your principles,

tliough you seem to desire it. At present I shall only give you my
opinion, that though your reasonirigs are subtle, and may prevail

w'ith some readers, you will not succeed so as to change the general

sentiments of mankind on that subject ; and the consequence of

printing this piece will be, a great deal of odium cbawn upon your-

self, mischief to you, and no benefit to otliers. He that spits again.^t

the wind, spits in his own face. But were you to succeed, do you
imagine any good would be done by it ? Vou yourself may find it

easy to live a virtuous life, without the assistance afforded b\ reh-

gion ; you having a clear perception of tlie advantages ol' virtue, and
the disadvantages of vice, and possessing a strength of resolution

sufficient to enable you to resist common temptations. But think

liow great a portion of mankind consists of weak and ignorant meu
and women, and of inexperienced inconsiderate youth of both sexes,

who have need of the motives of religion to restrain them from vice,

to support their virtue, and retain tlu^m in the practice uf it till it
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bec(mies hahiliial, which is the great point for Its security. And
perhaps you are indebted to her originally, that is, to your religious

education, for the habits of virtue upon which you now justly value'

yourself. You might easily display your excellent talents of reason-

ing upon a less hazardous subject, and thereby obtain a rank with

©ur most distinguished authors. For among us it is not necessary as

among the Hottentots, that a youth, to be raised into the company of

men, should prove his manhood by beating his mother. I would ad-

vise you, therefore, not to attempt unchaining the tiger, but to burn
this piece before it is seen by any other person ; whereby you will

save yourself a great deal of mortification from the enemies it may
raise against you, and perhaps a good deal of regret and repentance.

If men are so wicked ivith religion, what would they be if tcithout it ?

I intend this letter itself as a proof of my friendship, and therefore

add no professions to it ; but subscribe simply yours. ' I. 279—281.

This article has already extended to so considerable a length,

that we shall only close it with expressing our great satisfaction

at finding, tliat the Memoirs of Franklin are likely soon to make
their appearance. Whatever may have at present been omit-

ted in our observations upon his character, genius and life, may
be iiupplied when that interesting work is before us.

Art. II. 1. Travels in the Caucasus and Georgia^ performed in

tlie years 1807 <§• 1808, hif Command of the Russian Govern-
ment, By Julius von Klaproth, Aulic Counsellor to his

Majesty the Emperor of Russia, Member of the Academy
of Sciences of St Petersburgh, &c. &c. Translated from the

German by F. Schobert. London. iSW.

2. Rcise in die Krym wid den Kaukasus, von Moritz von En-
GLEHARDT, 7i7id Friedrich Parrott, Doct . Med. Mit Kup-
fern nnd Karten. Berlin. 1815.

S. Lettres sur le Caucase et la Georgie, suivies d^ime Relation d^un

Voyage en Perset en 1812. A Hambourg, chez Perthes &
Bfcsser. 1816.

Tn the Fifth Number of this Review, we gave a summary view
•*• of the principal books of travels which had then appeared,

concerning the Southern and Eastern provinces of the Russian

Empire. The works which we shall now notice, follow in suc-

cesiio.n, and continue the history of these countries down to the

present time.

M. von Klaproth's title-page gives nearly as much explana-

tion respecting his book as is requisite. He has not the faculty

of being entertaining j but he knows much, and he is an excel-
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lent linguist. His disquisitions on Tartarian antiquities arc cu-

rious ; and his illustrations of the history of Georgia, and the

adjoining states, are new and important.

Englehardt and Parrott arc scientific travellers of a superior

order. They undertook their journey for the purpose of in-

vestigating the geological structure of the Caucasian moun-
tains ; and they also accomplished a very accurate barometric

admeasurement of the levels between the Black isea and the

Caspian. In these labours, they were necessarily compelled to

associate much with the natives ; and they have added consider-

ably to our knowledge of the manners and customs of the Tar-
tars of the Crimea and of the Caucasian tribes.

The French work is written by a female, who is not named,
but who appears to be the wife of a Russian functionary. She
followed her husband to Tcflis in the year 1811. It was a jour-

ney of some danger ; and yet she ventured on it within * three
* weeks ' after the birth of her * dear little Catherine. '— * Ah,
* ma chere, * is her exclamation, on her addressing her friend,

who she supposes will consider her journey as an extrava-
* gance'—* Ah, ma chere, ayez un mari—aimez le—et vous
* le comprendrez. ' The lady's account of Georgia possesses

some interest, and her style is pretty and lively. There U learn-

ing too in her letters, though it is not easy to understand how it

came there. Ail these travellers followed nearly the same track ;

and they confirm or correct each other's accounts, and supply

each other's deficiencies.

The extensive Steppes between the Don and the Wolga, are

inhabited only by the Calmucks, who are divided into three

hordes—the Torgotians, the Darhatians, and the Choscho-
tians. These singular tribes are best and most fully described in
* Benjamin Bergmann's Wanderings amongst the Calmucks,

'

a book which was published at Higa in 1804-5. We like the

narrations of plain, suffering travellers : and Bergmann's Wan-
derings are of this description.

He was first introduced to his Calmuck heroes at the Mo-
ravian colony at Sarepta, where the striking peculiarities of

their character gave him a strong desire of taking a nearer view
of this * interesting yiation ; ' and certainly he deserves great

praise for the assiduity with which he prepared himself for his

wanderings. At Sarepta he had an opportunity of learning the
rudiments of the Mongol- Calmuck language; and he judged
rightly, that, in order to form a just estimate of the people, he
ought to ground himself in their literature. Our readers must
not be startlrd at the expression. The Calmucks, in spite of
their * horrid and inhuman appearance, ' ai-e decidedly a liter-
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ary nation. The benefits of education are widely diffused a-
mongi^t them ; and, in many respects-, they may shame more
polished societies. Berr/mann found sufficient materials to work
upon in the archives of the foreij^n department at Moscow, and
in the library of the Academy of Sciences at St Petersburgh ;

and, by dint of unwearied application, he completed some trans-
lations from the Calmuck languarje, which were transmitted
to M. Nicholai Nokolaitsch Nowossiltzoff, the well known and
respected President of the Russian Academy. He also receiv-
ed some pecuniary assistance, of trifling: amount, from the Go-
vernment, to enable him to prosecute his plans; and when he
could read and v.Tite, and speak the Calmuck lanjruage with to-
ierable fluency, he left Sarepta for the chief camp of the Dar-
batian horde; and * eat the salt' of the Calmucks during the
best part of the years 1802 and 180S.

The appearance and manners of these wanderers are not pe-
culiarly inviting; and the travellers who have hitherto describ-
ed them, have avoided coming in close contact with these un-
clean nomades. Bergmann had none of this shyness; he so-
journed amongst them until he became half a Calmuck. Hence
he a?serts, and we believe with great justice, that his account of
the Calmuck nations has more truth, than is to be found in all the
works of his predecessors. The accuracy of the minute, learn-
ed, laborious and unreadable Pallas is unimpeached ; but the
Professor's pen deadens whatever it touches ; and when he de-
scribes a Calmuck or a Nogay, he uniformly presents us with a
dried and stuffed specimen of a Tartar, instead of a livino-, live-

ly savage.

It will be seen hereafter, that the treatment which Bergmann
received from his Calmuck friends, was not of the moit flattering

description ; and therefore, he is entitled to more credit for the
pains which he has taken to vindicate these innocents from the
obloquy which has been heaped upon them. There is one ' Eu-
ropean prejudice, ' in particular, which he is most anxious to

disprove. It is an opinion of universal prevalence and long
'

standing in this part of the world, that the Calmucks
' stew their meat between their bums

And th" horses' backs o'er which they straddle ;

'

—and that, alter the meat is so stewed—every man, as the
poet singj, * eats up his saddle. ' Great is the uncertainty of
human knowledge ; we have long believed this saddle-eating
story to be a fact ; and we are unwilling to part with it even
MOW

; yet its credibility doth seem to be shaken by Benjamin
Bergmann's asseverations. The interpreter Gerbunow ought
10 have known tlie truth, for he * lived fortv vears amongst the
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Calmucks ;
' and he * croF&ed himself in surprise, ' when he

heard it mentioned : And, ns to the Calmucks, tlrey laiiL'Ii at

the simplicity of the Europeans, in «ivin;r credit to it. Herr-
mann supposes that the notion has orif^ir.ated from the Calmuclc

custom (sf occasionally piacinfr a piece of raw Hesh under the

saddle, to ease the galled back of the horse. There is usually

a fair exchauire of mistakes and prejudices of this nature. The
Calmucks are persuaded that the colonists at Sarcpta cat do^s.

* The eldest son of Tschutchoi the Chan, was convinced that

he had actually seen a larf^e doer boilinj^ in a cauldron ; ' and
ro arf^ument which Bevc;marm could employ, was capable of con-

vincing them that the Moravians were not dog-eaters.

Bergmann employs much cogent reasoning to extenuate the

failings of the Calmucks ;—he is least able to ju'.tify their pride
The haughtiness of the Calmucks seems to iiave been grievous

to him, and particularly as their incivility was deliberate and
prepense. The Calmucks, amongst themselves, observe the e-

tiquette and ceremonials prescribed by their code of politeness

with Chinese exactness. Thou must never be employed in ad-

dressing an equal, who must be spoken to in the plural number.
* / approach your vici/iiii/ ' is a fit form of speech in addressing

a Calniuck of conse(|uence—and ' is your vicinity in ^^uod health*

is a proper salutation for such a person ; but, on the other

hand, * is your countenance m good health ' would imply more
respect than his vicinity would be eruitledto; and this phrase

must be reserved for Chans and Larnas. These distinctions, as

is the case with other Eastern nations, occasion variations in

the language. Food, which is called by one name in the pre-

sence of a Saissang, receives tjnite another denomination whea
mentioned before a person who ranks a degree lower in the scale

of precedency.

Our philosopliic wanderer met with none of these courtc-

Ries;—and that for a reason not very creditable to his favour-

ites—the poorness of his own circumstances. Me compares
the tented Calmucks, wandering with their flocks and herds,

to the Patriarchs in the land of Canaan. The comparison will

not go far; for ' mine own purse' is the only true friend

amongst these pastoral tribes, who pay as much respect to
* Don Dincro ' as the degenerate inhabitants of European ci-

ties. The acute Calmucks easily discovered that Benjamin's stock

of rubles was very small ; and they treated him accordingly.

The meanest Calmuck, as he complains, would ' thee and thou'
him, and stare him in the tace all the while.

Bergmann considered himself under the special protection of

Tschutschci the Chan, and of the Chan's family ; and bespeaks
!
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in grateful terms of the condescension of these exalted charac-

ters. As a specimen of the ambiguous civility with which he
•was treated, we shall give his adventures on the * Hth Sept.

1802 ;
' on which day, the mother of the Chan, an old lady of

seventy years of age, sent him an invitation to take his morning

tea with her. The Calmucks are great consumers of tea, which,

like Boniface's ale, is meat and drink to them. The tea which

they use, is of the coarsest sort ; it is brought from China in large

tablets composed of the leaves and stalks of the plant; and the de-

coction is mixed with milk and salt and butter—so that it forms a

far more substantial diet than the fragrant fluid which smokes up-

on our tables. This preparation requires time and care, and the

• tea-cook * is an important domestic in the train of a substantial

Calmuck. Whilst Bergmann was partaking of his tea, the crone

teased him with an infinity of unmeaning questions, in order, as

it seems, to ascertain his proficiency in the Calmuck language.

Her most reasonable inquiry was, whether he had any remedy
for sore eyes. On taking his leave, she asked him with great

kindness, * whether he could eat horse flesh; for if he could, she

would send him some for dinner. '—Bergmann could not only

eat horse flesh, but he had taken a liking to this unusual viand ;

and as he saw half a dozen prime joints of horse-beef hang-

ing in different parts of the tent, he gladly answered in the af-

firmative. At noon the promised meal was sent ; but alas, it

raade its appearance in a very small dish ! The scantiness of the

mess lowered his spirits; but when he tasted it, he could scarce-

ly swallow the meal of rank horse-tripe which the old princess

had sent him. In the evening, supper was brought up—the

standing dish appeared again : It consisted of dirty lumps oi

horse flesh; and the black broth in which those lumps were swim-

ming, was ' filled with hairs and other things •wkichj according

to the wanderer's pathetic phrase, had no business there.
*

Bergmann took great pains to becom-e instructed in the Cal-

muck religion—hence he associated much with the Gallungs or

priests. The yellow cassock of the Gallungs is not a habit of

humility. And, although they would allow him to Hsten to

their expositions of the mysteries of * Bokdo Gassarchan, ' the

destroyer of the * root of the tenfold evil, ' yet they never lost

an opportunity of impressing the * dog-eater ' with a due sense

of his unworthiness. A bitter quarrel took place between twt>

of these reverend gentlemen, because one of them had conde-

scended to allow Bergmann to smoke out of his own pipe

—

which his clerical brother considered as a most unpardon-

able degradation of the order. It was to no purpose that

the more tolerant Gallung attempted to pacify his opponent^

2
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by representing, tbnt Berpmann, hnd smoked out of Bitsch-

Chan*s pipe, and out of Dsujaua/i's pipe ;
' an,d Hitsch-Chari

and D>ui,inah were both Gallungs of liifjh rank and sanctity.

From words they came to hlows, and Bertrmann's friend soon si-

lenced his opponent—he floored his brother Gallung, and stamp-

ed upon him. However, after the heat of the battle had sub-

sided, it was very evident from his behaviour, that he repented

him of the passion into which he had been betrayed for the sake

of an ur.believer. The same eveninc; Berjjmann contributed

to the amusement of Prince Aei-dani and his Calnuick courtiers;

and after they had diverted themselves enough at his expense,

he stole off to his khahiika. • 1 heard Aerdani still tinkling on
his domburr. ' The domburr is a kind of rude guitar ; and Aer-

dani was an amateur of poetry and music ;
* and being very

drowsy, I sat in a doze waiting for the hour when it would be

time to lie down and sleep, when one of the body-guards of the

prince stepped in, and ordered me to wait upon his master.

'

Bergmann adfls, with a laudable adherence to truth, tliat if he

^vere to sny that the soldier ' invited him, ' he should tell a fal-

sity. The music in Aerdani's khabitka did not proceed from hi'?

Higliness himself, but from an old Calmuck sennachie, for such

lie was in strictness, who was accompanying his chant with the

music of the domburr. The minstrel was placed on his knees;

and he had been singing so long and so enthusiastically, that he

was now quite hoarse with continued exertion,—although he oc-

casionally refreshed himself with a comfortable saucer of bohea.

Bergman inqjiircd what were the subjects of his songs. He re-

ceived for an>wer from the minstrel, that he was singing the

deeds of the heroes of past times.— ' Do you know many such

ballads?'— * Yes,' replied the singer, * lam fillid 'sit/i them

up to vnj xcrxj throat ; ' and he lamented that his leeble voice did

Kot equal his memory. The prince and princess were by this

time in bed, or, to speak more correctly, on their sleeping couch,

which was partly hid from view by the white curtains which were

drawn in front of it. They were reclining at opposite ends of

the couch. Aerdani took up more room thn.n her Highness

considered as a fair proportion of the couch—so she called

him a • clumsy bull, and ordered him to get out of the way ;'

but Aerdani, whose soul was wrapt up in the strains of the

Tninstrel, paid no attention to her reproof. Bcrgm.ann be-

gan to be tired of his entertainment ; and he pitied the

hoarse and exhausted songster. He therefore solicited the

prince to allow the bard to retire. • No, ' answered the

prince, * have not I just given him two camels ? Let bim
VOL. jrxviH. KO, 56. X
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sing on. '—And the bard, hoarse as he was, was therefore

compelled to sooth his master's ear till midnight.

The CaJmuck minstrels are called Dschangartschi, or singers of

Dschangar, the principal hero of their rhapsodies. This person-

age, who conquers earth, heaven and hell, in company with his

twelve peers, is probably to be identified with some one of the in-

carnate deities of the Hindoo mythology. The songs of Dschan-
gar are said to be three hundred and sixty:—and there is evidently

more than meets the ear in this astronomical number. If Berg-

man be correct in his statement, this hero and his deeds have
only become known to the Calmucks in modern times—though
in a manner sufficiently extraordinary to be worthy of the re-

motest antiquity. A Calmuck of the vulgar herd, as the story

goes—and there are many persons yet living, Russians as well

as Calmucks, who knew the man—fell sick and died ; and his

corpse was exposed on the steppe, where the dogs began to

gnaw it. Upon this the dead Calmuck came to life again, re-

turned to his khabitka, and lived on just as before. Some
time after, it came to pass that, one evening, a Gallung of

high rank was entertained in the tent of the resuscitated Cal-

muck. The evening was long, and the guest accidentally in-

quired, whether there happened to be any one in the hut v,ho

could relnte stories—a usual pastime amongst the Calmucks.
Upon this, our Calmutk, who had not hitherto shown the

slightest trace of poetical talent, immediately poured out his

lay, and recited a canto of the Dschangar-yuna. The Calmuck
replied to the questions of his astonished auditory, by inform-'

ing them, that when his soul was in the palace of Acrlick Chan^
the Pluto of the Mongols, his disembodied spirit heard the poem
sung by the minor deities who surround the throne of the godj
for Aerlick Chan has a well furnished band of vocal and instru-

mental performers.— * Some played on the Churr^ ' or the fid-

dle ;
' others on the Zurr^ ' or the flute ; • others on the Dom-

burr, the Ka?igorga, or the Bisch-liirr. ' We are further told,

that when the god of the departed consulted his register, he
found that the Calmuck had been cited before him by mistake.
* Why hast thou brought this man here? ' said he, turning to

the infernal messenger ;
' his time is not yet come; take him

back again. ' * Aerlick Chan was desirous, not only oi restor-

ing the Calmuck to the upper world, but also of making him a-

* This story may be compared to the return of Cleodemus from
the infernal regions ; and Aerlick Chan acted and spoke as Pluto did

under similar circumstances

—

o ci UXcvtu)/ y^yuiccKma-i toti, xxt ^r^ej t«
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hiencls for tlie anxiety which he had sustained. He therefore de-

sired the trembliiinf vi>iiant to * choose such of the songs of the

minstrels as pleased liini most, ' and which he was to be allowed

to recollect on his return to the flesh ; and the Calmuck accord-

ingly selected the lay of Dschangar.

Jt might be thought that tlie deity bestowed a very doubtful

boon upon the Calmuck Orpheus, by thus recompensing him
with

* idle poetry,

That fruitless and unprofitable art

;

Good unto none, but least to the professors.

'

But the event proved the prescience of the judge of hell. Th«
poet was summoned into the presence of Zabacli Dorschi, where
he sung another canto of his lay, which continued till midnight.

The Chan was delighted wiih the miraculous talent which had
thus developed itself in his vassal, whom he immediately creat-

ed his poet laureate; and, for this first specimen of his skill,

he bestowed no less than forty sheep upon him—a truly mu-
nificent gift. The Nojones and Saissangs, or noblemen and
grand dignitaries, vied with each other in imitating the exam-
ple of their master : They took off their robes and caftans, and
threw them on the back of the Laureate, till he was almost

overwhelmed with their liberality. The poet's imagination, or

his memory, if his verses are to be considered as the reminis-

cences of the strains of Aerlick Chan's minstrels, seemed to

be inexhaustible, and every dny produced its song. These
rhapsodies were listened to with eagerness by his admirers.

When Zabach Dorschi fled to China, the minstrel accompa-
nied him ; and the songs of Dschangar were only preserved by
the retentive memories of his former auditors.

The 18th of May KSOOj was the first day of the feast called

the Uerruss, one of the great festivals of the Calmucks, which
is celebrated in honour of their chief idol, * Dschagdschamuni.'

It continues during seven days ; from the eighth to the fifteenth

of the first summer month. Uerruss is a holiday of good cheer

and merriment. During \\\c li^hitc feast, and during the feast

of Lamps, brandy, the koiuniss or milk brandy, is prohibited

by the Calmuck ritual ; but, in this holy week, Dsciiagdschamu-

ni allows his votaries to partake of their favourite liquor to their

hearts' content.

The ceremoriies began at break of day ; the whole assembled

horde— princes and people, clergy and laity—kneeled and pray-

ed, and prostrated themselves three times before the rising sun ;

X 2
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snd streams of brandy were spurted into the air, f and poured
out as libations. Prayers were then resumed ; and after the

prayer, the brandy vessels again made their appearance j but
this time their contents were not spurted in the air, or poured on
the jrround. The fjod had received his share, and priests and
people now partook of their portion, with the most edifying

fervour. The horde then breakfasted on boiled mutton and
whey, which had been provided at the public expense ; anfl

then they dispersed to their tents, where each pious Calmuck
* had provided himself with a sufficient stock of brandy, by
which the feast of Dschai,'dschamuni was to be duly honoured. '

The first dav of the feast was distinguished by a grand wrest-

ling match. Four khabitkas, and two tents, were pitched in a

proper spot, and between the khabitkas and tents a ring was

formed by the fifty lancers who constitute the body guard of the

Chan, and attend on him by night and day.

The Darbatian horde is divided into two great parties—the

party oi the right sides, and the party of the left sides. The
right sides belong to the Chan, whilst the left si<les are consi-

dered as constituting the party of the Chnn's wife, who, for

shortness sake, we will call the Chanina. The distinction is

hereditary. The son of a 'right side' always continues a
* right side.

'' The nature of these parties is not sufficiently

explained ; they can scarcely be considered as castes, nor docs

the division appear to have a religious o!\ject. The Rus-
sians are all I'eckoned as belonging to the right sides. Chan
Tdchutschei and his wife sat at a fashionable distance from each

other, on opposite sides of the ring, in the tents which had
hecn prepared for them. The princess of the Calmucks has

r,o political authority over her party, or the party of the left

pides ; yet on public occasions, in games and shows, and such

like, the distinction of the * sides ' is carefully preserved ;

and the spectntors and wrestlers therefore took their places ac-

cordingly. The wrestlers are exceedingly anxious to keep up
the honour of the sides to which they belong. And the Chan

"l-

' The woman who had the management of the distilling,
'

says Dr Clarke, in his account of the Calmncks, ' thrust a stick,,

^vith a small tuft of camel's hair at its extremity, through the ex-

ternal covering of the clay ; and thus collecting a small quantity of

the brandy, she drew out the stick, dropped a portion upon the

retort, and, waving the instrument above her head, scattered the

remaining lifjiwr in the air. I asked the meaning of this ceremony,

nnd was answered, that it is a religious custom to give ahvays a first

<di-op of the brandy from tlie receiver to their god.

'
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and his spouse are equally jealous of the reputation of tlicir parti-

sans. At the onset, ilie right sides be<:;an tt) triumph. 'J'he first

match, by means of a little management, was decided in favour

of the Chan's favourite wrestler—not indeed to the satisfaction

of the umpires of the field, who presided on the side of the

Chanina; they maintained that the victory was not clearly won,

and that the wrestlers should try another fall ; but their objec-

tion was cverruled, to the great mortification of the princess

and her left sides. The second match, however, had a dif-

ferent termination. Tuka, the champion of the Chanina, over-

came his op[)onent in a few seconds ; and, most manfully,

—

he caught the Chan's wrestler by the feet, and fairly threw

him over his head, with such violence, that, according to the

boxing phrase, all his senses were beat out of him. The field

now resounded with the cheering of the left sides. Tuka was

conducted to the Chanina, who prescnte<l him with a pelisse,

amidst the cries of woih ! woih I from the victorious party.

Tuka's success was a good omen for the left sides. And in the

succeeding matches, it was evident that, in strength, in conduct,

and in ^kill, the right sides were exceedingly inferior to their ad-

versaries. The Chan lingered in expectation that the luck

might turn : But during dinner, and after dinner, the wrestling

continued ; and the lel't sides still maintained their superiority

in the most provoking manner.

The Calmucks are strongly attached to their religion, al-

though, for many years, they have been cut (AT from all com-
munication with the visible head of the church—the Dalai La-
ma. It is true, that they allow themselves to dispense with

some inconvenient precepts and ordinances; yet they defend

themselves stoutly against all attempts which can be made to

abandon their national tenets. JJergmann, by mere accident,

gave great (-lience in relation to this tender point ; his compa-
nions often took the liberty of prying into his trunks and travel-

ling bags. * Even the Prince's sons would tumble ' his ' effects

about' in his presence, as well as in his absence. During one

of these inspections, they unfortunately discovered a tract con-

taining a dial(jgue in the Cahnuck language—an attack on the

divinity of Mansliiisliariy printed by the Missionaries at h'arep-

ta. ' i'he book lies! the book lie&! ' exclaimed the young Chan ;

and he threw it on the ground with indignation. Nor could

Berijamin allay the anger of the bvistanders, until he surrender-

ed up this heretical composition, which ihey cast into the fire

with great joy, and burnt it to ashes.

Our readers will recollect Dr Clarke's engravings from the

Caimuck paintings;—Fainted gods are by no means considered
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as equal to gods of molten-work j but almost all the metal-
workers fled to China with the Torgotian horde ; so that the Cal-
mucks are now compelled to put up with second-rate deities. The
Galiungs are the only painters of sacred subjects. Thus also in
the Greek church, the Popes enjoy an exclusive monopoly of
the saint manufacture ; and in Turkey, a material portion of
their income arises from this profitable employment :—Nor
would a Russian Bog be worth the lighting of a farthing rush-
light, were the stiff saint portrayed by any other than a cano-
nical pencil. The pious Russian cannot abide the sight of the
paintings of Calmuck Burchans, which, in his opinion, are all

portraits of Satan. It must be confessed that the hooded snakes
and diabolical countenances of these incarnate deities, are by
no means prepossessing. But, on the other hand, the Cal-
mucks are inclined to consider the Greek saints and Bogs as en-
titled to considerable respect; and, when no one observes them,
they often try to win their favour, by showing tokens of vene-
ration and worship to the Russian Burchans.

It would be a deadly sin if a Galiung were to ask to be paid
for his workmanship ; but he may receive whatever the person
who employs him to paint the Burchans, chooses to bestow. The
Calmucks know, that whatever is given to the Gailung, will be
immediately carried to the credit of the donor in the Atbaii Toolis

or golden book, which lies before Aerlic Chan, and in which ail

the good deeds of the departed are entered ; so that on these
occasions they generally remunerate the sacred artists with great
liberality. One of the most celebrated Burchan painters in

Tschutschei's horde, is Zagaan-Gallung, who is worth upwards
of 5000 head of cattle. As a tailor, and as a shoemaker, none of
Zagaan's competitors in the useful arts can at all pretend to ri-

val him. In saddle-making he is also without an equal. Ex-
cellence, however, is not to be attained in every pursuit ; and,
although Zagaan is an artist of great eminence, yet be is not
quite at the head of the profession j for, in the opinion of the
Calmuck connoisseurs, there is one other Galiung in the horde
"who excels him. The second son of the Chan bespoke a new
god, Burchan- Sankuta by name, from this industrious priest.

His reward was to be an hundred rubles, and Bergman obtained
leave to see the Galiung working at his task. The process elu-

cidates the state of the arts amongst these people. The picture

was painted on linen in body colours, on a ground of whiting,

which was laid on with size, and smoothened with a dog's tooth.

The centre of the cloth w<is ascertained with mathematical pre-^

cision, by drawing diagonal hnes from the corners of the cloth,

and Burchan Sankuta was placed exactly at the intersection. Th^i
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outline was drawn in Indian ink, on a sheet of Chinese tracinn:-

paper, from which the Galium^ mechanically transferred it to the

cloth. The pattern was probably brought from China. Like the

Greek priests, therefore, the Gallunf^s are merely illuminators,

who fill up an outline which they ca«not draw. There is great

reason to suppose that the Egyptian artists often worked in a

similar manner.

Prayer is one of the principal duties enjoined by Lamaism ;

and the Calmucks discharge this duty in the most exemplary
manner, and with very little trouble to themselves.

It is well known that a Romi-sh priest must say his breviary

five times a day. Among other stories which are told of Je-

suitical casuistry, it is said that the sons of St Ignatius invent-

ed a convenient method of complying with the injunctions of

the church. At the canonical hour, the Jesuit repeats the al-

phabet from A to Z, to which he adds a short collect, in which
he begs that the Christ- Cross row may be taken as an equiva-

lent for all the prayers which can be made out of the combina-
tion and repetition of the letters. The Calmucks have display-

ed still greater ingenuity. We Europeans pride ourselves upon
the superiority which we have attained, by substituting machi-
nery for human labour. We think we have accomplished mi-
racles, by employing the * strong arci' of * unconquered steam'
in twirling the spindle, or in setting the wool card in motion.
The followers of the grand Lama have done more—they have
invented praying-jennies, which do the business in perfection. It

is a doctrine amongst them, and it is so convenient to saints and
sinners, that no Calmuck, whether freethinker or devotee, has
ever ventured to call it in question; that as often as the paper, or
other substance upon which a prayer is written, is set in motion,
this nKn-ement of the written prayer is as meritorious as its oral

repetition. The Kurada, or praying machine, is therefore con-
structed upon this principle ;—it consists of two cylinders, or

drums, filled within-side with rolls of paper covered with prayers

and ejaculations, written in the Tangoiian, or sacred language.

The drums are hung in a neat frame, and are kept on the whirl

with great facility, by the simple contrivance of a string and
crank ; and every turn of the cylinder is perfectly equivalent to

the repetition of all the prayers contained in it. The turning of
the Kurada is an agreeable pastime in the long evenings of win-
ter J but Tartar ingenuity has discovered a method of dispensing

even with the slight degree of exertion which this compendious
substitute requires. We make ' swift trochais ' roast our meat
—they employ the smoke-jack to say their prayers for them ;

—

iind the kurada which spins over the fire in the midst of the
4.
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hut, transfers all its devotional merit to the owner. The Mon-
gols are yet more wisely economical of individual responsibility

and labour. Amongst them, the inhabitants of a district con-

struct a kurada at their joint expense, which is placed in a mill-

house by the side of a running stream ; and this subscription

kurada is made so large, that it holds prayers enough to serve

for all the parish ; and, consequently, except in seasons of un-
common drought, when the water is too low to turn the mill

>vhich grinds prayers for the parishioners, they are completely

exonerated from the obligation of wasting their time \n the

Churule, or temple. The Kimorm is another dumb substitute

for devotion, of the same nature. It is a flag, upon which the

air horse or Kimorin is painted, together with an appropriate

selection from the Calmuck ritual. Such were the consecrat-

ed ensigns seen by J)r Clarke. As long as the Kimorin flut-

ters in the wind, the inhabitants of the tent upon which it

js hoisted, are making their way to heaven by help of the air

horse.

If Captain Raggado, had lost any of his gifted followers,

$uch as Fine-ear, who could hear the grass grow—Strong-back,

v ho could carry a hogshead of wine under each arm—Sharp-
eye, who could see a needle in the grass fifty miles off— Never-
miss, who conid transfix an orange with his arrows at the same
distance—or Fleet-of-foot, who could fetch the arrow back again

in five minutes time;—he might, if credit be given to Benjamin
Bergmann, have easily supplied the loss, by recruiting amongst
the Calmucks.

Benjamin describes the happy organization of the Calmuck
frame, by detailing the excellences of their senses—all five fol-

low in due order. In the first place, we must begin with Sight.

He says, that the constant exertion which the Calmucks make
to discern objects across the steppes, converts their eyes into

natural telescopes. ' A party of Calmucks '—this is one of his

illustrative anecdotes— • had lost their way in the steppe, and
were unable to recover the track of the horde. '—

' Ha, ex-
* claimed one of the troop, I see a horseman mounted on a pie-
* bald horse, riding up the hillock: ' The others took tlie direc-

tion pointed out by their leader ; and, at the end of a journey
of iii)cntij vcrsts, they arrived at a hillock—a drunken Calmuck
was asleep on the turf, and his piebald horse was standing by
his side. Let the Wolga be ever so troubled, the Calmuck
fishermen can always see where the fish are to be found ; nay,
many are able, not only to discern the 'ixalcc of a fish which has
escaped from the net, but even to point out the spot in the wa-
ter where such a fugitive fish has remained stationary. Cai*
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muck cars can distiniiiiish a voice many vcrsts off, and arc ser-

viceable to tlie latest period of life. The Calmuck nose, al-

thouL^h it is nobly indifferent to many odours which would

create no agreeable impression on the denaturalized olfactory

nerves of a European, is full worthy of a place between a pair

of Calmuck eye?. The Calmuck can smell the smoke of the

watch (ire, Jong before the blaze is discernible; and some Cal-

mucks possess the sense of smelling in such perfection, that, in

the darkest nights, they can ascertain in which part of the

steppe tlp'y are, and how far they have yet to travel, by the

smell of the herbs they tread upon. Benjamin thinks that his

readers may be inclined to dispute their superiority in the two

rcmaininff senses, taste and feeling. The palute he vindicates

with success ; and as for feeling, if the gentlest breeze finds its

way through the top of the tent, tiiey can immediately tell

i'rom tiie temperature, or some other occult peculiarity, from

which quarter it blows ; yet, lie adds with candour— ' if any
* or:e will maintain, that the sense of feeling 13 the weakest of
* the senses of the Calmucks, he may be rigiit; I will not dis-

* pute it.

'

The Calmucks are intelligent and ar;ute in no ordinary de-r

gree. They are all natural orators, and speak with great flu-

ency. They can argue soundly ; and their discourses abound
with happy turns, and ingenious parables. The Scythian of the

ancients is characterized by wit and acuteness. He appears well

spoken, ready, and confident. The ' Scythian answer ' became
proverbial. Anacharsis and Toxaris Jiave been drawn by mas-
terly hands, and they are not imaginary portraits; and the Cal-

mucks have not degenerated. Their faculties are not unculti-

vated. Almost every Calmuck c:in read and write his own lan-

guage; and many are also capable of reading and writing the
'J'lbetian language, although, it is true, that ii:vf of them under-
stand it. Uergmann gives a much better account of the lite-

rature of the Calmucks than is to be found in J^allas. In fact,

they may be considered as the scholars of the Hindoos ;—and,
notwithstanding their roving habits, they have attamed a con-
siderable degree of proficiency in the liumanitics.

When Bergmann returned to Sarepta, and exchanged his

tent for a house, he could not easily accustom him»clt to tiie

fixed, cioFe habitation. Me lost his appetite and his rest; and
tlie close atmosphere of the room was intolerably oppressive to

liim : And if circumstances would have allowed him to do so, it

is evident that he would have wished to end his days amongst
the Calmucks. The state of nature seems to suit us best after

all. 'I'he * noble savage ' has been long reclaimed ; vet he soon
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runs wild again. A man of full age, bred up i-n the wilderness,

cannot be made to obey the lessons of civilization ; but he will

easily unlearn them. The European prisoner becomes a Che-
rokee ; and the North-wester accustoms himself to the wigwam,
and the fare of the forest.

* When I returned to my native country in 1809, after many
• years absence, '—it is Englehardt who is speaking,— ' I de-
• termined to pursue, in the mountains of Russia, the Geo-
• gnostic inquiries which have been begun in France and
• Germany. It was my intention to begin with Caucasus;
• when I received an invitation from Bucharest to travel a-
• mongst the mountains of Wallachia. ' Moldavia and Wal-
Jachia were then occupied by the Russians; and he ttiought

he had a favourable opportunity • of supplying an import-

ant chasm ' in geognosy. And Dr Parrott resolved to ac-

company him, for the purpose of * studying the vegetation

of the Southern provinces of Russia.' Count Barclay de
Tolly, furnished them with letters of recommendation to Count
Kaminisky, the commander in chief of the Moldavian army

;

and they began their journey in 1811. The great events which

were then taking place in Europe, prevented the completion of

the tour. The greater part of the Russian army withdrew from
Wallachia and Moldavia, and marched to Poland ; and the

country was in too perturbed a state to allow it to be visited.

Thus disappointed, they proceeded to the Crimea. After they

had satisfied their curiosity by exploring it, they resumed their

former plan. And Count Barclay de Tolly, to whom they ap-

plied, again facilitated the enterprise.

Their travels in Caucasus begin at the important fortress

founded by Potemkin, and called by the appropriate name of
• Wladi-Kawkas. ' The ' Ruler of Caucasus ' performs its duty;

and the garrison is sufficient to check the Karbadinians, Tchet-

schenzians, Jugurhis, Kists, Ossetes, Durgues, and the other rest-

less tribes who surround it. The Russians, governing by po-

licy as well as strength, seek to maintain their influence by be-

stowing military rank and pay, and orders of knighthood, upon
the Caucasian chieftains. Kasbeck of that ilk, is a Prince in

his own right ; and although he has condescended to accept a co-

lonelcy in the Russian service, he is one of the most powerful

of these leaders. He is lord of the village Stephan Zminda,
otherwise Kasbeck, which is situated at the foot of the lofty

mountain which bears the latter name ; and the Ossetes who
inhabit the valley of the Terek, * from the fortress Dariel to

inount Kaschaw, ' are subjected to h'm. This valley is upwards
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of 40 versts in length ; and all the villarres within it arc citlier

under his pro/rcfion, or peopled by liis immediate vaesals.

General del Pozzo, the comniandant of * Wladi Ivawkas,

'

invited Kasbeck to the tort, in order that he miwht introduce

him to Englehardt and Parrott, who were desirous of visitinir

the sources of the Terek, and of exploring the mountain whicli

Kasbeck considers as his property. The Prince attended ac-

cordingly, accompanied by a train of well-armed followers. He
was distinguished amongst them by his white horse and his

dress; and there was a slight and superficial appearance of Eu-
ropean breeding about him.

Near Stephan Ztninda is the castle of tlie Prince, formed by a

high wall, enclosing his dwelling-house and several other build-

ings. The castle of the Baron in Candide was the finest in all

Westphalia, because it had a door and windows ; and Kasbccic

is not a little proud of his residence tor the same reason. The
fastness, it seems, wore rather a lorbiding aspect. Kasbeck's re-

tainers came out to meet hiui ; they were all armed ; and they e-

vidently looked on the strangers with an eye of suspicion. En-
glehardt and Parrottdid not dare to dismount, till the dogs, who
were ready to tear them in pieces, were driven away. They were
then shown into a kind of neglected barn ; the walls were damp
—it received the light only through a loophole ; nor did it con-
tain any furniture whatever. Preparations, however, weresooa
made for their entertainment. The servants brought in chairs

and tables, and beds, and their dinner made its appearance;

—

it was a European meal, but badly dressed. Kasbeck filled a
silver beaker with wine, which he drank off to the health of his

guests.—When they had finished eating, the Georgian servants

took possession of the remains of the feast, and quarrelled and
fought for the scraps and bones.

The villagers would not give a clear account of the rela-

tion in which they stood toward their chieltain. They said

that they were not obliged to obey his orders ;— ' they worked
ireely, and of their own accord ;—he paid them either in vic-

tual or in money ;—and, in their turn, they made him presents

of a portion of their crops. ' The true nature of these feudal be-

nevolences, however, might be easily judged from the care which
Kasbeck took to number the sheaves m the fields ; and the chas-

tisement which was inflicted on two of the villagers, who had at-

tempted to quit the valley, and to carry off their cattle to Wladi
Kawkas, gave a practical illustration ot' their rights and privi-

leges. '1 he tributes, however, which Kasbeck can exact from
Iiis vassals, must be of small account. The Ossetes are miser-
ably poor; they cultivate no other grain but rye and barley; and
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these in small quantities. Kasbeck is proprietor of numerous
flocks of sheep; but he has no opportunity of turning them
into money. Englehardt therefore conjectures, that his income
arises, not from his chieftainship, but from his trade. He is

a carrier en a large scale, and supplies the Russian govern-

ment with forage atid draught cattle; and he is without a com-
petitor in this profitable calling.

The first excursion of Englehardt and Parrott was to the

springs of the Terek. The guides on this occasion were se-

ven sturdy Ossetes from the village Kobi. Their departure

was accompanied with a cert:iin degree of solemnity. Kasbeck
ordered his attendants to quit the room; and after having di-

vided amongst the guides the money which had been pro-

mised to them, he addressed their leader in the Russian lan-

guage— * GegDr Machmetiew Tawaniiew. ' I deliver these men
into thy catf— ' their heads are as my head; lead them tru-

* ly and faithlully to the springs of the Terek, and conduct
* them safely back again; if they separate from each other,

' each must be equally protected; and now depart with the
* Lord.'
The valley of the Terek is peopled by the Ossetes. This

tribe is said to have been antiently converted to Christianity by
the Georgian missionaries. But their conversion was proba-

bly little more than nominal ; and at present they are in great

peril of being doomed to partake of the bitter fruits of the tree

Zaccoum—for they are very sinful and lukeivarm Mahometans
—we will not insult the prophet by calling them his followers.

A Turkish Mullah ventures among them now and then, to in-

.struct them in the law of the faithful—and the Ossetes treat

the Mahometan missionaries with great personal respect, at the

same time that they are wholly heedless of their exhortations.

The excursions of Englehardt and Parrott furnish us with

striking pictures of the manners of the Caucasians. Their

guides avoided coming too near to the hamlets. ' The villag-

ers, ' as they told the travellers, ' often fire at one another from

the towers of their houses, if any trifling dispute has taken place;

—and strangers are in still greater danger. ' The guides added,

that if they felt themselves ' somewhat assured, it was because

they had numerous relations in the neighoourhood, who wou)d

avenge them if they were killed ; yet it was necessary to be on
their guard. ' Keai- Abana they discovered a mineral spring.

Englehardt and his companion * tasted the water, which is

strongly astringent. ' Animals * which drink it do not live

long. ' We should doubt whether any animal would taste this

poisonous water. They wished to examine the strata from
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whence it sprung ; but, when they came ne.ir to the rocks, the

women, who observed them, screamed out their threats and vi-

tuperations. The guides feared that the male Ossetes would
come to the assist.-ince of their screaming helpmates ; and our
travellers withdrew. On their return, they hud better success ;

and they procured specimens of the rock—a clay slate, which is

very rich in alum and sulpliur. The women were well aware

of the Hiineral contents of the rock ; and hence arose their jea-

lousy of the strangers; for the Ossetes make their own gun-
powder, which is of an excellent quality ; and they are very

careful to conceal the processes which they employ, and the

places where they collect the materials for this important manu-
facture.

Tlie mountains of Caucasus form two chains running parallel

to each other. The highest range is covered with perpetual

snow. The lower or northern mountains are called the Black

Mountains. In the snowy chain, the mountains Elbrus and
Kasbeck rise towering above the rest, the former of which is

supposed to exceed Mount Blanc in height ; and its base is un-
approachable during the greater part of the year, when it is sur-

rounded by s;vvamps formed by the melted snows. Englehardt
and Parrott anticipated the delight they would have in collect-

ing specimens from these * rocks oi primitive formation ;
' but

their plans were disappointed, and, in some measure, by the

scruples oi Aslam Beg their intended guide.

The neighbourhood of Mount Kasbeck affords greater facili-

ties j they were, however, compelled to wait many days before the

weather was such as to allow them to make the attempt of at-

taining the summit of the * snow mountain, ' till at length a
brisk south wind dispersed the clouds which hung upon it.

—
' It is

now a good time to ascend the mountain, ' said the old Georgian
prince, ' and your guides are ready. ' These guides were two
Georgian hunters, and an inier^)reter ; and the travellers were
ulso furnished with a horse, upon which their instruments and
baggage were loaded. The way up the side of the mountain
lay through romantic ravines ; and after tlicy had journeyed up
hill during some hours, the top of Kasbeck appeared yet more
distant than when it was seen from the banks oi the Terek, a»
they were now at the foot of a lofty cliff' of rock over which it

was just perceptible. They rested themselves in a hut belong-
ing to Kasbeck's shepherds ; and the two Georgians already be-

gan to be laint-hearted, and proposed to stop there till * to-

morrow :
' But our travellers were not to be deterred; and after

a toilsome ascent, they found themselves at the verge of the
fiekls of ixvZQii snow, whitli perpetually cover the iifiper paits
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of the mountain. From this spot they proceeded, accompanied
only by one of their guides.

We are now literally on fairy ground. These are the mysterious

mountains of the mighty Caf, the dwelling of the Preadamite mo-
narchs, the retreat of the Dives, the Peris and the Genii. It is here

that Eblis was commanded to imprison Gian ben Gian, the ruler

of the Peris, together with his train of rebellious spirits, to whom
the earth had been subjected during two thousand years. Here
also the Dives were humbled before the race of Adam, the beings

whom they had despised, when they were conquered by Tham-
math, the owner of the sevenfold constellated shield, which once
belonged to the Preadamite Solomons. * Caucasus is yet the

seat of fiction. The legends which have been embellished by the

inventive fancy of the Arabs and Persians, are found even now
amongst the inhabitants. These mountains have been consi-

dered as the cradle of the nations of Europe and Asia ; and, if

we knew more of the traditions which are remembered in this

district, much curious illustration would be given to the mytho-
logy of the old world. The Caucasians believe that Mount
Elbras is haunted ])y numberless spirits and demons, whose
sovereign Dschin Padischaw, strikes the wretch who invades

his dominions, with instant blindness. Dschin Padischaw is

undoubtedly the Gian ben Gian of the Tarikh Tabari, though
now he is no better than King Puck. Elbrus * the graci-

ous, the holy mountain, ' is also venerated, because the Ark
of Noah first drifted there ; the vessel afterwards floated to

Mount Ararat:—nor can the summit of the mountain be at-

tained by sinful man. Kasbeck is viewed with equal awe.

The neighbouring tribes, whose creed is a strange amalgamation

f)f Paganism and Christianity, and Judaism and Mahometry,
j-evere it under the name of Christe-Zup—the hill of Christ.

It was once inhabited by the Virgin Mary, and an enormous
bird, a roc, or a siniorgh watches over the cradle and the gar-

ments which she left there. And sacrifices are offered up by

them to the prophet Elias, who also affects this ' high place ' of

devotion.

In the reign of Heraclius, a couple of adventurous priests

—a father and his son—undertook to visit the relicks in the

mountain. The old man succeeded ; he brought down a rag

of the tent in which the cradle is placed, and a chip of

the cradle itself, both of which bore the most authentic marks
of antiquity, for the cloth was moth-eaten, and the wood was

wcrm-eaten—besides which, he obtained a sample of the trea-

* See the articles Caf, Gian, Peri, in Herbelot.
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fiure of the Virgin Mary, from which it appeared, that, in the

days of the Vir<;in Mary, the current coin was very much like

the Turki«;h paras which were afterwards coined in the days of

the Emperor Seiim. The old priest presented his acquisition!*

to his son ; and then he informed him, that it was his inten-

tion to ascend the hill again, to rejoin the company of the holy

angels :—and the story ends in mystery, for he certainly never

returned. It is thought that he perished amongst the snows.

We can recognise the same vein of fabling in the tales which

Sir John Mandeville has given respecting * Mounte Ararathe,

'

which ' a man maye not gon up for gret plentie of snow that

is alle weys in that mountayne.—So that no man may gon up
there; no, never man did sith the tyme of Noe, saf a monke,
that by the grace of God ' brought one of the planks of the

ark down, * which is yet in the mynstcr at the foot of the moun-
tayne.

'

Englehardt and Parrott were labouring np the glaciers, when
their guide told tliem they mus^t stop. * No one dares to go
further than yonder crag; if you try to pass beyond it, the

mountain will disappear in darkness, and your lives will be
forleited :

* But from * this spot, ' he said, they could see the

wonders of Kasbeck—* the cross on that ridge of rocks, and the

monastery on the inaccessible clirti in which tlie cradle of Christ,

and other invaluable treasures, are deposited. ' Whilst he was
speaking, two pillars of cloud emerged out of the gulph before

them, and hid the rocks to which he was pointing. The Geor-
gian now appeared seized with a fit of enthusiasm, which caused
nim to forget his warnings; and he ran beyond the fated crag,

crossing himself, and exclaiming aloud, Christe, Christe, Christe.

The clouds became thinner, and he lifted up his voice, and he
repeated his ejaculations, when all at once there arose a violent

gust of wind, which rent the cloudy veil. The guide was over-

joyed at the success of his exorcisms: he snatched the telescope

from Englehardt, and exclaimed, that he saw the cross, and the

iron door and shining pillars of the monastery. The travellers

took the telescope in iheir turn, but they could discover nothing
save rocks of porphyry, shivered and broken in fantastic forms

;

and they began to suppose, that the wondrous objects in which
the hunter was rejoicing, were nothing more than the creations

of his fancy; when at length they also distinctly saw the cross on
the rocks. They would gladly have pursued the enterprise: But
the cloiuls gathered round them again, and it was near night-
fall ; and they were compelled to make the best of their way to

the shepherd's hut—a mere hovel of stones rudely piled ; where
they passed the night.
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On the next day tlioj' renewed their endeavoni's to surmount
the difficulties which opposed them; but there was no possibility

of persuading the guide to proceed much further than they had
done on the precedina; day. Dr Parrott showed him a couple of

ducats; but neither bribes nor threats, nor entreaties, could move
him ; and the Doctor was compelled to proceed alone along the

glaciers, bearing his barometer in his hand. As he ascended,

the fissures in the i'rozen snow became wider, the slope became
steeper ; and when he had reached a station which he ascertain-

ed by barometric admeasurement to be 2003 toises above the

level of the Black Sea, he was reluctantly compelled to desist.

By dint of great exertion, however, he reached the cross which

he had seen from below ; it was hewn out of a block of porphy-

ry, and fixed, by means of smaller stones, on another block

which projected from the face of the cliff. Near the cross was a

low circular wall of loose stones; and, on the other side, there

is a cairn of stones of considerable height, near which is stand-

ing a rude pillar of porphyry. The monastery, as the guide

called it, and which is the subject of go many legends, is a grotto

excavated in the cliff, about 150 toises higher than the cross: It

appeared wholly inaccessible from beneath; but Dr Parrott con-

jectured, that it might be entered by gaining the top of the rocks,

and then letting the adventurer down in front by means of a

rope. A part of the rock was cut smooth ; and in the centre of

this space was the portal of the cavern, which is partly closed by"

two slabs of stone resembling folding doors. They are support-

ed on each side by pillars ; and the stone doors, as well as the

pillars, glitter like mica. The great elevation of this grotto,

renders it exceedingly remarkable. The rock is at least .500

toises above the boundary of perpetual snow; and, in this re-

spect, we believe that, whether it be of Christian origin, or whe-
ther, as is more probable, it should be referred to a period an-

terior to the introduction of Christianity, the grotto of Mount
Kasbeck is without a parallel amongst the cavern temples and
sepulchres of antiquity.

Dr Parrott was indefatigable; and he made a third attempt to

gain the summit of Mount Kasbeck, in company with four Rus-
sian soldiers from the garrison of Stephan Zminda; and al-

though he did not reach the very top, yet he came sufficiently

near to it, to enable him to ascertain the total height of the

mountain with tolerable accuracy. He reckons it at 24-00 toises

above the level of the Black Sea.

Our travellei's lament that they had not an opportunity of ex-

tending tlieir botanical researches through the Caucasian ran*

ges, particularly as they found the vegetation of Mount Kas-
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beck was rich in new and interesting appearances. At the

height of I SOO toiscs above the level of the sea, and 400 high-

er than llamond, under an equal parallel of latitude, found

the last plant in the Pyrenees ;
' they discovered a new spcciea

of Ceraslhwh to whicii they gave the name of Cerastium Kas-
beck. The plants which sprung from the debris of the decom-
posed porphyry rocks, in which there was not the slightest ad-

mixture of vegetable mould, were both in bud and in flower.— ' It was to be expected that such an unusual habitat would be
attended with corresponding phenomena in the structure of the

plant ; and many particulars were observable, which were suffi-

ciently remarkable. The buds, the capsules and the seeds, had
sustained no alteration ; the first were full as large as in the Ceras-

tium Alpinum. On the contrary, the stalks and leaves wore a new
appearance. The former were exceedingly thin and creeping. The
leaves were of a yellowish green; some of the usual form, but very

small; others were very long and narrow, like the leaves of grasses.
'

The tribe of the Galga-Ingushes maintains its independence
in the recesses of Caucasus. Pallas describes the Ingushes as
* semi-barbarians, * although * he had heard that they were ho-
nest and brave

;
' and a Roman Catholic Missionary informed

him., that a church was situated in their territory, built on
the model of the Holy Sepulchre, and which contained books
and manuscripts, and Gothic inscriptions. These relations ex-
cited the curiosity of our travellers : and as Pallas had not pe-
netrated into the gleiis of the Ingushes, they resolved to visit

them.

Some years ago, a colony of the Galga- Ingushes established

themselves at Nasiran. When Pallas travelled in this district,

some of these people were desirous of living under the protec-

tion of the Russian government, a permission which was after-

tvai-ds granted. General del Pozzo selected the principal elders

of this colony, as proper guides for our travellers. These men
feared, or perhaps pretended to fear, to undertake a journey
amongst tlieir kinsmen, and it became necessary to overc;tme

their reluctance, by promising them a handsome reward. 15ut,

even with this stimulus, they refused to undertake the guidance
of more than one of the travellers; besides which, they stipu-

lated, that he should be disguised in the country dress.

Englehardt set out, in company with the five elders of Na-
siran, together with two interpreters, who were in the service

of the General. It may be noticed, that it was thought ad-
visable to detain the son of one of the elders in the fort, a* a
hostage for liie fidelity of his father. Englehardt and his train

passed through a chain of fertile glens, watered by slrange-

VOL. XXVIJI. KO. 56. Y
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named rivers—the Fchoppi and the Bbars. Pallas describes

the Ingush deputies as * speaking as if their mouths were filled

with stones ; ' and we suppose that these harmonious names are
specimens of the Ingush language.

Towards the end of the fertile and picturesque glen of the

Axai, the path became narrow, and wound upwards along the

rocks of limestone : It ended abruptly at a fissure in the rocks,

which was to be crossed by a slight and insecure bridge, com-
posed of poles interwoven with withies, and covered with shi-

vers and fragments from the rocks. On the right, they saw a
pillar erected on the clifF. * This, * said the guide, ' is the

gravestone of a murdered man ; and it is a holy place, where
the Ingushes are used to pray. ' The narrow extremity of

the glen is completely closed by a wall, which extends from the

rocks on the western side, to the banks of the Axai. The
Axai runs close under the feet of the jutting rocks which
form its eastern bank. It is a rapid mountain stream, and
the clear green water is constantly covered with foam. There
is a single gate in this wall, flanked by a tower ; and this

is the only entrance to the secluded valley of the Galga.

They passed through the fortified gateway* without encoun-
tering any of the inhabitants of the valley ; for the tower is

deserted, and in decay. Just within- side the wall, a cavern

was shown to Englehardt, which was anciently the retreat

of a warlike maiden :—she was also a saint ; and the hunt-

ers go there in pilgrimage. The traditions of warlike wo-
men> of a race of Amazons, are current in many parts of Cau-
casus J but, as Englehardt observes, they cannot be investigated

in a satisfactory manner, until the languages spoken by the inha-

bitants are belter understood. Chardin scarcely doubted of the

existence of the Amazons ; for although he * did not meet with

any one who had been in their country, ' yet he heard several peo-

ple talk about them ; and, what was more, the prince of Geor-
gia showed him an Amaaonian dress, * of coarse woollen cloth,

of a very strange fashion, the spoils of an Amazon who was

killed near Cachet during the last wars.' Chardin expected

that we should soon hear more of the Amazons; for the Capu-
chins at Teflis informed him, that in the ensuing spring they

intended to send ' two missionaries' to these warlike ladies,

by special order of the congregation of the Propaganda. And,
doubtless, the Fathers would have found much employment in

the Amazon country.

Opposite to the cavern are the ruins of a hamlet, which was
destroyed by the fall of the impending rocks. Here a council

was held by the guides. They took into consideration, that
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Englchardl's di^ijitise could only conceal him whilst they wero

on the road, and travelling in a body. It they stopped any

where, he would be inevitably discovered. At length they de-

termined to give out that he was General del Pozzo's plenipo-

tentiary, and that he was sent for the purpose of concluding a

treaty of amity with certain of the Galga villages, which were

then on ill terms with the Russians ; and, as we gather from the

sequel of the narrative, the interpreters and the elders were

really charged with this mission.

About the mountance ' of a verst beyond the ruinous hou-

ses, the solitary defile suddenly expanded into a wide valley,

surrounded on every side by lofty rocks and mountains. It

wore a cheerful look. It was chequered with pastures and

corn fields. The villages were thickly set : there were some
on the acclivities of the rocks, others on the tops of the low-

er hills, and others on the level ground. At a distance they

appeared like little towns. Some of these were walled ; and, in

all, numerous towers arose amongst the white stone houses.

The fortification wliich protect'^ the valley will remind the reader

of the wall of Alexander, so celebrated in the romances of the

Eastern as well ns the Western world, by which he enclosed

Gog and Magog within the hills of Caucasus, lest they should

break loose and wa>,te the land. The interpreter Salem dis-

covered the country of Jaijcouge and Magiouge in the midst of

Caucasus, a country full of * cultivated fields and cities, and en-

compassed by inaccessible mountains, perpetually crowned with

snow and thick clouds. ' t The valley of the Ingushes seems to

have been (he protoi\'pe of this place of seclusion. If one Alex-

ander enclosed the Caucasians, it seems to have been decreed

that another should let them loose. And Mr Penn and Mr
Frere will do well to consider, whether the late campaigns may
not have verified the prophecy which was current amongst the

men of that * countre' in Sir John Mandeville's days, namely,

that ' in the tyme of Antichrist they were to comen out agayn.*

One of the cuich^i had a relation in a considerable village, call-

ed Agican ; and luiglelnrdt and the interpreters remained be-

hind, whilst the lngur,h rode on to ask permission to introduce

the stranger. This was granted ; but the arms of the guests

were taken from them before they entered the dwelling, and they
were conducted, net into the house, but on the flU roof of the

lower story. The houses are built in three divisions, each ris-

ing higher than the other : these communicate on the outside

Y2

f Weber's Metrical Romances, vol. iii. p. 32(j,
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by light ladders, which can be removed in an instant ; so thaf,,

in war-time, each division can be defended by itself. Near the

house is a lofty tower, in which the women and children take

refuge. The door is several feet above the ground ; and it re-

ceives the light only through loopholes. Some of the houses

l>ave another tower on the upper story, which is used as a gran-

ary. Englehardt and his companions remained about half an
hour on the roof of the first story. They were then conducted
to the roof of the second story, where they were regaled ac-

cording to the Ingush fashion—a fire was kindled in a cavity of

the flat stone terrace; and the two sons of the master of the

house brought a sheep, which was led before the fire. The old

man made a long and solemn oration on the. occasion. * The
* sheep, he said, was born on the day when his relative left the
* village—he had fed it in hopes of his return ; and now, after

* tv/o years, how happy he was to be able to offer it to his rela-

* tion, and to the friends of his relation !
* The speech was ac-

companied by much oratorical action ; and when it was ended,

the sheep was led away to be killed. Englehardt's escort would
not part with the animal, till they had admired its good points,

and its fatness—and they praised the liberality of their host.

And when he left them to superintend the preparations for the

meal, the discourse still ran on the superior hospitality and
good housekeeping of the Ingushes. Even the Ossetian inter-

preter agreed that the Ingushes were better off than his own
people.

When night came, the maid-servants of the house strewed a.

bed of straw for Englehardt's companions ; and the damsels as-

sisted the guests in doffing their shoes and stockings, or rather

gaiters. The girls made a show of concealing their faces ; but

an old woman who stood by, seemed to try to tease the good
bashful creatures, by throwing the light of the torch which she

held, full on their countenances, whilst they were thus employed.

The villagers assembled on the following morning, to consider

the proposals of the Russian Governor ; they were all armed
with daggers and clubs ; but the congress ended without blood-

ehed ; although some angry talk arose during the debate. Our
supposed negotiator was seated on a stone ; and the diploma-

tists, who were attached to the legation, stood round him, and
managed so well as to appear to receive instructions from the

chief of the embassy :—Nothing definitive was settled j but it

was agreed that, in the course of the day, a general conference

should be held, at which the inhabitants of Targien and ChaS'

^it'lioi should be invited to assist.

This arrangement gave Englehardt time to visit the church^^
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of which he was in quest. It is situated about three verbis

from Agican, at the end of a delta formed by the Axai. Thi-j

building is called * Galliert ' by the inhabitants : and is tradi-

tionally supposed to have been built by Tamara, a Queen of

Geoff^ia, who lived in the middle of the 12th century. Engle-

hardt considers the tradition to be a true one. It is in the same
style of architecture as the Church of Zminda Z.imoba, which

is known to have been erected by that princess ; and he judges

that the inscriptions, which however he could not decipher,

ai'e written in the ancient Georgian language. The architecture

of such a country, at such an era, is an object of curiosity

;

and Englehardt has given a plate of the details. The plan of

the building is a parallelogram ;—so that it docs not bear the

slighfst resemblance to the holy sepulchre. The windows, on
each side, as well as the south door, are formed by pointed

arches ; the vaulting is pointed ; and at the western extremity

is a very large compartment, also formed by a pointed arch,

containing a rude alto relievo, and the inscriptions, of which
we have already spoken. The centre figure is a strange squat

figure with a pointed beard, dressed in a long cloak, with g
church standing on his head ; on each side are two saints, with

forked beards. Englehardt discovers St George in this basso

relievo j but, as no emblem of the saint is to be found in his

representations, we cannot divine which of the uncouth figures

is intended for the patron of chivalry.

At the eastern extremity is a window, divided by a mullion or

central pillar. On the whole, the building bears a striking si-

milarity to such of the ancient churches of Venice as are not

in the style of the Lower Greek empire. We will not call them
Gothic J and we can therefore only describe them by this peri-

phrasis. Those who maintain that the pointed style travelled

from the East, may adduce the church of ' Galliert ' in support
of their theory. Tamara's missionaries converted these tribes;

but Paganism and Mahometry have ultimately gained the vic-

tory. "All traces of the Christian faith ave obliterated amongst
the Ingoshes, yet they retain much veneration for the old church,
where they ofier sacrifices of sheep as peace-offerings to the de-
mons who haunt it. I'hey also told Englehardt, that within the

church he would find books and holy utensils, and a burning
Jamp ; but, when he came there, and asked for these curiosities,

he was told that they were buried under groimd.
Each village in the valley of the Ingushe?, is the seat of a

iJistinct clan, and frequent feuds arise between them—yet they
«re industrious husbandmen. The corn fields are neatly fenced

R-ith drystone dikes, and ore well planted with barley and rye.
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Great pains are taken to irrijjate the meadows ; and tlie sheqj

and cattle which the Ingushes breed are in good condition. And
the industry and cheerfuhiess of the tribe was such as to sur-

prise our traveller, who had formed a gloomy anticipation of the

reception which he was to meet with amongst the Caucasian

robbers.

We must now join the lady and her family in their route

to Georgia.—After a great many disasters, which would take

up a great deal of time in telling, they proceeded to Dou-
het, a mountain fortress, which was formerly the palace of the

celebrated HeracHus, the father of George, the last King of
Georgia—but, since the change of government, it has become
desolate. The palace, which is built and furnished in the ori-

ental taste, forms a quadrangle, surrounded by a gallery—the

-windows are without glass, and the floors are of stone. It is

now used as a kind of caravanserai, and contains no one inha-

bitant who recollects its days of splendour, except the head cook

of the late King, who is maintained by the Russian Govern-
ment, and who is allowed to live there. The ci-devant head

cook attended on the visitors, who saw the audience-chamber

of the Kings, and the hall of justice v/here Heraclius used to sit

in judgment. When the King pronounced sentence of death,

there was little reason to complain of the law's delay, as it was
usually carried into effect in his presence. On thetilGth Novem-
ber 181], they reached the city of Mshet, which was anciently

the capital of Georgia. Mshet is finely situated at the conflu-

ence of the Kur—the Cyrus of the Greeks, and the Aragna.

The site was tastefully chosen by Mshet, one of Noah's grand-

son's, who founded this city, which was also the favourite resi-

dence of Shem, Farsis, Tangamos and Kartlos. This seat of

the patriarclis has dwindled into a small assemblage of mean
houses, inhabited by Georgians and Armenians of the poorest

class. And on viewing it in its present condition, ' it is difiScult

to believe, that it was once thirty versts in circumference, and
that it was defended by eighty thousand warriors. ' Mshet pos-

sesses many vestiges of its former importance. Near the cathe-

dral are the ruins of the palace of the archbishops of Georgia.

This building contains the oratory of St Nono, the slave girl

who converted King Mirian and his subjects in the time of

Constantine the Great. When journeying through Georgia on
her mission, she used to bear a cross formed of vine branches,

which she had tied together with locks of her own hair. The re-

lic used to be carefully preserved in the custody of the Kings; but

when they were out in the wars, it was deposited in the cathe-

dral of Mshet. The cross of vine branches was carried to the
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mountains when the Turks and Persians invaded Georgia in

1720, and concealed for some time in the church of Anamnu-.
Afterwards it was entrusted to the Cz.irouitch W^ichtaut^', wlm
had lied to Moscow. In more ti*an(jiul times, Wachtaug's j".i-

niiiy refused to return the cross to the Georgians; and it

was in vain that Ileracliiis reclaimed this national rcliquc.

Its restoration has now been eflected, thanks to Prince Bake-
rew, Wachtang's descendant, * who lately laid the cross at t!ic

feet of the Emperor Alexander, whereupon his Imperial M:ije.—

ty deigned to restore this precious deposiic to Georgia. ' There
is also a sumptuous ancient monastery on the bank of the river

Kur. Whilst Georgia was an independent state, the Kings
were crowned in the church ; and it is also their place of burial.

The last Kings of Georgia, Heraclius, and George his son,

who ceded his dominions to the Emperor Paul, rest amongst
iheir predecessors, and not unhonoured ; for the tombs which
cover their remains were erected by the express orders of the

present emperor. The cupola is surmountcJ by a gilded globe.

The Persian invaders endeavoured to bring it down, by firing

at it ; and the cupola is pierced in all directions with cannon-
balls ; but the globe maintains its place. The Persians thought

it was a treasure or a talisman. The saints in the interior of

the building have also sullered much froui the zeal of the Maho-
metan invaders. On the north of Mshct are more ruins,—the

remains of a casilc built ' at least two thousand years since by
the princes of tlie Amilarchwerow family. * In this ruin there

dwelt, in times of old, a fair but cruel Queen, whom our au-

thoress characterizes, in guarded language, as * une princcsse

aux passions vives. ' The Russian Czarinas, * nux 2JCissiufis

•i'ivcs,
' were angels compared to her. This treacherous quten

had a way of enticing young travellers into the castle ; and,

after giving them as hospitable a reception as ever was earn-

ed by a repetition of the paternoster of St Julian the her-

bergeour, she used to dispose of her luckless lovers by hurl-

ing then) from the top of a lofty tower into the river Ara-
gua. The state of morals in these countries has never been ve-

ry edifying. Sir John Chardin gives a sad account of the ef-

frontery and lasciviousness of the beautiful queen of Imeritia,

who took no pains to disguise the affection which she bore to-

wards her ghostly father liishop Jaunatelle. The last piece of

anti<]uity which we shall notice, is the bridge over the river

Kur, ' one verst from Mshet. ' It is flanked by tA-o ruined

towers which once defended the passage ;
' and thoy say it was

built by Pompey, when he crossed this country at the head of

^s army. ' Oar authoress, however, is persuaded it is ' more
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probable it was built before Pompey came, by the princes of
the Gedewanow family, who then had their estates in that neigh-

bourhood. '

The city of Teflis, as is recorded in the history of Georgia,
was founded by King Wachtang Georgaslaw, who discover-

ed the warm baths for which it is celebrated, whilst he was
hunting. His Majesty was pleased with the salutary springs;

the amenity of the surrounding country took his fancy ; and he
founded the city which afterwards deprived the city of Noah'sj

grandson of its preeminence, and became the capital of Geor-
gia. The city of Wachtang Georgaslaw obtained the name of

Baihf for this is the meaning of Twelis in the old Georgian
language. The word is now corrupted into Tejfis. M. von
Klaproth spells it otherwise, and interprets it, * the warm city.

*

It seems to have been the fashion among the old chroniclers to

connect the history of thermal springs with regal nanres. The
waters of Aix-la-Chapelle bubbled forth at the approach of

Charlemagne, who conquered the devil who haunted them, by
running his sword through the body of the imp of darkness

;

and the King's bath is warmed to this very day by the * ginnes
of thilk Master Bladud that was Kynges son Lud. ' It is pKo-
bable that the history of Teflis, though less marvellous, is e-

qually authentic.

The baths of Teflis are ten in number. The warm springs

flow into caverns, which, as well as the stairs which lead to

them, are cut in the live rock. There are no apertures by which
daylight can penetrate into the grottos ; and the visitors there-

fore descend by torch-light. The bathers first enter a vault or
antebath, if we may be allowed the expression, which is light-

ed with lamps, and furnished with sofas, where they rest

themselves awhile j from hence they pass into the succeed-

ing vaults, which contain the basons, into which the steaming

fountains gash from the rock. In the furthest vault, the tem-
perature is Usually the highest. The temperature of the waters

differs in the different baths ; there is only one in which it is as

low as 1 5 degrees of Reaumur's thermometer. The others vary

from 40 to 50 degrees. Our authoress usually bathed in the te-

pid spring; once, and once only, she was persuaded to try one
of the warmer springs, as a remedy for the rheumatism ; but

the heat was too intense for her. The waters are strong)}' im-

pregnated w^ith sulphur ; and, to strangers, the stench is into-

lerable ; but habit enables the Georgians to regard it with indif-

ference. The waters are considered as a sovereign remedy for

the rheumatism and for old wounds and ulcers, and for certain

complaints in which brimstone is kuown to effect a radical cure:
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The Zenana of Jehanguirc, as Lalla Rookh was told by Fe-

ramorz, was adorned by
a lovely Georgian maid,

With all the bloom, the freshened glow

Of her own country's maiden looks.

When warm they rise from Teflis' brooks.

We must not question the accuracy of Feramorz, when beauty

is the theme j yet, upon comparing the plain prose description of

the ' brooks of Teflis ' with his lay, we think it is evident that he
has availed himself of a bold and almost unpardonable poetical li-

cense,in attributing such bracing virtues to these swclteringstreams.

It is a wonder that it escaped the censure of Fadladeen, unless

indeed that judicious critic was willing to think that the poet

had been misled by the description which he found in the geo-
graphy of that villanous bearded Arab, old Ebn Hankil. Il

cannot be denied that the * bloom and glow ' which, the poet

informs us, adorn the countenances of the Georgian maidens
when they rise warm and reeking from the sulphur bath, is not
altogether the creation of the poet's fancy. And this same
bloom and glow is produced in the most natural manner ; for it

appears, from the narrative of Madame (we wish we
knew her name), that the Georgian ladies employ the ante-

caverns as dressing rooms. There, says she, they pass the day,

and sometimes the night, in plastering their cheeks with rouge
and white paint, and in undergoing the martyrdoms which are

necessary to compel the obstinate eyebrows to join one another

in a straight line ; for, in Georgia, the straight line is the line of

beauty, at least as far as eyebrows are concerned.

Georgia has now passed under the Russian sceptre. Afier

Paul had recalled his armies, * the Lesgians and other barbar-

ous hordes invaded this defenceless country ; and to their ra-

vages were added the calamities arising from intestine divisions

and civil war. Upon this, as M. Von Klaproth states, the

Ji^mperor Paul, in the plenitude of his good-will towards man-
kind, ' resolved to terminate these misfortunes, by incorporating

Georgia with the empire, ' or, to speak more correctly, by re-

ducing it to a dependent sovereignty; for King George con-
tinued the vassal ruler of Georgia whilst he lived ; and it was
not until his death, that the country was completely incor-

porated with Russia. This event took place in IbOj. Licu-
tenanl-Gencral Von Knowring assembled the inhabitants of
Teflis in the great church, which was surrounded by the Rus-
sian soldiers ; and this prudent precaution having been taken,

Ed. Review, Vol. XXVI. p. 303,
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he read the ukase, which * declared Georgia to be a Rus-

sian Government. * It is now subdivided into five dislricts,

viz. Gori, Lnri, Doiihet, I elaw and Sagnark, all under the

jurisdiction of the Governor- General, who resides at Teflis.

The union of Georgia with Russia—as the aulic CoLsnsellor

tells us

—

accmnplisJtfd the wshes of ihc ialiabitauts^ of King

GeorcTe him-clf, and of the majority of the Princes and No-

bles. M. Von KLiproth hiraseit hath furnished us with some

cof^ent evidence to prove the perfect satisfaction which the union

cccasioued amonyst the Georgians. General Lassarew was

stabbed by the Qaeen Dowager Mary, the widow of King

George, whilst he was communicating to her the Emperor's

Gommand to repair to Russia. And M. Von Klaproth, who has

thus commemorated the hapj.^^/ accomplishment q/^ the "wishes of the

Georgians, and of the majority of the Princes and Nobles, in-

forms us. in a subsequent chapter, that the Georgians lye in wait

lor the Russians in disguise, and assassinate them whenever they

Lave a convenient opportunity; * for nothing is so ardently wish-

ed by the ivhule vaiioyi as to disengage themselves from the Rus-

sian authority, and eiiher to be governed by their own Kings,

or to become' dependent upon Persia.
'

This became evident after Klaproth wrote. In 1812, the

province of Kahetia rose against the Russians. The rebellion

was fomented by Alexander, a claimant of the throne, who was

then assisted by the Sliah ; and it spread rapidly through the

tountry. The rebels, however, were soon reduced by the Rus-

sian forces.

Georgia has not monopolized the good offices of Russia,

An obstinate war had been carried on, for many years, be-

t A'een Solomon, the Keppe or King of Imeritia, and George the

Dadian of Mingrelia : the ancient title of the sovereigns of Min-

^relia signifies ' the chief of justice ;
* and it was probably as-

Miu)ed in imitation of the name given to the first dynasty of

Persian kings. * King Solomon won the throne of Imeritia

in I79'i, when, with the good help of his grandfather, Hera-

iiius of Georgia, he expelled King David, the son-in-law of

I he late King Solomon. King David, after his dethronement,

wandered about as a fugitive for many years, and at length

died at Azaiuhi. These are family names of the Imerilian dy-

nasty. The Kings of Imeritia trace their ancestry to Solomon

rod David of Israel, from whom the Dadian of Mingrelia and

fhe late Kings of Georgia are also supposed to descend. The
present King Solomon waged a successful warfare against the

• Ed Rev. Vol. XXVI. p. 285=
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Minprclians, and conquered their most important provinces.

The Dadian, who found that he could not resist ivin^ So-

lomon, soufrht the protection of the Russian Emperor. This
was no sooner asked than frranted. ' General i3eIowski's

rejjimcnt of musketeers wns sent tri his assistance ;
' and the

Russians took possession of the country. Tlie Dadian had rea-

son to he very grateful to his alMes, for he was allowed to tike

the oadi of allegiance to the Emperor, and to become a feudi-

lory of the Rtissian Crown. He was formally received inLo

the number of its vassals; and, according to the tenor o[ his

act of submission, which was ratified on the 4-th July 1801-, he
and his successors are to enjoy all the privileges conferred on
them by the laws of their country.

King Solomon, with great wisdom, immediately imitated the

example of the Dadian, in soliciting Russian aid. As it had been
affordetl to the Dadian, the Russians would not have acted equit-

ably had they refused this request. We find, accordingly, that,

in I801-, Prince Cz'zianO; * after leaving the seventeenth regiment

of Jagers to garrison Gandsciia, ' advanced into Imeritia, for the

purpose of taking that country and King Solomon under the * pro-

tection and dominion of Russia. ' Some little time before, Anna,
the widow of King David, who, in her youth, was one of the

most celebrated beauties of Georgia, endeavoured, but in vain,

to induce the Emperor to favour the claims of the young prince

Constantino, King David's son ; but Queen Anna came too

late—her suit profited nought—and the house of David was set

aside for King Solomon, who took the oath of allegiance in

1804; upon which he received a patent from the Emperor A-
Jexander, by which he and his successors were declared legi-

timate govert?igns of Imeritia, and confii-med in all their pri-

vileges, excepting only the power of inflicting the punishmtnt
of death,— of which privilege of legitimacy Kin^^ Solomon i*

deprived.

King Solomon, who lakes the title of King of Ki;igs, and
the present Didian I ewan, who succeeded Dadian George his

fniher, hate each other as much as ever ; but, instead of de-
ciding their disputes respecting the province of * Lcdschedami *

by an appeal l<j arms, the vassal kings are now under the ne-

cessity of .submitting their rights to the judgment of the Em-
peror Alexander, tiseir common liege lord. This contest a(-

fords a pregnant exemplification of the truth of the warning ot

the falxdist.

* Petit-^' prince*, vuidcz vos dfbats entre vous ;

De recourir aux rois vous seriez de grands fous

:

1) no Ics faut jamais engager dans vos guerres,

}si Ics fairt- cutrer sur vos terrcij,

'
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When Georgia was subjected to Persia, tbe native sovereigns

were allowed to govern it in the character of Viceroys. The yoke
was sufficiently light. The Kings were nominally Mahometans:;
but no questions were asked as to the soundness of their faith.;

and the Georgian nation enjoyed full liberty of conscience.

The townsmen of Teflis used to amuse themselves by pelting

the Muzzein ; and pork was sold in every street, to the greai

mortification of Shiites and Sunnites, who were compelled to

devour their griefs in secret. The Russian administration is

represented, and we believe with truth, as mild and paternal 4

and therefore, there is no very obvious cause for the impatience
Nwith which the Georgians bear the dominion of a sovereign of

their own religion, if we except the wound which their national

pride has sustained from the loss of their national government.
A shadow of independence was preserved under the sway of
the Shah: And it would have been politic in the Russians

to have indulged them with a King of their own, who could not
have easily become mischievous. If the Georgians had seen

him keeping his court, and riding out with hawk and hound^
and getting orthodoxly drunk at Easter, they would not have
cared about the allegiance which was due from him to the Court
of St Petersburgh.

The commerce of Georgia has increased since its union
^vith Russia,—although one gainful branch of trade has been
annihilated. The eale of the Georgian beauties who used to

be exported, for the use of the Harams of Turkey and Per-
sia, has ceased j and they are now retained in Georgia for

home consumption. The Marquis Patdticci, the present Go-
x'ernor-General, is praised for the laudable efforts which he
makes for the improvement of the country which is confided

to his care. He has founded a hospital at Teflis which is well

administered; and the public school which he has institut-

ed, has already produced some tolerable scholars. Chardin
praised the aptitude of the Georgians for learning, and judged
that they only wanted instruction. The Georgians will also owe
much to * Madame I'Epouse du Gouverneur- General, ' who re-

ceives the visits of the Georgian ladies at her house every even-

ing. Most of these ladies are princesses. There are one hun-
dred and sixty Georgian princes at Teflis ; and we suppose the

princesses are proportionably numerous. Some are of royal

olood. Amongst the latter, our authoress was most * interested
*

by the princess Thekia, the daughter of the late King Heraclius,
* and who does not disgrace her ancestors. * She is the wife of

the Prince Orbelianow. The Georgian elegantes pay their visits

en horseback. They are co\ ered from head to foot with a long
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white veil ; and when they are going to an evening party, the
procession might easily be mistaken for a calvalcade of ghosts.

When the spectral ladies arrive at the house of ' Madame le Ge-
• nerale,' they take ofFtheir veils, and appear in full Georgian cos-

tume. The Marquis Paulucci does not think that this whimsi-
cal habiliment becomes his lady's visitors; and he employs all his

influence to induce them to exchange it for the European dress.

And we are happy to find that many of the Georgian beauties

have taken courage and • risked the innovation.

'

The school of the Marquis Paulucci will be useful : It will help

to banish the customs of Asia. But we may venture to assert, that

the evening parties of the Marchioness will be a more effectual

mean of introducing the ways of Europe. The Georgian women
who can recollect the time when they were valued at so much a
head, and sold and bartered as suited the interest of their pro-

prietors, will fit themselves for converse, and become changed
into reasonable creatures. It must remain with the Georgians
to consider whether they will be gainers by such a metamorpho-
sis of their dames and damsels, or whether it would not be bet-

ter for all parties to let the fair ones remain without souls, just

as they used to be in days of yore, when all things went on in

peace and quietness.

Art. III. Select Pieces in Verse and Prose. By the late John
BowDLER junior, Esq. of Lincoln's Inn, Barrister-at-Law,

2 vol. «vo. pp.683. London, Cadell & Davis. 1817.

A MONG the instances in which an untimely grave has closed
'*^ upon the brilliant prospects of genius, and the useful

course of virtue, we feel it a duty to record this of Mr Bowdler,
chiefly because his amiable character and his uncommon talents

were only known among his private friends, and in the profes-

sion which he was sure to have adorned, had his life been pro-

longed. The well-earned praise which is yielded to such worth,

is calculated to inspire, with a noble emulation, those who are

placed in situations which renders it doubtful whether their ut-

nost efforts may ever raise them to ordinary distinction. Ic

affords something hke a security to merit against fgrtune j and
teaches the candidate for fame, that he may command a certain

portion of success by deserving it. Nor let philosophers austere-

ly condemn the doctrine which regards honest applause as a real

good. The shouts or the gaze of a giddy multitude may indeed
ire unrorthy of a rational being's regard i but the wisest and best
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of men have in all aires felt that there was a solid 'gratification in

the approval of the w ise and pood—in the sympathy which u-

uites the patriot and the «age with the estimable part of his spe-

cies, when he toils for their instruction, or suffers for their rights.

At all events, the fact is certain, that those feelings tend to bear

up languishinpf virtue, under the disappointments, and the la-

bours and the sufFerin^.s of its lot.

The publication of these posthumous volumes affords us the

opportunity of mentioning Mr Bowdler, which, from his early

fate, vvc should otherwise have been denied. They contain a

numhf r of ingenious pieces in prose, and a few verses ; pre-

faced bv a very brief account of his life ; which we wish had
been mncli more full, although we highly respect the delicacy

of feeling that appears to have dictated its curtailment.

He was born in L^indon in 1783 ; educated at Winchester;

and, being a younger son, was sent to a solicitor's office, where

he learnt the practical part of the profession for which he was

destined, with a degree of precision very unusual in persons of

his talents, acquirements, and taste. While enduring the con-

finement of this severe, though useful discipline, he applied

himself to the continuance of a classical and scientific education^

so as to make up for the want of that academical course of study

which had been sacrificed to professional views. At the expira-

tion of his clerkship, he pursued the plan usually adoptedto-

prepare young n:en for the Chancery Bar, to which he was

called in the year 1807.

These volumes would, taken alone, furnish an inadequate e-

stimate of the great promise of distinction which Mr Bowdler

now gave ; because his literary talents, though great, had been

less cultivated than his professional pursuits ; and of these this

work can of course convey no idea. W^hen we speak of his

professional pursuits, we certainly mean not to restrict the word

to the technical parts of the law. He had applied himself, with

singular success, to the noble study of eloquence j and possess-

ed a style of speaking unusually nervous, manly, and original.

AVith this great excellence, with general knowledge foreign to the

habits of most lawyers, and with technical acquirements which

hardly any one so gifted as he was in other respects, ever brought

to the Bar at his outset in life, his rapid attainment to the heights

of his profession was a matter of certainty, had life only been ac-

corded; the more especially, as his political opinions, though li-

beral, were en the whole favourable to the ruling party, and as a

similaritv of religious opinions ensured him the support of a

powerful' body in the c( untry. All these hopes were, however,

soon blafcted, by the appearance ofa pulmonary coreplaint, which
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forced him, in 1810, to removo to a warmer rlimntc ; nnJ, after

allowinor him the chcfjuored and mournful kind of existence

which is generally fonnd compntible with the silent but iinccas-

infj prof»ress of thnt malady for a few years, terminated his pro-

spects o?k1 his snflcrinfTS in 18 !.'">. The last exertion of privnte

duty of which ho was capable, was in attendiufr the sirlcbed of

his ever-to-be-Iamented friend,—ihefiiend of his country and of

mankind, the late Henry Thornton,—who rented from his vir-

tuous and enlightened labours oidy a k'w days bcf >re liini ; and,

if we mistake not, the last public duty performed by Mr l*owd-

ler, was his attendance at a meeting of the Africnn Instifution.

The tracts now before us contain, in every page, evidences

of a most uprif^iit and amiable mind ; a conscience ever watch-

ful over the thoujihts as well as actions ; and more, perhaps, to

be blametl for being too diil'icult, than for the proneness to be sa-

tisfied, which most men naturally give way to. Mr Bowdler was
a religionist of the strictest school—one whose principle it was,

that Christianity ought ever to be present to the mind—to be a
habitual feeling of the heart, as well as a general doctrino

fulopted by the understanding. But it is plain, from his

contemplative habits, and the naturally serious turn of his

thoughts, that if his education had not led him into this form
of faith, he would still have been a believer in the truths of re-

ligion generally ; and it is equally apparent, that his virtuous

habits, and amiable dispositions, depended not upon the acci-

dents of his creed. Respecting his theological tenets, or parL<;

of them at least, readers may form different opinions ; but no
one who peruses these volumes can entertain a doubt of his sin-

cerity, or withhold his respect for his piety, and his esteem for

his morals.

Upon the literary merits of the productions before Us, it would
be improper to enter with critical severity, considering that ma-
ny of them were never intended for publicition, and none of
them (in all probability) received the author's last polish. Yet,
as compositions, we know not that they have any cause to shrink
irom the impartial justice of criticism. They evince an en-
larged and well intormed understanding, active a<5 well as

j^trong ; with sufficient liveliness of fancy, and great ease and
correctness of style. They consist of a Journal and Letters,

written during his two residences in the Mcditciranean ; a lew
pieces in verse, chiefly of a familiar, or of a religious cast ; se-

veral essays which seem to have been published in periodical

work?—of which, one upon Mr Stewart's last work was given,

we believe, in the Quarterly Review, and possesses very distin-

guished merit j—and, lastly, a number of Theological Tracis,
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or rather Discourses upon Religious subjects—seemingly rather

intended to rouse the affections, than to convince the judgment.

We do not mean, that the positions which they contain are falla- .

cious, generally speaking, or that he could not have enforced thera

by argument and authority, had his plan led him to handle the

topics^ in a learned way ; but only that the design appears to have

been rather to take the popular view usually adopted in sermons,

than in Condones ad Clerum, which the title given by tKe editor

of Theological Tracts would seem to imply. We give, as an in*

stance, his illustration of the position, that there is merit in

faith,—put certainly in the form of an argument, and in answer

to a remark of Condorcet in his life of Turgot,—but such as his

powerful and logical head must, in any other sort of discourse,

hrave rejected as superficial and inconclusive reasoning. * M.
* Turgot (says his biographer) was too enlightened to expect
* that any thing but abuses could arise from any scheme of re-

' ligion that makes the salvation of men depend upon their

* creed. ' This is, of course, intended by Condorcet as a cen-

s5ure upon revealed religion ; but the position itself is only a
statement of what vast numbers of pious Christians believe : it

is, in truth, only a censure upon the Antinomian heresy. Mr
Bowdler thus exposes it

—

' But INI. de Condorcet would have had no difficulty in admitting^

that " a man who believes diligence and honesty to be the road to

wealth, is likely to be diligent and honest. " He would freely have
acknowledged, that, to convince men of the benefits which ultimate-

ly result from the regulation of their appetites and passions, is a very

rational and sober method of inculcating the principles of morals. He
w^ould have confessed, without hesitation, that the authors of I'En-

cyclopedie were animated, in their understanding, by a persuasion

that the destruction of prejudices would tend to the general prospe-

rity ; and that when M. Turgot undertook the administration of the

finances, he believed he should be able to render material service to

the publick. And probably, after having made these admiesions, he
would not have denied that the characters and conduct of men, and
therefore their wellbeing in this life, are very materially influenced

by the opinions they entertain ; or, in other words, " depend upon
their cre^d. " And, after all these acknowledgements, surely any
body but Monsieur de Condorcet would confess that the religion

which sajs that the wellbeing of men in another world, or, in a sin-

gle word, their " salvation, depends upon their creed, " is not, upon
the face of it, false or chimerical. The truth is, as any one, upon
a moment's reflexion, must admit, that men, so far as they are un-

der the direction of reason, always act with reference to something

they believe. Why do we rise in the morning ? Because we believe

it to be morjih healthAH, necessary. Why do ve go tc rest at night

'
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Because we believe that we sliall be refreslied by repose. Wliy do

we attend in our shops, or prosecute diligently our prottssions ? Be-

cause we bcHeve that it will conduce to the advancement of our for-

tunes. \\'hy do we travel into foreign parts ? Because we believe

that there is something to be learnt or to be enjoyed. And thus,

through every department and subdivision of human life, it is most

plain, that a previous persuasion of some nature must precede evcrj^^

voluntary action whatever. Can it then be doubted, that a serioiwBP

and cordial recognition of all those momentous truths which revela-

tion has taught us, will bring witla it important practical consequen-

ces ?
' II. 243.

Now, it is plain that this reasoning wholly avoids the posi-

tion which it i3 brought against. Condorcet objects to mak-
ing the faith—the mere hcliif-^\.\\e title to salvation ; and Mr
Bowdler shows, that the result of faith, or belief, is good con-

duct, which neither Condorcct nor any body else ever objected

to as a title to salvation, ^\'hat they do object to, is the sub-

stitution of the belief for the conduct. To say that i'aiih is me-
ritorious, because it leads to virtuous Hfe,—and to prove it, by
showing that we act in all matters from a belief of certain

tilings,— is wiioliy inconclusive. The parallel fails at the first

sf;ep : For who ever supposed there was any merit in believing

that indu>^try advanced a man's fortune ? The merit lies in the

industry, not in the opinion respecting it. To reject churlish-

Jy or ihoughtlossly the evidence lifi'ered of any truths so import-

ant as those of religion, may be criminal ; and is certainly wretch-

edly foolish : But a conscientious disbelief, or a conscientious

belief of them, are clearly no more matters of censure or of

praise, tlian the colour of the skin, or the functions of the

body.

We scarcely know, however, why we have made these re-

narks ; since they relate to a passage which probably the author

would have modified essentially, had he given it himself to the

publick. But it is fair to add, and it is a duty toward* his me-
mory, as well as towards the infinite importance of the subject,

that we are here paying the feeble tribute of our admiration,

and of our unavailing regret, for one whose opinions, even when
deliberately fixed and settled, dilfered upon many points, as

well spiritual as secular, most widely from our own. His writ-

ings bear, throughout, the stamp of his rigorous devotional

feeling-; and habits. And we venture to think, that the entire

abnegation of worKlly views and enjoyments, which this creed

inculcates, being unattainable by mortal man, the belief that it

is necessary to eternal salvation nmst be attended with misery,

unless accompanied with frequent self-deception. That no such
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system is agreeable to the analogy of the universe, or can be

pleasing to the Author of our being— the Creator of all our

senses, and feelings, and faculties,—we hold to be a po«;ition a^

certain, as that virtue itself is becoming, and the pursuit of

truth rational.

Art. IV. Medical and Miscellancom Ohscrvations relative to

the West India Islands. By JohnT Williamsom, M. I).

Fellow of the Royal College of Physicians of Edinburgh,

and late of Spanish-town, Jamaica. '2, vol. bvo. pp. ^10.

Edinburgh, Oiiphant. 1817.

BEFORE we proceed to offer any remarks upon the contents of

these volumes, and to extract from them the important tes-

timony of a most ur)exceptional)le witness in l>ehalf of the Aboli-

tionists, we shall take this opportunity of entering into some

discussions relative to the greart questions of African and West

Indian policy, which, for an unusual period of tiiue, we have

thought it right to leave nntouchtd. The grounds of this for-

bearance must at once appear obvions. We had laid before the

publick, at great length, our views of the important controversy

respecting the Ilegistry Question, and the points connected

with it. The West Indiaas and their antagonists had entered

at large into the confhct. The passions of men on either side

were kindled ; the one party warm in defence of their supposed

interests and fancied rights; the other in behalf of the highest

interests of justice, and the inalienable rights of human ntiture.

The press teemed with almost daily publications, in every shape,

and of all sizes—it is scarcely necessary to add, of various merits,

both critical and moral—from the calmest and most convincing

vindication of truth, and of character wantonly assailed, to the

coarsest ribaldry, and the dullest misrepresentation. Parlia-

mentary discussion soon followed ; and, an accidental riot in a

small district of one of the Islands being heard of ab* ut the

same time, the alarm was industriously spread, that the Abo-

htionists, the English Amis des Noirs, were spreading the de-

vastation of Negro insurrection over the English sttilcments,

which their predeces'=:ors in France had established in ^t Do-

mingo. The mass of materials which we should have had ta

wade through, might have justified our delaying the coinrnua-

tion of the subject, until a little time hail rendered so minute a

review of it unnecessary. But we were still more powerlully

withheld, by a wish that the clouds raised by the aniinositics vA
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the moment should pass away, and leave tlie facts of the case to

appear, as we knewtlicy soon must, in their true colours and just

proportions. V\'e consider the period now to have arrived, at

whicli these interesting topics may be advantajieou^Iy rtsunicd
;

atid the dehiy, while it tlirows upon the ijueslion the li<»ht of

some additional experience, spares us the labour of going mi-

rutely through much of the controversy which last year occupidJ|fc

the attention of the puhlick. "^

la looking back to the statement which we made nearly two

years ago, at tlie commencement of the controversy, (see the

No. for November 1815), it is extremely gratifying); to perceive^

that the argument and the f:<cts there urged in defence of the

Superintendence of the mother country generally, and more
especially in behalf of the llegistry, stand unmoved by all that

ha.s taken place, whether in England or in the Colonies. They
are, on the contrary, exceedingly strengthened by what h:5s

since passed, and by many things which iiave come to light

during the controversy.

The first great argument used by the Planter?, was the

incompetence of the British Parliament to legislate for the

internal affairs of the Colonies— which they said might
safely be left to the local governments, who woidd do all

that sou!u] policy could sanction, or justice require. It may
now be gathered from what took place in Parliament at the

close of the iSes-sion ISIG, and from what has sinre been done
in Jamaica, that the West Indians have materially lowered

llieir pretensions to exclusive legislation. They seem only to

require a j>riorlty of law-niaking ; a sort of option to pass the

acts themselves, or suffer them to l)e passed in England. For
it was distinctly stated in the debate, that the Registry bill

should be giten up for that Session, in order to see whether the

colonies would adopt the plan of registration thcinselvts; and
with a distinct understanding, that if notliing were done, the

measure should be revived next Session. Fn.structions were
sent by the Crown to all the Islands, urging the adoption of the

plan, as the only alternative to havinc it forced upon thorn by
act of Parliament. And the \\'e>t Iridians felt, by a kind of

instinct, that the sense of the pubJic at home was as strongly

* It is with some regret that we abstain from noticing tliat part of

the dispute which was studiously made to take a personal turn to-

wards somef niost worthy and meritorious individuals, tried friends of

the AiViC^m cause. But their vindication has been so complete in

the eyes of all impartial men, that we should be at'riiid of preserving

the charges so nishly and unjustly broe-^jht air&inst th^m, and new-

Kinking into obUvion.
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against them as ever. The consequence has been, a partial ac-

quiescence, sufficient to justify the friends of the question in al-

lowing the last Session to pass without renewing its discussion :

And we should not be surprised to find the whole of the Islands

pass bills sinjilar to that recently carried in Jamaica.

If this shall happen, all that will remain on the part of the

PUbolitionists will be, to watch over the execution of those acts ;

to see that they do not become a dead letter, like so many other

Colonial laws, made to silence complaints at home, and never in-

tended to be efTectual. Now, one way of accomplishing, or at

least furthering this object, is the establishment of a Duplicate

Registry for all the Colonies, in London, and a statutory pro-

vision, that no money lent upon mortgage of Colonial property

shall be recoverable in the Courts of this country ; nor any mo-
ney lent upon such mortgage by British subjects in the mother
country, shall be recoverable in the West Indian Courts, un-

less the slaves bclongiiig to the mortgaged estates are registered

in the Records of the London office. The creditors of West
Indian estates almost all re^^ide in England ; and, without sup-

plies from hence, the business of planting could not be carried

on. The proposed enactment would prevent any n)oney from

being advanced to estates deficient in registration. To prevent

frauds by the mortgager upon his creditor, it would only be ne-

cessary so to frame tiie provisions of the law, that the mortgagee

could not proceed against the estate in equity, except in so far

as the slaves were duly registered ; or sue upon the specialty at

law, except for a sum proportioned to the number of registered

slaves. It would farther be requisite, to prevent omissions in

the registration subsequent to the date of the mortgage, with-

out throwing upon the mortgagee the burthen of seeing the

iitie to the slaves kept ijp, thiit any omission should operate as

a foreclosure.

To a provision of this kind, the objection of internal le-

gislation is iiuipplicable. ]\irliament has not yet been told by
the Planters, that it has no right to make laws binding upon
British subjects within the realm. But we conceive it to be

equally clear, thur if any of the Colonies shall make a Regis-

try law, with delects likely to prevent its efficacy within the set-

tlement. Parliament ought to interpose, and supply the defi-

ciency by a general enactment, extending to all the Islands, and
declarntory of the universal law, by which it is now understood

that the title to a slavo really and tfiectually depends upon hia

being duly registered. T« make such a statute, undoubtedly,

is an act of internal legislation ; but as, both on this and other

branches of the question, such an interterence seems to be abso-

1'jtely necessary, whert the lujsuiar assemblies refuse to perform
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their duly, we shall shortly remind the reader, of a few^ among
the many act^ of internal legislation of vvhicli Parliament ha^

been pi.ilty. The groundlessness of the clamour raised by the

West Indians upon this topic, will thus be made apparent.

Doubts having arisen, whether money lent in England upon
West Indian securities at the Colonial rate of interest, was not

illegallv lent, slh being within the Usury laws, the t;tatute 1*

Geo. Ill, c. 79, was passed, to render all such loans valid ; that

is to say, to enable the lender to recover in the courts of the

Colonies, and to prevent the borrower from availing himself,

in those courts, of the defence that the transaction was illegal.

A condition was annexed, rec^uiring the registration of the se-

curities in the colonial registers; that is to say, giving validity

to every such transaction, provided it were recorded in a parti-

cular manner within the colony in which it terminated. This
was manifestly as much an interference with the legislation of

the Islands, as it would be to enact, that no lender should re-

cover in the Colonial courts, unless certain previous requisites

were complied with— it signifies not of what kind, cr whether

the system of registry had been established before the passing

of the act or not ; the interference consisting, not in the nature

of the thing required, but in permitting or requiring any thing

in the proceedings of a Colonial court.

There is certainly no point of greater delicacy in the whole
subject of West Indian claims, than the law of debtor and cre-

ditor ; and if to any act of interference we should naturally ex-

pect to see a resistance on the part of the Planters, it would be

to a law giving their creditors new remedies for recovery of

debts already contracted. Yet the 5 Geo. II, c. 7, was pre-

cisely sucli an act. It did that, with respect to all real property

in the colonies, which the landholders in the mother country

liavc so strenuously and so successfully resisted in their own ca*e ;

it made all real estates assets for the payment of all debts v.hate-

ver, whether by simple contract or specialty ; it made them liable

to the same process to which personal estates are subject; and
it incladc<l slaves, making them equally liable to the remedies
of the creditor, as if they were personal chattels to be severed

fronj the plantation. In I7;j7, long after the arguments against

Internal I^egislation had been familiarly urged, not only with

lespect to Taxation, but also with respect to tiie Slave questions,

another act was passed, exce|)tiug negroes from the provisions

of the former statute; and this act (:i7. Geo. Ill, c. 122.) was
brought into the British Parliament by the West Indian body
themstlves; ihey, at least, aliected to be its authors, as well^

wishers to whatever could meliorate the condition of the slaves.
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In 1741, it being found that the penalties of the statute

6 Geo. I. {\he j>r(Cmu>,ire act) against joint stock schemes, could

not be enforced in the colonies, because that statute refers to the

courts of Great Britain and Ireland on]3^ An act was passed,

l4. Geo. II, c. 37, extending the whole provisions of the former

touching those speculations, to all the colonies in America and
the West Indies, and enabling the coloni?»l courts to proceed

against all persons charged with such offences. This was a law

made in England, for subjecting to the most severe penalties

known to our jurisprudence, short of capital punishment, all

persons who, in the plantations, should traffick in certain spe-

culations formerly permitted.

In 17 7.'^, at the very time when the disputes respecting inter-

nal legislation ran highest between England and the Colonies,

the Stat. 13 Geo. Ill, c. 1+, was passed, to encourage aliens to

lend money on the security of West India estates. This act

enables alien creditors, whether fiiends or enemies, to bring ac-

tions at law, or to pursue equitable remedies in the courts of

law and equity within the Islands ; and it enters into a consider-

able detail of judicial proceedings, for the purpose of facilitating

the relief of the parties in those courts. As if to mark more
strongly how completely this was an act of interference on the

part of the Parliament, with the internal affairs of the Islands

—

how completely this was a local act passed by the Legislature of

the mother country,— the clause now umally added to local acts

is found at the end of it, declaring that it shall be deemed and
taken to be a publick act, and taken notice of judicially, without

being specially pleaded.

Now, in all these cases, some of them before, others since (he

American Revolution, it might have been contended by the

Planters, that the subject-matter of the enactment was local and
colonial. They might have urged, in each instance, the very

same reasons which they now bring forward. In some of the

cases, they had even a better show of argument—for it could

hardly be denied that the powers of the local governments ex-

tended to the object in view; and there could be no doubt

of their willingness to exert them. Yet not a complaint was

heard, nor an effort made to set up the West Indian against the

Briti.-^h Parliament. No one dreamt of saying, the rights of

fraudulent debtors are sacred, and can only be restrained by
themselves, or their representatives in Assembly. It was re-

served for the present day to produce the doctrine, that the

rights of cruel slave-drivers are too high matters to be touched

by any body not composed of themselves. No one thought of

bidding Parliament leave to the Islands the passing of laws lo
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rcpulate their own judicial proceedinfrs : But now, it seems, they

alone nuisl exercise this function j and n(t having even asked

the exclusive performance of it, in cases where there was every

reason to expect tliey would bond fide have made the provisions

required, they are to insist upon being entrusted with it, where
iio man can pretend that tliey are friendly to the object in view.

We arc not, however, at present, contendintj for Parliamentary

interference, uiriess where the Colonies have had the opportuni-

ty ^iven them, and neglected it. The understanding which >vas

come to in the debate of I.SI 6, makes it fitiing that this inter-

position should be ct-nfined to such a case, as far as regards the

Jlegistrj' Act. In all other questions, the Legislature is fully en-

titled, and is clearly bound, by the duty it owes to the people in

£very part of the empire, to enact whatever laws may appear to

its wisdom necessary for their protection.

It may be asked, then, why the exception has been made of

the Registry Act, which is left to the iocal authorities in the

first instance ? and it may furthc-i* be demanded, whether, in ail

<-'ther cases, we are fur l\irliament Jegislating at once upon the

first question:—we have to observe, that it would have been un-
wise, in ihe peciiliar circumstances of the case^ to have done
otherwise. The extraordinary pressure of business which oc-

cupied the Session IHIC, is fresh in the reader's recollection.

The nine or ten weeks before Easter were wholly unexampled
in the history of Parliamentary business, for the importance oi'

•the matters canvassed, and the constant occurrence of long and
vehement discussions. The reduction of war-taxes, t4ie peace

establishment, the negotiations, the agricultural distresses, be-

side incidental matters, created, almost every week, six nights of

keen debate, from five o'clock till two or tliree in the morning.
The consequence of so fatiguing a Session before Easter is, that

for some time aftei- the recess, no attention can be obtained to

ss\y but the regular and necessary business of the season ; and
when it was possible to bring on the Registry question, it was
much too late to carry so imptjrtant a measure through both
-Houses. Even if there had been time allowed, an accidental oc-

currence made it unwise to press the bill. A negro revolt or
xiot had broke out in ene or two parishes in Barbadoes; and
the enemies of the biJI lost not a moment in raising the outcry,

that this unfortunate event had originated in the hopes of eman-
cipation which the Registry debates had given to the negroes.

The alarm thus excited could not be allayed until time had been
given for making inquiries into the fact, and for showing, mere-
ly by the cessation of the tumult, the groundlessness of the cla-

mour. At this juncture, the West Indians prudently enough
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urged their readiness to pass Registry acts in the Islands ; and
the Government at home piofessed the strongest disposition to

use its influence with the local authorities for this purpose ; so

that the friends of the bill were willing to see how far those pro-

fessions of the Government and the Assemblies could be trust-

ed. Jamaica, early in the ensuing winter, passed a Registry

act; and other Colonies showed a disposition to follow this ex-

ample. Therefore the last Session also has been allowed to pass

without further interfere-nce ; and it only remains to wait till

the beginning of the next Session, in order to see how far Par-
liamentary proceedings may still be required.

To the question, whether, in other cases. Parliament should

fcgislate without waiting for a failure on the part of the local go-

vernments,—we answer, that though the right is incontestable,

standing upon principle, positive statute, and invariable, undis-

puted praciice, * yet it by no means follows, that it would al-

ways be expedient to take the legislative power out of the hands

of the Colonies. In many cases, much advantage may be ob-

tained from the local knowledge of the Assemblies, which no one
ever undervalued, how absurd soever might be the pretensions,

founded upon it, of exclusive right to make laws for themselves.

But, wherever there is reason to believe that the Islands will not

pass the laws which justice, and a due regard to the prosperity

of the community require, or where there is ground for suspect-

ing tluit the laws passed by them are intended only to blind the

publick at home, without being honestly executed, it becomes

the duty of Parliament to interpose its authority, exactly as it

^vould in controlling any subordinate body at home. In all

rases, however, the anxiety of the West Indians to carry through

the measures proposed, deserves attention, and furnishes ap/-
7nd Jacie argument at least for permitting them to undertake the

desired reformation. It will frequently be tbund the best way of

begirining a salutary change, to moot the subject in Parliament,

nnd there show the intention of carrying the measure into eflect,

unless some such plan shall be in the mean time adopted by the

]oc;u -aithorities. Bui it will always be necessary to watch strict-

ly over the enforcement of the law ; and, where a manifest re-

pugnance to proceed has been exhibited in the colonial legisla-

tures, or where evasive measures have been adopted, Parhament
ought at once to interfere.

The success with which clamours were raised last year respect-

ing Negro rebellion, and the dangers of teaching the slaves no-

tions of emancipation, demands a few remarks. It is a strange

* See our Number for November 1S15.
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nnd ratlicr a liumiliatinfr tlunc;, to i^ce how surciy every at-

tempt to spreail an alarm is successful, for a certain time at

least, in this country. Let hut a lew slrikinir facts be pub-

lished; and the comnicnls which accompany them are swallow-

ed alonti wiih the stories. The press, no doubt, is open to

those who can either deny the statements, or refute ihe infer-

ences ; but, for a certain time, one side only is listened to by

the multitude. In a little while, the truth makes its way by

means of the fiee discussion which substantially prevails ; but

irreparable mischief is often done in the interval. To take a

lew instances.—The whitj ministers, in I SOT, broui:Iit in a bill to

•live certain privilejfcs to the Koman Catholics. The boon was

cxtremelv trivial, compared with the concessions made by the

Court upon former occasions ; it was indeed as nothinf:^, con-

trasted with what the tories had done in the most critical periods

of our history, the end f)f the American war, and the begin-

ning of tJie French revolution. Yet it suited the purposes of

party intrijrue, to set up a religious outcry ; and the yell was

raised all over England, that the Church was in imminent dan-

ger from the progre.-s of Popery. 'I'liat so vile a trick should

be ultimately successful, was impossible ; the more c.-pecially as

some of those who patronized it underhand, were more willing

to profit by it than to own it. But many a grave statesman

avowed his fears, and many an ignorant mob acted upon the

alarm. A few months, we might even say weeks, were sulh-

cient to dispel the illusion. In the course of a year or two, se-

veral of lho-.e who had obtained oflice because the partial bill of

18(.)7 was attempted by their adversaries, joined those very men
in attempting to carry the whole Catholic emancipation ; and
latterly, all the persons wiio turned out the government on ac-

count of that bill, themselves brought in and carried through a
h\\\ with the selfsame object. Yet the cry of .Vi-* Popcnj^ though
shortlived, served its purpose ; and, we much doubt, if the

victory gained over it by tlie good sense of the people in 1S07,

would prove a sidlicient securicy against their being again dupetl,

for the rc(juisite tmie, should it be found expedient once more to

raise the same clamour. \x\ like manner, it was thought con-

venient to proclaim an insurrection extending over great part of

Knglan<l in iJSi'i. i^uHicieut credence was given to it, to make
rarliamcnt pass an act hostile to the spirit of the Constitution.

It was not enforced ; the lapse of a lew months not oidy dis-

proved the existence of the plots, but made ail men forget the

existence of the story. Last session, a demand much more ur-

gent for plots arose. 'I'lie tales were believed as before j thi*

Constitution, practically speaking, was suspended; and alrcatly^
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xxc will venture to sa}^ the most credulous alarmist has seen

<?nough to inaJ<e him doubt, while doubts have with thousands

been turned into contemptucus or indignant disbelief. The a-

krm is daily subsiding; but the faction that raised it, has been

enabled to gain its object ; and we greatly fear» that many who
are now ashamed, or scrry for their infatuation, would again

be taken in with a new plot or fresh panic.

The Barbadoes Insurrection deserves ^ place among these

ir.culents. It had a somewhat better foundation in fact ; for

there had been a riot ; some outrages were committed by the

slaves ; and a number of lives were lost, almost entirely among
the negroes. But this occurrence, unhappily not very rare, or

of any very alarming importance in a slave colony, probably of

no greater relative magnitude than a meal mob in this country,

was described as the beginning of a Negro war—a massacre of

the V/hites—a second St Domingo. It was imputed to notions

of emancipation received i'rom the language and measures of

the Aboiiiion party ; and, more especially, it was connected with

the expectation of a Registry Act being passed, vvhich the

slaves, it was boldly asscried, had been taught to believe had
their liberty for its object. We need not weary our readers

with exposing the falsehood of these stories. A single fact puts

them down,—but a fact which could not, from the nature of the

thing, be known at the time of the discussion. Nothing fur-

ther was ever heard of this Negro rebellion. Now, had the

stories propagated respe<;ting it been true, it is in the highest

degree unlikely that any measures pursued by the Government
at home should l;ave been able to quell it so entirely ; but, at

all events, something must have happened during the three or

four months which elapseii between the insurrection breaking

out and the arrival in liarbadoes of the Parliamentary Address
and the Royal Froclamalion, to which the West Indians are,

by the course of their argument, compelled to ascribe the re-

storation of tran<jnil}ity.

Tins consideration is indeed sufFicIent to show the absurdity

of the alarm raised upon the subject of Negro rebellion. But
as it is a topic constantly rtscrted to, and foims the principal

ingredient in all the arguments urged to deter the British Par-
liament from iutcrfering in belialf of the slave population, in

whatever way the interference is proposed, we must stop to

mention another circumstance of a more general nature, and
perfectly decisive of the question respecdng the dangers of in-

gurrection. The conduct of the West Indian body themselves,

not only in the mother ccuntry but in tiie Colonial AssembiieSi,

clearly evinces, both that there is no such ground of apprehen-
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sion, nntl that they themselves know there is none. From the

early periods of the Abolition controversy, they have never ceas-

ed to hold out this arfTiiment ; contendin^r, that all attempts,

directly or indirectly, to alter the condition of the slave,— 1*>

interfere, as it is called, between the master and his propcrtv,

—

would be fatal to the security of West Indian society. 'I'hey

liave njaintaincd, that it would be impossible for the unlettered

Nepro to understand nice distinctions ; thnt a proposal of nbj-

iition would be conlounded with a plnn of einnncipation ; and

that the liaran;^ies of enthusiasts a^iainst the cruelties of their

treatment, would operate as incentives to resistance. When
the horrors of the revolution in iSt Doininj^o fir-t appalled mens*

im^^inations, those arjiumcnts assumed a more impusin",' shape.

We were now told that experience proved the di^nj^ers of Par-

liamentary interference; we were desired to l)ok at the Fj-ench

plantations, and see the effects of discussing; the rights of sa-

vages and slaves ; and we were bid to take warning, lest mis-

guided zeal Pt home, backed by the cor.H igration in their im-

mediate neighbourhood, should spread devastation over the

English settlements also. For the moment, those topics hdd

then- eHect, slackened the perseverance of the Abolitionists,

and probably retarded, by a few years, their final triumph. It

was discovered, however, both then and in more recent times,

that a greit deal of discussion upon the most delicate matters

relating' to their condition, may take place, almost in the hear-

inir of the poor Negroes, without producing the slightest ten-

dency towards rebellion against their masters. The calamitous

events which desolated JSt Domingn, for many years operated as

among the most powerful of the arguments for abolishing the

8!ave"trade; and, if that argument had any weight then, it

ought to possess the very same now, in promoting every mea-

sure for meliorating the condition of the slave population, and

securing its allegiance by the best of ail bonds, contentment and

affection. That the West Indians know full well how safely all

topics relating to the Negroes may be discussed among them,

is plain, from the speeches both upon the Abolition and upon

every matter relating to the treatment of slaves, which are de-

livered in the Colonial Assemblie.-. and published in the ga-

zettes; from the resolutions of those Bodies, often vehement

and even violent, regarding the proceedings of the iJriiish Go-
vernment on questions connected with Slavery, and published,

Aviihout hesitation, in all the Colonial papers ; and from their own
Parliamentary speeches, far exceeding any that proceeded from o-

ther (|U3rtersi! in topics which may open the eyes of the Negroes

to their own strength, and tlie frail tenure whereby the Whiter
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maintain their West Indian dominion. To give only one spe-

cimen :—A most respectable member of the Colonial Body, a
man eminent in any circle for his talents and information, scru-

pled not to avow, in the debate of 1816, that the breaking out,

and the complete success of Negro insurrection were synony-
mous terms, as far as related to Jamaica ; and that he should,

upon its comniencement, ship off his whole disposeable proper-

ty, and all his White dependents, as a duty he owed to his own
interest and to their safety, considering all delay or resistance

as only insuring expense and loss of lives, without the possi-

bility of preventing the final result. We do not cite this opi-

nion as at ail coinciding with our own ; we bold the contrary

to be clearly supported by the whole history of the West Indies.

]3ut the deliberate promulgation of such sentiments is a most com-
plete proof that the West Indians do not believe the poor Ne-
groes are very easily roused to revolt ; and the perfect tran-

quillity of the slaves in all the the sugar colonies, in the midst

of such incentives to try their strength, :s a sufficient justifica-

tion of what to us appeared a somewhat rash disclosure. In

pain truth, no Parliamentary discussion can add to the conviction

of their own wrongs which those unfortunate beings have hour-

ly brought home to their feelings, by arguments far more pow-
erful than ail the eloquence of civilized man. Those whom the

rheiorick of the cart-whip has not urged on to rebel, may well

be entrusted with the perusal of Mr Wiiberforce's speeches,

and the African Institution's Ileports ; and if the knowledge

that their own colour reigns triumphant almost within sight, has

not given them a disposition to throw off the W^hite yoke, we
may, with all safety, adopt measures for mitigatijig the evils of

their condition, and gradually restoring them to the rank of

citizens,—and, with their restoration, securing, by the only et-

fectual means, the permanent tranquillity of the Islands.

Having pren)ised these general remarks, with the view of clear-

ing the ground for a more particular consideration of the mea-
sures fit to be adopted in order to protect the negro popula-

tion, we shall now proceed to examine the evidence that might

be collected from the work before us, in support of the positions

maintained by the Abolitionists, more especially as regards the

treatment of the slaves, notwithstanding the enforcement of the

Abolition Law:*, and the large professions of the West India

Body. This examination will lead us to consider the proper re-

medial changes in the Slave Laws.
The testim-ony of Dr Williamson is valuable from his pecu-

liar opportunities of knowledge, and eniinenlly free from saspi-

poa when it is given on the bide of the negroes. He resided,

i
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in a medicnl capacity, during fourteen year?, upon different plan-

tations in Jamaica, the colony where the treatment of the slaves

is justly believed to be the best. His book is a dry journal, at

least a monthly account of his observations respecting llic dis-

eases which ftil under his treatment or notice, and the fact>9

more or less imme<liately relatinj; to the condition of the person**

whom iie attended. His prejudices are all one way ; all pointed

strongly in favour of the sitio of the question which the We^t
Indian"* in general espouse; all directed keenly against the Abo-
lition party. It is necessary, in order to show the value of Dr
"Williamson's evidence, that we begin by giving proofs of his

being an adverse witness.

We have only to open his general dis«ertntion upon the con-

dition of the slaves, or, as he el>ewhpre terms them, the la-

bouring clas-^es. Alter a somewhat reluctant adnu"ssion that the

African trsflick was abused, although he seems to thiiik it had its

loundatioii \n the nature of things, ?. c. * the unfortunately bar-
* barons state of tlie great African continent—the more civiliz-

* cd and powerful condition of Europeans—the want of labour-
* ers for the colonies— the encouragement and facilities aftbrded
* by the Africans themselves, on the coasts to which European
* Guineamen resort for cargoes, '—he acknowledges the pro-

priety of the Abolition, conditioinily ; and as this condition is a
curiosity, we must give it

—
* if progressive improvement «;«

* making to convert the natives of Africa to Christian habits.

'

We may observe that it is not the language which we here note
as curious, for in the same tongue the whole book is written;

—

indeed, the worthy Doctor cannot be said to use any of the

known dialects of English, as we shall frequently have occasion

to see : But we believe this is tlie first time that a man ever baa
ni<ide his approbation of the Abolition Laws depend upon the

subsequent conduct of the British nation towards the Africans.

Mew as the idea i-, we admit it to be a plausible corollary from
a very old heresy on Dr WiHi;imson's side of the question, name-
ly, the happy state of the negroes in the West Indies. In the

leaning towards this doctrine he largely partakes. He says, * it

* must be admitted that they are more comfortably situated thari

* they were in their native country.' But then comes anothcir

condilional remark, which destroys the position altogether—and
we give it as a second curiosity. * Jf fortunate t nou<.di to be-
* come the property of a humane and dutiful master, their ad-
* vantages fully considered, they would have Ultle reason to
* think It a grievance that they have numiriallif become the pro-
* perty of another. ' (II. 216.) He then proceeds to illustrate

the great blessings enjoyed by the slaves, with a mi.xture of -gc^
«vrai prepossession in favour oi the system, and honest adr.ii:»-
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sion of its vices as often as he comes to particulars, which is tru-

ly amusing. This is, indeed, the prevailing feature of the Doc-
tor's work; in wjiich we are constantly called upon to admire his

honesty at the expense of his judgment ; to be amused with his

7\aivelc in drawing so many dismal pictures in spite of his preju-

dices ; and to contemplate, as it were, the figure of the good
man, labouring with all his might in one direction, and making
the naachine and himself move all the while the other way.
As soon as the slaves arrive, it seems, they may know that

they have got into the regions of bliss, the Fortunate Isles, by
finding themselves ' under the protection of our colonial laws ;

* which, though imperfect in a few things, embrace all that is

* necessary for their personal protection,—for their support,
* clothing, and itKstrucuon. ' He adds, however, that instances

have been produced of defects in the system, owing to the ' cor-
' rupt habits of some white persons, who find their way to con-
' trol :

' But he says, * it is admirable to perceive with what
* willingness the Le<jislative Body of Jamaica has expressed itself
* to instruct and improve the condition of the slaves. ' Then
follows as complete an admission as could be desired, that the
mortality of negroes in the seasoning was often extreme, and
was owing to bad treatn:cnt ; that is, to being sent immediately
in numbers to new plantations. He follows with more satisfac-

tion the slaves who were fortunate enough to be purchased by
an old and v/ealthy planter, and who were gradually trained
until ' enabled to act for themselves. ' The reader is not, per-
haps, quite so well trained as to expect what follows, and should

.seem to be the first fruits of ' acting for themselves. '—
' Thev

* progressively fall into the labours and penalties of the gangs
' to which they are appointed. ' After going through a num-
ber of heads in much the same strain, he closes his view of the

negro condition by this remark— ' It is not unworthy of con-
* sideraticn, to contrast these circumstances with the condition
* of the peasantry of the United Kingdom about January 1817 ;

* and to consider maturely, whether the attribute of liberty,

' such as it is, complicated with other disadvantages of so de-
< plorable a nature at this and other times, is not dearly pur-
« chased !

' II. '235.

We shall now see in what the happiness of the slave consists.

And, first, we have some very important general admissions in

the same dissertation. Tiie medical arrangements in planta-

tions, generally, are coi\demncd ; but our author says, it is

* much more satisfactory to the practitioner to attend negroes
* under sickness in Spanish Town, where their wants and con>-
* i'cvvi in :hat state are attended to with such feeling :uid kind-

A
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* ness by tlicir roasters and mistresses. ' Now ihis contrast Ih-
twecn the treatment of domestic mid plantation slavis, la exact-

ly what aH the ei^emies of the systtin have depiorecl. '1 liey

have always inveighed against the West Indian sLvcrv, as s{)e-

cifically different from every other, because of the peculiar ilf

treatment incident to the fi» hi net^roes ; that is, to ninety-nine

in a hundred of the slave population. The Jauuiica laws, it \^

well known, provide, that certain precautions shall be taken o'l

each estate to secure a proper extent of provision grountl-.

Our author admits, that the ' severe penalties ' enacted atfainsc

the contravention of this law, are inoperative ; and that all de-
pends, in each estate, upon the opinion of the overseer. But
one passage which we shall extract, speaks volumes ; it justi/

blames the frequency of flogging; and although the first paic

of it seems to confine the remai ks to ' some propertie>, ' lhi^>

manifestly relates to the infliction of a number of lashes a« a
punishment; while the universal application of the whip, as the

regular instrument used to keep the gang at work, is iiisiiuctly

admitted in the latter part of the passage.
' An abuse at present existing on some properties, is, arming tlia

drivers with a power to indict puiiishnicrtt in the field ; and it may be;

advisable likewise to deny imy such discretionary powers to book-
keepers. The oiFences of negroes will iiiore properly come belocc

the overseer at shell-blow, wlyen any complaints may be submitted to

him; or, if the fault committed is of such magnitude, to confine tho

offender till the overseer is found. Wlien punislunent is- indicted by
flogging, the limits should be extended at no time beyond tlse num-
ber of thirty-nine lashes, which the overseer, or other superintend-

ant, is only empowered to inflict by the letter of the law. It can-

not, however, be denied, thai this limitation is often outdone ; and,

by repeatedly punishing oftenders, the parts become insensible to

that laceration which tears up the skin. When that barbarous con-

sequence is arrived at, its infliction becomes a matter of iuditterenc»t

to the unfortunate negro ; and new sources of torture must be found

out, by which the conmiission of crime may be checked. It cam.

scarcely be necessar)'^ to add, that such a condition of torpor, in tiin

parts to which punishment has been applied, can never be ju^^titied on
any pretext ; and I blush to reflect, that white men should be the

directors of such disgraceful deeds.
* Opinions have been given, that it would be well altogether to dt)

away the possession of a large heavy whip from the driver's bauds

;

and, whether we consider the frightful sound which reaches our tarx

every minute, in passing through estates, by the crack of the lash,

or the power with which drivers rire provided to exercise puuishnieut,

it would be equally desirable that such a v/capon of arbitrary and un-

just authority were taken from them. It is at present custon;ary t(»

crack the whip, to turn out the gangs at stated hours to the teld.
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*\Vlien a negro seems to be tardy at his work, the driver sounds the
lash near to him, or lets him feel it, as he thinks proper, on the oc-
casion. The necessary signals for turning out, and the application of
it in the field, might be supplied by means less objectionable ; while
an impression unfavourably made in the country ujion the passenger,

who is probably a stranger, is horrible indeed. ' II. 222, 223.

Tlie fruitful cause of almost all the abuses in the slave system,

lias always been traced to the non-residence of proprietors, and
the powers confided to overseers, whose interest is not imme-
diately concerned in the kind treatment of the negroes. Dr
Williamson confesses, that the cruel punishments vvliich he so
Iiumanely reprobates, are owinfj to this circumstance.

' That estimation which every British subject feels for his inherent

privileges, should cherish corresponding sentiments of sympathy for

our fellow-creatures in a state of greater degeneracy. It would be
more consistent with every principle of character we should be am-
bitious to retain as Britons, to learn, that universal sympathy and
kindness were observed by us tov/ards that unlucky race of people ;

but it is due to truth, and to those expectations which constitute in a
great degree the objects of this work, to declare, that amendment
is in some instances loudly called for. Tliat, by proprietors and at-

torneys, it is necessary to say too much is placed in the overseer's

hands. I know that, in general, their own dispositions to prevent

improper punishments are sincere ; but, as it is wise, in the army, to

conduct punishments as they are done, it is still more necessary not to

arm an overseer with povrers, which it would be unwise to place in

the hands of an officer commanding a i-egiment in his Majesty's ar-

my. ' (11.219.)

Among the * Observations on Europeans who go out to the
* West Indies, ' we meet with many illustrations of the same
position. Our author openly laments the ' habits of debase-
* ment ' into which the book-keepers (the inferior overseers)

generally fall, by forming connexions with the female slaves j

and he ascribes the bad character for humanity which the West
Indians have acquired, to the numbjer of ' uninformed indivi-

' duals who arrive at an extent of authority for which they are
* inadequate. ' A serious charge of mismanagement in a most
important particidar, the medical care of the negroes, occurs,

among some reflections sufficiently indicative of Dr Williamson's

accustomed partiality to the planters. So convinced is he of

the necessity for having better practitioners than are usually en-

trusted with the care of the slaves, that he warmly recommends
ihe formation of a medical staff by publick authority, to super-

intend the plantations by districts, and be answerable to their

superiors for the due administration of medical assistance to the

sick ncgrce?. He then anticipates a serious opposition to this
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plan from the proprietors, and their representatives, with whose
patronatre it would interfere ; but he says there would be no
diHlculty in provingf, * that this patronage, vested in the dis-
* crctionary will of representatives and proprietors, sometimes
* operates more seriously against competent attendance on sick

* negroes, than most otlier circumstances connected with the
* present system of medical arrangement. ' * And if (he adds)
* the object should be, to render every other view subservient
* to radical amendment, to subject the Island practitioners to
* limited practice, (4000 negroes each in the lowland, and
* 2000 in the mountain districts), and to certain districts, there
* would be little difficulty in placing that patronage where it

* could be most wisely rendered effective.' I. 191. We are

unwilling to interrupt these proofs, by any remarks upon their

import in the argument ; but we intreat of the reader to reflect,

that he has here the testimony of a champion of the system, an
avowed and zealous enemy of Parliamentary interference, * aa
eager and lavish eulogist of the Planters, to prove that the high-

est calls of duty and interest combined, are insufficient to secure

a due attention to the preservation of the live stock, if we must
still so speak, upon their estates. It is remarkable, too, that

nearly half a century ago Mr Long, in his well known History
of Jamaica, earnestly urged a more active interposition of the

publick authority, to prevent abuses or neglects of the same
kind ;—so little has the lapse of time, aided by the Abolition law,

contributed to correct this important defect.

The author's remarks upon the increase or decrease of the

Negro population, in consequence of the treatment of pregnant
women and their infant offspring, all point the same way. He
oiFers many sensible as well as humane suggestions j but every

page of the discourse proves, that the interruption of a fresh

supply by the Abolition of the Trade, has not yet produced the

effect of turning men's attention to the breeding system. * The
* Abolition,' he says, • has occasioned the deficiency of labour-
* ers, which, it is to be lamented, has been so apparent for

* some years ; and unless such measures as arc within the power
' of our colonists are put in action, the prospect is very bad.

*

He then states the necessary precautions ; many of them so

extremely obvious, that nothing but the inveterate habits of ne-

glect engendered by the buying system, could have caused them

* He loudly inveighs against the Registry Act, as the parent of
every mischief; enumerating actual rebellion in Barbadoes, and pre-
paration for it in Jamaica, as among its effects.

VOL. xxviJi. xo. 5f). A a
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to be overlooked. He concludes the discussion by remarking,

that ' the desireable object which he has in view, and considers.
' practicable, is an annual increase of Negroes, instead of, as
* we have seen lately, an annual decrease.

'

Having taken notice of the admissions to be found in the

general dissertations subjoined to the work, we are now to se-

]ect some of the facts stated in the details, of which the book in-

a good measure consists. The first volume, and a part of the

second, is occupied with the monthly journal of occurrences

kept by Dr Williamson during his f()urteen years' residence.

Among the observations, by far the greatest part are, as might-

be expected, medical. And we find, perpetually recurring, il-

lustrations of the general remarks upon Negro treatment, whicl?

we have already extracted. He began his practice in October

;

and, in the entry for November, we find him satisfied already^

that the medical accommodations, and the treatment generally

of field Negroes, was very defective. He complains that the

plantation-doctor has not the weight he ought to have in regu-

lating these matters, and that acute diseases alone are attended

to—those, to wit, where the overseer may be alarmed at the

jjrospect of speedy death—while little regard is paid to chronic

diseases ; though, as he properly remarks, ' if the medical

'practitioner should meet with support from the attorney, the
* proprietor's interest, and the cause of humanity, would be
* successfully promoted. ' (I. 55.) He adds, that • if the prac-
* titioner were earnestly disposed to insist on his prescriptions
* and other instructions being obeyed, he would find his best
* efforts ineffectual

;
' and he recommends him rather to * en-

* deavour to promote his object (that is, the proper care of the
* sick negroes), by cultivating friendship with the overseer.

'

{ibid.) Again, a few months after, we find him lamenting,

that the liberal dispositions of the proprietors should be so of-

ten rendered unavailing by the overseers ; and how unavailing

it is to give the best prescriptions for the removal of chronic

diseases, ' and restoring additional healthy labourers to their

* employei-s, while these are completely frustrated by the negli-

* gence of overseers.' (I. 65.) Wh.at is this but saying, that

the overseer, careless of the real interest of his employer,

which coincides exactly with the duties of humanity, feels no
anxiety to have diseases removed, which work the Negroes'

destruction by a slow process,—and prefers having the sickly

slave crawl about, and do some work, to waiting a few weeks

for the full recovery of his health ? Accordingly this Journal

frequently mentions particular cases, where Dr Williamson

gave directions, which were no sooner giveu than disregarded.
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For example, lie ordered a course of medicine which would

have rc(juired some time, to eradicate an obstinate disease in the

bones, attended with ulcers. As soon as its worst apparent

symptoms were removed, the patient * was directed, without

consultinj^ the me(iical attendant, to (rn to work.' (I. 95.)

Again, we find a patient die (p. 117), in the author's opinion*

lor want of attention being paid to his prescriptions. At p.

Ih6, we have the instance of a proprietor humanely giving

orders for erecting hot and ccld baths in his hospital, accord-

iwr to the plan approved bv the physician ; but the overseer did

not obey the directions. Again, at p. ISo^ we find the case of

a negro, who was going on well under the author's treatment,

when the overseu' turned bini out to work ;
* and though,

'

adds Dr Williamson, ' he might have laboured for a while^

* most probably he became a victim to incurable disease.' We
extract the following pf^.^sagc, -A' fhe like import.

' It is painful to me, from a r.c.u d to truth, which tliese memoirs

must preserve, to remark that, oa a property, a valuable negro was

prevented, by the commands ot an overseer, from availing iiiinself of

medical prescriittions while labouring undjr a pulmonic complai,.t

—

My opinion was given to the overseer with n piescription. Several

weeks after, the negro met me ; an increased iil"'.^ss was expressed by

his general appearance ; and he declared that h had neither received

medicine nor indulgence as 1 had directed. The consequences were

in a short time fatal to a decent negro, whose overseer could not

deny him to have been a dutiful servant, and respectable in his station.

' On a property, a woman, on a trivial offence, was confined to

the stocks in a cold room night and day, and her life endangered by-

neglect.
' A pregnant woman was confined to the stocks for misconduct

:

and only liberated a few days before her delivery. Her health had

suffered severely ; and, after bringing a child, she discovered symp-

toms of puerperal fever, which terminated her existence in a few

days.' I. 191.

In the case of a negrcs aff'jcted with consumption and spit-

ting of blood, our author lounil thnt she was kept at work, and
proposed to undertivke her cure by means of digitalis; but, says

lie, rather expressively, ' the overseer wanted IalK)ur, and in

* these circumstances we must not attempt to thwart the over-

* seer's cflbrts. ' (I. 1^49). In the cases now recited, the fault has

been on the part of the overseer. W^e have a few instances,

however, in which the owner is to blame. Thus, in vch f. 273,

there is the case of a ncgress given at length, who had been ex-

ceedingly nejdected by her nmster during pregnancy, because

she was a rickety, unhealthy slave. After being reduced to a

miserable state, the details of which we sjiare the reader, she w-w

A a 'J
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delivered of a dead cliild, and had a slow recovery. Dr W.
adds this remark— • The above case affords an example 7io-iS}

* necessai-Tj it is to have legislative inierpositiori to secure due
* attendance to negroes. That poor vv^oman was conceived to
* be undeserving ot t/ie expense of medical aid j and though, on
* her being taken ill, a visit was required, the subsequent at-

* tendance was given contrary to the desire of her owner. ' 1.274.

"We have shown our author's opinion respecting the medical

treatment ofthe slaves, and we have mentioned some of the instan-

ces by which he illustrates it. In other passages he complains ofthe

scanty and reluctant payment of such medical men as they have;

he is so impressed with the notion of the insufficiency of their

qualifications, that he can see no remedy for so crying an evil,

but the direct interference of Government, and the establish-

ment of military discipline. Sometimes he complains of the

want of regular hospitals (or hot-houses, as they are barbarous-

ly termed, Vol. I. p. 83) ; always of their bad management (ib.

^9) : And the disregard of medical authority by the acting ma-
nagers, except in cases of imminent danger, is the constant bur-

den of his complaint.

Dr Williamson is a sworn enemy to the zealots, as he terms

them, who oppose the West India system ; he is the champion
of the Planters, and extenuates every fault as far as he honestly

can. Turn we now to Mr Bryan Edwards, himself a planter, and
we shall obtain a new and striking proof how little the evidence

of persons under the influence either of a direct interest, or an

esprit de corpse is to be trusted. * The circumstances (Book IV.
* Chap. 5.) wherein the slaves in the West Indies seem mostly
< indebted to their owners' liberality, are, I think, those of me-
* dical attendance and accommodation when sick. Every plan-

< tation that I am acquainted with, is under the daily or weekly
* inspection of a practitioner in physick and surgery, who very
* frequently resides on the spot ; and the planters, being in ge-

« neral men of education themselves, are not easily reconciled,.

« in so important a matter, with such illiterate pretenders in

* medicine as are very often found in the country parts of Eng-
* land, to the disgrace of th^ profession. Young men of skill

•^ and science are therefore sought for, and encouraged ; and as

« but fev/ single plantations can afford a very liberal allowance,

* they are permitted to extend their practice in the neighbour-
« hood. For the belter accommodation of invalids and women
< in child-birth, every plantation is provided with a sickhouse,

* or hospital, divided into different apartments, and over which
* one or more aged women preside as nurses. The proprietor

* commonly supplies blankets, flour, rice, sugar, and oatmeal

;

« these things I have known denied j and some gentlemen af-
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* ford, beside fresh beef and mutton, more costly article?, such
* as spices, sago, and wine. On the whole, notwithstanding;

* some defects, let allowance be made for climate and soil, and
* it may be asserted, v:ith tndh and mudestijy that if the situa-

* tion of the slaves in the British West Indies were in all cases
* on a level with their circumstances in regard to food, lodging,

* and medical assistance, they might be deemed objects of envy
* to half the peasantry of Europe.* (Vol. II. p. 1G6.) The
reader may observe, that, contrary to the usual practice of these

guides, * truth and modesty^ lead the Planter and the Doctor to

the same result, by roads so widely different, that one feels it

impossible to accompany either j for the Doctor makes that es-

sential particular of medical treatment an exception, upon which
the Planter founds his chief claim to credit.

The Journal abounds in remarks upon the importance of hu-

mane treatment, to the health, and indeed the life of the slaves,

as well as to their quiet behaviour. After telling some instances of

the good conduct of the negroes on a plantation where they were

well treated, our author takes occasion to observe, that negroes
* under good management are a contented set of people, look-

* ing up to their superiors for protection, and appealing to them
* as their best friends. It is a violation of truth to assert, that

* relative sense of duty does not exist between a worthy master
* and a worthy negro. I know of few ties more binding. ' I. 200.

In another place, he says, * It must be admitted, that the ma-
* nagement of negroes greatly depends on the steadiness, judg-
* ment, and humanity of overseers. White men, distinguish-

* ed for these properties, will generally have thriving negroes.
*

I. 93. But strong proofs are also to be found, that bad treat-

ment is very prevalent ; and, how unwillingly soever Dr Wil-

liamson is to tell it, he betrays this secret of the prison house,

perhaps unsuspectingly. The accounts which occur so often of

the Stomac/i-evil, sometimes called Dirt-eating^ and by the French

planters termed Mal-d'cstomuc, are, we ihmk, decisive of this

point. We take it to be quite clear that this malady originates

in an affection of the mind. It is characterized by loss of co-

lour—bloated and puffed appearance of the skin—sickness, ema-
ciation and loss of appetite, or depraved appetite, leaiiing the

patient to sv.allow sand, dirr, Sec. ; and, above all, difficulty of

breathing—inability to walk up hill—palpitation of the heart

and violent action of the great arteries, especially the aorta, ca-

rotids or subclavian. As the disease is sometimes cured, it is

plain that, in some cases at least, there is no organic afliection

of the heart or arterial system. But we have very little doubt

that \n many cases there is j and the high authority of M. Cor-
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visart m.iy be cited to prove, that there is no more fruitfui cause

of maladies of the heart than violent afiections of the mind—par-

ticularly grief, irritation, and long cherished melancholy. We
may add a curious fact, as showing that persons of a melan-

cholic and irritable temperament are subject to the disease,

whether organic or not, which we have now described, that

Rousseau has in his Confessions given an account cf his being

attacked in a manner which leaves no doubt of his having suf-

fered under this stomach- evil, of which he never altogether re-

covered. At first it was believed to be a pol\ pu? ; bnt it after-

wards, by its duration, without growing worse, showed itself to

be that peculiar malady, first, we believe, described by Dr Bail-

lie in the Medical Transactions, and which all the accounts of

the West Indian diseases show to be a slighter species of the

stomach-evil. The following passages, while they illustrate this

matter, serve to show, that in the negroes it arises from wretch-

edness of mind. We take them almost at random from the

many instances of the kind in the work before us,

' A melancholy instance that month presented itself, of the fatality

resulting from packed negro gangs, or those formed from JMarshall's

sales, and collected in small numbers from different places. I do not

mean to blame the proprietor ; for never could a master have render-

ed the duties of humanity more amply than he did,—yet a depres-

siion of mind, accompanied by mal d'estomac, spread among them.

—

Though wine, nourishment of every description, and kind attentions,

were given, they candidly confessed that death was their wish, and

not to survive their companions.
' Negroes anticipate that they will, upon death removing them

from that country, be restored to their native land, and enjoy their

friends' society in a future state. The ill-disposed to their masters

will sometimes be guilty of suicide ; or, by a resolute determination,

resort to dirt-eating, and thus produce disease, and at length death.

It is often necessary to check that spirit ; and, as negroes imagine

that if decapitation be inflicted after death, the transition to their na-

tive country cannot follow, a humane principle leads the proprietor

to have the head of such a negro placed in some prominent situation

;

and such has been found a salutary mode of deterring the rest from

conduct so destructive. ' I. 92, 93.
* The Angola negroes are more commonly subject to the mal d'e-

stomac than other African nations. The Mungolas are of still more
tender constitutions, and can less brook the reverses inseparable from

removal to a foreign country ; but the latter were very seldom im-

ported.
' Angolas do not seem to possess that strength of mind or body

which Eboes and Coromantees do ; yet they become good domestics

^nd mechanics ; and it would be better, for the united purposes of

humanity and interest, to place them in one or other of these circum«

Stances.
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* The Eboe negroes, when brought young, beciune industrious, ex-

cellent labourers ; and very soon comnienceil a traffic, by which they

accuniuhucd property ; but if at an age exceeding twenty or twenty-

two, they have been found excessively sulky and untractable to the

most kind indulgent treatment. They often tervuinated the scene by
suicide; an instance of which occiuTed that month.' I. 177.

' My observatioixs on the mal d'estomac had been extended in par-

ticular to Mr I'.'s Mountain, and to Seven Mile Walk. TJie reme-

dies advised in the former month, assisted by good diet, humane and
tind maniKns, had been in several cases efilcacious. ' I. 182.

' It has been observed, that, on estates where the establishments

of negroes are extremely comfortable, this disease is seldom if ever

discovered. On a projierty of that description, we have rather to

fear tlie lurking and concealed practices of Obi, the superstitiously

tlepressing consequences of threats from a negro of weight and in-

riuence on the estate, against a negro not aware of tJie futility oC

such pretensions.

' Though the cause of mal (Pest^mac may be often traced to sour-

ces which enable us to arrest its progress, we have found that, oa
mountain settlements, where negroes are nuich exposed to cold and
wet, they sometimes begin to appear imcomfortable ; a tempera-
ture foreign to that which contributes either to health or their enjoy-

ments, without any hopes of a change, affects them with depression

of spirits, languor, and listlessness, (disposition to extreme indolence,

from which there is scarcely a possibility of rousing them to exertion,

laborious breathing, inabihty to ascend a hill, any attempts to do so

accompanied by evidently increased pnlpitation of the l^eart, and, in

more advanced progress of the disortler, under the cartilago ensi-

Jormis, or pit of the stomach, tlirobbing of the aorta descendens.

When the ])atients are oppressed by that condition, ajipetite decUnes,

a puffcvl appearance takes place over the body, particularly in the

tace ; the e^'es are partially obscured, from effusion in the cellular

substance : When an attempt to stand up or walk is made, they are

obliged to lye down, from giddiness and weakness ; increasing debi-

lity makes rapid progress, until this distressing affection terminates

most conmionly in death.' II. 262-3.
' It is therefore obvious, that, in a disease more destructive and

lamentable than any other to which negroes are liable, we have it in

our power, on many occasions, to act materially towards the removal

of it, by averting that state of mind which so powerfully tends to

produce it.' II. 266.
' There is, however, an opinion, deeply convincing in my mind,

that the minuter attentions which will be practised hereafter in tlu;

West Indies, on account of the abolition of the African slave trade,

nuist lead to the tlbservance oi* every thing directly or indircctlv

H'uding to the preservation and increase of negro population ; and,

-•Ls the field is wide for im])rovement, we will cherish the hope, that

uch a disease as mal Weslomac, stomach-evil, or dirt-eating, from
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mental affections, and other causes within the conti-ol of managers
to prevent, may yet have no existence in the Ust of maladies to which
negroes are at present hable. ' II. 269-270.
The effects of the Obi sorcery have been glanced at in one of

these passages. Another extract v/iil illustrate its influence, and
confirm the position, that there is almost always, if not in eve-
ry case, an intimate connexion between the stomach-evil and
mental suffering. After describing some cases of the complaint,
our author goes on to say,

^

< These cases were much aggravated on account of Obi impres-
sions which had unluckily laid hold of their minds. A particular

terror against returning to the mountain, where these superstitious

apprehensions were formed, seemed to gain possession of their minds.
It is absurd to reason with most negroes on a subject of that kind ;

and very often, on grounds we cannot fathom, they will not discover
the individuals they have an Obi dread of. On that occasion, Mr

, though a worthy and humane man, was so unlucky as to lose

many negroes on his mountain plantation, from whence these two
negroes had come. The deaths of shipmates and companions de-
pressed their minds ; disease was formed of that peculiarly destruc-

tive kind. Change of scene, good diet, and occupations fitted to

improving strength, would have given a very probable chance of re-

covery ; but they viewed with horror a return to that place from
whence all their miseries proceeded. As both got better while in

Kpanish Town, it was recommended strongly to Mr to let

Mary remain there, at hire, to see how Bacchus would get on after

he returned to the mountain ; but it is believed that, owing to his

circumstances, it could not be done. Both relapsed, in a few weeks
after they were sent home, into their former complaints ; and the
event could not be doubted. ' I. 359, 360.

Another instance of the sensibility of negroes to the terrors

of this v/itchcraft may interest the reader. After describing a
cure effected in a paralytic case, he says,

' About that time, Agnes was sitting alongside of the negro doc-
tress in the hospital, anmsing herself cheerfully, and exulting in the

advances she was making to recovery. In that state she was in the
evening. On the following morning, she was accosted by an oldish

negro, named Dick, belonging to the estate, who had established his

name as a great Obi man. Agnes, not long before, had declined his

amorous addresses ; on which occasion threats were made by Dick ;

and she was so much impressed by apprehension from these circum-
stances, that, on his addressing her, she fainted, and could not be a-

gain fully restored to her senses. In course of that evening, she
passed faeces insensibly, and used Dick's name often with horror. In
a few days she sunk.

' A general outcry by the negroes succeeded her death against
Dick

; and such was their violence, that the overseer found it neces-
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eary to yield to an inquiry. A party proceeded to his house, to

search for Obi implements, which Dick and the overseer accompani-

ed. The floor of his house was dug ; a small coffin was removed

from it, which he said he had placed there to the memory of a friend.

This the negroes denied ; and pronounced it to be one of the instru-

ments of his Obi practices.

' It is incalculable what mischief is done by such designing crafty

people as Dick, when they establish a superstitious impression on tho

minds of negroes, that they possess powers beyond human. Such
persons gratify revenge against their own colour in a destructive

manner ; and, when bent on ruin to their masters, that malignant

disposition is gratified by also destro3'ing the negroes his property.

Mineral poison has been sometimes artfully procured ; and it is bc-

Hevcd that there are vegetable poisons which are le?.- likely to lead

to a discovery. The agency of neither is often required ; for the ef-

fect of a threat from an Obi man or woman is sufficient to lead to

mental disease, despondency and death.

' The evidence against Dick was undoubted ; and the negroes

regarded his stay on the estate with horror. The whole was sub-

mitted to the proprietor ; and he was transported to some of the

Spanish possessions.' I. 114— 116,

We cerLainJy do not strain these facts when we infer from
them, that the structure of the negro's mind is such as to ren-

der him peculiarly susceptible of grief and irritation ; and that

the merciless system of the Slave-trade, and the Cart-whip,

could not have been inflicted upon a race of human beings, ici-s

calculated by their nature to struggle against its incalculable

horrors.

The last head to which the testimony contained in Mr Wil-
liamson's volumes may be refc-rrcd, is the Religious Instruction

of the slaves. Upon this, as upon every other branch of the

subject, he is a witness unquestionable, because reluctant. Not,
indeed, that he carries his partialities so far as to attempt any
general praise of the religious or moral character of the white

population in the West Indies. He is forced explicitly to admit
the whole truth as to that point, and only expresses his regret

repeatedly at the hci being so,—and his opinion of the evih

which arise from such a character, especially as it all'ects the treat-

ment of the slaves : But he adopts all, or nearly all the indis-

criminate abuse of the missionaries (excepting always the Mo-
ravians), which the planters have heaped upon those pious and
useful men ;— inserts a long quotation from one of the West
Indian pamphlets upon the subject—and commends the pro-

ceedings in Jamaica, by which, he says, ' the L'\«,MsIature so
* treated them as to secure the departure of many of ihem from
^ the Island. ' {11. ':>Q5.) Yc: he bears witness to il'.e truth on
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this important branch of the subject, so powerfully, that one can

hardly believe the same hand could have written the different

pas'^ages of the book.

A? to the usefulne-s of Christianity omon^ the Negroes, in a
irterely temporal view, there never have been two opinions.

Bryan Edwards has borne testimony to its increasing the value

of a ?lave in the market ; and he has amply commended the

^eal and success of the Moravians in converting the Antigua

necroes. Our author adds many confirm.?.tions of this posi-

tion, and, among other important particulars, he mentions the

security against the morbid dread of the Obi sorcery, which
conversion never fails to give these poor creatures. But the

question is, in what way those blessings can be propagated a-

mong them ? From ihe unqualified praise bestowed upon the

Moravians, it might seem that the author expects their labours

to complete the task so laudably begun. But it is clear, indeed

he by implication admits, that they cannot, and that the work
is too great for their numbers and resources. What progress

has been in fact made? In Jamaica, from the year 11 b^ to

1804, a period of half a century, in a negro population of
.'300,000, only 93S, including many free people of colour, had
been baptized ;

* so great, ' says Dr Williamson, * was the

jealousy entertained of every description of Missionaries.

'

In truth, the question is not, whether the Methodist Mission-

aries are as perfect as might be wished ; whether their zeal never

outsteps their knowledge ; whether a more pure and sound chan-

nel might not be fancied through which to convey the doctrines of

religion to the Negroes. The question, and the only practical one,

is whether it be desirable to have them converted and taught .'' for

if the Methodists are not sutiered to be the teachers, no other in-

structors will undertake the work. It is a task only to be per-

formed by that ' burning zeal ' which Dr Williamson, in the

language of his party, ridicules so unceasingly ; and if we are

to wait until some regular, philosophic divine, some Butler, or

Paley, shall resort to the plantations, make himself the familiar

associate of these poor savages at their hours of relaxation, and,

by this intercourse, find a way through which his preachings can

reach their understandings, and his example touch their hearts,

Ave may wait until all the generations, both of Black and White
heathens have passed away from the \\''estern world. Our au-

thor has shown, in several places, that he was fully aware of

this truth. He suggests to the Legislature of Jamaica, the pro-

priety of * assisting the Established Ciergy to accomplish that

* which, if t/ms assisted,
*" (how assisted ?) ' should be done *

(does he mean yroutd, or o?/gt/t to beduiie ?) by them, namely,
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* tlie convtibion of the nejjrocs aiid others. ' Rut he adtk, with

liis sccustnnnd naivete— ' If is hnwrvcr unfortunate, iliat tlie

* clt'ifjy of tlie I'^taliii'^hcd Cliiircb are not always possessed of
* llie necessary enthusiasm and /x-al, where there is such a wide
* field for their succcssfuliabours ; and, therefore, if the enact'

* mevt of la-jcs could cnftncr certain rules to t^overn their oper-
* ations in the dischari^e of relij/ious instruction, 1 see no rra-

* son why the?e men sl)ould sit d<»wn in the enjoyment of full

* livings, without doir.(T their tluty. ' II. .'^'>().

Unfortunately, this is like our :iuthor's other if.<. What law

rouid have tl'c (Hects recjuired ? l)r \Villiatn>()n is aware of

the means hy which the conversion must he wrouL'ht ; for he
describes the de<;ii^n of some Moravians to sell themselves as

slaves, in oi-der the belter lo have that constant intercourse by
which alnno the work can be carried on. Yet he talks of church-

es, in which the rector was williiifr to perform duty to as many
as chose to come, be they of what colour they niiwht ; and is

*]uite satisfied with the parson cf his parish, who every Sunday
preached to all colours * a very good discourse- ' lie adds

—

* The People o( Colour behaved themselves with the greatest pro-
* prieiy, and utnt throufrh the forms cf service allotted to them;
* but the W'I'iies pre^onl conducted themseives with great inde^
* ccncy. The People of Co) ^ur stared at them with surprise,

* but continuing their devout manner. Such should hav«3 serv-

* ed as the strongest and most severe chr-isiiscment wliich couid
* be itiflitted ; and, if these people had not felt a persuasion cf
* the true and serious nature of the service they wi re engaged
* in, they might have been turned Irom the good path in which
* they were treading, to the same line of jicentiou^nes.^ as those
* who ought to have set them a <^uod cxampic!. ' (1. 32 J, SiiO.)

In other passages, as p. 328-SL51, he exttniis tliis cejtsure to

the White inhabitants of Jamaica generally, awci remarks how
hurtful such examples are in their i fleets upon the Negroes. Af-
ter oliserving what a field for religious enterprise the Ncaro po-
pulation of Jamaica affords, he asks, with much simplicity

—

* And why should not a Bishopric be niised lor Jamaica, with
* three or ftmr thou.sand pounds per annum ? ' We suspect

this hint is a good deal more likely to he taken, than one which
immediately follows,—though its adoption is not quite so sure of
improving the faith of the slaves. * It wowlil be prai.-.LW irthy

'

(says he) in an over.H'cr, or some o^ his book-kceptis, to ca-
* techise negroes on Sunday evenings. * One would almost

think the Doctor's Presbytenan notions had made hiin confound
the ovtrsccr and the bishtip. CertMinly any thing so wild as the

idea o\' CDHverting the slaves by the .'sunday exercises of their
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task-masters—men who lay down the rod to take up the book
'—never entered into the minds of those poor missionaries, of
whose * burning zeal ' and ' phrenetic understandings, ' the au-
thor discourses so largely.

Enough has perhaps been said, to show some of the reasons

which impede the progress of religious instruction in the Islands.

It is in vain to allege, that Jamaica, the chief wrong- doer, has
been actuated solely by a regard for the publick tranquillity,

and a dread of the influence or indiscretion of the Methodist
missionaries. The plain facts of the case, destroy all such pre-

tences at once. The number of converts in the colonies where
the Moravians have laboured, proves, that had they been suf-

fered to teach in Jamaica, their success would have been in

some proportion, though not certainly in an exact propi)rtion,

to the greater number of the negroes. They could not have
sufRced for the whole of the labour ; but they would have con-

verted at least as many as they did in Antigua,— where there

were, in 1805, nearly 12,000 of the Brethren's congregation,

of whom the greater part were slaves—while in Jamaica there

were not one thousand baptized negroes. Besides, the Me-
thodists have about 24-00 members among the coloured popula-

tion of Antigua—in Jamaica not 900 ;—plainly showing, that

the discouragement of all sects is equal in the latter settlement

;

and tl-»at, where the Moravians, whom some of the Jamaica
writers praise, succeed or fail, there also the other missionaries,

peculiarly the objects of abuse in Jamaica, succeed or fail also..

It is scarcely possible to read the accounts given in this, and
other works of a similar nature, and have a doubt that the dis-

couragement of the Missionary teachers is owing to the state of

manners, morals and religion, among the Whites, particularly

the representatives of non-resident proprietors, and in part also

to party or political prejudices. Dr Williamson has, by incor-

porating a large portion of Dr Brown's valuable work on Mis-

sions, in the volumes now before us, given many of his state-

ments the sanction of his own authority. And we shall close

cur remarks upon this head, with a passage from that extract,

containing such a picture of a persecuting spirit, at once cun-

ning and cruel, and also such a view of Colonial legislation, and
its resources, as may well damp our hopes of any improvement

in the condition of the slave population proceeding from that

quarter, and lessen the little confidence we formerly had reposed

in the good faith of the local parliaments. After stating several

cases of fine and imprisonment for preaching and praying, in-

flicted under the authoriiy of a Colonial act, passed against

Missionaries, Dr Brown mentions the disallowance of the act by
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the King in Council, and the contrivance of the Assembly of

Jamaica, by which they smuofgled a bill throufrh the Privy

Council, which, in effect, revived the disallowed and persecut-

ing act within the precincts of Kingston. He then proceeds

to recite a most notable anecdote of Island leirisjation.

* This cruel law was necessarily confined to the town and parish of

Kineston ; but, in the month of November following, the Assembly
of the island, under the pretence of exciting the proprietors of ne-

groes to instruct them in the principles of religion, passed an act.

ordaining that the instruction of slaves should he confined to the

doctrines of the Established Church ; that no missionaries should be
allowed to teach them, or to receive them into their houses or assem-

blies, under the penalty of L.20 for every slave proved to have been

present ; and, if the oftender refused payment, he should be com-
mitted to the county gaol until the fine was discharged.

' The Assembly, knowing that such a measure would be disap-

proved by his Majesty, resorted to the trick of engrafting it upon an
act to continue the general system of the Slave laws, which had been
consolidated into a temporary act that was then about to expire.

Their agent was of course instructed to represent, that if the act of

continuation was disallowed, Jamaica would be left destitute of Slave

laws ; a circumstance which could not fail to endanger the peace and
safety of the island. But the Board of Trade found a way to frus-

trate this shameful article, by advising his Majesty to disallow both
the act in question, and the act of repeal, which had never express-

ly received the royal sanction, though it had been several years in

force. The general Slave laws, therefore, were by this means still

established, and only the persecuting clauses of this new bill disan-

nulled.

* But as the legislature of Jamaica, by the stratajrcm of delaying

to transmit the act for the royal sanction, while it had its operation

in the island under that of the governor, had, for more than a year,

suspended the meetings of the negroes for public worship, his Ma-
jesty, to prevent the repetition of such shameful proceedings in that

or any other of the islands, issued a general order, in May 1809, to

the governors in the West Indies, commanding them, that they
should, on no pretence whatever, give their assent to any law rela-

tive to religion, until they had first transmitted a draught of the bill

to England, and had received his Majesty's approbation to it, unless,

in the body of the act, there was a clause inserted, suspending its

operation until the pleasure of his Majesty should be known respect-

ing it.

* Enraged at this new disappointment, the Assembly of Jamaica
came to various resolutions on the state of the island, in which they
declared, that the prohibition of passing laws on the subject of reli-

gion was a violent infringement of the constitution of the colony ,.

that, ui.til it was withdrawn, it was the dutv of the House to exer-
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ciso their privilege of withholding supplies ; and that, after a certain

period, until this grievance was redresiod, no money should be grant-

ed or raised within the ij^land for the support of the military esta-

blishment. In consequence of these violent proceedings, the Duke
of Manchester, the governor, immediately dissolved the Assembly.'

' Not discouraged by these strong measures, the Assembly, iu

1810, passed a new act on the subject of religion ; and introduced

into it such regulations relative to the licensing of preachers, and
places of worship, as plainly showed it was their design to prevent

the instruction of the negroes by those who alone were willing to

teach them. This law, indeed, was to continue in force only durino-

the year 1811 ; but this very circumstance, which might seem trivia^

displayed the art.Tilness of the Assembly, being no doubt intended

to elude his Majesty's disallowance of the bill ; and, by the time that

could be notified, the law M-ould have expired, and perhaps a new
act passed. How the governor, in direct contradiction to an express

command from his Majesty, should have given his assent to such a
bill, it is not easy to explain.

' The Methodists were the persons chiefly aimed at by the legisla-

ture of Jamaica, in all the laws which they passed on the subject of
religion : and it is obvious, that their progress could scarcely fail to

be impeded by such frequent act« of hostility. INIany of their mem-
bers, as might naturally be expected, drew back, while others were
prevented by their masters from attending divine worship. ' I. 344
S47.

Wlien, to all the facts which have been now stated, respect-

injT the treatment of the JSlaves, and the conduct of the resident

Whites, both individually and in their corporate capacities, we
add ihi- Miore atrocious instances from Nevis and Tortola, of

enormities tco horrible for detailed description, having been re-

peatedly perpetrated in the face of day, and in the presence of

the persons highest in point of influence, even in the sight of

magistrates, we shall feel disposed, without further scruple, to

iillow of this conclusion, *— that some interposition of the Le-

* Dr Williamson's inferences all point a different way. He won-
ders how any one can busy himself with things so remote to Britisli

interests as the West Indian plantations—and bids us exert ourselves

in behalf of the suft'ering Irish. ' I must repeat, that Ireland pre-

sents, in her population and misery, a fairer field for the exertions of
the philanthropist. There we see a populous country, immoral, op-
pressed, and vitiated, so habituated, by its long continuance, to their na-

tures, that it were worthy of men high in influence to turn their minds
against the prevalence of such horrors as we know disgrace the arv-

iials of that country, so neac their own doors. ' (I. 315). To this

trite argimient; we ansv/er, that the two good works do not interrupt

cat:h otlier.
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jlislaturc is imperiously called for, in order to enforce the per-

lormance of duties so shameruily neglected by the local authorities.

If, indeed, those authorities are again willing, as tbey prolcsfeed

themselves in the case of the Registry Act, to undertake the

reforms essentially necessary for the safety of the colonies, as

well as for the preservation of the coloured population, it may be

expedient to try them now as before,—always letting it be clearly

understood, that it is but a trial, and that Pavliament wiil vigi-

lantly superintend the peri'oruiance of the engagement, and
readily supply any defects that may be left. It remain-^, that

we advert to the points towards which the attention of the Le-
gislature is principally demanded.

Firsty It seems now full time that measures were taken for

attaching the slaves to the soil. Although ten years have elaps-

ed since the x\bolition fixed the attention of ail thinking ineti

upon this primary step towards the gradual inelioraiion of the

negroe's station, no one of tiie colonies has ever shown the

smallest disposition to entertain the subject. Wheihor this

change could properly be effected at once, is another question,

which would require us to enter into nwmy details. But that,

to a certain degree, the internal tralHc in slaves Uiight be regu-

lated and abridged, with a view to its idiimate abolition, tliere

cannot be any reasonable doubt. The only difficulty in the way
of putting it down at once, is the increase of numbers in over-

stocked plantations. The want of hands upon other estates,

ofiers no argument whatever for permitting the transference of

the negroes to any distance beyond the immediate vicinity of

their birth-place.

SccondLi/y The testimony of a slave ought to be admitted in

nil cases, reserving his credit for the consideration of the Jury.

Even this will give him but a slender chance of bringing a cruel

superior to punishment; for the negro will rarely indeed be
listened to by a white Jury against a white niiister. So certain

is this, that we conceive another step to be almost equally ne-

cessary—in the Third place; namely, to allow free persons of

colour to sit upon Juries, and to permit no person actually en-

gaged in the management of plantation concerns, to sit on the

trial of any white person for crimes committed upon slaves.

Fourthly, The necessity of excluding proprietors from publick

offices, is self-evident. All the vigilance of persons filling those

stations is required, to obtain lor the negroes even a chance of

justice, against the pressure of interest and prejudice, necessari-

jy bearing them down. Be the laws in this place what they

may, there is but this chance of their enforcement ; and it is

absurd to connplain of a change which would only prove injuri-
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cus to the planters by depriving them of a few places, or to the

holders of those places by keeping them from speculations in-

consistent with their publick duties. It is a matter of almost

equal importance, that the executive government should exer-

cise the most anxious care in the selection of proper persons to

J^.ll those stations,—not merely persons of good character and
abilities generally, but men of known humanity, and of opini-

ons favourable to the interests of the coloured population.

This article has already extended to so great a length, that

we must reserve the more detailed discussion of these points for

a future occasion, as well as the remaining topics connected with

West Indian affairs. Among these, the Foreign Slave Trade
occupies a large space ; and it is with indignation, as well as

shame, that every Englishman ought to reflect on the opportu-

nity lost by the Government of this country, of obtaining, at

the termination of the late war, a relinquishment of that traffic

by the lesser powers, after France and America, as well as our-

selves, had given it up. Then, too, the occasion was lost, of
coming to a general understanding that slaves might be searched

for, as contraband of war has always been; a regulation, without

which, there exists no means during peace of enforcing the abo-

lition, while any power that has given up the trade is disposed

underhand to continue it, or is unable by its own na\7 to check

it. These points will occupy our attention, we trust, in our

next Number. Such of our readers as desire to see the latter

of them most ably and fully discussed, in the mean time, can-

not do better than study an admirable tract published by Mr
Stephen about eighteen months ago ; and to which we regret

that we have been preventetl by accidental circumstances from
paying the attention it so well merits.

In closing for the present a discussion which has led us to cast

many reflexions upon the West Indian body, we deem it due to

justice, that we should remind the readers tcAo are designated by
this name ; and state that, in all questions touching Colonial poli-

ticks, the appellation is to be understood as denoting, unless in very

particular cases, the Whites resident in the Islands. The body
of absent proprietors are wholly exempt from the charges usual-

ly brought against those who live upon the spot; and especially

ngainst agents entrusted with the management of their concerns.

Indeed, the principal vices of the system may be traced to this

delegation of authority to persons neither interested in the due
exercise of it, nor apt to feel the influence of higher motives in

the performance of their trust. We ought further to observe,

that in the management of their concerns at home, we mean

2
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1

in the conduct of the controversy—of what they make as a b.)dy

their common cause, those persons are frc(juentjy as unlucky,

as in the selection of atjciUs upon liieir estates j and, when any
commtints that may afjpear invidious, are applied to the manner
in which the Colonial body support their side of the question

\n debati", they are rather directed towards their indiscreet ad-

vocates, than towards themselves. From what we know of ma-
ny most estimable individuals, wc have no hesitation in declar-

ing, tiiai no nian could desire to have more fair adversaries than

the respectable part of the Colonial proprietors themselves, anil

that no slaves could expect better treatment from any masters,

than they would experience from those individuals, were thcj

actually resident upon tiioir estates.

Art. V. Travels t/irotivk Frature and Germany^ in the Years
1 815, 1816, and 11>I7,- annprising a Viaio of the Moral, Po-
litical, and Sitcitil State of those Countries ; interspersed inHtk

ujimerous Histuricul and Political Anecdotes^ derivedfrom Au"
thcntic Sources. By J. Jorgenson, Esq. «vo. pp. '^32,

CadeJl & Davies. London, 1817.

n^iiE restoration of peace has, as might have been foreseen,
-*- produced avast number of Books of Travels. When our
countrymen are pourinpf in ^ivvarms over every part of the Con-
tinent, carrying with them their sons fresh from College, and
their daughters full of romance, and eager for composition

—

when countries which, two or three vears ago, were wholly lock-

ed up from our inspection, or only accessible to persons of a
UKjre than ordinarily adventurous spirit, n9w lie as invitingly open
to the sober citizen and his worthy family, as Margate or Brigh-
ton, it could not but follow that the press should groan witli

many a Tour—much Travel— and sundry masses of Letters that

never paid postag.\ We think it ahnost equally clear, that the
literary produce of these rambles is not likely to be of a value in

the least degree proportioned to its bulk. For where such
crowds of English of all classes are to be found in every corner,
it follows, that an account of what almost all English readers
have cither seen themselves, or heard their friends converse
upon, loses its interest; and, at any rate, the persons best qua-
hlied by talents and information to write upon such subjects, are
naturally unwilling to handle topics become so common, and
even frivolous. '1 lie Gkcicrs and the Lakes of .Switzerland are
now as well known to the inhabitants of London, as the wonders
ot the Peake. Indeed, we are inclined to beUcve, that more Lon-

VOL. XXVIH. NO. :"t>. B b
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doners have actually seen the Swiss than the Derbyshire scenery.

Who then shall be found capable of writinjj an able and in-

structive book, and bold enough to describe as new, and still

more as romantic, scenes in which he has met many of the much
£tnd justly respected individuals whose names are to be seen at

length, in letters of a considerable size, (and it is but fair to add,

often of very rich and fanciful appearance), in the best frequent-

ed streets of the metropolis ? The race of learned travellers will'

for some time seek the remoter parts of Europe, and perhaps

hardly venture upon publications relative even to those, unless

they shall also have penetrated a little way into Africa or Asia.

And, in the meanwhile, the more beaten paths of Europe will

be abandoned to innocent writers like Mr Jorgenson, * brought
* up in the arms of Neptune, and torn from the bosom of their

* friends at the early age of fourteen ; ' who, much more ac-

customed to travel by land and water than to write, are astonish-

ed to find how easily a little practice makes them fill up four or

five hundred pages with their observations j and who think it a

mighty useful thing to tell the British publick, that ' Berlin is a
• n>agnificent city, containing IG0,O0O, ' and * Dresden a fine

• city, containing about 60,000 inhabitants. ' pp. xv. 292, 385.

Aware of the multitude of such works now abroad in the

world, we should hardly have been deluded into a perusal of any
one of them, but for the peculiarity of the journey described in

this volume having been performed on foot. That it was per-

formed by a person of no speculative or literary habits, what is

sometimes called a * plain matter-ot-fact man, ' and sometimes

a * man of praelical head, ' would have been no temptation to

us,—because experience has shown how useless the observa-

tions of such persons usually are, unless where they have had an
opportunity of seeing some undiscovered country, and are so

circumstanced, that their eyes cannot open without letting in

valuable information, nor their tongues move without communi-
cating somewhat worth hearing. But it was the expectation of

receiving facts, the result of actual observation, respecting the

country and the people, collected in the course of an intercourse

with them much more close than almost any other traveller h^?.

had, that induced us to go through Mr Jorgenson's book with

care. We must say we have been considerably disappointed.

'J'he worthy peckstrran has not availed himself of the opportu-

nities which his mode of travelling gave him, in any thing like

the degree that he might have done. \^'e do not say he has given

no facts worthy of notice; but we complain, that for one i'acf,

he has given a hundred dissertations ; and we think no one can

read a page oi thcje, without perceiving that the powers of rea?-
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soning and reflexion are not in liiin so rare as to justify his sub-
stitutiofT discussion for narrative.

After stating that he preferred travelling on foot, in the

depth of winter, to enjoy better opportunities of observing

the people, and that the ' character and manners of the peo'

pl(\, strictly so called, ' have been the chief objects of his at-

tention,—he proceeds to triumph a little prematurely over those
* flying travellers, who visit the chief cities of Trance, and give
• us elaborate descriptions, compiled from local guides, which
• every one can purchase. ' His readers, he says, will not find

accounts of the higher classes, * wliose manners are so much
* alike in every country ol' Europe, that they are scarcely to be
* distinguished from each other. ' It is, he conceives, from a
study of the lower orders alone, that we can form just ideas of
the varieties in national character. After this very tempting
account of ihe original and interesting cast which we were
taught to believe his narrative would assume, it is with some
disappointment that we find the first Chapter almost entirely

devoted to observations of a very trite nature, upon a subject

no less hackneyed—the Battle of Waterloo. To be sure, as he
says ' he was just in time to be an eyewitness of it, ' we might
have excused this deviation from his plan, had he given any
marks of his presence in his description. But he might just as

well have arrived the year after ; for not one fact does he con-

descend to impart, that may not be found in the Gazette,—unless

indeed it be those matters which iie takes from Rollin's Ancient

History, and Plutarch's Lives, touching Scipio and Hannibal,
Leonidas and C;esar, with all of whom, as well as with Plato,

he occasionally claims acquaintance, in a way not very easily re-

conciled with his modest lamentations over his want of literature

and science. It is fair, however, to observe, that iiis pedes-

trian tour only began at Paris, whither he proceeded in the

Diligence. But then, near half the book is consimied with ge-

neral dissertations, stories and descriptions, before he sets out
from that capital.

As if to show how far he could at once fly from the perform-

ance of the promise held out by the preface, he begins with

that very new and little beaten subject, Buonaparte ; and be-

ing resolved to trace his progress with proper minuteness, he
goes back to the causes of the Revolution ; and, among these,

he enters at some length upon the topic of the American
War. At length, he arrives at Buonaparte's appointment
to the command of the army of Italy, which, he says, * he
obtained bv nivans that reflect little honour on his cha-

B b 'J
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* racter. ' A pure fiction ; for he was promoted by the Di-
rector Carnot, who enly knew him by his military talents^

and selected him as fitted to succeed Scherer, and restore

the fortunes of the republick, endangered through the incapa-

city of that regular and inefficient general. Equally incorrect

is it to add, ' that he subsequently treated with ingratitude
' those persons to whom he was indebted for his promotion,

'

unless indeed gratitude to Carnot required him to sacrifice hi^

designs upon the throne of France ; for certain it is, that, &^
long as be pursued those views, Carnot's estrangement from
him was the necessary consequence of his attachment to libert}'.

But, it seems, Mr Jorgenson has obtained ' from sources of
* the highest authority, ' information respecting Buonaparte,
* now, for the first time, communicated to the publick. ' It is

the * development of Buonaparte's gigantic plan against the
* British possessions in India. ' This, he asserts, is the pivot

on which his whole policy turned; and he accounts, by means
of it, for all the apparent contradictions in his conduct. He
has, it seems, ' extracted this development from original and
* inedited documents. ' Observe, first, how far we are already

got from the actual observations of the pedestrian among the

lower classes of society j biit note, next, that all the parts of the

story about India which are credible, have been long known ; and
that all the novelties added by Mr Jorgenson are ridiculous fictions

of somebody who either was deceived himself, or wished to play

his tricks upon the ti-aveller. Indeed here, as everywhere else,

we canhot find where the facts are. The auihor speaks alwa\&

of information, and of what he learnt from high sources ; but

when we read, we can only see endless dissertation j unless in-

deed it be a fact which was obtained by perusing * original and
* inedited documents, ' that every enterprise of Buonaparte,
from 1806 down to his fall, was undertaken in furtherance of

his Indian plan. This is gravely maintained—perhaps we should

say recounted, by our Historian, at much length, and in all its

details,—that is, he follows Buonaparte through his campaigns
from that of Jena downwards—and, as he mentions each, he says,.

it was necessary to conquer such a country, in order to facilitate

his march to Bengal. Thus Prussia was destroyed, and a fooling

gained in Poland, that he might go on towards the East; then:

Spain was attacked, that he might leave no enemy in his rear

while he was away about his Indian business ; then, having drain-

ed his dominions by the Spanish war, he bethought him of re-

cruiting ihem, by forming a strict union with Austria ; for which
purpose he made war upon the Emperor, in order to obtain

his daughter ia marriage. Having secured Austria by this in-
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f^eninus device, he proceeded to beget the King of Rome, the

better to fortify himself; and, as soon as his Roman M ijcsty was
brought forth, invaded Russia, merely wtth the view of getting

to India;— for a man must be sil]y indeed, according to ihis

very profound personage, who can imagine that any other ob-

ject was in his view,—and, if there be so foolish a fancier, he
desirts him to consider ' the care Buonaparte took to settle the
* regency during his absence from France.' No—no—says Mr
Jorgenson, the plan was not to conquer Russia, or complete

the exclusion of English commerce from the Continent ; it

* was to dictate a peace—leave the greater part of the French
* army in Russia and Poland—and send the oM^r ^ar/, with
* innumeraole swarms of Kalmucks, Cossacks, &c. to pour in-

* to India. ' We fear this will hardly be credited by the read-

er to be a fair account o^ the dissertation before us ; let him
then read one part of it, and he will believe ail the rest.

' The war in this country (Spain) drained France of men ; but to

give up his favourite plan was impossible: he therefore endeavoured

to repair his losses in another manner. He cast his eyes towards
Austria, and contemplated a strict and close union with the Imperial

family. But the mode in which Buonaparte carried on his courtship

was one of the most singular that could ever enter into the mind of
man ; and yet displays, at the same time, the peculiarity of his cha-
Tacter and his penetration. He was fully aware, that if he should

send ambassadors to Vienna widi proposals of a marriage between tlie

Archdutchess Maria Louisa and himself, the hereditary pride of the

nominal successors of the Roman Caesars would take the alarm, and
reject his overtures at all risks : he therefore came to a determination

of sacrificing the lives of eighty thousand human beings to accom-
plish his design. He judged rightly, that if he succeeded in totally

defeating the Austrians, the Court of Vienna would be glad to pur-

chase peace on any terms. Buonaparte was victorious : ail diffi-

culties were removed ; Josephine was repudiated ; anri Maria Louisa
shared the throne of France with Napoleon, ' p. 40, 41.

Having gone through the detail we have shortly followed,

our author exclaims, with much self-complacency— * Thus have
* I gradually developed Napoleon's gigantic plan against our
* possessions in the Eastern part of the world. ' He then, at

equal length, pursues the story of his failure. Through this

most unnecessary piece ot mere book-makmg, we shall not at-

tend him, further than to observe his extraordinary ignorance
of the most commonly known parts of the history. He makes
the arrival at Moscow happen ' a few months ' after his en-
trance into Russia; and brings the allies to Paris at the close of
the Moscow campaign, leaving out a year and a half ol" good,
tolid, substantial liistory.
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Upon Buonaparte's downfal, cur author has about the usual
portion of trite and wordy remark, interspersed with fluent

but pointless declamation, which might have been expected
Irom the account of his rise. He communicates, however, in

a peculiarly oracular manner, a fact which, we dare to say,

has at least novelty to recommend it. It seems Buonaparte felt

the less at going to Elba, ' because the measures for his future
* return to France were planned before he set out from Fon-
* tainebleau. ' What measures were planned before he set sail

the second time, to lessen his regret at going to St Helena, we
are not apprised in this edition. It is only said, that ' he fled

* from France, and addressed a very laconic note to the Prince
* Regent of Great liritain ; thereby raising an eternal monu-
* ment of British exaltation. ' (p. o\.) We must remark, how-
ever, that Mr Jorgenson is very impartial and candid, upon the

\vhole, in his opinions respecting this extraordinary man, an
intemperate abuse of whom, would now be as mean and un-
manly as crouching to him in his day of power. He condemns
his tyranny and ambition in proper terms ; but refuses to load

him with the crimes which malice and idle curiosity have heap-
ed upon him ;—indeed we think he goes much too far in vindi-

cating him from the guilt of the Due d'Enghien's death. He
thinks this was excuseable, unless in so far as it occasioned the

violation of a neutral territory j and adds, that Buonaparte
* was only cruel from policy ; that he hesitated long before he
* would consent to the execution of the sentence j and was at

* length overruled by his advisers. ' The authority for this as-

sertion, is ^Ir Jorgenson's accustomed verb, * I hwxs>
;

' which
Ave take to be the knowledge acquired from hearing some person
of station, in whose company he was, assert the fact.

To the subject of Napoleon succeeds that of the women in

Trance, prefaced by an apology towards * that fair part of the
* creation which, we are so justly told, constitutes the chief hap-
* piness, delight and glory of man, ' for having deferred this

subject so long ; the more especially after the attack upon
English women recently made by a French traveller. As we
certainly belong not to the class to whom this apology is ad-

dressed, and are very little likely, we fear, to constitute Mr
Jorgenson's ' chief happiness, glory, and delight, ' so, we can
very truly say, that we could have freely pardoned him had he
deferred the female chapter altogether, including the anecdotes

of the Caffc des Mitle ColoJines, and the Belle Litnonadiere, and
the stories of Cats, and their dresses and visits, with other points

of learnmg for which the work itself must be consulted.

The next topic of discourse is the Gaming-houses, which fur-
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nish a wide field to the author's love of writing. He inveighs se^

verely, and not too severely, against this vice ; and depicts, more
by facts and circumstances than he is wont to do, the miseries it

produces. Hut the consummation of tiie scandal he finds, and
justly, in the part which the Government takes in it. ' When vice'

he exclaims ' is thus publicly licensed by the Government, what
* can be expected, but a total relaxation of moral principle,

* and a corresponding depravity of manners ? That such a dis-

* play of human degradation might be sanctioned under the
* reign of Buonaparte, one may readily conceive ; but that it

* should be tolerated under the Bourbons, who profess to advo-
* caic the interests of religion and morality, is to me perfectly
* unaccountable. '

(p. 92.) He goes on to express his astonish-

ment that the governments of Europe do not * take the most
* efficacious means for suppressing this alarming evil.

'—
' To

* say that a government cannot suppress hazard-plays, ' he
says, * is very ridiculous ^

' and his remedy is ready— * Tho
* crime of keeping hazard-tables ought to be made capital, and
* those who frecjuent them should be imprisoned. ' Yet this

would be rather hard towards the latter class ; for if the re-

marks on their infatuation be well-founded, they are fitter for

<he medical than the police department. * In no other case,
'

says he, * would a man enter on the transaction of business
* with the odds so clearly against him. ' Now, is it not mar-
vellous, and quite as strange as any of the unaccountable things

mentioned by our author, that he should make all these remarks
without once reflecting upon the encouragement given to gam-
bling of the most pernicious kind by our own Government

—

the frauds committed, under Parliamentary sanction, the whole
year round, upon ihe most ignorant classes of the communit}',
and the di.>-gracerul participation of the revenue in gains ob-
tained immediately through fraud, ultimately from robbery,

and even murder ? ']''o be astonished at the Bourbons coun-
tenancing gaming-houses, and forget tliat our own rulers o-

penly avow that the lottery, * admitted to be criminal, is too

* We have long meditated a discussion of this question ; if indeed
.question there be, wliere evt-rytJiinj^ is iidniitted, and the minister
only says, ' Honesty is too expejisive an article in these times.

'

That men's eyes are at length opened, and their feelings roused up-
on the subject, is owing to the able anil most indefatigable exertions
of the H()noura])le William Lyttk'ton, who is as secure of finally tri-

umphing over the intolerable nuisance he is now combating, as if the
act of Parliament were already through the House. Our feeble aid,

too lone from accidental circumstances withheld, shall not much
longci- be wanting to this accomplished and excellent man.
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lucrative to be given up, argues a very praiseworthy blindness

towards the faults of his country. Indeed, Mr Jor£;enson is an
optimist in all that relates to England ; of which take this spe-

cimen in his remarks on the French and British Senate;.
* A person who has been an eyewitness to the manner in which

pubHc business is conducted in the British Senate, will certainly ob-

serve a striking difference, when he enters the place at Paris v/here

tlie French Chambers are convened. The dignified deportment of

the members of the British Parliament—the display of profound rea-

/soning—the njanly and persuasive eloquence—the regularity and
order with which the debates are conducted, all tend to make a deep

and solemn impression on the spectator : the highest degree of reve-

rence and respect is inspired for an enlightened body, composed of

patriots and wise men, who decide on aftairs with precision, and who
warmly interest themselves in the great cause of humanity. On see-

ing and hearing them, we fancy ourselves transported into the midst

of the Senate of ancient Rome, in those days, when virtue, constancy,

and honour, were held sacred among the Ptomans, and the boast of

its patricians.

' Widely different is the scene presented in the two Chambers at

Paris. The French members carry on their debates with a great deal

of passion and animosity: their threatening and violent gestures are

disgusting. A British Minister, v/hen introducing any subject to the

notice of either house of Parliament, would not venture to Oid/^ those

who may happen to differ from him in opinion. He would not dare

to say, ' Those who wish for the end, wish for the measure. ' The
Frenchman who made use of this arrogant expression in the Senate,

when a very interesting motion was discussed, some tune since, in-

tended to intimate by it, that those who did not approve of the pro-

posed plan, were traitors to the King, and ought to be stigmatized as

such.' p, 160, 161.

Now, far be it from us to question the truth of these panegy-

ricko upon our Senate, in any one particular. We have alvvavs

tinderstood the fact to be as Mr Jorgenson represents it. Every
thing that transpires respecting the two Houses (at least their

majorities, which are the representatives of the whole), incul-

cates a profound respect, bordering upon awe ; the more espe-

cially when \\c reflect on the privilege of imprisonment that be-

longs to them. Dignified deportment, profound reasoning, per-

fect order, proverbially distinguish the conduct of our ' wise

men, ' as Mr Jorgenson terms then!, or ' our wights, ' as they

were called in the purer times of the Constitution j in the days,

if we may so speak, of the Carfjsri^ht monarchy, antecedent to

the Heptarchy. Our ministers too, v,e all know, have never

attempted to Indlij tlieir antagonists; particularly in the lime

of the late Mr Pitt, that perfect modeJ of placid and amiable

dignity. In a word, ours is that Senate (we hardly know
Hvhich of the two Houses wherewithal we are bleiscd deserves
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the praise most, l>iit, take ihom altop;cthcr)—ours is that Senate

of' which a Ibroiffn prince's ambassador mi<;!it report to Ms mr^ster,

as Pyrrhus's did to him, ' that they looked like an asscml)ly of

Kings ;'— inrariii)g thereby a race cf bcinj^s as exempt from ilie

vices as from the wcakiieiscs of other mortals, t^uch beiiifj the

true view of the matter, how indirrnant mu-t all \^, who have

ri'Tht feelings within them, at such false representations as, from

time to time, are given by disafl'ected persons upon this sub-

ject ! We fchall only advert to the following picture of tiie

Mouse of Commons, drawn by Mr Wilbtriorce in his cele-

brated work upon Vital Christianity ; which must l>e admit-

ted to difier not a little from Mr Jorgenson's sketch of the

same original. ' That quick resentment—those bitter con-

* tentions—those angry retorts—those malicious trumiphs

—

* that impatience of niferiority— that wakeful sense of past

* defeats, and proniptness to revenge them, which too often

* change the character of a Christian deliberative assembly

* into that of a stage for prize-fighters ; violating at once the

* proprieties of public conduct, and the rules of social de-

* corum, and renouncing and chasing away all the charities of

* the religion of Jesus. ' Chap.Il''. S.'i. Thus much touching

the Commons: the learned writer says nothing of the Lords.,

—who are indeed admitted on all hands to be faultless.

There is one statement v.hich meets us in every part of this

work, which we would fain hope is more applicable to the state

of things two years ago than to their present state—we mean

the preTcrcncc of all classes, but particularly the lower orders,

for Buonaparte, and their coldness, not to say aversion, towards

the Bourbons. Thus, at Paris, he says,

It was easy to observe, that the French cherished a much great-

er attachnicat for Buonaparte than they did for the Bourbons. There

is no truth in the bold and ostentatious assertion made by a certain

member of the Clxaniber of Peers, in one of Ids orations, that the

inunensc majority of the French nation veut son Rot. It may, in-

deed, be goyd policy to say so : but the cai'cful obscrvat'ons 1 made,

contradict this fact. The feeble cries of Vive le Rni : Vivent ics

Bourbons ! issuing from tlie throats of a few ragged fellows, when-

ever the King makes his appearance ui the pavilion frmiting the gar-

dens of the Thuilleries, form a striking contrast to the loud shouts

and acclamations which rent the air when Buomiparte former!}' shou -

td himself in the same place. The French even make an appeal

to our reason, and demand, whetlicr it can be doubted who is the

tirsiral—Louis or Napoleon. The Ibrmcr, thi y say, a\ as seated on

the throne with the help of three hundred thousand ibreign bayonets.

J-rom Brussels to Paris he waded in the blood of l-Venchmen, and

made his triuniphul eiitry into the capital over the carcases of the
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rnen who died in defence of their Emperor. They add, that the

contributions paid by the nation to the AlHed Powers, is the return

which Louis makes them for reestabhshing him in the government.
*'

\K 119—121.
Ao;i...

' A trifling incident frequently enabled me, without uttering a sin-

gle word, to sound the incHnations of the French respecting Buona-
parte. I bought two or three snuff-boxes, with his likeness on the

lid of them : one I carried constantly about rae. In going into a
shop to buy snuff, I have often seen the women take the box and
kiss it. In other places M'here I might display it, some person or o-

ther would generally take it into his hands, look at it with attention,

and then retiun it to me with an emphatic " Ah!" or some other

observation indicative of goodwill towards Napoleon. In one or two
instances I met with persons who exclaimed against my carrying a-

bout me a likeness of the tip-ant ; but this rarely happened.
' Any one travelling through France, who should wi«li to court

friendly attention from the people, will certainly hnd it his interest

to appear favourably inclined towards Buonaparte. Instead of men-
tioning this name, he nmst say I' Empereiir^ for so his partisans con-

tinue to style hinj : this is the touchstone wliich moves a Frenchman's
affections. The Royal party, on the contrary, simply call him Buo-
naparte, or P Usurpaieur. If, by chance, a person should have any
business to transact at the public offices in Paris, or in those of the

Prefectures in the various departments, he will not always be able to

promote his suit by vaunting that he is a loyal subject to Louis.

There are nnmy ancient military holding situations in those places,

who are still attached to the interests of Napoleon, and aj-e extreme

iy unwilling to render any service to those who entertain different

sentiments.' p. 123—125.

In ihe country, and in villages, Mr Jorgenson found these feel-

ings stiil more openly avowed ; because the people are less on
their guard, and, as he says, not so much under the inspection

of the police^ But at first, seeing; a stranger enter, they used

to be suspicious, and afraid of bis being a spy. ' Hence,' says

he, * whenever 1 entered a house in any of the villages, the
* people would tap each other on the feet, crying, ** Qui, Qui

!

*' itfaid obc'ir son Boi : il Jaut obdr les loix : Buonaparte ctoit

** im inauvak sujct. " My host would tell them that I was a
* good man, and they had nothing to fear from me. In order
* to sound their real dispositions, I would sometimes venture to
• add, that Buonaparte had done much harm, but that he had
* also effected a deal of good. They would instantly turn round,
' like a weathercock in a gale of wind, sing forth his praises,

* and call me a very reasonable man. Nothing pleased them
' more than seeing my snuff-box: men, women, and cliildfen

'
f] )i:keii round me, to see the likeness of C Emj^ereur.' p. 191.
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Now we regard tl)is testimony as entitled to fjreat considera-

tion, at least in estimatiof^ the relative popularity of the two
families when Mr Jor^j^enson was in France, and in correcting

tlie filly rant so greedily reechoed in this country from the

I'Vench press, and from the Ultra- Royalist speeches. For it is

the statement of a man full of what are called English prejudi-

ces ; a warm admirer of the old regime ; a fierce enemy of evcrv

part of the revolution ; and decidedly hostile, thougii fair in his

hostility, to the Buonaparte family. His candour, instead of di-

jninishing, does certainly add new weight to iiis authority. It is

rather singular, however, to observe how violent his prejudices

are against the French as a people. They extend to the very

cookery, in which he can find nothing to commend. On this

point, indeed, our traveller seems to be but moderately skilled.

1 le thinks the * palm of culinary excellence is unquestionably due
* to the French, if good cooking consist in making much of a
* little, and in the preparation of o!it)5. ' And he then describes

the process of making what he calls legume, v/hich word he always

uses for soup, and a})pears to think the only French dish. I le al>(>

ascribes the prevalence of scrofulous diseases to ihe * putrid horse
* flesh in sausages, and the vast quantities of gross lat in their

* Itginnrs ;' and will hardly believe that there is such a thing as

a rabbit in the country,—so piously docs he believe that cats are

a statidicg part of every larder.

Before (juitting his remarks on Paris, we shall extract some
observiritions upon the abolition ol' the Sabbath, which we verily

believe have much truth in them.
' I have been informed, by persons who have resided for many

years in France, tliat the middling and io\ver orders of French are

not so lively, pay and sociable, at present, as they were before the

Jlevolution. This change in thiir manners may, in a great measure,

be in)puted to the rej>ublican priiiciplc-J which v.ere afterwards instil-

led among thcni ; but the r///r/'cause, I apprehend, is the violation of

the Sahbatl). The shopkeepers and tradespeople are confined to their

houses on Sundays, iis well as on other days. This prevents them

from forming those little social>le parties and connexions, wliich tend

to unbend and relieve the mind from the cares of business. The
shopmen and apprentices have no day of rest : there is no end to their

work ; thev become careless in consequence. In England, every

jKjrson of this description looks forward with pleasure to tiie day wliich

suspciH^s his weekly occupations. He displays his gayest apparel

;

and, in the intervals of public worship, visits his parents or friends,

and enjoys the pleasures of society, which amply compLUsate lor the

labours of the week. On the en>juing morning, he returns to his work
with alacrity, looking forward to the followii<g Sunday, for the re-

furrenre of the same gratitientiun. In JVjiue, the n\aster-tradistuen

J
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will ask, whether their apprentices do not eat and drink on Sundays,

as well'as other days ; and therefore ought to work. This morose-

ness has an eifect on the cleanliness of the young men : they pursue

their daily drudgery in their dirty working-dresses ; and habit renders

them, at length, averse to a change of linen and clothes. After

Louis XVIII. returned to Paris, a decree was issued, forbidding the

shops to be open during the hours of divine service on Sundays, un-

der a penalty of ten francs for each offence. This measure gave

cause for loud complaints : the citizens paid the fine rather than dis-

continue their old practices ; and the Government, seeing that the

abuse was not to be remedied in this way, no longer enforced the

kw ; and things go on as usual. ' p. 117, 118.

From Paris he at last set out, on toot, in December 1815,

and hy slow journies proceederl towards the Rhine. He gene-

rally found the process of ordering a good supper, with wine,

and asking change for a louis-d'or, a necessary preliminary to

asking for a bed ; but, by means of this little contrivance, he
appears to have travelled comfortably enough, hating and rail-

ing at the French ail the way, till he reached Germany, where
he meets with all manner of discomfort, and is in one uninter-

rupted praise of both the country and its inhabitants. At Jon-
chery he makes a stay of several days j and, having amused
himself with a viyst'ification (or what is in England vulgarly called

a hoax) on the Mayor, by pretending he was on a pilgrimage to

the Hoiy Land, he i- forced into the society of various curious

and pious persons, who load him with messages for the sepul-

chre, and make Janchery, in the meanwhile, tolerably agreeable

\o him. To support his &tory of the pilgrimage, he thinks fit

to add that he i? an Irishman, which he observes is always in

France a great reconimendation, not so much from the idea that

the Irish are CatholK^s, as because they are supposed to hate

the English. At this place he Jearnt a droll anecdote of the

Mayor, a oeterniined and active Bourbonist, and on that account

much hated by the inhabitants, having rtglected to furnish a cer-

tain number rtf wnggons required by the Russians, and being, as

is asual with those Iriends lo social order, forthwith subjected to

the Schldge. The reader must Jeel anxii us, first of all to know
the precise nature of this iijfliction upon the rt-orthy magistrate.

—

We learn that it is of a twotbid character—accordmg, as we
conjecture, to the character civil or military of the patient. It

may be a beating on the buck with the flat of a cutlass ; but

truth compels us to add, that it may also be—we cannot give

vent to the sorrowful story in our own words, but must have

recourse to our author— it ntay be • by pulling down the breeches,
* and lashing most severely with rods over the posteriors. '

—

This mode of infliction, we grieve to say itj was used in the
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case of the Worshipful, the Mayor of Jonchery. Hut fir?t we
may note that all Frenchmen, accorrliiig to our author, reparil

this as the most degradin.<^ of punishments, and al^o that tfuy

writhe and roar unfler it in a manner peculiarly vehement, wlule

a Russian hardly makes a wry face, but takes it as a matter <>f

course. And now the reader may naturally feel denirous of fol-

lowino; his Worship to the scene of action, as the place of suf-

fering mav, on this occasion, be ttrmcd with suflicient accuracv-
* Poor iSl. Savar was in the most distressing situation : he cri(-d

aloud, ' Je mis pour les Bourbons . J'ai infinimt;iit de respect -povr m
Majestc VEwpcreur de Ifiissie, pnitr Ic Jioi de Prusse. ' But it \ras

neither the Bourbons, Alexander, nor the King of Prussia, who
could save him from the grasp of the Ilussiaas ; they would not un-

derstand his logic, answering, ' Biafc, bjenja mat, * Fravzoza fns
Ion J Franzaza canaille !

' If the drama had ended here, it might

still have been tolerably well ; but the Russian ofiiccr insisted on M-
Savar paying a fine of ten francs per hour, till the waggons should

arrive ; and as a stimulus to exertion, he was to receive sc/tln'^^e at in-

tervals. This was an alarming blow to the Mayor : he had not a
franc in the house. He was therefore obliged to send round to the

villagers, entreating them very earnestly to send some money ini;tant-

ly, otherwise he should certainly be murdered. The inhabitants of

Jonchery, being highly enraged against M. Savar, for his officious-

ness in the morning ; and learning, to their great satisfaction, that

he was to receive schliige so long as the money and waggons were not

forthcoming ; now e^njoycd his distress, and were in no haste to re-

lieve him. The poor fellow was kept in a state of terror and sus-

pense for more than two hours. The Mayor took this unworthy
treatment so much to heart, that he was scarcely ever afterwards sober

for two hours together, unlc«s when asleep at nights. ' p. iS5, 186.

During bis stay here, our author made the acquaintance of

an eminent Gipsey, who exercised her art with great success,

chitfly among the lower orders. He judiciously asked her to

communicate her secret to him, which, for a luuis-d'or, she

agreed to do; and we have no hesitation in pronouncing the idea

of obtaining this information as the brighte>t, and the Gipscy's

account of i)er methods as by far the most curious thing in the

book. We shall extract a little of it.

" On all occasions where married women consult us, it is proper
that the men should not be present : we invariably tell them that they

have been unfaithful to their husbands, and we are generally righc:

they will look at us with a very signiticaiit snule, evidently intimat-

ing their i>ersua<;ion that we must certainly deal in the biack art.

Most women, indeed, are more pleased with the idea of havijig the

power of charming the men, than they are proud of their chastit}".

Only once in my life have I been out in my calcuhtions : the acci-

* '* A coarse expression of reproach among the Russian-.

"
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dent happened in a village two league? on the other side of Rheims :

I shall never forget it as long as I live. A great gigantic woman
knocked me down, and trampled on me, for telling her that she was
false to her husband ; but she was so monstrously ugly, and so bru-

tal in her manners, that her virtue could never be endangered ; her

husband had married her for the sake of alittle money.
" We also inform a married woman, that there was some person,

before her marriage, whom she would have preferred to her husband,

could she have obtained him ; and that she still thinks of him, at

times, with feelings of regret. Here we are commonly correct ; for

scarcely one out of five hundred poor women is united to the man
she loves : she snatches at the first who will take her, for fear of hav-

ing none at all.

" Young girls are more easily satisfied than married women. We
have only to tell them, that a number of young men are in love with

them ; that they will soon be married to the man of their fancy ; and
we give them letters in abundance. Some jealous maid will request

us to set a spell on a rival, and to turn the hard heart of her lover :

this we readily promise to do ; as, in such a case, we receive a hand-

some fee, sometimes ten or twelve sous.

" Old maids are the most troublesome : they wish to know whether

their future lover be of a dark or fair complexion ; whether he be
handsome, tender-hearted, in love up to both ears with them, con-

stant, kindj affectionate, and every thing that is pretty. " p. 198

—

202.

It is a curious circumstance, and shows the natural connexion
between hypocrisy and credulity, that after the Gipsey bad a-

vowed b-r art to be an imposture, and adnriitted that the cuttings

and shufflings of the cards which she went through, were mere-

ly to amuse and deceive; she, neverthtless, in her own case,

was always laymij them out to see wliat her lover was about ; and
when he would overtake her; and sometimes she would start up
and say to the hostess, *' There ! as sure as I am a living wo-
*' man, he is now with the creature we saw at the last fair.

—

" Don't you see very plainly that he is now in company with a
*' dark woman ? Yes ! yes ! he made her, two months ago, a
*' present of a silk handkerchief. 1 will be revenged on them
*' both." 20:3.

Journeying onward to the frontier, our author passed through

the country that had been the scene of the iate campaigns ; and

his testimony is, upon the whole, \ery favourable to the conduct

of the Allied Armies, especially the Russians, towards the in-

habitants. He also was fortunate enough to meet with many
persons who had been prisoners in England, and who gave a

hat contradiction to the slanders so industriously propagated in

Varh respecting their trontment in this country. No oth^r in-

liirmation of any value is to be gathered from his journal until

he enters Germanv, except tljat he sdvs, he ascertained « that
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* upwards of two hundred mfinuractories had been totally al)an-

* doned between Rhcims and Furbach, as the proprietors were
* unable to keep pare with the prices of the goods imported
* from Enfjland or (rermaiiy. '—He adds, that the same sorts

of musiins which, three or four years ago, used to be sold at

Verdun for sixteen francs a yard, now cost only four. p. 221.

In Germany, our author finds all right ; he is pleased with

every tiling, and dcligiited with every body except the poor

Jews, against whom lie inveighs both generally and individually.

The very day he crosses the border, indeed, he meets with one
very suspicious character.

' In the course of the evening, I entered into conversation with a
respectable hatter of this place ; who told me, very frankly, that he
would rather see the French here than the Prussians. This assertion

surprised me greatly ; for the man, not many minutes before, had
given me a most deplorable account of what he had suffered by the

quartering of French troops, and their scandalous exactions. On
expressing my surprise to him, he replied, ' All you say. Sir, is very
* true ; but then a French officer has always a three-cocked hat, a
* round one, and a cap, which makes it very good for our trade ;

* whereas the Prussian officers wear caps only. ' p. 227.

A few days alter, he has an adventure still more distressing

—

tlie publication of which, we think, does infinite credit to iiis

candour and courage.
' During my stay at Frankfurt, I made an excursion to Darmstadt,

where I btcame acquainted with an Aulic counsellor, who, on our

subsequent return to Frankfurt, introduced me to a ball. He was
desirous of providing me a partner, and pointed out to me a very

pretty lady of his acquaintance. I went up to her, and requested the

honour of her hand ibr the next dance. To my utter confusion,

shame, and vexation, the lovely creature answered me, Avith the ut-

most affability of manner and sweetness of voice, that she had once
taken a solenm oath never to dance ix'ilh a person xvho locts in the least

dearee l)ozv-/f'jrfred / I had never, till then, thought that there was
any defect in my legs, v/hich had safely carried me over so many
ieagucp ; and I could not help thinking that the lady intended to di-

vert herself at my expense : neither could I reconcile to myself how
an odtJi could escape so handsome a pair of lips as she possessed. I

observed, however, that she adhered to her declaration ; for she
danced, almost the whole of the evening afterwards, with a tall thin

person, at least six ll-et hijjh, and monstrously knock-kneed. I was
so confoutidcd at the reception I had met with from this fair lady, that

1 scarcely ventured to look up the whole of the evening. I «iade
many inquiries, but could ncvur discover her reason for making so
strange a vow. ' p. 2'Mi, 237.

At Frankfort he resides some lime, but records nothing else

that is worthy of notice, although he enjoyed the friendship ol
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a Scotch jrentTeman who had been lonij settled in the country,-

and whom be depict? as the most worrh^f and sensible man in

the whole world. He had not indeed been so fortunate in life

as his countrymen (and ours) generally are ; but this we take

to have arisen trom the great amount of the Jewish population

in tho!:e parts ; at lea'^t, it is a known fact, that no Israelites

thrive in Scotland ; they find the p»lare too hot for them, or pre-

occupied,—we dare not decide which ; and, when one of our
countrymen returns their visit at Frankfort, we cannot much
wonder if he meets with a similar reception. His Scotch friend

seems to have been, notwithstanding, in perfect charity witlv

the nation he lived amongst, and above all with its chiefs and
other great men, of whom he impressed Mr Jorgenson with

the most exalted ideas ; and having found means to procure

him access to one of them, our author's admiration of the

whole species knows wo bounds. We cannot aiford room for

extracts, displaying in detail the extraordinary qualifications

of German sovereigns, great, little, and middlesized ; but the

fdllovving trait may suffice as a sample of that perfiection which,

it seems the royal or princely nature hath happily attained in

that favoured country, and which all the grafts or shoots from
the parent stock, we take it for granted, carry with them, and
preserve, as certain fruits do their flavour, while the parent stock

continues to flourish. ' They are, ' it seems, 'constant in their
* attachments, and capable of private friendship: hence their
* servants generally grow old in their service, and we seldom see
* any changes in the Ministry in the various German states^

* This proceeds from a very natural cause:—the Germans are
* very circumspect in the choice of their friends ; they will try
* them before they trust them ; but when once they have found
* a man to be honest and upright, they divest themselves of all

* suspicion, and repose unlimited confidence in him ; and they
* are seldom deceived. Neither are they easily imposed upon
* in this respect. ' p. Sk?. No doubt, his illustrations of this

position are less happy than might hase been wished ; for he
mentions the celebrated Srein, among the proofs that merit is

promoted, and royal favour constant, in Prussia ; the fact be-

ing, that as soon as the war had been brought to a successful

termination, through. the wise and patriotic councils of this dis-

tinguii)hed person, he and all the other friends of German inde-

pendence who had restored the Prussian monarchy, were either

dismis>ed and neglected, or sent into honourable banishment,

or obliged to exile themselves, according as their services had
been more or less valuable to the cause j and all. this because

the people naturally looked to them as friends of liberty, no
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lefis tlian of national independence, for the fulfilment of the pro-
mises whicli had ctlled forth their triumphant exertions against

the common enemy.

The reader will not, after this, be surprised to leirn that Mr
.Tori^enson Inuds the Kini; of I'russia lavishly for having give/i

his people a free constitution :—havincj probably been informed
by his i^cotch friend that his Majesty had promised it, he takes

the rest for granted. His rage at the King of Saxony is de-

sperate, because he did whnt all the others had done, join

Buonaparte when he compelled them, and desert him when he
was beaten ; with this only difference, that this unfortunate

prince's treachery, if such it can be called, began to operate a
Kttle later than theirs. He is so angry at this sovereign, though a
prince and a German, that he extends his dislike to the Saxons,

whom he abuses roundly, but with a curious discrimination ;

for he defends the inhabitants of those provinces which have
been ceded to Prussia. Thus, one chapter concludes wiih tell-

ing us, that the new subjects of Frussia ' are perfectly satisfied,

* and would not wish to return under the dominion of Saxony ;

'

and expressing satisfaction, that these * inoffensive and harmle^s
* people are not now liable to be implicated in the wretched po-
* licy of the Sixon Court. ' And the next, in the table of con-

tents, notes, * Anecdotes illustrative of the deceitfid character of
* the Saxons. ' To be sure this, like many of Mr Jorgenson's

other titles, is found not quite descriptive of the passage j for

those anecdotes consist merely in abuse of the king's policy, and
an observation, that ' nothing is to be heard in Saxony but the
* bitterest revilmgs against Prussia and England ; and that the
* Saxons pant for an opportunity to revenge then)«elves on the
* former power ; '—a mark of national perfidy which we suspect

to be pretty common in all the countries where the Congress
has sacrificed ihc people to their schemes of partition and spolin-

tion. Mr Jorgenson, indeed, is not only .satisfied with these

schemes, but laments they did not go further y and, particular-

ly, he cannot forgive the fault of having kft the King of S^ixony

any territory at all. When they were about it—when their

/land was in— he thinks I'russia slunild have swallowed all Sax-
ony. * Truth demands, ' says he, ' that I should contend thac
' the welfare of mankind reejuiretl the annUiilation of Saxony. '

(p. :i»:<.) His chief ground of charge against the Saxon kmg
is the signature by him of a treaty with Buonaparte, lor the

total annihilation of the King of Prussia. Our author speaks

mystically of this document. He tells us, ^ Ht-pon saifs ' such a
treaty is in existence: A:»d tliis parses for procf^ anU i» rcabontd
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upon as conclusive : But then he adds, that he * thinks it would
* not be difficult to point out the name of the individual who
* was entrusted with it, and even to produce a copy of it if ne-
' cessary. ' (p. 397, 399.) And he further adds, at last, that he
* knows the fact to be true.' {ibid.) We do not quite comprehend
this coquettish way of dealing with plain facts ; but we ki)ow there

is very little reliance to be placed on the sources of secret history

which are accessible to such travellers as Mr Jorgenson. He
speaks as oracularly of the murder of Gustavus Adolphus, of the

secret policy of Frederic II, and of many other passages of

Gei'man history with which he interlards the meagre body of

statements which are the result of his own observation.

We had almost forgot to mention, that this author is a pro-

fessed admirer of the partition of Poland ; indeed he enters into

an elaborate defence of it. This might have been expected

from the account which we have already given of his principles

respecting the later proceedings of the disciples of that school

of political justice, founded by Catharine and Frederic, both

surnamed the Great. One very noted character among them,

we are glad to find, he does not pass over j we mean our own
pride and glory, the Lord Castlereagh. The loyal reader may
desire to see how some "persons abroad speak of My Lord,—and

it may show that those are deceived who think his praise is only

celebrated by the chaste and classic eloquence of the Treasury

newspapers.
' During my residence in Germany, I had often the honour of con-

jversing with one of the diplomatic personages, who was present, and

took an active part in the proceedings, at Congress. This able man
told me, that, in the whole course of his diplomatic career, he had

not met with a person more qualified for his high situation, than Lord
Castlereagh. " I do not know how it is, " said he, " but his Lord-

ship always found means to persuade us into all his views : he carried

every point he insisted on : he displayed great firmness of mind : yet

his Lordship's manners were so affable, and liis deportment so unas-

suming, that he never gave personal offence. " He added—" British

diplomatists have often run into the error of urging their claim with

too much haughtiness ; the persons engaged with them in negotiations

felt offended, and secretly, if not openly, counteracted their preten-

sions. Not so with Lord Castlereagh : his talents and eloquence ex-

cited admiration, whilst the urbanity of his manners created good-

will. " I mention this circumstance merely to show how very unlike-

ly it is that liis Lordship should have presumed to dictate to the rest

of the Ministers at the Congress. I will readily admit, that Lord

Castlereagh's great qualifications may excite envy ; but a person who
has distinguished himself in .the manner his Lordship has done, and

who deserves so well of his country, ought, at least, to be treated

with candour. ' p. 390, 39L
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This is very satisfactory no doubt,—but the author's account

ftf the itinrrancy of the German tradesmen is more original

;

and we believe, moreover, that it is perfectly authentic.

' As soon as a youth has servedhis apprenticeship, he is compel-

led to take his knapsack on his back, and travel into other parts of

(rermanv, at lea<?t for four years ; without which, he will find it dif-

ficult to -procnre employment, and will be laughed at and despised

by otliers of tiie same trade. In most of the large towns there is a

kind of inn estul>Iished for each separate trade, to which all tlie tra-

velling journeymen of such trades resort, on their arrival. In some
they are provided (gratis) with provisions and straw for a number of

clays ; but men of other trades do not enjoy the same benefit. For
instance, shoemakers may go to the inn to procure a night's lodging;

but they will receive nothing more, unless they can pay for what they

call for. Coppersmiths make it a practice to go to the houses of the

master-tradesmen in every considerable town through which they

pass, and claim som.e little assistance, which is given them. Hence,
in Germany, some are callid rich, and some poor trades, according

to the advantages enjoyed by the journeymen, when travelling. The
funds to defray these expenses are either raised by a kind of sub-

scription, or by deducting a very small proportion from the journey-

men's weekly wages when at v.ork. The rule is, to permit no tra-

velling journeyman to remain longer than twenty-four hours in one

place. If he cannot in that time find employment, he must proceed

further. Sometimes, however, the police will permit him to stay a
few days longer, if he have any prospects of obtaining work. It

Jjappens, indeed, very often, that these men are so poor, that they

are obliged to beg ; but whenever they are detected begging, they

are, in some places, sent away immediately ; in others, they are im-

prisoned for eight or ten days ; and in others they receive a sound
whipping. This foolish mode of sending j'oung men abroad to see

the world, as it is here called, is attended with the most pernicious

efTects. Their morals are totally corrupted ; and they become ad-

dicted to drinking, smoking, riot and idleness. Being obliged to

shift and shuffle about in the M^orld, they attain a certain degree of
low cunning, not at all the characteristic of a German, and, in fact,

become complete vagrants.

' During the sunnncr, they can easily procure work ; but as they
know that at this season the masters stand in need of them, thev
are careless whether they please or not. The moment thoy receive

their weekly wages, they resort to the public houses, and do not re-

turn to their work till all their money is spent, which is generally ac-

conipli>licd on the Sunday and the Monday. As winter approaches,
they have nothing to do. The masters now tidre their revenge;
they will not keep them in emjiloj-nient ; and each retains no more
tlian arc bjrely biifllcient to answer his present purposes. Tlie men
are now coujptflltd to travel again ; and are thus exposed to incon-
ceivable luiserits and distresses, which, hcv.ever, rarely produco e-
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ven the smallest ini?uence on their conduct the ensuing summer.
Once habituated to idle practices, they cannot, or will not, divest

themselves of them.
' In the course of my rambles, I entered a lonely public-house,

in a large wood between Leipzig and Berlin, where I have seen nine

or ten of these poor wretches huddled together for a night, without

either shoes or stockings : some were even destituce of shirts- Three

of them could muster no more money among them than would pur-

chase two pennyworth of coarse bread.
' In the month of January IS 17, I ascertained that one hundred

and twenty journeymen taylors, all in quest oi work, passed through

Gustrow in Mecklenburg, a place by no means sitiiated on one of

the great leading roads of Germany. ' p. 259—-62.
Befjre ciosi: g the account oi this voiunie, we must once more

complain of the disappjointment which it perpetually creates as

to details of fact. After boasting that he is to give a full ac-

count of the famous Ti/^en-bunde, the secret association by
which so much was done for the liberation of Gerciany, our au-

thor tells, in many word?, what every one knows j and, adding

no one single particular, leaves us wholly unable to collect any
thing from his long and flat declamation, except that there

was such a league, and that it was of advantage to the cause.

This is a very curious subject, on which a treatise, f-^unded on
details of fact, is much wanted ; and therefore, the disappoint-

ment occasioned by the expectations raised in Mr Jorgenson'i

preface and table of contents, can the less be pardoned.

We hope the reader will net thir.k that we should ha^e been

more indulgent to the dfcfec':s of this volume, from its being the

production of an unlettered sailor, as the preface states. If it is

written by Mr Jorgenson himself, we must say that he has

wholly forgotten his old professional babies, and given up obser-

vation for di-quisition. The handywork, however, much more
resembles that of a London bookmaker, and has therefore no-

thing about it to disarm critical justice.

Art. VI. Harrington a Tale, and Ormcnd a Tale; in Three

Vditmes. By Maria Edgewobth, Author of Comic Drama<,
Tales of Fashionable Life, &c. &c. 12mo. London, 1817.

1\Tiss Edgeworth belongs to a class of writers who are less

^^ liable to failures than most of those who adventure in

the public pursuit of excellence or distinction. Her works are

not happy effusions of fancy, or casual inspirations of genius.

There is nothing capricious or accidental about tliein ; but
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they are tlio mature and seasonable fruits of those faculties that

work tlie surest and continue the longest in vigour,—of power-

ful sense and nice moral perception, joined to a rare and inva-

luable talent for the observation and display of human charac-

ter,—tempered, in its wholesome exercise, with far more indul-

gence to its less glittering qualities than usually falls to the lot

of those who are gifted with so quick a sense of its weakness

and folly. Fortunately for mankind, these are the least pre-

carious as well as the most important of all the faculties which

belong to our frail nature ; and are not only for the most part

at the command of their possessor, but can seldom be called into

action without difrusin<T their beneficial influence to others.

But though Miss Edgeworth can never absolutely fail in

her endeavours to excel, because she can never be either silly

or absurd, it does not follow that she should always be equally

successful, or that all her productions should be interesting and
amusing alike. Sometimes the subjects afford but little scope

either for interest or amusement;—and sometimes the moral

lessons she wishes to inculcate, are of a sort which do not ad-

mit of those embellishments which are most suited to her ge-

nius.

The key, indeed, to all that is peculiar in her writings, whe-
ther in the way of excellence or defect,—that which distinguishes

her from other writers of kindred powers of judgment and in-

vention, is, that the duties of a Moral Teacher are always up-

permost in her thoughts. It is impossible, we think, to read ten

pages in any of her writings, without feeling, not only that the

whole, but that every part of them was intended to do good ;

—

and that she has never for an instant allowed herself to forget,

that the great end and aim of her writing was—not to display

her own talents, or to court popularity by brilliant effect—but to

make her readers substantially better and happier ;—not only

to correct fatal errors of opinion—to soften dispositions and re-

move prejudices unfriendly to happiness—but to display wisdom
and goodness at once in their most engaging and familiar aspects

—to raise to their proper rank and importance those humbler
virtues on which the felicity of ordinary life so essentially depends
—and to show how easy and agreeable the loftiest principles and
the highest intellectual attainments may be in practice, by repre-

senting them, as they are in truth most commonly to be found,
united with the gayest temper, and the most simple and amiable
manners.
No nobler or more worthy end certainly could be proposed

to any human endeavours ; and those who are best acquainted
with Miss Kdgcworth's writings, will probably think most high-
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]y of her success in the pursuit of it : And yet it is to the unre-
laxed.intensity of this pursuit that we think almost al! her faults

are to be refei-red. It is this which has given to her composi-
tion something of too didactic a manner,—and brought the moral
of her stories too obtrusively forward,—and led her into repeti-

tions that are somewhat wearisome, and discussions too elemen-
tary, and exaggerations too improbable,—that has lowered the
tone, in short, of her infinitely varied and original fictions to

some affinity with that of ingenious apologues invented for the
instruction of youth, and given at times an air of childishness

and poorness to the result of the finest observations, and the
profoundest views of human nature. It is wonderful, indeed,
to see such works produced, under the disadvantages and re-

straints of so severe a method. But it is impossible to doubt
that much of the freedom, the grace, and the boldness of her
invention, has been sacrificed to the pithy illustration of some
moral aphorism, or the importunate enforcement of some salu-

tary truth.

Nor has the effect been merely to lessen the fame of the au-
thor, and the delight of her intelligent readers;—we suspect

it has, in many cases, betn also to defeat, in a considerable

degree, the very end to which so much has been thus reso-

lutely sacrificed. Persons of full age revolt from instruction

pi'esented in too direct and officious a fora:ii—and take it a-

miss to have a plain lesson, however much needed, driven into

them in so persevering and unrelenting a manner; and the very

exaggerations and repetitions which are intended to give force

and effect to the warning, are apt to make it less impressive, by
making it less probable. As they now stand, the greater part
of her Tales may be regarded as a series or climax of instances,

in which some moral or intellectual defect produces disastrous

consefjuences—a continued succession of catastrophes, arising

out. of the same causes, and terminating in the same general

results. In each of these stories, we have little more than aa
enlargement of a character conceived like one of La Bruyere'ff,

—and illustrated by a similar train of extreme cases and strik-

ing exemplifications;—a method perfectly unexceptionable, when
the object is merely to give a strong and distinct impression of
tlie character itself, but liable to great objection when applied

to a series of adventures that are meant to be probable, and to

produce their moral effect by the suggestion of truth and reahty,

iSom.e of the Tales, indeed, involve this defect, if it be one, i.i

their very structure and concepticn-^and announce it plainly

enough in the titles which they bear. The best of these is that

ectitled ' Tomorrow ; '—the worst ' Murad the Unlucky.' But
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in all which aim at a more extended delineation of life and
manners, this limitation of the interest is both unnatural and un-
wise. No long series of interesting occurrences ever turned, in

reality, upon one vice or folly, or presented us with one flaw of

character as the spring and origin of all the disasters that ensue.

Nor are the moral lessons, of which such occurrences may be
made the vehicle, at all more likely to be effectual, from this ex-

clusive attention to one only of the morbid propensities, of

which we may be thus agreeably admonished. The systematic

teacher of ethics may find it convenient to take the vices and vir-

tues successively and apart, and to treat of each in its order—^just

as the systematic teacher of grammar takes the prepositions and
conjunctions. But as, when the scholar is advanced into ^^/'oc-

ticc, all the parts of speech are jumbled again together, as in

ordinary discourse; so, when the object is to give practical im-
pressions, with a view to real Hfe, it would seem expedient to

exhibit all the mingled principles of action that are found ac-

tually to govern human conduct, or to affect human felicity :

—

and the most useful talc for improvement, as well as the most
agreeable for unimproveable readers, must be that which pre-
sents us with the greatest variety of characters, and places be-

fore us the consequences of the greatest nun)ber of peculiar pro-
pensities. Upon Miss E.'s present system, there are several of
her stories which can be of use, we should think, but to a very
small number of patients ; and we really cannot help thinking

that it was as little worth her while to provide a corrective for

gentlemen who have an antipathy to Jews, or ladies who have
prejudices against French governesses, as it would be for an e-

mincnt physician to compound an infallible plaster for scratches /

on the first joint of the little finger exclusively.

Her excessive care for the moral utility of her works, has al-

so injured them in another way. The substantial happiness of
Hfe, no doubt, depends more upon justice and prudence, than
upon genius and generosity—upon ordinary and attainable qua-
lities in short, then on lofty and heroic ones. But the interest

we take in these, as observers, is just in an opposite propor-
tion ; and Misd Edgcworth has been so fearful of misleading
her readers into any unprofitable or dangerous admiration, that
she has almost entirely excluded the agency of the higher pas-
sions, and applied all the resources of her genius to recommend
the humbler practices of fair dealing and sincerity—industry,
good temper, firmness of character, and friendly (offices. She
has accordingly recommended them most powerfully ; and this

age and the next are largely indebted to her exertions, and will

long profit by their effects ;—but her writings would, beyond
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all question, have been more attractive, if she had dealt occa-

sionally in deeper and more tumultuous emotions, and exhibited

her characters in situations more full of distress and agitation,

and under the influence of feelings more vehement and over-

whelming than she has generally thought it safe to meddle with.

Except in the case of her Irish rustics, she has hardly ever

ascribed any burst of natural passion, or any impulse of reck-

iess generosity to her characters. The rest of her favourites

are ail well-behaved, considerate, good-natured people, who
are never in any very terrible danger, either from within or

from without, and from whom little more is required than might
be expected from any other well disposed and well educated
persons in the like circumstances.

The greater interest and attraction of stronger passion can-

not, of course, be disputed ; but we are a little sceptical here

also, as to the supposed danger or inutility of such exhibi-

tions. It is a great thing, certainly, to make a man wise for

himself; but it is still greater, and not less important, to make
him understand that there are feelings stronger than selfish

feelings, and joys of more value than selfish enjoyments. One
half of mankind is condemned to perpetual debasement, by
never having been made to comprehend the delight of ge-

nerosity, or the elevation of a devoted affection ; and, to give

them this sense, we must, in general, set before them some
strong and even exaggerated representation of the reality. The
occasions for such emotions are but of rare occurrence indeed,

in ordinary life ; and the habits of mind that would render them
common, would no doubt be pernicious if they were to become
predominant. But there is no great danger of this practical

result. Pupils in this, as in every other school, always lag be-

hind their teachers, and fall far short of their patterns. A dan-

cing-master turns out his toes more than enough, and holds

himself ridiculously erect, that his disciples may do both mode-

rately ;—and examples of extravagant generosity, or imprudent

affection, are likely to be imitated with the same abatements. It

may often be necessary, by a strong impulse, to rouse the kind-

er and nobler feelings of our nature ; but it can scarcely ever be

requisite to suggest those selfish considerations by which they

may be kept within bounds. In spite of our metaphysical mo-
ralists, we are firmly persuaded that our hearts are practically*^

softened by being made to sympathize even with imaginary sor-

row ; and cannot help thinking, that the first tears which a pa-

thetic and powerful writer draws from a rude nature, are pledfjes

of its permanent refinement. The occasional appearance of lof-

^y and energetic characters on the scenes of real life, is allowecl
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to raise the general standard of sentiment in the nf^e and nation

to which they belonfj, even thoujrh they should trespass in many
points upon the ordinary rules of prurience and morahty, and

present an assemblage of quaHtics which it would be by no means

convenient to meet in our common acquiintance. Now, the

heroes of fiction stand nearly in the same predicament, and per-

form nearly the same functions for their reader ; and we are

inclined to think, that the mischief they may do by the seduc-

inf» example of their extravagance, is more than compensated

by the force with which they rous ' our sluggish sensibility, and

the feelings they so strongly impress, of a nobler use and a iiigh-

cr relish of life than can be found in its vulgar prosperity. In

Miss Edgeworth, however, we meet with little that can be call-

ed heroic—and nothing that is romantic or poetical. She is so

much afraid of seducing her pupils from the practical duties of

social life, that she will not even borrow a grace from the love-

liness of nature ; and has neither expressed herself, nor exem-

plified in any of her characters, that sympathy with rural beau-

ty, that sense of the expression of the great or majestic fea-

tures of the universe, of which the author of WaverJy and the

Antiquary has made so admirable an use, and turned to such

account even for the moral effect of his story. There is more
of this feeling in one speech of Edie Ochiltree, than in ail the

works of the author now before us.

Since we have begun to notice her faults, we may as "well

make an end of them. Those of which we have now spoken,

we ascribe to her system,—her rigid rejection of everything'

that docs not teach a safe and practical moral lesson. There
are others which we should be disposed to refer to her sex.

AVith all her sound sense and intelligence, it is plain that she is

not at all at home in the representation of public transactions,

or the actual business of men. She is not only incapable of deal-

ing with battles and negotiations, like the great author to whom
we have just alluded ; but has evidently no more than a derivative

and conjectural knowledge of the way in which political inliigues,

and private and public business are actually managed. She un-

derstands well enough how politicians speak in the drawing-room,

and in what way their habits of business affect their manners in

society ; but her conceptions of the tone and temper of their

actual conduct arc [Oainly derived from conjecture alone, and
often bear no very near resemblance to the reality. She has an
unlucky fondness, too, for showing her acquaintance with the

protession of the law, and re])cateilly goes out of her way to de-

bcribe as feats ot great legal clexleriiy and acuteness, things quite

puerile or impossible. The influence of sex, too, has narron-.
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ed the field of her invention, in other particulars,—where this

]in:itation is less perhaps to be regretted ;—female Delicacy has
prevented her from completing in all their parts those pictures'

of personal profligacy and its consequences, which the nature of
her moral design lead her so often to portray; and female Gen-
tleness has disabled her from representing, and perhaps from
conceiving, the extent of brutal ferocity of which man's nature

is capable, and from which, as well as from other vices, it re-

quires not unfrequently to be warned.

It is perhaps invidious to mention other faults,—especially as

we have nothing else to ascribe them to but the ordinary im-
perfections of human nature. But we must venture to tell

?Jiss E., that most of her amiable young ladies are a little too
wise and peremptory—and are apt, in their repartees, to be
rather pert than dignified. Indeed, we cannot say we exceed-

ingly relish her smart sayings in general,—which are sometimes
neither very new nor very elegant. There are also some glaring

improbabihties hazarded now and then, to bring about her ca-

tastrophes—a fault that is rendered particularly striking by the
sober, familiar, and authentic air of most of her narratives*

"Where the general strain of the fable is romantic and extrava-

gant, a little excess in the marvellous does not startle or offend ;:

but we feel it at once as a capital defect, where the great charm
of the work consists in the truth and accuracy of its representa-

tions, and in that chaste and judicious invention which enables

us to go along with the story without any violent suppositions,

or any great eiibrt of forgetfulness as to the realities of the world

we live in.

Having said so much of the faults of this distinguished writer,

it is scarcely necessary perhaps to add, that they are almost en-

tirely efiaced by her excellencies:—nor, after what we have so

often stated with regard to her, can it be requisite to say in what
we think these excellencies to consist. Her admirable sense

—

her kindness of heart—h-er marvellous power? of invention, that

make it difScult to discover a single plagiarism, even from her-

self, in the forty volumes of her works—the inimit^ible humour,
truth and beauty of her traits of national character, displaying

not ouiy a thorough knowledge, but an affectionate love of Ire-

land, and a concern for her happiness, which cannot be fur ever

unfruitful—her intimate acquaintance and generous sympathy
with the feelings and habits of the lower and middling classes of

the people—her clear, indulgent, and rational views of the di-

versity of human character and its causes—and the rapidity, ac-

curacy, and brevity of her sketches of all its variations;— these

2ie 2^aong the most prominent of her merits, and would be alone
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sufTicicnt to pbcc her anionic the most incritorlmis writers of l?ic

a;^e she was cicstitied to improve. r^Fiut it is more thai» time that

we should proceed to the works immediately before us.

The first story, whieh is entitled ' Harrin<rto>i, ' is the short-

est, and not the best, 'i'he dcsijTU, indeed, is far too hmited for

one of her excellent tales. It is to counteract the illiberal pre-

judices that some people have against Jews ; and contains the

history of a youn<T frcntlcman. who, bcinir fri<rhtcned in his in-

fancy by a foolish maid-servant, who thrjatcned him with the

old cloihcsman's bag when he v.-as disposed to be refractory,

o;rew up with a sort of antipathy to the whole race ; but makes
the ajiiende hnnoraUe in his youth and manhood, l)y natron;?:-

inf5 a Jew pedlar at school, and afitrwards faliinfr^ \\\ Jove with,

and marrying, the l.->vcly dau;j;hfcr of a most amiaoleand oentle-

Bianlike Jew, to whom his whole family are under obligations.

The parts of the story that are directly subservient to this de-

sign, are unequivocally the worst ; and the story itself turns to**

much on singular contrivar.ces, and improbable refinements and
coincidences, to be classed a-.-nonnr the happiest efforts of the au-

thor's invention. The bsst parts are, the contrast between the

open, kind, modest character of Harrington, and that of Lord
Mowbray, his domineering persecutor at school, and his pre-

tended friend and insidious rival in after life—the picture of

Berenice Montcnero, and iicr father the Zii\v gentleman— t02;e-

ther with some well contrasted traits of the Lady de Brantefield,

Mrs Alderman Coates, and an Irish orangewoman—we mean a
vender of oranges, not a partisan of King William.

The boyish anecdotes are of course a little childish ; but thcv

are written with admirable judgment and truth to nature, and
would form a valuable addition to the author's excellent work on
education. The transformation, in the case of Mowbray, of the

brutal, selfish, tyrant schoolboy, intothe appearance ni least of

a pleasant and amiable youth, is pictured with great talent and.
sagacity.

' Four, nearly five, years had made a great apparent change iu

Mowbray for the better ; his manners were formed ; his air that of
a man of fashion—a military man of fasluon. He had served a cam-
paign abroad, had bi'cn at the siege of Gibraltar, had much to say,

and could say it well. \\'e all know what astonishing metamorphoses
are sometimes wroiiglit even on the most hopeless subjects, b}' seeing
something of the Avorld, by serving a campaign or two. How many
a light empty shell of a young man comes liome full, if not of sense,

at least of something bearing the semblance of sense \ I low many
a heavy lout, a dull son of earth, returns enlivened into a conversible

ng—who can tell at least of what it has seen, heard, felt, if not un-
tood—and who fOr years, periiaps ibr ever, afttnvards, by the

'
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help of telling of other countries, may pass in his own for a man of

solid judgment ! Such being the advantages to be derived by these

means, even in the most desperate cases, we may imagine the great

improvement pruduced in a young man of Lord Mowbray's abilities,

and with his ambition both to please and to shine. In youth, and by
youth, improvement in appearance and manner, is easily mistaken for

improvement in mind and principle. All that I had disliked in the

schoolboy—the tyrannical disposition—the cruel temper—the inso-

lent tone had disappeared, and in their place I saw the deportment
which distinguished a gentleman. Whatever remained of party spirit,

so different from the v/rangling, overbearing, mischievous party spirit

of the boy, was in the man and the officer so happily blended Mith

love of the service, and with Pesprit de corps, that it seemed to add a

•fresh grace, animation and frankness, to his manner. The evil spirit

of persecution was dislodged from his soul, or laid asleep within him ;

and in its place appeared the conciliating spirit of politeness. He
showed a desire to cultivate my friendship, which still more prepos-

sessed me in liis favour. Mowbray happened to call upon me soon

after the conversation I had with my mother about the Spanish 5ev,;

&c. " I left you, Harrington, and I find you, after four years absence,

intent upon a Jew ; boy and man you are one and the same ; and in

your case, 'tis well that the boy and man should an individual make ;

but for my part, I am glad to change my identity, like all other mor-

tals pr chickens, once in seven years ; and I hope you think I have

changed for the better. "' It was impossible to think otherwise, espe^

cially at that nicment. In a frank open-hearted manner, he talked of

his former tyrannical nature, and blamed himself for our schoolboy

quarrel. I was charmed with him, and the more so when he entered

so warmly or so politely into my present distress, and sympathized

with my madness of the moment. ' p. 97— 100.

For the love we bear to the fair writer's country, and her pic-

tures of its natives, we must give the scene of the orangewoman
at some length. It is introduced on occasion of the No-Popery
riots in 1780, wlien the house of Mr Montenero was in danger

of being attacked, in consequence of his being a foreigner, and

a dissenter from the national faith. The worthy Jew had been

kind, it seems, to this heroine ; and when she saw the danger
gatherinor, she
—

' took her station on the steps of Mr Montenero's house, and
watched her opportunity ; and when she saw the master appear in the

hall, she left her barrow in charge with her boy, came up the steps,

walked in, ami addressed herself to him thus, in a dialect and tones,

as new almost to me as they seemed to be to Mr Montenero.
" Never fear, jewel !—Jew as you have this day the misfortune to

be, you're the best Christian any way ever I hap})ened on ; so never

fear, honey, for yourself nor your daughter, (iod bless her ! Not a

goul shall go near yees, nor a finger be laid on her, good or bad.
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Sure I know them all—not a mother's son o* the l/oi/s hut I can C:ill

my tVind—not a captain or lader (leader) that's in it but I can ladii

(lead) dear, to the devil and back again, if I'd hut whistle—so only

you keej) <|uite (quiet), and don't be advertizing yourself any w;iy tor

a Jew, nor be showing your cloven //</, witli or without the wooden
shoes Kerp ourselves to ourselves, for I'll tell you a bit of a sacret

—

I'm a little bit of a cat'olick myself—all as one as what tlici/ call a. pa-

pish, but I keep it to myself and nobody's the wiser nor the worse

—

they'd tear me to pieces may be did they suspect the like, but I keep

never minding, and you, jewel, do tltc like.—We were all brothers

and sisters once—no otfence—in the time of Adam sure, and we
should help one another in all times. 'Tis my turn to help i/ces now,

and, by the blessing, so I will—accordingly I'll be sitting all day aiid

night mounting guard on your steps there without.—And little as you
may think of me, the devil a guardian angel better than myself, only

just the widow Lavy, such as ye see !

"

' The widow Levy took her stand, and kept her word. I staid at

Mr Montenero's all day, saw every thing that passed, and had fre-

quent op[X)rtunities of admiring her address. She charged the foot-

man to '• say sorroiv word themselves to the mob for their lives, in ca.se

they would come ; but to lave it all entirely to her, that knew how
to spake to them. For see !

" said she, aside to nie—" For see

!

them powdered numskulls would spoil all—they'd be taking it too

high or too low, and never hit the right kai/, nor mind when to laugh

or cry in the right place; moreover, when they'd get J'righted with a
cross-examination, they'd be apt to be cutting theuiselves. Now,
the ould one himself, if he had me on the table even, I'd defy to get

the truth out of me, if not convanient, and I in the .service of a frind."

* In the pleasure of telling a few supertiuous lies, it seemed to be

necessary that our guardian angel should be indulged ; and there she

sat on the steps quite at ease, smoking her pipe, or wiping her oranges.

As parties of the rioters came up, she would parley and jest with

them, and by alternate wit and humour, and blunder, and bravado,

and flattery, and fab/ing, divert their spirit of mischief, and lorward

them to distant enterprise. In the course of the day, we had frL-

queni occasion to admire her intrepid ingenuity auJ indcfati^;.:ble

aeal.' 1.378—381.

By one of tiie surprising coincidences which abound rather

too nmch in this itory, the Lady de Branteficid and her daugh-

ter Lady Anne Mowbray take shelter in this house, from an ap*

prchended attack on their own ; but are much bhocked to find,

that they have sought protection from an Israelite.

' Lady Anne seemed most willing, Lady de Brantefield most un-
willing, to remain ; yet her fears struggled with her pride, and at la^t

she begged that a servant might be sent to her house to see hov/

things were going on, and to order thuirs for her if their retuni wn.?

practicable.
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" Stop ! "-^ciicd tlie orange-woman, laying a strong detaining

band on tbe footman's arm ;
" stop you-^'tis I'll go with more sense

—and speed. " " Wliat is that person !—that woman !
" cried Lady

de Brantefield, who now heard and saw the orangewoman, for the

Srst time. " Woman !—is it me she manes ? " said the orangewo-
inan, coming forward quite composedly, shouldering on her cloak.

—

^' Is it who I am ?
"—I'm the widow Levy.—Any commands ? "

—

" Hov,'- did slie get in ? " continued Lady de Brantefield, still with a
look of niixed pride and terror—" how did she get in ? " '• Very
asy !—through the door—same way you did, my lady, if ye had your
senses. Where's the wonder ?—But what commands—don't be keep-
iiig of me. " " Anne !—Ladj' Anne !—Did she follow us in ? " said

Lady de Brantefield. " Follow yees !—not I !—no follower of j^ours

nor the likes.—But what commands, nevertheless ?—I'll do your bu-
siness the night, for the sake of them I love in my heart's core,

"

nodding at Mr and Miss Montenero ;
" so, my lady, I'll bring ye

word, faithful, how it is going with ye at home—which is her house,

and where, on God's earth ? " added she, turning to the footmen.

—

" If my satisfaction be the object, Sir, or Madam, " said Lady de
Brantefield, addressing herself with much solemnity to Mr and Miss
Montenero, " I must take leave to request, that a fitter messenger
be sent ; to trust to the representations of such a person as that, I

should, in any circumstances, be incapable. " The fury of the

orangewoman kindled—her eyes flashed fire—her arms a-kimbo, she

advanced, repeating—" Fitter !—Fitter !—What's that ye say ?

—

you're not Irish—not a bone in your skeleton ? " Lady Anne scream-
ed.—Mr Montenero forced the orangewoman back, and Berenice

and I hurried Lady de Brantefield and her daughter across the hall,

into the eating-room. Mr Montenero followed an instant afterwards,

telling Lady de Brantefield that he had despatched one of his own
servants for intelligence. Her b.d3^ship bowed her head without speak-

ing. He then explained why the orangewoman happened to be in

his house, and spoke of the zeal and ability with which she had this

day scj-ved us. Lady de Brantefield continued at intervals to bow
Ler head while Mr Montenero spoke, and to look at her watch ;

wMle Lady Anne, simpering, repeated, " Dear, how odd. " Then
placing herself opposite to a large mirror, Lady Aune readjusted

Ler dres:^. ' I. 386—389.
Tlie messenger returns with bad tidings, and the whole party,

is tlirovvn into consternation.
' Before we had time to hear or to say more, the orangewoman

epened the door, and putting ia lier head, called out in a voice of
authority—" Jantlemen, here's one wants yees, admits of no delay ;

lave all and come out, whether you will or no, the minute.
"

' We went out, and with an indescrilmble gesture, and wink of sa-

tisfaction, the moment she had Mr Mojitenero and me in the hall,

she said in a whisper—" 'Tis onlj^ myself dears, but 'tis I am glad

I got yees out away from being bothered by the prcsejice of them
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women, whiles ye'il be settling all for life or deatli, A\hich wc must

now do—for don't bo nursing and dandling yourselves in the notion

that the boys will not be wid ye.—It's a folly to talk—ihey will ; my
head to u China orange they wiH, now ; but take it asy, jewels

—

we've got an hour's law—they've one good hour's work hrst—s-ix

garrets to gut, where they are, and tree back walls, with a piece of

the front, still to pull down. \\'hile Mr Montcnero and I began to

consult together, she went on—" I'll tell you what you'll do, you'll

send for two chairs, or one—less suspicious—and just get the two in

asy, the black one back, the white for'ard, bcca'ase she's coming

nat'ral from the opera—if stopped—and so the chairmen knowing no

more than Adam who they would be carrying, might go through the

thick of tlie boys at a pinch safe enough, or round any way, sure

;

they know the town, and the short cuts, and set 'em down (a good

riddance !) out of hand, at any house at all they mention, who'd re-

save them of their own frinds, or kith and kin—for, to be sm'e, I

suppose they have frinds, tho' I'm not one. " I. 391—393.

The latlies, however, determine to stay, though still maintain-

ing a most ungracious deportment towards their generous pro-

tector. The Lady de Brantcfield
—« walked up and down the room with the air of a princess ia

chains. The orangewonian bolted into the room, and pushed past

her ladyship, while Mr Montencro was sealing his note. — " Give it,

jewel !— Its I'll be the bearer—for all your powdered men below has

taken fright by the dread the first messenger got, and dares r^t be

carrying a summons for the military through the midst of ihcm—but

I'll take it for yees—and which way will I go to get quickest to your

general's, and "how will I know his house?—for seven of them be-

low bothered my brains.

"

' Mr Montcnero repeated the direction—she listened coolly, theu

stowing the letter in her bosom, she btood still for a moment with a

look of deep deliberation—her head on one side, her fore-finger on

her cheek bone, her thumb under her chin, and the knuckle of the

middle tingcr compressing her lips. — " See, now, thci/U be apt to

come up the stable lane for the back o' the house, and another party

of them will be in the Mjuare, in front, so how will it be with uic to

get into the house to yees again, without opening the doors for tJum,

in case tiiey are wid ye afore I'd get the military up— I have it,
"

cried she—She rushed to the door, but turned back again to look

for her pipe, which she had laid on the table.
— •' Where's my pipe t

—Lend it me—What am I without my pipe ? " — " The savage !

'

cried Lady de Brantefieid.— " The fool !
" said Lady Anne. — The

widow Levy nodiied to each of the two ladies as she Ut tlie pipe a-

^ain ; but, without speaking to then!, tm-ntd to us, aud said

—

" If the boys would meet me without my pipe, they'd not^know

me ; or smell somethir;]^ odd, and guess 1 was on some unlawful er-

rand. " —As she passed Bererucc and me, who were standing tcge-

3
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ther, she hastily added—" Keep a good heart, sweetest !—At the
last push you have one will shed the heart's drop for ye. " — A quick,

scarcely perceptible, motion of her eye towards me, marked her.

meaning ; and one involuntary look from Berenice at that moment,
even in the midst of alarm, spread joy through my whole frame. In
the common danger we were drawn closer together, we thought to-

gether ;—I was allowed to help her in the midst of the general bus-

tle. ' I. 396-398.

The mob at last arrives ; and the terror of the stately dowager
is described in a most characteristic manner.

* They began with a volley of stones against the windcnvs.—I ran

to see where Berenice was.—It had been previously agreed amongst
us, that she and her guests, and every female in the house, should,

on the first alarm, retire into a back room ; but, at the first shout of

the mob. Lady de Brantefield lost the little sense she ever possess-

ed: she did not faint, but she stiffened herself in the posture in which
she sat, and with her hands turned do^vn over the elbows of the huge
chair, on which her arms were extended, she leaned back in all the

frightful rigidity of a corpse, with a ghastly foce, and eyes fixed.

' Berenice, in vain, tried to pursuade her to move. Her ideas

were bewildered or concentrated. Only the obstinacy of pride re-

mained ahve within her.—" No, " she said, " she would never move
from that spot;—she would not be commanded by Jew or Jewess.

"'

—'* Don't you hear the mob, the stones at the windows! "—" Very
well They would all pay for it on the scaffold or the gibbet. "—" But
if they break in here you will be torn to pieces. "—" No—those on-

\\ Avill be sacrificed who have sacripced.—A ' de Brantefield '—they

dare not !—I shall not stir from this spot. Who will presume to

touch Lady de Brantefield ?
"—Mr Montenero and I lifted up the

huge chair on which she sat, and carried her and it into the back-

room. ' I. 402, 403.

We shall add only the close of the adventure. The military

come to their rescue before any serious mischief is done.
' We ran to let out our female prisoners. I thought only of Be-

renice,—she who had shovvu so much self-possession during the dan-

ger, seemed most overpowered at this moment of joy—she threw her

arms round her father, and held him fast, as if to convince herself

that he was safe Her next look was for me ; and in her eyes, voice

and manner, when she thanked me, there was an expression which

transported me with joy ;—but it was checked, it was gone the next

moment : some terrible recollection seemed to cross her mind.—She
turned from me to speak to that odious Lady de Brantefield. I

could not see Mr Montenero's countenance ; for he, at the same in-

stant, left us to single out, from the crowd assembled in the hall,

the poor Irish woman, whose zeal and intrepid gratitude had been

the means of our deliverance. I was not time enough to hear what

!^.Ir Montenero said to her, or what reward he conferred ; but that

the reward was judicious, and that the words were grateful to her

i
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feelings in the highest dej^rce, I had full proof; for, when I reached

the hall, the widow «as on her knees, with hands uplifted to Hea-

ven, unable to speak, but with tears streaming down her hard face ;

shj wiped them hastily away, and started up. " It's not a little thin^

brings me to this, " said she ;
" none ever drew a tear from my eyes

afore, since the boy I lost. " She drew the hood of her cloak over

her Iiead, and pushed her way through the servants to get cut of tho

hall-door ; I unbarred and unchained it for her ; and as I was un-

locking it, she squeezed up close to me, and, laying her iron hand

on miiuj, said in a whisper—" God bless yees, and don't forget my
thanks to the sweet Jczvis/i—I can't speak 'em now, 'tis ^oii can best,

and joined in my prayers yees shall ever be "—said our guardian an-

gel, as I opened the door ; and as she passed out, she added—" You
are right, jewel ; she's worth all the rine ladies in Lon'on, feathers

an' all in a bag. " I. 40j>-407.

Till-, is all admirable, ana in Miss Edgew^orth's best manner:
Rut we can aft'>rd no more extracts from this story ;—which is

by no means a favourite with us, and has more faults than any of

her recent productions. In case she should wish to know their

nature, we shall mention a i'ew of them. The object and design

of the Tale, as wc have already said, is narrow and fantastic. No-
body likely to read Miss Edgeworth's writings, entertains such an
absurd antipathy to Jews as she here aims at exposing ; and the

unfavourable opinion that may be entertained, by more reasonable

persons, of Jew-pedlars or money-lenders, is not very likely to be
corrected by a story professedly fabulous, of a rich Spanish gen-
tleman who belonged to that persuasion. The scene of Harring-
ton's extravagances attheTovver is not only quite out of character,

but is altogether foolish and puerile in itself. We might possibly

tolerate Ins kneeling down to the armour of the Black Prince
with a speech ; but most certainly, any gentleman who should

rant Clarence's dream from Shakespeare in passing through the

horse armoury, or pour out verses with a loud voice, and without
mucii apparent c(mnexion, in going over the Tower with a grave
foreigner and a party of strangers, would deserve to be set down—

-

not indeed for a madman—but for a very silly and contemptible
blockhead. The most revolting part of the story, however, is that

of the deep-laid, and yet most paltry and childish devices of Mow-
bray to persuade the Jew and his daughter that his rival was in-

sane. We do nut well know which is worst—the horrible fi-

gure dressed up to so little purpose at the synagogue, or the pic-

ture sent maliciously to the auction ; only, that the last is aggra-
vated by the absuniity of making good Mr Monlenero pay an
extravagant price for a paltry daub, for the pleasure of cutting

it to pieces and burning it before his friends. Finally, wc wou!a
observe, that the whole adventure of the Jos.s and recovery of

VOL. xxvnr. .no. 5G. D d
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Lady de Brantefield's ring,—with the pawnbroker, and the wait-

ing-maid, and the slit in the lining of the muff, and the slouch-,

cd hat and sailor's jacket, and all the httle cunning and cau-

tion and petty contrivance employed on the occasion, are un-

worthy of the talents of the author, and not very suitable,

we think, to her general design. One would imagine, from
such passages, that her object was to form a sharp attorney, or
alert Bow-street officer, rather than a gentleman of liberal educa-

tion : And though a gentleman of sagacity and prudence might
no doubt conduct himself in this manner in a case of emergen-

cy, we really cannot see that there is any thing in all this acute-

*ness on which he ought to value himself very highly, or on which
it was necessary to dwell with such fondness in the institutions

of a liberal moralit}'. Old Harrington, too, with his oath by
Jupiter Ammon, and his wife with her nerves and her igno-

rance, are rather too silly and too selfish to be the objects of

dutiful regard—though we have no doubt that many hopeful

sons have parents quite as uncomfortable.

We turn with pleasure, however, from this to the other tale

which fills the two remaining volumes, and is in all respects of

a much higher character. It is entitled * Ormond, ' from the

name of the hero ; and the scene, to our great refreshment, is

laid almost entirely in Ireland, and among Irish people. More-
over, it is not intended to inculcate any one precise moral—but

rather to show how a kind temper, and natural acuteness and
honesty, will carry a man through many difficulties, supply the

want of many external advantages, and enable their possessor

to derive instruction from all sorts of occurrences—a conclusion

very heroic, we must say, for a professed dealer in instruction,-

but at the same time not less true than important.

Ormond is the orphan son of an early friend of Sir Ulick

O'Shane ; and has grown up almost from infancy in Sir Ulick'^;

family, indulged and beloved by everybody—but left almost

without education, and neglected in every point to which it wa?.

the duty of a careful guardian to have attended. Sir Ulick

—

but it would be unfair to describe him in any other words than

those of the author.
* He was a fine gallant off-hand looking Irishman, with something

of dash iu his tone and air, which at first view might lead a common
observer to pronomiee him to be vulgar ; but at five minutes after

sight, a good judge of men and manners would have discovered in

him the powtr of assuming whatever manner he chose, from the au-

dacity of the callous protiigate to the deference of the accomplished

courtier—the capabihty of adapting his conversation to his company
and his views, whether his object were " to set the senseless table iu
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a roar, " or to insinuate himself into the delicate female heart. Of
this latter power, his age had diminished, but not destroyed the iii-

rtucnce. The fame of former conquests still operated in his favour,

though he had long since passed his splendid meridian of gallantry

To go no further than his legitimate loves, he had successively won
three wives, who had each, in their turn, been desperately enamour-
ed. The first he loved and married imprudently, for love, at seven-

teen.—The second he admired, and married prudently, for ambition,

at thirty.—The third he hated, but married from necessity, for money,
at five and forty. The first wife. Miss Annaly, after ten years mar-
tyrdom of the heart, sunk, childless—a victim, it was said, to love

and jealousy—The second wife. Lady Theodosia, struggled stoutly

for power, backed by strong and high connexions ; having, moreover,
the advantage of being a mother, and mother of an only son and
heir, the representative of a father in whom ambition had by this

time become the ruling passion ; theLady Theodosia stood her ground,
wrangling and wrestling through a fourteen years wedlock, till at last,

to Sir Ulick's great relief, not to say joy, her ladyship was carried oil'

by a bad fever, or a worse apothecary—His present lady, formerly
Mrs Scraggs, a London widow, of very large fortune, happened to

see Sir Ulick when he went to present some address, or settle some
point between the English and Irish government :— he was in deep
mourning at the time, and the widow pitied him very much. But
she was not the sort of woman he would ever bav£ suspected
could like him—she was a strict pattern lady, severe on the times,

and not unfrequently lecturing young men gratis. — Late in life

she was carried to a new country, and set down among a peo-
ple whom she had all her previous days been taught to hold hi

contempt or aversion ; she dreaded Irish disturbances much, and
Irish dirt more ; she was persuaded that nothing could be right,

good, or genteel, that was not English.—Her habits and ta?tes were
immutably fixed.—Her experience had been confined to London life;

and in proportion as her si)here of observation had been contracted,

her disposition was intolerant—She made no allowance for the differ-

ence of opinion, customs, and situation, much less for the faults or

foibles of people who were to her strangers and foreigners :—her lady-

ship was therefore little likely to please or be pleased in her new situa-

tion,—her husband was the only individual, the only thing, aiiimatt?

or inanimate, that she liked in Ireland,—and while she was desperate-
ly in love with an Irishman, she disliked Ireland iuid the Irish :--eveu
the Irish talents and virtues, their wit, humour, generosity of cha-
racter, and freedom of manner, were lost upon her;— her country
neighbours were repelled by her air of taciturn self-sufficiency ; and
she, for her part, declared, she would have been satisfied to have
lived alone at Castle Hermitage with Sir Ulick. But Sir Ulick had
no notion of living alone with her, or for anybodv. His habits wer*^

all social ami convivial—he loved show and oompaiiy : he had been
ail his lite in the h;il)it of entertaining all nyijcs of people at Castif

D d 2
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Hermitage, from his Excellency the Lord-lieutenant and the conj-

mander in chief for the time being, to Tim the ganger, and honest.

Tom Kelly, the stalko, — He talked of the necessity of keeping up
a neighbourhood, and maintaining his interest in the county, as the

first duties of man. Ostensibly Sir Click had no motive in all this,

but the hospitable -wish of seeing Castle Hermitage one continued sceruj

of festivity ; but, under this good fellowship and apparent thought-

lessness and profusion, there was, what some thought he inherited

from his mother, a Scotchwoman, an eye to his own interest, and a
keen view to the improvement of his fortune and the advancement of

his family.' H. 6—12.
It wa5 not, however, upon this model that the character of

Ormond was formed. Sir UHck had a cousin of the name of
Cornelius, who exhibited a much more engagin^rand more primi-

tive variety of Irish character. This person was the proprietor

of some ill-cultivated islands in the neighbourhood of Sir UHck's
domain, in which he had resided all his life in the midst of his

devoted people, with whom he had humorously assumed the

style of King of the Black Islands, and was universally known
among them by the more familiar appellation of King Corny.
Here, with the warmest heart, and the greatest natural acute-

ness, he had passed his days in strenuous idleness, and great

felicity—hunting and fishing, and making jokes, and doing
kindnesses all day long, and drinking oceans of claret every even-

ing—devoting his rainy and gouty days to the composing of
medicines for the use of his subjects^ and to all sorts of mechani-

cal, agricultural, and architectural inventions, for his own be-

nefit ; but all in a manner and fashion so purely and thorough-

ly Irish, as to be beyond measure delightful. We must let

Miss E. introduce this worthy also in her own way.
' From the time he had been a boy, Harry Ormond had been in

the habit of ferrying over to the Black Islands, whenever Sir Uhck
could spare him. The hunting and shooting, and the life of lawless

freedom he led on the Islands, had been delightful. King Corny,

who had the command not only of boats, and of guns, and of fishing

tackle, and of men, but of carpenters' tools, and of smiths' tools ; and

of a lathe, and of brass and ivory; and of all the things that the heart

of boy could desire, had appeared to Harry, when he was a boy, the

richest, the greatest, the happiest of men.—The cleverest too—the

most ingenious ;—for King Corny had with his own hands made a vio-

lin and a rat-trap ; and had made the best coat, and the best pair of

shoes, and the best pair of hoots, and the best hat; and had knit the

best pair of stockings, and had made the best dunghill in his domi-

nions ; and had made a qyarter of a yard of fine lace, and had paint-

ed a panorama. No wonder that King Corjiy had been looked up to

by the imagination of childhood, as " a personage, high as human
venevaiiou could look." — Bat now, there were other points rela-

J
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tive to external appearance, on wliich his eyes had been opened. In

his boyish days, King Corny, going out to hunt with hounds and

horn, followed with shouts by all who could ride, and all who could

run, 'King Corny hallooing the doys, and cheering the crowd, ap-

peared to him the greatest, the happiest of mankind—Hut he had since

.seen hunts in a very ditferent style, and he could no longer admire the

rabble rout.—Human creatures, especially young human creatures, are

apt to swing suddenly from one extreme to die other, and utterly to

despise that which they had extravagantly admired. From this pro-

pensity, Ormond was in the present instance guarded by affection and

gratitude. Through all the folly of his kingship, lie saw that Cornelius

b'Shane was not a person to be despised. He was indeed a man of

great natural powers, both of body and mind ;—of inventive genius,

energy, and perseverance, which might have attained the greatest

objects ; though from insufficient knowledge, and self-sufficient per-

versity, they had wasted themselves on absurd or trivial purposes.

There was a strong contrast between the characters of Sir Ulick, and

his cousin Cornelius O'Shane ; they disliked and despised each other.'

n. 107— 111.

At the beginning of this story, Ormond had been dining with

King Corny on his birthday, and, coming lionie in a state of

great elevation, had accidentally quarrelled with, and dangerous-

ly hurt a poor fellow, to whom he bore no malice, and over whose

disaster he instantly began to mourn with all the vehemence of

genuine pity and self-condemnation. He incurs Lady O'Shane's

displeasure, by bringing the wounded man to her house ; and

Sir Ulick, who is a little jealous of his possible rivalry with his

son in an advantageous match he is planning, takes advantage

of this occurrence to send him off on a long visit to the Black

Islands. We cannot do better than give the monarch's gracious

answer to the proposal for this visit.

" Dear Harry.—What the mischief has come over cousin Ulick to

be banishing you from Castle Hermitage ? But since he couformcd

he was" never the same man, especially -since his last mis-marriage.

—

But no use moralizing—^^he was always too much of a courtier for me.

—Come you to niL-, my dear boy, who is no courtier, and you'll be

received and embraced with open arms—was I Briareus thci^ame ^ay.

Bring Moriarty Carroll (if that's his name), the boy you shot, which

has given you so nmch concern—for which I like you the better—and
honour that boy, who, liviog or dying, forbad to prosecute.—Don't he

surprised to see the roof the way it is :—since Tuesday I wedged it

up bodily without stirring a stick :—you'll see it from the boat, stand-*

. ing three foot high above the walls, waiting while I'm building up to

it—to get attics—which I shall for next to nothing—by my own con-,

trivance.—Mean time, good dry lodging, as usual, for all friends at

the palace. He shall be well tended for you by Sheelah Dunihaug-
Un, the mother of Betty, worth a hundred of her ! and we'll soon si^t

hira lip ajuin with the help of such a nurse, as well as ever, I'll ca--
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gage—for I'm a bit of a doctor, 3'ou know, as well as every thing;

else.—But don't let any other doctor, surgeon, or apothecary, be com-
ing after him for your life—for none ever gets a permit to land, to my
knowledge on the Black Islands—to which I attribute, imder Provi-

dence, to say nothing of my own skill in practice, the wonderful pre-

seivation of my people in health—that, and woodsorrel, and another

i^ecret or two not to be committed to paper in a huny—all which I

would not have written to you. but am in the gout since four this

morning, held by the foot fast—else I'd not be >\Titing, but would
have gone every inch of the way for you myself in style, in heu of
sending, which is all I can now do, my six-oared boat, streamers fly-

ing, and piper playing like mad—for I would not have you be com-
ing like a banished man, but in all glory to Cornelius O'Shane, com-
monly called king Corny—but no king for you, only your hearty old

friend. " II. p. 81—83.
He is installed prince immediately on his arrival ; and the

first evening is lost in too copious libations to his honours. Or-
mond resolves to yield no more compliance to this regal abuse,

but to resist firmly on the next occasion that occurred.
* It occurred the very next night.—After a dinner given to his

diief tenants and the genteel people of the islands, a dinner in ho-

nour and in introduction of his adopted son. king Corny gave a toast

*' to the prince presumptive, " as he now styled him—a bumper toast.

Soon aftei-wards he detected daylight in HiU-ry's glass, and cursing it

properly, he insisted on flowing bowls and full glasses. " What ! are

you prince presumptuous? " cried he, with a half angry and astonish-

ed look—" Would you resist and contradict your father and king at

his own table after dinner ! Dow^l with the glass !

" Further and

fcteady resistance changed the jesting tone and half angry look of

king Corny into sullen silence, and a Ijlack portentous brow of serious

displeasure ; after a decent time of sitting, the bottle passing him.

•ivithout further importunity, Ormond rose—it was a hard struggle

—

for in the face of his benefactor, he ssm- reproach and rage bursting

from every feature. Still he moved on towards the door—he heard

the words " sneaking oflF sober !—let him sneak !
" Ormond had

his hand on the lock of the door—it was a bad lock, and opened
with difficulty " There's gratitude for you ! No heart after all !

—

I mistook him.

"

' Ormond turned back, and firmly standing, and firmly speaking,

fce said, coolly—" You did not mistake me formerly, Sir,—but

you mistake me now !—Sneaking !—Is there any inan liere, so-

ber or drunk, " continued he, impetuously approaching the table,

and looking round full in every face—" is there any man here dares

to Eay so but yourself?—You, you my benefactor, my friend ; you have

said it—think it you did not—you could not, but say it you may

—

You may say \diat you will to Harry Ormond, bound to you as he is

—bound hand and' foot and heart !—Trample on him as you will—

.

you may

—

So heart—Oblige me, gentlemen, some of you, " cried
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he, his anper rising and his eyes kiiulHng as he spoke. " Some of

you, jjentiemen, if any of you think so, oblige nie by saying so.

—

No gratitude, Sir!"—turning from them, and addressing himself to

the old man, wlio lield an untasted glass of claret as he listened.

** No gratitude! Have not 1?—Try me, try me to the death

—

you have tried me to the quick of the heart, and I have borne it."

—He could bear it no longer, he threw himself into the vacam
ihair—Hung out his arms on the table, and laying his face down
upon them, wept aloud. Cornelius O'Shane pushed the wine away.
" I've wronged the boy, grievously— ' said he, and fbrgetting the

gout, he rose from his chair, hobbled to him, and leaning over him
—" Harry, 'tis I—Look up my own boy, and say you forgive me,

or I'll never forgive myself. That's mcU, " continued he, as Harry
looked up and gave liim liis hand—" That's well !—you've taken the,

twinge out of my heart, worse than the gout—not a drop of gall or

malice in your nature, nor ever was, more than in tlie child unborn.

But see, I'll tell you what you'll do now, Harry, to settJe all things

—and lest the fit should tiike me ever to be mad with yoii on tliis

*core agan. You don't chuse to drink moie than's becoming?

—

Well, you're right, and I'm wrong. 'Twould be a burning shame of

me to make of you what I have made of myself—I was born afore

the present reformatioa in manners, in that respect.—We must do

only as well as we can. But I will ensure you against the future

—

and before we take another glass—There's the priest—and you Tom
Ferrally there, step you for my swearing book, Harry Ormond, you
shall take an oath against drinking more glasses than you please ever-

more, and then you're safe from me. IJut stay, you are a heretic.

Phoo ! What am I saying ?
—

'Twas seeing the priest put that word
heretic in my head—you're not a catholic, I mean. But an oath's

an oath, taken before priest or parson—an oath, taken how you will,

will operate- But stay, to make all easy, 'tis I'll take it. "—" A-
gainst drinking, yow ! King Corny !

" said Father Jos, stopping his

hand, " and in case of the gout in your stomach ?
"—" Against

drinking ! do }-ou think I'd perjure myself? No ! But against press-

ing /lim to it— I'll take my oath I'll never ask him to drink another

glass more than he likes, " II. 91— 96.

King Corny had one daufrhter, the gay playfellow of Or-
mond's childhood, who had been absent for some time with a

French aunt, and was now soon expected to return. Corny
jrives this warning with regard to her to his adopted son Henry
Ormond.

" You know, or I should tell you in time, she is engaged already

to White Connal, of (ilynn—from her birth. That engagement I

made with the father over a bowl of punch— I promised—I'm afraid

it was a foolish business—He had two sons, twins, at that time, and
I had no daughter— but I promised, if ever I should have one—and
J had one unluckily ten years after, which is Dora— I promised, I say,

and took my oath, I'd give the daughter in marriage 10 Connal of
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Gl}-nn's eldest son, which is \Miite Connal. Well, it was altogether

a rash act !~So you'll consider her as a married woman, though she

is but a child—It was a rash act between you and I— for Connal's

not grow-n up a likely lad for the girl to fancy ; but that's neither

here nor there ; no—my word is passed—when half drunk may-be

—

but no matter—it mast be kept sober—drunk or sober, a gentleman

must keep his word

—

a-fort'iori a king—a-fortiori king Corny— See !

—was there this minute no such thing as parchment, deed, stamp,

signature, or seal in the wide world- when once Corny has squeezed

a friend's hand on a bargain, or a promise, 'tis fast, was it ever so

much against me— 'tis as strong to me as if I had squeezed all the

lawyer's wax in tlie creation upon it. " II. p. 105— 107.

The ollovvincj dialogue hetweeii his Majesty and his cousin

Sir Ulirk, who calls one morninor to inquire after him and Or-
raond, is very characteristic of both. Corny receives his cousin

while apparently quite occupied in mending a child's whistle who
was coHiinonly in the room with him ; and thus answers his la-^

menra!! .10 for liie ! ?s of Ormond'^ society.

" There's something wrong, still, in this whistle.
—

'VMiy, if you
loved him so, did you let him go when you had him ? " said Corny.—" He thought it necessary for domestic reasons, " replied Sir

Ulick.—" Conthtental policy, that is, which I never understood, nor

never shall
;

" said Corny. " But I don't inquire any frnther. If

you are satisfied with yourself, we are all satisfied, I believe. "

—

*' Pardon me, I cannot be satisfied without seeing Harry this morn-
ing, for I've a little business with him—will you have the goodness

to send for him ? "—Father Jos now went to make inquiries

—

•' What are you so busy about?" said Sir Ulick.—" Mending the

child's toy, " said Cornelius—" A man must be doing something in

this world. "—" But a man of your ingenuity ! 'tis a pity it should

be wasted, as I have often said, upon mere toys. "- " Toys of one

sort or other we are all taken up with through life, from the cradle

to the grave. By the by, I give you joy of your baronetage. I

hope they did not make you pay now too much in conscience for

that poor tag of nobility ? "—" These things are not always matters

of bargain and sale—mine was quite an unsolicited honour, a mark
of approbation and acceptance of my poor services, and as such, gra-

tifying ;—as to the rest, believe me, it was not, if I must use so coarse

an expression, -paid for."—" Not paid for— what, then it's OM-ing

for ?—to be paid for, still ? Well, that's too hard, after all you've

done for them. But some men have no manner of conscience—at

least, I hope you paid the fees. "—" The fees of course— but we
shall never understand one another, " said Sir Ulick.—" Now what
will be the next title or string you look forward to, Ulysses,

may I ask? Is it to be a. Baron Castle Hermitage, or to get a

ribbon, or a garter, or a thistle, or what ? But that's only for

Scotchmen," I believe A thistle ! What asses some men are !

"—
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n- What savages some men are, thought Sir Ulick—he walked to

tl»e window, and, looking out, hoped that Harry Orniond would

soon make his appeariuicc. — " You are doing, or undoing, a great

deal hert, cousin Cornelius, I see, as usual. " — " Yes, but what
I am doing, stand or fan, will never be my undoing ; I am no specu-

lator. How do your silver mines go on, Sir Ulick ? I hear all the

silver niines in Ireland turn out to be lead. " — '• I wish they did,
"

said Sir Ulick, " for th<.n we could turn all our lead to gold. 'I'hosc

silver mines certainly did not pay—I've a notion you found the same
with your reclaimed bog here, cousin Cornelius—I understand, that

after a short time it relapses, and is worse tlian ever, like most things

pretending to be reclaimed. " — Speak for yourself, there, Sir U-
lick, " said Cornelius ;

" you ought to know certainly—for some thir-

ty years ago, I think you pretended to be a reclaimed rake. "— '' I

don't remember it,
" said Sir Uhck. — "I do, and ^o would poor

Emmy Annaly if she was alive, which it's fortunate tor her she is

r,ot—(broken-hearted angel, if ever there was one by wedlock ! and
tlie only one of the Annalys I ever liked) " said Cornelius to him-
self, in a low leisurely voice of soliloquy. Then resinning his con-

versation tone, and continuing his speech to Sir Ulick — "I say

you pretended, thirty years ago, I remember, to be a reformed rake,

and looked mighty smooth and plausible—and promised fair that the

improvement was solid, and was to last for ever and a day But,

six months after marriage, comes a relapse, and the reclaimed rake's

•worse than ever. Well, to be sure, that's in favour of your opinion

against all things pretending to be reclaimed. But sec, my poor

bog, without promising so well, performs better, for it's six. years

ifistead of six months, that I've seen no tendency to relapse. See,

the cattl( upon it speak for themselves ; an honest calf won't lie for

any man. " — "I give you joy of the success of your improvements

—I admire, too, your ploughing-team and ploughing-tackle, " said

Sir Ulick, with a slightly ironical smile—" You don't go into any in-

discreet expense for fanning implements or prize cattle. " — '• No,
"

said Cornehus, " 1 don't prize the prize cattle ; the best prize a man
can get, and the only one worth having, is that which he must give

himself, or not get, and of which lie is the best judge at all seasons.

"

—He opened the window, and called to give some orders tc the man,
or, as he called him, the boy—a boy of sixty—who was ploughing.— '• Y'our team, I sde, is worthy of your tackle, " pursued Sir UlicK.
" A mule, a bull, and two lean horses—I pity the foremost poor
devil of a horse, who nmst starve in the midi-t of plenty, while the

horse, bull, and even mule, in a string behind him, are all plucking

and iiui»^}n<r away at their hay ropes. " Cornelius joined in Sir

Ulick's laugh, which shortened its duration.—" "lis comical plough-
ing, I grant, " said he, " but still, to my fancy, any things better

and more profitable nor the tragi-coniic ploughing y.ni jn-actise t?very

season in Dublin." " I?" said Sir Uhck.— " Aye, you, and all

jpu courtiers, phu^hing the half acre, continually pacing up and
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aovnx that Castle yard, while you're waiting in attendance there,

Every one to his taste. " II. 120-128.

One other short extract will put the reader pretty fully in

possession of this sinrrular character. After a fierce invective

jigainst Methodists, King Corny exclaims

—

' But enough of this, and too much, Harry. Prince Harry, pull

that bell a dozen times for me this minute, till they bring out my old

horse.—Before it was possible that any one could have come up

stairs, the ijupatient monarch, pointing with liis crutch, added, " Run
-to the head of the stairs, prince Harry, dear, and call, screech to

them to make no delay ; and I want you out with me, so get your

•horse, Harry. "—" But, Sir—is it possible—are you able "—" 1 am
-able. Sir, possible or no, " cried King Corny, starting up on his crut-

ches. " Don't stand talking to me of possibilities, when 'tis a friend

I am going to serve, and that friend as dear as yourself. Aren't you
at the head of the stairs yet ? IMust I go and fall down them my-
self? "—To prevent this catastrophe, our young hero ran immediate-

ly and ordered the horse ; King Corny mounted, or rather was

mounted upon it, and they proceeded to one of the prettiest farms in

the Black Islands. As they drove to it, he seemed pleased by Harry's

admiring, as he could, with perfect truth, the beauty of the situation.—" And the land—which you are no judge of yet, but you will—is

as good as it is pretty, " said King Corny, " which I am glad of for

your sake, prince Harry; I won't have you, like that donny English

prince or king, they nick-named Lackland.—No: you sha'n't lack

land while I have it to let or give.— I called you prince—prince of

the Black Islands—and here's your principality— Call out mj' prime

minister, Pat INIoore.— I sent him across the bog to meet us at Mo-
riarty's.—Here he is, and Moriarty along with him to welcome you.

—Patrick, give prince Harr}' possession—with sod and twig.—Here's

the key from my own hand, and I give you joy.—Nay, don't deny me
The pleasure—I've a right to it.—^^o wrong to my daughter, if that's

what you are thinking of,—a clear improvement of my own,—and she

will have enough without it.—Besides, her betrothed White Connal

is a fat grazier, who will make her as rich as a Jew ;—and any way
fehe is as generous as a princess herself. ' H. 146— 148.

By and by Dora returns, somewhat pert and coquettish, but

very pretty and lively, and with her the Parisian aunt, Miss

O'FaleVi of whom we have a very high-coloured, and what we
fchould call a very exaggerated picture, if we were not afraid to

think any thing exaggerated that is compounded of Irish vehe-

mence and Flench [)rctension. Dora and Ormond fall in love

\yith each other, in a manner—and nothing can possibly be

better than the picture that is here given of the half i-cnti-

mental, half coquettish fantasies of an idje unthinking girl oa
the one hand, and the sort of instinctive attachment on the o-

ther, of a warni-hcrated youth, to mere beauty and incGccnce^
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thoiigli unnccompanied by most of tlie qiialilir^ which his rea-

son ulls him sliouid justify such a preforciicv. To rrlieve them,

however, irom this c)aiif]fcroiis situfitioi), A\'hitc C'oniial at

Icngtli appears, to clnim hia bride;—an awkward and low bred

pcrton, who first quarrels and then truckles to Ormond, by

whom he is outshone, not only in the eyes of Dora, but of all

the family. When he is expected to return and conipkte their

miserv, he falls very conveniently from his horse, and breaks

his neck,—and llie youiio- islaniler.s are a«^ain in danger of ma-

trimony. King Corny, hortever, by some stran^^e re/jnemcnt of

honour, now discovers that the benefit of his proniise extends

also to Black Cuiinul, the younger brother of the defunct ; and

that he too, who has l)een long abroad in foreign service, niiut

i)ave the refusal of his lovely daughter. The lather is liie most

afflicted at this new disaster. Dora is angry at it,— and Ormond
rather jierplexed than miserable. At last Black Conn;'.! makes

iiis appearance, in the shape of a gay French olficer—very

Iwincisjme, fashionable and conceited— with tiie true I'rencli

conviction of liis own irresistible charms, and the true French
jnaittntion to young ladies in society, 'i'he cifec-t ot all this on
the young Irish Ihrt and beauty is ir.imitably described, in a

passage of which we can alfbrtl to give but a small portion.

After sending up his compliments to the ladies, wlio arc pre-

paring to receive him, they hear this impatient suitor talking

and laughing under their window.

" Very cavalier, indeed, to go out to walk, without waiting to see

us, " said Dora.—" Oh ! I will engage it was that dear fatlier of

3'ours hoisted him out. "—" Hoisted him out ! Well, aunt, you do

sometimes speak the oddest English—hut I do think it odd he should

be so very niueh at his ease.—Look at liini—hear him—I wonder
what he is saying—and Harry Ormond!— Give me my bonnet Shec-

lah—behind you, quick.—Aunt, let us go out of the garden door,

and meet them out walking by accident—that is the best way—I long

to see how somebody will look. "—" Very good—and now you look

all Hfe and spirit, and look that manner ! perfectly cliarmi!!g ; and
I'll engage he will fall in love with you. "—" He had better not, I

can tell him, unless he lias a particular pleasure in being refused,
"

said Dora, with a toss of her head and neck, and at the same time a

glance at her looking glass as she passed quickly out of the room
Dora and her aunt walked out, and accidentally met the gentlemen
in their M'alk. As M. de Connal approached, he gave them fall lei-

sure to form their opinioi^ as to his personal appearance. He had
the air of a foreign officer—easy, tiishionahle, and upon uncommon-
ly good terms with himself. Interrupting his conversation only when
he came within a few paces of the ladies, he advanced with an air of

liappy contidence and I'arisian gallnntry. begging Mr O'bhaue to do
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• iinn the honour and pleasure to present him. After a bow, that said

nothing, to Dora, he addressed his conversation entirely to her aunt,

walking beside Mademoiselle, and neither approaching nor attempt-

ing to speak to Dora ; he did not advert to her in the least, and seem-
ed scarcely to know she was present- Tliis quite disconcerted the

yovmg lady's whole plan of proceedings—no opportunity was afford-

ed her of showing disdain. She withdrew her arm from her aunt's,

though Mademoiselle held it as fast as she could, but Dora withdrew
it resolutely, and, falling back a step or two, took Harrj' Onuond's
arm, and walked with him, talking with as much unconcern, and as

loudly as she could, to mark her indifference. But whether she talked

or was silent, walked on wth Harry Ormond, or stayed behind, whis-

pered, or laughed aloud, it seemed to make no impression, no alteration

whatever in Monsieur de Connal ; he went on conversing with Made-
moiselle, and with her father, alternately in French and English. In

English he spoke with a native Irish accent, which seemed to have
been preserved from childliood ; but, though the brogue was strong,

yet there were no vulgar expressions ; he spoke good English, but
generally with somewloat of French idiom, ^^^lethe^ this was from
habit or affectation it was not easy to decide. She exerted her-

self to take a part in the conversation, but Mr Connal never joined

in conversation with her,—with the most scrupulous deference he
stopped short in the middle of his sentence, if she began to speak.

He stood aside, shrinking into himself with the utmost care, if she

was to pass ; he held the boughs of the shrubs out of her M-ay, but
continued his conversation with ^Mademoiselle all the while. ^\nien

they came in from their walk, the same sort of thing went on.

—

When the ladies went to dress before dinner, Mademoiselle, while

she was presiding at Dora's toilette, expressed how much she was
delighted with M. de Connal, and asked what her niece thought of

him ? Dora replied, that indeed she did not trouble herself to think

of him at all—that she thought him a monstrous coxcomb—that she

wondered what could bring so prodigiously fine a gentleman to the

Black Islands.—Whatever he might think, she should take care to

sliow him at dinner, that young ladies in this country Avere not ciphers.

At dinner, however, as before, all Dora's preconcerted airs of dis-

dain, and determination to show that she was somebody, gave waj^,

she did not know how, before M. de Connal's easy assurance, po-

lite and gallant indifference. His knowledge of the world, and ta-

k;nts for conversation, with the variety of subjects he had flowing in

fiom all parts of the \^-orld, gave him advantages with which there was
no possibility of contending. He talked, and caned—all life, and
gaiety, and fashion ; he spoke of battles, of princes, plays, operas,

wine, women, cardinals, religion, politics, poetry, and turkies stuffed

with truffles—and Paris for ever !—Dash on ! at every thing !—hit or

miss—sure of the applause of-Mademoiselle—and, as he thought, se-

cure of the admiration of the whole company of natives, from le beau-

r^ire, at the foot of the table, to the boy who waited, or who did not
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Malt, opposite to him, but who stood entranced with wond-r at all

that iM. de Connal said, and all that he did—even to the fasiiion in

which he stowed trusses of sallad into his im)uth with his fork, and
talked throuj^h it all. And Dora, what did she think ?—she thought

she was very much mortified, that there wiis room for lier to say s«»

little. The question now was, not what she thought of .M. de Connal,

but what he thought of her. After beginning with many various

little mock defences, avertings of the head, and twists of the neck,

of the slwuldors and hips, compouml motions resolvable into mauvaise-

honte and pride, as dinner proceeded, and Monsieur de Connal's

.success was undoubted, she silently gave up her resolution " not U*

admire. "—Before the first course was over, Cormal perceived, that

he had her eye— '" Before the second is over, " thought he, " I shall

have her ear—and by the time we come to the dessert, I sliall be in

a fair way for the heart. " II. 291-302.

la substance, the gay cavalier judges rightly. With some
little private assistance from the aunt, vanity at last jjets the

better of love—or what the young lady had taken for love

—

and she is whirled away to Dublin with her aunt, to buy wed-
dinfj-dre?ses and equipages, leaving Ormond and King Corny
to themselves. No disappointment or vexation could change the

heart of this benevolent monarch.
" Harry Ormond, my boy, " said he to him one day, " time for

vou to see something of the world, also for the wcH-ld to see some-
thing of you ; I've kept you here for my own pleiisure too long,

—

as long as I had any hope of settling you as I wished, 'twas a sufK-

cient excuse to myself; but now I have none left—I must part with

you : and so, by the blessing, God helj>ing mc to conquer my self-

ishness, and the yearnings of my heart towards you, I will—I mean,"
continued he, " to send you tar from me, to banish you lor your

good from the Black Islands entirely. Nay, don't you Lnterrupt me,
nor say a word, for if you do, I shall be too soft to have the heart

to do you justice. You know you said yourself; and I felt it for you,

that it was best you should leave this. Well, I have been feliinking

of you ever since, and licking ditferent projects into shape for you

—

listening too to every thing Connal threw out ; but all he says that.

way is in the air—no .=;ubstance, when you try to have and to hold

—

too full of himself, that youngster, to be a friend to another. "

—

" There is no reason why he should be my friend. Sir, " said Or-
mond, " I do not pretend to be his,—and I rejoice not to be under
any obligations to him. "—" Right !—and high !—Just as I feel for

you. After all, I approve of your own wish to go into the British

service in preference to any foreign service, and you could not be of

the Irish Brigade—Harry. "—" Indeed, Sir, I infinitely prefer,
'*

said Ormond, " the service of my own country—the service in which
my father— I know nothing of my father, but I have always heard
him spoken of as a good otiicer, I liope I shall not disgrace Ixis aainc.
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—The Engiith service for me, Sir, if you please."—*' Wliy then

I'm glad you see things as I do, and are not run away with by uni-^

form, and all that—I have lodged the needful in the Bank, to pur-

chase a commission for yovi, my son. Now ! no more go to thank

me, if you love me, Harry—than you would your own father. I've

written to a friend to chuse a regiment, " &c.— '' My kind father-
no father could be kinder, " cried Harry, quite overpowered. ' II.

339—34'2.

In a tew days, the matter is settled ; and Corny insists upon
silting down instantly and writing the letters of final arrange-

ment.
' But Harry reminded him, that the post did not go out till the

next day, and urged him not to lose this fine day—this first day of

the season for partridge shooting.—" Time enough for my business

after we come home—the post does not go out till morning. "

—

*•' That's true—come, off then—let's enjoy the fine day sent us, and

my gun too—I tbrgot ;—for I do believe, Harry, I love you better

even than my gun, " said the warm-hearted Corny. " Call Mori-

arty ! let us have liim with us, he'll enjoy it beyond all—one of the

last day's shooting w'\i\\ his own prince Harry !—but, poor fellow,

we'll not tell him that. "—^loriarty and the dogs v/ere summoned ;

and the fineness of the day, and the promise of g'X)d sport, put

Moriarty in remarkably good spirits. By degrees king Corny 's own
spirits rose, and he forgot that it was the last day with prince Harry,

and he enjoyed the sport. After various trials oi his new fowling-

piece, both the king and the prince agreed, that it succeeded to ad-

miration. But even in the midst of his pride in his success, and his

joy in the sport, his superior fondness for Harry prevailed, and show-

ed itself in little, almost delicate instances of kindness, which could

hardly have been expect;. d from his unpolished mind. As they

crossed a bog, he stooped every now and then, and plucked different

kinds of bog-plants and heaths.— ' Here, Harry, " said he " mind
tliese for Dr Cambray.—Remember yesterday his mentioning a

daughter of his was making the botanical collection, and there's

Shcelah can tell you all the Irish names and uses.—Some I can note

for you mj-self ;—and here, this minute, by great luck ! the very

thing he wanted ! the andromeda, I'll swear to it :—throw away all

and keep this—carry it to her to-morrow—for I will have you mako
a friend of that Dr Cambray ;—and no way so sure or fair to the fa-

ther's heart, as by proper attention to the daughter—I know that by
myself.—Hush, now ! till I have that partridge 1—WTiirr !—Shot him
clean-^my dear gun !—Was not that good, Harry ?

''

' Thus they continued their sport till late ; and returning, loaded

with game, had nearly reached the palace, when Corny, who had
marked a covey, quitted Harr)-, and sent his 4og to spring it, at a

distance much greater than tlie usual reach of a common fowling-

piece. Harry heard a shot, and a moment afterAvards a violent shout

of despair ;—he knew the voice to be that of ^vforiarty, and running

4-
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to the spot iVom whence it came, he found his iViond, his benefactor,
welteriiif^ in his blood. Tlie fo\vlint;-piece overloaded, had burst, and .1

large splinter of tlie barrel had fractured the skull, and luul sunk into

the brain. As Moriarty was trying to raise his head, O'Shane utter-

ed some words, of w.hich all that was intelligible was the name of
Harry Orinond. His eyes fixed on Harry, but the meaning of the

eye was gone. He squeezed Harry's hand, and an instant afterwards

O 'Shane's hand was powerless. The dearest, the only real friend Har-
ry Orniond had upon earth, was gone for ever !

' H. p. 366—369.

We are excessively sorry for Kin^r Corny, who seems to

us the great ornament of the tale,—and we really have net heart
logo on with our extracts after his demise;— lliougli the ac-

count of his wake and funeral is extremely curious and interest-

ing. Ormond is neglected by the Connals, and takes shelter

with Dr Cambray. He then succeeds, unexpectedly, to a large

fortune— returns to Sir Ulick at Cas^tle Hermitage— falls in

love with various ladies—and comes gradually to accjuire the
habits and manners of the fashionable world ;—though without
losing the kindness of heart, and fearless openness of character^

whicli he had stndicil in the Black Island.-. At last ho falls se-

riously in love witli a Miss Annaly, the daughter of one of those

reasonable, benevolent, dignified, and aflable families, which
Miss E. knows so well how to p.tint—or to imagine. His re-

ception, upon the whole, is flattering ; but tliere are obstruc-

tions and mysteries ;—and, misconstruing some of these, he h
seizcil with a fit of impatience or despair, and rushes oiT with-

out stopping to Piris, wliere ho is received wiih the most over-

powering cordiality by those very Connals who had treated him,
in his humble fortune, with negligence bordering on contempt.

He finds Dora, however, prodigiously improved in beauty, and
radiant with fashion ; and is dazzled and amused beycnd mea-
sure with the gay scene to which he is introduced. We bel'eve

the account which is here given of Paris and Parisian society,

is one of the best that is anywhere to be met witii ; but there

is nothing so nau<^eous, just at present, as ;K-counts of Paris antl

its srciety ; and ihough the scene of Ormond's visit is iaid be-

fore the llevoluLion, still there is not sufficient novelty in it to war-
rant us venturing on an extract. Dora and he narrowly escape

a return of their antient loves, when he is called suddenly away,
by some rumours of the insecurity of a great part cf his for-

tune, which he had placed at Sir Ulick's dispcsal. He takes

post to London, and arrives just in time to save his properly

from the grasp of his needy guardian— hurries on tt) Ireland,

to ascertain what can be done for his relief— finds tint he is

totally rui^c^^ and dead of a broken heart— runs back to V.u^~
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land, where he makes his peace with Lady Annaly and her

daughter, to whom, in due time, he is happily married by the

worthy Dr Cambray—buys the Black Islands from M. de "Con-

nal—and reigns there in peace and glory, we hope up to the

present hour.

We shall not finish our account of this story as we did that

of the prccedinor, by an impertinent notice of its faults ; on the

contrai-y, it is but fair to say, that it has many beauties of which

neither the abstract nor the extracts to which we havt confined

ourselves can have given the reader the least intimation. We
have left out of view a whole host of low characters of the great-

est merit—an entire episode of Moriarty Carrol and Peggy
Sheridan—and a still longer one of the Annaly family—toge-

ther with some delightful traits of a malicious and godly Mrs
M'Rule, which are worthy of all commemoration. We have

written to little purpose, however, both now and on former oc-

casions, if there are many of our readers who will rest satisfied

with our account of any of Miss Edgeworth's productions. And,
taking it for granted that the origmal will be consulted by all

to whom we have given this notice, we shall only add, that she

is, beyond all question, the most practically and rationally mo-
ral of all entertaining writers, and the most entertaining of all

who are primarily moral : And, being thus assured of a far high-

er reward than any praise of ours, we have no doubt that she

will be satisfied with what we have now bestowed.

Art. VII. Manfred ; a Dramatic Poem. By Lord Byron,
8vo. pp. 75. London, 1817.

T^His is a very strange—not a very pleasing—but unquestion-
-*- ably a very powerful and most poetical production. The
noble author, we find, still deals with that dark and overawing
Spirit, by whose aid he has so often subdued the minds of his

readers, and in whose might he has wrought so many wonders.
In Manfred, we recognise at once the gloom and potency of

that soul which burned and blasted and fed upon itself in Ha-
rold, and Conrad, and Lara—and which comes again in this

piece, more in sorrow than in anger—more proud, perhaps, and
more awful than ever—but with the fiercer traits of its misan-
thropy subdued, as it were, and quenched in the gloom of a

deeper despondency. Manfred does not, like Conrad and Lara,
wreak the anguish of his burning heart in the dangers and dar-

ing of desperate and predatory war—nor seek to drown bitter
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Uiou^lits in tlic tumult of perpetual contention—nor yet, like

IlaroM, does he sweep over the peopled scenes of the earth with

high disdain and aversion, and make his survey of the business

and pleasures and studies of man, an occasion for taunts and

sarcasms, and the food of an unmeasureable spleen. He is

fixed by the geniur. of the poet in the majestic solitudes of the

central Alps—where, from his youth up, he has lived in proud

but calm seclusion from the ways of men, conversing only with

the mnpnificent forms and aspects of nature by which he is sur-

rounded, and with the Spirits of the Elements over whom he has

acquired dominion, by the secret and unhallowed studies of Sor-

cery and Ma£Tic. He is averse indeed from mankind, and scorns

the low and frivolous nature to which he belongs ; but he che-

rishes no animosity or hostility to that feeble race. Their con-

cerns excite no interest—their pursuits no sympathy—their joya

no envy. It is irksome and vexatious for him to be crossed by
them in his melancholy musings,—but he treats them with gentle-

ness and pity ; and, except when stung to impatience by too im-

portunate an intrusion, is kind and considerate of the comforts

of all around him.

This piece is properly entitled a dramatic I'oem—for it is mere-
ly poetical, and is not at all a drama or play in the modern ac- \

captation of the tern. It has no action ; no plot—and no cha-

racters; Manfred merely muses and suffers from the beginning'

to the end. Ili* distresses are the same at the opening of the

scene and at its closing—and the temper in which they are borne
is the same. A hunter and a priest, and some domestics, are

indeed introduced ; but they have no conne>non with the pas-
sions or sufferings on which the interest depends; and Manfred
is substantially alone throughout the whole piece. He holds r.o

communion but witli the memory of the Being he had loved;
and the immortal Spirits whom he evokes to reproach with hi:^

misery, and their inability to relieve it. These unearthly beings
approach nearer to the character of persons of the drama—hut
still they are but chorrd accompaniments to the performance

;

and Manfred i--, in reality, the only actor and sufferer on the
scene. To dclincaie Ins character indeed—to render conceiv-
able Ids feelings— is plainly the whole scope and design of the
poem ; and the conception and execution r.re, in this re.'pcct,

equally admirable. It is a grand and terrific vision cf a being
invested with superhuman attributes, in order that he may be
capable of more than human sufferings, and be sustained under
them by more than human force and pride. To object to the
improbability of the fiction is, we think, to mistake the end
and aim of the author. Probabilities, we apprehend, did not

VOL. XXVI II. NO. 5G. E e
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enter at all into his consideration—his object was, to produce
effect—to exalt and dilate the character through whom he was
to interest or appal us—and to raise our conception of it, by all

the helps that could be derived from the majesty of nature,

or the dread of superstition. It is enough, therefore, if the

situation in which he has placed him is conceivable—and if the

supposition of its reality enhances our emotions and kindles

cur imagination ;—for it is Manfred only that we are required

to fear, to pity, or admire. If we can once conceive of him
as a real existence, and enter into the depth and the height of

his pride and his sorrows, we may deal as we please with the

means that have been used to furnish us with this impression,

or to enable us to attain to this conception. We may regard

tJiem but as types, or metaphors, or allegories : But he is the

thing to be expressed, and the feeling and the intellect of which
all these are but shadows.

The events, such as they arc, upon which the piece may be
said to turn, have all taken place long before its opening, and
are but dimly shadowed out in the casual communications of the

agonizing being to wtiom they relate. Nobly born and trained

iii the castle of his ancestors, he had very soon sequestered him-
self from the society of men ; and, after running through the

common circle of human sciences, had dedicated himself to the

worship of the wild magnificence of nature, and to those for-

bidden studies by which he had learned to command its presid-

ing powers. One companion, however, he had, in all his tasks

and enjoyments—a female of kindred genius, taste and capaci-

ty— lovely too beyond all loveliness ; hut, as we gather, too near-

ly related to be lav/fully beloved. The catastrophe of their un-
happy passion, is insinuated in the darkest and most ambiguous
terms—all that we make out is, that .she died untimely and by
violence, on account of this fatal attachment—though not by
the act .'f its object. He killed her, he says, not with his hand
—but his heart ; and her blood was shed, though not by him.

Prom that hour, hfe is a burden to him, and memory a torture

—and the extent of his power and knowledge serves only to show
him the hopelessness and endlessness of his misery.

The ^oiece opens with his evocation of the Spirits of the Ele-

ments, from whom he demands ths boon of forgetfuiness—and
questions them as to his own immortality. The scene is in his

Gothic tower at midnight—and opens with a soliloquy that re-

veals at once the slate of the speaker, and the genius of the
iiuthnr.

' The lamp must be rcplenish'd—but even then
It will not burn so long as I must watch

:

Philosophy aiid science, and the springs
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Of wonder, and the wisdom of the world,

I have essayed, and in my mind there is

A power to make these subject to itself

—

But they avail not : I have done men good,

And I have met with good even among men

—

But this avail'd not : I have had my foes,

And none have baffled, many fallen before me

—

But this avail'd not :— Good, or evil, life.

Powers, passions, all I see in other beings,

Have been to me as rain unto the sands,

Since that all-nameless hour. I have no dread,

And feel the curse to have no natural fear.

Nor fluttering throb, that beats with hopes or wishes,

Or lurking love of something on the earth

—

Now to my task.' p. 7, 8.

\Vhcn his evocation is completed, a star is seen at the (At

end of a gallery, and Cflestial voices are heard reciting a great
deal of poetry. After they have answered that the gift of obli-

vion is not at iheir disposal, and intimated thatdeaih ilself could
not bestow it on him, they ask if he has any furiiier demand to

make of them. He answers,
' No, none : yet stay—-one moment, ere we part—

I would behold ye face to face. I liear

Your voices, sweet and melancholy sounds,

As music on the waters ; and I see

The steady aspect of a clear large star ;

But nothing more. Approach me as ye are,

Or one, or all, in your accustom'd forms;

Spirit. We have no forms beyond the elements
Of which we are the mind and principle :

But choose a form—in that we will appear.

Man. I have no choice; tliere is no form on earth

Hideous or beautiful to me. Let him.

Who is most powerful of ye, take such aspect

As unto him may seem most fitting.—Come !

Seventh Spirit. (Appearing in the shape if a beautiful/€*
male fi;rlire.) Behold !

Man. Oh God ! if it be thus, and thou

Art not a madness and a mockery,
I yet might be most liappy.—I will clasp thee,

And we again will be [Thefgure vanishes^

My heart is crush'd

!

[MA-iiTKTi,nJails senseltss." p. 15, 16*

The first scene of this extraordinary performance ends with
a long poetical incantation, sung by the invisible spijits over the
senseless victim before them. The second shows him in the
bright sunshine of morning, on the top of the Jungfrau moua*

Ee2 5
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tain, meditating self-destruction—and uttering forth in solitude

as usual the voice of his habitual despair, and those intermin-

gled feelings of love and admiration for the grand and beautiful

objects with which he is environed, that unconsciously win him
back to a certain kindly sympathy with human enjoyments,

' INIAN. The spirits I ha\-e raised abandwi me—
The spells which I have studied baffle me

—

The remedy I reck'd of tortured me

;

I lean no more on superhuman aid,

It hath no power upon the past, and for

The future, till the past be gulfd in darkness,

It is not of my search My mother Earth !

And thou fresh breaking Day,, and you, ye Mountaina,

"WTiy are ye beautiful ? I cannot love ye.

And thou, the bright eye of the universe,

That openest over all, and unto all

Art a delight— thou shin'st not on my heart.

And you, ye crags, upon M-hose extreme edge
I stand, and on the torrent's brink beneath

Behold the tall pines dwindled as to shrubs

In dizziness of distance ; when a leap,

A stir, a motion, even a breath, would bring

My breast upon its rocky bosom's bed
To rest for ever—wherefore do I pause ?—— A^'
Thou winged and cloud-cleaving minister, [[^» eagle passes

Whose happy flight is highest into heaven,

Well may St thou swoop so near me—I should be
Thy prey, and gorge thine eaglets ; thou art gone
W^here the eye cannot follow thee ; but thine

Yet piercest downward, omvard, or above
With a pervading vision.—Beautiful

!

How beautiful is all this visible world !

How glorious in its action and itself;

But we, who name ourselves its sovereigns, we.
Half dust, half deity, alike unfit

To sink or soar, with oiu- mix'd essence make
A conflict of its elements, and breathe

The breath of degradation and of pride,

Contending with low wants and lofty will

Till our mortality predominates,

And men are—what they name not to themselves,

And trust not to each other. Hark ! the note,

l_
The shepherd's pipe in the distance is heard.

The natural music of the mountain reed—
For here the patriarchal days are not
A pastoral fable—pipes in the liberal air,

Mix'd with the sweet bells of the sauntering herd

;
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My soul would drink those echoes—Oh, that I were

The viewless spirit of a lovely sound,

A living voice, a breathing harmony,

A bodiless enjoyment—born and dying

With the blest tone which made me !
' p. 20—22.

At this period of his soliloquy, he is descried by a Chamois

hunter, who overhears its continuance.
' To be thus

—

Grey-hair'd with anguish, like these blasted pines,

Wrecks of a single winter, barkless, branchless,

A blighted trunk upon a cursed root,

Wliich but supplies a feeling to decay

—

And to be thus, eternally but thus,

Having been otherwise

!

Ye topling crags of ice

!

Ye avalanches, whom a breath draws down
In mountainous o'erwhelming, come and crush me

!

I hear ye momently above, beneath.

Crash with a frequent conflict ; but ye pass.

And only foil on things which still would live

;

On the young flourishing forest, or the hut

And hamlet of the harmless villager.

The mists boil up around the glaciers ! clouds

Rise curling fast beneath me, white and sulphury,

Like foam from the roused ocean of deep Hell,

Whose every wave breaks on a living shore.

Heaped with the damn'd like pebbles.—I am giddy
!

' p. 23, 24-

—Just as he is about to spring from the cliHi he is seized by
the hunter, who forces him away from the dangerous place in

the midst of the rising tempest. In the second act, we find him
in the cottage of this peasant, and in a still wilder state of dis-

order. His host offers him wine ; but, upon looking at the cup,

he exclaims

—

* Away, away ! there's blood upon the brim !

Will it then never—never sink in the earth ?

C. Hun. What dost thou mean? thy senses wander from thee.

Man. I say tis blood—my blood! the pure warm stream

Which ran in the veins of my fathers, and in ours

\\Tien we were in our youth, and had one heart,

And loved each other as we should not love

—

And this was shed : but still it rises up,

Colouring the clouds, that shut mo out from heaven,

Where thou art not—and I shall never be.

C. Hun. Man ofstrange words, and some half-maddening sin, &c
Man. Think'st thou existence doth depend on time?

It doth ; but actions are our epochs : mine
Have made my days and nights imperishable,

Endless, and all alike, as sands on the shore,
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Innumerable atoms ; and one desert,

Barren and cold, on which the wild waves break.

But nothings rests, save carcases and wrecks,

Kocks, and the saltrsurf weeds of bitterness.

C. Hun. Alas ! he's mad ~ but yet I must not leave him.

Man. I would I were—for then the things I see

Would be but a distempered dream.

C. Hun. WHiat is it

That thou dost see, or think thou look'st upon ?

Man. Myself, and thee—a peasant of the Alps—
Thy humble virtues, hospitable home,
And spirit patient, pious, proud and free ;

Tliy self-respect, grafted on innocent thoughts

;

Thy days of health, and nights of sleep ; thy toils,

By danger dignitied, yet guiltless ; hopes

Of cheeriul old age and a quiet grave.

With cross and garland over its green turf.

And thy grandchildren's love for epitaph

;

This do I see—and then I look within

—

It matters not—my soul was scorch'd already
!

' p. 27, 29.

The following scene is one of the most poetical and most
sweetly written in the poem. There is a still and delicious witch-

ery in the tranquillity and seclusion of the place, and the ce-

lestial beauty of the Being who reveals herself in the midst of

these visible enchantments. In a deep valley among the moun-
tains, Manfred appears alone before a lofty cataract, pealing

in the quiet sunshine down the still and everlasting rocks j and
says—

_

' It is not noon—the sunbow's rays still arch

The torrent with the many hues of heaven,

Ap.d roll the sheeted silver's waving column
O'er the crag's headlong perpendicular.

And fling its lines of foaming hght along,

And to and fro, like the pale courser's tail,

The (jiant steed, to be bestrode by Death,

As told in the Apocalypse. No eyes

But mine now drink this sight of loveliness

;

I should be sole in this sweet solitude.

And with the Spirit of the place divide

The hom.age of these waters I will call her.

\^He takes some ()f tlie ivnler into the palm of his hand, andjlings

it in the air, muttering the adjuration. After a pause, the

Witch of the Alps rises beneath the arch of the sunhovi

of the torrent.'^

Man. Beautiful Spirit !- with thy hair of Hght,

And dazzling eyes of glory, in whose form
The charms of Earth's least-mortal daughters grov/

To an unearthly stature, in an essence

i
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Of purer elements ; while the hues of youth,

—

Carnation'd like a sleeping infant's chetk,

Kock'd by the beating of her mother's heart,

Or the rose tints, which suninior's twilight leaves

Upon the lofty glacier's virgin snow.

The blush of earth embracing witli her heaven,

—

Tinge thy celestial aspect, and make tame

The beauties of the sunbow which bends o'er thee.

Beautiful Spirit ! in thy calm clear brow,

Wherein is glass'd serenity of soul,

WTiich of itself shows immortality,

I read that thou wilt pardon to a Son
Of Earth, whom the abstruser Powers permit

At times to commune with them—if that he

Avail him of his spells—to call ihee thus,

And gaze ou thee a moment.
Witch. Sonof Eartli!

I know thee, and the Powers which give tlrce poww i

I know thee for a man of many thoughts,

And deeds of good and ill, extreme in botb,

Fatal and fated in thy sufferings.

I have expected this—what wouldst thou with me?
Man. To look upon tJiy beauty—nothing further. ' p.31,3C.

There is something exquisitely beautiful, to our taste, in all

this passage
J
and both the appnrition and the dialogue are so

managed, that the sense of their improbability is swallowed up in

that of their beauty;—and, without actually believing that such
spirits exist or communicate themselves, we (eel for the moment
as if we stood in their presence. What follows, though ex-

tremely powerful, and more laboured in the writing, has less

rharni for us. He tells his celestial auditor the brief story of

his misfortune; and when he mentions the death of the only

being he had ever loved, the beauteous Spirit bieaks in witii her

superhuman pride.

' And for this

—

A beinp of the race thou dost desjiise,

The ord<T whicl« thine o^v^l would rise above,

Mingling with us and ours, thou dost forego

The gifts of our great knowl'jdge, and shriuk'st back
To recreant mortality Away !

Man, Daughter of Air ! I tell thee, since that hour

—

But words are breath—look on me in my sleep.

Or watch my watchings—Come and sit by me !

"My solitude is solitude no more,
lint jjcopled with the Furies ;— 1 have gnash'd
My teeth in darkness till returning morn.
Then cursed myself till sunset;—1 have pray'd

for madness as a blessing—'tis denied me.
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I have affronted Death—but in the war
Of elements the waters shrunk from me,
And fatal things pass'd harmless. ' p. 36, 37.

The third scene is the boldest in the exhibition of supernatu-

ral persons. The three Destinies and Nemesis meet, at mid-

night, on the top of the Alps, on their waj^ to the hall of Arimanes,

and sing strange ditties to the moon, of their mischiefs wrought

among men. Nemesis being rather late, thus apologizes for

keeping them waiting.
* I v/as detain'd repairing shattered thrones,

Marrying fools, restoring dynasties,

Avenging men upon their enemies,

And making theui repent their own revenge ;

Goading the wise to madness ; from the dull

Shaping out oracles to rule the world

Afresh, for they were waxing out of date,

And mortals dared to ponder for themselves,

To weigh kings in the balance, rmd to speak

Of freedom, the forbidden fruit.—Away !

We have outstaid the hour—mount we our clouds !
' p. 44.

This we think is out of place at least, if v/e must not say out

of character ; and though the author may tell us that human ca*

Jamities are naturally subjects of derision to the Ministers of

Vengeance, yet we cannot be persuaded that satirical and poli^

tical allusions are at all compatible with the feelings and im-

pressions which it was here his business to maintain. When
the Fatal Sisters are again assembled before the throne of Ari-

manes, Manfred suddenly appears among them, and refuses the

prostrations which they require.. The first Destiny thus loftily

announces him.
' Prince of the Powers invisible ! This man
Is of no common order, as his port

And presence here denote ; his sufferings

Have been of an immortal nature, like

Our own ; his knowledge and his powers and will,

As far as is compatible with clay,

"WHiich clogs the etherial essence, have been such

As clay hath seldom borne ; his aspirations

Have been beyond the dwellers of the earth.

And they have only taught him what we know

—

That knowledge is not happiness, and science

But an exchange of ignorance for that

Which is another kind of ignorance.

This is not all ;—the passions, attributes

Of earth and heaven, fronr which no power, nor being,

Xor breath from the worm upwards is exempt,

Have pierced his heart ; and in their consequence

Made him a thing, which I, who pity not,
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Yet pardon those who pity. He is mine,

And thine, it may be—be it so, or not,

No other Spirit in tlris region hath

A soul Hke his—or power upon his soul. ' p. 47, 48.

At his desire, the ghost of his beloved Astarte is then called

up, and appears—but refuses to speak at the command of ihe

Powers who have raised her, till Manfred breaks out into this

passionate and agonizing addrcs-;.

' Hear nie, hear nie

—

Astarte ! my beloved ! speak to me :

I have so much endured— so nmch endure

—

Look on me ! the grave hath not changed thee more
Than I am changed for thee. Thou lovedst me
Too much, as I loved thee : we were not made
To torture thus each other, though it were

The deadliest sin to love as we have loved.

Say that thou loath'st me not—that I do bear

This punishment for both—that thou wilt be

One of the blessed—and that I shall die.

For hitherto all hateful things conspire

To bind me in existence—in a life

Which makes me shrink from imniortahty—

A future like the past. I cannot rest.

I know not what I ask, nor what I seek :

I feel but what thou art—and what I am ;

And I would hear yet once, before I perish,

The voice which was my music—Speak to me

!

For I have call'd on thee in the still night,

Startled the slumbering birds from the hush'd boughs.

And woke the mountain wolves, and made the caves

Acquainted with thy vainly eclioed name.

Which answered me—many things answered me—
Spirits and men—but thou wert silent all.

Yet speak to me ! I have outwatch'd the stars,

And gazed o'er heaven in vain in search of thee.

Speak to me ! I have wandered o'er the earth

And never found thy likeness—Speak to me !

Look on the fiends around—they feel for me

:

I fear them not, and feel for th'je alone

—

Speak to me ! though it be in wrath ;— but say

—

1 reck not what—but let me hear thee once

—

This once—once more !

Phantom of Astarte. Manfred !

Man. Say on, say on

—

I live but in the sound—it is thy voice

!

Phan. Manfred ! To-morrow ends thine earthly ills.

>?arcwell

!
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Man. Yet one word more—am I forgiven ?

Phan. Farewell

!

Man. Say, shall we meet again ?

Phan. Farewell

!

Max. One word for mercy ! Say, thou lovest me.

Phax. Manfred ! ZThe Spirit of Astarte disappears.

Nem. She's gone, and will not be recalled. ' p. 50—52.

The last 8Ct, ihougli in many passages very beautifully writ-

ten, seems to ns less powerful. It passes altogether in Manfred's

castle, and is chitfly occupied in two long conversations between

him and a holy abbot, who comes to exhort and absolve him,

and whose counsel he repels with the most reverent gentleness,

and I ut few bursts of dignity and pride. The following pas-

sages ^rt fuii o\' poetry and feeling.

' Ay— father ! I have had those earthly visions

And nobie aspirations in my youth,

To iiiake my own the mind of other men,

The enlightener of nations ; and to rise

I knew not whither—it might be to fall

;

Bu: ;U1, even as the mountain-cataract,

W hich having leapt from its more dazzling height,

Even in the foaming strength of its abyss,

(Vvhich casts up misty columns that become
Clouds raining from the re-ascended skies).

Lies low but mighty still.—But this is past,

My thoughts mistook themselves.

Abbot. And why not hve and act with other men ?

Max. Because my nature was averse from life

;

And yet not cruel ; for I would not make.

But hnd a desolation :—like the wind,

The red-hot breath of the most lone Simoom,
"Wliich dwells but in the desert, and sweeps o'er

The barren sands which bear no shrubs to blast,

And revels o'er their wild and arid waves.

And seeketh not, so that it is not sought,

But being met is deadly ; such hath been

The course of my existence ; but there came
Things in my path wliich are no more. ' p. 59, 60.

There is also a tine address to the setting sun—and a singular

fnlscellaneous soliloquy, in which one of the author's Roman res

Sections is brought n., we must say somewhat unnaturally.
' The stars are forth, ttie moon above the tops

Of the snow-shining mountains.—Beautiful

!

I linger yet with Nature, for the night

Hath been to me a more famihar face

Than that of man ; and in her starry shade

Of dim and solitary lovehness,

\ learn'd the language of another world.
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I do remember me, that in my youth,

When 1 wiLs M andering,—upon such a iiight

1 stood witliin tlie Coloseum's wall,

jMiiLst the chiel' relics of almighty Rome;
The trees which grew along the broken arches

Waved dark in the blue midnight, and tlie stars

Shone througli the renta of ruin ; from atar

The watchdog bayed beyond the Tiber ; and

More near from out the Citsars' palace came
The owl's long cry, and, interruptedly,

Of distant sentinels the titful song

Begun and died upon the gentle wind.

Some cypresses beyond the time-worn breach

Appeared to skirt the horizon, yet they stood

Within a bowshot.

—

And thou didst shine, thou rolling moon, upon

All this, and cast a wide and tender light,

Which soften'd down the hoar austerity

Of rugged desolation, and fill'd up,

As 'twere, anew, the gaps of centuries

;

Leaving that beautiful which still was so,

And making that which was not, till the place

Became religion, and the heart ran o'er

With silent worship of the great of old
!

' 68, GO.

In his living hour he is beset with Deuions, who protend to

claim him as their Ibrfeit ;—but he indignantly and victoriously

disputes their claim, and asserts his freedom from their thraldoiu.
' ^lust crimes be punish'd but by other crimes.

And greater criminals?—Back to thy hell

!

Thou hast no power upon me, that I feel

;

Thou never shalt possess me, that I know ;

\\'hat 1 have done is done ; I bear within

A torture which could nothing gain from thine:

The mind which is immortal makes itself

Requital for its good or ill—derives

No colour from the fleeting tli«ngs without

;

But is absorb'd in- suHerance or in joy.

Born from the knowledge of its own desert.

Thou didiJt not tempt me, and thou couldst not tempt me;
1 have not been thy dupe, nor am thy prey

—

But was my own destroyer, and will be

jMy own hereafter.—Back, ye bafHed fiends !

Tlie hand of death is on me—but not yours

!

[The Demons disappear.' 71-, 15.

There are great faults, it musi beaclnuited, in tins poem ;

—

but

it is undoubtedly a work of genius and originality. Its worst

fault, perhaps, is, that it fatigues and overawes us by the uniformi-

ty of its terror and sclcmnify. Another is the painful and oHen-
jjivc nature of the cii-cumstarice on which its distress is ultiuvalely
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founded. It all springs from the disappointment or fatal issue of

an incestuous passion ; and incest, according to our modern
ideas—for it was otherwise in antiquity— is not a thing to be at

all brought before the imagination. The lyrical songs of the

Spirits are too long, and not all excellent. There is something

of pedantry in them now and then ; and even Manfred deals

in classical allusions a little too much. If we were to consider

it as a proper drama, or even as a finished poem, we should

be obliged to add, that it is far too indistinct and unsatisfactory.

But this we take to be according to the design and conception

of the author. He contemplated but a dim and magnificent

sketch of a subject which did not admit of more accurate

drawing, or more brilliant colouring. Its obscurity is a part of

its grandeur;—and the darkness that rests upon it, and the

smoky distance in which it is lost, are all devices to increase

its majesty, to stimulate our curiosity, and to impress us with

deeper awe.

It is suggested, in an ingenious paper, in a late Number of

the Edinburgh Magazine, that the general conception of this

piece, and much of what is excellent in the manner of its exe-

cution, have been borrowed from * the Ti'agical History of Dr
Faustus ' of Marlow ; and a variety of passages are quoted,

which the author considers as similar, and, in many respects,

superior to others in the poem before us. We cannot agree

in the general terms of this conclusion ;—but there is, no doubt,

a certain resemblance, both in some of the topics that are sug-

gested, and in the cast of the diction in which they are ex-

pressed. Thus, to induce Faustus to persist in his unlawful

studies, he is told that the Spirits of the Elements will serve

him

—

' Sometimes like women, or unwedded maids,

Shadowing more beauty in their ayrie browes

Than have the white breasts of the Queene of Love.

'

And again, when the amorous sorcerer commands Helen of

Troy to revive again to be his paramour, he addresses her, on
her first appearance, in these rapturous lines

—

' Was this the face that launcht a thousand ships,

And burn'd the toplesse towers of Ilium ?

Sweet Helen ! make me inmiortal with a kiss !

Her lips sucke forth my soule !—see where it flies

!

Come, Helen, come give me my soule againe.

Here will I dwell, for heaven is in that lip,

And all is dross that is not Helena.

O ! thou art fairer than the evening ayre.

Clad in the beauty of a thousand starres;

More lovely than the monarch of the skycs

In wanton Arethusa"s azure arms
!

'
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The catastrophe, too, is bewaUed in verses of great elegance

and classical beauty.

* Cut is the branch that might have growne full straight,

And burned is Apollo's laurel bough

That sometime grew within this learned man.

Faustus is gone !—regard his hellish fall,

Whose fiendful torture may exhort the wise,

Only to wonder at unlawful things.

'

But these, and many other smooth and fanciful verses in thh
curious old drama, prove nothing, wc think, against the origi-

nality of Manfred ; for there is nothing to be found there of the

pride, the abstraction, and the heartrootcd misery in which
that originality consists. Faustus is a vulgar sorcerer, tempted

to sell his soul to the Devil for the ordinary price of sensual

pleasure, and earthly power and glory—and who shrinks and
shudders in agony when the forfeit comes to be exacted. The
style, too, of Marlow, though elegant and scholarlike, is weak
and childish compared with the depth and force of much of

what we have quoted from Lord Byron ; and the disgusting

bufToonery and low farce of which his piece is principally made
up, place it much more in contrast, than in any terms of com-
parison, with that of his noble successor. In the tone and
pitch of the composition, as well as in the character of the dic-

tion in the more solemn parts, the piece before us reminds us

much more of the Prometheus of ^schylus, than of any more
modern performance. The tremendous solitude of the princi-

pal person—the supernatural beings with whom alone he hold-s

communion—the guilt—the firmness—the misery—are all points

of resemblance to which the grandeur of the poetic imagery on?
ly gives a more striking elTect. The chief differences are, that

the subject of the Greek poet was sanctified aud exalted by the

established belief of his country, and that his terrors are no-

where tempered with the sweetness which breathes from so many
passages of his English rival.

Art. VIII. 1. Reports of the Select Committee, appointed to

consider of Provision being made for the better Regidation of
Madhouses in England : With Minutes of Evidence^ c^c. Or-
dered by the House of Commons to be Printed 25th M/ijj, 2d
and \2th June, and \Wi Jidijy IS 15;

—

'ZiSth Aprils 'ZStti'May,

and 1 \fh June, lb 16.

2. J History q/ the York Lmiatic Asijlurn, 'j:ith an Appendix. Ad-
dressed to U'illiam WiWc^fuice, Eiq. By Jonathan Gray.
Svo. York, 1814,. ?i
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3. Remarks on the Construction ofPublic Hospitalsfor the Cure of
Mental Derangeinent. By William Stark, Architect. 4to» •

Eflifiburwh, 18a7.

4. Practical Hints on the Cojistrnction and Economy of Pauper
Limatic Aiijlums. By Samuel Tuke. 4to. pp. bb. York,
1815.

T^HESE Reports contain, beyond all question, the most im-
-^ portant body of information, that has ever appeared, upon
the subject of Insanity. The enormities which they bring to

light are dreadful ; but the inquiries of Parliament have already

much reduced them ; and, we trust, will ultimately prevent the

possibility of their recurrence:— And, above all, the Minutes
prove, with an irresistible force of testimony, that such enormi-
ties are utterly without excuse, as the mildest treatment of these

unhappy persons contributes most cfll^ctually to their cure.

The numl->er of the insane, in Great Britain and Ireland, a-

mounts to several thousand-;. And the question vvhich the Com-
mittee of the House of Commons had to investigate, was no-
thing less than this ;—Whether a large proportion of these un-
fortunate persons, comprehending indiviiluals of ahnost every

rank in society, should be restored to the condition of human
beings; or left to languish under sufferings that have no parallel

but in the atrocities of a slave ship, or the dungeons of the In-

quisition. Stripes, fetters, cold, darkness, solitude—the absence

of every bodily comfort and mental enjoyment—have been too

long the established discipline of receptacles for the Insane

:

And the unhappy lunatic, already suffering imder the mosfe

awful visitation to which our nature is exposed, was the victim

of this complicated misery—not incidentally for hours, days or

weeks—out, in general, for the whole years of his wretched ex-

istence.

That part of the proceedings before us, which exhibits facts

like these, and proposes to redress them, would form in itself a

publicat'on of the i;reatest interest ; and, if the Committee had
gone no further, tliey would have been entitled to the gratitude

of their country. But they have done much more ; and have

contrived to enrich their Reports with the testimony of several

of the most skilful and experienced men of the present time,

upon the mnnagement of the insane, in all its various depart-

ment? j—the extent of medical power over their disorder;

—

the proper domestic treatment;—the structure and economy of
buildings for their reception.

The evils connected with the improper treatment of lunatics,

had betn, at different times, a souixe of great complainr ; and
the re.'.-iiiviion tt 'private viadkouses was brought before Parl'a-

nicnt in 17b:3, and provided for, after an interval of ten years, by
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an act which still continues in f;irce. The charitable researches of

Howard were extended to madhouses, as well as to prisons ; and
in his writings there are notices respecting the lunatic asylums of

several different countries. A valuable tract also, containiu*? the

schen.e of an Institution ior the Insane, and a plan tor an Asylum
to be built at Gloucester, was published in 1796, by Sir George
O. Paul, who appears to have devoted himself to subjects of

this nature for several years, with great zeal and good efiect.

But the more general inquiry into tlie treatment of insane per-

sons, as a measure of domestic policy, does not appear to have

taken hold of the public attention, until the Parliamentary in-

quiry in 1807, respecting pauper and criminal lunatics, which

led to the introduction of the excellent act of 1808, for the erec-

tion of county asylums in Kn^rland.

The management of an asylum for lunatics at York, had, some
time before, given rise to a very bitter controversy, in which
Mason the poet took the lead with so much zeal, as even to have

published a pamphlet upon the subject in 1788. But this bene-

volent man and his friends were ultimately defeated in 1794—and
the door seemed then to be closed for ever against reform or in-

quiry. The state of affairs in this establishment, however, soon

afterwards roused the activity of the Quakers ; and, under their

tranquil but steady guidance, a new establishment was formed,

that began the great revolution upon this subject, which we
trust the provisions of Parliament will complete. Jt appears

that, in 1791, the relatives of a Quaker, confined in the York
asylum, had been refused admittance with apparent hai-shness;

and the patient soon after dying in confinement, the general

treatment of the insane attracted the attention of some leading

persons of that persuasion, by whose exertions the Rdrtnt at

Yurk was established in 1793, for the express purpose ofintroduc-

ing a milder system of management, than had previously been
tniployed. The Quakers, as usual, succeeded, (for they never
fail) ; and, in the course of a few years, their Institution had
done so much by gentle methods, that a modest and well writ-

tea volume, giving an account of it, * excited universal inKer-

est, and in l.ict achieved what all the talents and public sp^irit

of Mason and his friends had failed to accomplish. It had ,stiil

better effects. A very inofiensive passage in this book, roulsed,

it seems, the animosity of the physician to the York Lunatic
Asylum ; and a letter, which tliis gentleman published in one
of the York newspaper?, became the origin of a controversy a-

mon^j the Governors of that Establishment ; which terminated,

in August 1814, after a struggle of nearly two years, in the

•Sec Edinburgh Review, Vol. XXIII. p. 189, '
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complete overthrow of the old system, and the dismission of

every officer of the Asylum, except the physician himself.

The period is not remote, when lunatics were regarded as

beinfrs unsusceptible of mental enjoyment, or of bodily pain

—

and accordingly consigned, without remorse, to prisons, under

the rnme of madhouses—in the contrivance of which, nothing

seems to have been considered, but how to enclose the victim of

insanity in a cell, and to cover his misery from the light of day.

But the success of the Retreat demonstrated, by experiment,

that all this apparatus of gloom and confinement was injurious ;

and, the necessity for improvement becoming daily more appa-

rent, a bill for the better regulation of madhouses, was brought

into Parliament by Mr Rose in 1813,—but was, nevertheless,

opposed, and finally withdrawn: and another bill in ISH,

though it passed the Commons, was rejected by the House of

Lords. The public, in fact, was not yet aware of the atrocious

evils which these bills were intended to remove ; and it was not

imtil now that the course was adopted, which, in every case

of public grievance, is the only sure one for obtaining redress.

A Committee of the House of Commons, appointed for the

purpose of hiquiry in IS 14-, and revived in the following year,

was fortunately composed of men determined to do the business

they had undertaken. As they advanced, the dreadful facts

disclosed increased their diligence ; they spared no pains to go

to the bottom of their subject ; and the result has been, the

production of the Reports and Evidence that we are now engag-

ed in examining. *

Th^e Committee began to examine witnesses in May 1815;

and ttieir first Minutes of evidence excited such attention, that

reform instantly began j and the blow was followed up so well,

that many of the evils complained of, have already ceased to

exist in some of the principal institutions for the insane. It is

nev£frthe!ess our duly to bring them once more before the pub-

lic feye ; for they were the cffrspring of circumstances that,

without a radical change of system in the control of madhouses,

ean.iiot fail to produce again the same deplorable eiTects.

To begin, then, with the York Lunatic Asylum, which stands

first, upon the evidence before the Committee. It appears from

* Vv'^e regret that we cannot at present recollect the names of all

the rhembers of this excellent Committee, which arc not enumerat-

ed ijH the Reports.—Lord R. Se}-n:iour, Lord Binning, the Right

Hon'ourable G. Rose, the Honourable H. G. Bennet, Mr Western,

Mr \V. Smith, and the Honourable W. H. Lyttleton, appear from

the jproceedingS; to have taken a very active and useful part in the

inveTsticatioa.
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the History of that Institution, which wns published at ihc close

of the controversy above allndod to, that the victory of the re-

formers was not obtained without strong opposition ; for, at the

vtrv moYncnt when the state of thin;;^, that we sliall presently

detail, was Houribhing in full enormity, their opponents were

enabled to carry a resolution of the Governors, declaring that

a lunatic (who appears to have sustained gross injury) had

been treated with ail possible cp.re, attention and humanity, '

—

and censuring the parties who brought forward the complaint.

The gentleman who took the lead on this occasion, (Godfrey Hig-

gins,' Esq, a magi;>tratc of the West Riding of Yorkshire), and

the public, were of course dissatisfied ; and, on a subsequent

day, thirteen spirited men, determined to enforce investigation ;

and having (jualified themselves as Governors, by payi'fg the

requisite dui)ati>n of twenty pounds each, succeeded in obtain-

ing the appointment of a Committee to inquire into the com-

plaints that had been exhibited ; which, after meeting for seve-

ral successive days, and examining witnesses, (whose expenses;,

when from distant places, were defrayed by a subscription a-

mong some ladies of York), coi\cluded by adopting Resolutions

of censure upon the proceedings proved before them. It was

proposed, indeed, to controvert the testimony of some of the

witnesses, by the oaths of the servants complained of; but the

Archbishop of York, who was in the chair, declared, that if

this were persisted in, he must leave the room, t% he was con-

vinced, both from the manner of the servants, and the impro-

bability of their statements, that they were prepared to assert

what was untrue.

The nature of the facts thus proved, may be iudged of from

the testimony of Mr Higgins, respecting an unfortunate gentle-

man who had been an inmate of this asylum.
' Another case wliich I laid before the Governors, was that of the

Rev, Mr ; he was a clergyman, reduced to indigence, I believe,

in consequence of his mental complaint ; he had at times, and 'ioc

considerable periods, intervals of reason. In those intervals, when
he was perfectly capable of understanding every thing that was done

to him, repeatedly, in the presence of his \vife, he was exposed to

personal indignity ; and, on one occasion, he was inhumanly kicked

down stairs by the keepers, and told, in the presence" of his wife, that

he was looked upon jis no better than a dog. Ilis person swarmed
with vermin ; and, to complete this poor man's misery, the keepers

insulted his wite with indecent ribaldrj*, in order to deter her from

visiting him in his unfortunate situation. .V. , He had a gold watch,

which was lost there, and which his wife could never recover. ' Mi-
nates 1815, ;;. 3.

On the day after the Committee of the Governors had closed

VOL. xxviii. ^o. 5t>. Ff
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their labours, the Asylum was found to be on fire. Of the mei7-

servants, (who were only four, to one hundred and twenty male
patients), two were absent on trifling occ-.sions—one of them
having gone to a dance ; and, notwithstanding great exertions

to suppress the flames, four patients are known to have perish-

ed, and five more were wholly unaccounied for, A general ir>

quiry into the Rules and Management of the Institution beinw

then, at length, sgrecd upon, tlie most lanien fable negligence

and depravity were fully proved. In the annual Reports, 144'

deaths, out of 36.5, •xere sjqipressed

;

—the funds intended for

the support of poor patients had been grossly mi^applied ;—and
the steftard had bicrncd the r^nspecti d books coring the progress of

the in(juiry. Jn a copy of the Rules dthvered to the house-

keeper, ten out of fifteen intended for the regulation of her cor>

duct were omitted ;—the ."servants were in the habit of taking the

clothes oi the patients, ' when ihey considered them as having

been worn a sufl^ient time;'—and there was no approach to

subordi-naiioa or discipline in the I'^stablishment^ It is further in

proof, thit a leraafe patient, of good previous character, had be-

come pregnant by one of the keeper.* ; v. ho, after a service of 26
years, received from the Governors, lako -jctre ncvrr ivformed ofthh
transaction, a piece of plate, as a ic'j:ard for his good conduct

;

and, at the time of investigation, he actually kept a private mad-
house in York. Then, as to the concikion of the house, and
the apartments of the patients, Mr Higgins gives the foilowing

horrible details.

' At eight in the morning of the day of meeting, I went to the

Asylum, determined to examine very carefully every part of h.

After having seen (as I %v'as told by Atkinson the steward) all the

rooms for the reception of patients, I went with hiin to the kitchen

apartments. I there caused several doors to be opened ; and being

at last struck v.ith the retired appearance of one door, which was

almost concealed from observation by another opening upon it, I

ordered one of the keepers to unlock it. I thought 1 perceived fear

and hesitation. I repeated my order in sonsewhat stronger language.

The men-servants' key was tried, but would not open it, as it was

the door of cells for female patients. The key not being readily

forthcoming, I grew wai*m, and declared I would soon find a key

that would unlock it at the kitchen fire-side. It was then opened. I

went in, and discovered a row of cells, four in number ; with a door

out of the furthest into the yard. On entering the first ceil, I found

it in a state dreadful beyond description. Some miserable bedding

was lying on straw, Avhich was daubed and v.^et with excrement and

urine ; the boarded floor perfectly saturated with filth ; the walls al-

so besmeared with excremeiit ; the round air-hole, about eight intiit;:

in diameter, partly filled with it. This cell was about eight feet ai.d

a half square, perfectly dark when the door was shut, and the stenihr

<:*rn20St intolerable. I was told those cells were occupied at night U/
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thirteen rvowcn, who were then up staii'^. I orderot! one «>f the men
to conduct nic to them. 1 foiuid thirteen of these wretched inmates

in a room ttvrlve feet loiitr, hif seven feet ten inches xnde ; with ft

window, which not oprnin;:, would not admit of ventilation. After

looking,' at these miserable objtcts, I returned to examine .the celj;*

more miimtelv : except in the first, there was no other beddinj; than

straw, v.hich appeared to have been in use a lon-r time, ivs it »as ab-

solutely siiturated with wet.

'

We are aware of the disgust with which this statement will

be perused ; hut we cannot bpare our readers this offence l<>

their delicacy :—and we would ask, with confidence, ol the

most dclicaic among them, wliether it is more ^hockinf; thai

tlicsc thinizs should rrist nii/:uo'-j)ri, and ojnscqnniliif nnrc(iresie<l^

or that they should be told and pid)lished, and remembered for

ever, as the only means of preventing their recurrence ?

* Tl\e Archbishop of York, and the Committee of fifteen , h.-xd,

previously to my detecting these cells, desired they might be shown

ever the whole of the wards and apartments occupied by patients; but

the cells in question were not showii to them. The Committee' of live

went over the house in the performance of their duty, to examine the

state of the apartments, to see what improvements could be made

;

C and the same circumstance occurred. A very respectable professional

gentleman, whose name I do not choose to mention without nc'ces-'ity,

Avhen inquiring what those plates were, w-as iijld that they icere cellars

and oilier Utile rjfices. Atkinson also told me, before I foun'd the«e

cells, that I had seen the uhole.—The day folloning that Ci( the meet-

ing, I again went to the asylum, and ascertained by experimeht, that

the young men servants, by means of their keys, could at all times

admit themselves into the lodgi'.rj; rooms of the upj>er ^lass ^i' the fe-

male patients. This testimony is confirmed by that of Bryan Cooke,

Ksq. another magistrate, who adds, that ' the general state of the

asylum was filthy in the extreme.

'

We conclude our extracts respecting this In-tiiution with the

summary delivered in its ' Hisiory, '—which is fully subsianiiat-

ed by evidence on every point.

' In the asylum invcsiigations, concealment aopenrs at every step

of our progress. [J65 patients have died—thenuinberis advertised 221.

A patient disapjiears, and Ja never more heard of:-—he is said to be
' removed. ' A patient is killed ; the body is hurried away to prevent

an inquest. The public cry out that a patient has been neglected ;

—

there is a Icvj/ en masse of respectable Governors ti» quell the di^stuvb-

ance, and to certify that the patient has been treated ' with all pos-

sible care, attention and humanity. ' A Committee of investigation

desires to be shown the house;—certain cells, ' in an extreme state of

tilth and neglect, ' are omitted to be pointed out to them. The Go-
vernors examine the accounts;—there are considerable sums of wliich

ueitlier the receipt nor the application appears. Tlie servant's books
are inquired lor,—in a moment of irritation he selects for ^le futme?

!•• 1' 3
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such of them as he thought it not adviseable to produce ;—and yet,

every ch-cumstanee of conGeahnent is imputed by some to mere acci-

dent,^—and every attempt to tear otF the mask and exhibit the asylum

in its true character, is stigmatized as a hbel, or an indeUcate disclo-*'

sure. ' p. 90..

The largest public receptacles for lunatics in England, are

those of Bethlem and St Luke's Hospitals, respecting both of

which the reports contain much valuable information ; and they

are bolh supported at such an expense, that their proper ma-
nagement is a very fit subject of national inquiry, independently

of the nature of the trust reposed in the Governors. The re-

cords of an ancient edifice under the name of Old Bethlem, go
back even to 1577. The late Hospital in Moorfields (for the

establishment is now removed to a new building in St George's

fields) was built about an hundred and twenty years ago j and
it is to the state of things in Moorfields that thfe information

contained in the Reports principally relates. The building there,

it appears, was excessively gloomy and cold, and the airing

grounds for the patients damp and confined. The average an-

nual number of the patients, for seven years to 1814 inclusive,

was 238 :—the average expenditure, during the same period,

not much less than 12,000/. per annum. * The management of

this Great Institution was, nominally, vested in a body of Gover-
nors, who met weekly at the Hospital ; but all that related to

the patients had in effect, for several years back, passed into the

hands of one person, Mr Haslam the late apothecary to the In-

stitution ; of whose fitness for such a charge, the facts that we
shall now state, will sufficiently enable our readers to form an
opinion.

It was by no means easy to gain admission into this Hospital

for the purpose of inspection ^ but Mr Edward Wakefield, a

gentleman who, from feelings of benevolence, had long applied

himself particularly to the examination of such establishments,

contrived to overcome the obstacles ; and to him the credit is

due, of having brought to light the dreadful scenes, described by
himself and other persons of unimpeached veracity.

* The average annual expense, for provisions, clothing, tradesmen'^

bills, and salaries to officers and servants, &c. was, during the period

mentioned in the text, 7,027/. per annum ; or 29/. 10s. 6d. for each of

238 patients,—the remaining portion ofthe 12,000/. (near 5000/.) being

emplo^'cd in support of the estates, purchase of stock, repairs, &c.

—

The expenditure at- St Luke's, in 1807, for the same items, was stated

by the Master to have been only 5,595/. 1 Ss. 6d. :—the patients were

300, and the charge for each person consequently 1 9/. 9s. 9d. The
cost of each patient at Bethlem, for the year 1807-8, was 28/. 3s.

S|d—(See the accounts in the Appendix to Ileport of 1815).
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' At this visit, attended by the steward of the hospital,. and lilcc-

wise by 'a female keeper, we first proceeded to viijit the womcns'

gailcries. One of the side rooms contained about ten patients, each

chained by one arm or leg to the wall ; the chain allowing them mere-

ly to stand up by the bench or form fixed to the wall, or to sit down
on it. The nakedness of each patient was covered by a blanket

gown only. The blanket gown is a blanket formed something like

a dressing-gown,' n//A nol/iing to Jasten it in front ; this constitutes

the ivliole covering ; tJic feet even were naked. One female in this

side room, thus chained, was an object remarkably striking ; she

mentioned her maiden and married names, and stated, tliat she had

been a teacher of languages ; the keepers described her as a very ac-

complished lady, mistress of many languages, and corroborated htr

account of herself. The Committee can hardly imagine a human
being in a more degraded and brutalizing situation than that in which

I found this female, who held a coherent conversation with us, and
was, of course, fully sensible of the mental and bodily condition of

those wretched beings who, equally without clothing, were closely

chained to the same wall with herself. Unaware of the necessities of

nature, some of them, though they contained life, appeared totally

inanimate, and unconscious of existence, Tiie few minutes which

we passed with this lady, did not permit us to form a judgment of

the degree of restraint to which <»he ought to be subject ; but I un-

hesitatingly affirm, that her confinement with patients in whom she

was compelled to witness the most disgusting idiotcy, and the most
terrifying distraction of the hunum intellect, was injudicious and im-

proper. ' Minn f.e.<! of IHl 5, p. 1 L
' In one of the cells of the lower gallery, we saw William Norris ;

he stated himself to be 55 years of age, and that he had been con-

tined about fourteen years ; that in consequence of attempting to

defend himself from what he conceived the improper treatment of

liis keeper, he was fastened by a long chain, which, passing through

a partition, enabled the keeper, by going into the next cell, to draw
him close to the wall at pleasure ; that, to prevent this, Norris muf-

fled the chain with strav/, so as to hinder its passing through the

wall ; that he afterwards was confined in the manner we saw him,

namely, a stout iron ring was rivctted round his neck, from which a

short chain jiasscd to a ring, made to slide upwards or downwards on

an upright massive iron bar, more than six feet high, inserted into

the wall. Round his body, a strong iron bar, a"bout two inches wide,

n as rivetted. On each side the bar, was a circular projection, which,

J)cing fashioned to, and enclosing each of his arms, pinioned them
close to his side. This waist-bar was secured by two similar bars,

which, passing over his shoulders, were rivetted to the waist-bar botli

])efore and behind. The iron ring round his neck Avas connected to

rhe bars on his shoulders by a double link. From each of these bars,

another short chain passed to the ring on the upright iron bar. We
were informed he was enabled to niise himself, so as to stand against

the wall, on the pillow of his bed, in the trough bed iu which ^e
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lii}' : but it is impossible for liini to advance from the wall, in ^liich

tlie iron bar is soJclered, on account of the shortness of his chains,

which were only twelve inches long. It was, I conceive, equally

out of his power to repose in any other position than on his back ;

the projections, which, on each side of the waist-bar, enclosed his

arms, rendering it impossible for him to lie on his side, even if the

length of the chains from his neck and shoulders would permit it.

His right leg was chained to the trough, in which he had remained,

thus encaged and chained, more thj^n twelve 3'ears. To prove the

unnecessary restraint inflicted on this unfortunate man, he informed

us that he had, for some years, been able to withdraw his arms from

the manacles which encompassed them. He then withdrew one of

them, and, observing an expression of surprise, he said, that wheni

his arms were withdrawn, he was compelled to rest them on the edges

of the circular projections, which was more painful than keeping

them within. His position, we were int()rmed, was mostly lying

down ; and that, as it was inconvenient to raise himself!, and stand,

upright, he very seldom did so ; that he read a great deal of books

of all kinds, history, lives, or any thing that the keepers could get

him ; the newspaper e^ ery day, and conversed, perfectly coherently,

on the passing topics, and the events of the war, in which he felt

particular interest. On each day that we saw him, he discoursed

coolly, and gave rational and deliberate answers to the different ques-

tions put to him. ' (p. 12.)^—And Mr Western confirms- this state-

ment at page 175.

The room in which Norris was thus shut up, never had any
fire ; it had an eastern aspect, and a window without glazing.

His long imprisonment, it was alleged, was the consequence cf

some violence which he had committed under the influence of

his malady ; but the keeper under whose care he had been plac-

ed for several years, was a notorious dninkard ; and the patient's

violence appears to have arisen from, and to have been aggra-

vated by, the most brutal provocation. All the witnesses con-

curred in opinion, that such aggravated and protracted cruelty

could, in no possible case, be necessary ; and yet this most in-

human instance of wanton barbarity is proved to have existed in

the centre of the metropolis, and in the chief Lunatic Asylum
of England !

There is, on the part of Mr Haslam, much evasive testimony,

to shift from himself the burden of this atrocious case; but his

efforts tend rather to confirm than to shake the conviction which

the evidence produces: and, in justice to the late physician of

the Establishment, who disavows in the strongest manner any
direct participation in the severities practised upon Norris, it

must be stated, that he appears to have remonstrated with Has-
]am against the dreadful continuance of his confinement;—with

which, however unaccountable it may seem, the Governors in

jreneral do not appear at this time to have been acquainiecK'
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The conduct of Haslani, with respect to se\'ernl other paiicnts,

\va< of a correspciiichn<r (Icicriptiori : And in the case of a ^pr)llc-

niau named Tiliey Matthews {Mi/ii/i^s. p J :i, &ic.), whose death

was evidently accelerated by the sevt riiiet> he underwent, s.\:d ot*

several otli^er persons, there is abundant proof of cruelty.

'llie srtate of this Great Ks-tablisliment in other itspeels, was
such as mi<^ht l)e expected : the classification of patients, accord-

ini; to the degree of their malady, was either iinpraciicahle, or

revcr attempted,—chains and solitary confinement bein(T the sub-

stitutes for attention in the keepers, who are proved in severed

instances to have been habitually drunken and cruel. The pa-

tients in !:i;entral were shut up in thtir cells, without hght or

iire, from four in the winter evei-.ings until eight the next morn-
ing. Tliere wasnodif-crimination in the diet of the lunatics. It

was the practice to administer emetics and [Mirgatives to all the pa-

tients, and to bleerl liu-m^ with little di^criiuination, twice a year
;

and to thihdisiiipline the whole medical treatment for.their disor-

iler seems to have been confmcd. The adunnistratinn of n)edi-

cines, wliere compulsion was required, was umformly entrusted to

the servants; and the negligence of the medical attendants was ex-

treme. It is in proof, that a patient actually died, through mere
neglect, from tiie bursting of the intestines overloaded for warrt

of aperient nietlicine.5 and it is expressly stated by Ilaslam him-
self, that a person, whom he asserts to have been ^gmc/al/j/ in-

-Cff/zcand mostly drunk^'—wht^ect)ndition in short //as such, ' that

his hand was not obedient to his will, ' was nevertheless retained

in the olTice oi' Siir^ron, and continued to attend t!ie patients for

a period of ieni/ecns;—a statement so atrocious, that, from any
other (juartcr, we should have rejected it as utterly increviible.

The Governors of Bethlen) appear, notvvithstaiiding the exist-

ence of all these llicts, to have had in)plicitconfidence in t'lieir offi-

cers: But the discoveries ot Mr Wakefield and others, rendered
something like investigation necessary : And it will cjccite the asto-

nishment of our readers to learn, that at a full and very res[)ectable

meeting of a ^eLct Comniiitee, ap{)oinLed ior the pni{n;!.c of in-

(juiry, ni .June 18 i4, it was resolved, ' on the fullest consii'ef;-

iion, that with respect to Uie p^eneral statement of cruelty and bad
nianageiuent, iin JhuiuliUioii u-hatcver exists for suck a c/xuge !

'—
And again, ' that every degree of indulgence, consistent with the se-

curity of tJic patients, and the safety of those employed, has been oIj-

served : And it is further the opinion of this Uonunittee, that, on a
fair comparison with any other Lunatic Asylums in this country, the

Hospital of Ik'thlem will he found to possess equah if not superior

claims to public estimation ; and they believe they niay with con-
tidence appeal to the general ojiiniou, having, for the space of near

three centuries, borne testimony to the correctness of this statement.'

\rlnp. to Minutes, p. 201.)
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This memorable document then goes on to the esse of Nor-
ris, details the mode of his confinement, and asserts, ' that it ap-
* pears to have been, upon the 'whule^ rather a merciful and hu-
* mane

J
than a rigorous and severe imposition. ' And it con-

cludes, with perfect consistency, as the ' decided opinion ' of the

Committee upon this pomt also, * that no foundation whatever
* exists for the imputation which has been made ; and that, on
* the contrary, the general management of the Hospital, as af-

' fecting the health, the cleanliness, and the comfort of the pa-

* tients, is of a nature creditable to the Governors and others.

* concerned in its aciviimstration !
' "*-

To this singular paper there are annexed the names of several

individuals of high rank and uncjuestioned respectability ; and
we have no doubt that there is not one tif the number who would

not have shrunk, in private, at the mere narrative of the facts

which they were thus induced to countenance. It is too often

forgotten, even by honest men, that, in situations of public trust,

to acquiesce in crimes is, in all ils practical effects, the same as

to partake of them ; and that tenderness to individual delin-

quents is injustice to the community.
But the state of Bethlem Hospital had by this time made its

way into Parliament ; and nothing can better exemplify the in-

calculable benefit of a dii-ect and ready access to that Body, and
of their freedom of debate, than the immediate effect of their

notice. It is in evidence, that a speech of Lord Kbbert Sey-

mour in the House of Commons, produced an instant change

for the better ;—and the subsequent removal of the lunatics to

the new Bethlem Hospital in St George's Fields, was soon fol-

lowed by more extensive improvements.

The new building, though defective we think in structure,

and very ill situated, is, upon the whole, much better calculat-

ed for its objects than the old one ; and the defects that admit

of remedy, some of which are very important, we have reason

to hope will be removed. These were, principally, when we
had ourselves an opportunity of visiting this Institution, the want
of glazing in the patients' bedrooms (which there was no method
of warming); the inadequate means of hei>.ting the galleries

—

the basement story, in particular, being miserably damp and
cold. There was no provision for lighting the galleries at rn'ght.

The airing grounds were damp and cheerless, and much too

small ; and the windows of the galleries were so high from the

ground, that the patients were deprived of the amusement of

looking out; a point upon which the steward states they had
themselves expressed considerable anxiety. The Hospital i$

'calculated at present for '200 patients (or, if the plan be fully

completed, for ICO), besides 60 criminals ; but the number ac-
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tually in tlie house in 1HI4, was only 124-. The total cost of
its erertion was about 100,000/., besides i^0,000/. for the ciimi-

sa) biii (!"r'cs.

We have dwelt the longer upon the history of Bethlem, be-

cause I he greatest efforts were used, by certain interested per-

sons cnn^uc'tcd with tlie Institution, to suppress inquiry; and,

ev. rt After the pubhration of the evidence, it was not until the

cnoiP ity of ret^'ininfj the (offending parties had been expressly

condemned in Parh'ament, that Mr Haalam the apothecary was
dismissed. If negligence and misconduct could attain such
frightful enormity, in a great national establishment, placed in

the very focus of pubHc observation, and surrounded by every

thing that on^ht to have made it an example for the imitation

of all sirr.ilar ins:ituMons, it may be readily conceived that the

condition of the remoter public asylums, and of the private

houses, stiil le-s under control, exhibits a state of things, in ma-
jiy instances, equally demanding censure. The Reports contain

an account of ab^iut twenty-three public establishments, in Eng-
land, Scotland, and Ireland ; and of not fewer than fifty pri-

vate madhouses, twenty of which are in the immediate neigh-

bourhood of London ; and it will be sufficient to say, tiiat, in

the greater number, the same inattention to cleanlintss, exer-

cise and ventilation, the same neglect and cruelty in the attend-

ants, and proportionate suffering in the unhappy objects of iheir

care, were found to prevail.

To this general character, there arc, however, some very cre-

ditable exceptions, which, in justice to the conductors, we are

bound to mention. Among the public institutions spoken of in

favourable terms, the best in England is that of Nottingham
;

which is excellent in structure, situation, and management.

—

The Retreat at York, although the buildings are not of the best

construction, is probably as v.ell managed as any institution of
the kind can be ; and it has the credit of setting that example
of mild treatment that we trust will become, in future, the object

of universal imitation.- -The Asylum connected with Guy's Hos-
pital is well contrived, and is considered by !Mr Wakefield as

superior to all others in London or its vicinity.—But the best

establishment, beyond comparison, in Britain (and perhaps in

Europe), is that of Glasgow, of which we shall presently sjieak

more at large.— And it is probable that the New Asylum at

Wakefield, tor the reception of paupers belonging to the West
Hiding of Yorkshire, will be still more perfect.

St Luke's Hospitaly which, in point of extent, is the second
establishment of London, cost 55,000/. ; and was maintained,

in 1807, at the annual expense of about 6,300/.—the annual

income being of late near DOOO/. The number cf paiicnt;*
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which the Institution can admit, is 300 ; that of the offi-

cers and attendants was, in 1807, twenty; the admissions in ,

that year 2t>'3 ; and the average cost for each patient about

1.9/. ys. yd. per annum. In 1-81.5, 290 patients were admitted;

and in 1816 there were 700 candidates for admission as incura-

ble, of whom only 3 to 5 were received every year. In 1815,

the number under personal restraint was 5 out of '208 ; ai'd in

5 816, 16 or 18 patients out of 26^. The structure ot" the building

is by no means good. The hou.^c was generally cold; and there

•was no mode of warming or ventilating the sleeping apartments.

The plan of dassiiication and inspection was very defective ; the

day rooms confined and crowded ; the patients had no occupa-

tion ; and the number of attendants was too small. There was
reason to suspect that a horrible practice called * muffling' the

more noisy patients v/as allowed, which consists in binding a

cloth tightly over the mouth and nostrils ;—or, as a witness de-

scribes it, ' tying a bit of a sheet, or something round the nose,
* to dun the noise, to see whether it would quiet them ; '—and
another operation, not less dangerous, of * forcing' the refracr

tory to take food, was commonly practised. But, upon the

whole, the management of the establishment is very creditable

to the Governors and officers, and the defects are rather those

of system, than of negligence or improper feeling.

In a private madhouse, the proprietor is so much interested

in compressing within the smallest possible compass, the beings

who form the material of his trade, that it is not surprising, un-
der the present most insufficient system of inspection, that all

the evils which result from crowding and confinement are found
to prevail ; and it would be easy to extract, from the descrip-

tions of private Asyimus, in all parts of the kingdom, passages

not less disgusting than any of those we have already quoted.

We do not wish to give additional publicity to names, in cases of

this character ; but the following statements, taken from the re-

port of the magistrates and physician, who visited the house of

a person named 5pcacer, at Fonthill, Wiltshire, in 18 12, are

loo remarkable to be passed over. There is, first, a description

of certain cells, each about five feet square, with bare stone

walls, unplastered, and extremely damp ; without light or venti-

lation, and opening within a few feet of a pigstye and a dung
heap, from whence the wretched patients who inhabited them
were removed about unce a week ; during which time, it was
asserted by the attendants, the cells were cleansed. Dr Fowler,

the inspecting physician in this instance, was examined before

the Committee; and the following is part of his evidence.
* Were the lunatics confined in the cells very dirty in their per-

eons ? They were so dirty, that on opening the door of the first cell^
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the snu'U was so offfiisive as nearly to prevent further inspection ; it

made me extremely sick, wlio liad been all my lite aecustomed to tlie

smell of a dissecting room; and the clerk of the peace, a remarkably

strong, liale young man, and a man not all iikiiy to be fu>.tidi(niK,

vomited extremely ; aiul he was unable for some time to perform hia

duty.'— ' What was the a|)pearance in t'le look of the patients, in

ct>nseiiuence of their confinement without light and air?—All pallid,

all bleached ; one of the patients was so bad, that they told me they

did not expect him to live. I thought it my duty to tell them, *' If

tins man dies, I am so satisfied it is from improper treatment, that I

shall do all I can to convict you of nuirder ; I state it now, in the

presence of the clerk of the peace of the county, and tlie magistrate;

attending, that 1 shall bring a charge of nmrder agair.st you. "—
* Can

you give the Connnitteo any particular description, of the state m
which you Ibund tliat individual, whose case you thought so danger-

ous?—He was confined alone in one of the oblong troughs, chained

down ; he had evidently not been in the open air for a considerable

time; for, when 1 made them bring him into the open air, the man
could not endure the light ;he was like an Albino, blinking; and they

acknowledged he hail not. Upon asking him how often he had beeu
allowed to get out of the trough, he said, " perhaps once in a week or

ten days, and sometimes not for a fortnight. " He was not in the

least violent ; he a\ as perfectly calm, and answered the questions pul.

to him rationally; his breathing was then so difficult, that I thought

his life hkcly to be affected by it. '
* {Minutes, 1815, p. 46.)

Upon this case, and others of the same description, our only

comment shall be the following question—Who is tlipre liiat ran

say, under the present system of inspection, whether Iniiuircds

of individuals lhrou(>!io>;L Enj!;land are not, at this moment, suf-

fering under equal misery ? It is but justice however to mention,

tliat tiiere are some disiingui-hed exceptions. Tl)e Kstablish-

ments of Dr Finch near wSaiisbury, of Dr Fox near Bristol, Mr
llickettsofDroitwich, in Worccttirthirc, Mr Bakewelj of Spring-

vale, Staftbrdshire, and several of those in thi; more immediate
neighbourhood of Loiulon, are all spoken of in terms of high
commendation ; and the testimony of seme of lhe>e gentlemen,

vho were examined at considerable length bcJore the Commit-
tee, forms oi;c of the most valuable portions ol' the lleports.

The condition of pauper lunatics, in public institutions, Is

shown sutticiently by what has been already detailed :—At pri-

vate madhousfs, the management of the poor was no better.

—

At Talbot's, Beihnal Cxreen, where the luimber was 2:iU, and
at Ilhodes's, Beihnal Green, where 27.3 paupers were crowded
together, there is proof of circumstances that dt^erve severe

censure. At Miies's, Iloxton, of 486 patients, 300 were kept

* In this case the keeper of the madhouse was fined 200/.; the re-

mainder, 1800/., bein;.' remitted on the plea of poverty.
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wholly without medical attention to their mental disorder. The
case is nearly the same throughoul: the whole of England ; a»d
the Sheriff of Edinburghshire states, that ' in no instance d^
he find a pauper junatic treated with kindness ; in several,

marked inhumanity was observable. ' 3c? Min. p. l7.

The state of lunatics in workhouses, where they are too fre-

quently allowed to remain, is mentioned particularly in the evi-

dence of Mr Alexander, a banker of Ipswich, wh ^ had visited

forty- seven of these places. At the House of Correcticm in

5^endal, a maniac, v.ho had lucid intervals of nine or ten months
duration, was confined in a solitary cellfor ten 'whole yrors, with-

out occu{)ation, and without seeing any human being but those

xvho brought him food. At Leskeard, it was thought unnece^:-

sarv to allow a miserable patient water, for the purposes of clean-

liness ; and at Tavistock, the condition of the cells was too dis-

gusting for recital.

* "\Mien a pauper becomes insane, ' says IMr Ricketts, the proprie-

tor of an excellent asylum, ' the parish officers are unwilling to be-

Jieve that it is a mental disease, and seldom or never take notice of

it, until it becomes dangerous : In most cases, he is then consigned

to the workhouse, where he is chained down, and nothing dene for

h\ra till he becomes a raving maniac ; and it very often happens, that

he is ' not removed from the workhouse until they are incapable of

keeping him, from his being in a state of violence; and th^n he is re-

moved when some organic affection of the brain has taken place, and
he becomes an incurable hmatic for life. ' {Id Min. 1816, p. Si.)

And Lord Robert Seymour, after describing the humane ar-

rangements of the parish of Mary-le-bor.e, in London, with re-

?pect to their insane poor, states as a fact within his own knov/-

]edge, that the lancet is very frequently employed in a work-

Jiouse, merely for the purpose of rendering the lunatics less

noisy ! The ordinary maintenance of a pauper, costs that pa-

rish about seven shillings weekly, and in a state of lunacy ten

shillings ;
* and, to the paltry diiterence between the two sums,

'

his Lordship adds, ' is the chance of recovery and comfort of

half the insane poor of England, completely sacrificed. ' (Min-.

1813, p. 11-1.)

The Committee of the House cf Commons, in 1816, extend-

ed its inquiry to Scotland ; and was enabled to obtain very sa-

tisfactory information, by means of queries directed to the She-

riffb-dcpute, in five of the most populous counties; namely,

those of Edinburgh, Lanark, Forfar, Hcnjreis.^ and Aberdeen,

The inquiries of the Sherpls were facilitated by the act of 1815,

v.-hich aiuhorizes the frequent inspection of madhouses j and
their answers, with the evidence of the Hon. H. G. Bennet, on
the Glasgow Lnnalic Asylum, and two of the institutions in

Dublin, 'for.Ti the whoVi of the third and concluding volume cl'
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the Reports. But we must confine ourselves to a brief abstract

of this valuable information ; which, in the main, concurs with

tha,.J:^nglish evidence, as to the necessity of great and radical

reform, in the management of receptacles for the insane.

In Edinburghshirey there are three public institutions, but

only one of them, the new F^dinburgh Lunatic Asylum, aifords

decent or adequate accommodation; the others being wretched

in the extreme. These three establishments contained, at the

(inie of the Report, ai male and 5S female patienrs. The pri-

vate madhouses of this county, are 23 ; the total number of pa-

tients 211: And the reporter states, tliat * on the whole, the ac-

commodation and treatment of lunatic patients, (with very few

exceptions), appeared to be such, as to call for his decided

disapprobation.'—In Futfarshircy there are only two institu-

tions; a new one at Dundee of admirable con>truclion, built

after a plan of the late Mr Stark the architect of the Glasgow
A'^ylum, but which, at the date of the Report, had not heeu

opened for want of suilicient funds ; and the asylum at Mon-
trose, erected by subscription in 1781, which is described as

excellent. The admissions here, in the course of ten years, to

1S15 inclusive, had been 95; and the number of patients in the

house, at the end of 18 1 5, was 54.—In Lcniarhshire^ there are

no private madhouses : But one of the two public institutions in

this county, the Glasgow Lunatic Asylum, is probably the best

that is anywhere to be found ; the only objection to the de-

sign, with a view to general adoption, being, according to Mr
Bennet, the beauty of the external decorations. We shall pre-

sently describe the structure of this building; and we have read

with pleasure the detail of its internal regulations, which we
strongly recommend to the perusal of all those who are interest-

ed in lunatic establishments. * The asylum had, up to ihat pe-

riod, never maintained more than 92 patients, but has accommo-
dation for 100 ; and it is suggested, as veiy desirable, that it

should be so far enlarged, as to admit of the reception of pau-
per lunatics and idiots.—In At'crdtefis/iire, there are two public

madhouses, both well conducted ; but the buildings very in-

different. The patients in the Aberdeen Lunatic Hospital were
51- in number at the time of the Report : The other house con-,

taincd 18 paupers only.— In ReJifn'xshire^ there is only an ap-

pendage to the poor-house at Paisley, where five lunatics are

received ; but in this county thi.!re are several insane persons

under tlie care of their relations, at their own houses.

* A Committee of the Directors is appointed every year, for the sole

purpose of revising all the regulatic iis. :ind su<7gesting^ improvements.
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The Sheriffs of the counties above mentioned, have sub-
joined to their Reports, suo/restions for the general improve-
ment of the system ol" mnnairing the insane ; and all concur in •

recomiwendinii the establishment of District Lunatic Asylums
in different pnrts of Scotland ; one of these gentlemen stating,

fit the close of his report, in confirmation of his opinion, that

further inquiry led him to beheve the number of ii.saue persons

confined in Scotland to be much greater than he had originally

supposed. This object is proposed to be obtained by a bill, in-

troduced (we believe by Lord Binning) during the last Session

of Parliament, similar, in its general principles, to Mr Wynn's
act of 1808, but rendering imperative the erection of Asvlums,
which, in England, is left to the voluntary adoption of coun-
ties : And we have no doubt, that the benefit that would result

from District Asylums in Scotland, would more than counter-

balance the expense, if due attention were given to economy in

the style and structure of the buildings. Another suggestion

of seme of the Sheriffs,—the rendering pauper-lunatics charge-

able on counties instead of parishes,—is particularly deserving

of attention ; and concurs with the opinion we shall mention
Iiereafter, of some of the best informed witnesses examined be-

fore the Committee.
' In Irclnnd, ' the Committee state— ' The necessity of making

some further provision for insane persons, appears to be more urgent

even than in this part of the United Kingdom ; as it will be seen in

the evidence, that, with the exception of two public establishments,

and some private houses in Dublin, there are no places appropriated

separately for the reception of persons in tikis state in Ireland. In a

1lg\\' hospitals for general relief of patients, there are wards for in-

sane persons ; but these are very ill calculated for the attainment of

the objects that should be had in view ; and as there are no poor-

houses in that part of the United Kingdom, the pauper-lunatics are

allowed to wander about the country, till those v.ho are outrageous

are sent up to Dublin, in a manner shocking to humanity ; while the

idiots are left to go about the villages, the sport of the common peo-

ple. ' Report, 1815, pp. 4-, 5.

The evidence on which the^e statements are founded, is that

of Sir John Newport and Mr Wakefield ; and the remedy
which the fornier of these gentlemen recommends, is the e-

lection of Lunatic Asylums lor each of the four provinces of

Ireland, unconnected with any house of industry, or other

establishnient ;
' which connexion, ' he adds, ' I conceive to

be highly injurious to the interests of both.' Mi/tu/e^', lbl6,

p. 9 3.

The statement of the Honourable H. G. Bennett respecting

the condition of the public madhouses in Dublin, is, upon the

whole, a favcuruble one. At Swift's hospital, which conlainul
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Tiearly '200 poticnt?, M'9 were paupers ; and, of [\\^<o, six onfy

were * straw patients. ' The hospital was crowtlcd ; find there

was great want of classification: Tlie attendants in the house
were only six, and there seemed to he a j^reat number of wo-
men in the mens' galleries : But the lunatic-; were in general very

orderly and quiet, a child of :>!x years old, belonging to one of

the nurses, running about at l;-.r;j:o among all the patients, from
cell to cell. There were only three patients in manacles ; none '

in a strait waistcoat. Tlie galleries were ligiited at night. It

seemetl, however, to be a place of confintnicnt rather than of

cure. The airing grounds were small, and there was no occu-

pation for the patients: The diet was perhaps too full; but the

management of the Institution, in other respects, was very

gcod. * The Richmond Lunatic Asylum, a newly erected

edifice in Dublin, was ex,cellcntly matiaged, as well, indeed, a^

any one that Mr Bennett had seen, with the exception of that

of Glasgow. We have ren-on to believe, that the want of suf-

ficient occupation for the patient?, is one of its chief defects ;

and that the worst patients, being lodged in the upper apart-

ments, may be exposed to occasional neglect ; but we can our-

selves give testimony to the zeal and attention of the conductors

of this establishment. At Cork there is an Institution for the

insane, containing about 200 persons, which Sir John Newport
mentions as admirably well conducted.

The evidence of Air Bennett in the 3d Report of 1816, con-

tains some valuable information respecting the celebrated Hos-
pital for Lunatics at Paris, named the Sa/petrierc ; and we have
great pleasure in subjoining some additional notes upon the

French establishments, with which we have been favoured through
the kindness of that gentleman : They cannot fail, we think, to

interest our readers.

' All that is inside the walls, at the Salpetriere, is excellent ; the

rooms clean, as well as the bed? ; but the cells out of doors in the

square, in which the furious patients are confined, are bad, and cold,

and damp ; two or three bi-ds in each, some with mattrasses, others

with nothing but straw. Taking it altogether, considering the num-
bers, the Institution is good, I should say excellent, I'or those that

were in a state of cure ; but that there are very great faults in it, and
the worst patients are cruelly neglected The inciu-able patients,

particularly those who are in a state of violent derangement, are iu a
much worse condition, than in any establishment 1 have ever seen in

* The steward and master of this hospital, an intelligent man, told

Mr Bennett, * that he had found more in the late Repoit of the Par-
* liamentary Committee on Madhouses, as to the corri-ct and wise ma-
* na^ement of patients, than he had ever heard before in the coufje
* of his life.

'

1
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this country. (3rf Report 1816, p. 9) Whtn I visited the Sal-

petriere in December 1S14, there were 932 deranged or epileptic pa-

tients, of whom 93 v/ere in bed. In the same month 1815, there were
hi2 ; to attend whom were 87 persons, viz. 1 1 SurveiUantes, 38 Filles

de service, 38 Suppleantes. The treatment appeared to me to be
very good for those who were in a state of cure ; the hot baths

v/ere in great use ; and there was much liberty given to the patients

to walk and employ themselves, in most extensive gardens. To those
^
',7ho were in bed, the linen was changed ten times a day if requir-

ed ; aild the cleanliness and neatness of the chambers, in which were

SO or 40 beds, was remarkable. The straw of the straw-patients is

changed daily. There was no one manacled with chains, at either of

the times when I inspected the Establishment.—The Hospital is open
to every one who brings with him a certificate of indig'ence ; but

the police can send any one they think fit; a most dangerouis power,

and, in the- case of males, often abused. I found, on my first visit

there, an Irish woman who certainly was not insane, and I obtained

her discharge ; she had been found in the street, and was sent to the

Salpetriere as a lunatic. The system of classification is good, but

the fault of the establishment is its size, and the numbers necessarily

assembled in it. It suits French splendour to have 1000 patients in

one house ; but 10 houses, and 100 in each, Avould probably do more
good.—It is difBcult to learn the proportion of cured to the incurable :

From the ages of 15 to 36, about 8 in 10 are stated to be discharged

cured; after 40, the cures are more rare. ^I. Esquirol, the physi-

cian, was at that time employed in some work on the subject, which

I believe has since been published. The annual number of admis-

sions, was about 280 ; but the number always increased in proportion

to the popular 'feelings that were excited. Thus, the Allies coming

to Paris, sent m&ny patients to the hospital. I have said, in my evi-

dence before the Committee, that the incurable who are confined in

the central courts, are very ill treated:—my notes confirm this ; they

are grievously neglected. Among them, though better oft" than the o-

thers, was the fainous Thefoigne de Mericourt, one of the most san-

guinary of the Poissardes, who distinguished herself for acts of cruelty

in the beginnmg of the Revolution. She described herself to me as

Aide-du-Camp to Dumourier, and Amie de Robespierre.—She was in-

sane then, and has been so ever since; she had been there 16 or 17

years, and was at times ver}' furious; her head was full of the Revolu-

tion, and she talked of nothing else.—A practice had been adopted in

the Hospital, of taking casts of remarkable faces, as well as drawings;

some hundreds were collected, and they were honid representations

of all the varieties of diseased intellect. The state of the deranged

poor in France, out of Paris, is very bad. At Rouen, there was a man
kept in a sort of hutch, like a dog, in a court ; and at Saumur on the

Loire, in a poor-house, were four persons shut up in caves of the green

sand rock ; their straw was in a state of dung ; and the bread and

water thrust in through the wires of the cage. Two of these men^

one a Cj-lonel in the annv, and the other a lad of 20, were st^k-*
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naked. Wc wotc shinvn thorn by a tcoman, wlio seemed to wait on

them; she told mc, that wh.m they w^tc furious, the cellf? were not

cleaned ; when not, orc;ision;iily. The ceils were about eight feet

square, and open to the air, wired like a cage. The Avomen were in

as bad a condition.

'

Hilt we pass on to the valuable information afforded by the

Parliaiuentary Reports, respectinjr the Treatment of the insane,

and the proper Structure and economy of Houses for their re-

ception ; and the <jjreat practical value of the knowledj^e to be

tierived from the evidence before the Committee, upon these sub-

jects, will be obvious, from the character and pursuits of the

persons examined, the number of whom was not less than for-

ty-one ;
* in which are included several, whose opportunities oi

acquiring information were the best this country could afford.

The great principle upon which the management of the insane

should be conducted, is that of kindness to the patient. And
this maxim ou^lit in all thin<rs to govern the detail of what may
be called their domestic treatment. Even- Mr Haslani, who can-

not be suspected of any undue leaning to the side of mercy, is

disposed, in theory at least, to mildness ; and all the other wit-

nesses concur in recommending it. The apologies of what has,

not improperly, been cnlled the ' terrific system,' have been, either

the supposed efficacy of fear, as an instrument of cure—the neces-

sity for it, to control the violent maniac—or the insensibility of

the patient, which, it was asserted, was such as to put his feel-

ings out of the (juestion, and render that system the best that

gave the least trouble. To combat pretexts like liiese, would
now be waste of time ; but they have been act'd upon to an ex-

tent that almost justifies the opinion, ' that madmen appear to

have been employed to torment other madmen, in most of the

places intended for their relief. ' f
The proper clas^ific-fition of the patients in laYge a«;ylums, is

a great auxiliary of mildness ; i»ut this demands a suitat le ar-

rangement of the buildings in wliich they are confined; and still

more, the resistance of a sufficient number of humane and ju-

dicious attcjidants, whom, it must be admitted, it is not easy

• The list comprehends ten physicians, four surgeons, an apothe-

cary, an architect, twelve keepers, or other officers of Establish-

ments for the Insane; and thirteen other persons, including members
of the Committee, M;igistrates, and Gentlemen, who, from motives

of bencTolonce, had given pcirticular attention to inquiries connected
Aviih this subject.

f Description of the Retfcat, p. 221.

vjL. xxvni. NO. 56. Gg
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to find in that rank of life, from which, of necessity, they must
be chosen. * Those,' says Mr Tuke, * who have not almost
* lived in an asylum, can but faintly conceive the temptations to
* neglect, oppression and cruelty, which continually present
* themselves to those who have the care of insane persons, or
* the difficulty of suppressing that natural feeling of resentment
* which rises in the mind, on witnessing the mixture of mis-
* chievous folly and good sense, which often marks the charac-
* ter of the insane. The business of an attendant requires him
* to counteract some of the strongest principles of our common'
* nature.

'

The classes recommended by Mr Tuke are three:—The \st

comprehending those patients who are disposed to incoherent

noises, and little capable of rational' enjoyment ; the 2d, Those
who ariB capable of rational enjoyment, including most of the

melancholic and hypochondriac ; and, 3fl'/y, The convalescent.

The number of each class, he thinks, ought not to exceed fif-

teen. The mixture of classes in the airing grounds should be
avoided j and the advantages of thus dividing the patients into

small groups, is so well illustiated in the following passage, that

we cannot resist extracting it.

' During the last year, I had frequent occasion to visit two Insti-

tutions for the Insane, in which very opposite plans in this respect

M«ere adopted. In one, I frequently found upwards of thirty patients

in a single apartment ; in the other, the number in each room, rarely,

if ever, exceeded ten. Here, I generally found several of the patients

engaged in some useful or amusing employments ; every class seemed
to form a little family ; they observed each other's eccentricities with

amusement or pity ; they were interested in each other's welfare, and
contracted attachments or aversions. In the large society, the differ-

ence of character was very striking ;—I could perceive no attachment,

and very little observation of one another. In the midst of society,

every one seemed in solitude ; conversation or amusement was rarely

to be observed—employment never. Each individual appeared to be
pursuing his own busy cogitations, pacijig with restless step from one

end of the enclosure to the other, or lolling in slothful apathy upon
the benches. It was evident that society could not exist in such a

crowd.

'

The number of attendants, in proportion to that of the per-

sons committed to their care, must vary of course, according to

the state of the malady, and to the structure of the buildings.

At the Retreat, there were two male and three female attend-

ants, with occasional assistants, to about fifty patients. In the

Nottingham Asylum, the numbers were two to thirty : And the

Rev. Mr Eecher, one of the governors, is of opinion, that one
person is not equal to the care of twenty. But in other place?
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the proportion is very dilfercnt ; and hence, in part, the lon^

continued and severe confinement too often employed.

When personal restraint is neces«sary, handcufTs are decided-

ly to be preferred to the strait waistcoat ; which, besides other

jrreat disndvantafrcs, has the peculiar one of placing the degree

of pressure at the mercy of the keepers, of whose cruelty, in

such cases, there are dreadful proofs. The only objection to

the use of iron, is the name. The employment of straps to

confine the upper part of the arms, must, we think, unless in

very careful hands, be dangerous, from the compression of the

arteries. When chains ax'e necessary, a slight one, resembling

the curb of a bridle, covered with leather, and attached to the

bed and the wrist of the patient, is in use at Nottingham. If

it be desirable to confine the legs, fetters may be employed ;

and shoes of list prevent the maniac from doing mischief to

himself or others with his feet. In cases of extreme violence,

a solitary cell is the best resource ; and the hands also may be

confined behind the back. At Guy's Hospital, there is a chair

for -very violent patients, with a back much higher than the

head, to prevent injury from blows against the wall. The du-

ration, however, of such a degree of violence as to render re-

j;traint necessary, is fortunately very short ;—never, says Mr
Bakewtll, extending to a month together. Of 60 patients iu

the Retreat, the average number under restraint, at any one

time, was not more than ?wo.

Frequent and healthful exercise is of the first importance,

especially in melancholy madness; and the amusement of the

patient's mind is not nuich less so. Billiards, ball courts, mu-
sic, cards (without gambling), books, and living animals, are

mentioned among the apparatus of the best conducted establish-

ments. At Swift's Hospital in Dublin, the patients had usually

two whist tables in the evening; and the tea parties at the Re-
treat, of which wc have given an account in a former Number,
(Vol. XXIII, p. 193), are singularly gratifying and useful to the

patients, and not less affecting to those who witness them. For
the lower classes, laborious occupation is the best form of exer-

cise, and is well described by the master of St Luke's * as the

best doctor they have. ' It is in general proper that each patient

should sleep in a separate apartment ; but it has been found,

that the presence of an observer prevents mischief, where the

patient is disposed to self-destruction. The master of St Luke's

states, (and he is supported by Mr Wi'.kefield), that in the course

of more than 30 years, he had never known an instimce of such

an attempt in the presence of anv other person. The practice
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too commonly employed of immurincr lunatics in the dark, from
an early hour in the dreary winter's evenings, must fearfully ag-

gravate a disposition to melancholy. At the Edinburgh Asy-

lum, the patients are not obliged to retire until eleven o'clock;

and at several of the best Institutions, the galleries are lighted

lip at night, gas being employed for that purpose at Glasgow,

It is hardly necessary to add, that the use of prayer in private

should be encouraged, and that public worship ought to be re-

sorted to by all those patients who are in a tranquil or convales-

cent state. At the Fiankfort Lunatic Asylum, there was a

chapel, connected with the Instituiion, in which the Governors,
(he public, and ihc ir.sane, had separate scats assigned them j

the last being so placed, as to be luisecn by the rest of the con-
gregation.

The free access of inspectors, under discreet regulation, for

the purpose of inquiry and of preventing abuse, should at all

times be encouraged : The first step to corruption, at the York
Asylum, was the exclusion of visiters ; and, from that hour,

the In-tituiion uniformly declined. The removal of the lunatic

fi-om his immediate connexions, is, indeed, sometimes absolute-

ly necessary ; but it is well remarked by Mr Higgins, that the

xipplication of this principle has been very much abused. * In
* other more favoui-ahle cases, ' says this gentleman, * it is my
* opinion, that after the keeper has told the friend of a particu-
' lar patient that he is in a state not proper to be seen, the
* friend alone ought to be the judge whether he will see him or
* not. Tlie patient is the properly of his friends, and not of
* the doctors ; and consequently, they ought to be admitted to

* him immediately, if they demand it. ' We know, from di-

rect and positive information, that the want of inspection daily

renders practicable the eoiifinemeiit (f satie j)erso?iSj whom it is

the interest or pleasure of perverted relatives, and corrupt at-

tendants, to treat as insane. It has been found, that a ver^^

great majority of the patients are relieved by the conversation

of visiters; which forms a subject of employment to their minds

for a considerable time afierwards ; and the Governors of the

Retreat have even extended their plan to the election of female

visitants, whose tenderness of cliaracter and observant habits

renders their attentions singularly gratifying to the patients.

In short, everything ought to be done, in such Institutions,

to facilitate the approach of persons of intelligence and huma-
nity ; and to divest the name of a madhouse of that mysterious

horror that hitherto (wiih too much justice) has been associated

jvilh it.

It is the deciiJed. opinion cf all the most judicious and e:;pe»

3
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ricnccd witnos'^cs examined before tlic Comn;ittcc, lli.nt the pro-

per employment ofmedicine, tl)()ii«>li neglected most deplorably in

scveral public a-^ylums, and in almost all the private estal)li5h-

ments, has the best elFect in cases oi" insanity. There is, how-
ever, nothing; that leads to a belief in the specific efficacy of any
particular diugs, or fjivcs reason to suppose that medicine can
be useful, otherwise than by relieving ov preventing those bodily

derangements, which cause or accompany derangement of the

mind. Some trials of digitalis and of hellebore, indeed, are

mentioned, (whicli latter drug is still, or was, in 1816, the sub-

ject of experiment at Aberdeen) ;—but neither can be much re-

lied on. A torpid state of the bowels is particularly injurious,

and the methods of removini^ it are among the chief means of

cure^ and, of the more general rcnx'dfes, there is none whicli

Keems to have been more ust-lul than the warm bath ; especially

in melancholic madness. Upon this part of the subject, the
testimony of Sir Henry Ilaiford is well deserving of attention.

* If medicine be less useful in the confirmed periods of insanity, it

is as little so in the advanced stages of other chronic disorders. In
cases of incapacity of the joints, with painful s\\ellings upon them
from chalk stones, after repeated fits of the gout, medicine has no
effect upon these depositions ; yet this is no art^unient against the use

of medicine in the first attacks of gout, to prevent, if possible, such
dismemberment and deformity. Again, in the instance of palsy,

when a patient has lest the use of halfliis body; in this stage of his

<;omplaiiit, medicine has very little sensible effect upon it : But if the

patient be assisted in the earliest attack of his malady, whilst under
apoplexy, which generally precedes palsy, not only may his life, pos-

sibly, be saved, but the paralytic symj^oms prevented altogether, or

at least considerably mitigated. But we have much to learn on the

subject of mental derangement; and I am of opinion, tliat our know-
ledge of insanity has not kept pace with our knowledge of other dis-

tempers, from the habit we find established, of transferring patients

under this malady, as soon as it has declared itself, to the care of

persons, who too frequently limit their attention to the mere personal

security of their patients, without attempting to assist them by the

resources of medicine. ' \st Report, 18 IG, p. 13.

Tiiis opinion with respect lo the efficacy of early treatment,

is confirmed, very forcibly, by Mr Ivicketts cf Droitvuch : And
at the Retreat, where everything is wise and considerate, in or-

der to encourage the prompt adoption of measures of relief,

the terms of admission have been very judiciously fixed at a low-

er rate for persons in the recent stages of mental derangement,
than where the ninlady has liecn of longer standing.

There is one assertion, with respect t(^ the bodily constitution

of the insane, which, however rontrary to reason, ajjpeurs to
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have gained the belief of many wel;-meaning persons ; and has

certainly produced the most lamentable effects ;—namely, that

maniacs, of whose powers of sustaining cold, hunger, and bodily

pain, we hear such wonderful accounts, sustain no injury from

what they thus endure. The absurdity of this reasoning will

be evident, if it be applied to any other case of di.ninished sen-

sibility. A man, for example, in apoplexy, might not feel the

application of a red hot iron j—but the wound nevertheless in-

flames ; and, as the patient recovers, his sensibility to pain re-

turns also, and permanent injury will ensue. It may as well

be supposed, that the wretched lunatic, who loses his feet from

mortification and neglect, during a state of torpor, can, after

his recovery, walk without them ; as that the internal functions

shall remain unimpaired, after such long endurance of cold or

hunger, as would in a sane man have been destructive.

It is by no means easy to estimate the total number of the

insane, throughout the British empire. There are no official re-

turns whatsoever from Scotland and Ireland j and in i:]ngland,

the whole class of paupers, with all receptacles of lunatics, calling

themselves ' Public Hospitals, ' is expressly excluded from re-

turns to the London Commissioners for inspecting madhouses.

And, though all private houses for the insane, which receive

more than a single patient, are, nominally, required to trans-

mit the number of their inmates, the returns have, in fact,

been very few from the country, and very defective everywhere,

except in London and its immediate vicinity. Dr Powell,

however, the present Secretary to the Commissioners, mani-

festly rates it too low, when he supposes it not to exceed 2000

for Great Britain. There are about 1800 in licensed houses in

London and its immediate vicinity ; and we should rather think

that the Master of St Luke's was nearer the mark, when he es-

timates the total number of deranged persons in Middlesex,

and the adjoining counties, as not less than 6000. We should

think, upon the whole, that 10,000 for Great Britain and Ire-

lard, would be a moderate computation.

Upon the important question, Whether the prevalence of in-

sanity has increased or diminished ?—a paper was read by Dr
Powell to the London College of Physicians, in 1810, which

affords some interesting results. The author admits the great

deficiency of the returns to the London Commissioners ; but

supposes, that as they had at that time been made for a period of

35 years, under objections equally applicable to the whole of that

time, the reXaXive jyropurtions, though not the absolute numbers,

({ieduced from them, might be relied upon : and he has given

^v\ abstract of the returns from 1775 to 1809, from v.hence it,
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would appear, that the number of the insane had increased con-

siderably. During two distant periods of five years each, the

one beginning in l775, the other in 1S05, the proportion of

the numbers rctnrned, is that of 100 to 127. * And if the five

subsequent years, from iHiO inclusive, be calcidated upon, the

proportion of increase will be found to be somewhnt greater than

that of 2 to I : which denotes a progress far more rapid iliari

that of the population of those periods, f The moral circum-

stances, probably connected with this great change, might be a

subject of instructive reflection.

The deduction of any precise conclusions respecting the effi-

cacy of medical power, and proper general treatment, in the

cure of insanity, is not to be expected in the present stage of

our knowledge upon this subject. To reason about drugs, where
severity and terror have been the agents of mental disciplin**,

and cold, damp, and neglect, the bodily coadjutors, would evi-

dently be absurd. It is from the records of xoeil conducttd iusii-

tutions onlijy that general conclusions should be drawn ; and
their number has been hitherto so small, in proportion to the

aggregate of the insane, that such inferences could be very lit-

tle depended on. That our readers, however, may not lose al-

together the numerical instruction to be derived from the papers

now before us, we have thrown into the following Table the

statements respecting some of the principal Institutions describ-

ed in them, (so far as the diversity of their form and language

would admit) ; together with one or two additional numbers,
from other sources.

* Dr Powell says, 129 to 100; but the aggregates of the period^!,

viz. 1,783 and 2,777 is just 100 to 127.

•{• The population of England and Wales (to which the returns are

confined), is stated, in the Introductions to the Population Abstracts

of 1811, to have been for the years

—

1780,
I

1801,
!
& 1811,

respectively, — 7,950,000,9,1-68,000,4- 10,4*8,000;
or nearly as the numbers - 100,

The annual numbers of the in-

sane returned at those dates

(taking the mean of five years

at each period) were 354-5,

458, and 6G2-6 ; or, as - - - 100,
The number for 17S0 (354-5) is

to that of 1815 (850)—nearly

as 100

15

129.

& 132.

& 190 nearly

240.
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The folIowinfT are some of die results with respect to propor-

tionate numbers, dediiciblc Ironi the Table.

Xumb r.v ../

Patients. \rropi,rtiov.

G,7<;i 7356 100: 109
4'2rt 3'i7 100: 75
483 91 100: 19

— - 100: 25

1.15} 485 100: 33

12,617 4097 1 100

:

32
15,771 45«'2| 100: 53
1.154 51fi| 100: 4.^

12,()17 4739! 100- 57
15,771 5237 \U)0 5a

1,296 15451100 119

Insane men to women - - - . .

Admissions to cures— Recent casrs

— — Old cases ....
— — Proportion of cures in recent cases 7

to old . . . . \

— — No, 1 to 5 inclusive, Soincoffht;7
bfst Institutions - - J— — No. 6 to 15, (omitting No. 11) -

— — Ko. 1 to 15, {omitting No. 11) -

Admissions to cured and rdiavd. No. 1 to 5. - - -

— — No. 6 to 15, (omitting No. 11) -

— — No. 1 to 15, (omitting No. 11) -

Men to women cured . - _ -

Note. The numbers within parentheses in the Table, relate only

to the proportion of the sexes. The meaning of the term ' discharg-

ed ' being doubtful, No. 11 is omitted in calculating the proportion

of the cures.

With respect to the proportion of the sexes, which, in the

popclation returns, are nearly ecju.Tl, there is, upon the whole,

sufficient reason to suppose, that the number of" women afflscted

by insanity ; greater than that of men : but there are local va-

riations from this result, which it is not easy to account for.

Thus, at the Maiw-hc^ter, Liverpool, and Yoik Asylums, be-

sides tlie places mentioned in the Tabic, the men, as Mr 'J'uke

assures us, are nuich more numerous. Tiie Asylum at Wake-
field in Yorkshire was desij^ncd, after this point had been consi-

dered, for an ecjuai numbtr of both sexc>. But the most strik-

ing; and important fact expressed in the Taliie, is the much
greater proportion of cures in recent cases of in; .mity, tlian in

more advanced ones ; which is confirmed by the coincidence

between the experience of three of the best conduct d cslal«lish-

mcnts; the relative proportion of cures, on ctjual number?,

beinij that of lour tc one. It is remarked, liowevcr, by more
than one witness, of such experience as to f:ivc rtithority to

their opinions, that one year tor })robation, (idier which the pa-

tient, it not recovered, is, in several instifulior?;, regarded as ir.-

curable, and dismissed, or coin[;aralivcly ncgltxied), is a period

decic'edly too short; several lunatics ben)g found to recover a{-

ter that duration of their malady. At .St Luke's, when a pa-

tient is dismissed at the end of twelve months, the term employ-

ed is, very properly, not incurable, but * nncured.

'

The two tracts iipoji the structure of Ltmatic Asylums, of

which we have pr<fix(d the titles to this article, are both so

good that we should wiiiin^ly have given a copious abstract of
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them ; but we must content ourselves with exhorting all those

who are interested in the erection of such edifices, to peruse

them with attention. The Parliamentary Reports also, contain

a great deal of valuable information on this subject, and are il-

lustrated by plans of some of the most remarkable Asylums in

Great Britain. The proper object of receptacles for the insane,

appears to have been hitherto most lamentably mistaken ; and
their structure has, in most instances, been calculated rather to

impede than to assist the return of reason. A madhouse is nei-

ther a prison, nor an hospital for bodily disease, but a place in-

tended for the comfortable residence of persons to whom exer-

cise and occupation are essential, both for health and recovery ;

and a due regard to this principle would do away with all the

gloom, the gratings, and dungeons, with which too many Lu-
natic Asylums are encumbered.

Howard, in his works on Prisons and Lazarettos, has men-
tioned several foreign lunatic asylums : and speaks with particu-

lar approbation of one at Amsterdam, called the Dolhuis, arid

of two at Constantinople ; the excellence of which, is proof that

England has been, on this point, far behind some other coun-

tries to which we consider ourselves as very much superior.

—

Some even of the public asylums, and almost all the private

ones in Britain, are nothing more than ordinary dwellinghouses

of large size, adapted, by partial alterations, to their new pur-

pose. And when it is considered that the proper structure of

lunatic asylums is a subject of great difficulty; that their situa-

tion should be cheerful and airy, and the adjoining grounds ex-

tensive, and judiciously laid out 4 the rarity of asylums, which

fulfil all that is required for such establishments, will be suffici-

ently accounted for.—It appears, that, in the year 1772, there

were only four public establishments for lunatics in England ;

two in London, one at Newcastle, and one in Manchester. In

1807 the Committee of the House of Commons report, that a-

sylums had been completed, by private subscription, at York,
Exeter, Hereford, Norwich, and Leicester; and several others

have since been built, or are in progress at this moment, in va-

rious parts of the kingdom.
The best constructed lunatic asylum in Britain, is probably

that of Glasgow, which is spoken of by all who have seen it

in terms of the highest commendation. Its plan is said to re-

*;emble that of the new prison at Ipswich, built under the direc-

tion of Mr Howard, who, not improbably, had in view, when
he designed it, the Maison de Force at Ghent : and the ar-

rangements, which are illustrated, in the Third Report of 1816,

by a plan and elevation, are so very peculiar, that we must give

a short account of it. The main body of the building is an oc-
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tagon, from the alternate sides of which thci-c issue arms, like

spokes, each consibting of three stories ; the lowc-t being prti-

longed beyond the rest, to afford additional rooms for noisy pa-

tients. In every arm, each floor contains a spacious gallery,

with windows on one side, and sleeping rooms on the other.

The keepers' apartments, and day rooms for the patients, are

placed at the junction of the amis, in the central octagon ; and
within them is a circular corridor, from whiclt the superintond-

ant may have a view of all the galleries and day rooms. There
are, consequently, on each floor, four galleries and sets of a-

partments, all i'reely communicating with the central building :

The male patients are disposed of in two of the arms ; the femalefi

in the remaining two ; those of the better rank in the arn)s next

to the entrance; and the niferior behind. The violent patients,

of each rank aad sex, are lodged in the lower apartments most

remote from the centre ; the incurable in the remainder of the

ground-floor; the convale-;ccnts in the second, or principal story;

and thos(e in an ordinary state, in the upper one. The grounds
surrounding the building, which include nearly three acres, have
a corresponding arrangement ; the compartments of the differ-

ent classes being separated by walls ; and the whole enclosed by
a sunk fence, which prevents escape, but does not impede the

prospect of the adjoining country : and all the divisions are

under full view from the windows of the superintendant and
keepers.

The economy of this establishment is worthy of the build-

ing ; and Mr Bennet mentions, as its principal merit, the di-

vision of the patients, by means of its excellent arrangement,

into a number of small families. It has, however, some de-

fects, which are such as to induce Mr Tuke to prefer, upon the

whole, the H, or double cross form, of the newly erected edi-

fice at Wakefield in Yorkshire ; and it is a strong recommenda-
tion of this latter disposition of the apartments, that Mr Stark,

the architect of the Glasgow Asylum, has himself approached
very near to it, in that of Dundee, which was subsequently de-

signed by him.

It is an important preliminary question, whether a building

for a large or a moderate number of patients is to be preferred I

The advantages of a large one, are, economy in the buildings,

management, and attendance ; but smaller numbers ensure more
complete attention to the patients ; and detached establishments

are objects of divided care, and thence more easily inspected.

The patients, also, being thus in general less removed from
their relatives and friends, are more readily visited in their

confinement; and, on the whole, we should imagine that, in
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populous countries, as in England, and some parts of Scotland

and Ireland, county Establishments are preferable to those for

inore extensive districts.

The chief points that are to be attended to in the proper

<^onstruction of an asylum, are, 1st, The complete separation

of the male and ftmale patients ; 2dly, The arrangement of the

patients in distinct and properly as«;orted groups, according to

the state of their malady ; 3diy, The facility of superintend-

ence ; and, 4thly, The cheerfulness of the whole system of ac-

commodations i—upon all which heads, Mr Tuke has given ex-

cellent instructions.

It is of the utmost importance that the worst patients should

not be too remote from their keepers. * Koise is a less evil to

the sane, than filth, starvation and neglect to the maniacal.

'

The day rooms must be so placed, as to afford the easiest possi-

ble access to the grounds ; and the remaining apartments dis-

posed so, that a transfer from one class of patients to another,

may be effected without a change of sleeping rooms. The at-

tendants' sitting rooms, Mr Tuke thinks, should not be dis-

tinct from the day rooms of the patients. This gives these a-

partments * a more homelike and comfortable appearance, ' and
prevents variou? inconveniences. At the Retreat, no difficulty

has been found in enforcing this rule.

The gloomy monotony of ordinary madhouses is a great evil ,-

and hence the three cliBUges, adopted in the New Asylum at

Wakefield, of day- rooms, galleries and courts, contiguous to,

nnd easily communicating with each other, are very judicious.

The windows should be within reacli of the patients, so as to

afford them the gratification of prospect, security and cheerful-

ness being combined, by making the sashes of iron, and the

panes of small size. ' The best general security against injury
* to windows is, to make them easy of access ;—to break win-
* dews within reach, is to achieve nothing. Not more than
* one patient in fifty, ' says Mr Tuke, * is, on an average, dis-

* posed to this species of mischief; and it is surely unreason-
* able, that forty-nine patients should be kept in gloom, to pre-
' vent one indulging this unhappy propensity. ' (p. 26".) The
windows of the sleeping rooms, also, should, in general, be of

sufficient size to- render them cheerful, and should never be
without glazing. In short, whatever lessens the prisonlike ap-

pearance and character of the place, deserves attention ; and,

in tliis view, the substitution of strong spring mortise locks, in

the doors of the sleeping rooms at the Retreat, in order to a-

void the grating sound of bolts, is both judicious and humane.
Security from fire—effectual means ot ventilation, and of dif-

fusinij heat throughout the various apartments and galleries

—
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bntlis—accommotlatlon for the employment of the patier.ts

—

and a sep:irate apartment for the sick (which is of <i;reat im-
porlancc}, are tl^e chitf reniainiiitr objects of attention. Tlie

apartircnls sf)ouId bo lofty, and the base of the sk-epinij room.^

ou^lit to contain not less than eighty scjuare feet (the usual siz^

in most of the large establish nienis.) The bedsteads should be

of iron, as more tavuurabie to cleanUness, and ultimate eco-

nomy.
Ail public Lunatic Asylums ought to be instruments of pub-

lic instruction, as well as of relief. With this view, it is one

among the excellent regulations of the Glasgow and Nottingham
Asylums, that t!ie cas« of every patient received shall be accu-

rately recorded, and the treatment regularly entered in volumes

;

which are prrserved at the Institutions, to be inspected under

proper sanction and restrictions.

The attain\ncnt of all these various advantages, it must be ac-

knowledged, rctjuires great extent of ground, and considerable

expense in the buildings. But the diilerence is more in the ar-

rangement, than the extent of the iiiter; and the decisive be-

nefits arising from spacious and cheerful airing grounds, naicU

more than counterbalance the expense of them. It is well re-

marked, also, by Mr Siark, that a large part of such building*;^

is, in general, intended for die acconvmodation of persons of a

rank much superior to that of the patients commonly received

in public hospitals,- and this combination, while it contributes

to the relief of the poor, requires at the same time a greater at-

tention to the comrort and even elegance of the arrangements.

The history of the law of England, upon the subject of in-

sane persons, is very short. The first statute is one of 132t,

(17 Edw. II. c. 9.) which ordains, that the King shall have the-

custody of the hmds of natural fooisi, and dispo.se ol' the pro-

perty of persons dying insane, ' for the good of their soul?, '

—

m
a manner which, no doubt, the ecclesiastics of thut period found

sufliciently profitable. * There are then some other acts (IT4'2»

1T'1-+, &c.) respecting the marriage of lunatics, and the disposal

of their property ; but the first and most important statute that

occurs respecting their personal treatment, is that of 1774-, (II'

Geo. III. c. i'J.) ' for reguhiting madhouses; ' passed originally

for five year-, ^-ut afterwards continued, anil finally made per-

petual in 178o. The custody of criminals, in a state of insani-

ty, was provided for by an act of lJ:iOO ; but so impevlcctly, that

* This provision is probably connected with the prevalent opinion

of former times, that njental derangement arose froiu the possessioji

of devils ; a point ibont which tiiore is a good deal of curious diripii-

sitian in the writings of Paiacelsus, Dc Diximnia^is d O/jHuxis.
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further provisions were absolutely necessary for that purpose

;

and after inquiry by a Committee of the House of Common?,
the erection of county Lunatic Asylums, was authorized by

the act of 1808, (4^8 Geo. III. c. 96.) * for the better care and

maintenance of lunatics, being paupers and criminals, in Eng-
land ;

' which has been since judiciously amended, and has pro-

duced the best effects.

An act to regulate madhouses in Scotland was passed in 1815,

imder which the Sheriffs-depute have already exercised the duty

of inspection, with great benefit ; but there is still wanting in

this part of the empire, some general provision for the custody

of pauper lunatics ; an object which it is proposed to attain by
a bill introduced during the present Session by Lord Binning,

as already mentioned.

Sir John Newport states, that in Ireland, the only provisions

for regulating that class of persons, are two acts ; one passed a-

bout the year 1782 or 1783, by the Irish Parliament; the other

in 1806. The first gives a power to Grand Juries to provide

for the erection of houses for the reception of insane persons •,

but it is entirely optional in the Grand Juries, whether they will

grant any sum for that purpose or not. The second act of Par-

liament gives powers to present, to a very small amount, for the

like purpose, where the receptacles for Lunatics are connected

with houses of industry, or work-houses. But Sir John New-
port considers the present laws * as entirely insufficient to the ac-

complishment of their objects. ' The,Grand Juries of counties,

being fluctuating bodies, not guided by any permanent will, are

enabled to exercise their power of presenting or withholding mo-
ney, as the feelings of the moment may dictate; and the danger

is evident, of leaving establishcnents of this nature to depend on

the caprice, or more or less humane disposition of the persons

who constitute such bodies, pressed upon, perhaps, by claims

of another description.—A bill for the establishment of Provin-

.cial Asylums in Ireland, was introduced in 1805, by Sir J. New-
port, but lost by a very small majority. \st Mm. 1816,/;. 93, 94-.

The act for the erection of Lunatic Ai^ylums in EngLmd, as

now amended, is probably as perfect as the nature of the case

will admit—unless, perhaps, it be considered as desirable to ren-

der it imperative on counties or districts; a measure which Mr
Wakefield, one of thje best informed witnesses, very strongly

recommends. But there is one point upon which we think some
new provision is required in the law respecting the maintenance

of pauper kinatics ; nan:ely,4he rendering such persons, remov-

ed to proper asylums, chargeable upon their cbiiniy at large, in-

stead of tl)eir respective parishes. ' Under Mr Wynne's act,
*

says Mr Ricketts, * va<ii-ant lunatics are supported by the coun*
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* ty at larcre. Were tliis the case witb all pauper lunatic?, e-

' very parish < fticcr would be anxious to obtain early assistance

* for these unroriunate objects ; and would get rid of a 55eriou»

* expense to a small parish, which would be but little felt by the
* county. ' Minutes, I81t3, ;;. 4G.

But we shall, for the present, confine ourselves to the regula-

tion of madhuiise.< ; t^nd it is, we think, quite evident, as the

Committee have reported, that * if the treatment of the insane
* in the middling, or in the lower classes' of life, shut up in

* hospitals, private madhouses, or parish workhouses, is looked

* at; a case cannot be found where the necessity for a remedy
* is more urgent. ' \st Bcport^ 1815, pA.
The act of iTT* ordains, that no person shall confine more

than one tunatic in any house, without a license ; and vests in

certain commissioners, a power to licence and vi.iit all houses for

t!)e reception of any greater number, throughout England and
Wales, leaving all those for the admission of single persons en-

tirely without control or superintendence. The Commissioners

for London, and a certain space around it, are five members of

the College of Physicians ; who are required to inspect all li-

censed houses, within that district, once at least in every year.

In other parts of the kingdom, the power of licensing, is vest-

ed in the Magistrates of counties at Quarter-sessions; and the

duty of inspection is entrusted to two of their number, with a

physician, appointed at Quarter-sessions, who may, iftlm) think

fif^ (for they are not required), visit all licensed houses in their

county. The keepers of such houses are required to transmit

to the Secretary of the Commissioners in London, the names
of all lunatics received by them. But all public hospitals are

exempt from license, visitation, and necessity of returning names;

and all pauper lunatics, whether in public or private houses,

are expressly excluded from returns.

Such, then, is the legal protection, if it can be called so, un-

der which some thousands of our fellow subjects, ' a very large

proportion of whom is entirely neglected by their relations,

'

are, at this moment shut up in receptacles that claim and ex-

ercise the extraordinary privilege ofexcluding the visits of friends,

and the inquiries of the benevolent. It requires but little ex-

perience to perceive, that such provisions must be very inefh-

cient ; and the detail of the act does nothing to make them bet-

ter. The power of censure by the London Commissioners is

limited, under the act of Parliament, to hanging up a statement

of the names and offences of delinquents in the Censor's roora

of the Coliego of Physicians, (an edifice in Warwick- Lane,
Mewgate- Street, London), where they may, perchance, be seen

hv ab'.ut two dozen members of that Body. The Commission-

•^
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er> may, it is true, withdraw their license j but they have no
power to refuse a new one to the very same party, at the ex-

piration of the year ; and aithooirh penalties are annexed to

certain oironces, there are no funds for the expenses of prose-

cutions. The verbal iiiaccuracies of the act are numerous, and
important. The privilege conferred on ' public hospitals,'

without any definition of that appellation, enables several Esta-

blishm'-nts to shelter themselves Ironi license and visitation, al-

thouQ'h their inmate^ often pay as much for accommodation as

in any of the private houses ; and the exemption of every house

that admits one lunatic only, empowers a keeper to immure
sny number of individuals in separate, though contiguous houses,

without license or medical certificate, or necessity of returuinp;

their names, and without the control of any visitation or inspec-

tion whatsoever. The mere Fiat of a parish officer can send any
individual of th.e whole class of parochial paupers into a madhouse,
there to remain, unnamed, and unseen : And it has even been
contended, says the Secretary to the Commissioners, that pri-

vate patients, if they be but admitted on the same low terms as

parish paupers, may be classed with them, and exempted from
return and inspection. So that a party interested in the unjust

imprisonment of any unfortunate individual, is thus furnished

with means of concealing the crime, in the very wretchedness

of his confinement. In the country, the inspection of magis-

trates is so defective, that, in 1816, six counties only had ever

sent in any returns ; and, even in London, although the visita-

tion of the Commissioners has been productive of great benefit,

the small remuneration' afforded to those officers, for a very la-

])orious duty, renders it quite impossible that it can be duly per-

formed. The time devoted, in IS 10, to the examination of 50
licensed houses, containing near 2000 lunatics, was six days,
* between the hours of 11 and 5 ; '—that being the portion of

the day to which the power of visitation is confined.

The qnalifjcations of the medical practitioners, empowered
by the act of Parliament to sign certificates of insanity, or, in

other words, to sentence an unhappy fellov/ creature to imprison-

ment, are so imperfectly expressed, that m,en utterly unfit are

every day found to exercise that most serious office. The fol-

lowing certifiicate, which was actually sent to the Establishment

of Dr Finch, near Salisbury, is a dreadful specimen of the

hands into which, under the denomination of * medical per-

sons, ' an unhappy lunatic may fail ; and it is curious, also, a?

a sample of Escuiapian literature. The paper was brought to

JJr Finch by one of the relatives, and produced befbxe tlie

Committee of the House of CommoriE.
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* He^ Broadway A Potcarey of Gillingham Certefy that

* Mr. James Burt Misfortin hapened by a Plow in the Tied
* which is the Ocaisim of l)is Ellness & By the Risini.' 8: Fall-

* inp of the BJood And I think A Blister and Bleeding intl

* meddeson Will be A Very Great thing But Mr. Jame Burt
* wold not A Gree to be don at Home.

^Morc/i1\, 1S09. H"" Broadway.

'

Yet such is the present act of Parliament, that if a sane maa
were found in conHnemcnt, under the authority of a document
like this, the Commissioners have no power to release him I

Indeed the extreme difficulty of obtaining the release of a luna-

tic, under any circumstances, is proved by the strongest testi-

mony. See Minutes, 1S15, p. 15, 1S9, &c.

To remove at once all these defects, a new bill, for the better

regulation of madhouses in England and Scotland, was intro-

duced, under the direction of the Committee, in 1816 ; but it

pot no further than the Commons : And, being revived during

the last Scsjion, it again passed the Lower House, but failed

again in the Lords—in part, we have no doubt, from the ad-

vanced period of the Session at which it was produced. A copy
of tliis last bill is now before us j and, though we agree with

those noble persons by whom it was opposed (or rather, at

whose suggestion it has been postpojied), as to some of its de-

fects, we think tiiat it will not be diificult to simplify, and ren-

der it efFectual.

The bill proposes to subject to inspection all houses and hos-

pitals for the reception of the insane ; and to require, from all

of them, returns of their inmates, under certain regulations,

and to annex such penalties to the neglect of its enactments, as

will effectually insure their being attended to. It authorizes the

appointment of eight Commissioners for Elngland, and four for

Scotland, who are to grant licenses under certain conditions,

and are irquircd to visit all public hospitals and madhouses with-

in their respective districts. Two Justices of the Peace, to be
named at Quarter- Sessions, are also rcqidrfd to visit all houses
tvithin their jurisdiction, once or twice a year, according to the

huinbcr of the patients. And the power of visiting, at their

discretion, is conferred on certain official persons in every coun-
ty, and on a limited number of other persons also, to be named
by the Secretary of State ; who shall have equal powers of exa-

mination with the Commissioners, but no emolument. All

keepers of linu$cs J<>r the reception of more than one patunty tt»

take out a license ; and, on receiving it, to give a bond f(^ the

proper treatment of persons committed to their care, and to

furnish a plan of their premises, and notiiy subsequent altera-
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fions ; the Commissioners being empowered to order such chan-

ges and improvements as they may think necessary. No luna-

tic to be received, without a written order from the friends,

requiring his confinement, and a certificate of his insanity, un-

der the signature of two medical persons ;—in London, mem-
bers of the College of Physicians, or Surgeons, or of the A-
pothecaries' Company ; and, in other places, of some physi-

cian, surgeon or apothecary, practising as such. The keepers

to retain an accurate register of all their inmates, stating their

names, and those of the friends and physicians on whose au-

thority they were admitted, with the duration and event of their

malady, respectively. The originals to be open, on all occa-

sions, to the inspection of Commissioners, and other persons

authorized for thaf purpose ; and prompt and distinct returns

to be transmitted, from time to time, to London^ together with

copies of the yearly register, of which, also, copies are to be

i-ent to the Clerks of the Peace of their respective counties. To
facilitate inquiry respecting persons detained in houses that re-

ceive more than one patient, ab'^tract;? of the retitrns for each

county shall be formed by the Clerks of the Peace ; and, in

London, a general abstract, containing the names of all per-

sons confined as lunatics throughout the kingdom. These ab-

stracts to be kept under oath of secrecy, and not shown but

through the medium of Commissioners, and at their discretion.

And finally ;—to prevent the undue detention of lunatics, on the

return of reason, physicians shall be authorized to visit patients

in madhouses from year to year, and Commissioners shall, at all

times, have the power of releasing any pejson, whom tliey shall

consider as improperly confined. Keepers of konses for the ;t-

rcption of one pe?-son onlij, to be exempt from license ; bat to

receive no patient, except Under the precautions as to certifi-

cate?, above mentioned ;— to be visited for the purpose of in-

spection, when required, by the Secretary of State j—and to

transmit to the Secretary of State's Ofiice, returns similar to

those above described, containing the names of patients, friends,

and physicians ; which shall be kept apart, marked * private,
*

and entered in a separate register, accessible only under certain

special restrictions. The whole espen>e attending the execu-

tion of these various provisions, to be paid by the Treasury.

There can be but one opinion, we imagine, as to the excellence

of the principle on which this Bill is founded :—the placing all re-

ceptacles for the insane, without exception, under some efficient

system of control. The chief point.-- olijected to, may be reduced,

we are informed, to three ,' 1st, The general complexity of its

machinery, and the minuteness of its detail; 2diy, The plan of

inspt'cLioii [.) county MagisLraltSj and, 3dly, The clause for
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registering the nnmes of lunatics confined in separate houses.

We confess that we concur entirely in the objections UDon the

first aiul second points; but are decidedly of opinion, ih;it the

due inspection of houses for the reception of single lunatics,

and of course the rejjistry of all such cases (for without it, in-

spection would be vain), is indispensable, not ruereiy for the pro-

tection of the insane, when properly confined, but, still more,

to guard and redeem sane persons from the horror and degr«^-

dation of the falsest and most iniquitous imprisonment. It"

there be any one description of prisoners, that demands pro-

te/ition more than another, it is that of persons in thj better

ranks of society, thus immured in solitude, under the custody

of men who must be interested in restricting their comfort?,

and withholding tlie means of their release. We have known,
and do know at this inoment, abuses of the very worst charac-

ter, in this shutting up of solitary individuals ; and though we
enter fully into the painful feelings that attend the disclosure of

mental intirmity, we think the hazards attending any toleratioa

x>f concealment far too great to be incurred from regard to a-

iiy such feelings. ' I think, ' says Dr Fowler, on being asked
* whether considerable inconvenience, of the most painful kinci,

* would not arise to families, from the publicity of names of
* persons confined in these houses.'"— ' I think, ' he answers,

with great propriety and justice, ' that, in the choice of evils,

* we must take the least ; and that it is a greater object to let

* the fact be known, who are confined there, than any incon-
* venience from the fact being known to gendemen of honour,
* who would not make an improper disclosure.

'

But we are convinced, that, in point of fact, the prevalence

of insanity in any family, or even the mental derangement of an

individual who requires ciiifinement, can seldom or never be

concealed ; and, if the relatives of persons subject to this mala-

dy suppose the contrary, they are deceived, we venture to say,

ifl nine cases out of ten. It may not, indeed, be very polite to

talk about it in the presence of the parties, or of those imme-
diately connected with them ; but the thing is, in general, per-

fectly well understood. The very wish for conceiilment, is a sort

of bounty upon expt)rlation ; and if the fair dealers in conver-

sation do not reveal, or accidentally betray it, the lamentations

of gossipping friends, the whisperings of sly enemies and idle

.surmisers, combine to diffuse the secret ; and the forbidden ar-

ticle of intelligence is sure, at last, to be smuggled into com-
plete notoriety. The fact then appears truly to be, that persons

who cannot prevent the publicity of the malady, are desirous of

concealing the measures taken to relieve it. But, even if con-

H h 'i
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cealment were possible in ninety-nine cases of a hundred, still,

we think the evil of being shut up, in a state of sanity, so tre-

mendous, that every one of good feeling should yield a Uttle of

his own convenience, and even run the risk of pain, rather than

expose a fellow creature, by possibility, to the hazard of such

dreadful suffering.

If this difficurty be got over, the whole business of regulating,

madhouses will go smoothly on : for the great and paramount
object is to prevent concealment, and to open the proceedings

of all such institutions to the eyes of disinterested persons-.—every

other good consequence will follow, almost of itself. The only

remaining question then will be, as to the best practical mode
of superintendence : And it appears to us, that the project of

appointing fit persons to the duties of inspection and granting

license within certain districts—of course with adequate reward

—is unobjectionable. By thus deputing responsibility, and pay-

ing for it, the business will be done ; for we have no doubt, that

care would be taken to guard the appointment of inspectors

from undue influence, and prevent an office, of such vital im-
portance to all ranks of society, from falling into improper hands.

We are glad to perceive, that, in the construction of the new
Bili, the suggestion of some of the best informed of those exa-

mined before the Committee has been attended to, and the selec-

tion of Commissioners not confined to persons of the Medical
pi'ofession ; for althou-gh physicians, from their habits and in-

formation, are excellently fitted to cooperate in such a duty, we
think that there are various and strong objections to making
them the sole inspectors j and we have no doubt that every

conscientious practitioner, when appointed to the office of in-

spector, would feel himself called upon to abstain from acting

in cases of insanity in his private practice, during the time of

his holding it. The propriety of his thus declining, which ob-

vious considerations suggest, is confirmed by several circum-

stances that appear on the Minutes of the Committees.

Upon the whole, however, the new act does appear to us to

be loaded with unnecessary detail, a great part of which, at all

events, would be better left to the Commissioners ; and to give

all the parties concerned much more trouble than is needful.

It is but fair, that the proprietors of madhouses, whose occupa-

tion is exposed to anxious and invidious responsibility, should

be freed from every burden, not absolutely necessary to the

well-being of their patients. And as to the inspection by coun-

ty magistrates, who are to be required to visit all such Institu-

tions once or twice every year, it is too probable that a duty so

laborious would fall into improper hands. The better order of

magistrates could not, and no other ought to undertake it.r-
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Some officious persons of the second or third rate would proba-

bly come at last to do the business ; and, acceptinjT the office to

swell their own importance, the chance is, that they would ex-

crci^^e it vcxatiously, or with very little j^ood eflcct. We believe

that magistrates ought to possess the po'jccr, at their discreiion

and responsibility, to act as inspectors ; but, as a duty, we ire

convinced that the object will be best attained, both for the

public, and the individuals who are the objects of visitation, by

naming, as in other departments of public service, certain per-

sons to that specific occupation, to be exercised under the con-

trol, and correcting power, of proper authority.

There arc still many remarks which we should have wished to

make on this interesting subject ; but we here close an article,

for the length of which we fear many persons may think an a~

pology requisite. We are perfectly av.are that we have alrea-

dy wearied the frivolous, and offended the fastidious part of our

readers, by the copiousness and by other qualities of our details.

—We cannot help it.—We must try to make them amends on
some other occasion.—But some, we trust, we have interested

—

some, we think, we must have informed—and many, wc art

persuaded, we have disposed to cooperate in what is right, or,

at least, to countenance and encourage those who are willing to

do it.—This must be our reward ; and we desire no other.— It

is the duty, we think, of every publication that has honestly ob-

tained a great circulation, on all occasions to give notoriety to

those truths, which only require to be made known, to prevail

over incalculable evils—but which are in danger of remaining

unknown, because they are not only unattractive, but repulsive

and distressing in their details. A popular Journal, we con-

ceive, is unworthy of the place it holds, if its conductors could

hesitate to risk even its popularity where the cause of humanity

required it— or fear to fatigue the bulk of its idle readers, by

discussions that minister neither to their interest, their amuse-

ments, nor the objects of their daily concern,— but which rank,

notwithstanding, in substantial importance, far above any spe-

culations, whether literary, scientific, political or commercial,

in which it is so easy to engage them. This kind of selfishness,

however, really is not the vice of the age; and the exemplary

zeal and perseverance of the many noble and distinguished per-

sons who have devoted themselve^j to the inquiries embodied in

these Reports, allbrd a pledge, not only that the ultimate pro-

ceedings of the Legislature will be judicious and efficient, but

that they will be seconded and followed out by the same active

spirit of humanity, in all those upon whom tl^'ir execution jnust

(devolve.
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Art. IX. Characters of Shakespeare's Plays. By William
Hazlitt. 8vo. pp. 352. London, 1817.

'T^His is not a book of black-letter learning, or historical elu-
-- cidation ;—neither is it a metaphysical dissertation, full of
wise perplexities and elaborate reconcilements. It is, in truth,

rather an encomium on Shakespeare, than a commentary or
critique on him—and is written, more to show extraordinary

love, than extraordinary knowledge of his productions. Never-
theless, it is a vfry pleasing book—and, we do not hesitate to say,

a book of very considerable originality and genius. The author

is not merely an admirer of our great dramatist, but an idolater

of him ; and openly professes his idolatry. We have ourselves

too great a leaning to the same sentiment, to blame him very much
for his enthusiasm: and though we think, of course, that our
own admiration is, on the whole, more discriminating and judi-

cious, there are not many points on which, especially after read-

ing his eloquent exposition of them, we should be much inclined

to disagree with him.

The book, as we have already intimated, is written less to tell

the reader what Mr H. hiows about Shakespeare or his writ-

ings, than to explain to them what hefeels about them—and "isoh/f

he feels so—and thinks that all who profess to love poetry should

feel so likewise. What we chiefly look for in such a work, ac-

cordingly, is a fine sense of the beauties of the author, and an elo-

quent exposition of them; and all this, and more, we think, may
be found in the volume before us. There is nothing niggardly in

Mr H.'s praises, and nothing affected in his raptures. He seems

animated throughout with a full and hearty sympathy with the

delight which his author should inspire, and pours himself gladly

cut in explanation of it, with a fluency and ardour, obviously

much more akin to enthusias^m than affectation. He seems pret-

T}' generally, indeed, in a state of happy intoxication—and has

borrowed from his great original, not indeed the force or bril-

liancy of his fancy, but something of its playfulness, and a large

share of his apparent joyousness and self-indulgence in its exer-

cise. It is evidently a great pleasure to him to be fully possess-

ed with the beauties of his author, and tp follow the impulse of

his unrestrained eagerness to impj-ess them upon his readers.

W^hen we have said that bis observations are generally

right, we have said, in substance, that they are not gene-

rally original; for the beauties of Shakespeare are not of so

dim or equivocal a nature as to be visible only to learned eyes

—

and undoubtedly his finest passages are these which please airi
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classes ofreaders, and are admired for the same qualities by jud^e.^

from every school of criticism. Even with rcpard to these pas-

sages, however, a sskilful commentator will find somethini^ worth
hearing to tell. Many persons are very sensible ot the eilvci olfino

poetry on tlieir feelings, who do not well know how to refer these

feelings to their causes ; and it is always a delightful thing to be
made to see clearly the sources from which our delight has pro-

ceeded—and to trace back the mingled stream that lias Howed
upon our hearts, to the remoter foutjtains from which it has been
gathered ; and when this is done with warmth as well as precision^

4md embcjdied in an eloquent description of the beauty which
is explained, it forms one of the most attractive, and not the

least instructive, of literary exercises. In all works of merit,

however, and especially in all works of original genius, there

are a thousand retiring and less obtrusive graces, which escape

liasty and superficial observers, and only give out their beaur
ties to fond and patient contemplation ;—a thousand slight

and harmonising touches, the merit and the effect of which
are equally im^oerceptible to vulgar eyes ; and a thousand
indications of the continual presence of that poetical Spirit,

which can only be recognised by those who are in some mea-
sure under its influence, and have prepared themselves to

receive it, by worshipping meekly at the shrines which it in-

habits.

xa the exposition of these, there is room enough for origin-

ality,—and more room than Mr H. has yet filled. In many
fjoints, however, be has acquitted himself excellently ;—part-

ly i'l the development of the principal characters with which
Shakespeare has peopled the fancies of all English readers

—

but principally, we think, in the delicate sensibility with which
lie lias traced, and the natural eloquence with which he has

pointeil out that familiarity with beautifuJ forms and images

—

that eternal recurrence to what is sweet or majestic in the simple*

aspects of iiitture—that indestructible love of flowers and odors,

and dews and clear waters—and soft airs and sounds, and bright

.skies, and woodland solitudes, and moonlight bowers, which are

the material elements of Poetry—and that fine sense of their un- •

definable relation to metital emotion, wliich is its essence and
vivifying scul—and which, in llic midst of Shakespeare's most •

bu^y and atrocious scents, falls, Rke gleams of sunshine on rockc

and ruins—comnisting with all that is rugged and repulsive,

and reminding us of" the existence of purer and brighter elements

—which UK AioNE has poured out from the richness of his

.own mind, without effort or restraint, and contrived to inter-

iiiingie with the play of all the passions, and the vulgar course o»
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tliis world's affairs, without deserting for an instant the proper-

business of the scene, or appearinq; to pause or digress from love

of ornament or need of repose ;

—

We alone, who, when the object

requires it, is always keen and worldly and practical—and who
yet, without changing his hand, or stopping his course, scatters

around him, as he goes, all sounds and shapes of sweetness—
and conjures up landscapes of immortal fragrance and freshness,

and peoples them with spirits of glorious aspect and attractive

grace—and is a thousand times more full of fancy and imagery,

and splendor, than those who, for the sake of such qualities,

have shrunk back from the delineation of character or passion,

and declined the discussion of human duties and cares. More
full of wisdom and ridicule and sagacity, than all the moralists

and satirists in existence—he is more wild, airy and inventive,

and more pathetic and fantastic than all the poets of all regions

and ages of the world—and has ail those elements so happily

mixed up in him, and bears his high faculties so temperately,

that the most severe reader cannot complain of him for want of

strength or of reason—nor the most sensitive for defect of or-

nament or ingenuity. Everything in him is in unmeasured
jibundance, and unequalled perfection—but everything so ba-

lanced and kept in subordination, as not to jostle or disturb, or

take the place of another. The most exquisite poetical concep-

tions, images and descriptions, are given with such brevity, and
introduced with such skill, as merely to adorn, without loading

the sense they accompany. Although his sails are purple and
perfumed, and his prow of beaten gold, they waft him on his

voyage, not less, but more rapidly and directly than if they had
been composed of baser materials. All his excellences, like

those of Nature herself, are thrown out together; and, instead

of interfering with, support and recommend each other. His
flowers are not tied up in garlands, nor his fruits crushed in-

to baskets— but spring living from the soil, in ail the dew
and freshness of youth ; while the graceful foliage in which
they lurk, and the ample branches, the rough and vigorous

stem, and the wide-spreading roots on which they depend,

are present along with them, and share, in their places, the

equal care of their Creator.

What other poet has put all the charm of a Moonlight land-

scape into a single line ?—and that by an image so true to na-

ture, and so simple, as to seem obvious to the most common
observation ?

—

—
' See how the Moonlight sl:seps on yonder bank

!

'

—

Who else has expressed, in three lines, all that is picturesque

and lovely in a siunnier's Dawn ?—first setting before our eyes,

^vith magicul precision, the visible appearances of the infant I'ghtj
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and then, by one graceful and glorious imape, pouring on our
bouls all the lre5hnes^, cheerfulness and bublimiiy of reiurnii;j^

morning ?

—

— ' See, love ! what envions streaks

Do lace the vsevering clouds in yonder East

:

Ni^'ht's landles * are burnt out,—and jocund Day
Stands tiptoe on the misty mountain tops.

'

Where shall we find sweet sounds and odours so luxuriously

blended and Illustrated, as in these few words of sweetness and
melody, where the author says of soft nsusic

—

* O it came o'er my ear, like the sweet South

That breathes upon a bank of violets,

Stealing and giving odour.

'

This is still finer, we think, than the noble speech on Mu-
sic in the Merchant of V^enice, and only to be compared with

the enchantments of Prospero's island ; where all the elfects of

sweet sounds are expressed in miraculous numbers, and tr.-^red

in their operation on all the gradations of being, from the de-

licate Ariel to the brutish Caliban, who, savage as he is, is still

touched with those supernatural harmonies, and thus exhorts

his less poetical associates

—

—
' Be not afraid, the isle is full of noises.

Sounds, and sweet airs, that give delight and hurt not.

Sometimes a thousand twanging instruments

Will hum about mine ears, and sometimes voices,

That if I then had waked after long sleep,

Would make me sleep again. '

Observe, too, that this and the other poetical speeches of this

incarnate demon, are not mere ornaments of the port's fancy,

but explain his character, and describe his situation mure brii fly

and effectually, than any other words could have done. In this

play, and in the Midsumn-er-Night's Dream, all Eden is un-

locked before us, and the whole treasury of natural and super-

If the advocates for the grand style object to this expression,

we shall not stop to defend it ; but, to us, it seems equally beautiful,

as it is obvious and natural, to a person coming out of a lighted

chamber mto the pale dawn. The word candle, we admit, is rather

homely in modern language, while lamp is sufficiently <ligniHed for

poetry. The mocn hangs her silver lamp on high, in every schoolboy's

copy of verses ; but she could not be caikd the caudle of heaven wiih-

out manifest absurdity. Such are the caprices of usage. Yt t we like

the passage before us much better as it is, than if the candles were

changed into lamps. If we should read, ' The lamps of heaven are

quenched, ' or ' wax dim, ' it appears to us tlut the "Ahole charxu si

^he e.\pre.53ioa wovild be lost.
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natural beauty poured out profusely, to the delight of all our

faculties. We dare not trust ourselves with quotations ; but we
refer to those plays generally—to the forest scenes in ' As You
Like it '—the rustic parts of the Winter's Tale—several entire

scenes in Cymbeline, and in Romeo and Juliet—and many pas-

sages in all the other plays—as illustrating this love of nature

and natural beauty of which we have been speaking—the power

it had over the poet, and the power it imparted to him. Who
else would have thought, on the very threshold of treason and
midnight murder, of bringing in so sweet and rural an image at

the portal of that blood-stained castle ?

' This guest of summer,

The temple-haunting martlet, does approve

By his loved masonry that heaven's breath

Smells wooingly here. No jutting frieze,

Buttress, nor coigne of vantage, hut this bird

Has made his pendent bed, and procreant cradle.
'

Nor is this brruijht in for the sake of an elaborate contrast be-

tween the peaceful innocence of this exterior, and the guilt and
horrors that are to be enacted within. There is no hint of any
such sugtrestion— but it is set down from the pure love of nature

and reality—because the kindled mind of the poet brought the

whole scene before his eyes, and he painted all that he saw in

his vision. The same taste predominates in that emphatic ex-

hortation to evil, where Lady Macbeth says,

' Look like the innocent flower,

But be the serpent under it.

'

And in that proud boast of the bloody Richard

—

* But I was bom so high :

Our aery buildeth in the cedar's top,

And dallies with the wind, and scorns the sun.

'

The same splendour of natural imagery, brought simply and
directly to bear upon stern and repulsive passions, is to be found

in the cynic rebukes of Apemantus to Timon.
' Will these moist trees

That have out-liv'd the eagle, page thy heels.

And skip when thou point'st out ? will the cold brook,

Candied with ice, caudle thy morning taste

To cure thine o'er-night's surfeit ?
'

No one but Shakespeare would have thought of putting this

noble picture into the taunting address of a snappish misan-

thrope—any more than the following into the mouth of a mer-

icenary murderer.
' Tlieir lips were four red roses on a stalk,

And in their summer beauty kissed each other.

'

i
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Or this delicious description of concealed love into tlint of a

regretful and moralizinjr parent.
* But he, his own affections Counsellor,

Is to himself so secrt-t and so close,

As is the bud bit with an envious worm
p>e he can spread his sweet leaves to the air,

Or dedicate his beauty to the sun,

'

And yet all these are so far ironi being unnatural, that tliey are

no sooner put where they are, than we feci their beauty and ef-

fect ; and acknowledge our obligations to that exul)erant genius

which alone could thus throw out graces and attractions where

there seemed to be neither room nor call for them. In the same
55pirit of prodigality he puts this rapturous and passionate ex-

altation of the beauty of Imogen into the mouth of one who is

not even a lover. —
' It is her breathinfi that

Perfumes the chamber thus! the flame o' th' taper

Bows towards her ! and would under-peep her lid*

To see th' enclosed lights, now canopied

Under the windows, white and azure, laced

With bhie of Heaven's own tinet—on her left breast

A mole cinque-spotted, like the crimson drops

r the bottom of a cowslip.
'

But we must break at once away from these manifold en-

chantmcnt>—and recollect that our business is with Mr Hrzlitf,

and not with the great and gifted author on whom he is employ-

ed : And, to avoid the danger of any further preface, we shall

now let him speak a little for himself. In his remarks on Cym-
V)elinc, which is the first play in his arrangement, he takes oc-

casion to make the following observations on the female charac-

ters of his author.
* It is the peculiar characteristic of Shakespear's heroines, that

they seem to exist only in their attachment to others. They are pure

abstractions of the atfeetions. We think as little of their ]»ersons as

they do themselves, because we are let into the secrets of their

hcart.-j, which are more important. We are too nnich interested in

Their affairs to stop to look at their faces, except by stealth and at

intervals. No one ever hit the true perfection of the female cliarac-

ter, the sense of weakness leaning on the strength of its affeetiors

for support, so well as Shakespear—no one ever so well painted na-

tural tenderness free from affectation and disguise—no one else evtr

so well showed how delicacy and timidity, when driven to extremity,

grow romantic and extravagant ; for the romance of his heroines (in

which they abound) is only an excess of the habitual prejudices of

their sex, scrupulous of being false to their vows or truant to their al-

fections, and taught by the force of feeling when to forego the fonns

of propriety for the essence of it. His women -Merc in this respect

exquisite logicians ; for there is nothing so logical as passion. Cib •
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ber, in speaking of the early English stage, accounts for the want of
prominence and theatrical display in Shakespear's female characters,

from the circurastance, that women in those days were not allowed
to play the parts of women, which made it necessary to keep them
a good deal in the back ground. Does not this state of manners it-

self, which prevented their exhibiting themselves in pubhc, and con-
fined them to the relations and charities of domestic hfe, afford a
truer explanation of the matter? His women are certainly very un-
like stage-heroines. ' p. 3, I.

His account of Cloten, too, is acute and ingenious.

' The character of Cloten, the conceited, booby lord, and reject-.

ed lover of Imogen, though not very agreeable in itself, and at pre-
i^ent obsolete, is drawn with great humour and knowledge of tharac-
Xev. The description which Imogen gives of his unwelcome address-
es to her—"whose love-suit hath been to me as fearful as a siege"
'—is enough to cure the most ridiculous lover of his folly. It is re-

markable, that though Cloten makes so poor a figure in love, he is

described as assuming an air of consequence as the Queen's son in a
council of state, and with all the absurdity of his person and man-
ners, is not without shrewdness in his observations. So true is it

that folly is as often owing to a want of proper sentiments as to a
•want of understanding !

' p. 8, 9.

His remarks on Macbeth are of a higher and bolder cha-
racter. After noticing the wavering and perplexity of ^Mac-
l)eth's resolution, * driven on, as it were, by the violence of his

l\ito, and staggering under the weight of his own purposes, ' he
strikingly observes,

' This part of his character is admirably set off by being brought
in connexion with that of Lady Macbeth, whose obdurate strength
of will and mascuhne firmness give her the ascendancy over her hus-
band's faltering virtue. She at once seizes on the opportunity that

offers for the accomplishment of all their wished-for greatness ; and
never flinches from her object till all is over. The magnitude of her
resolution almost covers the magnitude of her guilt. She is a great
had woman, whom we hate, but whom we fear more than we hate.

Jshe does not excite our loathing and abhorrence hke Regan and Gon-
nerill. She is only wicked to gain a great end ; and is perhaps more
dittinguished by her commanding presence of mind and inexorable

£elf-will, which do not suffer her to be diverted from a bad purpose,

when once formed, by weak and womanly regrets, than by the hard-

ness of her heart or want of natural affections. ' p. 18, 19.

But the best part perhaps of this critique, is the comparison
of the Macbeth witli the Richard of the same author.

* The leading features, in the character of Macbeth are striking

enough, and they form what may be thought at first only a bold, rude,

Gothic outline. By comparing it with other characters of the same
author we shall perceive the absolute truth and identity which is obr
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served Irf tlie niitlst of the g'ldAy whirl and rapid career of events.

Thus he i"? as distinct a being from Richard III. as it is possiMc to

imagine, though these twa characters in coinnion kinds, and indeed

in the hands of any other poet, would have been a repetition of the

saine general idea, more or less exaggerated. For both are tyrants,

usurpers, murderers,—both aspiring iuid ambitious,—both courageous,

cruel, treacherous. But Richard is cruel from nature and constitu-

tion. Macbeth becomes so from accidental circumstances. Richard
i.> from his birth deformed in body and mind, and naturally incapable

of good. Macbeth is full of * the milk of human kindness, '
is frank,

sociable, generous. He is tempted to the commission of guilt by
golden opportunities, by the instigations of his wife, and by prophetic:

warnings. Fate and metaphysical aid conspire against his virtue and
his loyalty. Richard on the contrary needs no prompter, but wades
through a series of crimes to the height of his ambition, from the
ungovernable violence of his temper and a reckless love of mischiet".

He is never gay but in the prospect or in the success of his villanies i

Macbeth is full of horror at the thoughts of the murder of Duncan,
which he is with difficulty prevailed on to commit, and of remorse af-

ter its perpetration. Richard has no mixture of common humanity
in his composition, no regard to kindred or posterity—he mvns no fel-

lowship with others ; he is ' himself alone. ' Macbeth is not desti-

tute of feelings of sympathy, is accessible to pity, is even made in

some measure the dupe of his uxoriousness, ranks the loss of Iricnd.*,

of the cordial love of his followers, and of his good name, among
the causes which have made him weary of life, and regrets that he
has ever seized the crown by unjust means, since he cannot transmit

it to his posterity.—There are other decisive differences inherent in

the two characters. Richard may be regarded as a man of the world,

a plotting hardened knave, v/holly regardless of everything but hin

own ends, and the means to secure them—Not so Macbeth. Tlie su-

perstitions of the age, the rude state of society, the local scenery ancf

customs, all give a Avildncss and imaginary grandeur to his character.

From the strangeness of the events that surround him, he is full of
amazement and fear; and stands in doubt between the world of real-

ity and the world of fiuicy. He sees sights not shown to mortal eye.

and hears imearthly nmsic. All is tumult and disorder within and
without his mind; his purposes recoil upon himself, are broken and
disjointed; he is the double thrall of his passions and his evil destiny.

Richard is not a character either of imagination or pathos, but of

pure self-will. There is no conflict of opposite feelings in his breast.

In the busy turbulence of his projects he never loses his self-posses-

sion, and makes use of every circumstance that happens as an instru-

ment of his long-reaching designs. In his last extremity we regard

him but as a wild beast taken in the toils: But we nevjr entirely lose

our concern for Macbeth ; and he calls back all our sympathy by that'-

fine close of thoughtful melancholy.
" My way of life is fallen into the sear,

The ydlo-v leaf, and that which should accompany old ag%
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j\s honour, troops of fiiends, I must not look to have;

But in their stead, curses not loud but deep,

Mouth-honour, breath, which the poor heart

Would fain deny and dare not. " p. 26—SO.

In treating of the Julius Cassar, Mr H. extracts the following

thort scene, and praises it so highly, and, in our opinion, so

justly, that we cannot resist the temptation of extracting it too,

together with his brief commentary.

" Brutus. The games are done, and Cassar is returning.

Cassiiis. As they pass by, pluck Casca by the sleeve,

And he will, after his sour fashion, tell \o\x

What has proceeded worthy note to day.

Brutux. I v;ill do so ; but look you, Cassius

—

The angry spot doth glow on Caesar's brow,

And all the rest look like a chidden train.

CaJphurnia's cheek is pale ; and Cicero

Looks with such ferret and such fiery eyes.

As we have seen him in the Capitol,

Being crost in conference by some senators.

Cassius. Casca will tell us what the matter Is.

CcBsar. Antonius

Antony. Caesar?

CcEsar. Let me have men about me that are fat,

Sleek-headed men, and such as sleep a-nights :

Yond Cassius has a lean and hungry look.

He thinks too much ; such men are dangerous.

Antony. Fear him not, Caesar, he's not dangerous :.

He is a noble Roman, and well given.

Ccesnr. Would he were fatter ; but I fear him not

:

Yet if my name were liable to fear,

I do not laiow the man I should avoid

So soon as that spare Cassius. He reads much ;

He is a great observer ; and he looks

Quite through the deeds of men. He loves no plays,

As thou dost, Anton)- ; he hears no music :

Seldom he smiles, and smiles in such a sort,

As if he mock'd himself, and scorn'd his spirit.

That could be mov'd to smile at any thing.

Such men as he be never at heart's ease

WTiilst they behold a greater than themselves

;

And therefore are they very dangerous.

I rather tell thee what is to be fear"d

Than what I fear ; for always I am Caesar.

Come on my right hand, for this ear is deaf,

And tell me truly what thpu think'st of him.
"

' We know hardly any passage more expressive of the genius of
Shakespear than this. It is as if he had beeu actually present, had
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known the different characters and what they thought of one another,

and had taken down wliat he heard and saw, their Jook.s, wuid.s, and
gestures, just as they happened. ' p. '36, HI.

We may add the K)llo»vinj» as a specimen of the moral and
political re<lections which this author has intermixed with his

criticisms.
' Shakespear has in this play and elsewhere shown the same pene-

tration into political character and the springs of public events as in-

to those of every-day life. For instance, the whole design to liber-

ate their country fails from the generous temper and overweening con-

iidence of Brutus in the goodness of their cause and the u-ssistance

of others. Thus it has always been. Those who mean well them-
selves think well of others, and tall a prey to their security. Tho
friends of liberty trust to the professions of others, because they are

themselves sincere, and endeavour to secure the public good witli

the least possible hurt to its enemies, who have no regard to iuiy

thing but their own unprincipled ends, and stick at nothing to ac-

complish them. Cassius was better cut out for a conspirator. His
heart prompted his head. His habitual jealousy made him fear the

worst that might happen, and his irritability of temper added to his

inveteracy of purpose, and sharpened his patriotism. The mixed
nature of bis motives made him fitter to contend with bad men. The
vices are never so well employed as in combating one another. T> -

ranny and servility are to be dealt with after their own fashion : other-

wise, they will triumph over those who spare them, and finally pro-

nounce their funeral panegyric, as Antony did that of Brutuij.

" All tJie conspirators, save only he,

Did that they did in envy of groat Cicsar

:

He only in a general honest thought

And common good to all, made one of them. " p. 38, 39.

The same strain is resumed in his remarks on Coriolanus.

' Shakespear seems to have had a leaning to the arbitrary side of
the question, perhaps from some feeling of contempt for his own
origin ; and to have spared no oce;\sion of baiting the rnbhle. What
he says of them is very true : what he says of their betters is also

very true, though he dwells less upon it.—The cause of the peoplf
is indeed but little calculated as a subject for poetry : it admits of
rhetoric, which goes into argument and explanation, but it presents

no inunediate or distinct images to the mind. The imagination is an
exaggerating and exclusive faculty. The^understanding is a dividing

and measuririg faculty. The one is an aristocratical, the other a re-

publican faculty, 'ihe principle of poetry is a very anti-levelling

principle. It aims at effect, it exists by contrast. It is every thing

by excess. It puts the individual for the species, the one above the
infinite many, might before right. A lion hmiting a flock of sheep
is u more poetical object than they; and we even take part with the

lordly beast, because our vanity or some other feeling makes us ilis-
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posed to place ourselves in the situation of the strongest parfcy^ There
is nothing heroical in a multitude of miserable rogues not wishing to

be starved, or complaining that they are like to be so : but when a
single man comes forward to brave their cries and to make them sub-

mit to the last indignities, from mere pride and self-will, our admira-

tion of his prowess is immediately converted into contempt for their

pusillanimity. We had rather be the oppressor than the oppressed.

The love of power in ourselves and the admiration of it in others are

both natural to man : the one makes him a tyrant, the other a slave.

'

p. 69 72.

There are many excellent remarks, and several fine quota*-

tions, in the discussion on Troilus and Cressida. As this is no
longer an acted play, we venture to give one extract, with Mr
H.'s short observations, which perfectly express our opinion of

its merits.
* It cannot be said of Shakespear, as was said of some one, that

he was ' without o'erflowing full. ' He was full, even to o'erflowing.

He gave heaped measure, running over. This was his greatest fault.

He was only in danger ' of losing distinction in his thoughts ' (to

borrow his own expression)

" As doth a battle when they charge on heaps

The enemy flying.

"

* There is another past^age, the speech of Ulysses to Achilles, show-

ing him the thankless nature of popularity, which has a still greater"

depth of moral observation and richness of illustration than the"

former.
" Ulysses. Time hath, my lord, a wallet at his back,

\Vlierein he puts alms for Oblivion ;

A great-siz'd monster of ingratitudes
;

Those scraps are good deeds past,

Which are devour'd as fast as they are made.

Forgot as soon as done : Persev'rance, dear my lord,

Keeps Honour bright : to have done, is to hang
Quite out of fashion, like a rusty mail

In monumental mockery. Take the instant way

;

For Honour travels in a strait so,narrow.

That one but goes abreast ; keep then the path,

For Emulation hath a thousand sons,

That one by one pursue ; if you give way,

Or hedge aside from the direct forth-right,

Like to an entered tide they all rush by,

And leave you hindmost ;

Or, like a gallant horse fall'n in first rank,

O'er-run and trampled on : then what they do in p5eieri^'

Tho' less than yours in past, must o'ertop yours :

For Time is like a fashionable host,

That slightly shakes" his parting guest by th' hand,

2
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And with his arms outstrctch'd, as he would fly,

Cirasps in the comer : the \\'clcome ever smiles,

And Farewel poes out sighing, O, let not virtue seek

Itemuneration for the thing it was ; for beauty, wit,

High birth, vigour of bone, desert in service, •

Love, friendsliip, charity, are subjects all

To envious and calumniating time :

One touch of nature makes the whole world kin.

That all, with one consent, praise new-born gauds,

Thougli they are niadc and moulded of thing? past.
"

' The throng of images in the above lines is prodigious; and though

they sometimes jostle against one another, they everywhere raise and

carry on the feeling, which is metaphysically true and profound.

'

p. 8^5-87.

This chapter ends with an incrcnious pafallel between the ^e-

niiis of Chaucer and that of Shakespeare, which we have not

room to insert.

The followin^T observations on Hamlet are very characteristic

of Mr H.'s manner of writinjj; in the work now before us; liv

which he continually appears acute, desultory and capricious

—

with great occasional felicity of conception and expression— fre-

quent rashness and carelessness—constant warmth of admiration

for his author—and some fits of extravac^ance and folly, into

which he seems to be hurried, either by the hasty kindling of

his zeal as he proceeds, or by a seHwillcd determination not to

be balked or baffled in any thing he has taken it into his head

he shoul',1 say.

' Hamlet is a name : his speeches and sayings but the idle coinage

of die poet's brain. What then, are they not real ? They are as

real as our own thoughts. Their reality is in the reader's mind. It

is we who are Hamlet. This play has a phrophetic truth, which is

above that of history. Whoever has become thoughtful and melan-

choly through his own mishaps or those of others ; whoever has borne

about with him the clouded brow of reflection, and tliought himself

" too much i' th' sun ; " whoever has seen the golden lamp of day

dimmed by envious mists rising in his own breast, and could fmd iii

the world before him only a dull blank, with nothing left remarkable

in it ; whoever has known " the pangs of despised love, the insoloncr

of office, or the spurns which patient merit of the unworthy takes ;

"

he who has felt his mind sink williin him, and sadness cling to hi«

heart like a malady ; who has had his hai)cs blighted and his youth

staggered by the apparitions of strange things ; who cannot be well

at ease, while he sees evil hovering near hinj like a sjiectre ; whose

powers of action have been eaten up by thought ; he to whom the

universe seems infinite, and himself nothing ; whose bitterness of

soul makes him careless of consequences, and who goes to a y>\v:,

VOL. xxvni. NO. 56. 1 i
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as his best resource to slmve off, to a second remove, the evils of

life, by a mock-representation of them. This is the true Hamlet.
' We liave been so used to this tragedy, that we hardly know how-

to criticise it, any more than we should know how to describe our
own faces. But we must make such observations as we can. It is

the one of Shakespear's plays that we think of oftcnest, because it

abounds most in striking reflections on human life, and because the

distresses of Hamlet are transferred, by the turn ai' his mind, to the

general account of humanity. Whatever happens to hin^, we apply

to ourselves, because he applies it so himself as a means of general

rea«:oning. He is a great moralizer , and what makes him worth at-

tending to is, that he moralizes on his own feelings and experience.

He is not a commonplace pedant. If Lear shows the greatest depth
of passion, Hamlet is the most remarkable for the ingenuity, oi-i-

ginality, and unstudied development of character. Shakespear had
hiore magnanimity than au}' other poet^ and he has shov.-n more of it

fn this play than in any other. There is no attempt to force an inte-

rest : every thing is left for time and circumstances to unfold. The
attention is excited without effort ; the incidents succeed each other

as matters of course ; the characters think, and speak, and act just

as they might do, if left entirely to themselves. Tliere is no set

purpose, no straining at a point. The observatioi\s are suggested by
the passing scene—the gusts of passion come and go like sounds of

music borne on the wind. The whole play is an exact transcript of

what might be supposed to have taken place at the court of Den-
mark, at the remote period of time fixed upon, before the modern
refinements in morals and manners were heard of. It would have

been interesting enough to have been admitted as a by-stander in

such a scene, at such a time, to have heard and seen something of

what tvas going on. But here we are more than spectators. We
have not only " the outward pageants and the signs of grief, " but
" we have that within which passes show. " We read the thoughts

of the heart, we catch the passions living as they rise. Other dra-

matic writers giv6 us very fine versions and paraphrases of nature:

but Shakespear, together with his own comment, gives us the origi-

nal text, that v,-e may judge for ourselves. Tlits is a great advantage.
* The character of Hamlet is itself a pure effusion of genius. It

is not a character marked by strength of will, or even of passion,

but by refinement of thought and sentiment. Hamlet is as little of

the hero as a man can well be : but he is a young and princely no-

vice, full of high enthusiasm and quick sensibility,—the sport of cir-

cumstances, questioning v/ith fortune, and refining on his own feel-

ings, and forced from the natural bias of his disposition by the

strangeness of his situation. ' p. lOi— 107.

His account of the Temi;est is all pleasingly written, especially

'his remarks on Caliban ; but we rather give our readers hisspe-

.culations on Bcttora and his associate'^-
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< Bottom tlie Weaver i'J a diaracter that has not hnd justice done

liim. He is the most romantic of mechanics ; He follows a sedentary

trade, and he is accordin>,dy rejjresunted as conceited, serious, and

flintastical. He is ready to undertake any thin^r and every thmfr, as

if it was as nuich a matter of course as tlie motion of hrs loom and

shuttle. He is for playing- the tyrant;, the lover, the lady, the lion.

*' He will roar that it "shall do any man's heart good to hear him
;

"

and this bein<,' objected to as improper, he still has a resource m \ua

good opinion'of himself, and " will roar you an 'twere any nii^ditin-

gale.
" Snug the Joiner is the moral man of the piece, who proceeds

by measurement and discretion in all things. Vou see him with his

rule and compasses in his hand. " Have you the lion's part written i'

Pray you, if it be, give it me, for I am slow of study. "—
" You may

do "it extempore, " says Quince, " for it is nothing but roaring.
"

Starveling the Tailor 'keeps the peace, and objects to the lion and

the drawn sword. " I believe we must leave the killing out when

all's done. " Starveling, however, does not start the objections him-

self, but seconds them when made by others, as if he had not spirit

to express his fears without encouragement. It is too nnich to sup-

pose all this intentional : but it very luckily falls out so.' p. 12G, 1'21

.

Mr H. admires Romeo and Juliet rather too much— ihou;Tl»

his encomium on it is about the most eloquent part of Ids per-

formance: But we really cannot sympathize with all the conceits

and puerilities that occur in this play ; for instance, this exhor-

tation to Night, which Mr H. has extracted for praise—

' Give me my Romeo—and wlien he shall die,

Take him, and cut him out in little stars,

And he will make the iace of heaven so fine,

That all the world will be in love with Night, ' &c.

We agree, however, with less reservation, in his rapturoit"

encomium on Lear— but can afford no extracts. The following

speculation on the character of I'alstalFis a striking, and, on the

whole, a favourable specimen of our author's manner.

' Wit is often a meagre substitute for plcasurcablo sensation ; an

effusion of spleen and petty spite at the comforts of others, t'rom feel-

ing none in itself. Falstatf 's wit is an emanation of a fine constitu-*

tion ; an exuberance of good-humour and good-nature; an overflow-

ing of his love of laughter, and good-fellowship ; a giving vent to

his heart's case and over-contentuK-nt with himself and others. He
would not be in character if he were not so fat as he is ; for there is

the greatest keeping in the boundless luxury of his imagination and
the pampered selt'-indulgence of his physical appetites. He manures

and nourishes his mind with jests, as ho does his body with sack and
sugar. He carves out his jokes, as he woukl a capon, or a haunch of

venison, wliere there is ntf and conic n<:^aiii ; and pours out upon theiu

the oil of gladness. His tongue drops fatness, aijd in the ^hamber^
1 It?
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of his brain " it snows of meat and drink. " He keeps up perpetual
Holiday and open house, and we Uve with him in a round of invita-

tions to a rump and dozen.—Yet we are not to suppose that he was a
mere sensualist. All this is as much in imagination as in reality. His
sensuality does not engross and stupify his other faculties, but " ascends

me into the brain, clears away all the dull, crude vapours that environ

it, and makes it full of nimble, fiery, and delectable shapes. " His
imagination keeps up the ball after his senses have done with it. He
seems to have even a greater enjoyment of the freedom frmu restraint,

of good cheer, of his ease, of his vanity, in the ideal exaggerated
descriptions which he gives cf them, than in fact. He never fails to

enrich his discourse with allusions to eating and drinking, but we ne-

ver see him at table. He carries his own larder about with him, and
he is himself " a tun of man. " His puUing out the bottle in the field

of battle is a joke to show his contempt for glory accompanied with

danger, his systematic adherence to his Epicurean pliilosophy in the

most trying circumstances. Again, such is his dehberate exaggera-
tion of his own vices, that it does not seem quite certain whether the

account of his hostess's bill, found in his pocket, with such an out-

of-the-way charge for capons and sack with only one halfpenny-worth

of bread, was not put there by himself as a trick to humour the jest

upon his favourite propensities, and as a conscious caricature of him-
self.

' The secret of Falstaff's wit is for the most part a masterly presence

of mind, an absolute self-possession, which nothing can disturb. His
repartees are involuntary suggestions of his self-love ; instinctive eva-

sions of everj'thing that threatens to interrupt the career of his trium-

phant jollity and self-complacency. His very size floats him out of
all his difficulties in a sea of rich conceits ; and he turns round on
the pivot of his convenience, with every occasion and at a moment's
warning. His natural repugnance to every unpleasant thought or cir-

cumstance, of itself makes light of objections, and provokes the most
extravagant and licentious answers in his own justification. His in-

difference to truth puts no check upon his invention ; and the more
improbable and unexpected his contrivances are, the more happily

does he seem to be delivered of them, the anticipation of their effect

dieting as a stim.ulus to tlie gaiety of his fancy. Tlie success of one
adventurous sally gives him spirits to undertake another : he deals al-

ways in round numbers, and his exaggerations and excuses are " open,

palpable, monstrous as the father tliat begets them. " ' p. 189—192.

It is time, however, to make an end of this. We are not in

the humour to discuss any pointsof learnin<r with this author; and
our readers now see well enough what sort of book be has written.

We shail conclude with his remarks on Shakespeare's style of

Comedy, introduced in the account of the Twelfth Night.
'- This is justly considered as one of the most delightful of Shake-

spear's comedies. It is full of sweetness and pleasantry. It i^

perhaps too good-natured for comedy. It has httle satire, and ho
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spleen. It aims at the ludicrous rather than the ridiculous. It makes
us laugh at the tollies of mankind, not despise them, and still les8

bear anv ill-will towards them. Shakespear's comic genius resem»

bles the bee rather in its power of extracting sweets from weeds or

poisons, than in leaving a sting behind it. He gives the most amus.-

ing exaggeration of the prevailing foibles of his characters, hut in a

way that they themselves, instead of being offended at, would almost

join in to humour ; he rather contrives opportunities for them to show
themselves off in the happiest lights, than renders them contemptible

in the perverse construction of the wit or malice of others.

' There is a certain stage ofsociety, in which people, become consci-

ous of their peculiarities and absurdities, affect to disguise what they

are, and set up prttcnsions to what they are not. This gives rise to a
corresponding style of comedy, the object of whicJi is to detect the

disguises of self-love, and to make reprisals on these preposterous

assumptions of vanity, by marking the contrast between the real and
the aH'ected character as severely as possible, and denying to those,

who would impose on us for what they are not, even the merit

which thty have. This is the comedy of artificial life, of wit and
satire, such as we see it in Congreve, Wycherley, V'anbrugh, &c.
To this succeetls a state of society from which the same sort of
affectation and pretence are banished by a greater knowledge of

the world, or by their successful exposure on the stage ; and which,

by neutralizing the materials of comic character, botii natural and
artificial, leaves no comedy at all—but the sentimental. Such is our

modern comedy. There is a period in the progress of manners an-

terior to both these, in which the foibles and follies of individuals

are of nature's planting, not the grow th of art or study ; in which
they are therefore unconscious of them themselves, or care not wlio

knows them, if they can but have their whim out ; and in which, as

there is no attempt at imposition, the spectators rather receive plea-

sure from humouring the inclinations of the persons they laugh at,

than wish to give them pain by exposing their absurdity. This may
be called the comedy oi nature ; and it is the comedy which we ge-

nerally find in Shakespear,—Whether the analysis here given be just

or notj the spirit of his comedies is evidently quite distinct from that

of the authors above mentioned, as it is in its ess.jnre the same with

that of Cervantes, and also very frequently of Moliere, though he
was more systen)atic in his extravagance than Shakespear. Shakc-

spear's comedy is of a pastoral and poetical cast. Folly is indigen-

ous to the soil, and shoots out with native, happy, unchecked luxuri-

ance. Absurdity has every encouragement afforded it ; and nonsense

has room to fiourb>h in. Nothing is stunted by the churlish, icy hand
of indifference or severity- The poet runs riot in a conceit, and
idolizes a quibble. His whole C)bject is to turn the meanest or rud-

est objects to a pleasurable account. The relish which he has of a

pun, or of the ijuaiiit humour of a low character, does not interfere

with tlie delight with which he describes u beautiful imago, or the

most refined love. The olu\^'n'5 forced jests do not spoil the sweet-
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«ess of the character of Viola ; the same house is big enough to hold

Malvolio, the Countess, Maria, Sir Tob}-, and Sir Andrew Ague-
cheek. For instance, nothing can fall much lower than this last

character in intellect or morals ; yet how are his weaknesses nursed

and dandled by Sir Toby into something " high fantastical, " when
on Sir Andrew's commendation of himself for dancing and fencing,

Sir Toby answers—" Wherefore are these things hid ? ^^^lerefore

have these gifts a curtain before them ? Are they like to take

dust like Mrs Moll's picture ? Why dost thou not go to church in a
galliard, and come home in a coranto ? My very walk should be
a jig! I would not so much as make water but in a cinque-pace.

What dost thou mean ? Is tins a world to hide virtues in ? I did

think by the excellent constitution of thy leg, it was framed under

the star of a galliard !
"—How Sir Toby, Sir Andrew, and the Clown

afterv/ards chirp over their cups, how they " rouse the night-owl in a

catch, able to draw three souls out of one weaver ? " What can be
better than Sir Toby's unanswerable answer to Malvolio, " Dost
thou think, because thou art virtuous, there shall be no more cakes

and ale ? "—In a word, the best turn is given to everything-, instead

of the M'orst. There is a constant infusion of the romantic and en-

thusiastic, in proportion as the characters are natural and sincere

:

whereas, in the more artificial style of comedy, everything gives way
to ridicule and indiftierence, there being nothing left but affectation

on one side, and incredulity on the other. ' p. 255-259.

Art. X. Biographia Literaria ; or Biographical Sketches of
Mij Literary Life and Opinions, By S. T. Coleridge, Esq.

2 vol. One Guinea. Fenner, 1817.

THERE are some things readable in these volumes ;—and if

the learned author could only have been persuaded to

make them a little more conformable to their title, we have no
doubt that they would have been the most popular of all his

productions. Unfortunately, however, this work is not so pro-

perly an account of his Life and Opinions, as an Apology for

them. * It will be found, ' says our Auto-Biographer, ' that

the least of what I have written concerns myself personally.

'

What then, it may be asked, is the work taken up with I

"With the announcement of an explanation of the author's Poli-

tical and Philosophical creed, to be contained in another work
—with a prefatory introduction of 200 pages to an Essay on
the difference between Fancy and Imagination, which was in-

tended to form part of this, but has been suppressed, at the

request of a judicious friend, as unintelligible—with a catalogue

of Mr Southey's domestic virtues, and author-like qualifications

—a candid defence of the Lyrical Ballads—a critique on Mp
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M'ordsworlli'r^ poetry—quotations from the Friend— and at-

tacks on the Edinburgh Kcview. There arc, in fact, only two

or three passages in tlie work which relate to the details of the

author's life,—such as the account of his sthool-edncation, and

of his setting up the Watchman newspaper. We shall make

sure of the fir^t of these curious documents, before we com-

pletely lose ourselves in the multiplicity of his speculative opi-

jiions.

' At school, I enjoyed the inestimable advantage of a very sensi-

ble, though at tlic same time, a very severe master, the Rev. James

Bowyer, many years Head .Master of the Grannnar-School, Christ's

Hospital. He early moulded my taste to the preference of Demos-

thenes Vi Cicero, oi' Homer and Theocritus to Virgil, and again, of

Virgil to Ovid. He habitu;ited me to compare Lucretius (in such

extracts as I then read), Terence, and, above all, the chaster poems

of Cvi^ullus, not ouly with the Homan poets of the so called silver

and brazen ages, but with even those of the Augustan era ; and, on

"^rouuds of plain sense, and univeisal logic, to see and assei't the su-

periority of the former, in the truth and nativeness both of their

thoughts and diction. At the same tin)e that we were studying the

Greek tragic poets, he made us read Shakespeare and Milton as les-

sons : and they were the lessons, too, which required most time and

trouble to briwj, up, so as to escape his censure. I learnt from Lim,

that Poetry, even that of the loftiest, aiul, seemingly, that of the

wildest odes, had a logic of its own, as severe as that of science

;

and more difficult, because more subtle, more coniplex, and depend-

ent on more, and more fugitive causes. In the truly great poets, he

would say, there is a reason a^signable, not only for every word, but

for the position ( f every word ; aud I well remember, that, availing

hiujself of the synonime.s to the Homer of Didynuis, he jnade us at-

tempt to show, with regard to each, w/i// it would not have answered

tJie same purpose ; and whertin consisted the peculiar fitness of jthe

word in the original text.

' I had just uiitercd on my seventeenth year, when the Sonnets of

3Ir IJowles, tweuty in number, and just then puJ>IL^hcd in a quarto

pamphlet, were hrst m.uie known ami ])resented to njc, by a sehool-

JtiLlU)W \iho had quitted ns for t be I5)uver.sity, and who, during tlio

whole time that he was in our tirst forn» (or, m our school language,

aGiiECiAx), had been my patrcui and protector. 1 refer to Dr Mid-

dleton, the truly learned, and every way excellent lii>:ho[) of Cal-

cutta

—

' U^ laudibus amplis

Ingenium eelebrare meum, eiUamumque solebat,

Calcar agens animo validum. Nou omnia terrie

Obruta! Vivit amor, vivit dolor! Ora negator

Dulcia eonspicere ; at Here et meiuinissc rehclum est.

'

Pttr. Ep. Lib. 7. Ep. 1.

« It was a double pleasure to me, and still remains a tender reeol-

ie^Jtion, that 1 should have received from a friend so revered, the tirst
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knowledge of a poet, by whose works, year after year, I was so en-

thusiastically delighted and inspired. ^ly earliest acquaintances will

not have forgotten the undisciplined eagerness and impetuous zeal,

with which I laboured to make proselytes, not only of my compani-

ons, but of all with whom I conversed, of whatever rank, and in

whatever place. As my school finances did not permit me to pur-

chase copies, I made, within less tlian a year and an half, moi-e than

forty transcriptions, as the best presents I could Ou'er to those who
had in any way won my regard. And, with almost equal delight,

did I receive the three or four following publications of the same
author.

' Though I have seen and known enough of mankind to be well

a\yare that I shall perhaps stand alone in my creed, and that it will

be well, if I subject myself to no worse charge than that of singula-

rity ; I am not therefore deterred from avov/ing, that I regard, and

ever have regarded the obligations of intellect among the most sacred

of the claims of gratitude. A valuable thought, or a particular train

of thoughts, gives me additional pleasure, when I can safely refer

and attribute it to the conversation or con-espondence of another.

M}"^ obligations to Mr Bowles were indeed important, and for radical

good. . At a very preinature age, even before my jifteenih year, I had
beiaildered myself in metaphysicks, and in theological controversy. No-
thing else pleased me. History, and particularfolds, lost all interest in

my mind. Poetry (though for a school-boy of that age, I was above

par in Englisli versification, and had already produced two or three

compositions which, I may venture to say, Avithout reference to my
age, were somewhat above mediocrit}-, and which had gained me more
credit, than the sound, good sense of my old master was at all pleas-

ed with)

—

poetry itself, yea novels and romances, became insipid to me.

In my friendless wanderings on our leave-days, (for I was an orphan,

and had scarcely any connexions in London), highly was I dehghted,

if any passenger, especially if he Mere drest in black, would enter

into conversation with me. For I soon found the means of directing

it to my favourite subjects

Of providence, fore-knowledge, will, and fate,

Fix'd fate, free-will, fore-knowledge absolute,

And found no end in wandering mazes lost.

* This preposterous pursuit was, beyond doubt, injurious, both to

my natural powers, and to the progress of my education. It would
perhaps have been destructive, had it been continued ; but from this

I M'as auspiciously withdrawn, partly indeed by an accidental intro-

duction to an amiable family, chiefly however by the genial influence

of a style of poetry, so tender, and yet so manly, so natural and

real, and yet so dignified and harmonious, as the sonnets, Szc. of Mr
Bowles ! Well were it for me, perhaps, had I never relapsed into the

same mental disease ; if I had continued to pluck the flower, and
reap the harvest from the cultivated surface, instead of delving in

the unwholesome quicksilver mines of metaphysic depths. But if jh
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after-time I have sought a refuge from iindily pain and mismanaged

sensibility, in abstruse researchvs, which exercised the strength and

subtlety of the understanding, without awakening the feeling's of the

heart ;'still there was a long and blessed interval, during wiiich my
natural faculties were allowed to expand, and my original tendencies

to develop themselves—my fancy, and the love of nature, and the

sense of beauty in forms and sounds. ' p. 17.

IMr CtilcricfjTc seems lo us, from this early association, to over-

rate the merits of Bowles's Sonnets, which he prefers to Warton's,

which last we, in our turn, prefer to Wordsworth's, and indeed

to any Sonnets in the lan^unge. He cannot, however, be said

to overrate the extent of the intellectual obligations which lie

thinks he owes to his favourite writer. If the study of Mr
Bowles's poems could have effecteil a permanent cure of that

* preposterous' state of mind which he has ab'>ve described, his

fjratitude, we admit, should be boundless : But the disease, we
fear, was in the mind itself j and the study of poetry, instead

of counteractin*!;, cnl^ gave force to the original propensity

;

and Mr Coleridge has ever since, from the combined forces of

'

poetic levity and metaphysic bathos, been trying to lly, not in

the air, but under ground—playing at liawk and buzzard be-

tween sense and nonsense,—floating or sinking in fine Kantean

categories, in a state of suspended aniniatioii 'twixt dreaming

and awake,—quitting the plain ground of * history and particular

facts ' for the first butterfly theory, fancy-bred from the mag-
gots of his brain,—g^'ng up in an air-balloon filled with fetid gas

from the writings of Jacob Behmen and the mystics, and com-
ing down in a parachute made of the soiled and fa-hionable

leaves of the Morning Post,—^^promising us an account of the In-

tellectual System of the Universe, and putting us ofi" with a re-

ference to a promised dissertation on the Logos, introductory to

an intended commentary on die entire Gospel of St John. In -

the above extract, he tells us, with a degree of naiviic not usual

with him, that, ' even before his fifteenth year, history and par-

ticular facts had lost all interest in his mind. ' Yet, so little is

he himself aware of the influence which this feeling still con-

tinues to exert over his mind, and of the way in which it has

mixed itself up in his philosophical faith, that he afterwards

makes it the test and definition of a sound understanding and

true genius, that ' the mind is afficcted by tlioughls, ratlier

than by things; and only then feels the requisite interest even

for the most important events and accidents, when by means

of meditation they have passed into Ihou^hts. ' p. 30. We
do not see, after this, what right Mr C. has to complain of

those who say that he is neither the most literal nor logical

of mortals; and the worst that has ever been said of him is,
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t"hat he is the least so. If it is the proper business of the phi-

losopher to dream over theories, and to neglect or gloss over
fact?, to fie them to his theories or his conscience j we confess

M'e know of few writers, ancient or modern, who have come
rearer to the perfection of this character than the author be-

fore lis.

After a desultory and unsatisfactory attempt (Chap. II.) to

account for and disprove the common notion of the irritability

of authors, Mr Coleridge proceeds (by what connexion we know
not) to a full, true and particular account of the personal, do-
mestic, and literary habits of his friend Mr Southey,—to all

winch we have but one objection, namely, that it seems quite

unnecessary, as we never heard them impugned,—except indeed
by the Antijaccbin writers, here quoted by Mr Coleridge, who
is no less itr.pariial as a friend, than candid .as an enemy. The
passage altogether is not a little remarkable,

' It is not, however, ' says our author, ' from grateful recollections

only, that I have been impelled thus to leave i^.ose my deliberate sen-

timents on record; but in some sense as a debt of justice to the man,
whose name has been so often connected with mine, for evil to which
he is a stranger. As a specimen, I subjoin part of a note from the
* Beauties of the Anti-Jacobin, ' in which, having previously inform-

ed the Public that I had been dishonoured at Cambridge for preach-
ing Deism, at a time when, for my youthful ardour in defence of
Christianity, I was decried as a bigot by the proselytes of French
philosophy, the writer concludes with these words— ' Since this time

he has left his Jiative country., commenced citizen of the tvorld, left his

jsoor childrenfatherless, and his leife destitute. Ex his disce hisfriendsy

La%ih and Southey. '
' With severest truth, ' continues Mr Coleridge,

* it may be asserted, that it would not be easy to select two men
more exemplary in their domestic affections, than those whose names
were thus printed at full length, as in the same rank of morals with

a denounced infidel and fugitive, who had left his children fatherless,

and his wife destitute ! Is it surprising that many good men remained

longer than perhaps they otheruise ivould have done, adverse to a party

•nhick encouraged and openly regarded the authors of such atrocious

calumnies?' p. 71.

With us, we confess the wonder does not lie there :— all that

surprises us is, that the objects of these atrocious calumnies were
ever reconciled to the authors ofthem j—for the calumniators were
the party itself. The Cannings, the GifFords, and the Freres,

have never made any apology for the abuse which they then
lieaped upon every nominal friend of freedom; and yet Mr
Coleridge thinks it necessary to apologize in the name of all

good men, for having remained so long adverse to a party which
j"ecruited upon such a bounty ; and seems not obscurely to in-
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timatc that they had such cfFectua! means of propap;atin/» their

slanders Sj^ainst those good men who differed with th( iii, that

most of the latter fonnd there was no other way ot keeping their

good name but by giving up their principles, and joinin;^ in the

same venal cry a^iainst all those who did not become apostates

or converts, ministerial Editors, and • laurel-honouring Lau-
reates' like themselves !—What ! at the very moment when this

writer is complaining of a fold and systematic conspiracy against

the characters of himself, and his most intin)ate friends, he suil-

denly stops short in his half-finished burst of involuntary indig-

nation, and ends with a lamentable affectation of surprise at the

otherwise unaccountable slowness of good men in yielding im-
plicit confidence to a party, who had such powerful arts of con-
version in their hands,—who could witii impunity, and triumph-
antly, take away by atrocious calumnies the characters of all who
disdained to be their tools,—and rewarded with honours, places,

and pensions all those who were. This is pitiful enough, we
confess; but it is too painful to be dwelt on.

Passing from the Laureate's old Antijacobin, to his present An-
tiministerial persecutors

—

*" Publiclyy' exclaims Mr Coleridge,
• has Mr ISouthey been reviled by men, who (I would fain hope,

for the honour of human nature) hurled fire-brands against a
figure of their own imagination,

—

publicly have his talents been
depreciated, his principles denounced.' This is very fine and
Jofty, no doubt; but we wLh Mr C. would speak a little plainer.

Mr Southey has come voluntarily before the public ; and all

the world has a right to speak of his publications. It i> those

only that have been either depretiated or denounced. We are

not aware, at least, ot any attacks that have been made, public-

ly or privately, on his private life or morality. The charge is,

that he wrote demccratical nonsense in his youth ; and that he
has not only taken to write against democracy in his maturer
age, but has abused and revileil tlK»se who adhere to his former
opinions ; and atxeptetl of emoluments from the party which
formerly calumi.iated him, for those good services. Now, what
lias Mr Coleridge to oppose to tliia ? Mr JSoutbey's private cha-

racter ! He evades the only charge brought against him, by
repelling one not brought against him, except by bis Antijaco-

bin patrons— and answers for his friend, as it he was playing at

cross-purposes. Some people say, that .Mr Suuihey has dciert-

ed the cause ot iitierty: Mr Coleridge tells us, that he has not

separated from lus wife. They say, that he has changed his

opinions : Mr Coleridge says, that he keeps his appointments
;

and has even invented a new word, rtltabiltty^ to express his

cxcmplariness in this particular. It is also objected, that the
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worthy Laureate was as extravagant in bis early writings, as he
is virulent in his present ones : Mr Coleridge answers, that he
is an early riser, and not a late sitter up. It is further alleged,

that he is arrogant and shallow in political discussion, and cla-

mours for vengeance in a cowardly and intemperate tone : Mr
Coleridge assures us, that he eats, drinks, and sleeps moderately.

It is said that he must either have been very hasty in taking up
his first opinions, or very unjustifiable in abandoning them for

their contraries ; and Mr Coleridge observes, that Mr tSouthey

exhibits, in his own person and family, all the regularity and
praiseworthy punctuality of an eight-day clock. With all this we
have nothing to do. Not only have we said nothing against this—

gentleman's private virtues, but we have regularly borne testi-

mony to his talents and attainments as an author, while we have
been compelled to take notice of his defects. Till this panegy-
ric of Mr Coleridge, indeed, we do not know where there was
so much praise of him to be found as in our pages. Does Mr
Coleridge wish to get a monopoly for criticising the works of
his friends ? If we had a particular grudge against any of them,
we might perhaps apply to him for his assistance.

Of Mr Southey's prose writings we have had little opportunity
to speak ; but we should speak moderately. He has a clear and
easy style, and brings a large share of information to most subjects

he handles. But, on practical and political matters, we cannot
think him a writer of any weight. He has too little sympathy
with the common pursuits, the follies, the vices, and even the vir-

tues of the rest of mankind, to have any tact or depth of insight

into the actual characters or manners of men. He is in this re-

spect a mere book-worm, shut up in his study, and too attentive

to his hterary duty to n;ind what is passing about him. He has
no humour. His wit is at once scholastic and vulgar. As to ge-

neral principles of any sort, we see no traces of any thing like

them in any of his writings. He shows the same contempt for

abstract reasoning that Mr Coleridge has for ' history and par-

ticular facts. ' Even his intimacy with the metaphysical author
of ' The Friend, ' with whom he has chimed in, both in poetry
and politics, in verse and prose, in Jacobinism and Antijaco-

binism, any time these twenty years, has never inoculated him
with the most distant admiration of Hartley, or Berkeley, or
Jacob Behmen, or Spinosa, or Kant, or Fichte, or Schelling.

His essays are in fact the contents of his commonplace-book,
strung together with little thought or judgment, and rendered
marketable by their petulant adaptation to party-purposes—' fuU
of wise saws and modern instances '—with assertions for proofs

—conclubions that savour more of a hasty temper tkan patient
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thinkinj;—supported by loarncd nulhorities tliat oppress the

slendcrness of his matcrinl':, and quarrel with one another.

JBut our business is not with him ; and we leave him to his

Studies.

With chap. IV. begins the formidable ascent of that moun-

tainous and barren ridge of clouds piled on precipices and pre-

cipices on clouds, from the top of which the author deludes us

with a viewof the Promised Land that divides the re;j'ons of Fancy

from those of the Imagination, and extends throu'^h 2<)0 pages

with various inequalities and declensions to the end of the vo-

lume. The object of this long- winding metaphysical march, which

resembles a patriarchal journey, is to point out and settle the

true grounds of Mr Wordsworth's claim to originality as a poet

;

which, if we rightly unTIersthnd the deduction, turns out to be,

that there is nothing peculiar about him ; and that his poetry,

in so far as it is good for anything at all, is just like any other

frooA poetry- The learned author, indeed, judiciously observes,

that Mr Wordsworth would never have been * idly and absurdly
'

considered as * the founder of a school in poetry, ' if he had

not, by some strange mi.-iake, announced the fact himself in his

preface to the Lyrical Ballads. This, it must be owned, looks as

if Mr Wordsworth thought more of his peailiar pretensions than

Mr Coleridge appears to do, and really furnishes some excuse

for those who took the poet at his word ; for which idle and has-

ty conclusion, moreover, his friend acknowledges that there zcns

some little foundation in diverse siliy and puerile passages of that

collection, equally unworthy of the poet's great genius and clas-

.iical taste-

We shall leave it to Mr Wordsworth, however, to settle

the relative worthlessness of these poems with his critical pa-

tron, and also to ascertain whether his commentator has dis-

covcrod, either his real or his j-robalile meaning in writing that

Preface,—and should now proceed with Mr Coleridge up those

intricate and inaccessible steeps to which he invites our steps.

* It has been hinted, ' scys he, with characteristic simplicity,

* that metaphysics and psychology have long been my hobby-

horse. But to have a hobby-horse, and to be vain of it, are so

commonly tbund together, that they pass almost for the same.

'

ll'c full the snf't impeachment^ as Mrs Malaprop Jays, and can

with difficulty resist the temptation of accepting this invitation

—especially as it is accompanied with a sort of rhallenge.

* Those at least, ' he adds, ' who have taken so much pains to

render me ridiculous for a perversion of taste, and have sup-

ported the charge by attributing strange notions to mc, on no

other authority tlian their own conjectures, owe it to themselves

a-i wf II ii« to mc, not to refuse their attention tc my own state-
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mcnt of the theory which I rfa acknowledfre, or shrink from the

trouble of examining the grounds on which I rest it, or the ar-

guments which I offer in its justification. ' But, in spite of all

this, we must not give way to temptation—and cannot help

feeling, that the whole of this discussion is so utterly unread-

able in Mr Coleridge, that it would be most presumptuous to

hope that it would become otherwise in our hands. We shall

dismiss the whole of this metaphysical investigation, therefore,

into the law of association and the nature of fancy, by shortly

observing, that we can by no means agree with Mr C. in re-

fusing to Hobbes the merit of originality in promulgating that

law, with its consequences—that we agree with him, generally,

in his refutation of Hartley—and that we totally dissent from
his encomium on Kant and his followers.

With regard to the claims of the philosopher of Malmeshury as

the first discoverer of the principle of association, as it is now un-
derstood among metaphysicians, Mr C. thinks fit to deny it intotOy

becau=e Descavtes's work, * De Methodo, ' in which there is an
intimation of the same doctrine, preceded Hobbes's ' De Natu-
ra Humana' by a "johde yrar.—What an interval to invent and
mature a whole system in !—But we conceive that Hobbes has a
strict claim to the merit of originality in this respect, because he
is the first writer wh> laid down this principle ns t/ie sole and
u?tiversal lazv of connexion among our ideas:—which principle

Hartley afterwards illustrated and applied to an infinite number
of particular cases, but did not assert the general theorem itself

more broadly or explicitly. We deny that the statement of this

principle, as (he connecting band of our ideas, is to be found in

any of those writers before Hobbes, whom Mr Coleridge enu-

merates; Descartes or Melancihon, or those more * illustrious^

obscure, ' Ammerbach, or Ludovicus Vives, or even Aristotle.

It is not the having remarked, that association was one source

of connexion among certain ideas, that vvould anticipate this dis-

covery or the theory of Hartley ; but the asserting, that this

principle was alone sufficient to account for every operation of

tlie human mind, and that there was no cither source of con-

nexion among our ideas,—a proposition which Hobbes was un-
doubtedly the first to assert, and by the assertion of which
he did certainly anticipate the system of Hartley; for all that

the latter could do, or has attempted to do, after this, was fo

prove the proposition in detail, or to reduce all the phenome-
na to this one general law. That Hobbes was in fact the

original inventor of the doctriHe of Association, and of the mo-
dern system of pralosophy in general, is matter of fact and
history; as to which, v,'e are surprised that Mr C. should pro-
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fess any doubt, and which we bad ^mtificd oiir«clve^ by illus-

trating by a scries of citations iVom liis greater works,—which
nothing but a sense of the prcviiiling infliftercnce to such dis-

cussions prevents us from laying before our readers.

As for the great German oracle Kant, we must take the liberty

to say, that his system appears to us the ino<t wiliul and monstrous
absurdity that ever v^ias iiwented. If the French theories of the

mind were too chemical, this is too mechanical:—if the one re-

ferred every thing to nervous sensibility, the other refers every
thing to tlie te?t of muscular resistance, and voluntary prowess.

It is aa enormous heap of dogmatical and hardened assertions,

advanced in contradiction to all former systems, and ail unsys-
tematical opinions and impressions. He has but one method of
petting over difiicultics :—when he is at a loss to account for any
thing, and cannot give a reason for it, he turns short round
upon the inquirer, and says that it is self-evident. If he can«
not make good an inference upon acknowledged premises, or
known methods of reasoning, he coolly refers the whole to a
new class of ideas, and the operation of some unknown faculty,

which he has invented for the purpose, and which he assures

you iintst exist,—because there is no other proof of it. His
whole theory is machinery and scaffolding— an elaborate ac-

count of what he has undertaken to do, because no one else has
been able to do it—and an as<nmption that he has done it, be-

cause he has undertaken it. If the will were to go for the deed,
and to be confident were to be wise, he would indeed Ivj the

prince of philosophers. For example, he sets out with urging
the indispensable necessity of answering Hume's argument on
the origin of our idea of cause and efl'ect ; and because he can
find no answer to this argument, in the experimental philoso-

phy, he affirms, that this idea must be * a sell-evident truth,

contained in the first forms or categories of the understand-

ing;' that is, the thing must l)e as Im? would have it, whe-
ther it is «o or not. Again, lie argues that external objects

exist because thev seem to exist; and yet lie denies that we
know any thing at all about the niatter, further than their

appearances. lie defines beauty to be perfrciion, and virtue

to consist in a conformity to our duty ; with other such de-

Jiberale truisms; and then represents necessity as inconsist-

ent with morality, and insists on the existence and certain-

ty of the frce-wiU as a faculty necessary to explain the in tral

scnsfy which could not exist without it. This transcenden-

tal philosopher is also plea>evl to affirm, in so many words,

that we have .neither any possible idea, nor any possible proof
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the ordinary faculties of sense, understanding, or reason ; and
he therefore (like a man who had been employed to construct a

machine for some particular purpose), invents a new faculty, for

the admission and demonstration of these important triiths, name-
iyy the practical reason ; in other words, the will or determination

that these things should be infinitely true because they are in-

finitely desireable to the human mind,—though he says it is im-
possible for the human mind to have any idea whatever of these

objects, either as true or desirable. But we turn gladly from
absurdities that have not even the merit of being amusing ; and
leave Mr Coleridge to the undisturbed adoration of an idol who
will have few other worshippers in this country. His own spe-

culations are, beyond all comparison, more engaging.

In Chap. IX. ]Mr Coleridge, taking leave of that * sound
booklearnedness * which he had opposed, in the Lay Sermon,
to the upstart pretensions of modern literature, praises the in-

spired ignorance, upward flights, and inward yearnings of Ja-

cob Behmen, George Fox and De Thoyras, and proceeds to

defend himself against the charge of plagiarism, of which he
suspects that he may be suspected by the readers of Schlegel

and Schelling, when he comes to unfold, in fulness of time,

the mysterious laws of the drama and the human mind. And
thereafter, the * extravagant and erring ' author takes leave of

the Pantheism of Spino/a, of Proclus, and Gemistius Pletho, of

the philosopher of Nola, * whom the idolaters of Rome, the

predecessors of that good eld man, the present Pope, burnt as

an atheist in the year 1660;' of the Nownenon, or Thing in

itself; of Fichte's Ordo Ordinans, or exoteric God ; of Si-

mon Gryngens, Barclay's Argenis, and Hooker's Ecclesiastical

Polity, from whom the author * cites a cluster of citations, to

amuse the reader, as with a voluntary before a sermon '—to

plunge into Chap. X., entitled * A Chanter of Digressions and
* Anecdotes, as an interlude preceding that on the Nature and
* Genesis of the Imagination or Plastic Power !

'

As this latter chapter, by the advice ofa correspondent, hasbeen
omitted, we rr.ust make the most of what is left, and ' wander down
into a lower world obscure and wild, ' to give the reader an account

of Mr Coleridge's setting up the ^V'atchman, which is one of

the first things to which he digresses, in the tenth chapter of his

Literary Biography. Out of regard to Mr C. as well as to our
readers, we give, our longest extract from this narrative part of

the work—which is more likely to be popular than any other part

—and is, upon the whole, more pleasin.o;]y written. \Ve cannot
say much, indeed, either for the wit or the soundness of judg-
ment it displays. But it is an easy, go<^sipping, garrulous ac-
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count of ynutbftjl adventurer—by a man sufficiently ^nrd of

talkiiii^ of himself, and sufficiently dibposed to inairnify small

niartrr-; into idcti i;)i|)ort;in o.

Toward the close of the first year from the time that, in an in-

auspicious hour, I left the friendly cioysters, and the happy grove of

quiet, ever-honoured, Jesus College, Cambridge, I was persuaded,

by sundry Philanthropists and Antipolemists, to set on foot a period-

ical work, entitled The Watchmak, that (according to the gene-

ral motto of the work) a/l micrht /ciioxv the truth, ami that the truth

might make us free ! In order to exempt it from the stamp-tax, and
likewise to contribute as little as possible to the supposed guilt of a
war against freedom, it was to be published on every eighth day,

thirty-two pages, large octavo, closely printed, and price only Four-

pence. Accordingly, with a flaming prospectus, " Knowledre is pout-

er, " S,x. to trij the state of the political atmosphere, and so forth, I set

otTon a tour to the North, from Bristol to Sheffield, for the purpose
of procuring customers ; prearlnng by the way in most of the great

towns, as a hireless volunteer, in a blue coat and white waistcoat,

that not a rag of tlie woman of Babylon might be seen on me.
For I was at that time, and long after, though a Trinitariaa

ft. e. nd normam PlatonisJ in [jhilosophy, yet a zealous Unitari-

an in religioi\ ; more accurately, I was a psilanthropist, one of

those who believe our Lord to have been the real son of Joseph, and
who lay the main stress on the resurrection, rather than on the cruci-

fixion. () ! never can I remember those days with either shame or

regret. For I was most sincere, most disinterested ! ISly opinions

were indeed in many and most important points erroneous ; but my
heart was single. Wealth, rank, life itself then seemed cheap to me,
compared with the interests of (what I believed to be) the truth, and
tile will of my Mak'.r. I cannot even accuse myself of having been
actuated by vanity ; for in the expansion of my enthusiasm, I did not

think of mt/sclf at all.

' My campaign commenced at Birmingham ; and my first attack

was on a rigid Calvimst, a tallow-chandler by trade. He was a tall

dingy man, in whom length was so predominant over breadth, that he
might almost have been borrowed for a foundery poker. O that face ! a
face x.KzkidpxTiy ! I have it before me at this moment. The lank, black,

twine-like hair, piugni-nilescnit, cut in a straight line along the black

stubble of his thin gunpowder eyebrows, that looked like a scorched

after-math from a last vi'eek's shaving. His coat-collar behind in

1 -rfect unison, both of colour and lustre, with the coarse, yc{ glib

cordage, that I suppose he called Ins hair, and which, with a bend
inward at the nape oi" the neck, (ths only approach to flexure in hi»

Avhole figure), slunk in bi-hind his v.;iistcoat ; while the cmnitenance,

lank, (kirk, very hnrj, and with strong perpendicular furrows, gave
me a dim notion of some one looking at me through a u&cd gridiron,

all soot, grease, andiron! But he \vas »»iie of the //rravo-Z/./^rr^/, n

true lo\er of hberty ; and {I was informed) Iwd prcvcJ to the sRtL»-

\oU XXVlli. no. Ctl\ K k
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faction of many, that iMr Pitt was one of the horns of the second'
beast in the Revelation, thai spohe Jike n drnf^^on. A person, to whom
one of \\\\ letters of recommendation had been addressed, was my
introducer. It was a new event in my hfe, my first strolce in the new
business I had undertaken, of an author

; yea, and of an author trad-

ing on his own account. My companion, after some imperfect sen-

tences, and a multitude of hums ?LvAhans, abandoned the cause to

his client ; and I commenced an harangue of half an hour to Phile-

leutheros the tallow-chandler, varying my notes through the whole
gamut of eloquence, from the ratiocinative to the declamatory, and
in the latter, from the pathetic to the indignant. I argued, I de-
scribed, I promised, I prophesied ; and, beginning with the captivity

of nations, I ended with the near approach of the millennium ; finishing

the whole with some of my own verses, describing that glorious state,

out of the Beligion^ Musings. —
' Such delights,

As float to earth, permitted visitants !

WTien in some hour of solemn jubilee

The massive gates of Paradise are thrown
Wide open : and forth come in fragments wild

iSweet echoes of unearthly melodies,

And odours snatch'd from beds of amaranth,

And they that from the chrystal river of life

Spring up on freshen'd wings, ambrosial gales !

'

' My taper man of lights listened with perseverant and praisewor-

thy patience, though (as I was afterguards told on complaining of
certain gales that were not altogether ambrosial) it was a melting day
with him.. And what. Sir ! (he said, after a short pause) might the

cost be ? 0»/;/ four-pence, (O ! how Ifelt the anti-climax, the a-
bysmal bathos of that yoz<r-/je;;c^ / ) otthj four-pence. Sir, each Num-
ber, to be published on every eighth day. That con-ies to a deal of

money at the end of a year. And how much did you say there was
to be for the money ? Thirty-tivo pages. Sir J large octavo, closely

printed. Thirty and two pages ? Bless me ; why, except what I

does in a family way on the Sabbath, that's more than I ever reads,

Sir ! all the year round. I am as great a one as any man in Brum-
magem, Sir ! for liberty, and truth, and all them sort of things ; but

as to this, (no offence, I hope. Sir !) I must beg to be excused.
* So ended my first canvass : from causes that I shall presently

mention, I made but one other application in person. This took

place at Manchester, to a stately and opulent wholesale dealer in cot-

tons, lie took my letter of introduction, and having perused k,

measured me from head to foot, and again from foot to bead, and
then asked if I had any bill or invoice of the thing. I presented my
prospectus to him ; he rapidly skimmed and hummed over the first

side, and still more rapidly the second and concluding page ; crushed

it within his fingers and the palm of his hand ; then most deliberately

and significnntly rubbed and smoothed one part against the other

;

and lastly, putting, it into his pocket, turned his back on me with acu

^ sverrun with these articles !
' and se without another syllable xt-
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tired into his counting-house—and, I can truly say, to my unspeak*

able amusement.
' Tliis, I have said, was my second and last attempt. On return-

ing h;ifll„'d tVom the first, in which I had vainly essayed to repeat the

mirncle of Orplieus with the Brummagem p;itriot, I dined with the

tradesman who had introduced me to him. After dinner, he impor-

tuned me to smoke a pipe with him, and two or three other illuminati

of the same rank. I objected, both becau8e I was engaged to spend

the evening with a minister and his friends, and because I had never

smoked except once or twice in my lifetime ; and then it was herb

tobacco, mixed with Oronooko. On the assurance, however, that

the tobacco was equallv mild, and seeing too that it was of a yellow

colour, (not forgetting the lamentable difficulty I have always expe-

rienced in saying, No ! and in abstaining from what the people about
rrie were doing), I took half a pipe, filling the lower half of the bole

with salt. I was soon, however, compelled to resign it, in conse-

quence of a giddiness and distressful feeling in my eyes, which, as I
had drank but a single glass of ale, must, I knew, have been the ef-

fect of the tobacco. Soon after, deeming myself recovered, I sallied

forth to my engagement ; but the walk and the fresh air brought on
all the svmptoms again ; and I had scarcely entered the minister's

drawing-room, and opened a small packet of letters which he had re-

ceived from Bristol for me, ere I sunk back on the sofa, in a sort

of swoon rather tlian sleep. Fortunately I had found just time

enough to inform him of the confused state of my feelings, and of

the occasion. For here and thus I lay, my face like a wall that

is white-washing, c/eat/ij/ pale, and with the cold drops of perspira-

tion running down it from my forehead, while, one after another,

there dropt in the different gentlemen, who had been invited to meet
and spend the evening m ith me, to the number of from fifteen to

twenty. As the poison of tobacco acts but for a short time, I at

length aw^oke from insensibility, and looked around on tJie party; my
eyes dazzled by the candles which had been lighted in the interim.

By v.ay of relieving my embarrassment, one of the gentlemen begaa
tiie conversation with ' Have i/ou seen a paper to datj, Mr Cole'

ridged'— ' Sir! (I replied, rubbing my eyes), I am far from coi>-

vinced, that a Christian is permitted f to read either newspapers

f With all proper allowances for the effects of the Mnndungus,
we must say that this answer appears to us very curiously character-

istic of the exaggerated and canting tone of this pojt and his associ-

ates. A man may or may not think time misemployed in reading

newspapers ;—but we believe no man, out of the Fantisoiratic or Lake
school, ever dreamed of denouncing it as unchristian ami impious

—

even if he had not himself begun and ended his career as an Editor

of newspapers. The same absurd exaggeration is visible in his mag-
nificent eulogium on the conversational tiJents of hi< Biraiiuijhajn

Unitarityis.

Kk2
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or any other Works of merely political and temporary interest.
"

'I'his remark, so ludicrously inapposite to, or rather incongruous

•with, the purpose for which I was known to have visited Birming-

ham, and to assist me in which they were all then met, produced

an involuntary and general burst of laughter ; and seldom, indeed,

have I passed so many delightful hours as I enjoyed in that room,

from the moment of that laugh to an early hour the next morning.

Never, perhaps, in so mixed and numerous a party, have I since

heard conversation sustained with such animation, enriched with

such variety of information, and enlivened with such a flow of anec-

dote. Both then and afterwards, they all joined in dissuading me
from proceeding with my scheme ; assured me, with the most friend-

ly, and yet most flattering expressions, that the employment was
neither fit for me, nor I fit for the employment. Yet if I had deter-

mined on persevering in it, they promised to exert themselves to the

utmost to procure subscribers, and insisted that I should malce no
more applications in person, but carry on the canvass by proxy.

The same hospitable reception, the same dissuasion, and (that failing)

the same kind exertions in my behalf, I met Avith at Manchester,

Derby, Nottingham, Sheffield, indeed at every place in which I took

up my soj,ourn. I often recall, with aifectionate pleasure, the many
respectable men who interested themselves for me, a perfect stranger

to them, not a few of whom I can still name among my friends.

They will bear witness for me, how opposite, even then, my principles

were to those of Jacobinism, or even of Democracy, and can attest

the strict accuracy of the statement which I have left on record in

the 10th and 11th Numbers of The Friend. ' p. 174.

We shall not stop at present to dis-pute with Mr Coleridfije,

how far the principles of the Watchman, and the Conciones ad
JPopidian were or were not akin to those of the Jacobins. His
style, in general, admits of a convenient latitude of interpreta-

tion. But we think we are quite safe in asserting, that they

were still more opposite to those of the Anti-Jacobins, and the

party to which he admits he has gone over.

Our author next gives a somewhat extraordinary account of

his having been set iM)on with his friend Wordsv/orth, by a Go-
vernment spy, in h'n retreat at Netiier-Stowey— the most hvely

thing in which is, that the ?aid spy, v.-ho, it seems had a great red

Jiose, and had overheard the friends discoursing about Spivosa,-

reported to his employers, tliat he could make out very iittle of

what they said,—only he wsk sure lliey were aware of his vicini-

ty, as he heard them very often talking of Spy-7wsij ! If this is

not the very highest vein c^f wit in the world, it must be admit-

ted at least to be vi.ry innocent merriinent. Anoliser excellent

joke of the same chnracter is hie "remark on an Enri of Cork not

payiT\g for Iiis copy of the Frieiul— that he might have been an
Eari of Boille for him !—We have then some niemorandunis oi

his excursion into ©ermanv, and the ^oor4dition3 on v.'Uioh hs
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agreed, on his return home in 1800, to write for the Morning
Post, which was at that time not a very ministerial paper, if we
remember ri'jiit.

Apropos i)f the Morning Post, Mr C. takes occasion to eu!ogi?e

the writings of Mr Burke, and observes, that ' as our very sign-

boards give evidence that there has been a Titian in the world, so

the c?says and leading paragraphs of our journals are so many re-

membrancers of Edmund Burke.' Tins is modest and natural

we suppose for a newspaper editor : But our learned author is de-

sirous ofcarrying the parallel a little further,—and assures us, that

nobody can doubt of Mr Burke's consistency. • Let the scholar,^

says our biographer, * who doubts this assertion, refer only to

the speeches and writings of Edmund Burke at the commence-
ment of the American war, and compare them with his speeches

and writings at the cotnmencen;ent of the French Revolution.

He wdl find the principles exactly the same, and the deductions

the same—hut the practical inferences almost opposite in the one
case from tho?e drawn in the other, yet in both equally legitimate

and confirmed by the results.

'

It is not without reluctance that we speak of the vices and
infirmities of such a mind as Burke's: But the poison of high

example has by far the widest range of destruction ; and, for

the sake of pulillc honour and individual integrity, we think

it right to .*ay, that however it may be defended upon other

grounds, the political career of that eminent individual has

no title to the praise of consistency. Mr Burke, the oppo-
nent of the American war—and Mr Burke, the opponent of

the French Revolution, are not the same person, but oppo-
site persons—nut oppo.^ite persons only, but deadly enemies.

In the latter period, he abandoned not only all his practical

conclusion?, but ail the prit)cir>les on which ihey were founded.

lie proscribed all his fornier stntiments, denounced all his for-

jiier fnends, rejecte<i and reviled all the maxim* to which he

had furmjrly af)pealcd as inconrostablo. In the American war,

he constantly spoice of the rights of tli" pev)j le as inherent,

and inalienable: Alter the ["rench Revolutior., he began by
treating them with the chicanery of a iiophtst, and ended by
raving at them wuh the Jury of a maniac. In the fcn.icr c«se,

he held out the duty of le.'istance U< oppr ssion, as. the palla-

dium, and only ultmi.ite resourc; , of natural liberty ; in the lat-

ter, he scouted, prejudged, vilified onii nicknj!;.ed, all resist-

ance in the a'v-tract, as a foul and unnalurrl union of rebel-

lion and sacrilege. In the cnc ca<:c, to uiiswcr the purposes

of faction, he made it out, that the people are always ii. the

right ; in the other, to answer clifterent ends, he madt ii out

that they aw -Aw .y^ in the wrong— Junr.tics in the hands of
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their royal keepers, patients in the sick-wards of an hospital,

or felons in the condemned cells of a prison. In the one,

he considered that there was a constant tendency on the part

of the prerogative to encroach on the rights of the people,

•which ought always to be the object of the most watchful jea-

lous}', and of resistance, when necessary : In the other, he pre-

tended to regard it as the sole occupation and ruling passion of

those in power, to watch over the liberties and happiness of
their subjects. The burthen of all his speeches on the Ameri-
can war was conciliation, conces?ion, timely reform, as the on-

ly practicable or desirable alternative of rebellion : The object of

all his writings on the French Revolution was, to deprecate and
explode all concession and all reform, as encouraging rebellion,

and an irretrievable step to revolution and anarchy. In the

one, he insulted kings personally, as among the lowest and
worst of mankind ; in the other, he held them up to the ima-
gination of his readers as sacred abstractions. In the one case,

he was a partisan of the people, to court popularity ; in th^

other, to gain the favour of the Court, he became the apor

logist of all courtly abuses. In the one case, he took part with

those who were actually rebels against his Sovereign ; in the c-

ther, he denounced, as rebels and traitors, all those of his ow.a

countrymen who did not yield sympathetic allegiance to a fo-

reign Sovereign, whom we had always been in the habit of treat-

ing as an arbitrary tyrant.

Judging from plain facts and principles, then, it is difficult

to conceive more am.ple proofs of inconsistency. But try it by
the more vulgar and palpable test of comparison. Even Mf
Pox's eremies, we think, allow him the praise of consistency.

He asserted the rights of the people in the American war, and
continued to assert them in the French Revolution. He remained
visibly in his place; and spoke, throughout, the same principles

in the same language. When Mr Burke abjured these principles,

he left this associate ; nor did it ever enter into the mine) of a

human being to impute the defection to any change in Mr Fox's

sentiments—any desertion bv him of the niaxims by which his

public life had been guided. Take another illustration, from aa
opposite quarter. Nobody will accuse the principles of his present

JVIi jesty, or the general measures ot his reign, of inconsistency.

If they had no other merit, they have at least that of having beeri

all along actuated by one uniform and constant spirit: Yet Mr
Burke at one time vehemently opposed, and afterwards most in-

temperately extolled them ; and it wa-s for his recanting his op-

position, not for his persevering in it, that he received his pen-

sion. He does not himself mention his flaming speeches in the

American war, as among the public services which had entitle^

him to this reinuneraiioiio
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The truth Is, that Burke was a man of fine fanry and subtle

reflection ; but not of sound and practical jnd^^mcnt—nor of
high or rigid principios.— As to his understanding, he certainly

was not a great philosopiier ; for his works of mere abstract

reasoning arc shallow and inefiicient:—Nor a man of sense and
business ; for, both in counsel and in conduct, he alarmed hi*

friends as much at least as his opponents,:— But he was a keen
and accomplished pamphleteer—an ingenious political essayist.

He applied the habit of reflection, which lie had borrowed from
liis metaphysical studies, but which was not competent to the
discovery of any elementary truth in that depiirrment, wiih great
felicity and success, to the mixed mass of human aflfairs. He
knew more of the political machine than a rcclu'^e philosopher

;

and he speculated more profoundly on its principles and gene-
ral results than a mere politician. He saw a number of fine

distinctions and changeable aspects of things, the good mixed
with the ill, the ill mixed with the good ; and with a sceptical

indiflbrcnce, in which the exercise of his own ingenuity was
always the governing principle, suggested various topics to (|ua-

lify or assist the judgment of others. But for this very reason
he was little calculated to become a leader or a partisan in any
important practical measure: For the habit of his mind would
lead him to find out a reason for or against any thing: And it is

not on speculative refinements, (which belong to cvcrij side of a
question), but on a just estimate of the aggrtgate mass and ex-
tended combinations of objections and advantages, that we ought
to decide and act. Burke had the power, almost without limit, of
throwing true or false weights into the scales of political casuist-

ry, but not firmness of mind—or, shall wc sey, honesty enough
—to hold the balance. When he took a side, his vanity or his

spleen more fre({ucn«ly gave the casting vote than his judgment j

and the fierincss ol his zeal was in exact proportion to tiie levity

of his understanding, and the want of conscious sincerity.

He was fitted by nature and habit for the studies and labours of
the closet; and was generally mischievous when he came out ;

—

because the verysubtletyof his reasoning, which, left to itself, would
have counteracted its own activity, or found its level in the com-
mon sense of mankind, became a dangerous enyine in the hands of
power, which is always eager to make use oi' the most plausible

pretexts to cover the most fatal designs. Tliat which, it' applied
as a general observation on human affairs, is a valuable truth

suggested to the mind, may, when forced into the interc!»ied

defence of a particular mea.sure or system, become the gros^e.-t

and basest sophistry. Facts or consetjucnces never stood in

the way of this speculative politician. He fitted lliem to his

|5reconccived theories, instead of conforn;ing his theories ti>
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them. They were the playthino^s cf his style, the sport of his

fancy. They were the straws of which his imagination made
a bi>Zf?, ?nd were consumed, Hke straws, in the bisze they had
served to kindle. The fine things he said about Liberty and
HuiDanity, in hie speech on the Begum's affair*;, told equal-

ly vvell, whether Warren Hastings was a tyrant or not: Nor
did he care one jot, who caused the famine he described, so

that he described it in a way to attract admiration. On the same
principle, he represents the French priests and nf blcs under the

old regime as excellent moral people, very chaiitable, atid very

religious, in the teeth of notorious facts,— to answer to the hand-

some things he has to sny in lavour of priesthood and nobility

in general ; and, with smiilar views, he falsifies the records of our

English Revolution, and puts an interpretation on the word abdi-

cation, of which asthonlboy would be ashamed. He ci-nslructtd

his whole theory of government, in short, not on rational, but oa
picturesque and fancilul principles; as if the King's- crown were

a
J)
a In ted gewj,'aw, to be looked at on gala-iiaysj titles an empty

souiul to please the ear ; and the whole order of society a thea-

trical procession. His lamentation over the age of chivalry,

and his projected crusade to restore it, is about as wise as if

any one, from reading the Beggar's Opera, should take to pick-

ing of pockets j or, from admiring the landscapes < f Srilvator

Kosa, should wish to convert the abodes of civilized life into the

haunts of wild beasts and banditti. On this principle of false

refinement, there is no abuse, nor system of abuses, that dues noc

admit of an easy and triumphant defence; for there is some-

thing which a merely speculative inquirer may alwnys find out,

good as well as bad, in every possible system, the htii or the

worst; and if we can once get rid cf the restraints of commcu
sense and honesty, we may easily prove, by plausible word?,

that liberty and slavery, peace and war, plenty and famine, are

inatters of perfect indifference. This is the school of politico,

of which I\Ir Burke was at the head ; and ii is perhaps to

his example, in this respect, that we owe the prev^'iling lone of

many of those newspaper paragraphs, which Mr Culfridge

thinks so invaluable an accessirm to our political philosophy.

Burke's literary talenti, were, after aP, his chief excellence.

J^is style has all the familiarity of conversation, and all the re-

search of the most elaborate comiposition. He says what ho

wants to s?iy, by any means, nearer or more remote, within his

reach. He makes use of the most common or scientific terms,

of the longest or shortest sentences, of the plainest and most
downright, or of the most figurative modes of speech. He
gives for the most part loose reins to his imagination, and fol-

lows it as far as the language will carry him. As lo5ig as the
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one or the other lias any resources in store to mnlce tlie reader

feel and see the ilni ^ as he has ronreived it,—in its nicest shade

of (liffennoe, in its lit nust cip«;:rfce of f rce and splendour,—he

never disdains, and never frtils to enii.Ioy them. Yet, in the

extremes «>f his mixed style there is not much affectation, and

but little either of pedantry or oi' coarseness. He everywhere

j/ive« the invijn;. he wishes to give, in it^ true and approjairue co-

louring: and it is ilie very f rowil and variety A' these images that

have given to his huigaagc i's
j
eculiar t.>i:e ot'aiumatio!), and c-

ven of passion. It is his imputicnce to tr.insler ids exceptions en-

tire, hving, in all their rapidity, strength, and glancing variety

—

to the minds of others, that constanrjy pushes hiin to the verge of

cxtrav.tjrance, and yt sunporls him there in dignified security

—

' Never so sure our rapture to create,

As when he treadb the brink of all \vc hate.
*

He is, witli the exet-piioii .if Jerenty 'i'aMv^r, the most poeti-

cal of prose writers, and at the same time his pro'^e never dege-

nerates into the mere gh'tter or tinkling of poetry ; for he al-

ways aims at overpowering laiher than at pleading ; and conse-

quently sacrifices beauty and iirandeur to force and vividness.

He has invariably a task to perform, a positive purpose to exe-

cute, an eft'ect to produce. His oidy < bjtct is therefore to strike

hard, and in the right place ; it he mi.sses his mark, he repeats

his blow ; and does not care hr.w uni^rMCiful the action, or how
clumsy the instrument, pnjvided it bring- dovn his antagonist.

Mr C. enters next i.ito a copious discu-sion of the merits of,

his friend Mr Wortlsworth's poetry,—which we do not think I

very remarkable eiiiier for clearness or caidonr; but us a very
'

great part of it is occitpicd with specific inculpations of our for-

mer remarks on that iutieiiious authtjr, it would savcjur too much
cf mere controversy and rtciin.ination, il we were to indulge

ourselves with any obscTvations <'n the >ubjoct. Where we arc

parties to any di-puie, and cons;fjueiitly to be regardetl as in-

cafiable of givir.g an impartial account of our adv^Tsary's argu-

ment, we shall riot preteno to give any account of it at all ; * anel

* If Mr C. had confined himself to matter of argument, or to

statements contained in the Review, we should liave amled no note to

this,passage, hut lel't him in (|uict possession of the last word on the

critical question he hiis thouglu lit to resume. But as he has been
pleased to make several averiiients in pohit of fact, touching the per-

sonal conduct and motives of his Ileviewer, we must he indulged with

a few words to correct the errors int(» whien he Ijas fallen : For, though
we have no ambition to maintain public disputations with every one who
may chuse to question the justice of our opinions, it might appeal' as if

we acquiesced ui avermcuts of u perbomd luid injurious nature, if ^re
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therefore, though we shall endeavour to give all due weight to

Mr C.'s reasonings, when we have occasion to consider any new

were to review a work in which they occur, without taking any
notice of their inaccuracy.

In a long note at page 52d of his first volume, Mr C. has stated

that some years ago the principal conductor of this Review paid a
visit at Keswick, ' and was, notwithstanding, treated with every hos-

pitable attention by him and Mr Southey '— that he paid Mr C.

more compliments than he ever received in the same time from
any other person— that he was distinctly told that he and Mr
Southey and Mr Wordsworth had only come together by accident,

and that they did not consider themselves as belonging to any school,

but that of good sense, confirmed by the study of the best mo-
dels of Greece, Rome, Italy and England—that, notwithstanding all

this, one of the fi-rst things this Reviewer did after his return, was to

write an article, in which he characterized these gentlemen as ' the

school of whining and hypochondriacal poets that haunt the lakes.

'

Moreover, that after Mr C. had written a letter to the same gentle-

man on the comparative merits and defects of our best prose writ-

ers before Charles 11. , he printed an article on this subject, in which

he stated, that it was one of his objects to separate a rational admira-

tion of those wTiters from the indiscriminate enthusiasm of a recent

school, who praised what they did not understand, and caricatured

what they could not mutate ; and added the names of Miss Baillie,

Southey, Wordsworth and Coleridge, as the persons to whom he al-

luded :—that Mr C. has heard ' from authority which demands his be-

lief, ' that the Reviewer, upon being questioned as to the motive of

tliis apparently wanton attack, answered, that Miss B. had declined

being introduced to him when on a visit at Edinburgh—that Mr
Southey liad written, and Mr Wordsworth spoken against him—aud

that the name of Coleridge always went with the two others!- INIr

C. has further stated, at p. 299th of his second volume, apparently

with reference to the same gentlemen, that what he there terms the

malignant review^ of Christabel, which appeared in this Journal, was
generally attributed to a man who, both in his presence and his ab-

sence, had repeatedly pronounced it the finest poem of its kind in

the language—and, finally, at p. S02 of that volume, Mr C. is pleas-

ed to assert, that his Lay Sermon, having been re^iewed somewhere

by anticipation, with avowed personal malignity, the author of that

lampoon was chosen, (of course by the conductors of that work), to

review it in the Edinburgh,—the author being a person very fit for

the task, if he had been allowed to write what he himself really

thought ;—and that, therefore, Mr C. ' confines his indignant con-

tempt to his employer and suborner.

'

These are.Mr C.'s charges against the principal conductor of tl>e

Edinburgh Review; to which, in order to avoid all equivocation,

that individual begs leave to ausvrer distinctly, and in tlic first persoa,

jSS follows. 2
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publication from the Lake school, we must for the present de-

cline any notice <>f ihe particular objections he lias here urgtd

I tlo not know that I need say any thing in answer to the frst im-

putation ; as I suppose I might lawfully visit and even pay compli-

ments to an ingenious gentleman, whose poetrj' I was, notwithstand-

ing, obliged to characterize as whining aiul hypochondriacal ; and it" I

found two or three such gentlemen Uving together—publishing in the

same volume, and adopting the same peculiar style and manner, I

conceive I was entitled to hold them up as aiming, c^c /flt/o, at the for-

mation of a new school,—especially if I gave my reasons and proofs

at large for that opinion—although one of them did not agree in that

opinion, and had modestly assured me, ' that they belonged to no

school but that of good sense, confirmed by the long established

models of the best times of Greece, Italy and England.' But ;i3

Mr C.'s statement is so given, as to convey an imputation of great

ingratitude or violation of the la^\ s of hospitality on my part, 1 shall

mention, in a few words, as nearly as I can now recollect tliem, the

circumstances of this famous visit.

It was in 1810, I think, that I went with some of my near rela-

tions to Cumberland. I had previously been in some correspondeirce

of a literary nature with Mr C., though I had never seen him person-

ally. Mr Southey I had seen in the company of some connnon ffiends,

both at Edinburgh and Keswick, a year or two before ; and though

he then knew me to be the reviewer of his Thalaba and Madoc, he

undoubtedly treated me with much courtesy and politeness. I had

heard, however, in the interim, that he had expressed himself on the

subject of the Edinburgh Review with so much bitterness, that I certain-

ly should not have thought of intruding myself spontaneously into his

company. When I came to Keswick, I had not the least idea that Mr
C. lived in Mr Southey "s house ; and sent a note from the inn, sayirg,

1 should be glad to wait on him. He returned for answer, that he

and Ml Sniit/iri/, woidd be glad to see me. I thought it would be

pitifid to decline this invitation; and went immediately. Mr Southey

received me with cold civility—and, being engaged with other visit-

ers, 1 had very little conversation with him. NVith Mr C. I had a,

great der.' ; and was very nuich anmsed and interested. I believe

coifee was ottered me - and I cajue away in an hour or two. I

did not see Mr Soutliey afterwards. Next day, Mr C. and I

spent all the morning together in the fields,—he did me the ho-

nour to dine witli me at the inn,—and next morning I left Kes-

wick, and have not seen him since.

At this distance of time I do not pretend to recollect all that

passed between us. I perfectly recollect, however, that I was much
struck with the elocpience and poetical wafmth of his conversation;

of which all my friends can testify that I have ever since been in

the habit of speaking y^hh admiration. I dare say I may have ex-,

pressed tliut sentiment to him. Indeed, I remember, that whe^
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to our former jadgments on tVieir productions; and shall pass

over ail this part of the work before us, by merely remarking,

dissuading him from publishing on metaphysical subjects, I exhort-

td him rather to give us mere poetry , and, upon his replying that

it cost him more labour, I observed, that his whole talk to me that

morning was poetry. I think I said also, that the verses entitled

' Love ' were the best in the Lyrical Ballads, and had ah.vays appear-

ed to me extremely beautiful. These are the only compliments I can

J emember pa^'ing him ; and they were paid with perfect sincerity. But
it rather appeared to me that Mr C. liked to receive compliments ; and

I may have been led to gratify him in other instances. I cannot say

I recollect of his tellihg me that he and liis friends were of no school

but that of good sense, &c. ; but I remember perfectly that he com-
plained a good deal of my coupling his name with theirs m the Re-
view, saying, that he had published no verses for a long time, and

that, his own ^tyle was very unlike theirs. I promised that I would

.'.lake his name out of the him for the future ; and I kept my promise.

We spoke too of Christabel, and I advised him to publish it ; but I

did not say it ^vas either the finest poem of the kind,, or a fine poem at

all ; and I am sure of this, for the best of all reasons, that at this time,

and indeed till after it was published, I never saw or heard more

than four or five lines of it, which my friend Mr Scott once repeated

to me." That eminent person, indeed, spoke favourably of it ; and I

rather think I told Mr C. that I had heard him say, that it was to it

he was indebted for the first idea of that romantic narrative in irre-

gular verse, which he afterwards exemplified in his Lay of the Last

INIinstrel, and other works. In these circumstances, I felt a natural

curiosity to see this great original ; and I can sincerely sa}', that no

admirer of Mr C. could be more disappointed or astonished than I

was, when it did make its appearance. I did not review it.

As to Mr C.'s letter to me, on our older prose writers, I utterly

-deny that I borrowed any thing from it, or had it at all in my
thoughts, in any review I afterwards wrote : And with regard to the

reasons v/hich I am alleged to have assigned for specifying Miss Baillie,

and ^Messrs Southe}', Wordsworth and Coleridge, as injudicious imi-

tators of these writers, I must say, in direct terms, that the allega-

tion is totally and absolutely false ; and that I never either 'n)ade any

such statement, or could have made it, without as great a violation

of truth as of common sense and decency. I cannot, indeed, either

remember, or find in the Review, any such passage as Mr C. has here

imputed to me—nor indeed can I conjecture what passage he has in

view, unless it be one at p. 283 of Vol. XVIIL, in which I do not

say one word about their praising what they do not understand, or

caricaturing what they could not iinitate, but merely observe, in the

course of a general review of the revolutions in our national taste and

jjoetry, that ' Southey, Woi'dsworth, Coleridge, and Miss BaiUie, have
* all of them copied uie manner of our oider poets; and, along witJi

' tills indication of good taste, have given great proofs of origina;
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that with regard to Mr Wordsworth's ingenious project of con-

fining ijje language of poetry to that which is chiefly in uac among

* genius. Tlie misfortune, however, (I add) is, tliat their co]>ies oi'

* these great originals are liable to the charge of great aflcctation ;

'

and after explaining this remark at some length, I conclude, that ' not-

* withstanding all these taults, there is a fertility and a force, a warniti)

* of feeling and exaltation of fancy about them, which chisses them
* witJi a much higher order of poets than the followers of Drj'den
* and Addison, and justifies an anxiety for their ianie in all the ad-
' mirers of Milton and Shakspeare. ' I cannot think that there was
anything in the tone or manner of these remarks that savoured at all

of personal pique or hostility: and, that I was most naturally and inno--

cently led to make them in the place where they occur, will be evident,

I conceive^ to any one who will take the trouble to look back, either

to the passage to which I have referred, where they will be found tw

constitute a nccessari/ part of the historical deduction in which I wa^v

engaged, or to what I had previously said, in other articles, of the

style and diction of these several authors, and in particular of their ai-

fected imitation or injudicious revival of antiquated forms of expres-

sion. In the reviews of their separate works, I had imputed this to

them as a fault, and had dwelt upon it, and illustrated it by exam-
ples at considerable length. This the reader will find done, with regard

to Miss Baillie, at p. '2»3 of vol. II. and p. 270 of vol. XIX.:—with re-

gard to Mr Southey at p. 16, &c. of vol. VII.,—and Mr Wordswortlv

at p. '217 vol. XI. It is very true, that Mr Coleridge had not bjen piji-

viously censured in detail for this fault, because he had published no-

thing with his name, from the commencement of the Iteview up to

the period in question : But the author of the Antient Mariner could

not well complain of being thus classed with the other writers of the

Lyrical Ballads. Now, when, after this, I had been led to say a great-

deal on the exquisite diction of many of our old writers, was it not

natural that I should endeavour tp meet the charge of inconsist-

ency that might be suggested to superficial observers, by recur-

ring to the errors and imperfections, as they appeai-ed to me, of

the imitations which ///fy had attempted, and which had made their

unskilful adoption of old words a mere defonnity ? With regard to

the genuine love and knowledge of these antients, which might be

shown in ?rlr C'.'s letter, I am sorry to say, that I have mislaid it, so as

not to be able to refer to it. According to my recollection, however,

there were not above two sentences on the subject ; and, at all eveuts,

it is obvious to remark, that the most thorough acquaintance with these

authors is not at all inconsistent with an unlucky selection, or injudi-

cious use of words borrowed from their writings. Of the justice of

my ob'^ervations on the archaisms of the authors I have reviewed, the

public will ultimately judge. I made them with sincerity— and I ad-

here to th'»;n ; nor can 1 understand how my having received tliis let-

ter from Mr C. can bring that sincerity into question.

As to the r;.view of the I.uy J>erinon; I have only to say, in oae
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the lower orders of society, and that, from horror or contempt
for the abuses of what has been called poetic diction, it is really

unnecessary to say anything—the truth and common sense of the

thing beinnr so ohvious, and, we apprehend, so ijenerally ac-

knowledged, that nothing but a pitiful affectation of singularity

could have raised a controversy on the subject. Tliere is, no -

doubt, a simple and familiar language, common to almost all

rnnks, and intelligible through many ages, which is the best

fitted for the direct expression of strong sense and deep passion,
,

and which, consequently, is the language of the best poetry as
|

well as of the best prose. But it is not the exclusive language \

of poetry. There is another language peculiar to this manner •

of writing, which has been c^Wad poeiic diction,—those flowers *-

of speech, which, whether natural or artificial, fresh or faded,!

are strewed over the plainer ground which poetry has in com-j
mon with prose; a paste of rich and honeyed words, like the

j

cndied coat of the auricula ; a glittering tissue of quaint con-]
ceits and sparkling metaphors, crusting over the rough stalk!

of homely thoughts. Such is the stvle of almost all our modern!
poets ; such is the style of Pone and Gray ; such, too, very of-j

ten, is that of Shakespeare and Milton ; and, notwithstanding Mr|
Coleridge's decision to the contrary, of Spenser's Faery Queen^i
Kow this style is the reverse of one mide up oi'da7ig phrases ; for,

as they arc words associated only with mean and vulgar ideas,

poetic diction is such as is connected on'y with the most pleasing

and elegant associations ; and bot/i differ essentially from the

middle or natural style, which is a mere transparent medium of
the thoughts, neither degrading nor setting them off by any

word, that I never employed or suborned any body to abuse or extol

it or any other publication. I do not so much as know or conjecture

what Mr C. alludes to as a malignant lampoon or review by anticipa-

tion, which he says had previously appeared somewhere else. I never

saw nor heard of any such publication. Nay, I was not even aware of

the existence of the Lay Sermon itself, when a review of it was offered

me by a gentleman in whose judgment and talents I liad great confi-

dence, but whom I certainly never suspected, and do not suspect at

this moment, of having any personal or partial feelings of any kind

towards its author. I therefore accepted his oifer, and printed his

review, with some retrenchments and verbal alterations, just as I

was setting off, in a great hurry, for London, on professional business,

in January last.

It is painful, and perhaps ridiculous, to write so much about one's

self; but I would rather submit to this ridicule than to the imputa-
tions which Mr C. has permitted himself to make on me— or even to

the consciousness of having made these rash and injurious imputa-
tions. F. J.
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adventitious qualities of its own, but leaving; tlicm to make their

own impression, by the force of truth and nature. Upon the

whole, therefore, we should think this ornamented and colour-

ed style, most proper to descriptive or fanciful poetry, where
the writer has to lend a borrowed, and, in some sort, mere-

tricious lustre to outward objects, which he can best do by
enshrininjT them in a language that, by custom and long pre-

scription, reflects the image of a poetical mind,—as we think

the common or natural style is the truly dramatic style, that

in which he can best give the impassioned, unborrowed, un-

affected thoughts of others. The pleasure derived from poetic

diction is the sam.e as that derived from classical diction. It is

in like manner made up of words dipped in * the dew of Cag-

talio, '—tinged with colours borrowed from the rainbow,— ' sky-

tinctured, ' wafmed with the glow of genius, purified by the

breath of time,—that soften into distance, and expand into mag-
nitude, whatever is seen through their mediuir.,— that varnish

over the trite and commonplace, and lend a gorgeous robo to the

forms of fancy, but are only an incumbrance and a disguise in

conveying the true touches of nature, the intense strokes of

passion. The beauty of poetic diction is, in short, borrowed
and artificial. It is a glittering veil spread over the forms of
things and the feelings of the heart ; and is best laid aside, when
we wish to show either the one or the other in their naked beau-

ty or deformity. As th^dialogues in Othello and Lear furnish

the most striking instances of plain, point-blank speaking, or of

the real language of nature and passion, so the Choruses in

Samson Agonistes abound in the fullest and finest adaptations

of classic and poetic phrases to express distant and elevated no-

tions, born of fancy, religion and learning.

Mr Coleridge bewilders himself sadly in endeavouring to de-

termine in what the essence of poetry consists j—MiUon, we
think, has told it in a single line

—

' Thoughts that voluntary move
Harmonious numbers.

'

Poetry is the n usic of language, expressing tiie music of the i

mind. Whenever any object takes such a hold on the mind as

to make us dwell upon it, and brood over it, melting the heart

in love, or kindlini^ it to a sentiment of admiration ;—whenever '

a movement of imagination or passion is impressed on the mind, t

by which it seeks to prolong and repeat the emotion, to brnigall

oUier oiyccis into accord with it, and ty give the same move-
ment of harmony, sustained and continuous, to the sounds that

express it,— tliis is poetry. The musicnl in sound is the sustain-

ed and continuous ; the musical in thought and tl-ciing is the

su.'tained and continujus also. Whenever aiiicu'iuio:! passes
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naturally into intonation, this is the beginninor of poetry. There
is no natural harmony in the ordinary combinations of signifi-

cant sounds : the language of prose is not the language of mu-
sic, or of passion : and it is to supply this inherent defect in the

mechanism of languaore—to make the sound an echo to the sense, -

when the sense becomes a sort of echo to itself^—to mingle the

tide of verse, ' the golden cadences of poesy, ' with the tide of

feeling, flowing, and murmuring as it flows—or to take the ima-

gination ofl' its feet, and spread its wings where it may indulge

its own impulses, without being stopped or perplexed by the or-

dinary abruptne«es, or discordant flats and sharps of prose

—

that poetry was invented.

As Mr C. has suppressed his Disquisition on the Imagination

as unintelligible, wc do not think it fair to make any re-

marks on the 200 pages of prefatory matter, which were

printed, it seems, in the present work, before a candid friend

apprised him of this little objection to the appearance of the

Disquisition itself. We may venture, however, on one observ-

ation, of a very plain and practical nature, which is forced up-

on us by the whole tenor of the extraordinary history before us.

—Reason and imagination are both excellent things ; but per-

haps their provinces ought to be kept more distinct than they

have lately been. * Poets have such seething brains,' that"

they are disposed to meddle with everything, and mar all.

Mr C, with great talents, has, by jn ambition to be every-

thinfr, become nothing. His metaphysics have been a dead
^veight on the wings of his imagination—while his imagination

has run away with his reason and common sense. He might,

'

we seriously think, have been a very considerable poet—instead

of wliich he has chosen to be a bad philosopher and a worse po-

litician. There is something, we suspect, in these studies that

does not easily amalgamate. We would not, with Plato, absolutely

banish poets from the commonwealth ; but we really think they

should meddle as little with its practical administration as may
be. They live in an ideal world of th.eir own ; and it w^ould be,

perhaps, as wf 11 if ihey were confined to it. Their flights and
fancies are delightful to themselves and to every body else ; but

they mvike strange work with matter of fact ; and, if they were
allowed to act in public aflairs, would soon turn the world up-
side down. They indulge only their own flattering dreams or

superstili'ius prejudices, and make idols or bugbears of what
they please, caring as little for ' history or particular facts, * as

lor general reasoring. They are dangerous leaders and treacher-

ous followers. Their inordinate vanity runs them into all sorts

of extravagances ; and their habitual effeminacy gets them out

of them at any price. Always pampering their own appetite fo?
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excitement, and wishing to astonish others, their whole aim is to

produce a dramatic effect, one way or other— to shock or ile!i;^ht

their observers ; and they are as perfectly indirPeront to tiie con-
sequences of what they wriie, as if the world were mertiy a sta;i;q

for them to play their fantastic tricks on.—As romantic in their

servility as in their indeptndence, and equally importunate candi-

dates for lame or infamy, they require only to he distinguished,

and are not scrupulous as to the means of distinction. Jacobins or

Antijacobins— outrageous advocates for anarchy and licentious-

ness, or flaming apostles of persecution—always violent and vul-

gar in their opinions, they oscillate, with a giddy and sickening

motion, front one absurdity to another, and expiate the follies of

their youth by the hearties.-; vices of their advancing age. None
so ready as they to carry every paradox to its nio?t revolting and
nonsensical excess—none so sure to caricature, in their own per-

sons, every feature of an audacious and insane philosophy :

—

In their days of innovation, indeed, the philosophers crept at

their heels like hounds, while they darted on their distant quar-

ry like hawks; stooping always to the lowest game; eagerly

snuffing up tfic most tainted and rankest scents ; feeding their

vanity with the notion of the strength of their digestion of poi-

sons, and most ostentatiously avowing whatever would most ef-

fectually startle the prejudices of others. Preposterously seeking

for the stimulus of novelty in truth, and the eclat of theatricil

exhibition in pure reason, it is no wonder that these persons

at last became disgusted with their own pursuits, and that, in

consequence of tlfe violence of the change, the most inveterate

prejudices and uncharitable sentiments have rushed in to till up
the vacuum produced by the previous annihilation of common
sense, wisdom, and humanity-

This is the true history of our reformed Antijacobin poets ; the

life of one of wliom is here recorded. The cant of Morality, like

the cant of Methodism, comes in most naturally to close the sceiic :

and as the regenerated sinner keep'^ alive his old raptures and
new-acquired horrors, by anticipating endless ecstasies or end-

less tortures in another world ; so, our disappointed demagogue
keeps up that * pleasural)le poetic fervc ur ' which has been the—

cordial and the bane of his existence, by indulging his maudlin

egotism and his mawkish spleen in fulsome eulogies of his own
virtues, and nauseous abuse oi' his contefrporaries *— in nuik-

ing excu.scs for doing nothing himself, Riul assigning b.id mo-
tives for what others have done.— Till he can do something

better, we would rather hear no more ol" liim.

• See his criticisms on Bertram, vol. II., reprinted from the Courier.

VOL. xxviii. NO. 56. L 1
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Art. XI. On the Present State of Puhlic Affairs. London,
1817. pp. 102.

WE have selected this pamphlet as the subject of a few ob-

servations—not entirely from a sense of its extraordinary

merit (though we understand it has been much admired, and

readily admit that it possesses all the dignity which paper or

printing can bestow)—but because it appears to us to contain a

very edifying and compendious view of the paradoxes and com-

monplaces which have lately been called out by conscription in

defence of all actual or possible abuses of power, and which,

when destroyed, will be succeeded by another levy. We should

conjecture, from the unfortunate manner in which these miscel-

laneous arguments are arranged, that the author must be a per-

son whose rank, and the consequent deference of his auditors^

release him from the ordinary observances of logic. He has

broun-ht together, in the same discourse, modes of reasoning cal-

culated for making an impression on minds very dissimilar; and

which, as they fundamentally contradict each other, more skilful

sophists are in the habit of conveying in sepai-ate speeches or

pamphlets. In the excess of his zeal, he has mingled his acids

and alkalies in one phial of wrath, to be poured forth against

the Whiors and Reformers, and he has tlius spared us the trou-

ble of that collection and combination which would otherwise

be necessary to enable us to neutralize them.—We shall give a

few instances of the author's skill in this process.

It has become of late a favourite topic among those who have

shown the most persevering attaclnnent to power, to assert, that

the object of their adoration is of no value,—that it is impossible

they can covet it for its own sake.—This is eloquently put by

the*^present author as follows.

' Let these possessors of power and place—such is the sentiment

which slides into their feelings—let them be attacked, vilified, and

annoyed as they may, they have an ample fund of compensation iu

the public and personal gratifications that are heaped upon them.

They have enough of the sunshine to repay them for the peltings #
the storm. This is indeed a very mistalx-en vieiv of t/ie case. Those

who see nothing but the exterior of office ; those who bihig nothing

ttdthin the short range of their optics but the appendages of its rank,

take a very erroneous survey. That authority of which they are so

jealous, to be truly estimated, must be seen in the fatigues of its ex-

ertion, in the wear and tear of mind, in the sweat—not indeed of the

brow—but of the brain, in its . anxious days and sleepless nights.

Where is the reward of all this to be sought? In the insignia of dis-

tinction and the splendour of authority ? Far from it. These soon
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j^row familiar to the possessor, and become as nothing' in the scale of

real enjoyment : all the happiness which place and power can give

soon I'udes and dies away of itself. The c:\ii<e of this is in the human

mind. But the toil, tlie solicitude, the dilficully, the vexation, the

disappointments ;—all these survive, and what is worse, survive, for

the most part, to be perpetually encountered, and never overcome.
*

p. 5.

Now, there is another argument, addressed toanotlier classjbya

different set of rensoncrs, not a little incons^isteiit with this which

weliave extracted :—it is, that all the opposition to the measures

of power originates with those who themselves wish to obtain it.

The writer accordingly, that ills pandect may not be incorapicte,

talks (p. 7.) of ' the unprincipled opposition to existing autho-

rities set up by men who, seeking to rucnvcr poiirr, or to gain

popularity, grope through the records of ministerial measures

to furnish themselves with some pretext for arraigning govern-

rrtent as a culprit, ' &c.

The ingenious writer would thus have us believe, that those who
have tasted this power, the inconveniencies of which he lias so feel-

ingly described—who have experienced the ' wear and tear of

mind '—
' thc^wcat of the brain,' lor which we take a mistaken

view of the case if we suppose they are repaid by the insignia of

distinction, and the splendour of authority, ' are yet so ena-

moured of the^e evils, as to set on foot an unprincipled oppo-

sition to regain them. Surely, if the present possessois of power
are entitled to credit for the disinterested devotion with which

they hug the instrument of their martyrdom, those who grope

through dirtv paths to arrive at this painful tlistinction, arc en-

titled to -some share of praise.—Wc shall not attempt to recon-

cile his notions of the pleasures or pains of power ; but wc sbnll

turn to his theories i>f the motives of human actions, and of pub-

lic spirit.

In p. 2. Ijc tells us ' indiscriminately to abuse every admi-

nistration as inimical to its interests' (the interests of the Con-
stitution)— ' to suppose that no man in power can have the hap-

l^ness or the honour of his country at heart,—that no minister

can be swayed by motives of honest [)atri;)tism :—ail this is ba«o

and illiberal prcjuilico—the mark of a weak and w(n-thlcss mind.

'

We need not stJte the corollary to tiiis proposition : As the ad-

ministration for the lime being is always the best of all administra-

tions; to hold it up as inimical to the interests ulthe Constitution,

or to suppoac that its members are not actuated by motives of ho-

nest patriotism, must be unpardonable indecil. liut he happily

relieves us from the necessity of thinking well of mankind. In

Micakin'j of I'urliitnientary Uoform, and attempting to ridicule

T. I
'.'.
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the idea that under any system men would be returned for their

uprightness of mind-, -he says, * What would this inflexible in-

* tegrity, standing on its own ground, and making its way by
.
* its own force—what would it arrive at .'' In the city of West-
* minster, for instance, where the right of suffrage is pretty

* -widely spread, how many would it carry up to the hustings?
* Suppose a voter not better or worse than his brethren, wish-
* i»^ well to the Constitution, but wishing well likewise to hitu-

* self, and not willing, therefore, to give his vote and interest

* without some security in promise or in prospect, that he shall

* not bestow them for nothing. He has a son or nephew to

* provide for, and requests from the candidate, that he will use
* his influence to get him some appointment. But the candi-
* date having that high sense of patriotism, that cannot stoop
* to trafRc with his constituents, and too honourable to promise
* Tckat.J'rojn the midtipUcitij rfsimilar applications it is utterly im-^

* jjossible he should ptrfmin^ answers this solicitation, ' &c. He
then goes on to show, that such a candidate cannot possibly be

at the head of the poll. Setting aside the curiosa infilicitas of

this learned author, which has led him to choose Westmin-
ster as his instance of the power of Crown influence over a

Siumerous body of electors, we must remark, that his notions

of the motives which actuate mankind, assume a very different

aspect when applied to voters, from that which they exhibit

in the case of ministers. A voter * not better or worse than

his brethren, ' is suppose<l to be actuated by nothing but the

basest and most shortsighted of sinister objects. A regard to

liberty—to the security of his person, property and honour,

cannot be supposed to carry him to the hustings : But sup-

pose the same two-legged animal a minister, and his nature

is so changed, that to imagine that the constant temptation

of opportunity or importunity—that personal necessity, or the

never-ending irritation of popular opposition (so necessary to the

subject, but so painfid to those who govern)—that the remoteness

of the evil, and the proximity of the gratiftcation which obe-

dience to tiie dictates of his avarice or ambition may occasion

—

to suppose that these circumstances may induce him to make un-

duedemandson the public purse, or encroachments on the general

freedom— * all this is base and illiberal prejudice, the mark of

a weak and worthless mind.

'

We do not find fault with the writer of this pamphlet ; he
has but ingenuously and faithfully set forth the arguments
which have repeatedly been misapplied by the great body
which be represents : But we are at issue with them on one
great poiiil; we think, that when, from tlie extension of the
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elective franchise, it is plainly impossihic (' from llie multipli-

city of similar applications, * if the writer'plcase) that a court
candidate can perform his corrupt promises to the voters, they
will not be very anxious to obtain them ; as we do not ima-
gine, that, like some other written promi>fe<, they will be receiv-

ed in payment of the taxes: and when this is the case, we do
not think it a very fair and moderate supposition to hold, that

we shall still have enough cf interest— call it public or private

—

in bein^ well governed, in being as gently re^trained as is con-
sistent with our safety, in being as lightly taxed as is consistent

with our defence, to carry us to the hustings ; and therefore it

is, that we think it possible that voters may be less corrupt, and
that ministers may be less prodigal, (strange as it may appear
to this writer), without any change in the nature of the mind
of man, or the motives by which he is governed. Tliis mix-
ture, however, of cant and truism— this as-umption of the pu-
rity of rulers, mixed with lamentation over the depravity of the
rest of mankind— this triumphant sorrowing, that man has a
tendency to evil, joined to the discovery that his progress to-

wards it cannot l)e impeded or controlled, makes up a great
part of the reasoning of the Anti-reformists; and according-
ly, our author must thru'-t it into his compend— ' We seem
* to forget ' (says he, p. 20) * when we talk of a system of re-
* form, whether of representation or of government, that it is the
* men that move and act that make the system, whatever it is,

* either good or bad. If wc cculd rectify the human animal,
* and refine his powers and faculties to a different state of moral
* perfection, then indeed our utOpian visions might be realized,
* but not t^il then.

'

We wonder whether this writer ever heard of laws. How
nugatory he must imagine the various provisions against those

irregnlar transfers of property, known by the general name of
theft ! I'rom the days of Moses, downwards, men have been
constantly mnking laws a;/ainst the commissi(,n of this crime,
iliough no nieans l.ave ytt been found to eradicate the disposi-

tion to commit it. Our learned auiiior, however, could have
told the [^cgi^lature, ' tiiat it is the men that move and act tliat

Dake the system, wliatever it i--, either good or bad ;
'—and that

as the disposition to covet ether men's properly mu<.t exist in

judges and jurymen, and jailors and executioners, it was in vain

lo attempt to put a stop to i^iealing. In spite of ell this, how-
ever, most people have thought ii right to make it the interest

of the needy to abstain from this crime, by attixing penalties to

the commission of it, and by the esiablishmcnt of police to en-
sure detec'iin ; and as the people contribute to execute the laws

which tliey know it ii Liicir intercut to luaiiitain, it is geQcral!/
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{supposed that property is best secured fn the countries where
such laws are enforced. It is precisely from the corruptibility

of man that reform is necessary ; in other words, that it is

necessary to endeavour to make it the interest of those who ai'c

entrusted with the control of the public purse, or the guardian-

ship of liberty, faithfully to discharge their trust. To say that

men are governed by their individual interests, unless it can be

at the same time asserted, that all possible precautions have al-

ready been taken to prevent the private interests of those who
govern, from interfering with the general welfare of the com-
munity, is but to recapitulate the best arguments in Favour of

Reform.
On the subject of the Duration of Parliaments, this writer

gives another instructive and amusing instance of his talent at self-

confutation. Among the pieces of IMr Burke which have been
published (not by himself, but since his decease, by some of those

officious friends, who, in their tender care for tlie reputation of

great men, pour forth into the world ihe contents of their writing

desks, and think they cannot better serve the oViject of their idol-

atry, or show their own wisdom, than by publishing all that he
has thought fit to suppress), there is a sketch of a speech against

the bill for shortening the duration of Parliaments ; in which it

is contended, that a measure, which should render elections

more frequent, without some other alteration in the constitu-

tion of Parliaments, would so increase the poiwr of the Crown

,

that every trace of independence in the Comnions would be
borne away. The writer inserts this sketch, which has been
already sufficiently hackneyed; and complacently subjoins— • the
* truth of this representation is unquestionable ;

'
(p. 25.) But

imagining that if he had icsted here, he might have been sup-

posed to have promoted the cause of short Parliaments, with

those unaccountable persons who lament the decrease of the in-

fluence of the Crown, he goes on to say— ' we have had trien-

* nial Parliaments ; this evil is not matter of speculative infer-

* ence ; we have proved the mischiefs arising from them. TheTj
* are indeed xoell condtused by Sir Richard Steele (a name fami-
* liar to the lovers of literature), who was in the best possible
* situation to observe them. ' Pie then gives us a speech of Sir

Richard, which would prove, if assertion could prove any thing,

in direct opposition to Mr Burke, that triennial Parliaments, by
heing too independent of the King^ and subject to unsteadiness

from the contagion of popular feeling, had produced a perni-

cious effect on national policy. * The preamble to the Trien-
nial act expresses, ' says Sir R., ' that it was introduced into
* the Constitution for the better union and agreement of the

f King and his people ; but it has had quite a contrary effect

:
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* and cxpcrioncc has verified what a ^rcat man '—(meaninjj the

late Earl of Sunderland—for he too was a great man !) * said of
* it, when it was enacted, that it had made a triennial Kini^, ;i

* triennial Ministry, a triennial Alliance. We feel this in all the
* occurrences of the State,' &c. It was very hard, we think,

as well as ill-judged, to set these two great partisans of long Par-

liaments thus scandalously by the ears.

But we shall leave Sir Richard and Mr Burke, or iheir ad-

herents, to settle this matter between themselves ; and wc
should not have said even thus much about their conflicting

opinions, hut for the purpose of showing, that the contraciic-

toriness charged upon the plans of the Reformers, is equallv

chargeable uj)on the arguments of their antagonists. Of the

general reasons in favour of reform, we do not purpose now to

speak ; but we wish to advert to some of the errors of its sdvo-
cates, and still more strongly to impress upon these, and all o-
ther friends to what remains of English liberty, the necessity

of perseverance and united exertion against the gradual inroads

of power, by a review of some of the transactions cf the lata

Session of Parliament.

The general disunion among the Reformers, in matters of o-

piiiion, is a defect which it will be perhaps vain to expect ever to

see removed. It is not to be supposed that a body of men, wh()

have nothing in common but their wishes for the good of the com-
munity, can be inlbrnied by tlie same unity of purpose as ihoso

who have to defend the abuses by which they profit. The Chris-

tian Cliurch was from the beginning rent by schisms; but who
ever heard of diversity of opinion among the silversmiths of I']-

phesus .'' The words of Demetrius— * Sirs, ye know that by
this craft we have our wealth, ' will ajways be a firm bond of
union to the craftsmen ; and they will continue to hold in su-

preme contempt those who scruple aud debate about the nice

dficrences of reason, or the doubtlul preponderance of public

utility in favour of this or the other measure. Vet it is still de-
sirable to manage, with sQme charity, the disputes which it iij

not possible to avoi<l. It will be found, that in this, as in most
other cases, the most violent towards those wh') differ from them
are to be found amtng those who rest their persuasion of the

necessity of the measures they propose on some principles ap-
proach uig to the nature of articles of religious belief. Lost in

the contemplation of these axioms, they are wont to be rather
negligent in their deductions ; or rather, as they have taken for

ijranted the premises, they take for granted the conclu«.ioii also,

i'or instance, some persons having as-umcil, that every male of
years of discretion has a ri^ht to be represented in the House \>i
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Commons, they follow up this principle by sayinf^, that elections

must be annual^—lest those who are coming of aire should be
deprived of the means of exercising their right. It will be rea-
dily perceived, that, admitting the principle to be a proper one,
it is not at all satisfied by the expedient proposed : To pre-
serve it inviolate, a new election should take place en every
man's coming of age; or rather, an inquest should be held to

ascertain the moment when each individual may have arrived at

the use of his faculties, that the poll-books might immediately
be opened. If it be said, as probably it will, that annual elec-

tions are the most frequent which the public convenience will al-

low, the appeal is transferred to another tribunal;—the question
is to be decided on the ground of utility, and the principle of
indefeasible right is abandoned. Grant that men have a right

to annual elections, you must prove that it is a beneficial right

before you can persuade them to demand it ; and on this proof
the whole question rests: for, show the community that annual
elections are for their advantage, and they will not be slow in

demanding them.

We are convinced that real representation and frequent elec-

tions are the best means of securing good government; but, in-

dependent of their utility in this way, we see no ground for giv-

ing them the name of rights: and it is very remarkable, that

among those Reformers who have this word most frequently in

their moudis, and who found their creed in deductions from
it, there has always been the least accommodating spirit, and
the smallest portion of temperance towards thof:e who differ from
them. They think it their duty to maintain fiercely the doubt-
ful ground they have assumed ; and, like those who hold deli-

cate articles of faith, are more inveterate against heretics than
open infidels. It was this anxious care to prevent the introduc-

tion of any doctrines adverse to a particular creed of reform,

•without consideration for the cause ol reform in general, which
dictated the plan of circular petitions. We do not know that

any means could have been devised, so much to lessen the effect

of the signatures of hundreds of thous^ands of petitioners, as the

affixing them to a common form of prayer, drawn up by an
individual without previous consultation. The execution was
much of a piece with the conception : the petition sp< ke a mind
very well convinced of the truth of its assertions, but very little

calculated to convince others. The slronges^t condemnation of
it i>, that it forms a perfect contrast to the petition presented
by Mr Grey in 1793. The petition presented by Mr Grey was
the i-esuk of much accurate and useful investigation ; it was cau-

tious in its positionsj clear in language, incontroverLibie in its
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staterticnts, and irresistible in its conclusions. It nffordrd no
prctpnoe lor rejection or denial ; and remains on the Journals of

the 1 louse, and in the memory of every man in the country, a

satisfactory ar<jument in favour of reform with all who acktiow-

ledjje the benefits of a representative system. The circular pe-

tition was intemperate in lanjruaffc—contained some not very

choice metaphorical expressions, wliich, by frequent repetition,

became ludicrous to those to whom it was addressed—some-

ihinnr, for instance, about the blast of war. It was rejected by
the House, (though we lay not much stress on this), and is for-

gotten by all except those who are fond of rccurrintr to it for

the purpose of ridiculinfj the cause of Reform, by taking it as a
specimen of the production of its advocates. We do not believe

any enemy of lit'form ever once alluded to Mr Grey's petition,

unless he were compelled to do so. Of the rejection of the pe-

titions we shall sav more hereafter : it is enough here to say,

that the object of the Reformers should be to convince, not to

irritate; or, if they have angry feelings towards the corrupt, they
will assuredly {\o them more displeasure by convincing the impar-
tial, than by the angriest invective. The ihighest prai^!e which has

been bestowed on flam|>den, is the acknowledgment of Lord
Clarendon, that in his struggle against arbitrary power he con-

ducted himself with such temper, that he allbrdcd no pretence

to his adversaries, though they eagerly sought it, to transfer the

controversy from the matter to the manner. To all the good
qualities of Major Cartwright—to his zeal, to his perseverance,

to his uprightness—we are ready to do justice ; but it was an
error in the great body of petitioners, to take his excelieiit cha-

racter as a conclusive proof of his wisdom and discretion, or
even of his literary powers. By the adoption of that petition,

they excluded thenis^elvcs from the cooperation oi' many reform-

ers very superior in information and talents to those whose
advice they adopted.' V\'e need only refer, in proof of this,

to the petition from the county of Cornwall. They tliore dis-

joined themselves from ail the persons of property who had pe-

iiiioned, and gave a pretence for the senseless clamour of a

conspiracy of the poor against the rich,—of which those who aro

in a natnral combination against the wealth of the latter, and
the liberty of the former, knew how to avail themselves.

Notwithstanding the errors of the reformers, and the loose-

ness of the principles on which some of them have proceeded,

we think they have been inaccurate observers of the transac-

tions of the past Se-^sion, who have not been ptrsuadtd oi the ne-

cessity of some reform ; that is to say, of some stronger che< k

upon the power cf the Crown.— if any inci ease uf that powo.
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whether in the way of direct authority, or the establishment of

precedents, can render such a check necessary. Never, since the

times of the Stuarts, within so short a period as has elapsed

since the commencement of the last Session, have meabures been

adopted so unequivocally hostile to the popular part of our
Constitution, or precedents established, which, if followed up, as

by any ambitious minister they might be, would tend so inevit-

ably to destroy it. The pretences on which our liberties have

been suspended may be laughed at by individuals, or discredited

by juries ; but the measure remains recorded as a guide for fu-

ture Parliaments; and let us not deem lightly of the effects of
this example, when even the suspension of the Habeas Corpus
in 1745 has been made an argument for the present suspension.

On what pretence, then, may it not next be suspended ?

We are at length enabled to ascertain the real import of those

allegations of the first committees of secrecy, respecting which
we had previously been only able to dravv inferences from their

general spirit, with a glimmering of light from our former ex-

perience of such bodies. It must be remembered, that these

documents are even yet acknowledged to be very proper produc-

tions by both Houses of Parliament;—they have seen no rea-

son, on account of any disclosures which have been made, to

reverse the acts of outlawry which they had founded on them.

.They were so satisfied, indeed, with the discretion of these

Committees, that they thought fit to reappoint them, and to act

upon their second reports. We must therefore conclude, that

the House of Commons still consider that the statements of the

first report, with all the light which has been since thrown on
them, with all the deductions which must be made from them,

as sufficient to warrant the acts which they have passed.—Let
us see what these statements are.

In the first report of the Committee of the House of Com-
mons, the precedence, l>oth in place and importance, is given

to what has been called the Spencean plan. It was, in fact, the

great or only topic. The first paragraph of that Report informs

us, ' that attempts have been made in various parts of the coun-

try, as well as in the metropolis, to take advantage of the dis-

tress in which the labouring and manufacturing classes of the

community are at present involved, to induce them to look for

immedkte relief, not only to a reform in Parliament, on the

plan of Universal Suffrage and Annual Elections, but in a total

overthrow of all existing Establishments, and in a division of the

Landed, and extinction of the Funded property of the country.

'

Thib hope, we were told, had been held out by societies openly

existing in the metr^molis, who were doubtful whether the meet'«
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inprs for Parliamentary reform did pood or lurm. On these

points, however, they were ac;reed, that the L n iholder was a

monster (o be hunted down, and the Fundhnlder was i (rrejiicr

ovil—and that • these rapacious wretches took l.5d. from every

quartern loaf, '—even when it sold for a shilling.

'l'iioii(Th lhc5e societies were described as openly existing in t'.ic

metropolis, the persons host accjuainted with London, had ncvir

heard of them. l>ut the elloct produced by this expl i^ion ol the

theories of the illustrious obscure was prodijrions. The country

pent'emen had been so often told of the barbarous de.siijns of thfi

refornurs to cut up the constitution of thr counlry, and to put it

into the kettle of the m.'<jician, that tiipy ceased to tren)blo at the

metaphor:— But when iliey ht.ard of persons wl)o were to put
wolves heads on their resjicciablo shoulriers, ancl, moreover, to cut

in pieces the land itself, which they deemed it tlx^ir peculiar pro-

vince to fjuard, never did Dryad or Hamadryad more shudder at

th** approach if the sacrilegious woodman to their coeval {proves.

-—Mr Canning sounded the alarm in his speeches, Mr ijoulliey

in his writinji^s; and it was frravely asi-crted, that a plan calcu-

lated to unite iigainst it every person possessed of tliL' snaile.^t

portion of property—which repelled the religious by the profa-

r.ity, and the moral by the indecency of its adherents—was pe-

culiarly attractive and dangerous

!

The Committee proceeded to describe the practical means
by which these doctrines were to be carried into cifbcr. There
were ' traces of the existence of a Committee, culied conser-

vative, ' {n non conservando, we suppose), • which directed the

operations ' of this society of destruction ; and, to crown the

whole, the Report affirmed, that ' it has been proved to the

entire satisfaction of the Committee, that some members of

these Societies, acting by delegated or assumed authority, as

an executive Committee of the whole, conceived the projict,

and endeavoured to prenire the means of raising an insur-

rection so Jormiilaile from niimbns^ as by dint of phvsical

strength to overpower all resistance.' The designs ol' these

conspirators were then detailed. The barracks were to liavc

been set on fire ; the soldiers surpriseil and tnerpowcred ;

tiie artillery to have been seized, the bridfjes to have becu oc-

cupied or destroyed, and the Tower and Bank to hive bcou
taken : And a machine was projected for clearing tiie streets

of cavalry, of which— horrible to relate, a drawing, • fully

autheniicaled, ' had been laid before the Committee.—Ev-ry
thing indeed, truly formidable, whicii could appertain to a
plot, wa3 comprehended in the relation—one particidar only
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excepted, viz. the means and numbers of the conspirators.—O-
ver this a veil of ambiguity was thrown ; but all truly loyal peo-
ple naturally proportioned the numbers and power of these ma-
iignants to the magnitude of their designs. We must ask any
candid man, whether, on reading this Report, which detailed

so minutely, and with such an appearance of apprehension,

the progress of this plot ; which stated that the Societies * ap-
pear to have extended themselves '—that ' the intended insur-

rection assumed the symbols of the French Revolution '—that

the design was, by a sudden rising in the dead of night, to sur-

prise and overpower the soldiers j—when he saw all this stated,

without any accompanying remarks, would he not naturally be
led to suppose that there was, at least in the opinion of the

Committee, no gross disproportion between the means and the

end proposed ? A sudden rising could not possibly take place

(in the dead of night especially) without great numbers of men
enlisted and organized ;—but, miking all allowance for a ten-

dency to alarm on the part of the Comnnttee, would it not have
been deemed a hbel upon that body to have intimated an idea

that NOT MORE THAN A HALF DOZEN OF MEN, quIte UUprOvldcd
with money, arms, credit or influence, unacquainted with military

or any other sort of tactics, were engaged in these proceedings

—

and that, at the time when the Report asserted that the same
designs still continue to be prosecuted with sanguine hopes of
success, ' three of them were in custody ?

That the baffled designs of six or seven ruflians, who, how-
ever desperate, were so impotent in their desperation, that their

litmost efforts had produced no other mischief than the wound-
ing of a single individual, should have been made the subject

of this grave narration, in a document which was to form the

foundation of laws of great importance, would have been incre-

dible—but not half so incredible as the truth ; for, in addition

to the original weakness of the conspirators, they gave such ab-

undant proofs of folly, that if they had had half the power of

the empire at their disposal, they could scarcely have been ac-

counted formidable.

In consequence of the full confession of one of the persons con-

cerned, the agents in * the intended insurrection ' were brought

to trial; and tlie whole story epitomized in the Report of the Com-
mittee was delivered to the jury by the informer, in a detailed and
intelligible shape. The inferior dignity of the narrator was am-
ply made up by the exactness of the narration. He had been
admitted into the arcana of the conspiracy, and was fourth in

command. The conspirators wore six in number, and were all

piembers of the Spcncean clubs—tv,o of them were apotheca-
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ries (' the physical strengths, ' we suppose, rcferrctl to hy the

Committee)—ali the others, except one, mechanics. The Re-
port to be sure tells us, that ihey acted by clelc</atc(l or assumed
authority, as if it were a matter of no consequence to ascertain

whether this authority was pretended or real. But on this

the whole question rested. They had, in fact, no authority at

all, except over themselves. However fooHsh the advocates of

the Spencean system may be, they had nothing to do as a body

with the agents of that more absurd riot. Of the conspirators,

a person of the name of Thistlewood was the only one who pos-

sessed any money ; and this he employed in disseminating his

doctrines. Unlike other itinerant locturers, he paid his hearers

for receiving his lessons, which, on that account, were patient-

ly listened to. By the help of the distribution of beer

—

clcmcnta

velint ut discere prima—he persuaded some soldiers whom he
met in the pot-houses to admit tliat, cccieris paril/us, a big loaf

was better than a small one ; and that, if the Russians landed

in this country, they should not like to be domineered over by
them : he showed ihem a bunch of green, white, and red rib-

bons, which they acknowh tiged were very pretty ; and though

these admissions might seem to unenlightened minds rather in-

conclusive, he and his associates concluded that the business

was done, and that no opposition was to be feared on the part

of the soldiery, to the completion of the scheme of Spencean
philanthropy. More effectually, however, to conciliate this im-

portant class, they were to burn two of the barracks, and to

smother or stink to death the soldiers who were in them. The
Committee was incorrect in saying, that the barracks generally

were to be seized—for this very good reason, that if the force

had been divided, there would not have been f)und one insur-

gent for each of these buildings in and about London. A few

hundreds of soldiers only were to be roasted, as the surest way
of gaining the affections of the rest ; who, it was supposed,

would receive with open aruis the murderers of their conu'ades.

In fixing the lime for the insurrection, the Catilines displayed

a wisdom not less recondite. A few hours after midnight, on a
Sunday morning, ' the sudden rising ' mentioned by the Com-
mittee of the House of Commons was to begin. At that time,

it was suggested there would be many persons remaining drunk
in the streets, from the excesses of the former night, who would
of course be disposed to revolutionary movements—the only

sort of movements indeed of which they would be capable. All

hackney coaches in the streets were to be put under requisition ;

though the insurgents unfortunately torgot, that at such a time
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in tbe mornrnsr no vehicles would be found.
^
These imaginary

coaches were to be thrown down as barriers in half the avenues

in the metropolis; and the drivers, who, it was conceived,

vould be found as well disposed to overturn their own coaches

as the State, aft^r having devoted their property to the cause,

were to mount their horses, and, with the aid of the drunk-

en men who were too far gone to be of service on foot, were to

form the cavalry of Spenceonia. The six conspirators of course

rominatcd themselves to the several commands, witiiout, it is

true, any great regard to fitness, but conceiving, according to

the indisputable doctrine of the schoolmen, that actual generals

of any description were equal to the command of possible ar-

mies. One of them, a shoemaker, was lame, and could not ride ;

but he observed, that on such an occasion he could walk well

enouo-h. Upon him, therefore, was to rest the brunt of the

war.'' He was in the first place to attack the Tower. He was

then to proceed to London Bridge to barricade it, to prevent

tlie artillery from Woolwich from entering the town ; and, hav-

ing established a bomb-proof barrier of hackney coaches, he

was to proceed to the Whitechapel road, to stop out the caval-

ry and infantry in that direction; and finally to attack the

Bank. In the midst of these magnificent anticipations, the

ways and means began to be consumed ; and when it was ne-

cessary to take a house to conceal the combustibles which were

to smoke the soldiers, the leader of the conspiracy could not

raise money or credit enough to induce the landlord to trust

him with it ; and though this prosaical incident is not once men-

tioned in the Report, it brought the whole fabric of rebellion

to the ground.

As it is observed, in ' the Life and Opinions of Thomas Pres-

ton, patriot and shoemaker, p. 17,

' These little things are great to little men '

—

the plot now assumed another phasis. The conspirators called a

public meeting of the distressed persons about the metropolis; and

iseing encouraged by the sight of the nun)bers which such a re-

quisition naturally drew together, the assembly was adjourned to

another day, when the grand effort was to be made. The six con-

spirators armed themselves ; and, having addressed a portion of

the crowd assembled, led some of them off the field where the

meeting toc>k place. They broke open three gunsmiths' shops ;

and, having fired the arms which they stole in the air, for the

most part threw them away. One of the leaders, though he

had a brace of pistols wuth him, was seized, and delivered into

custcdv bv an unarmed citizen. The insurgents being routed
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by the police oITicers, and several hpincj taken into custod}', the

other leaders absconded. In the Minoricfl, where ihe insurrec-

tion assumed tlie most formidable uppoarance, the SiiernT of

Essex was of opinion, that '20 men miijht have (iisperscd the

mob ; and, notwithstandin«r this disorderly assemblage got pos-

session of n quantity of arms and ammunition, it is remark-

able that only one person was wounded. One half of the

insurgents, consisting of three persons, having collected tiicni-

selvcs, attempted to make their escape out of London ; but be-

ing encountered by a watchman, the second in command was
apprehended on suspicion of highway robbery.

Such was the origin and conclusion of the plot which was to de-

stroy the glorious Constitution, which neither the Pope nor the

Pretender, nor the Jacobins nor Bonaparte, with his Continental

System and great Praams, had been able to overcome ! Such wa.-j

the plot, the very posthumous alarm of which was considered by
the selected wisdom of the House of Commons, a sufficient reason

to induce a people once regarded most tenacious of its liberties, to

deliver them up to the mercy of the ministers of the Crown !

—

It is no exaggeration to say, that the history of Spenceans ami
their plot forms by far the most important subject of the Re-
port. N'.it only are 19 paragraphs of that document devoted to

it, while only two or three are occupied with the Parliamentary

iieform Clubs; but all the blasphemy, all the impiety, ail iho in-

decency which form such main ingredients in this precious oKo,

are charged upon the Spenceans, and upon them alone ; though,

from tlie arrangement of the sentences, whether by accident or

<lesign, hasty readers may imagine them to be conlounded un-
der one common censure. The Parliamentary Reform Clubs
in the manufacturing districts of Lancashire, l^cice-^tcrshire,

Nottinghaniijhirc, and Derbyshire, are indeed mentioned as ob-
jects of alarm, as in many instances the Committee was per-

suaded they had in view a revolution ; and, what is worthy of
remnrk, a system of secret association is said to liave ' extended
to Glasgow, and some other p)|>uloui towns of Scotland. ' We
will not dwell upcm the first Rtpoit of the House of Lords—its

assertions respecting the Union Society in London, and the
Branch Unions afiiiiated to it—respecting the blasphemous and
seditious clubs at Norwich— all which are now acknowledged to

be entirely uufvunded, sufficiently determine the weight due to

that documetit. Hut we will pass to the Second Report of the
House of Commoi'.s, to sec how lar it confirms or disproves the
assertions of its predecessor.

On reading this Report, the first tl)ing which strikes the
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mind, Is the absence of any allusion to the Spenceans :—not one
word about them, or their opinions or proceediniSTs, with which
they had occupied the 19 paragraphs of their former Report.
Yet they call this a continuation of their former history of dis-

affection ; as if a man should write a supplement to Livy, in

which he should not once mention the Romans. AVhy did they

not mention, en passant, that it had been proved beyond the

shadow of a doubt, thai the numbers of the Spenceans were, in

London, quite inconsiderable, and that in other parts of the

country they were unknown ;—that the great Metropolitan plot

liad been disbelieved by a jury, and ridiculed by the public;

—

nnd that Mr Preston, who was to have attacked the Tower and
tlie Bank, ard to have stopped up all the avenues to the city,

had, as he tells us in his Life and Opinions, (p. 35), retired to

ClemenL'*-Inn passage, where he is to supply * the votaries of

freedom with boots and shoes, ' on terms * as unexceptionable as

are his politics;'—that the commonwealth of Spenceonia, ex-

cept the fragments which are embalmed in the amber of Mr
Canning's eloquence, is not to be found, except in that region

where all things lost on earth are treasured—with the Branch
Union Ciubs, and the blasphemous societies of Norwich.

They had stated, in their former Report, * that notwithstand-

ing the failure on the 2d of December, the same designs still conti-

nue to be prosecuted, with sanguine hopes of success. ' It was
incumbent on them to show on what grounds we were to give

entire credence, in the m.onth of June, to those who, in the month
of February, had so grossly exaggerated, or had been so grossly

deceived ; and it was the more incumbent on them; because, at

the time when they made their first Report, containing this

assertion, Watson, Pre?ton, Hooper, and Castle, were in custo-

dy ; and from the evidence of the latter they might have known,
and the Administration must have known, that the plot of the

2d of December had been confined to a very few persons, and
was at an end. Without some accompanying comment, it will

be impossible for any one who shall hereafter read these two

Reports in connexion, to make out what the real state of the

country has been :— Happily we are furnished with such a com-
ment. Lord Milton, a member of the Committee, whose opi-

nion, however, did not accord with those of the majority, has

told us of the precautions used by that body, to prevent the in-

sertion or omission of any thing which, by being inserted or

omitted, would have the tendency ' to disalarm the country.

'

We have therefore to conclude, that the objects of alarm which

are mentioned in the First Report, but not alluded to in the Se-
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contl, do not in reality exist ; but that, as such an assertion,

thouijh it mitjhi conie within tiie duty of the Committee, did

not coincide with its inclinations, they were not attain spoken of.

Takintj ihis comnitntaiy with us, we find that these dedurtions

are to be iiinde from the facts of the First Report. The iSpen-

cean societies do not exist, or are not formidable—there are no
asswiaiions of the disaffected in the metropohs, and consequent-

ly no cooperation between London and the manufacturinj; dis-

trict>—thtre are no secret associations in Scotland ; in sliort,

that the wlinle evil is cf)nfined to some of the very lowest class

of people in four or five manufacturing counties.

In the Second lleport, instcail ofthe Sunday mornincj insurrec-

tion of the Spenctans, the Committee begins with the Blanket ex-

pedition irom Manchester on. the lOih of March; and here we
have reason to complain of the style of narration adopted by the

Committee. ' At many (>ther meetings, ' they say, * previous to
*• the 10th, which, tlu>ugh comparatively private, were yet nu-
* merously attended, it was represented to them by their orators,

* that they would be surrounded by the police and the militajy,

« and that they would be an ea.=y prey if they proceeded without
* arms for their protection. Tiiey were assured, however, that

* their numbers which, in the course of their progress, would a-
* mount to not less than 100,000, would make it impossible to re-

* sist them. It was stated, that all the large towns in Yorkshire
* were adoptinijf the same plan ; that the Scotch were actually on
' their march, ' 8cc. dec. The Commiitee having spoken of their

exhortations to procure arms, omit to stale, that no arms were

tound in the possession of the persons arrested, except two

knives, (the magnitude of which was ludicrously expatiated on
at the time), though a great number of the petitioners were de-

t:iincd and searched ;—that the statement respecting the towns of

Yorksiiire, and the marching of the Scots, being entirely un-

founded, the propagation of these reports was a certain sign

of the want of organization among the disaffected, and the ab-

sence of real danger. Sliould it not also have been remarked,

that the fact that no arms wure found, notwithstanding these ex-

Imrtations, proved, that the great body of those who attended

(hose meetings were not disposed to use force, though instigated

to do so }

Tlie Committee next gives an account of some ot'ner ' in-

tended insurrection^, ' and of very terrible designs entertained

bv some person or persons unkruiwn ; but ihey remind us loo

much of the account of the S^afiJ !s Plot, to affect us widi much
alarm. It is evident, however, that it is from no intiisnositjwi

VOL. XXVIH. NO. •''>. M m
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to relate facts, if they existed, that the Committee thus expa-
tiates upon mere intentions or suggestions; for they tell us, that
* a pistol was fired into the house of a gentleman who was act-

ing as a special constable. ' It is from sheer necessity that they

have been obliged so often to take the. will for the deed. Far from
suffering the minutest facts to escape them, the acumen of the

searchers for sedition in the disturbed counties has reached that

perfection, that one of the loyal Yorkshire papers dwelt at con-
siderable length on the terrible circumstance of observing themark
of a bullet against a wall. Though it is difficult to credit, it is

impossible to contradict the account of these embryo insurrec-

tions—we must wait for a jury trial or a Third Report. The only

overt acts charged are, the assemblage near Huddersfield on the

night of the Sth, and the rising in Derbyshire on the 9th of June.

In the first instance, the rioters dispersed from the mere apprehen-

sion of a body of yeomanry cavalry, and seem to have been what
are called Luddites. In the Derbyshire insurrection, there were
never more than 200 men assembled. They proceeded towards

Nc^ttingham, and, on their march, absolutely melted away before

a force could be brought against them ; and * the mass of the

population, ' too, the Committee tells us—(and remember that

Nottingham has always been represented to be a peculiarly dis-

affected county)— ' the mass of the population evinced the utmost
abhorrence of their designs and projects. ' From this we can
form a better estimate of the numbers of the disaffected, than
from the exaggerations of spies or delegates. The disaffection

is confined to parts of five manufacturing counties. In those

counties, none of the higher or middle or agricultural classes are

engaged in the criminal designs ; and, besides all these limita-

tions, the mass of the population in these very manufacturing
districts not only are not friendly, but evince the utmost abhor-

rence of traitorous projects. Nothing can be a clearer proaf of

the hostility of the great body of those who have embraced the

doctrine of Parliamentary Reform, in the shape which falls pe-

culiarly under the reprobation of the Committee, to any mea-
sures of violence, than tlie contemptible feebleness of any riots

which have been excited by mischievous men, either in the me-
tropolis or the country, notwithstanding the pressure of univer-

sal distress. And, feeble as the disturbances have been, we have
the acknowledgment of the Committee of both Houses, that they

have been encouraged by those emissaries of the Government,
who have been employed to obtnin information. We must re-

collect, too, the remains, of Luddism, an association which is

known to have had no political origin ; and how easy it is t*
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confound the outrafjcs of these banditti with the clubs which ex-

ist in the same districts with winch they have no sort of conne-

xion.

If the existence of such a puny body of disnff'ction as we
have described really called for the suspension of the Hibeas
Ciirpus act, what must have been the temerity of our ances-

tors, who, from lGb8 to the accession of his present Majesty,

ever allowed that act free operation ?—for, during the whole of

that time, a spirit of hostility to the G<wernment existed, not

only among -a f^reat body of the people, but anion;; many noble-

men and fjentlemen in this part of the kingdom, who had at

their command numerous and well orgjinized clans, probably

equal in number to the whole of the regular troops in Britain,

and who kept up a con^^tant correspondtiice with a fcjreiifn Pre-

tender to the Crown ? We have on!) to wonder, if the doc-

trine now acted upon be correct, that this security for liberty

has nut been altogether disused and forgotten.

To throw a little more light on the motives of the persons

who tupplierl the whole of the materials, and much of the work-
manship of the Reports which we have examined, we must look

at the whole scope of their measures, of which the Suspension

of the Habeas Corpus Act is but a part, though it harmonizes

most exactly with the remainder. The power of the executive

to arrest and detain individuals, without bruiging them to trial,

must be the foundation of every system of arbitrary govern-

ment ; but other measures are necessary to complete and to pro-

tect it. The most formidable feature of the modern Continental

despotisms, is the entire subordination of those to whom the po-

lice ol the country, and much of the judicial power is entrusted,

—to a ministerial tflficer, by whose discretion, and not by their

own, they are to regulate their conduct. The Prefects are in-

vested with large powers over the subject—the Minister of the

Police exercises an unbounded sway over the Prelects; and the

arm of despotism thus stretches to every corner of the empire.

In England, the Police is entrusted, except in the case of cor-

porations, to Ju>iices of Peace, officers who are chosen by the

Crown, and who may be displaced by the Crown,—but who,

iVom the decorum oi' long habit, confirmed by public opinion,

are not held responsible to its ministers. It is to the King's

Bench that appeals against their misconduct lie; and it is by

the Lord Chancellor acting in a judicial capacity, that their

commissions are recalled, in cases of gross misconduct or unfit-

ness. When we sec, at the same time, ministers of the Crown
causing to be bestowed on these officers great discretional power*,

M m 2
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and interfering with the exercise of their discretion, we inaagine we
have good cause to be apprehensive of the results. The progress

of a despotic government has been described by Tacitus, insiir^cre

paulatim miinia Senatns, magisfratitum, legwn in se trchcre. Let
us examine, then, what the present Administration has done.

In addition to the power of arbitrary arrest which had beeit

deemed sufficient for the protection of the Crown in times of open
rebellion, an act was passed for the prevention of seditious meet-

ings, but more commonly and correctly described by the name
of the Gagging Act. By this act a great increase of discretion-

ary power was given to Justices of Peace over the exercise of

the right of petitioning—of intercourse between man and man

—

and over the organs of public instruction. AU meetings for

petition and remonstrance are absolutely forbidden, except those

called by a Sheriff—corporate Magistrates within their corpora-

tions— the majority of the Grand Jury—two Justices of Peace,

or seven householders resident witliin the place where the meet-

ing is to be holden. This perhaps is not very objectionable ;

but the meetings called by the seven householders, in which the

great majority of public meetings must be included, are subject-

ed to the interference of the Justices, in the following manner.
If, in the opiniun of any 07ie Magiitiafe., the terras of the no-

tice tend to stir up the people to hatred or contempt of the King
or Government, and Constitution, he may command the meet-
rng to disperse; and any twelve persons continuing together an
hour after, are to suffer death I Any Magistrate who chooses to

attend such a meeting, may, if he conceives any discourse to be

delivered with the • purpose ' of stirring up the people to hat-

red or contempt of the King and Government, take the speak-

er into custody ; and, if he be obstructed in so doing, he may
require the meeting to disperse under the same penalty as in the

former instance. We need not observe, that, however errone-

ous the opinion of the Magi^-trate may be as to the tendency of
a notice or the purpose of a speaker, there is no remedy against

him, except as evidence of corrupt motives ; for when two Ma-
gistrates in the city cf London, in the execution of another

part of this act, cho>e to suppr se tliat the law was intended to

suppress all political discus>ion, no one ever dreamt of a prose-

cution against them ; and if they had^ as they might have done,

exerted their authority without assigning motives, the decision,

founded on that misconception, would probably never have been

questioned.

By the same r.ct it is declared, that all debating rooms, all

places where discourses or lectures are deliveied for the par-
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pose of raisin*; money in any "way, sliall he dccmct] disor-

derly places, unless licensed by the Justices in Session ; and
the owners are subject to very heavy fines, in addition to

the ordinaiy penalties imposed on the keepers of disorderly

liouscs. When the license is granted, two Justices may revoke

it at any time, on oath being made that discourses of a soUtidua

tnidemi/ have been delivered in the licensed place : so that two
Magistrates who have that opinion of the act which the Alder-

men of London entertained, on the oath of Mr Castle or Mr
Oliver, or any other eqxiaily competent judge of the nature of

v^edition, may put an end to all public lectures or debates in the

metropolis. It is from these enactments that the law has re-

ceived its vulgar name ; for ihe only way to avoid giving ollence

to many masters, is to avoid speakmg at all on political subjects;

—and Knglishmen, who, as elcctoi-s, as jurymen, and in other

capacities, are re(ju;red to form an opinion on these matters, are

thus prevented from publicly discoursing respecting them, and
precluded from the means of forming a correct judgment.

But the«e legislative measures were not enough. Something
more was requisite to bring the Magistrates in contact with the

administration, without which, there is no security that laws,

calculated to establish or secure arbitrary power, will be exe-

cuted according to the intentions of those who devised them.

Tlie execution of laws had been formerly left to the discretion of

the Magistrates, quickened on particular occasions by the King's

proclamation, or by the charges of Judges on their circuits. A
rew mea-^ure has now been resorted to : For, on the 27th of

March, about the time when the Gagging bill passed into a

law, a circular was issued by the Secretary for the Home Dc-
•partment to the Magistrates of the dillerent counties, informing

them tliat they had, in the opinion of the law officers of the

Crown, the powers to compel persons cliarged with the publi-

cation of libels, to give bail to answer the charge, and advising

them, in all casts, to take advantage of that power. There
is not to be found, even in the worst times, a precedent for

such an interference with the judicial discretion of Magistrates;

and the measure was not rendered less cxceptitmable by the

circumstance, that the law which the Secretary had taken oa
liimseif to declare, had been (jueslioned by many of the ablest

lawyers, and that I he Magistrates themselves had professed them-
selves to be entirely ignorant of it. The circular majiifcstly al-

luded to works which had been become unpopular an)ong the

Magistrates ; and it was therciore supposed, that such an ii>-

terfereoce, joined with such an interpretation of the law, wouW
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be favourably received, whether it was regarded as an admo-
nition to execute, or a Hcense to transgress justice. In one
of the Ministerial papers, which are often more correct in-

dicators of the opinions of men in power, than graver and
more formal productions, after urging the mischievousness of

seditious publications, and stating, that the circular was praise-

worthy, whether stictly legal or no, of which it seemed to en-

tertain a doubt, appropriated the words of Shakespeare in ad-

dressing the Magistrates

—

' I beseech you,

Wrest once the law to your authority

—

To do a great right, do a little wrong,

And curb these wicked devils of their will.
*

It is remarkable that, at the time in question, not one of

these * blasphemous and seditious pamphlets and writings, of
« which, ' says the circular, * for a considerable time past, great
* numbers have been sold and distributed throughout the coun-
* try, ' not one had been prosecuted. It is quite impossible,

therefore, that the admonition could apply to the venders of

convicted libels. It was indeed hardly attempted to be denied,

that it did apply to works, the publishers and authors of which in

the metropolis were well known, but against whom no legal mea-
sures had been instituted :—it was therefore liable to be con-

strued into an exhortation to convert the power of demanding
bail, which the Constitution has only intended as a security for

the appearance of a party accused, into the means of inflicting

summary punishment upon those petty retailers who, from po-

verty, were unable to procure it. f What other construction

can be put upon it, we leave our readers to imagine, when they

bear in mind the facts which we have mentioned, and the re-

commendation of the letter to coinpel these persons to give bail

* in all cases; ' and when it is recollected that, during the At-
torney-Generalship of Sir Vicary Gibbs, in the three years af-

ter the power had been given to that f fficer to hold to bail, at

his discretion, persons against whom ex-nfflcio informations were
filed,—though forty such informations had been filed, bail had
been demanded in one instance only.

Such was the auspicious commencement of that familiar in-

tercourse between * the head of ' the police, ' as it is the fa-

shion to call the Secretary of State, and the Justices of Peace,

•j- By the Bill of Rights, excessive bail is not to be required. It is

certainly contrary to the spirit of this enactment, that any bail should

be required at all, except in so-far as it is necessary to give a reason^

able security for the appearance of the party.
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which cannot 'fail to be beneficial to the parties concerned,

rhey were thus encouraged to look to him for a solution of

all doubts as to matters of law, and for direction in the ex-

ercise of their discretionary power :— And who that is thoroufrh-

ly imbued in the doctrines of modern loyally, can suppose that

the liberty of the subject will not be wonderfully benefited by
his interpretation and guidance ? They were also encourag-

ed in the idea, that the time had arrived when the old course

of law was no longer applicable, and that it was necessary to

resort to a vigour beyond it. Accordingly, the interference

of the Secretary of State did not stop here. Some persons

having been arrested under the Habeas Corpus Suspension Act,

and confined in the Berkshire gaol, the Secretary, in his new
capacity of minister of the haute police, tock upon himself to

exclude the magistrates of the county from visiting those pri-

sons ; though, by the act of the 31st of the King (c. 46), every

Justice of the Peace is authorized to enter and examine the

gaols within his district, as often as he shall think fit. This as-

sumption of power had, at first, the air of a blunder ; but it

was systematically defended. The gaols, it was said, were by
iaw * the King's

;

' and therefore were subject to the control of

the Crown, in defiance of any act of Parliament. This argu-
ment, and the practical application of it, would give the Secre-
tary of State the complete government and direction, not only
of the King's Courts of Justice, and the King's officers of all

descriptions, but, for aught we see, of the King's subjects.

But the best answer is given in the words of a protest of several

Peers on this subject. * If the claim of unlimited prerogative
* is to be set up in all institutions, v/hich, in the language of the
* law, belong to the King; and if the laws of the land, after

* passing the two Houses of Parliament, and receiving the
* Royal assent, have no power to limit that prerogative—then,
* in all things relating to the Army, the Navy, and the Courts
* of Justice, the dispensing power, which our ancestors strug-
* gled to extinguish, is revived ; and the securities devised for
* our property, our liberties, and our lives, by the wisdom of
* Parhament, exist only at the mercy of the advisers of the
* Crown.' The Berkshire Magistrates have, to their credit,

resisted this unwarrantable interference; and, as the gaoler is

their nominee, it is not easy to perceive how the Secretary of
State will maintain his assumed authority. But it is to be borne
in mind, that, in this instance, it is by the uprightness of these
individuals, and nut by the activity of the House of Commons,
hat the law has baen upheld.
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We shall now look at another branch of this nctr system,
which is to counteract the influence of those who wish to un-
dermine, as the Report of the Commons' Committee has it,

* ali ihe principles of religion and morality '—or, as the Lord
Chancellor expresseri it (March 21.), ' to shake morality, rcli-

* gi'H, and vlW those tridij British feelhgs, without the subver-
* sion of which, the authors could never effect their evil pur-
* poses.' To complete the system of police, the employment
of spies has been avowed and justified ; and they have been
deemed worthy of such peculiar favour and protection, that, in

cases in which they have taken an active part in the creation of
the crimes which they have afterwards denounced, they have not
been brought to trial ; and those who have reprobated them,
have been accused of an attempt to degrade the members of an
useful profession below their proper level of respectability. But
the word Spies gives a vague and incorrect idea of the nature

and occupation of these agents, who are to add a new digni-

ty to Justice, and a new security to the Constitution. They
are needy ptvsons who are furnished with money; and, by means
of this persuasive, instigated by the Ministers who ^.upport * all

truly British feelings, ' to insinuate themselves, by means of
faUehood, now and then accompanied by a little f>erjury, into

the confio'ence of the suspected. Any plans of disaffection, thoy

of course profess themselves ready to enter into ; and, if any ex-

ist, they convey to the Secretary of State, from time to time, re-

ports of their progre s ; and on this their trustworthy informa-

tion, their associates are arrested, and, without kno\\'i:rg their ac-

cuser, or having the means of proving their innocence, are con-

veyed to distant gaols, and kept most frequently in sjjiiary con-

finement.

It would be well if even this was all. But these emissa-

ries, being secure of impunity, and installed in an olFice, the

continuance of which is to depend on the continuance of disaf-

i'ection, they cannot be expected to bs very hostile to the growth

of it. Vv'e cannot expect any very nice regard to private rijihts

or public order, in a person who, for the sake of gain, enters

into the most degraded of all occupations. The nature of his

enjploymeni supposes an utter callousness to social as well as

moral feelings. The companions with whom he holds familiar

converse, and whose coniidence he is acquiring by the most un-

bounded professions, he must suffer to pursue the road to their

destruction, without warning them of their fate,—and must cal-

cul ite, while he applauds their designs, the moment at which

he is to deliver them up to the dungeon or the gallows, 'liie
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morn] difTcrcnce is small between dostroyinp and fi^rbenrinjf to

save ; and such n ninn may not be casuist enoufrh to mnke snv
distinction between them. Are we to suppose then, ll»af, for

the want of a few insinuating exhortations or false aspurances,

these emissaries will return to their principal, and inform him
that disnffcction is at an end, and that their occnjjotion is tjjone .•*

—The Earl of Liverpool has asserted in Parliament, that spieu

and informers have been employed by all <]jovrrnmenls. It may
very well serve his Lordship's purpose to contbund ih.^se two
classes of persons ; but there is no naturni connexion bciwren
them. If a person who has been enrfajxed in crimes, whclijcr

struck by conscience or fear, or led by a hope of rcAard, make
a discovery of his companions to the Cxovernrntnt, there is nf>

one who will assert that his testimony should not be listened to.

His conduct, as that of such persons often is, may be maike<l

with peculiar baseness : But how very diflcrent is the practice of

receiving an accomplice as an evidence, from the practice of set-

ting loose those privileged agents of mischief, who cannot pos-

sibly have been actuated by any laudable feeling, or any par-

donable weakness, but who make love to their empk)yment frnm
an absolute indifference to faisthood—of putting the public

peace and the lives of iiidividunis at the mercy of wretches who
have every temptation to abuse their almost uncontrolled power ?

The only check, and it would be at best a very insiifiicicnt one,

on the mischief which may attend the practice which has been
thus avowed, is a determination to punish rigorously those agents

when they shall be found to have exceeded the powers with which
they are entru=;fed—when from spies they have become suborners.

It must be a principle in every }iei.al code, that a crime, wjiich,

from its nature, may often escfjie with impunity, should, when c]i'~

covered, be subjected to penalties proportionabiy severe. Our
law recognises this principle in the heavy punishment affixed to

forgery and coining. If it v.-cre j-z.-'-siblc to have a scale of punish-

ment infinitely ascending, how much higiicr a degrcf should be the

proportion for a crime, which, though it must often escape de-

tection, strikes at the life of inn(jcent men, and endangers the

peace and liberty of the conununity ! It is necessary that these

crimes should be j)unished, to preserve a respect for th^ laws:

For who can rcsjx>ct theui, when, as Lord IJaon expresses it,

they are • a shov.er of snares upon the people?' \VhaL then

shall we think of the declaration of Lord Liverpool, who, alter

having asserted that it was necessary to employ these spies, ob-

served, without any marks of indignation, that it wou'd and
roust sometimes happen that such persons, from zeal in their bu-
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siness, would go further than they ought ?—thus treating crimes
which are fraught with so many consequences of mischief, as

the pardonable aberrations of an excessive but laudable zeal.

But it was not in words alone that the opinions of the Administra-

tion on this subject were manifested ; for, though facts have
transpired which abundantly prove that the emissaries of the

Ministers have far exceeded their intentions, unless the Minis-

ters themselves are the greatest of criminals, no steps have been
taken to bring any one of them to punishment, or to satisfy the

public mind; and all remon<:trance5 have been answered by an
appeal to the Secretary of State for the Home Department, who
seems put frward by his colleagues as a scapegoat, to take away
the sins of the whole Administration.

A godly man, that has served out his time

In holiness, may set up any crime.

We have the word ot both the Committees, that the languag*

and conduct of persons who, for the purpose of procuring in-

formation, have apparently engaged in the criminal transactions

which have been made the pretence for the suspension of the

Habeas Corpus, have had the effect of encouraging the designs

which it was intended they should only have been the instru-

ments of detecting. The amount of mischief done by these

persons, may be estimated by the proofs wnich have transpired

of the activity of one of them, who may be considered as a fair

specimen of the fraternity. This man, Oliver, being in indi-

gent circumstances, applied to the Secretary of State in April

last, for employment as a spy. His services being accepted,

lie went into the manufacturing districts, with a person of the

name of Mitchell, who had taken on himself the character of

a delegate. Oliver himself also assumed the character of a de-

legate from London ;—he introduced himself to several persons

as a man deputed by Sir Francis Burdett and some other

gentlemen, to observe the dispositions of the people:—he in-

sinuated at times the inefficacy of petitioning, and represent-

ed, that in London there were great numbers of persons rea-

dy to resort to violence, on the first appearance of a movement
in the countiy. In Yorkshire, he told those into whose confi-

dence he had insinuated himself, that the friends of Reform in

London were almost heartbrcken because the people in the

country were so quiet ; and in London, on the other hand,

which he favoured with occasional visits, he called on Mr
Wooler a printer, who was under prosecution for a libel against

Mr Canning and Lord Castlereagh—gave him exaggerated ac-

counts of the disposition of the people in the North—and invit-
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«d Mr Wooler to accompany or follow him thither, as they on-
ly wanted a leader. As his entreaties failed to produce any ef-

fect, he wished him at least to print papers for distribution, as

a signal ; but in this also he did not succeed.

The intention of the man is evident. If he could have procured
any one to follow him from London to the country, or to print pa-

pers for distribution, open and undeniable proof would have been
obtained, for the Committees, of a wide extended conspiracy, and
of a connexion between the disaffected iu London and tho<.e of

the country. His attempts upon persons of any respectability

or information were not successful, though he employed all the

artillery of falsehood ; but as, by the liberality of his employ-
ers, he was enabled to assume the appearance of a gentlen»an,

and to possess all the means of deception, he collected together

a few of the most ifrnorant of the manufacturing workmen ; and
having persuaded them to call themselves delegates, handed
them over to a party of soldiery. In this transaction, his

* zeal ' had been so remarkable that he became suspected ; and
the Magistrates of the West Riding o^ Yorkshire, where the

ocrurrence took place, were so satisfied that the rebellion which
Mr Oliver had so fortunately fomented was created by himself,

that they discharged all the prisoners. The account one of

these delegates gave of himself was, that he had been hired

by Mr Oliver, as a guide to the place where he convened

the meeting. In the course of the way, he was treated with

rum and milk, but was ignorant of his high destiny, till he
was driven into the ditch by the cavalry. The Earl Fitzwii-

liam, who bad given the weight of his high name and vast

influence to the Reports of the Committee of the House of

Lords, and t(J tlie measures which had been founded on them,

was present at their examination ; and having also made a mi-

nute investigation into the state of that part of the country,

was so convinced that the amount of the danger had been ex-

aggerated, and that so much of the evil which existed was to

be attiibuted to the spies who had been set loose upon the coun-

try in consequienco of the suspension of the Habeas Corpu?,

that he changed his opinion as to the further necessity of that

measure; and, with his characteristic nobleness of mind, at;

once avowed the change. It is impossible that there could be

a witness whose credit or judgment was less questionable in suck

a case, both on account of his known opinions, his lofty cha-

racter, and his peculiar situation. This nobleman is well known
as one of those who have always been peculiarly alive to any

danger to be apprehended from revolutionary doctrines or po-
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pular commotion. He had been a member of the Secret ComW
mittee ; and on the evidence, wiiatever it was, that was presented
to that Body, he supported the suspension of the Habeas Cor-
\>\\'. It may easily be imagined, that he would feel some diffi-

culty in confessing, even to his own mind, that he had been in-

strumental in presenting an exaggerated view of the state of the
country, or in procuring an unnecessary suspension of its liber-

Ties. His declaration of the conviction which was forced irre-

sistibly on his mind, was honourable to himself, and conclusive t6

nil unprejudiced minds. But it did not deter our sober alarm-
ists. The Suspension bill was again passed; and, instead of bring-

ing to trial the instigator of the insurrection, they arrested, by
virtue of their extraordinary powers, and consigned to arbi-

trary impriiionment, the individuals against whom he had given
jnf nmation. Amongst these was a Mr Scholes, who had given
evidence respecting the proceedings of this miscreant—a warn-
ing to those who would (juestion these proteges of the Adminis-
fration in the exercise of their high functions. But the Admi-
nistration had then- own notions as to the way of preserving the
<!ignity of the law. Contemptible as the disturbance of the 'Jd of
December was, it was certainly due to the pubhc peace that the of-

fenders should be punished; and there was evidence enough to

convict them of the misdemeanour. It was thought fit, however,
to accuse them of High Treason, and to present a grand spec-

f'»cle to the people of the metropolis. The prisoners were daily

escorted by troops of horse from the Tower to the Court of
King's Bench, and from the Court of King's Bench to the
Tower. Four Judges were occupied for more than a week with
a detail of the most absurd machinations. The dignity of the
Spaflelds row was preserved,—and the malefiictors escaped with
impunity ! To prove the treason against these men, a witness

was put into the box, taad-spotted with all the crimes in the ca-

talogue ; and the Jury were of course disgusted. But if the
))rosecu[ors had confined themselves to charges which they could
substantiate, they would not have been compelled to claim cre-

dit for such evidence. Jn that case, however, they would not
have been able to talk of the insufficiency of the existing laws,

or to make their blunders in the exercise cf their power an ai'-

gument for increasing it.

We must now call on all reflecting men to look at this sys-

tem, which combines, in the greatest perfection, impunity for

the guilty, with suffering for the innocent, in all its alarming,
; hough harmonious parts. Let them look at the Suspension
of tlie Habeas Corpus acts on -slighter grounds than were ever

3
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before made tlie foundation of such a measure, on pretcn^'e-;

which, cxaclly in proportion as they have been exposed to the

li<^ht, have vanished—to tiie prevention of meetings for peti-

tioninfr— to the unlimited power ^iven to all ina<ri-;trates over

public discui^sion and public lectures—to the impunity of plot-

makers, and the assumption of a dispensinor power. Let them
consider at what former times those privilci^es and securities,

which distinj^uish us from the worst of despotisms, huvc been

curtailed. Let them ask themselves whether this is a nioment;

when the monarchy is so unprovided, that it is likely to be over-

thrown by the slightest gust of popular commotion. At the

time when these new powers are lavished on the Crown,—at

this time of proiVrund peace,— it possesses a veteran army c4*

] 50,000 men,—is in strict league with all the despotic sovereigns

of the Continent, for the purpose of preventing the people of a

great nation from shaking oii" a government which they are said

to abhor, and of compelling tliem to maintain a foreign army
to secure the dominion of those whom they regard as their op-

pressors. Let them compare the chance of danger from such a
system, leagued with such a power, to that which they can ap-

prehend from the seven Spencean philanthropists, and their lame

general, or the representatives of Mr Oliver at Tliornhill Lees.

If the wicked designs of some of the lowest rabble in three or

four manufacturing counties,—not countenanced by any of the

higher or middle classes, and held in abhorrence by the mass

of the people in the districts in which they originated—can,

with the acquiescence of the nation, be made a pretence for such

measures as we iiave witnessr^d ;—if these measures are to bi»

continued as long as any disaffection shall be said to exi.i.t, and
active and artful emissaries are scattered over the country who^
interest it is to perpetuate it,—the British Constitution may f >r

a lew years draw out a precarious existence, dependent on tiie

mercy <;f a minister, or the caprice of a sovereign : But as there

cannot fail to arise, in the course of }iuman af!;iirs, those wh(»

will tiike advantage of the powers which are so iibcral'y bestoweil

or so tamely submitted to, its final and speedy diasolutioii may
be proiu-uiKed to be inevitable.
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QUARTERLY LIST OF NEW PUBLICATIONS,

From March to June 1817.

AGRICULTURE.
The Farmer's Magazine, No. 71. 3s.

Plan for the Improvement of Agriculture, by a Regulation in the

mode of Levying and Collecting Tithes. By William Cole. 2s.

A Review (and complete Abstract) of the Reports to the Board
of Agriculture, from the Southern and Peninsular Departments of

England. By Mr Marshall. 12s.

General View of the Agriculture of the County of Bute ; with

Observations on the means of its Improvement, drawn up for the

Consideration of the Board of Agriculture and Internal Improve-

ment ; with Engravings. By William Alton, Strathaven. 12s.

FINE ARTS.

An Inquiry into the Origin and early History of Engraving upon
Copper andrin Wood. By W. G. Ottley, F. S. A. 2 vol. 4to. 3/. 8s.

Albert Durer's Prayer-book : consisting of forty-five designs of

exquisitely tasteful ornaments, and a Portrait of that celebrated Ar-
tist, copied on Stone, from an edition published two years ago at

Munich. No. 1. 10s. 6d.

A Set of seventeen Engravings, to illustrate Shakespeare, from
Pictures by eminent British Artists ; engraved by Messrs Sharp, Hall,

Bromley, Rhodes, Fitler, and Stow^ Proofs Ql. 6s—common prints'

U. 4s.

ANTIQUITIES.
Cathedral Antiquities of England, or an Historical, Architectural,

and Graphical, Illustration of the English Cathedral Churches. By
John Britton, F. S. A. No. II. being the second number of Win-
chester. Medium 4to. 12s.

Researches concerning the Laws, Theology, Learning, Commerce, &c.

of Ancient and Modern India. By L. Crauford, Esq. 2 vol. 8vo. 18s.

History and Antiquities of the Abbey Church of St Peter's, West-
minster, with Architectural and Graphical Illustrations. By J. P.

Neale. Part II. Royal 4to. 16s.

Annals of the Coinage of Britain and its Dependencies, from the

earliest period to the 50th year of George III. By the Rev. Rogers

Ruding, B. D. & F. S. A. 3 vol. 4to. 14/.

The Elgin Marbles, with an abridged Historical and Topographi-

cal Account of Athens, vol. 1. By the Rev. E. I. Burrow, A.M.
F.L. S., &c. 8vo. with forty plates. 1/.

Vulgar Errors, Ancient and Modern, attributed as Imports to the

Proper Names of the Globe. 8vo. 12s.

Storia Delia Scultura dal suo Risorgimento in Italia sino al Secola

XIX. per servire di Continuazione alle opere di Winkelmann e ni

D'Agincourt. Venezia, 1816. 2 vol. folio, 130 plates. "iL 7s.
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Topography, illustrative of the Rattle of Plataca ; consisting of

Plans of the Plain and City of Plataea, of Plans of Eleuthera, A'noff,

and Phyle, and a view of Eleuthera ; from Drawings by T. Aliason

:

accompanied by Memoirs, read to the Academy of Inscriptions and
Belles Lettres of France. By John Spencer Stanhope. 8vo. with

plates separate^ in folio, 2Ss.—The plates separately 1/. Is.

Lacunar Strcx^elinenxe, a Collection of Heads etched and enjrrav-

ed after the Carved Work which formerly decorated the Roof of the

King's Room in Stirling Castle. Splendidly printed, Imperial quarto,

with forty plates. 21. 12s. 6d.

BIOGRAPHY.
Memoirs of the Rev. Claudius Buchanan, D. D. By J. Pearson,

2 vol. 8vo. 21s.

Memoir of the Early Life of W. Cowpcr, Esq. By Himself.

8vo. 4s.

Memoirs of John Philip Kemble, Esq. ; with a Critique on his

Performances. By J. A. Williams. 5s. Gd.

Memoirs and Remains of the late Rev. Charles Buck. By J.

Styles, D. D. 5s.

Annual Biography and Obituary, with Silhouette Portraits. Vol. I.

Svo. 15s.

Life of Haydn, in a Series of Letters, translated from the Frencli,

8vo. 12s.

Lives of Alberoni, &c. By J. Moore. Svo. 12s.

Biographia Literaria, or Biographical Sketches of My Literary

Life and Opinions. By S. T. Coleridge, Esq. 2 vol. Svo. 14s.

Memoires du Marquis de Dangeau ; ou Journal de la Cour de

Louis XIV. depuis 1684 jusqu'a 1715; avec des Notes historique^

et critiques. Par Madame la Comtesse de Genlis. 3 torn. 8vo.

1/. Us. 6d.

The General Biographical Dictionary, edited by Alexander Chal-

mers, F. S. A., Sec. 32 vol. Svo. 19/. 4s.

Illustrations of the Literary History of the Eighteenth Century;

consisting of Authentic Memoirs and Original Letters of emint-nt

Persons ; and intended as a Secjuel to the Literary Anecdotes. By
John Nichols, F. S. A. Two large volumes 8vo., with fourteen Por-

traits. 2/. Ms.
Memoirs of J. C. Lettsom, M. D., and James Neild, Esq., with

brief Notices of many other Philanthropists. With portraits of Dr
Lettsom and Mr Ntild, and eight otlier plates. 5s.

The Itinerant, or Memoirs of an Actor. 6 vol. 12mo. 2/. 2s.

BOTANY.
A Practical Introduction to Botany ; illustrated by references,

under each definition, to Plants of easy access, and by numerous
Figures : and also comprising a Glossary of Botanic Terms. By the

Rev. W. Bingley. 4s. 6d.—and coloured, 7s. 6d.

ConvtrsatioMs on Botany : with twenty engravings. 12mo. 7s. Gd-

—and coloured, 10s. 6d.
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The Midlaad Flora. By J. Purton. 2 vol. 1/.

Pomona Britannica, a collection of Fruits, coloured after Nature,

By G. Brookshaw, Esq. 2 vol. 4t.o. 12/. 12s.

CLASSICS.

Q. Horatii Flacci Opera, ad Exemplar Recensioms Bsntleianae

plerumqiie emendata, et brevibus Notis instructa. Edidit Thomas
Kidd, A.M. E. Coll. S. S. Trin. Royal 12mo. 15s.—and in royal

ISmo, 7s. 6d.

Herniaiini Elementa Doctrinae Metrics, ex Editione Lipsiae ex-

cusa, anno 1816. Glasguas Excudebant A. et J. Duncan, Academiae
Typographi. 8vo. 15s.

DRAMA.
The Innkeeper's Daughter : a Melo-drama, in two Acts. By G.

.Soane, A. B. 2s. 6d.

Robinson Crusoe : a grand Romantic Melo-drama. By J. Pocock.
8vo. 2s.

The Apostate : a Tragedy in Five Acts. By Richard Shiel, Esq.

Svo. 3s.

Germanicus : Tragedie en Cinq Actes, et en vers. Par A. V.
Aniaud. Svo. 3s.

A Translation of the above in Blank Verse. By Geo. Bernel.

Svo. 3s. 6d.

Comic Dramas, in Three Acts. By Maria Edgeworth. 12mo. 7s.

The Touchstone, or the World as it goes. By J. Kenny. 3s.

ElpIiiBey, or tlie Arab's Faith; a Musical Drama, in Three Acts.

2s. 6d.

A Brief Dramatic Chronology of Actors, and on the Londoa
Stasre. By R. Wewitzer.

Characters of Shakespeare's Pla3^s. By Wm. Hazlitt. Svo. 10s. 6d.

The Beauties of Massinger. Foolscap Svo. 6s.

Dramatic Tales, illustrative of the Superstitions and Manners of

the Lower Scotch. By the Author of the Poetic Mirror. 2 vol.

Svo. 14s.

jManfred ; a Drama. By the Right Flon. Lord Byron. Svo. 5s. 6d.

An Essay on the Characters of ^Macbeth and King Richard III,

By J. P. Kemble. Crown Svo. 9s. 6d.

EDUCATIOX.
An Account of the Origin, Principles, Proceedings, and Results,

of an Institution for Teaching Adults to read, established in Bucks
and Berks in 1814. Svo.

On Public Education. By the late Dean of Westminster. 5s.

Correspondence between a Mother and her Daughter. By Mrs
Taylor, of Ongar.

A Key to Dr Noehden's Exercises for Writing German. By J. R.

Schultz. Ss. 6d.

A new Jlnalytical Table of th^ Gender of all the French Substan-

tives generally used. By C. Gros. 3s.

Classical Heading, or Lessons for every Day in the Year, selected-
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rluefly from the best English Writers of the reign of George the

Third. Hy (t. Sharpc l'2mo. .5s. tid.

' 'i'hc Palace of Truth. By Madame de Genlis, with coloured En-
gravinjjs. ;}s. tSd.

L' Enfant Prodigue, ou Azael et Lia, Contc Morel ; accompagne de
douze grav ures, dofisinees par Duplessi-Bertaux. 3s. fid.

An ItKpiiry into the Abuses of the Chartered Schools in Ireland,

with Uemarks on the Education of the Lower Classes in that Coun-
try'. 8vo. 6s.

A Key to the la.st Edition of Mr Perrins French Exercises. By
C. Gros. 3s.

An Introduction to English Composition and Elocution, in four

Part*. By John Carey, LL.D. 12mo. 5s.

Important Trifles, chiefly appropriate to Females on their first ea*

trance into Society. By Emma Parker. 12mo. 5s.

The Grammatical Remembrancer. By W. Eamshaw. 2s. fid.

Memoranda, intended to aid the English Student in the Acquire-
ment of the Niceties of French Grammar, with Tabular Elucidations.

By William Hodgson. l'2s.

The French Part, or Key to the Book of Versions : which may
serve also as a Book of Elegant Extracts from the best French Clas-

sics. 3s. 6d.

Contes Choisis pour des Enfans. Traduits de L'Anglais de MadJle
Edgeworth, Imprimes sur I'edition de Paris. 5s. boards ; or 5s. fid.

half bound,

GEOnftAPHY.
The Edinburgh Gazetteer, or Geographical Dictionary-, comprid-

ing a Complete Body of Geography, Physical, Political, Historical,

and Commercial. Vol. I. Part I. 8vo. 9s.

Accompanied by
A New General Atlas, constructed from the latest Authorities, by
A. Arrowsmith, Hydrographer to the Prince Regent, exhibiting the
Boundaries and EHvisions, also the Chair >; of Mountains, and other

Geographical Features of all the known Countries in the World, com-
prehended in 53 Maps from original Drawings. Royal 4to, halt'

bound. 1/. 16s.

A Geographical Sketch of the principal Mountains throughout tlit*

World ; exhibiting at one View their Comparative Elevations, and
grouped accordiiig to their respective Chains ; founded upon the most
rxact geographical and barometrical admeasurements. Ss.

Illustrations (chiefly Geographical) of the History of the Expedi-
tion of Cyrus from Sardis to Babylonia, and of the Retreat of tha

Ten Thousand Greeks. By James Rennel Esq. 4to. 1/. 16>;.

HISTOnY.
The Edinburgh Annual Register for 1815. Vol. "\'III. M Is.

Journal of an Englii^h Traveller, from 1814 to 1816 ; or, "Memoirs
and Anecdotes of her Royal Highness iKc IVincess of ^^'ales, and
of her Court ; with Letters of her Royal Highness, Lord Liverpool,

Mr Whitbread. <!vc. 8vo. 4e. Cd.
"

Vol. xxviii. xo. 56. Xn
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The History of Nonvay, from the earliest times to the present.

By INIessrs Baden, Holberg, and Anderson. 8vo. 7s.

Comparative Chronology of the Classic Ages of Greece and Rome.
By J. Stanton.

llie History of the British Revolution of 1688-9, recording all

the events connected with that transaction in Enghxnd, Scotland, and
Ireland, down to the capitulation of Limerick in 1691. By George
Moore, Esq. 14s.

A View of the History, Literature and Religion of the Hindoos.
J3y the Rev. W. WartK 2 vol. 8va. ISs.

Papers on the Affairs of Scotland, from 1702 to 1715. By George
Lockhart, Esq. 2 vol. 4to. 5/. 5s.

Ormerod's History of Cheshire. Part HL 2/. 1 2s. 6d.

Cobbett's Parliamentary History. Vol. XXLX. Royal 8vo. 31s. 6d.

A New Chart of History. By Francis Baily. 7s.

The Secret and True History of the Church of Scotland, from the

Restoration to the year 1678. By tlte Rev. James Kirkton ; to which
is added, an Accomit of the Murder of Archbishop Slwrp. By James
llussell, an Actor therein.

The History of Ireland, from the Earliest Ages to tlic Union. By
the Rev. Samuel Burdy. 8vo. 10-*. 6d.

Naval Occurrences between Great Britain and America. By T.

James. 8vo. 1/.

An Account of the Origin, Progress, and actual State of the War
carried on betv^cen Spain and Spanish America : containing the prin-

cipal Facts which have marked the Struggle in Mexico, New Gra-
nada, Venezuela, Chili, and the Provuices of Rio de la Plata. By a

South American. 8vo. 6s.

The History of Java. By Thomas RafHes. 2 vol. 4to. 8/. 8s.

LAW.
The Trial at Bar of James Watson, Surgeon, for High Treason,

on the 9th of June, and seven follo\ving days ; taken in short-hand

by Mr Frazer ; with Portraits of the four accused. 8vo. 7s.

Another Report of the same Trials. 8vo. 4s.

On the Bankrupt Laws. By J. Whitmarsh. Royal Svo. 1/. Is.

Bell's Supplement to Vesey's Reports. lioyal 8v(). 1/. lOs.

A Treatise on Parties to Actions. By Anthony Hannnond, Esq.

8vo. 12s.

Hints lor Abstracting Title Deeds. By W. Harper. Svo. 5s.

Observations on the present State of Criminal and Civil Judicature

in the County of Cork. By the Rev. H. Townshend, A. M. 3s. 6d.

West's Treatise of the Law and Practice of Extents. Svo. 14s.

The Equity Draftsman. By J. Van Heythuren, Esq. Barrister-

at-law. Svo. 1/. 4s.

Points in Manumission, aud Cases of Contested Freedom. By J
Henry, Esq. Barrister-at-law.

Hill's Reports of Cases Argued and Ruled at Nisi Prius in the

Court of Common Pleas. Svo.
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The Speeches of Cliarles Pliillips Esc]., delivered at the Bar, and

on various public occasions, in Ireland and Kn^land. 7s.

IJepurts of Cases upon Appeals and Writs of Krror in the House

of Lords, durinj; tlie Sessions of Parliament IS 13 to l.SJf;. liy P.

Dow Es(j. t)f Lincoln's-Inn, Harrister-at-Law. 4 Vol. Koyal 8vo.

A dif,^ested Index to the Crown Law, comprehending all the

Points relating to Criminal Matters contained in the Re{)orts of

Blackstone, Burrow, Cowper, ])onglas, Leach's Crown Ltiw, Ray-

mond, Saikeld, Strange, Wilson, and the Tefiii Reports; By H. X.

Tonilins, oi' the Inner-Temple. Hoyal Hvo.

Practical Instructions for suing out and prosecuting a Coni'iTiission

of Bankrupt, with the best Modern Precedents now in use, and a Di-

gest of Supplemental Ciises. By Ed. Christian Es(|., Barrister, <i.c. 8vo.

A Practical Treatise on Copyhold Tenure and C^ourt-keepijig. By
John Scriven Esq. ttf the Inner-Temple, Barrister-at-law.

The Case of Colebrooke against Taaffe, instituted before the Court

of Session in Scotland, for the jiurpose of rcuK)ving the two Minor

Children of the late G. Colebrooke frmn tlie guardianship of th-jlr

Mother.
Thouglits on the Laws relating to Salt, as tl>ey affect the Fisheries,

Agriculture, and Manufactures of the Kingdom. By San)uel Parke-.

F. L. S. M. ]{. I. Member of the Geological Society. Hvo. Vs. (id.

Tlie Jurisdiction of Justices of the Peace, and Authority of Pj-

rish OHicers, in all nuitters relating to Parochial Lav,. By T. W.
Williams Esq. of the Inner-Ten»ple, Bairister-at-Iaw. 2 vol. loyal

8vo. '21. 12s. 6d-

iMEDICIXE, SURCKRY, AND AXATOMY/
The Edinburgh Medical and Surgical Journal, No. 51. 3?..

Observations on the Diseiised Manifestations of the Mind, or In-

sanity. By J. G. Spurz/heini, M. D. With EoUr Plates. Royal

hvo. Ms.
Surgical Observations ; being a Quarterly Report of Cases in Sur-

gery. By Charles BeJl, Surgeon of the Middlesex Hospiiftl. Part

IV. 8vo. t>s.

A Compendious Dictionary of the Veterinary Art. By Jami-«;

White, Veterinary Surgeon. Royal IHmo. (js.

Pharmacopoeia "Collegii Regalis Medicoruin Londinensis 1S09. E-

ditio Altera. iSino. 'Is.

The Continental Medical IK pc-sitory : conducted by E. von Enib-

den, assisted by other Gentlemen of the Eaculty. No. I. (To be

continued Quarterly.) Jis. (idi

Remarks on Insanity: chiefly with reference \o the Physical Sym-

ptoms, founded on the Practice of J ohn Mayo, M. D. By T. .Mayo,

M. D. 8vo. 5s.

Picture of the Collvge of Physicians. 8vo. Kis.

A Physiological Sj.^lem of Nosology. By .J. M. Good, P. R. S.

S'.o. IL Is.

Delineations of the Cutaneous Diseases comprisid in the Clu^.!-

,S n J
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ficatlon of the late Dr Wilian. By T. Bateman, M. D. F. L. S.^

Physician to the Public Dispensary, and to tlie Fever Institution,

Fasciculus X. ; with C'oloured Plates. 1/. Is.

Cases of Diseased Bladder and Testicle, with Twenty-one Etch-
ings. By W* Wadd Esq., Surgeon. 4to. 18s.

An Account of two Successful Operations for restoring the lost

Nose from the Integuments of the Forehead. By J. C. Carpue Esq.

;

with Plates. 4to. 16s.

Observations on the Harveian Doctrine of the Circulation of the
Blood, in Reply to those lately adduced by Geo. Kerr Esq. By A*
Ewing, jNI. D., Member of the Royal Physical Society Edinburgh. 6s.

An Essay on the Mode by which Constitutional Disease is pro-'

duced from the Inoculation of Morbid Poisons. By C. Salt, Menv-
ber of the Royal College of Surgeons. 4s.

The New London Pharmacopoeia, correctly translated from the
last Latin Edition. By R. J. Thornton, M. D. 18mo. 4s. 6d.

Gerbaux on the Teeth, 12mo. 6s.

^ntITAHY SCIENGZ.

A Course of Militaiy Instruction. By Lieut.-Col. Pasley. 3 vd.
8vo ; with 1190 Engravings. Ss.

An Universal Military Dictionary, m English and French. By
Major Charles James. 8vo. 1/. 6s.

Explanation of the Review Manoeuvres of a Regiment erf" Cavalry,

By Capt. Wm. Hackett.

A Military Catechism, for the Use of Young Officers, and Non*-
Commissioned Officers of Cavalry. By Col. Dalbiac. 2s.

An Historical Accmmt of the Rise and Progress of the Bengal

Native Infantry, fi-om its first Formati-on ; together \vith a Detail of

the Services, on which the severarl Battalions liave been employed
during that period. By the late Captain John Williams. With
Plates. Svo. 12s.

>fATHEMiATrCS.

Algebra of the Hindoos, with AritlHnetieand Mensuration. Trans-

lated from the Sanscrit, by H. T. Colebrooke Esq. 4to. 3/, 3s..

A Key to Mensuration. By J. Nesbit. 12mo. 5s.

The Hundred-Weight Fraction-Book. Square 4to. 5s.

MISCELLANIES.
The Supplement to the Encyclopaedia Britannica, edited by Mac-

vey Napier Esq., F. R. S. L. & E. Vol. II. Part II. Illustrated

by Twenty-t^'o Engravings. 4to. 1/. 5s.

The Works of the Rev. Francis Wrangham, M. A. F. R. S., or
Trinity College, Cambridge.* 3 vol. 8vo. 9,1. 2s.

An Historical Account of the Rise and Progress of Stenographic

Writing, with an Impartial and Critical Examination of all the Sys-

tems which have been published in Europe, from its Invention down
to the present Time. 1/. Is.

The Journal des Dames. Published Weekly, at 20s. per Quarter,.

A Report of the Navy Board. By J. 6e»tt. 8vo. 7s,
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The Young Man of Honour's Vade-Mecum, being a salutary-

Treatise on Duelling; togethtr with the Annals ot' C'hi\alry, the

Ordeal Trial, and .luclicial Combat, from the Earliest Times. B)'

Abraham liosquett IDsq. 12mo. 5s.

A IX'scriptive Catalogue of Recent Shells. By J- Dillvyn. 2 vo!.

fvo. 1/. 18s.

An Essay on the Variation of the Compass, inters^iersed witli

Practical Observations and Rcmarkij. By Wni. Bain, R. N. bvo.

"With Chart. 6s.

Canine Pathology ; or a full Description of the Diseases of Dogs,

with their Causes, Svntjitoms, and Mode of Cure. By Delabere

Blaine. With Wood Cuts. 8vo. 7s. 6d.

Letters from Mrs E. Carter to Mrs Montagu, between 1755 and

and 1800 ; chiefly on Literary and Moral Subjects. 1/. 7s.

The Correspondent : consisting of Letters, Moral, Political and

Literary, between eminent Writers in France and England. No. II. ^s.

The Works of Gianuto and Gustavus Selenus on Chess. Trans-

lated by J. H. Jarratt. 2 vol. Svo. 1/. Is.

A Narrative of Occurrences in the Indian Countries of North A-

mcrica, since the Earl of Selkirk's Connexion with the Hudson's Bay

Company. Svo. ."is.

The History of an Old Pocket B&le, as related by Itself. By the

Rev. Robert Cox, A. M. Ss.

Authentic Narrative of the Loss of the American Brig Commerce.

By Jas. Riley, late Master and Supercargo. 4to.

Luccock's Essays on the Theory of the Tides. 4to. 7s.

Owen's History of the British and Foreign Bible Society. 2 vol.

Svo. 1/. 4s.

School for Wits. By R, Wewitzer, 6s.

The London Budget of Wit. By a Friend to Rational Mirth,

iSmo. 5s.

Tlie Painter and Varnisher's Guide. By P. F. Tingry. Svo. 12s.

Westney's Wine and Spirit Dealer's Vade-Mecum. 4s.

An Inquiry into the Nature of Benevolence. By J. E. Bicheno,

r. L. S. Svo. 4s- Gd.

The Art of Correspondence ; consisting of Letters in French and

Enghsh ; neat pocket volume. 5s.

A Series of Incidents of English Bravery, during the late Cam-

paigns on the Continent. By A- Atkinson. No. I. 6s.

The Dance of Life; consisting of twenty-four Designs, by Mr
Rowlandson ; with Illustrations in verse. By the Author of " The

Tour of Doctor Syntax. " No. I. 2s. 6d.

The Costume of the Neflierlands ; illustrated by thirty coloured

Engravings, after Drawings by Miss Semple ; with descriptive LetUr-

press, in English and French. In three Parts, 4to. 1 5s. each, or

^'/. 5s.

John Bull's Bible, or Memoirs of the Stewardships and Stewards ot

.John Bulls Manor of Great Albion, from the earliest times to the

jjreseat. By Democritu* Poplicola. 2 vol. 8vo.
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Oweniana, or Select Passages from the Works of O^ven ; arranged

by Arthur Young, Esq. F. R. S. 12mo. 4s. 6d.

A Tribute of Sympathy, addressed to Mourners. By \V. NewTi-

bani, Esq. 12mo. 5s.

Remarks on the first Chapter of the Bishop of LlandaflF's Horae

Pelasgicae.

The Transactions of the Horticultural Society of London. Part V.

Vol. II. 4to. 1/. llg.6d.

Observations on the West India Islands, Medical, Political, and
MiscellaneoiLs. By John Williamson, M. D. 8vo. 1/. 5s.

A Description of the Safety-lamp invented by G. Stephenson, now
in use in Killingworth Colliery. 8vo. 3s.

France. By Lady Morgan. 4to. 21. 2s.

A View of the Agricultural, Commercial, and Financial Interests

of Ceylon; with an Appendix, containing some of the principal Laws
and Usages of the Caiulians. By Anthony Bertolacci, Esq. late

Comptroller-general of Customs in that Colony; with a Map of the

Island. Svo. 18s.

Armata, Part II. : exhibiting a View of the Manners, &c. of the

Metropolis. 3s, 6d.

An Historical Display of the Effects of Physical and Moral Causes

on the Character and Circumstances of Nations. By J. Bigland, Esq.

An Essay on the Nature of Light, Heat, and Electricity. By
C- C. Bompass, Barrister-at-law. 8vo. 6s.

Letters on Ceylon, particularly relating to the Kingdom of Candy.

By Captain L. de Bussche, late acting Deputy-adjutant-general in

Ceylon. 8vo. 9s.

Remarks on the Construction of Hot-houses, pointing out the most

advantageous forms, materials, and contrivances, to be used in their

construction : with a review of the various methods of building them
in foreign covmtries, as well as in England. By J. C. Loudon, F.L. S.

&C. with ten plates from etchings on stone. Royal 4to. 15s.

Asiatic Researches ; or Transactions of the Society instituted in

Bengal, for inquiring into the History and Antiquities, the Arts,

Sciences, and Literature of Asia. Vol. XII. 4to. 2/. 2s.

The third volume of Atheiiai Oxonienses : to which is added. Fasti

Oxonienses, or Annals of the said University, with notes and addi?

tlons. By Philip Bliss, Fellov^ of St John's. 4to.

NATURAL HISTORY.
Outlines of Geology ; being the Substance of a Course of Lectures

delivered in the Royal Lifttitutiou. By Wm. Thomas Brande. 8vo.

7s. 6d.

NOVELS AND ROMANCES.
Hardenbrass and Haverill, 4 vol. 12mo. 1/. lis. 6d.

^Montague Newburgh, or the Mother and Son. By Alicia C. Mant.
12 vol. l8n-.o. 10s. 6d.

Modern Manners, or a Season at Harrowgate. 2 vol. 12mo. 12s.

Le Chateau de St Valerie. Par Madame Herbiter. I'irao. 4s. 6ii,
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raniily Annals, or the Sisters. By Mary Hays. 5s.

Tlirt'J W'l'tks at Fladong's. 3 vol. lymo, '2()s.

The Absent Man, a Narrative. Edited by Sir I'tter Plastic, Kniglit

of the Order of the Tower and the Sword. I'iuio, 4s.

The Vicar of Wakefield, an elejjant edition; i 11nstrated by twenty-

four colourinl enrjravin^s, by Mr Rowlandson. Koyjil 8vo. 1/. In'.

Correspondence between a Mother and her Daughter at School.

Rachel, a Tide, with a beautiful frontispiece, hvo. 5s.

Leap Year ; or a Woman's Privilege. By Selina Davenport. 5

Tol. 12me. '25s.

The Imperial Captive. By J. G\rillianis. 2 vol. Rvo. 1/. 1<?.

The Welch Mountaineers. By Miss Uutton, author of Miser

Married. 3 vol. 18s.

Some Account of Myself. 4 vol. 12nio. 1/. 2s.

Strathbogit?, or the Recluse of Glenniorris. A Romance. By
Alicia M'Ciennis. 5 vol. Timo. 27s. 6d.

The Hero, or Adventures of a Night. 2 vol. 12mo. 8s.

Howard Castle. 5 vol. I2mo. 1/. 7s. fid.

Maria, a Domestic Tale. By Mrs St George. 3 vol. 1 !^s.

Harrington, a Tale : and Orniond, a Tale. By Miss Edgeworth.

S vol. 12nio. 1/. Is.

The (Jood Grandmother and her Offspring, a Tale. By Mrs Hof-

Jand. 3s. 6d.

POETRY.
Select Pieces in Verse and Prose. By the late John Bowdler, Esq.

2 vol. 8vo. 18s.

Idwall, a Poem. By Mr Bayley. 10s.

Yeatnran's Brent Knoll, a Poem. 12n)0. 4s. nd.

The New Lyre, a Collection of 230 of the best i>ongs, Glees, &c.
now in vogue. 3?.

London and Dublin: au heroic Epistle to Counsellor Philips. Svo. Is.

The late Session of the Iloihse of Conniions, or the (ireat Monil
Session ; a practical Epistle to Loid Castlereagh. By an Englishman.

Odin, a Poem. By Sir W. Drummond. 4to. 18s.

Padilla, a Tale of Palestine, a Poem. By J. Taaffe, Esq. 10s. Gd.

Modern C J reec;:, a I'oeui. Svo. 5s. (Jd.

Phrosyne, a CJredan Tale: Alashtar, an iVrabian Tale. By II.

Gaily Knight, Esq. 8vu. 5s. (Jd.

Actors and Editors, a i'oeni. By an L'nder-gradnate.

Sibvlline Leaves, a collection of Poeujs. By S. T. Coleridge. 8vo.

10s. (id.

A Political Epistle to the King of Hayti, in I'ive Cantos. 3s. 6d.

Twenty-four Vocal Pieces, with Original Poetry, writttii express-

Iv for the Work, by Mrs Joanna P.aillii-; Walter Scott, l-^s*].; John
J^tewart, Esq. ; Wm. Smyth, E«(j. ; James Hogg, the Scots Sheplierd

And Lord Byrtm. By Dr John Clarke «»f Cambridge. 2 vol.

A Poetical Epistle from Delia to Lord Byron. Is. Gd.

MuftomaiJa; tir, Poet's Purgatory. Eoolscap 8vo. is.
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Paris in 1815 : a Poem. 8vo. 5s. fid.

The Schoolboy, and other Poems. By Thomas CroinMell. Small

Svo. 5s.

Lalla Rookli, an Oriental Romance :—containing the Veiled Pro-

phet of Khorat^^an—Paradise and the Peri—The Fire Worshippers

—

and the Light of the Haram. By Thvomas Moore, Esq. 4lo. 2/. 2s.

Illustrations to the Poem, engraved by Charles Heath, from Paint-

ings by R. Westall. R. A. 4to. 1.'. 5s.

Churchyard's Chips concerning Scotland; being a Collection of

his Pieces relative to that Country ; wiih Historical Notices, and a
Life of ihe Author, ornamented with Churchyard's Arms, and a Fac-

simiie of his Writing and Signature. By George Chalmers, F. R. S.

S. A. Svo. 123.

POLITICS AND POLITICAL ECOXOMY.
On the Principles of PoUtical Economy and Taxation. By David

Hicardo, Esq. 14s.

Inquiry into several Questions of Political Economy, applicable t«

the Present State of Briiain.

A Letter to David Ricardo, Esq. analyzing his Pamphlet on the

Depreciation of Bank Notes. By the Rev. A. Croinbie. Is.

A Tabular View of the Finance of Great Briiain. Bj' Nathaniel

Jekyd, Esq.

On the Spanish Colonies, and South American Rcvilutiou. By
M. de Pradt. 2 vol. Svo.

The Speech of the Plight Hon. Robert Peel, on the Caihoiic Ques-

tion.

All Classes productive of National Wealth : or, the Theories of M.
Quesnai, Dr Adam Sr..ith, and Mr Gray, analyzed and examined.

By George Purves, LL. D. 8vo. 9s.

A New System of Practical Political Eccnora}', adapted to the pe-

culiar circumstances of the Present Tini-s. 3s.

Additions to an Essay on the Principle of Population ; or, a Vieyr

of its Past and Present Effects on Kurnan Happiness ; with an Inqui-

ry into our Prospects respecting the fu.ure Removal or Mitigation of

the Evils which it occasions. By T. R. Maltnus. 8vo. 8s. 6d.

The CoaUtion and Frar.ce. 8vo. 7-*.

Speech of John Leslie Foster, on the Catholic Question, May 9,

1817. 23.

The True State of the British Nation, as to Trade, Commerce, &c.

By J. H. Rcddell, Esq. Ss. 6d.

Four Letters on the Constitution. By George Dyer, A. B. 3d
Edition. Syo. 5s.

Plan of Parliamentary Reform, in the Form of a Catechism, with

Heasons for each Article. By Jeremy Bentham, Esq. 8s.

A Letter to an English Nobleman, containing an Analysis of the

British Constitution, and a View of tlie Catholic Question, as it re-

lates to Ireland. By Liberator. Svo.

A Summary View of the State of Spain at the Restoration of Fer<
«linaud VII. By Captain Christopher Clarke.
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Observations on the State of the Country since the Peace ; v.ith a
Siipplcn'entary Section on the Poor Laws. By Lieufeiiaut-Gt-neral

Crawtord.

lU-niarks on the Essentials of a Free (Jovernnient, and op. the Cie-

nuine <'oiistitutioii of the British Hou:-e of Commons. By tlie llcv.

D. M, Peacock, A. M. 2.s.

Corrected Report of the Speech of tlie llight lion. Georf;e Can-
ninj;, in the House of Commons, on Tuesday May 6, cxi Mr Laiubton's

Motion for a Censure on Mr Canning's Embassy to Lisbon. 8vo. f>s.

The Colonics and present American Revolutions. By J. de Pradl,

»\o. Pis.

THEOLOGY.
A Key to the Old Testament ; or, a Summary View of its several

Hooks, pointing out the Instructions and Mysteries which they con-
tain, &c. By the Rev. Henry Butter. 8vo. 10s. 6d.

Sermons. By the Rev. John Martin. '2 vol. 8vo. 24s.

Letters to a Serious and Humble Inquirer after Divine Truth. By
tile Rev. Edward Cooper. 12mo.
A Key to the Old Testament and Apocryplia. By tlie Rev. It.

Gray. 8vo. 13s.

Challenge to Unitarians. Svo,

l"i fry-two Lectures on the Catechism of the Church of England,

By the Rev. Sir Adam Gordon, Bart. M. A. 3 vol. hvo. 1/. lis. (Jd.

'llie Clergyman's Companion in \'^isiting the Sick. B}' W. Paley,

D. D. Archdeacon of Carlisle. 12mo. .5s. 6d.

Baker's Sermons, extracted from the Lectures of Bishop Porteus.

8vo. 9s.

A Second Lay Sermon. By S. T. Coleridge. 8vo. .5s.

A New Volume of Sermons. By Bishop Horsley. 8vo. 10^^. fid.

Sermons on various Subjects. By the late \V. Bell, D. D. Pre-

bendary of W'tstmiivster. 2 vol. 8vo. 18s.

Spry's Bampton Lectures. 8vo. 10s. fid.

Wilks's Christian Essay.*;. 2 vol. 14s.

Stevens's Discourses on the Festivals and Fasts. Sva. 10s. (ul.

Sermons. By T. S. Jones. 8vo. lOs. fid.

Bean's Parochial Instruction. Svo. 10s. fid.

Practical Di.scour'^es. By tiie Rev. Joshua Crilpin.

A Selection of Sermons and Charges. Bv the late Rev. Edward
Williams. D. D. 8vo. 10s. fid.

Sermons on various Subjects. By the Rev. John Nance, D. D.
2 vol. Svo. 18s.

Practical Discourses, intended to promote the Improvement and
Happiness of the Young. By Henry Belfrage, .Minister in Falkirk.

4s. fid.

History of Muhummedanism : comprising the Life and Chanu-tcr ot

the Arabian Prophet, and succinct Accounts of the Empires fouudcd

by the Muhammedan Arms. By Chas. Mills. Esi|. 8vo. 12s.

Inquiry into the Eflect of Baptism. By the Kev. John Scott, M. A.

Svo.
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Remarks on Tomline's Calvinism. By the Rev. Tlio. Scott, M. A,
8vo. 14s.

Stackhouse's History of the Bible, corrected and improved. By
the Right Rev. George Gleig, LL. D. F. R. S. E. F. S. S. A. 3 vol.

4to. 4/. 1 4-s. 6d.— large paper, 6/. 6s.

Sermons. By J. Balguy. 8vo. 9s.

Sermons. By J. Bonar. 8vo. Vol. II. lOs. fid.

Sermons on Faith, Doctrines, and Public Duties. By the very
Rev. William Vincent, D. D. late Dean of Westminster : with a Life

of the Author, by the Rev. Robert Nares, Archdeacon of Stafford,

&c. 8vo. 10s. 6d.

On the Principles of the Christian Religion, addressed to her
Daughter, and on Theology. By Mrs Lucy Hutchinson. Svo. 10s. 6d,

TOPOGRAPHY.
The Hythe, Sandgate, and Folkestone Guide : containing an Ac-

count of their ancient and present state. To which is subjoined, a
brief history of the Cinque Ports. 4s. 6d.

Guide to all the Watering and Sea-Bathing Places in England and
Wales for 1817. 16s.

Tlie Statistical Account, or Parochial Survey of Ireland. By
William Shaw Mason esq., with maps and plans. 8vo. Vol.11. 1/. Is.

A Topographical History pf Staffordshire. By W. Pitt. Svo.

11. ,3s.; large Paper, 1/. 15s.

Ducat us Leodinensis, or the Topography of the Town and Parish

of I^eeds. By Ralph Tliereshy, Second Edition, with notes and
jidditions. By T. D. Whitaker, LL. D. Folio.

Loidis and Elmetac, or an Account of the Lower Portions of Arc-.

dale, Wharfdale, and the Vale of Calder. By T. D. Whitaker, LL. D.
Folio.

A Picturesque Delineation of the Southern Coast of England.

Ko. VIII. 20s.

Account of the Weald of Kent. By J. Dean. Svo. 15s.

Flughson's Vv'aiks through London. 2 vol. Foolscap. Svo. 1/.

10s. ; demy Svo., 21. 8s.

VOYAGES AND TRAVELS.
Historical Account of Discoveries and Travels in Africa, from

the Earliest Ages to the present Tune. By the late John Leyden,
M. D. Completed and enlarged, with Views of the present State of

that Continent, by Hugh Murray, F. R. S. E. Illustrated by Maps.
2 vol. Svo. 1/. 7s.

^Major Barnes's Tour through St Helena. 12mo. 5s.

James's Journal of a Tour in (iermany, Sweden, Russia, Poland,

&c. during the years 1813-14. 2 vol. 1/. 10s.

Narrative of a Voj'age to Hudson's Bay. By Lieutenant Edward
Chappell, R. N.
A Nan-ative of the Briton's Voyage to Pitcairn's Island. By Lieu-?

tenant Shilliber. Svo, with 16 etchings. 7s. 6d.

Letters from the Highlands. By Miss Spence. Svo. 10s. fid.
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The Travellers' (iuide to France and the Nefherlands, containing

the various Modes ot" travelling; in those Countries. iHino. 4s.

Narrative of the Loss of the American Brig C'onunerce, wrecked

on the Western Coast of Africa in IH\5. By James Riley. 4to,

1/. 15s.

Karamania, or a brief Description of the South Coast of Asia Mi-

nor, and of the Heniains of Antiquity, with plans, views, &c. 15y

Trancis lieaufort, V. K. S. 14s.

The Traveller in Asia, or a Visit to the most celebrated parts of

the Kast Indies and China. By Priscilla Wakefield, with a coloured

Map. 12M10. 4s. nd.

Travels through France and Germany in the Years 1815. 16, & 17 ;

interspersed witlj numerous historical and political Anecdotes, de-

rived from authentic sources. By J. Jorgenson, esq. 8vo. lOs. 6d,
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INDEX.

A
Abruzsoy mountains of, infested by banditti, 52.

Agriculture, mode of, in Lombardy, 33—in Tuscany, +0.

Alps, description of the plains nigh to, in Lombardy, 34'.

Ardea. unhealthincss of, noticed by ancient writers, 56.

Amo, valley of the, described, 4S.

Assissi, ancient temple of Minerva at, 99.

Association, who the inventor of the principle of, 496.

Aaylums, lunatic, dreadful abuses existing in, 432—establishment of

one at York, by the Quaicers, 433—facts disclosed respecting one

previously existing there, 435—account of that in Moorfields, 438
—of St Luke's Hospital, 443—shocking treatment of the patients

in private madhouses, 444—and in workliouses, 446—enumera-
tion of these establishments in Scotland, 447—in Ireland, 448—
account of that of Salpetriwre at Paris, 449—proper mode of

treatment pointed out, 451— estimate of tlie number of insane ia

Britain and Ireland, 456—of the structure of lunatic asylums, 459
—description of that at Glasgow, 460— statutes regardhig the treat-

ment of lunatics, 463—hitherto extremely defective, 465—sub-

stance of a new bill for the better regulation of nuidhouses, 467—
ebjections to, considered, 468.

B
BanJcs, Sir Joseph, letter to, from Dr Franklin, 281.

Bentinck, Lord William, issues a proclamation to the Italians, 107

—concludes a treaty with Murat, 114.

Berger's, Dr, mineralogical account of the Isle of Man, 179.

Bergvuinu, Benjamiii, his account of the Calmuckj, 303.

Berkshire magistrates, retist the interlerence of the St.crc't;iry ol

State, 536.

Berthicr, mysterious circumstances in the death of, lti4.

jRelhlcm hospital, account of, 438.

Bologna, prospect from the principal steeple of, described, 95.

Bonaparte, wiiat thu chief aim oi his poUcy, according to Mr Jor*

. gen.son, 374.

Bothivell bridge, description of the rout at, 243.

Bowdler, Mr, remains of, 335—character of the author, and of hij

writings, 3A*—iUustralitm ol the position, that tlicru is ujcrit in

faith, 1V38.

^m
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Bronrrkam, Mr, extract from his speech respecting the conduct of
Ministers towards Genoa, 110.

Bvrkc, Mr, remarks on the character of, 503.

Butterimrth, Mr, testimony of, on the beneficial influence of Sunday-
schools, '27.

Bt/rons, Lord, Manfred, character of, 418—extracts from, 420.

C
Calmuchs, manners, customs. Sec. of, 303—account of one of their

grand festivals, 309—of their religion, 311—ingenious mode of
devotion among, 313—acuteness of their senses, 314.

Campngna di Roma, description of, 48.

Canning, Mr, speech of, on the motion for an address to the Priiice

Kegent, preliminary remarks on, 59—intention of it shown to be
to aid Ministers in souutling an alarm over the country, Gl—in-

consistencies in the Report of the House of Lords, 67—doctrines

ascribed to the Spenceans, 73—extract from a publication of the
founder of that sect, 74.

Castlereagh, Lord, opinion entertained of him on the Continent, 388.
Caticasus, account of travels in, 31(J—great height of the mountains,

and difficulty of the ascent. 319—curious grotto on the summit of
one of them, 322—manners, 6:c. of the Ingushes, 323.

Chalcedony, vegetable remains presened in, 192.

Chatenuvienx, M., on the agriculture and statistics of Italy, 31—au-
thor's division of that country-, as it respects agriculture, 32-

—

mode of culture practised in Lombardy, 33—instruments of hus-

bandry in Italy, 39—of the agriculture of Tuscany, 40—the Col-

mata, a mode of improvement practised there, described, 44

—

imaccomitable insidubrity of the Maremna, one of the author's-

divisions of the Italian territory, 46—account of the banditti who
infest the Pontine marslies, 52.

Christianitij, beneficiid effect of, in restraining pauperism, 20.

Claverhouse, Graham of, cliaracter, &c. of, 226.

Coleridge'?, Literary Life, strictures on, 488—account of the au-

thor's school education, 489—of the habits, &c. of his friend Mr
Southey, 492—of Mr Wordsworth's claims to originality as a
poet, 495—who the discoverer of the principle of as:>ociation, 496—strictures on the system of Kant, 497—autlior's account of the
commencement of the Watchman, 499—character of Mr Burke,
503— charges against the Conductor of the Edinburj^i Review,
508—Reviewer's vindication of hiaiself, 509—remarks on poetic

diction, 512—and on the character of poets, 514.

CoUinsnn, Mr, discoveries of Dr Franklin in electricity owing to, 293,
Colmata, a great agricultural improvement in Tuscany, described, 44.
Cojidorcet, answer to a remark of, on the inefficacy of Faith, 338.

Contentment, illustration of the trite argument for, 296.

Cooper, Mr, exami^iation of", concerning the effect o/ Sunday Schools,

1
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Coriolatius, remarks on the trafjcdy of, 4S1.

Covenanters, 8j>ccimei4 of their eloquence, 'J32.

D
Dnlzr/ly Ciencral, picture of, 'iH.

Divining rod, still retains a certain credit among the Cornish miner?,

1S1-.

Droituich, analysis of the salt springs at, 1S3.

K
r.connmij, remarks on, by Dr Franklin, 295.

Edfieworth'^ Miss, Tales, ;}9()—general character of her writinjjs, 391
Harrington, design of, and extracts from, 397—strictures on, 403
—story of Ormond, with extracts, iOi.

l-liivcunl IL, ordinance for an annual Parliament in his reign, 127.

Kdxv^ariU, Mr Bryan, his account of the condition of the slaves iu t]i«

West Intlies, Lijb.

F
Faith, illustration of the position that there is merit in, 338.

FaUtaff, observations on tlie character of, Ibj.

Ferrara, remarks on the city of, 95.

Franklin, Dr, iVivate Correspondence of, 275—character of the au-

thor, 27t)— letter to a friend on the prospect of peace, 279—to Dr
Price, and Biiihop Shipley, 280—to Sir Joseph liunks, on the re-

turn of peace, 281—to Mr Hutton, on the murder of some Mora-
vian Indians, 282—to Dr Priestley, on the evils of war, 283— ti>

the Chevalier de la Luzerne, 2<S4—to (ieneral W;ishin«jton, 2h5

—

early partiality of the author for the King and British nation, 2S5
—change of his opinions in that respect, 2So—sarcasm against the

King, 288—imprisonment of Mr Laurens, 289—characterLstic cf

the author's understanding, 291—letter respecting Mr CoUinson
the botaiust, 293— to a friend, on nmrriage, 294-— to liis daughter,

Mrs Bache, on economy, 295— to Dr Priestley, on contentment,

296—to Mr Strahan, the King's priuttr, 2^)7— thoughts on reli-

gion, 299—to Mr W hitefteld, on religious intolerance and do^Jua-

tism, 300—on infidelity, 301.

G
Oaorging-Act, explained, 531.

Galoa-Ingiishcs, a Caucasian tribe, some account of, 323.

Genna, conduct of the Enghih Government ioHurd>, 107—exposeil

by Mr Brougham, 110.

Geological .'iocuti/, transactions of, introductory remarks on, Hi—
Dr Maccuiloch, on certain products obtained in the distdiation o;'

wood, d-c. 177—Dr Berger's mincralogical account of the Isle oi

Man, 179—Dr Maccuiloch on the granite Tors of t'ornwall, Ibl—
Mr Horner's account of the brine springs at Dryiiwicb, i5>2— .Mr

^^^__^^-^
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Phillips on the Veins of Cornwall, 183—^Ir Webster on the fresh-

water formations in the Isle of Wight, Sec. 186—Mr Phillips's de-

scription of the oxyd of tin the production of Co:mvall, S:c. 188
—Dr Macculloch's remarks on specimens transmitted to the Geo-
logical Society, 189—Mr Steinhauer's notice relative to the geo-

logy of the coast of Labrador, 191—Dr Macculloch on vegetable

remains preserved in Chalcedony, 192.

Heorrrin, description of, 328—baths of Teflis, 330—countr}' now un-
der tlie dominion of Russia, 331.

GipseySy arts of, described, 383.

Gl-asgoxc, description of the lunatic hospital at, 461.

Goethe's Memoirs, preliminary remarics on, 83—adventure of the
author at Trent, 86—is in danger of being apprehended as a spy
at Malsesine, 87—manners, <S:c. of the Veronese, 89—httle re-

spect now paid to pilgrims, 90—account of \'^enice, ib visit to

Ferrara and Bologna, 95—singular dream of the author, 97—con-

versation with an officer of the Papal army, 97—adventure at the

celebration of All-Souls day, 100.

Gordon, Principal, statement by, respecting the Stuart papers, 260.

H
Hamlet, observations on the character of, 4-83.

Hazlitt's characters of Shakespeare's plays—what the author's object

in, 472—superiority of Shakespeare's genius illustrated by extracts,

474—peculiar characteristic of his heroines, 477—account of tlicj

characters of Cloten and Macbeth, 478—the latter contrasted with

Richard III, 478.

Heraclins, story of two priests in the reign of, 320.

Heroines, Shakespeare's peculiar characteristic of, 477.

Hoblrcs, Mr, the discoverer of the principle of association, 496.

Hornci^, Mr, account of the brine springs at Droitwcfh, 182.

Huel-Cock, account of the mine of, 186.

Hutton, Mr, letter to, from Dr Franklin, on the murder of some Mo-
ravian Indians, 282;

I

Jamaica, propagation of religion discouraged in, 36S.

Jncovnito, remarks on the custom of travelling, 100.

InfideUtij, folly and mischief of propagating, 301.

Inioierance, religious, ad\ice against, 300.

Jorgoison's Travels, 371—remarks on the great number of modem
books of tltat description, 371—author's mode of travelling, 373

—

fundamental object of Bonaparte's policy, asserted to be the seiz-

ure of our Indian possessions, 374—gaming-houses of Paris coun-

ten-anced by the Government, 376—British and French senates

contrasted, 386—partiality of the people of Paris for Bonaparte,

387—obser\-ations on the aboHtion of the Sabbath, 381—treatment

of the raoyor of Jonchery by the Russians, 382—anecdote of n.
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gipsi'v, r»83—singular vow of a lady at Frankfurt, "S.";—character

of the German sovereigns, 3Sf)—eiilogium oF Lord Castlereagh.

388—itinerancy of German tradesmen, SHi),

Jrri<ration, method of, practised in Lomhardy, <S:c. 33.

Tta/i/. (Sec ChateanvieiuT.)

Julius Cicsar, Shakespeare's extract from, with remarks, 480.

K
Knif, strictures on the sy!=tem of, 497.

Kas.licck, Mount, attempt to reach the suniniit of, 319—curious grot-

to on, 3'i'2.

Khiprntk's Travels in Caucasus and Georgia, character of, 302.

Kurada, or praying machine of the Calmucks, described, 3 1 IS.

L
Labrador, remarks on the mineralogy of, 101.

Laurens, Mr, capture and imprisonment in the Tower, 289.
J.n^r^riua UgcIc of Cornwall, description of, 181.

/Mnihardff, account of the agriculture, &c. of, 33.

Lnhc^s, St, Hospital, account of, •11-3.

M
Machcih, character of, contrasted with Richard 111. 478.

MaccuUocIi, Dr, en certain products obtained in the distillation of

wood, 177—on the Granite Tors of Cornwall, 181—miscellaneous

remarks on specimens transmitted to the Geological Society, 189

—

on vegetable remains preserved in chalcedony, 192.

Mficironc's account of the fall, &c, of Murat King of Naples, lOG

—

unprincipletl conduct of the English government towards Genoa,
106—consequences of this policy exposed by Mr Brougham, 110
—author's account of himseif, 1 13—remarks on the treaty b.^tween

the Austrians and Murat, 115—adventures of the latter, 1 18—ac-

count of the author's visit to the Allied armies after the battle of

Waterloo, 121—correspondence betweea the Duke of Wellington

and tile Deputies from Paris, 122— mysterious circumstances in

the death of Pierthier, 124.

Mcldiia, an unhealthy constitution of the atraosphere along great

part of the coast of Italy, described, 4G.

MalJhns, Mr, his opinions on public chanty -contrasted with those

of his opponents, 2.

Man, Isle of, remarks on the mineralogy of, 179.

Marcmjia, one of the divisions of Italy, distinguished by its extreme

insalubrity, 46.

Marriage, remarks on, 294.

Melatjcrs, or farmers, condition of. In Tuscany, 40.

Methodist missionaries, discouraged by the planters In the West Io»

dies, 364.

Moravians, zeal and success of, in th3 West Indies, 36 1-.

^Ixhrt, the capital of G^^orjjla. described, 32S.
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Miirai, King of Nrq^les, concludes a treaty with Austria, 115— ac-

count of his operations, 116— his adventures after his failure in the

north of Italy, 118. .

N
Kasigki, Grande, canal of, described, 53,

O
Obi sorcery, in the West Indies, effects of, described, 362.

Oliver, the Government spy, account of his proceedings, 540.
Ossetes, a Caucasian tribe, account of, 317.

Oxen, cultivation of the land chiefly performed by, in Lombardy, 36.

Painters, Venetian, remarks on the colouring of, 93.

Papal army, conversation mth an officer of, 97.

Parliaments, annual, and universal suffrage, asserted by some to be
the ancient and undoubted rights of the people, 126—nature of

the annual Parliaments in the earlier periods of our history, 127

—

misunderstood by the reformers, 131—what the intention of the

ancient laws for annual Parliaments, 133—universal suffrage deni-

ed to have ever obtained in England, 144.

Pauperism, causes and cure of, 1—view of the controversy betweea
Mr Malthus and his opponents, on the subject of charity, 2— ills

of poverty cannot be banished from the world by the mere positive

adn'.inistrations of beneficence, 3—to what the comparative exemp-
tion of Scotland from the miseries of pauperism may bo attributed,

9— influence of Christianity' in restraining pauperism, 20—plan of

public charity proposed for the larger towns of Scotland, 23—be-

neficial effects of moral instruction, in begetting a repugnance te

charity, 27.

Phillips, IMr W., on the Veins of Cornwall, 183— description of the

oxyd of tin, the production of Cormvall, &c. 188.'

Pilgrims, dress, &c. of, described, 90.

Po, embankment of, described. 45.

Paciic diction, remarks on, 512.

Poetical extracts—from Southey's AVat Tyler, 153—Lord Byron's

Manfred, 420.—Shakespeare,. 475.

Poetry, definition of, 513.

Pontine marshes, account of, 52.

Poor, how provided for in Scotland, 9.

Priestley, Dr, letter from Dr Franklin to, on the subject of war, 283.

Providence, particular, on the belief of a, 301.

Public afiairs, on the present state of, 516—inconsistency of those

who assert that the possession of power is of no value, exposed, 516
—author's nQtion of the motives which actuate mankind, 518—re-

i'larks on the di-ration of Parliaments, 520—errors committed by
the refcrmevu, 521 —proceedings of the Committee of the House
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ol' Commons, 521—nature of the conspiracies ap:ainst Government
describt'd, 525— suspension of the Haheiis Corpus act, 5M—piLs>-

in«; of the (raf^f^ing act, 5'S\—unwurrantahle interil-rence of the

Secretary of State, resisted b}' the lierksliire ?.iagistjaltj>, 537—
account of Oliv. r tlic spy, 540.

Q
Qurt/icrs, improved a.-yluni for luuatics, established by, at York, 43 '.

(Quarterly Lint of New PubHcatious, 2(31, 544.

R
JleligioTiy Dr Franklin's opinions on, 2U9.

Rice, cultivated in Lonibardy, 38.

Riviere, Marquis de, cliarfred with ingratitude to Murat, 120.

Rome, rapid decrease in the population of, 57-

S
SabhatJi, effects of the abolition of, in France, 381.

Salpetrihr, hospital of, at Paris, described, 41-9.

Scotland, causes to Avhich its exemption from the burdens, &c. of

pauperism may be Mtributed, 9—plan of public charity for the

larger towns of, proposed, 23.

Sfiqfts/mrif, Lord, opinion that Pai'liamcnts were chosen annuallv,

origiuiUed with him, 131.

Shipki/, r.i'^lrop. letter to, from Dr Frankliji, 2S0.

Soiti/ieys Wat Tyler, doubts at tirst entertained of his being the a-i-

thor, 151—history of the poem, 152—extracts from, 153— ori-;'!!

and substance of Mr Southey's letter to Mr Smith, w'ith reniavKa,

157—remedies proposed by him for the sufFtrings under which wc
now labour, examined, 169— his character, how vhidicated by Mr
Coleridge, 493.

Spence, Mr, extract from a publication of, 78.

Slein/iauer's, Mr, uotice relative to the geology of the coast of La-

brador, 191.

Stoinac/i-eiil, among the slaves in the Wtst Indies, described, 359.

Straclinn, Mr, c:itract of a curious letter from Dr FranJvlin to, 297.

Siijf'mge, univLTtal, eJiown never to have obtained in England, 144.

Hu/u/ay ichaolx, beneticial intluence of, on the lv)wer orders, 27.

r

Tales of My Landlord, evidently the work of the Author of Waver-

ley, t'v.c. 193—popularity of the author great and deserved, 194

—

what his chief failure*, 197—remarks on his former publications^

198—outline of the first tale, The Black Dwarf, 2U>—extracts

iioui, 202—introduction to tiie tale of Old Mortality, 213— j
• •

'

at which the sctne of the story is laid, 2HJ—erruneous id.:

veyed by general history of the state of the body of the ;•

during great public events. 217—outline of the tale, with exirActs.
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2] 9—remarks on seme of the principal chafactcrs in llie wGrlc, 257
— and on the author's jocular use of Scripture phraseology, ib.

Ta/fc//rand, .memorandum addressed by, to the Duke of Wellingtoii,

123.

Teflin, description of the baths of, 330.

Tempest, Shakespeare's, remarks on the characters in, \^5.

TonicelU, agricultural improvement suggested by, 45.

Tradesmen, German, account of the itinerancy of, 389.

Travels, strictures on modern books of, 371.

TuHcmii/, agriculture of, described, 40.

Trvelfih Night, remarks on Shakespeare's style of comedy, 486.

V
Venice, description of the city, &c. 90.

Veronese, manners of, described, 89.

Uerriiss, one of the great festivals of the Calmucks, descrfijcd, 300.

W
Walerho, visit to the Allied Armies after the battle of, 121.

Washington, General, letter to, 284.

fVef)sfer, Mr, on the fresh water formations in the Isle of Wight, &c.

186.

WelUngion, correspondence of the Duke of, with the deputies from
Paris, 123.

W'ght, on the fresh water formations in the isle of, 1 8G.

IVillinmmv, Dr, his medical and miscellaneous observations relative

to the West India islands, 340—remarks on the interference of the

British Parliament in the internal legislation of the islands, 341—
author, though a friend to the slave trade, com.pelled to admit its

abuses, 351—^medical treatment of the slaves censured, 354—sin-

gular malady to which they are subject, 359—reasons which im-

pede the rehgious instruction of the islands, 363—notable anecdftte

of island legislation, 367—points in tke condition of the slaves,

which principally demand the attention of the Legislature, 369.

Wood, remarks on the products obtained in the distillation of, 177.

Wordsiwrth, JNIr, of his originality as a poet, &c. 495, 507.

Y
Yorh, account of the Lunatic Asylum at, 434.
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